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ABSTRACT

This thesis is primarily a studyof the reasons for the rise, after

1840, of the medical profe,ssion in SoufhAustralia, from a commonplace

and diverse colleetion ofunorganised individuals held in poor regard, to a

powerfülo well established and disciplined, science<rrientated, exclusive

profession which enjoyedhigh standing, eminence and income.

The principal argument is that the basic power and influence of the

medical practitioner derived from Statute. In the first place legislation

introduced state registration: this gave occupational closure and self-

regulation -the cardinal footing of professional dominance. Thereafter a

mrmber of widely separatedAcús each contributed to the enhancement of

med.ical privilege, authority and the attainment of fuIl professional status.

Of almost equal importance in the acquisition of power and status

was the organised profession's adoption of, and association with, science

and. technology. Eventually, all the adherents of any theory and practice of

medicine, other than which the legaþqualifred determined tobe orthodox,

wouldbe branded as ignorant andunreliable quacks-

A number of secondary sources have made an important

contribution to the relentless acquisition of stanrfñhg and authoritybythe

med.ical profession. These include a continuous upward mobilitythrough

social class, achieved bymarriage and incory.the formation of influential,

exclusive medical organisations, one illustration being the autocratic and

paternalistic BMA' and another the elite Royal Colleges, first for the

specialties, and later general practice: all quickly assumed a high standing.

Doctors, particularly after the First rüorld W'ar, also began to enjoy close

advisory and consulting relationships with governments, and theybecame

prominent in many areas of their local and wider communities. Throughout,

they were materially assisted in their achievement of high status,
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imFortant community standing and full professionaL status, by a

sympathetic, fascinated and uncritical pres s.

The Page scheme in 1953 added a guaranteedhigh income. After the

S econd World War, technology intruded with incre ased rapidity and drama

into medicine, and costs increased astronomically. By 1969 the federal

government, alarmed at the abuses, enacted dramatic legislative changes.

Thereafter the medical profession became divided and fragmented, and lost

its abilityto influence government at high policylevels.

*
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is primarilythe story of the relationship between the

medical profession and the state in South Australia, 1836-1975, the rising

social position of that profession, and its achievement of the control of the

practice of medicine. It is primarily a South Australian story, but has been

set and considered where necessary in an Australian context.

It is the historyof the origin and development of state licensing

(registration)Iegislation,l and the role that statute played in the growth of

medical power, and, concurrently, prestige and status. State patronage of

medicine in South Australia dates from 1844, when the attainments of the

legally qualified were laid down. Registration for manyyears was not an

enforceable requisite for practice, and much of my story is about the

activities of the unregistered and unqualiflred who were active until the

Second World War, and to whom the legally qualified profession is indebted

for some veryimportant legislation which enhanced their powers and

privileges. Medical legislation in South Australia was, generally, a rare

event, and each episode strengthened the political power of the registered

profession.

To some extent the history of the legislative relationship between the

state and medical practitioners is a study of the long conflict of view

between those who see any statute that bears on the profession as a

sinister umbrella to protect a very privileged and exclusive minority against

the rain of accountability and competition, and those more liberal minded

who regard legislation as essential to protect the consumer. The difficult

relationship between the medical profession and government illustrates the

problems of the intricate connection between anylearned profession and the

bodies with whom it must interact. They might be govern-ments or their

l Licensing, as a formal permission from a constituted authority tn carry on a profession,
is corä¡¡¡o¡i i¡i A¡re¡ie¿: r'eg"islrui.iurc, ås å sy-¡lcrn¡rm, is favoured in Britain and the
countries which inherited its customs and procedures.
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instrumentalities, or the many and varied consumer groups that are a part

of our rapidly changing social str-ucture and which, in a democrac¡ are able

to challenge professional authority.

Modern social theorists have different views about the long

relationship between the medical profession and the state. Some see the

origins of registration legislation as a means for pragmatic governments to

legitimise traditional medicelegal areas such as coronial inquests,

cerbification of death and notification of specific diseases.2 Others consider

that the state enacted such laws to enable it to provide a statistical base

from which it could administer society.3 There are points of view that see all

legislation relating to the medical profession as being enacted to increase the

power, incomes and status of doctors, and others who argue that the

capitalist state, in order to survive, must protect the interests of dominant

classes.4 Still others argue that the "...the unwillingness and inability of the

public to protect itself from harm and exploitation by incompetents and

charlatans", has produced a solution that is worse than the problem it is

saidto address -
The solution, proposed and essentially self-regulated by professionals
themselves, has been to use the police power of the State to control
the entry of persons to the ranks of those who serve the public. The
resulting apparatus developed to maintain the enterprise not only
has failed, it has failed at a heavy financial and social cost. At the
same time, it serves to protect and enhance the income, security,
status and privileges of the selÊappointed "protectors".s

Perhaps understandably, the medical profession has tended to

promote the view that government registration, and control of entry into

what is one of the most exclusive occupations in the world, are solelyfor the

2 Enan Willis, MedicalDominance. Sydney, Allen & I-/nwin, 1983, p. 47.
3 f.t*t.S. White: 'The State and Professional Knowledge'. Unpublished PhD, The Flinders
University of SA. 1937.
4 J. Haber-asl. LegitimationCrisis. London, Heineman. 1976. This view was put forward
well before the dramatic disintegration on non-capitalist European societies prior to and
in 1991.
5 S.J. Gros s, Of Foxes and Hen Houses - Licensing and the HeøIth Professions. Quorum
Books, 1984, p. 3.
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advantage and benefit of the public, and this opinion has often e4ioyed

influential supporters.6 The privilege of medical self-regulation accordedby

governments, and approved by society for over one hundred and frfty years

has been jealously guarded. Onlyin recent times in Australasia have the

standards and ethics of medical practice been seriously questioned and

criticised. The wide publicityin the 1980s and 1990s that surrounded the

events at Chelmsford in New South Wales,T ward 10B in Townsville,

Queensland,s and the experiments at the New Zealand National W'omen's

Hospital,e required a Royal Commission and two Inquiries to illuminate the

truth and horrifypublic and professional opinion.lO

In 1919, 75 years after the first South Australian Ordinance, an

important Act was framed where there could be seen, for the first time, the

influence of science and technolory in furthering the creation of dominance

within the profession. This particular legislation capped the long process by

which the South Australian medical profession achieved unity and an

established place in the upper class through a process of collective social

mobility. TheAct frnished the process of occupational closure, virtuallygave

the profession control of it own calling, and awarded the legallyrecognised

6 Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Regulation of the Medical Profession. London
HMSO 1975. Cmnd. 6018, p. 3.

Regulation of Professional Markets in Austrq,Iia: Issues for Reuiew. Trade Practices
Commission. Canberra 1990, pp.24: t8-2I.
7 Report of the Royal Commission into Deep Sleep Therapy, NSW 1990-1.
Brian Bomberger and Janet Fyfe-Yeomans. Deep Sleep: Harry Bailey and the Scandal of
Ch.elmsford, Sydney, Simon and Schuster, 1991.
8 Commission of Inquiry into the care and treatment of patients in the psychiatric unit of
the Townuille General Hospital between 2nd March, 1975 and 20th February, 7988.
Queensland 1990.
Emma Pierce and Phillip Mildenhall , A PIøce of Safety, Sydney, published by the
authors, 1990.
9 The Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Allegations concerning the Treatment of
Cewicq,I Cancer at National Women' Hospital and into Other Related Matters. Auckland
New Zealand, 1988.
Sandra Coney, The Unfortunate Experiment, A.uckJand, Penguin, 1988.
10 The three institutions have earned their place in the litany of medical infamy, the first
two because of trials of dangerous unconventional treatment regimes, and the latter for
an unscrupulous blind trial of management for certain carcinomas. In each place there
was a callous and premeditated rejection by medical practitioners of every ethical and
moral consideration which should apply to human experimentation. (John Chalmers, 'Self
Regulation and the Medical Profession', inDepartment of MedicineElinders Uniuersity
Annual Report 1990, p.3.)
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certain common law rights. In respect of the relevance of the legislative (or

political) route to a commanding professional position, I agree with the

general conclusion of Parry and Parry, who, in their 1976 study of the rise of

the medical profession, detailed the successful struggle of the British

practitioner for upward assimilation and occupational closure.ll They dealt

with professionalism as an occupational strategy directed towards the

achievement of upward collective social mobility, and thereafter, with the

subsequent maintenance of superior remuneration and status. Associated

with the basic strategy was a collective effort to achieve occupational

closure, and selective recruitment to ensure that the created common

identity was maintained. It was also necessary to "...construct defensible

barriers against those aspiring to move up from below". Ilowever, while

those authors place the British profession in the middle classes, I wilI

suggest that the Australian medical practitioner occupied a higher position

in the social scale.

The developments which are the focus of this thesis have been

considered in the context of the society of which they have been a part,

because no aspect of the history of medicine can ".. .be divorced from broader

social assumptions, values and prejudices."l2 For this reason I have

quarried deeply into a large array of primary sources, and have dealt

chronologicallywith events and personalities, social and economic aspects,

because we can onlyunderstand the issues I raise in the settings of the

contemporary society of which they were part.

During the 140 years traversed by this thesis Australian

medical practice, like the societyin which it existed, changed dramaticall¡

and after Federation, all change accelerated. Then, instead of struggles

11 Noel Pany & Jose Parry, TheRise oftheMedicalProfession. London, Croom Helm,
7976.
12 L. Bryder & R. Smith, Editorial introduction - 1988, 'The Society for the Social History
of Medicine', p.vi.
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againsttuberculosis, hydatids, diphtheria, typhoid,ls smallpox, pertussis,

measles, r'trbella, syphilis and influenza, the profession came to confront

heart disease, cancer, an enormous volume of mental and psychological

illness,l4 physicalinjur¡ intoxication, addiction, andpoisoning. There are

also some ethical dilemmas that bafÏle easy resolution, and which have

resulted from technology driven achievements. 15

Medicine, like every other aspect of our social milieu, has been swept

and buffeted by the populist forces of the last thirty years - the concerns

with racism, sexism, discrimination, sexual freedom, and those

environmental and ecological controversies which heralded the eighties. All

these have subjected medicine to their influence, and have altered

traditional patterns of disease and practice in ways which have been both

subtle and substantial. At the same time medical knowledge has grown

exponentially, and the methods in which it is applied have changed

enormously and rapidly. Medicine has a number of characteristics that

make it unique among the three long+stablished major professions, and

which separate it from divinity and law.16 Of those three learned

professions, 'To la¡nnen, of course, the whole law is a sealed book.'l? Lay

persons have always feared the law and desired to keep without its ambit.

The organised church is becoming increasinglyirrelevant to a materialistic

age. But with medicine, a distinguishing peculiarity is the extraordinary

public interest in its practice and practitioners. This has certainly been the

13 Those four were the principal 19th century causes of mortality and morbidity.
Statistical Register of South Austra,Iia: Demography. Annual Parliamentary Papers.
Australian Bureau of Statistics, Causes of Death, South Australia (annual).
14 It could be that these problems have always been with us, but were poorly understood
and recorded. See, for example, Gwen Raverat, PeriodPiecelACambridgeChil¿hood.
Faber & Faber, 1952, for a humorous and sensitive account of the rampant
hypochondriasis and neurotic behaviour in the Darwin family.
15 For example, fertility and reproduction, organ transplantation, genetic engineering
and euthanasia.
16 Tlre OxþrdEnglishDictionory notes that "profession" applies especially "...to the three
learned professions of divinity, law and medicine..." and cites 1541. This is thirty years
aftnr 74 & 75 Hen. VIII c. 5 Prantice of Physic. The fourth edition of Johnson (1773) also
narowed the term to "...divinity, physic and law".
17 Ramsay Smith, AMo.nualforCoroners. Adelaide ,1904, pp. iv, v.
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case from Victorian times, and the interest has never been higher than

todaywhen innumerable medical journalists, with varying talent, compete

with each other to fill reams of newsprint with medical articles.

Medical dominance.

In this work I have tried to incorporate the important analyses and

hypotheses relating to medical dominance, but as a frame, rather than a

strict template, to circumscribe my own conclusions. The modern concept of

professional domina¡rce originates from the work of Eliot Freidson, who, in

studies which started in 1961,18 came to hold that the basic structure of

health services was constituted bythe dominance of a single profession over

various other subordinate occupations.le The foundation of his studywas

the scholarship of E. Durkheim, who in 1957 published his work on

professional ethics,2O and identified the professions as a means of redressing

the balance against individualism, which was believed to be leading to world

moral decline, through their own system of specific rules of conduct.2l

Ilowever, by1975, Freidsonno longer considered Durkheim relevant

to what has become lcrown as the professional model.22 He postulated that

professional dominance arose because a body of persons possessed

substantial esoteric lcrowledge, which the state recognised by the legal

support of a monopoly by a professional elite. His theory was expanded by

Frankenburg, who described the professional elite thus created as a

18 E. Freidson, Patients'Views of Medicøl Pracúice. New York. 1961.
19 E. Freidson, Professiona.l Dominance: the Social Structure of Medical Cøre. NY, Aldine.
1970.
20 E. Durkheím,ProþsionalEthicsandCiuicMorals. London, Routledge. 1957. His
writings are no longer accorded the attention and regard that they initially commanded.
lProfessor John Barnes, sometime Professor of Sociolory and Anthropology, ANIJ,
personal communicatíon 24 July 1990.1
21 The belief that society was in danger from moral decline and intellectual apathy
seems to have been widespread in the 1950s. In November 1951 Australia's highest
church representatives and all state Chief Justices issued A CaIl To The People, (a widely
circulated document), in an effort to induce people to advance moral standards. It had no
discernible effect and came to be regarded as something of a national joke.
22 E. Freidsort,DoctoringTogether, AStudy of Professional Social Control. New York.
Elsevier, 1975.
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dominant class defined by private ownership and the control of productive

resources.2s To Johnson, a prerequisite of professionalism was that an

occupational group shared, byvirtue of its membership of a dominant class

or caste, wide resources of power, and that there was a relatively large

source of demand.2a Johnson also considered that the medical profession

was able to achieve autonomy (self-regulation) because

Certain occupations are associated with particular acute problems of
uncertaint¡r, where client or consumer judgement is particularly
ineffective and the seeking of skilled heþ necessarily invites the
intrusion of others into intimate and vulnerable areas of the
consumer's self or group-identity. Medical practice, for example,
intrudes into areas of social taboo relating to personal privacy and
bodily functions, as well as areas of culturally defined ritual
significance such as birth and death.25

Sidney Sax said much the same thirteen years later:

Medical practice consists of the application of knowledge to many
problems of disease, impairment, disability and handicap...the unique
relationship between doctors and their patients has always
conformed to the features of transactions in which anxious individuals
seek help and advice about personal problems from authoritative
figures'26

Freidson was criticised in 1977 by McKinlay and McKinlaybecause

too many questions had been left unanswered about the relations between

medical elites, the state and other professions. They also held that the

special value of medical workhad not been clarified.2?

In 1987 I{.N.S. Whit€ in an unpublished thesis claimed that

The State was concerned to use the occupation [of medicine] and
allow it to professionalise, only to the extent that it satisfied the
state's requirements of providing a statistical base on which to
administer. . . society. . .28

23 R. Frankenburg, 'Functionalism and After?: Theory and Development in Social Science
Applied to the Health Field', in International Journal of Health Seruices, 1974, 4(3): pp.
4tt-427.
24 T. Johnson, Professions and Power. London, Macmillan , !972, p. 43.
25 tbid.
26 Sidney Sax, A Strife of Interests. North Sydney, Allen & IJnwin, 1984, p. 8.
27 J. & S. McKinlay,'The Questionable Effect of Medical Measures on the Decline of
Mortality in the T$entieth Century'. Milbønh Memorial Fund Quarterly, 19'11, 55(3): pp.
405-28.
28 X.N.S. White, 'The State and Professional Knowledge'. op.cit.
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I think that this over-simplifies a complex conjunction of circumstances:

the basic statistics of health and disease which the state requires are

absolutely fundamental to its ability to fulfil its role to make laws for the

order and good government of the communityit is elected to control. I will

return to this matter when considering one special area of statistical

usefulness - the need for accurate certification of death.

In 1989 Willis criticised Freidson's concept because it was not

adequately located in a theory of class relations central to an analysis of

autonomy and professionalism. He argued that scientific medicine promoted

a view of illness and appropriate treatment that was compatible with

dominant class interests, and his overall conclusion was that dominance

was the direct result of the development of the capitalist state.2e

Notwithstanding this qualification, Willis still considered that the

professional dominance standpoint was the best for any sociological

analysis of the medical profession.

In the South Australian context it is difficult to find evidence of any

approach that invokes Marxist theory.so The SA health care system, from

the start, as Raftery makes clear,31 was not characterised by any kind of

socialist provision, but was a mixture of government established and

managed hospitals and, much later from the late 1870s, institutions founded

on private philanthropy and public fund raising.s2 Even Willis concedes that

notions derived from Marxist theory (such as proletarianisation) only make

29 Evan Willis, op. cit.
30 However when Sir Thomas Playford nationalised the Adelaide Electric Supply
Company in 1945-46, he was accused of being a socialist! See Stewart Cockburn and
JohnPlayford,Playford,BerrcuolentDespot, Axion, Adelaide, 1991, pp. 100-132.
31 J..dith Raftery, 'The Australian Health Care System; its Historical and Political
Context'. In Working in Health Care. University of Adelaide, Department of Community
Medicine, 1992.
32 TIne main institutions referred to were opened as follows:

St. Margarets Convalescent Home: 1872-74.
Adelaide Childrens Hospital: 1878.
Home for Incurables (later Julia Farr Centre): 1878.
Estcourt House: 1894.
Kalyra Tts Sanatorium: 1895.
Minda Home for the Weak minded and Epileptic: 1897.
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sense when considered in an orthodox Marxist position.ss There is the

additional diffrculty that Marx himself did not elaborate in any way on the

relationship of professionalism to social class.

Willis's writings, alongwith those of Thame,sa Pensabene,ss

Backhouse,s6 William s 37and Reynolds,ss which will be considered in due

course, have influenced this thesis because they are set in an Australian

context, in contrast to the bulk of the literature on professionalism which

has as a predominant reference point the American health initiative.

Freidson's original development of the concept of professional dominance,

although elaborated in that American setting, is completely relevant to

South Australia, because all the steps he enunciated as essential for an

occupation to achieve recognition as a profession, can be clearly discerned in

the genesis of the state's MedicøIActs.

Freidson defines a profession as an occupation that has achieved

selÊregulation.se That achievement is accompanied by a two-stage

process. First, the occupation has to demonstrate that it does reliable and

valuable work Second, from the interaction of political and economic power

and occupational representation, autonomy is conferred. Some writers

identify a specifrc point from which the model of medical professionalism can

be dated: to Hartao it was around the start of the 20th century, and in

America specifically 1910,

33 Evan Willis, 'Doctoring in Australia: A View at the Bicentenar¡/. TheChanging
Chøracter of the Medical Profession. Tt:.e Milbank Quarterly, Vol. 66, Suppl. 2, 7988, p.
170.
34 Claudia Thame, 'Health and the State'. Unpublished PhD, ANU, 1974.
35 T.S. Pensabene, The ftúse of the Medical Prontitioner inVictoriø. Research Monograph
No. 2, Health Research P4oject, Canberra. ANU, 1980.
36 Peter Backhouse, 'Medical Knowledge, Medical Power'. Unpublished PhD, U of A,
1994.
37 J. Gary \Milliams, 'supervised Autonomy: Medical Specialties and Structured Conflict
in an Australian General Hospital'. Unpublished PhD, U of A, 1992.
38 Chrisøpher Reynolds, 'Plagues and Prejudices'. Unpublished PhD, U of A, 1992.
39 His own term is self-direction.
a0 J.t. Hart, .A New Kind of Doctof, Royal Sæiety of Med,icineJournal, Yol. 74, No. 12,
1981, pp. 871-€83. (Hart was an English general practitioner).
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. . .when the implementation of the Fle¡mer Report. . . on medical
education, drawing on British, German and French experience,
elaborated an international professional model which in its essentials
Persists todaY.ar

Hart, too, believes that'.A large part of professionalisation of medicine was

a search for higher social status".42

Willis set out three levels which in his view comprised the footings of

medical dominance.a3 First, autonomy: doctorsaa control their own work, and

are not subject to direction and evaluation by other health occupations.4s

Autonomywas also a fundamental precept of Freidson. More recentl¡ Haug

has argued that group practices, peer review and pressure for cost

containment have chiselled away at professional independence, and hence

autonomy.a6 Second, authority: this mayinvolve the direct superwision

and./or direction of the work of others, or involve an indirect control through

being on boards, or denying legitimacy. Third, there is medical_ soyereistty:

the sustenance of medical dominance in the wider society. If, therefore, we

seek a decline in medical dominance, there must be a discernible diminution

in the control of doctors at each of these levels. I would suggest that this has

not been the case in South Australia.

The main criticism of the concept of professional dominance

originates from Haug's theory of deprofessionalisation and

proletarianisation.a? Later she enlarged her proposition by citing the

4r Ib., p. 826.
42 tbid.
43 Willis, Doctoring, op. cit., p. 177.
44 Throughout this thesis the substantive'doctorr means a medical practitioner, in the
popular understanding of the word, unless specifrcally otherwise indicated.
45 Howe.ret, Williems 'supervised Autonomy', shows how in the general hospita-l setting,
the inability of the medical staffto maintain total financial independence, compromises
their autonomy. Most of the other published work in this freld does not concern itself with
the public or private sector salaried medical profession.
46 Marie Haug, 'A Re-cxamination of the Hypothesis of Physician Deprofessionalisation'.
The Chønging Chørader of the Medical Profession, Milbanh Qua,rterly, op. cit., pp. 48-56.
47 Ttrese are ugly words but it is difficult to find alternatives, and they are at léast
marginally better t}r'an de-embourgeoisement.
M.R. Haug,'Deprofessionalisation: an Alternative Hypothesis for the Future'.
Professionalisation ønd Socio.l Change, Ed. Paul llalmos, The Sæiologico,I Reuiew
Monograph No. 20, Keele, 1973, pp. L95-271.
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increasing role of computer diagnosis, better public education, increasing

specialisation requiring more dependence on non-medically qualifred experts,

the growth of consumerism, and a rising tide of public criticism over cost

containment accountability, as the main reasons for the medical

profession's social decline.as I thinkthat she could have includedtwo further

reasons: the rising tide of medical practice litigation, and, second, at the coal

face ofAustralia¡r medicine, the glut of general practitioners, which enables

dissatisfied or suspicious clients to shop around for as many opinions as

they need. There is a third postulate, corporatisation, and I ryill consider all

three of them now.

Deprofession ali sation.

By this is implied a loss of monopoly over medical knowlefue along

with diminishing authority over patients. In addition to the ideas of Haug,

Stoeckle presents medical technology, information technology, and the loss

of control over systems for funding medicine as important aspects of the

debate.ae Professionalisation has been defrned in varying ways. To Johnson,

it was a process in which the end point was a form of occupational self

control.sO Berlant, Parry and Parry, and Larson held that it was a process

aimed at collective upward mobility through social class and monopolisation,

and much of the empiricallyverifiable data in this thesis seems to support

this view.¡l In addition, Larsen claims that professions have in common an

M.R. Haug, 'The Deprofessionalisation of everyone?' SociologtcalFoeus, S(S): ,1975, pp.
L97-2t3.
48 M.R. Haug,'Computer Technology and Obsolescence of the Concept of Profession'.In
Work and Technology, edited by M. Haug and .I- T)ofn-v, Sage Press, Reverl;r Hills, 1.9??,
pp. 1.95-214.

49 Joht D. Stoeckle, 'Reflections on Modern Doctoring', inThe Changing Chararter of the
Medical Profession, op. cit., p. 77 .
50 T. Johnson, Professions and Power, op. cit.
51 J. Berlant, Profession q.nd. Monopoly. A Stud,y of Medicine in the [Jnited States and
Grectt Britøin. Berkeley, U of California, L975.
N Parry & J. Parry, op. cit.,
M.S. Larson, The Rise of Professionalism: A Sociological Analysis. Berkley, U of Califorrria,
t977.
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occupational ideolory staking a claim to autonomy in the performance of

their work and regulating their affairs, and all agree that the process of

professionalisation can onlybe understood in relation to the development

and maintenance of the class structure. In South Australia, that was in

place from the start:

South Australia offered a social framework designed specifically to
satisfr the cravings of the middling orders of society for security and
respectability. They themselves would become a modest gentry, an
instant elite in a neì¡v society.sz

The frrst doctors who came to the state were the working products of British

medical education, and those practitioners retained numerical superiority

for many decades. Apart from migrating for the reason of their own health

or that of members of their family, Digbyhas shown that they left the IIK

because the profession was unable to control its own numbers; there was

acute competition at all levels, and only a restricted portion of the UK

population could afford to pay for medical treatment.ss Many practitioners

were erçloited under the laws which governed the support of paupers at the

public expense, and the findings of the (British) Select Committee on Poor

Relief (1862) indicate much corrupt practice and parsimonious behaviour.

Before any propositions are made for the better remuneration of
Poor-law medical offrcers, it is desirable to set forth the chief
objections to the present system...
1. The salaries are, in the majority of instances, much too low.
2. They are, in a remarkable degree, unequal, and bear no definite
relation to the amount of work done.54

Up to the early 1900s there had also been downward pressure generally on

medical incomes.sS

Willis argues againstviewing'the ideologyof professionalism as a

microcosm of bourgeois ideology', but suggests that by an emphasis on

52 Eric Richards (F,d) The Flind.ers History of South Australia. SociøI History. Adelaide,
Wakefield Press, 1986, p. 123.
53 Anne Digby, Making a Medical Liuing. Cambndge University Press, 1994, pp. 43, 44.
54 First Report of the Select Committee on Poor Relief (1562) (181) Vol. X. p. 22L.
55 Digby, op. cit., Ch. 5.
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technological rationality, on the claim to effectiveness and individualism,

professionalisation legitimates inequality and elitism,s0 a theory first

advanced by Habermas.s7 If we are to see any process of

deprofessionalisation, according to Willis, we need to see the decline of state

patronage of the autonomy and set of ideas which legitimate it.58 The most

articulate defence of Haug's postulates has come from McKinlay and

Aïches,5e whose basic argument is that professional autonomy has been

eroded because of loss of monopoly over medical knowledge and a reduced

authority over patients. In the South Australian setting this fits well with

the conclusions of Williams,Go 5n it is only evident in the wider profession

after the late 1970s. The present position in respect of all these theories

seems to be that more time and evidence is needed to adequately assess the

extent of the erosion of medical authority.6r

Proletarianization.

This theme argues that the development of capitalism, in particular

the concentration and centralisation of capital, has lead to a polarisation in

class terms. Willis has pointed out the defects in this situation, noting that it
makes most sense within an orthodox Marxist position. One would have to

seek evidence for proletarianisation in the decline of the doctors'role as

organic intellectuals to the dominant class, and as social control agents,

".. .mediating relations between individuals and their bodies, on the one hand,

and the state, on the other".62 He concluded that the Australian profession

had not lost its dominance, but that it had become much more subtle and

56 Willis, 'Doctoring in Australia", op.cit.,p.76g.
57 J. Habetmas, 'Technology and Science as "Ideology"', irr Towards a Rational Society,
Ed. J. Habermas, Boston, Beacon Press, 1970, pp. 8l-t22.
58 tr¡/illis, 'Doctoring in Australia", op.cit.,p.I6g.
59 John B. McKinlay & Joan Arches, 'Towards the Proletarianisation of Physicians', in
InternotionalJournalofHealthSeruices, Vol. 15, No. 2, 1985, pp. 161-195.
60 J. Ga.y Williams, 'supervised Autonomy', op. cit.
61 M.R. Haug, 'A Re-cxamination of the Hypothesis of Physician Deprofessionalisation',
op.cit., pp. 48-75.
62 Willis, Doctoring, op. cit., p. 170.
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indirect. Navarro also rejects the proletarianisation concept because

notwithstanding attacks on the profession's autonomy, he argues that its

remaining considerable influence and level of skill keeps it from fitting

Marxistdefinitions.6s The central argument of Backhouse, with which I
agree, is

.. .that the profession's policy influence is driven by both power and
knowledgeãeterminants, wñich are interdependeñt and irutually
reinforcing. Neither can adequately account for "medical dominance"
without the direct implication of the other.6a

He also argues convincinglythat from the 1970s medical dominance in

Australia has been limited and challenged byother non-medical forms of

knowledge andexpertise.6s For example, we have abroader, social definition

of dying, in place of a narrow medical one. Similarlyhealth policyin the

areas of aged care and birthing have been subject to development and

evaluation by a broad range of groups and interests representing non-

medical lmowledge and e>rpertise. GPs began to abandon obstetrics a.fber

1970, when differential rebates brought about financial disadvantage, and

they deserted it from 1990 because of astronomical increases in litigation

insurance premiums. This is another factor which challenges medical

dominance, because it has stimulated research into and utilisation of the

alternative non-medical approaches to childbirth. Other areas of health

policy being "d*medicali sed"66 include alcoh.ol and drug addiction, human

nutrition, fVF and fertility erçerimentation, genetic manipulation and

mentalillness.6? In Australia most of these fields have little appeal to

63 Vicente Navarro, 'Professional Dominance or Proletarianisation? Neither', ?åe
Changing Charatter, Milbank Quarterly, op. cit., pp. 57-75.
64 Peter Backhouse, op. cit., p. iv.
65 Ib., pp. 486-7.
66 A revolting neologism, but it seems apt.
67 Most of these areas traditionally have been unpopular with doctors, with little interest
to general medical practitioners. In 1994 an Australian study showed that less than SOVo

of GPs had any patient education literature on alcohol, and only l37o attended seminars
on health promotion. lHeywood et alii, 'Screening for cardiovascular disease and risk
reduction-<ounselling behaviours for of GPs', Preuentiuemedicinc, 1994, vol. 23, pp. 292-
3011.
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private practitioners becau se Medí.care provides inadequate remuneration

for counselling and prevention. 68

The utilisation of complementary- or 'alternative'medicine - has

grown rapidly in Australia since the early 1970s, and is said now to account

annually for one billion dollars of private health expenditure. A large

population survey by the University of Adelaide found that nearly half of all

Australians in the preceding year used an alternative medicine treatment.Ge

Such treatments are nothing new and there has never been any shortage of

advice to enable the laityto manage their own health, a lengthy 1g07

example, greater than 504 pages, was Browns The Complete Herbalßt.I0

Cor¡rcratization.

This is the last concept in our consideration of the attacks on medical

dominance. The classic theory relating the growth of bureaucracy to

professional rationalisation originates from the work of Max Weber [1864-

19201. Weber was a social imperialist whose views were formed in the era of

Bismarckian reformation of Crerman medical education, where thLe Staats

Exam replaced a university degree as the authorityto practice medicine.Tl

His theories do not frt the South Australian situation: far from being a state

ordered and regimented occupation, medicine here, like Australian medicine

generally until 1950, Ìvas more a sink or swim affair, than state structured.

Ilowever, in reviewing the debt of the medical profession to state legislation,

their utilisation of technology, andtheir acquisition of wealth, one could

argue that Weber would see there all the marks of the triumph of

modernism and rationalisation. Some Australian political scientists have

68 B. Be[ew et alii, 'Health Promotion in primary care settings- where have we been and
where can we go next?'Paper presented to the Eighth National Health Promotion
Conference, Sydney, February 1996.
69 MedicalObseruer,lS March 1996, p. 1.
70 Prof. O. Phelps Brown, The Complete Herbølist; or, the People their own Physiciøns by
theuseof Nøturds Remedies;...' London, Hale, 1907.
7L In¡ø, ch. II.
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taken an interest in corporatism within the context of ruling class and power

elite theories. They

...argue that in times of crisis in the capitalist economy, the
peak organisations in societ¡r, 'big business, big labour ánd big
government are incorporated into the state apparatus to form
a'tripartite power bloc.'I 2

Navarro put it that the profession's loss of autonomy over the material

means of producing, and the systems for funding and organising, medical

services, have reduced its control of the practice of medicine.Ts This is a

facet which did not greatlytrouble the Australian medical profession until

the Whitlam years (L972-75). Then, radical changes to the whole

Australian health system graduallybrought about a redistribution of the

health funding dollar. Bythe 1990s the traditional general practitioners

believed that theywere no longer adequately remunerated because there

was a gradual but unmistakable shift away from complete fee-for-service

r+imbursement, the legacy of Sir Earle Page's 1951 Pensioner Medical

Service and the 1.953 Nøtinnal HealthAct,to a blended payments system

where the source of payment changed. It had become necessary for the GP

to face up to the need to become more broadly involved in the community,

quite outside their conventional role, and to redefine their professional

purposes within the whole health system. The catalyst here has been the

formation throughoutAustralia of divisions of general practice, which

followed the 1992 National Health Strategy.za The objectives of divisions of

general practice, which are organisations with which GPs can affiIiate,

include involvement with community and consumers, health promotion, and

shared care and discharge arrangements with public hospitals. Before 1988,

such developments were undreamed of.

72 R. Geoitsen and R.G. Stewart, quoted by H. Gardner, ThePolitics of Health,
Edinburgh, Churchill Livingstone, 1989, p. 199.
73 Vicente Navarro, 'Professional Dominance or Proletarianisation? Neither', ?l¿e
Changing Character, op. cit., pp. 57-75.
74 Department of Health, Housing a"nd Commr:nity Seruiee s,Nøtional Health Strøtegy
The Future of General Practice. C anberra, 1992.
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There are, in myview, three important omissions from the debates on

professional dominance and the developing consideration of what some see

as a decline in the power and authority of medicine. The first is failure to

take account of the heterogeneity of the medical profession, second, a lack of

recognition of geographic and demographic factors in evaluating and

assessing the impact of sociological change on the profession, and third,

inadequate recognition of burgeoning medical technological

accomplishments and proficiencies.

The heterogenous nature of the medicalprofession.

The medical profession, particularly in America, seems generally to

be regarded by many analysts as homogeneous, and the basic arguments

are based on the assumption that physicians7s are uniform. in nature and

characteristic throughout. In Australia, where the termphysician is

reserved for a relatively small elite of consultants who specialise in internal

medicine, the medical profession is remarkablydiverse.

Any consideration of the question of the alleged attrition of medical

power and influence in Australia has to be within the setting of a very

disparate profession, which, particularly since 1970, has consisted of

autonomous factions detemrined to look afber their own interests.T6 There is

a vast difference in status and income between generalist and specialist,

and further divisions in terms of standing inside the specialties. Within

surgery, for example, the orthopaedic surgeons could fairly claim that they

are at the height of the professional structure. Their income maynot equal

that of their colleagues who practise plastic or cardiac surgery, but the

modern transport and sporting world has made them indispensable to

politicians and hospital administrators. As a group theyhave never

75 This is the most common substantive used in the American literature, equivalent to
'doctorr in Australia.
76 In¡u, chapter V. d.
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hesitated to assert their power and independence within the public hospital

setting. They occupy a commanding position within the profession,

approached only by the ophthalmologists, anaesthetists, cardiethoracic

surgeons and urologists. However, all the specialties are better offthan the

GP, because since 1989 general practice has been eroded by permanent

disunity and internal alienation. Then it was split bythe advent of

vocational registration, and it was already divided into those practitioners

who were members or fellows of the RACGP, and those who were not. rn no

other area of the profession is anylarge group of practitioners so decisively

and irrevocably divided among itself.

The enormous weight of numbers of GPs has already deprived them

of the internal harmony and cohesion which has characterised their

specialist colleagues, and has been at the source of the floods of invective

and rancour which have characterisedboth their internal and external

relationships. The most recent study of medical manpower has presented a

disconcerting picture for general practice, claiming that Australia has an

oversupply of 4400 practitioners.T7 This does not augur well for the future

cultivation of new ideas or imaginative propositions needed to effect unityof

direction andpurpose.

Geographic and demographic factors.T8

South Australia has peculiarities of both geography and demography,

and these must colour anyprovincial conception of medical dominance.

Perhaps such factors should be taken into consideration in the wider

canvas? The South Australian population is more highly centralised and

urbanised than the three eastern states, New South W'ales, Victoria and

77 Australian Institute of Health and Welfare , Australiøn Medical Workforce Betrchmarks .

1996. However the frgure is vigoroust'ly disputed by practitioners and politicians.
78 Discussed also in Ch. V.1.e.
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Queensland.Te ln urban areas where there is both an oversupply of doctors

and maldistribution, many of the propositions which support the general

notion of a decline in dominance can be accepted. But it is unlikelythat they

would be perceived as having much validity at, say, Whyalla, port Lincoln,

Mt. Gambier and other larger SouthAustralian countrycentreVregions. In
smaller rural communities the matter of medical dominance is both

unass ailable and unquestioned.

Technological accomplish-ments.

There has been a quite inadequate appreciation of the fact that

stunning technological accomplishments and proficiencies have given the

medical profession so much power and responsibilitythat its moral

authorityhas usurped that of the churches. The footings of scientific clinical

medicine were laid in the 18th Century and two influential people were

Hermann Boerhaave [1668-1738] and William Cullen [1210-90].

Boerhaave held the chair of Botanyand Medicine at Leyden from 1709, and

was famous for basing his teaching on observation of the patient.so In 1751

Cullen became Professor of Medicine in Glasgow and lectured in the

vernacular instead of Latin. Three other notable 18th Century events were

the appointment inL726 of Joseph Gibson as Professor of Midwifery at

Edinburgh - the first such appointment in any university: the use of lime or

lemon juice in 1753 byJames Lind to prevent scurvJr, and the discoveryby

George Baker that the use of lead pipes can result in abdominal colic.

It was in the 18th Century too, that Giovanni Battista Morgagni

11682-17711, Marie Bichat [1771-1802] and Matthew Baillie t1261-18291

developed the science of applied anatomy and the recognition of pathological

changes in tissue, and Edward Jenner 11749-18231 discovered vaccination.

79 South AustralianYeør &ooh,1989, p. 39. The Australian population lives mainly
along a n¿uïow coastal strip close to the southeast of the continent.
80 F.H. Garrison, An Introduetion to the History of Med,icine, Philadelphia, W.B. Saunders
Co. 4th ed., 1929, p. 320.
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William Withering lr74L-:79) showed that oedema could have a cardiac

origin, and that digitalis was a cure. Diagnostic instruments introduced

before the 19th Century included a special watch to take the pulse, and the

clinical thermometer. 8 1

It was in the 19th Centur¡ the great age of the anatomist and

physiologist, that scientific medicine began to flourish in earnest. Charles

Bellll77çL$421discovered the functions of nerves (1814), Jacob Henle

[1809-85] advanced the science of microscopic anatomy (histology), Carl

von Baer 11792-18761 discovered the ovum inl.827, and later Paul Broca

[ 182L80] localised cerebral functions. Von Helmholt z L1'821-941 applied

physics to ophthalmological and audiological diagnosis. It was age of Pasteur

[1822-951, the father of bacteriology, Claude Bernard [1813-78], the

e>rperimental physiologist, and Rudolf Virchow [1821-1902], the greatest

pathologist

The areas of scientific virtuosity which now characterise our age

include the expertness of criticaVintensive care inmaintaining andretrieving

life, neonatolog¡r, organ transplantation, in uítro fertilisation and embryo

transfer, genetic diagnosis andmanipulation, and other dramatic and

controversial bioethic fields, including euthanasia. Far from

deprofessionalisation, it can be argued that society is now witnessing the

deification of the medical profession, through its impact on controversial life

and death issues previously seen as the province of the churches.

*

In 1975, the Whitlam Labor universal health scheme had been

successfullyintroduced, and the medical profession had reached a decisive

point in its relationship with government and consumer. After all those

years of private practice publicly and open--endedlyfunded, with the

profession at the zenith of its power, influence and wealth, the

81 Rene Laennec t1?81-18261 invented the stethoscope in 1816.
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commonwealth began to intrude more and more into everynook and cranny

ofthe health structure. Williamss2 has shownhow managerialism and

economic rationalism laid the foundations for a decline in medical power in

the hospital. I hope to show that by the late 1970s the stage was set for a

similar erosion of power in even the fundamental level of the doctor-patient

relationship, so that from the early 1980s, the general practitioners,

particularly, in their association with the state, were reduced to a position of

symbiotic dependence. They provided essential services to the state -
certification of birth and death, proof of fitness to drive motor vehicles,

eligibility for pensions and concessions, and much else - and the state

provided the remuneration. Each depended on the other, but the doctors

could still make a claim for retention of dominance because theywere

needed to do specific things which onlytheir qualifications and training

permitted. Furthermore the government guaranteed that their services

were cheap and accessible, and therefore extensively used, in contrast to

other, unsubsidised health professionals.

In his 1987 study of the medical profession, Whitees made a number

of other statements, and came to certain conclusions with which I will later

take issue in this work (ch. Il.7.),and some I will now comment on. He claims

that the o'...occupation of medicine in nineteenth century South Australia

was held in poor regard by its own members, the state and the publis".84 1

suggest that the social standing of many doctors, their influential

connections and their exbensive public service, can support a view which is

quite at odds with this. White goes on to point out that "...the profession's

claim to a knowledge base was consistently challenged by other groups in

the societ/. I have found no evidence of this in the South Australian

82 J. GaryWilliams, 'supervised Autonomy.. .', op. cit.
83 K.N.S. White, 'Ttre State and Professional Knowledge', op.cit., p.7
84 Unnumbered pages at start of thesis.
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context, but, as Pensabene has shown, that was far from the case in

Victoria. \ryhite, to support his statement, develops an argument based on

the Canadian experience where various forms of what are now termed

'alternative medicine', develope d p ar i p øss a with orthodox medicine.

*

My central arguments are that the power of the legally qualified

medical profession derives from two primary sources: statutory recognition,

and the successful adoption of, and association with, science and technology.

Along with this went a long and successful campaign to connect all the

unqualified and the credentialled practitioners of alternative medicine with

quacker¡ from which the public had to be protected. Those not associated

with orthodoxmedicine were painted as uneducated and dangerous

charlatans.

The power and status attracted by science and its initiates

eventually reflected onto the followers of orthodox medical theory who

embraced all those colligations which were able to e>çlain aetiological

enigmas in terms of systematically investigated and classiflred facts.85

Those practitioners whose theories and practices were based on more

traditional or empirical knowledge were soon branded as ignorant and

unscientific, and they did not achieve legal autonomy.so Yet for many years

there was little difference in therapeutic effectiveness between the licensed

practitioner and his unlettered competitor. The laypractitioner with herbs,

dietary changes and hand-holding, might have been much safer and more

useful than the legallyqualified, with his arsenal of poisons and enthusiasm

85I support the view that modern medicine began in 1858 with Virchow's Cellular-
pathologie, and Pasteur's foruulation of the germ theory of infectious disease in the
1860s. The scientifrc approach to medical treatment began in 1910 with PauI Ehrlich's
introduction of Salvarsan as a specific treatment for syphilis: biochemistry was utilised to
kill a disease without unduly damaging the patient.
86 The widespread use of vaccination against smallpox from the 1800s was an empirical
technique which no one understood, and could not be considered as a scientifrc treatment.
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forpurgingandbleeding.sz In the long term, the formidable statutory

privileges ofthe legally qualiflred medical practitioner legitimatised that

po\iler which they already basked in.

Second, I have argued that professional power and influence also

derive from a number of secondary supports, including the social standing of

the profession, the formation of exclusive medical organisations, some of

which acquired prestige and influence outside of the profession itself, the

Royal Colleges of the specialties and general practice, the advisory and

consulting relationships of doctors with government, doctors'social, sporting

and municipal involvement in the wider community, and the press.

The actual parliamentary steps by which the medical profession over

the 85 years 183L1919 consolidated its authority and ascendancy over

health are clearly marked by specific legislation in 1844,1889 and 1919.

Other Acts of 1846, 1880 (and others afìber 1919) had a less general

application but were indicators of crucial changes in parliamentary

attitudes. Just as important a step as parliamentary empowerment, on the

road to becoming a profession, was the readiness of the civil courts to hand

downjudgements which backed the internal ethical rules of medical

practitioners.Ss With the enactment of legislation to secure for the

profession occupational closure and self-regulation, inevitably there came

increased professional status, prestige and power. Sometimes this happened

because governments legislated for what were ostensibly mundane things,

for example, the provision of certificates of death. The consequence was the

medical profession gained both direct legal authorityto act, and the power to

influence. Arguments continue over just who benefits from occupational

closure. Gross believes that

87 B. Ehrenreich and D. English, Witches, Midwiues and Nurses: AHistory of Women
Heolerc. New York, Feminist Press, 1973, pp. 24-5.
88 Løwrenee u. Dixon SA Supreme Court 1887 (chapter II. 8).
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The result has been to validate occupations through legislation, to
increase the cost of services by controlling the entry ofpractitioners,
and to reinforce the public inclination to depend on ôxperts by
misleading them into believing that they are being protected. The self-
regulators have also been indifferent to the quacks and incompetents
in their own ranks and have ignored legitimate demands for pubhc
accountabilitY.so

On other occasions, when, for instance,legislation was enacted to set

up the university of Adelaide medical school, the end result was an

enormous enhancement of professional control because doctors trained

those who would become professional colleagues and equals, and so the

medical profession itself came to dominate medical education and job

markets.

There is little on the public record to suggest that parliament itself

was influenced by considerations of professional status, prestige, or power

when it considered medical legislation. Indeed, with the keyAcús up to 1919

which established professionalisation, it will be shown that much legislative

comment about the medical profession was derogatory, and successive

parliaments feared grving practitioners the power which eventuallythey

acquired. Ilowever, the advancement of the medical profession to its

position of high personal and social ascendancy and power, has depended

either on the goodwill of parliament or the readiness of the High Court to

apply its own authoritative judicial interpretation to legislation based on

Constitutional placita, irrespective of the intention of elected governments

orparliament.

It has not been in the long term interest of the medical profession to

directly confront governments, because it has inevitably come off second

best. Sometimes, as in the Adelaide Hospital'row', 1896-1901, (Ch. III) the

defeat has been immediate and has had long term adverse consequences. On

other occasions, as in the confrontation with Chifley 1944-48, (Ch. fV), the

profession's victories have been essentially Pyrrhic, and the real costs in

89 S.J. Gross, Of Foxes q.nd. Hen House,s op. cit., p. 3
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terms of loss of professional independence through increased government

control, have only come later. The AMA's greatest victory, in 1920, when it
succeeded in getting federal legislation to recognise specialisation and secure

differential rebates, irrevocably destroyed professional unity and paved the

wayfor what I would describe as the eventual transforrnation of the

relationship between government and generalist medical profession, into a

state of symbiotic dependence.

I will argue that where there is conflict behn'een an organised group

and government, the group will inevitably lose: the battles maybe won, but

the war is an entirely different matter. Reform can be delayed, but not

prevented. It is my belief that the story of the medical profession's battle

with Chifleyover pharmaceutical benefits, can onlybe considered and

understood in the context of the whole political situation of the time, and the

concurrent power struggles of other groups - banking, aviation and wheat

- with that government. I will explain how the federal government came to

achieve administrative a¡rd financial control over both medical and

pharmaceutical professions, and how the medical profession became

fragmented into competing factions, but I will also deal with the parallel

great constitutional arguments, because they are an integral part of the

turbulence of the 1940s in which medicine found itself. Those bitter

struggles are also valuable illustrations that organisations which embark on

power struggles with elected governments cannot win in the long term. I will

clarify what I mean by "winning" by referring (Ch. V) to the case of

Medibank and its successor Mel.inare. On the one hand those schemes were

victories for the medical profession (which initiallyfought them with great

determination and bitterness), because they guaranteed doctors their

incomes, since fee-for-service was retained, and they entrenched medical

hegemony among health care providers. On the other, they divided the

profession along ideological lines, and eventually brought it under greater
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government control than ever before. This came about because of the

enormous health bureaucracy which was needed to administer a mass of

complex health legislation, and the gradual utilisation bythat bureaucracy

of computers to build elaborate data bases. These enabled monitoring,

surveillance, and direct intervention in the consulting and prescribing habits

of individual doctors. The great irony was that this substantial instrument

of government control was the necessary result of the Menzies-Page health

scheme, which had been welcomed bythe profession as a wondedul

monument to private enterprise.

The profession's'victories'were in some ways defeats for the health of

the community. As Thame put it, writing of World War I and the problems

atGallipoli:

It must be noted that in an environment where there was no private
practice and no financial incentive, the medical profession was
actively concerned to promote reforms in medical provision and to
develop effective measures for the protection of health of those in its
care.9o

On the other hand, while universal insurance might not encourage

prevention, it at least makes curative GP services and hospital care

available to all. That was never the case previously, and is a weightyplus

for the overall health of the community.

The advent of the 1953 Menzies-Page voluntaryinsurance scheme,

with its keystone of 'fee for service', brought in private medical practice with

public and open--ended funding. It provided a scheme of 'medical benefits'

which put a price on every organ and procedure and thereby provided an

incentive to remove or do everything. It was a further illustration of what

Thame called the victory of medical self-interest over social justice.

Escalating costs of the scheme, which enriched pharmacists and doctors

beyond their wildest ex¡lectations, and gross flrduciary abuses by the private

90 Tlrame, op.cit., p. 28
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health insurance funds,el paved the way for Medibank in 1975. This

situation lends credence to the claims of Gross that

...licensing fails to assure its legitimate purpose of furthering
competence and honesty in service. There is no convincing evidence
from the research on occupational licensure of a tie between licensure
and the quality of serwice...Instead, the evidence, which is
commonplace in the literature of economics and sociology, indicates
the purposes realised by such regulation have been to maintain and
increase the incomes of those who are licensed and to provide them
with career security. 92

Another fundamental problem with the Australian private health

care delivery system whereby the various components of health

conservation were sold as commodities in a free market only to those who

could afford the fees, is that it was totally incompatible with the foundation

of preventive medicine - the conservation and enhancement of health. From

the point of view of the private medical practitioner, the system is ideal,

because doctors have rarely been the beneficiaries of such a guaranteed

financial bonanza. The English general practitioner Hart, criticising private

medicine in 1981, put the situation neatly.

The cost [of preventative health care_lthis way is extravagant,
because there are powerful incentives inflating medical activity
beyond the evidence of its effectiveness, and it leaves a large minority
of the population who are medicallyunprofitable without effective
care.93

Apart from the above considerations, there are other sources of the

authority and strength of the legally qualifred profession which I will discuss.

One of the more important is that the activities of both the unregistered

and/or unqualified, were responsible for critical legislative enactments.e4

Despite the fact of crucial licensing legislation, especiallytheAcús of

1889 and 1919, it can still be argued that until the Second rWorld War the

SouthAustralian general public had little direct interest in either

91 These are detailed in the Report of the Cornntittee of Inquiry into Health Insurance,
1969 (The Nimmo Committee).
92 S.J. Gross, Foxes ønd. Hen Houses, op. cit., p. 3.
93 J.t. Hart, 'A New Kind of Doctor', op. cit.,p. 873.
94 See especially Ch. IL 4.
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professional qualifications, or the fact of registration. Ilowever, since that

time a progression of prosecutions against irregular practitioners, greater

investigative and diagnostic ability, and increased therapeutic effrcacy

because of applied science and technolory, and the high profrle of the

orthodox profession, which was materially advanced by the press, has made

an impact on the public consciousness and perception.

The power of the medical profession also grew after the foundation of

the University of Adelaide in 1874, and establishment of its Faculty of

Medicine in 1885. Both events were importantlandmarks in the gradual

enhancement of the standing of the profession in society, because the

requirement of higher education for entry to medicine would be a key

element in professionalisation.es

*

In the course of this work a number of other aspects and

characteristics of the SAmedical profession will be discussed, includingits

domination by white AngleSaxon males of extreme conservatism,9G ¿h"

total lack of medical manpower planning, and the existence for years of

problems relating to maldistribution of medical labour.e? I will also discuss a

number of restrictive trade practices which are invariablyjustifred by

appeals to the benefit of the public, but in fact are more like

"...arrangements for makinglife easier for practitioners at the expense, one

\May or another, of their client".98

Medicine has never lacked critics. At the present time attacks on

professions range from the careful and polite forays by the Trade Practices

95 J. Ben-David, 'Professions in the Class System of Present Day Societies', Current
Sociology, (1963--4), l2(3), pp. 246-298.
96 end who, generally, were Protestant.
97 Ttre South Australian medical registration system was never designed for use in
manpower planning. Until 1976 it was a peqpetual register, maintained as a card
system, and totally unsuitable for any kind of statistical application. From 1978 the
register was computerised.
98 T. Johnson, Professiotæ and.Power, op. cit., p. 26.
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Commission,ee to the on-going media coverage of the continuous distasteful

mud-slinging between medical and parliam entary politicians. Sometimes

the profession has been attacked quite extensively and speciflrcally. In 1826

a book of over three hundred and seventy pages criticised the privileges and

influence ofthe Royal College of Physicians.l00 In more recent times the

writings of Sidney Sax and Louis Jonah Opit have objectively criticised the

evils of the fee-for-service basis of medical remuneration.lol It is a

remarkable paradox that the very principles that are the venerable footings

on which the professions stand, parbicularlythose for selecting entry,

examining competence and controlling standards of practice and conduct,

are frequently the identical facets which, when moulded into a different

syntax, attract powerful and eloquent enemies. Except among medical

practitioners themselves the question as to whether professional regulation

is in the public interest still is much discussed and unresolved.l02

*

gg Regulation of Professionøl Markets, op. cit.
100 Anon, An Exposition of the State of the Medical Profession in the British Dominions,
London, Longman, Rees, Orme, Browne and Green. 1826.
101 5i¿tr"t Sax, (1) Med,ical Care in the MeltingPoú. Sydney, A. & R.lg7Z. (2) Astriþ of
Interests, op. cit.
L.J. Opit, (D A Profile on Medical Cøre Prouision in Austra,Iia: Whose Interest Does it
Mainly Serve? In Atætralian Health Reuiew, April 5, 1980. (2) The Cost of Health Care
and Hea.lth ltæurqnce in AustrøIia: Some Problems Associated withthe Fee for Seruice
System. In Social Science and. Medicine 79, p. 967.
102 Trhe medical profesíon came under the commonwealth Tlqd,es Prectices Act in July
1996.
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Introduction.

This chapter covers the frrst fortyyears following the foundation of

South Australia in 1836. After a review of the history of British and

Australian licensing legislation, there is consideration ofthe earliest

manifestations of disquiet about the activities of the unqualified. Attention

is drawn to the need to distinguish between the implications of the terms

'unqualified','unregistered'and'quacx,'-. Evidence ofthe existence ofintra-

professional rivalryin the young state, with hierarchical division of the

medicallyqualifred into physician, surgeon and apothecaryis reviewed, and

explained by reference to the historic English origins of the separation of the

practitioners into those three sections. I show that in t844 in South

Australia persons practising medicine were able to take their first step on

the road to professionalisation when Governor Grey enacted Ordínances

which required a specific duty to be carried out by a legally qualified medical

practitioner, and set out the requisite qualifrcations.

Therea.fter attacks on the unregistered bythe legally qualified, aided

by an ambivalent press, became more strident, but the medical profession

was not able to muster the parliamentary support needed to suppress its

competitors, because parliament disliked the idea of empowering any

exclusive group to the disadvantage of another, the press itself was unsure

of its own stand, and South Australia lacked stable government. This

hindered any long term legislative planning.

l. The early history of British and Australian licensing legislation.

In this consideration of the relationship between the medical

profession and the state, I am necessarily only concerned with the period

beginning with the offrcial founding in 1836 of South Australia. However

*
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laws bearing on the practice of medicine, which entailed diverse therapeutic

beliefs, customs and expectations in different epochs, go back many

centuries.

In 1511 in England HenryVIII instigated the first Medical Act: 14 &

75 Hen.VIII c.5: Practiceof Physíc. This made it an offence to practise

unless the individual was a graduate of a university or had been licensed by

a Bishop.l In 1518, seven years later, Thomas Linacre [c.146G-1524f, then

the King's physician, obtained from him a charter to establish a Company

of Physicians which, in 1551, became the Royal College of Physicians of

London.2 In 1540 Thomas Vicary 1d.15611, surgeon to HenryVIII, obtained

from the King a furtherAcú which united the scattered guilds of barber-

surgeons inEngland.s

James I in 1617 granted a charter to the Society of Apothecaries:

theyin effect were the first general practitioners. Slowlythese practitioners

split into two groups: one stuckto their traditional dispensing, the other

combined pharmacywith medical practice. In 1812 Samuel Fothergill

suggested the termgeneralprøctitinner for the latter, and it came to be

widely accepted and adopted. Afurther Apothecaries Act 1815 gave the

control of the whole of medical practice into the hands of the apothecaries.

With great vision they imposed frve years apprenticeship, compulsory

lectures in anatomy, physiology and medicine, and sixmonths hospital ward

ex¡rerience. The Royal College of Surgeons came to an agreement with them

to raise the standard of their own diploma by following the apothecary

regulations. From this, in time, came the dual diplomas of Member of the

Royal College of Surgeons (MRCS) and Licentiate of the Society of

Apothecaries (LSA).4 In SouthAustralia, holders of the joint qualification

1 To this day the Archbishop of Canterbury can confer a doctorate of medicine.
2 TJ:re letters patent constituting the college were granted on 23 September 1518 and
were confimed by a Statute 14HenryVIII.
3 The barbers and surgeons were united on 25 July 1540 by Act 32 HenryVIII, cap. 42.
4 1815 - when Wellington finall;r clefeatecl Napoleon at Waterloo - also marks the;rear
when the first private medical practice in Australia was established. Dr. Willíam Bland
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do not appea.r in the MedicalRegisteruntTl the late 1850s. Until then the

qualifications in the main are sole surgical or apothecary diplomas. It had

been three centuries after HenryVIII, when the BritishMedicalAct

established the General Council of Medical Education and Registration, and

transformed the unified medical trade into the medical profession.s

*

Why should the practice of medicine require government

endorsement and regulation? The proper control of the medical profession is

as much a matter of concern for the public as it is for the profession itself.

The essential character of a profession is that the members of
it have specialised knowledge and skills which the public will wish to
use. The public therefore have an interest in being able to recognise a
qualified practitioner and will wish to be provided with a register of
the qualified. Any such register...must list only those having a certain
standard of competence. The body responsible for maintaining the
register has...two duties...First it will have to assure itself that those
admitted to the register are competent. Secondlyit will have to
remove those practitioners unfrt to practice. The maintenance of a
register of the competent is fundamental to the regulation of a
profession.6

After considering the reasons for licensing statutes, and the general

legislative relationship between the state and the medical profession in

South Australia, and a study of the relevant civil and criminal cases, I have

reached the view that first, all legislation has always been enacted for the

benefit or protection of the consumer.T Second, such laws have inevitably

increased the exclusivity, power, prestige, status, privileges and authority

of practitioners, both individually and as organised groups. That result has

[1789-1868] MRCS, treated a private patient at Castle Hill, near Sydney, and then
established his practice in the capital, twenty four years before legal registration brought
inby Act 2 Victoria 22.

5 In America, up to the'time of the Civíl War (1861-S5) there was no effective state
system for the licensing of medical practitioners. The first Act to regulate medical
practice by licence was passed in Texas in 1873. California followed in 1875, and by
1905 thirty nine states had similar legislation.

6 Report of the Cornmittee of Inquiry into the Regulation of the Medicat Profession , op. cit - ,
p. 3.
7 Where appropriate in the text I have drawn attention to dissenting opinions.
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been incidental and unavoidable, and such an outcome has not been the

prime intention of parliarnent. Not all analysts agree with this judgement:

No matter how well intentioned manyindividual practitioners may
be, despite their excellenttraining and continuing education and
disregarding egalitarian sentiments and the personal characteristics
essential to competence...the norms of professions, supported bythe
monopoly and autonomy generated by licensing, result in
professionals' attitudes that too often lead to shoddy, impersonal and
dangerous service. Unfortunately however, most people, including
professionals, believe that licensing protects the public. Thus, they
support the very apparatus that is the source of the elçloitation and
harm done by professionals to the public.s

To argue as some writers have that the state permitted registration

so that it could use the occupation of medicine as a means for providing a

statistical base on which to administer societ¡r, is, in my opinion, inelegant

politico+conomic rationalisation, and a direct contradiction of the

considered opinion of the British Medical Council itself.e That body looking

back on over one hundred and ten years of statutory regulation ofthe

medical profession, wrote that the whole of its functions still flowed from

parliament's original intention that the public should be enabled to

distinguish qualified from unqualified practitioners. 10 This has not always

been as easy as it would seem, because the unscrupulous practitioner,

unfettered either by legislative prohibition or qualm of conscience, has

never sought to clarify his distinction from the legally qualified. The use of

medical titles (particularlythe substantive 'doctor'); display of ornate

parchments, the spuriousness of which was directly proportional to the

ornnm entation;'covering' of quacks by the legally qualified; published

testimonials and public approbation of the unqualifiedbythe socially

prominent, have, as Pensabene has noted, all blurred the division between

the quack and the person on the register.ll The quack lcrew every trick in

8 S.J. Gross, Of Foxes and Hen Houses, op. cit., p. 5.
I X.N.S. White, op. cit., unnumbered pages.
70 Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Regulntion of the Medical Profession. op. cit., p.

3.
11 There even existed in the 1-9th century a diploma and gold medal índustry: a person
who felt that his activities were deserving of recognition could send his details, with a
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the book one, prosecuted in New South Wales for using the post-nominals

MB aft,er his name, escaped conviction when he claimed that they stood for

¡nedical botanist.Lz This was a much greater problem in the UK with its far

larger population, urban densities and severe socio+conomic stratification.

There in 1870, twelve years after thLe MedicalActhadlaiddownthe

minimum standard of medical education, two organisations, the Medical

Defence Alliance and the Medical Defence Association'...had been

established to suppress quackery,lobbying Parliament to protect qualified

doctors'. 13 Their diffi culties foreshadow the Australian experience:

...the qualified were often held in no more esteem than the
quacks and laypeople believed a little competition between
different medical factions was a good thing.l4

There is little evidence to suggest that in South Australia, at least, the

registered profession was reduced to the practice of using its members as

decoy patients in order to entrap sharp practitioners and vendors of specific

quack treatments, as seems to have been an accepted way of guarding

professional boundaries in the UK. There, severe problems of blatant and

widespread quackerypersisted until \ry'W[, and the claims of the

unqualified were ". . jealously guarded by the poor and ignorant, and even

more so bythe rich and educated."l5

Later I will detail the SA experience of quacks, and will show that by

the end of WWII virtually all had been eliminated. In the UK that war and

the Attlee Labour government's National Health Service suppressed the

more objectionable forms of pernicious quacking. Nothing is more rapidly

fee, and receive in return a handsome testimonial and 'gold' medal testifying to his
brilliance and achievements. Many dishonest quacks and promoters of patent medicines
availed themselves of this useful facility. Their advertisements and claims abound in the
lay press.
L2 Australosian Medical Gazette 15 June L894, p. 2I2
13 Ttre Medical Protection Society, MPS Casebooþ. London L992, p. 2.
L4 tbid.
15 rå. p. g.
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successful in eliminating irregular practice than when a national

government takes over total responsibility for medical expenditure. I will

show that in South Australia after passage of the MedicalPractitinners Act

Arnendm,ent Act 1889 the unqualified were prosecuted with more vigour and

often much publicity, and from that point, with some notorious exceptions,

they gradually caused fewer and fewer difficulties.

Sometimes quacksl6 have pursued their callings in wa¡n which have

parted the gu[ible and ignorant from their money, but have done little

harm. Manywere itinerant and untraceable like

DR. MAHOMMEDAI..{

The well known Indian eye andpile doctor who accomplished
such a number of marvellous cures in this colony during 1890, and
who has in the meantime been on a trþ to India, is now on a visit to
Petersburg and maybe consulted at Gall's Hotel.17

He was an example of the

...constant succession of unqualified unregistered men and women,
taking advantage of ... people, damaging their health and emptying
their pockets. There is apparently a constant demand among a
certain percentage of the community for irregular treatment, and
there is certainlyno deficiencyin the supply. We have even
flourishing Indian charlatans, faÍrous, like their countr¡anen in
London, for putting out people's eyes, but more fortunate in escaping
trial in the law courts.18

Throughout this work I have been careful, in using the word quack, to

distinguish between charlatans and those practitioners who, despite being

qualified andhonest, couldnot, or wouldnot, be officiallyregistered, andthis

aspect will be dealt with in due course. In many (but not all) areas of

medical and surgical practice throughout the nineteenth century the

registered practitioner could not offer more in the way of actual therapeutic

16 Tlrroughout this work the substantive quach is used to mean an ignorant and
fraudulent pretender to medical knowledge and skill. (Qua.ck is the abbreviation of
quatksaluer, a Dutch word of uncertain origin).
I7 PetersbrrghTimes Friday May 18, 1894, p. 300. Under t}re Nomenclature Act 1917
Petersburg becam e Peterborough.
18 Dr. Benjamin Poulton, president's address, BMA SA Branch, June 1894.
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efficacytha¡r the unregistered. There was also the question of cost. In

country districts where often there was abject poverty of a kind now

scarcely conceivable,le professional fees were beyond most. \ryith childbirth,

for example, the local "midwife" who might charge only'a few shillings'was

the only person who could be afforded.zo Unfortunately when delivery went

wrong and the attendant had no knowledge of any aspect other than a

normal and uncomplicated birth, there were terrible disasters.

Charlatans, blatant impostors who pretended to knowledge of

healing, usually came and went quickly, and must not be confused with

those persons who had legitimate qualifications but were unregistered.

Many remote parts of South Australia depended for the provision of medical

services entirely on persons who had qualifications that were not

acceptable to registering bodies.21 On rare occasions þractitioners'who

were totaþwithout forrral scientific or medical knowledge, serwed

communities with reasonable competence. However, on occasions the

activities of irregular practitioners either have bordered on, or have been

franklycriminal. The enterprises inNew SouthWales of H. Freeman andR.

W'allace, who se Electro-Medical and Surgic al Institute'specialised' in

"nervous and private diseases" were marked bygross fraud, "...cruel

cunning, unmeasured audacity and hypocritical pretence."22 Onlythe

action of the post offi.ce in stopping the firm's mail brought their outrageous

imposition to an end. The apologists for alternative medicine and its

19 end in working class districts of the metropolitan area.
20In the bush the untrained midwives were known as "rabbit snatchers". The frrst IIK
attempts to control midwifery failed in 1890, btú a MidwiuesAct was assented to in
1902. Legislation came in Victoria in 1915, and SA in 1920. The latter was based on
the requirements of the General Nursing Council for England and Wales.
21 I will deal with this in more detail, but provide here by way of illustration the
problem of securing medical aid at Tarcoola after gold was discovered there in 1899. The
population rapidly increased and a canvas bush hospital was established in 1900.
Medical practitioners came and went in rapid succession until Melliar Jacob [18841-
19121, who was said to have been a fifth year medical student, 'practised' at the
hospital from about 1910. He died there in 1912 and the hospital closed.
22 Australqsian Medical Gazette, 1908. 27: 568.
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adherents overlook these pernicious abuses of trust.2S Muchunqualified

practice involved the use of appalling techniques or outrageous claims, such

as washing the throats of diphtheria sufferers with kerosene, or promising

to cure poliomyelitis and blindness.2¿ It is also disconcerting to realise that

some of the worst and silliest of the charlatans were themselves medically

qualified.25 Sometimes enthusiastic propagation of misguided ideas bythe

legallyqualified couldbe grosslymisleading and dangerous: an example is

the claim that tuberculosis was not contagious.26

The lesallyqualified could also, on occasions, engage in other

blatantly dishonest conduct. From its establishment in the 1880s as an

important railway town, Peterborough (and most of the other towns in the

north) had an unending problem in attracting and holding practitioners. In

about April 1889 Dr. Robert Wright arrived there. He was LRCS (I) 1882,

L&L Mid, K&QCP (I) 1883 and would be registered in SA on 1 May 1889.

He had come to Australia from The Cape and had worked at Rockhampton,

Queensland, and Sydney.2? Soon after his arrival he announced

That he had determined to start a Private Medical Club suited
to all classes of the community. Full particulars regarding
membership etc., maybe had on personal application to Dr.
Wrigh¿'zs

23 Paul Vaughan, Doctors'Cornmons, London, Heineman 1959, ch. 5, gives an account of
the BMA's attempts in the UK to suppress quackery.
24 Onthe other hand, the qualified included in their therapeutics arsenic, calomel
(mercury), and the administration of turAentine to dissolve gallstones. Their disasters
with ether and chlorofotm did not benefit what now is known as 'public relations'.
25 Richard Wallace of the Sydney Electro-Medical and Surgical Institute was LRCPE
LFP&S Glas.1864.
The systematic use of dugong oil for chronic illnesses (1857) was advocated by W. Hobbs
MRCS. In 1899'rheum,atic patients'could undertake the whale bath cure at Eden,
NSW. This involved stripping and remaining for a long time in the interior of a dead
whale.
The cold bath treatment for typhoid fever (1898) was popularised by F.W.E. Hare MD.
A very extensive list of similar interesting therapeutic regimes can be compiled. The long
historical background of medical and lay promotion of heterodox disease management
theories accounts in some way for 20th century medical hostility to any system which did
not conform to established opinion - the Sister Kenny poliomyelitis management concept
is one such case, and the Spahlinger treatment of tuberculosis another.
26 Duncan Ttrrner MRCP, Consumption Not Contagious. London, 1900, 2nd ed.
27 ThePetersburgTimes,OtrorooChronicleøndNorthernAduertiser, 19 April 1889, p.
354.
28 nb.,26 April 1889, p. 358.
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The local press praised the initiative and encouraged particþation. For the

sum of two guineas per annum, payable quarterlyin advance, Wright would

provide medical attention and treatment for the member, his wife and

children up to 15 years of age. Nightvisits would cost2/- extra and there

would be a mileage fee of %6d. On 3 May a brief and ominous

announcement appeared in the PetersburgTímes that Dr. rWright (who had

stayed at Gall's Hotel) "keeps no books".zs By 17 MayDr. Wright had

vanished, and public meetings were held to decide what could be done.3o

Nothing is known about the subsequent career of Dr. Wright or the medical

club funds. It would appear that he has the distinction of having committed

the first significant medical benefit fraud in SA.

' The primal legislative objective to'prevent quacks from practising

upon the credulityof the public'has been upheld repeatedlybythe judiciary

in the trials ofunregistered persons who have unlawfullyheld themselves

out as medical practitioners, not only in South Australia,sl but in other

states,32 the United Kingdomss and Canada,sa to name but a few.35 On the

291b.,3 May 1889, p. 362.
30 1b.,17 May 1889, p. 372.37 May 1889, p. 378.
31 The quotation is from Sir Josiah Symon QC in Corbin u. Bridgewarer; [1ggl] ¡¡ p.
t24.
Allchurchu.Drew; lL925l SASR 280.
Kugelmnnu. Lenthall; t19311 SASR 356.
Kugelmanu. Lenthall; t19321 SASR 167.
Beckeru.MiIIer; t19361 SASR 125.
Lewis u. Crafter;lL942l SASR 30.
Mayou. Harris; t19451 SASR 151.
I will discuss these cases in the text.
32 Steuens u. Booty; t19181 WALR 29.
OConnellu. CuIIq; ll927l VLR 502.
Goughu. Rees:. t19291 46 TLR.
Bonetteu. Woolworths; [I9371SR (NSW) 142.
33 Hunter u. Clare; t18991 1 QB 635.
Eastwoodu. Miller; LR 9 QB 440.
Gould & Co. u. Houghton; t19211 1 KB 509.
34InreOntarioMedicalAct; t19061 13 Ontario LR 501.
R. u. McSloy; t19161 Saskatchewan 31 DLF. 725.
35 Tlris is nothing new: in tlrre Vatican Assizes of 1140, published by Roger, King of Sicily,
there is one of the earliest medical iaws lr prolúbit the inexperienced fiuur bhc practise of
medicine.

*
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other hand, when a court has considered that a medical board has

administeredanAct in an oppressive manner so as to prevent a registrable

person from the legitimate practice of medicine, it will be shown that it has

not hesitated to put down completely the board and uphold that person's

right to have his name entered on the fomal regisþ¡.36

2. Public disquiet and early attacks on the unregistered.

Public disquiet in respect of the unorganised medical profession in

South Australia arose in November 1838 when the SouthAustralía.n

Gazette and Colnnial&egister (SAGCR) published an anon¡m.ous letter

from "R.S.M." which pointed out the need to distinguish the legally

constituted members of the profession from "quackish pretenders', and

suggested the establishment of a Medical Board along the lines of the one in

New South Wales. In that state on 13 June 1838 there came into effectAcú

7 Víctoriø No. 3 "To provide for the attendance and remuneration of medical

witnesses at Coronial Inquests and Inquiries byJustices of the Peace".

Despite the claims of NSW, this Act was not the first colonial legislation to

use either the term legally qualifi.ed medical practitinne.r, or which ted to the

establishment of a medical board. That distinction goes to Tasmania, where

on 27 November 1837, 7 Victoria No. 17 was enacted; "An Act toregulate

the practice of medicine in this Colony'', and which in turn had followed an

"Act tn provide for the attendance of Medical Witnesses at Inquests". That

former legislation created a Court of Examiners to determine who were

legallyqualified, and the Medical Council ofTasmania directlyfollowed it. It
maybe - I remain uncertain - that the Medical Council of Tasmania is

the oldest statutory body in the British Empire to regulate the medical

profession.s7 To be legally qualified the practitioner had to prove

3! Inre George Bollen and in re the South Australian Medical Board; 118891 SALR 107
37 Correspondence with l\[r. AE. Dix, Registrar, Medical Board of NSW.
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.. .that he is a Doctor of Medicine of some University or a
Physician Surgeon or Apothecary licensed and admitted as
such by some College of Physicians or Surgeons or by the
Society of Apothecaries of London or Dublin.38

The qualifications in NSW of those who could be declared legally

qualified were set out in 2 Víctoriø No. 22, which prescribed that after

January 1, 1839, recognised medical qualifications could be

...a Doctor or Bachelor of Medicine of some University, or
Physician or Surgeon licensed or admitted as such by some
College ofPhysicians or Surgeons in GreatBritain or lreland,
or a Member of the Company of Apothecaries of London...or a
Medical Officer duly appointed and confirrned of Her Majesty's
sea or land service.sg

This brief measure ofthree Sections also required annual gazettal

The activities of persons who claimed to be a part of medicine, but

who hadno qualifications of anykind, either universityor college licentiate,

had worried the holders of those attainments ever since Thomas Linacre

had persuaded HenryVIII to grant a licence to the College of Physicians.

Bythe time SouthAustralia was founded,

...in every country, established doctors were obsessed by the nagging
fear of outsiders; of quacks. Why - the qualified doctor
understandably asked himself - should his training count for
nothing, as it might when any charlatan could put up his plate, and
even advertise for patients? The same arguments that Linacre had
used to secure a charter for qualified physicians came into use again
in favour of the setting up of an enclosed medical profession,
embracing onlythose who had qualifications, and having powers not

New South Wales Medical Board, Reuiew of the Law Relating to Legally Qualified
Medical Prøctiti oners I 83 8-1 I 58, 1 959. Tlrpescript.
correspondence with Mr. I.R. Mclntosh, secretary, Medical council of Tasmania.
Medical Council of Tasmani a, A Guide to the Medical Act 1959 as Amended and the Role
of the Medical Couræil. n.d. (?1990) pamphlet.
I ac\lowledge the assistance of Mr. Elliott Johnston QC LIB for guidance through the
legal literature.
38 l Victoriø No. 77, Section L
39 Ne- South Wales Medical Board, Reuiew, op- cit., p.3.
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only to exclude the unqualified, but also to prevent them from
Practising.40

In South Australia the crusading SAGC.R editor enthusiastically

supported the idea of a medical board, and offered some suggestions of his

own.41 rtrithin a few days it was reported that the regularly qualified medical

practitioners ryere taking steps to establish a medical board, and T.E.B."

wrote about his views.¿z This correspondent was most probably John

Edward Bright MRCS, who in 1838 combined a medical and veterinary drug

business as the "Adelaide Dispensary''.a3 Bright's letter reveals the mixbure

of altruism and self-interest which has often characterised the medical

crusader. He argued some public and government benefit from a board, and

touched upon a public health question. Finally he criticised apothecaries.

I have to suggest that apothecaries (whose studies do not fit
them to wield the krrife) should prove themselves licensed by
the Apothecaries Compan¡ or as having been permitted by
that Company in Englanda+.

This could hardlyrepresent the thoughts of a disinterested observer. Finally

Bright wa¡rted "...the acquirements of the female practitioners in

obstetrics...sifted"as All the correspondents made no mention of the fact

that registration would give those fortunate enough to be so favoured, a

40 Brian Inglis, AHistory of Medicine. London. Weidenfeld and Nicolson. 1965. P. 137.4l SAGCR November 17, 1838, pp. 3, 4. It has not been possible to ascertain the
identity of 'R.S.M.'The editor was George Stevenson, of whom it has been written "Not
for him were moderation and fair-mindedness. Any Jack-in--offrce whose views or
behaviour ran counter to [his] notions of propriety was assailed with a vigour seldom
seen...'. [Deane Manuel, in preface to facsimile reproduction of the South Australiøn
Gazette and Colonial Register, 1988, p. r.l
42Ib.December 1, 1838, p. 4.
431ö. August 18, 1838, p. 2. From about October 1838 Bright, in association with
others (one of whom may have been George Johnston, surgeon of the Henry Porcher),
begarr some exbensive iarrd purchases. See SAGCIÌ October 13, 1838, p. 1. He was to
hold large areas of Edwardstown and St. Marys. NeitherBright nor Johnston became
registered medical practitioners in SA, and the former soon became bankr-upt and left for
Victoria.
44 Ib. December 1, 1838, p. 4.
45 lbi¿. The meaning here of 'sifted'is 'closely examined'.
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distinct market advantage in a small colonial economywhere there was not

enough work to go around.

In his swipe at apothecaries, Bright reveals the provincial antipathy

between members of the Royal College of Surgeons and the Society of

Apothecaries. At the time when the medical profession sought to establish

itself in South Australia, it was still divided, because of the historic

legislative developments mentioned, into three sections - physicians,

surgeons and apothecaries. The conjoint qualifrcation MRCS ZSA had not

yet been established, and thowh distinction between the three orders was

less rigid than it had been,they still viewed each other with suspicion. An

apothecaryhad to give up membership of his Worshipful Companybefore

he could associate with the surgeons, and the physician would accept

neither surgeon nor apothecary without surrender of any existing

membership.

In attacking apothecaries, Bright was probablygrinding an

antipodean axe in defence of 'his'college, but he reflected a view to which

there were other influential adherents. Members or licentiates of

Apothecaries Hall were not held in high esteem, as yet another anonymous

correspondent to the SAGCA showed when he attacked the colonial

surgeon, Thomas Young Cotter LSA [180]-1882] LSA 1898, who was

having an unhappy argument with the government over the Colonial

Infirmary.

Not being myself a member of Apothecaries'Hall I cannot
know whether the ticket of admission allows to a certain
extent or prohibits altogether professional untruths;but I
have studied several diplomas of the Royal Colleges in the

46 SIGCB January 19, 1839, p. 3. (The sixth commandment: thou shalt do no murder
The ninth commanrlment: thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.)
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Some weeks before, the nameless'Medicus'worried about the respectability

of the medical profession unless quacks were erçosed.

A person who calls himself a surgeon...is now in prison on a
charge of shoplifting. This m¿m, Ibelieve, acquired all the
information he possessed in a druggist's shop...all the quacks
of Adelaide are not yet in prison, and that there are still to be
found apothecaries who do not hesitate to undertake singly
capital operations in surgery which duly qualifi ed men. . .would
hesitate to perfonn. . .47

The years 1838-1844 were beset with great difñculties for the infant

province. They began with the recall of governor Hindmarsh,4s and his

successor Gawler,4e who had the misforbune to inherit most of his troubles,

including Colonel William Light's resignation and premature death, and

increased immigration and unemploym.ent. They ended in a grave financial

crisis when Gawler's Bills were dishonoured in London and SAbecame

insolvent. Gawler's successor, George Gret'0 had enough to worry about

retrieving the colony from bankruptcy and universal commercial

misfortune. It is not at all surprising that four years passed before the selË

appointed (and mainly anonJm.ous) upholders of the purity of the provincial

medical profession received the legislative respectabilitythat they so

earnestly sought. It is one of the ironies of our medical historythat Cotter,

the recipient of much of the anonymous abuse, and whose brief tenure of

the colonial surgeonship was terminated in 1839, had byhis own

Thom¿s Ì'oung Cobter held registration number 19. He had at this time what may be
termed a bad press' and was treated shabbily. After his appointment as colonial
surgeon was terminated in 1839, he practised at Mt. Barker, Queenstown, Robe and
Angaston, finally settling at Port Augusta where, held in high esteem, he worked until
his death. A brief obituary is in SA.Begister January 20, 1882, p. 158 (2). Later in 1887,
when memory might have been more objective, he was recalled as "...not always quite
dependable". See PortAugustaDispatch January 25,1887,p.26.I suspectthe author
of the SAGCR letter was J.G. Nash MRCS.
47 SAGCn December 22, 1838, p. 3.
48 Captain John Híndmarsh RN KH t1785-18601 Governor SA 1836-38.
49 Lieut--colonel George Gawler KH t1795-18691, Governor 1838-41. See Douglas Pike,
Parq.dise of Dissent. MUP 1957, and A.G. Price, Foundation and Settlement of South
Australia. Adelaide 1924.
50 Sir George Grey [1812-1898] Governor of SA 184145. See J. Rutherford, SirGeorge
Grq. London 1961.
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professional conduct shown himself to be ajust, conscientious, caring

practitioner. His opponents achieved their object of registration, but his

own behaviour was a model of the kind that their scurrilous attacks were

advocating for a licensed profession. It is clear that Cotter was a pawn in

the acrimonious public dispute between Governor Hindmarsh and his

resident commissioner, James Hurtle Fisher, whose wrangles over their

respective powers hindered stable administration of the new Province. The

ambitions ofJ.G. Nash, who coveted the colonial surgeonship, added to the

plotting.

The interest in the malicious exchanges is this: there clearly existed

an inherited antipathy, from the earliest times of an organised medical

profession in SA between surgeon and physician on the one hand, and

between College members and apothecary-GPs on the other. The

contrariet¡rhas persisted down the years, certainlyin societies which

inherited British medicine, and defi nitely in Australia. The general

practitioner and the specialist began to drift apart after the 1815 Act,and

the division became accentuated after the 1840s when important hospitals

began to teach a formal medical education, and the "hospital doctors" were

able to expand their experience, knowledge and prestige because of the

opportunities to acquire skills which were not generally available in the

outside community. Later, when earning power and status had become

very important to a materialistic society, the split between GP and

specialist became more traumatic and visible. It reached its apogee in 1970

when differential rebates were introduced by the federal Crorton government

(ch. V. 1. c). Bythen worldly arguments over better financial rewards had

superseded nineteenth century questions of lmowledge and skill superiority.

The old divisions within the profession widened, though for different reasons.
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3. Australian legislation and medical boards.

The profession closed against outsiders: ofEcial recognition
andprotection. The frrst definite steps to professionalisation
successfirlly undertaken.

The first reference to legally qualified medical practitioners (LQMP)

in SAPublicAcús and Ordínances appears in 7 & 8Vict. No. 10: 1844"...tÐ

make provision for the safe custody of, and prevention of offences b¡
Persons dangerouslyinsane, and for the care and maintenance of Persons

of UnsoundMind." This Ordinance, signed by Governor Grey, was passed by

the Legislative Council on 15 August I844.It enabled two justices of the

peace, on the sworn evidence of any LQi\P called to their assistance, to

commit any"...dangerous lunatic, or a dangerous idiot..." in direct custody.sl

Further medical certification permitted removal to a lunatic asylum,52 and

there was provision for the liberation of persons proved by medical evidence

not to be insane.53

Section VI of the L844 Ordinønceprovided

... That no person shall, for the purposes of this Ordinønce,be
deemed a legally qualified medical practitioner, unless such
person shall have obtained a certificate of his being a legally
qualified medical practitioner according to the laws of the
Province...

As in Tasmania and NSW an Act called for a LQMP, but it did not state the

necessary qualifrcations to achieve that recognition. It was another

seventeen days before the qualifications of LQMPs were defined when on 3

September Grey signed Ordinønce 7 ønd I Vic., 784, No. 17 "...to define the

51 Section I of the Ordinanre.
52 1á. SectionII.
531å. Sectionv.
The registration of births deaths and narriages in SA was required by Ordinance 13 of
1842 and,the first reguirement for ttre certification of rleath hy Act 31 18. 5- 6. Neither
of these statutory {ocuments called for the certificate of a LQMP. However Section II of
Ordinance 22 of 1852 to regulate Friendly Societies required that the certificate of a
surgeon or coroner Tfas necessary before money could be paid on the death of a member,
and schedule A of that Ordinnrrce set out the form of the certificate.
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Qualifications of Medical Practitioners in this Province for certain

purposes."54 This Ordinance is reproduced in Appendix I. Based on the pre-

existing NSWAct it lasted without major alteration for thirty sixyears,

when Section I was repealed. The balance of the Ordinance survived

seventy five years to final repeal in 1919 - in a wa¡ perhaps, a reflection of

the conservative medical profession itself.

Table I sets out the years of establishment of medical boards in the

differentAustralian colonies, in Great Britain, and the first USAAcú.

Table I: Year of establishment of medical boards in Australian
colonies, the UK General Medical Council, and the first USAAcú.

state

The 1844 Ordinance included among the list of qualifications appropriate to

the LQMP, membership of the Company of Apothecaries of London. In

64 7 & 8 Vict. No. 77: 1844. This and other early legislative enactments are sometimes
referred to as Acts. Strictly speaking, they are Ordinanrces because they are decrees of an
executive government without elected members. Up until2l Febrrrary 1851. legislative
enactments were passed by a Council consisting of the Governor and four ofñcial
members. From that d,atn Ordina.nces were passed by a Legislative Council consisting of
the Governor with three official and four non+fñcial members. The first fully
representative elected SA parliament to which a Ministry was responsible met on 22
April 1857, a few months before the Province became of age.

State Year Remarks
Tasmania 1837 l Victoria No. 17
New South Wales 1839 2 Victoria No. 22
South Australia 1844 Ordinance No. 77
GeneralMedical
Council (IlK)

1858 Medicøl Act 1858

Queensland 1860
Victoria r862
Western Australia 1896 Medical Act 1896.

Northern Territory L927 Prior to this date, was
governed by SA
legislation.

Texas USA 1873 First modern medical
practice Acú passed.
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June 1846 Lt. Gov. Robe received "...a despatch from England

recommending the passing of an amendedAcú to declare those members of

the Company of Apothecaries of London, only qualified who had certificates

to that effect from the court of examiners, or who had been practising

apothecaries before the 1st August 1815."55

Ordinance No. 1 of 1846 provided that apothecaries who fulfrlled

these requirements were deemed to be legally qualified. In NSW on27

October 1845, Act 9Víctoría 12hadbeen passed to grant registration to

members or licentiates of Apothecaries Hall, Dublin. A search of local

newspapers has turned up only the cited brief reference to this legislation,

which presumablyreflected the consequences of the Apoth.ecaries Act 1875,

referred to above, and which "...gave the whole control of medicine into the

hands of the apothecaries."s6 Theycouldprosecute anyone, including

physicians, who practised without their licence. Ordinønce 77 established a

medical board and obliged persons desirous ofbeing declared LQMP to

submit to the board for approval their diplomas (Section II). The board

issued a certificate a¡rd a fee of one guinea (91-1. 0s) had to be paid (S I[).
Sectínn IV dealt with the remuneration of medical witnesses,posú mortem

examinations and other matters. SectinnV required the medical board to

keep a register book of all LQMPs and publish annually the names in the

GouernrnentGazette. This was not given proper effect and while the board

did variouslypublish names and lists, there was no proper annual register

until 1890. In 1836 when SA was established, Thomas \ü'akley, founder of

The Lance¿ and then MP for Finsbury in the British parliament, had secured

passage of the MedicalWítnesses Bill whichremunerated medical witnesses

for post mortem examinations: it would be twenty two years before further

reform in the UI{- Medical practitioners in SouthAustralia were the first

55 SARegister, Jwne 27,7846, p. 3. Frederick Holt Robe CB [1802-7I]. Lt. Governor of
SA 1845-48. He succeeded Grey and preceded Sir HenryEdward Fox Yotmg.
56 tr'.¡'. Cartwright, op. cit., p., 52.
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professional people to be so registered: other callings characterised by the

possession of a body of knowledge and skills which others needed, and

which are retained in closed groups, were recognised later, the particulars

being set out in Table 2. One interpretation of this is that it is an interesting

comment on from whom, and when, parliament perceived the need to

protect the public.

Table 2. Years u¡hen statutory registration was introduced in SAfor
professions, and certain other occupations.

* Abrief Ac t 26 I 7949 defined chiropractic.
I Gazetted 1981.
Source: South Australian Statutes: Gouernrnent kzette.

Fields of practice Date of govemm.ent
registrationinSA

Act

Medicine 1844 7 & 9Victoria,7844,
No. 17.

Law 1845 9 Victoria, 1845. No. 6.
Hawkers 1863 Licensed Hawkers Act

1863.
Pawnbrokers 1888 7888, No.433

1891 1891. No. 509
Surveyors r892 Land Surueyors Act

1892.
Marine Store
Collectors

1898 189*99, No. 716

1902 7902, No. 813
MoneyLenders 1903 7903, No. 820
Hide, Skinand.Wool
Dealers

1915 Hide Skin and WæI
Dealers Act 1915.

Second Hand Dealers 1919 7979, No. 1407
Opticians 1920 7920, No. 1443.
Nurses 1920 7920, No. 1451
LandAgents 1-925 Land Agents Act 1925
Veterinarians 1935 7935, No. 2257,
Bookmakers 1936 1936, No. 2282
Architects 1939 No.35

No. 38 of 1945.t945
1950 No. 56 of 1950.
r974 No. 37 of 1974.

Occupational
Therapists

L974 No. 120 of 1974.

Chiropractors 1979* Chiropractors Act
197ell
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Grey's legislation was a major landmarkfor the SouthAustralian

practitioners: it closed the profession against outsiders and gave them

offrcial recognition and protection. The first definite steps to

professionalis ation had been succes sfully undertaken, fourteen years ahead

of their British contemporaries, who would have to continue waging a thirty

year struggle until 1858, for anAct which would raise them from the lowly

status of tradesmen. Medicine aft,er those legislative points became more

socially exclusive: over the next 150 years, it would remain apart from, and

largely untouched by the forces of egalitarianism which would buffet

society.

After the passing of Ordina,nce 77 of 1844 and its 1846 amendment,

difficulties arose because Sectípn I of the former and Sectínn II of the latter

restricted the medical board to the recognition only of persons holding

United Kingdom (UK) qualifrcations *. 
. . or a regular Graduate in Medicine of

some Foreign University...". But ttre licensing of medical practitioners after

due examination was not the exclusive privilege of 'foreign'universities, any

more than it was in the UK and various attempts were made to urge on

governments the need to amend the 1844 Ordinance to make it less

restrictive to persons from non-universityinstitutions in Europe and

America.

4. Attacks on the unqualified become more organised.

Along with this went an unrepressed and occasionally sensational

press campaign to "...restrain unqualified medical practitioners from

practising in the colony." The two objectives did not always sit happily

together. The advocates of widening the opportunities for registration were
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opposed byLQMPs who were suspicious of 'foreign' diplomas.s7 The critics

of the allegedly unqualifi ed, who usually equated that term with

unregistered, were metby open hostilityfrom the parliamentary

representatives of country districts, where there was no possibility of

securing attention from a LQMP. The dissenting parties would remain at

loggerheads for nearly seventy five years until an amendingAct of 1919,

and even then the problem would continue to fester until 1966.

The SA medical practitioners had begun to organise themselves into

a medical association in 1851.58 From about this time they seem to have

become more systematic in their efforts to attack practitioners outside the

register. Prior to 1854 there exist few press reports ofvigorous medical

belligerence, other than actuated by personal animosity. hr that year there

was a very public inquest into a deceased who

...was attended in his illness by an unqualified medical
practitioner, who mistookthe nature of the disease, treated
him in consequence incorrectly, andin all probabilityhastened
his death.se

With the bluntness so charmingly characteristic of the earlycolonial press,

the editor continued,

Mr. Scammell, the medical practitioner to whom the
unfortunate man entrusted his life, stated in his own evidence
that he treated the man for rheumatism...a post mortem
examination revealed the fact that the man died of an
inflammation of the liver and kidneys caused by an internal
abscess.6o

Luther Scammell [1S2il1910], founder with Francis HardeyFaulding

[1816-186810r of a notable Adelaide commercial dynasty, was an

57 TIre interesting detailed records of the debate in Council on the L844 BïII can be
found in SARegisler August 3, 1844, p.2: August 77, 1844, p. 3: August 2l, 1844, p. 3:
August 24,1844, pp. 3,4: September 4,1844, p. 4: Septembet 7, L844, p.4. Public
notification is September 14, 1844, p. 4.
T'he active medico-political debate of the 1990s on limiting the influx into Australia of
foreign graduates is really the continuation of an argument that began 150 years ago.
68 SA&egisúer, February 2!,1851, p. L88. There are no records in the Mortlock Library.
59 Ib., February 21,1854, editorial.
60 Ib.
61He opened his first'chemist shop'in 1845.
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unregistered and possiblyunqualified surgeon/ chemist/ dentist who

practised at Thebarton. The Regßter pilloriedhim, andtheLQMPswho

conducted the posú nxortem, Charles Bayer and John Woodforde,

cooperated,62 informing the coroner that

...death would probably have occurred from the disease under
anytreatment, though the false treatment to which he was
subjected was calculated to hasten it;...4s

This was a good twewaybet. Following the scathing editorial a tasteless

corTespondence ensued. In its open condemnation of the hapless Scammell

and "...other quacks who are carrying on their trade, much to the risk of the

public, and much to the rqiury of the respectable practitioner...",64 the

Register conveniently overlooked that in manyparts of the state entire

districts depended on the unqualified men who were the subject of so much

vitriol. For example, three years before, in 1851 at Strathalbyn, Robert

Mitchell, an unregistered practitioner, committed suicide by cutting his

tfuoat. Vfhile the poor wretch lay dyrng, the services of John Rankine,

another unregistered practitioner were called, and he attended Mitchell in

his dying moments.Gs Dr. Rankine [1801-1864] was very prominent in the

Strathalbyn district, and his manybusiness commitments precluded him

from the practice of his profession. He was MLC 1854-57. The Register

was most charitable towards the deceased and his attendant.

Bythe death ofMr. Mitchell the districtis deprived of all
medical attendance except that afforded gratuitously by the
good natured kindness of Dr. Rankine, whose bu¡iness calls
him much from his home.
Dr. Mitchell, though not an authorised practitioner, was the
only person with any professional knowlefue nearer than Mt.
Barker.66

62 Charles John Frederick Bayer [c1815-1867f reg.30, 5110/1847:lvID Erlnrgenl$4z.
John Woodforde [c1814-1866] reg. 5, 28/L2|I8M: LWCAZond 1832, MRCS 1833.
63 SARegi.ster, February 21,1854, p. 188.
64 Ib.
65 Ib. July 18, 1-851, p. 62. No persøral or medical details are known about Mitchell.
66 Ib. (The railway from Mount Barker to StrathalbJm was not opened until 15i9l1884.
The line from Strathalbyn to Goolwa had been opened on 23/217869-)
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So there was this dilemma: the registered and their supportive press

attacked the unqualified, but also had to acknowledge that necessityknows

no law. For this reason ¿¿fsmpts to empower the registered confronted

much ambivalence.

While the dust was settling on the Scammell misadventure, there

was some discussion on the possibility of aBíll to amend the 1844

Ordinance 'oto protect the medical profession."6? Nothing came of it.

Unregistered practitioners continued their work and openly gave evidence

at inquests. There was 'Dr.'Ledyard at Chain of Ponds in April 1854; 'Dr.'

Barton at Marion in September; 'Dr.'Carmichael at Kapunda in October;

'Dr.'Padman at Port Adelaide in November - all in the same year.68 Dr

Barton was actually Richard Francis Burton [c181G-1874], who was never

registered, but was medical officer to the destitute of the district of Marion

from 1861until his death, and chairman of the district council 1867-73.6e

Sometimes the unregistered attended and gave evidence with the

registered: sometimes all practitioners at a hearing were unregistered, and

occasionally an unregistered practitioner mayhave passed himself offas

legally qualified, and got awaywith it.?o The legally qualified profession was

still unorgarrised, lacked an official publication, and was subject to open

criticism that it was insular and reluctant to involve itself in popular causes

or movements for the benefit of the public health and well being. It was

even suggested that they"...will not combine for useful purpose until they

obtain a medical monopoþ."?l Perhaps the public had the last word: in 1857

67 Ib., August 24,1854, p. 187.
68 Ib., April 11, 1854, p. 387: September 7, 1854, p. 234: October 7 , 7854, p. 547:
November 22,7854, p.494. Nothing is known of Ledyard, but Willian Camichael [d.
18741, unregistered, practised at Kapunda and Freeling for many years.
69 T have simplifred the deseription of the localig', as Marion was part of the district
Council of Brighton until 1886, and parts of Mitcham had been in the area.
7o Ib., December 1, 1855, p. 531. (A brief report of Dr. Richter, legally qualifred medical
practitioner [sic], giving evidence. I{e was not registered in SA).
71 Ib., March l-0, 1856, p.234.
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Scammell was elected to parliament as member for West Torrens.T2 He

held the seat for three years. In 1871 he was elected to the frrst Unley

Council, and was Mayor 1873-74.

Then inAugust 1856 there occurred another highlypublicised death

"...accelerated by the incapacity of the person ofñciating as medical

practitioner."Ts Ayoung man fell offa draynear Gawler and his legs were

crushedbythe wheels. After some "simple remedies" were tried, an

unregistered local practitioner, Oscar Stiasney, was called. The patient

subsequently died. Drs. Woodforde and Bayer, this time j oined by another

LQMP, the coroner John Fisher, attacked Stiasney and induced the jury to

return the verdict that death had been hastened by the fact that Stiasney

was not legally qualified. Woodforde suggested that the victim's injuries

"...were not such as usually terminate fatally."T+ This is difficult to believe.

The.Rqg'¿ster ventedits usual acrimonious criticism about the menace of

unauthorised practitioners to public health and life.?5 Stiasney was

subsequently registered by the medical board in 1861, his qualification

being MD G¿essen l859.It has not been possible to ascertain any further

details about these interesting circumstances.T6

Notwithstanding these examples of the unenviable publicity which

the legally qualified, aided by a press free to spread lib€lähls statements,

were able to visit upon the unregistered, no legislative steps were taken to

suppress unqualified practitioners, althoughin 1858 aBill with that object

had been introduced into the Victorian parliament. That colony reflected the

efforts which had been made in England since 1840 to enforce medical

72 BV then he was the eminent cefounder of Fauldings.
73 SAfue4ister, August 14, 1856, p. t54.
74 lb. John Fisher t18 -1879Ì reg. 86, 5/41t853: MRCS Eng L844, LWCA Lond 7847.
He was a Jewish doctor who an'ived SA in 1851 and practised for many years at
Salisbury.
75 tøi¿.
76 Oscar Joachim Stiasney [nd] reg. L43,2171t861: MD Giessen 1859. The University of
Giessen became a College of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine. Justus von Liebig was
a professor.
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reforms, and which saw seventeen medical Bills appear before the House of

Commons before being abandoned, until the successful passage of the

Medicøl Act 7858 which recognised that ". . .it is e:rpedient that persons

requiring medical aid should be enabled to distinguish qualifi ed from

unqualified medical practitioners." This Acú did not prohibit unqualified

practice: it provided fines for any person who falsely represented himself as

a qualifi ed practitioner. 77

No matter how much scorn and criticism could be showered on

practitioners whose names were not entered on the register, there was not

general public support for their suppression. First, in many country

localities there was diffrcuþ in obtaining and holding properþ qualified

practitioners: the problems of getting doctors to go bush are at least 135

years old and still unsolved. I have mentioned this trouble at Strathalbyn,

and similar obstacles to obtaining a qualified person applied at Port

Augusta and sometimes Angaston and Auburn.78 Second, because of this,

towns and whole areas came to depend on so<alled quacks for their

medical attention. Some of these long forgotten people who mighthave held

qualifications, but were never registered, yet provided those services, were

greatly respected.Te At Port Augusta in 1861 a public dinner and

presentation was orgarrised for the completeþ unqualified Mr. Iliram

Mildred,

...who possesses perhaps as much medical knowledge as falls
to the lot of most laymen [and who] has kindly and very
effi.ciently supplied, whenever his assistance has been asked,
the place of a professional doctor.8o

77 TheÁcú was the product of collaboration between William Francis Cowper,
(afterwards Cowper-Temple) Bancn MountTemple [1811-1888] MP, president of the
board of health, and John Simon, medical officer to that board. In my opinion most
medical writers have given all the credit for the statute to Charles Hastings, Thomas
Wakely and the BMA, and have ignored those who actually did the drafting and the
parliamentary work.
78 SAfuegisúer, February 25,186L, p. 192.
79It is very difficult to find out anything about the majority of these interesting persons
as there are no known surviving records or documents and for most even their burial
sites are elusive.
80 SA&esisúer, February 25,1861, p. 192.
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The consumer preferred the legally qualified but was quite happy to

embrace the competent la¡rman. Sometimes the heroic attendance of the

laity in the face of refusal by the legally qualified did not assist the cause of

statutory medical reform. In 1862 at Wilmington a yourlg man had a leg

broken by a horse.

A messenger was quickly despatched to Port Augusta for Dr.
Reck, who it appears, refused to attend the patient...on the
ground that his legal fare had not been tendered to him.
...the above facts were made known to l\l[r. Alfred Jones...who
at once proceeded to the spot, distant about 16 miles with
splints etc. and after a deal of trouble succeeded in setting the
poor fellow's leg to the best of his ability.sr

The local correspondent then wrote some caustic words about Dr. Reck,

though one wonders if the facts are quite as reported, because he finished

the report by noting that Mr. Jones himself had furnished the details. When

it came to the actual legislative crunch the press was in two minds. While it
did not hesitate to savagely denounce anyone whom it thought was a quack,

it still believed that the greater evil would be a statutory medical monopoly.

...no case has been made out byMedical men to show that
their profession should be the subject of the special protection
of the Government to the exclusion of other classes of the
community.32

Later I will discuss various influences which changed this outlook,

particularly when the University of Adelaide acquired a medical school and

began producing its own graduates.ss Diffrculties in the provision of medical

services to country areas rsere not helped by government policy. Each year

a modest sum would be placed on the Estimates to be apportioned out

between the various districts at arate of 91 for every hundred of

population. This resulted in some striking inequalities; certain regions

8r SAReg¡ster, JuIy 10, 1862, p. 35. Frederick William Augustus Reck, reg. 110,
3/4/1855: IvID Hørnuer Í851.
821b., May 1, 1858, p. 422.
83 Ch. II. 3, and ch. III. 2. e.
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received trifling sums quite inadequate for the medical care of the sick

destitute. 8¿ Finally the medical profe ssion itself was divided.

. . .there are large bodies of legally qualified practitioners, such
as the homæopathist, whom the orthodox majority look upon
as the worst of quacks. All these, with few exceptions hold one
or two diplomas and their names are to be found in the Medical
Directories.ss

When the qualified practitioners ofmedicine were unified into a single

profession, the outcome at first was not the promotion of orthodorry; rather,

rival methods of practice grew and flourished under the legislative umbrella.

Doctors were not compelled to conform to a single form of treafu.ent.

...it was always realised that an individual practitioner would have,
and should be encouraged to have, his own views on how to handle
specific disorders or specific patients;but it was hoped that a damper
would be put on the kind of clinical fads and fashions which had been
initiated or e>çloited by unscrupulous practitioners, because the
profession was unable to discipline them...lOnce a person had
qualified, he or shel... could employeccentric and sometimes bogus
treatments, if they happened to be profitable, with relative
immunity. Andfashions in treatment, and even in disease, continued
to attract the profession when it was established.sG

On JuIy 12,L859, in the Legislative Council, Dr. Charles Davies,8?

influencedbythe British Medical Act 7858, and after learningthat the

government did not consider that any necessity existed for a Bill to regulate

the medical profession, moved that the law offi.cers of the Crown draft aBill

which would confine the practice of medicine to those persons who had

acquired professional knowlefue. It required annual registration and would

permit onlythe qualified to sue for medical charges.ss The Hansonse

ministry opposed the idea, and Davies decided to introduce a BilI in his own

84 SAen Ocbber 27, 7857 , cols. 609-610. For details of the sort of cases that were
handled by the Destitute Board, see SARegi.ster February 8, 1863, p. I27
85 SA&egister l[.1Lay 1, 1858, p. 422. There is no doubt that many of the orthodox
practitioners, as well as pharmacists, practised homæopathy.
86 Brian Inglis, op. cit., pp. 140-1.
87 Charles Davies [c1814-1888] reg. 7,2811211844, MD France [sic] 1838. MLC \\e
Province 1857-1865.
88 SAp¿ July 5, 1859, col. 316: July 12,7859, col. 359.
89 (Sit) Richard Davies Hanson t1805-18761. Attorney-General 1857-60; Chief Justice
1861-76; first Chancellor, University of Adelaide.
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name. This he did on 26 July, and his motion was seconded by Dr. C.G.

EverardMD.e0 Davies did not intend "...to attempt to prevent anyperson

from calling in any adviser whom he thought proper,...". By repealing the

t844 and 1846 Acús he proposed to define qualified medical men and

establish annual registration.el On the day of the second reading he

successfully moved that his measure be discharged, because of opinions

that it was a money Bill.sz Nothing more was heard of it, and it appears not

to have attracted much attention from the press.e3

In 1860 Mr. E.L. Grund¡e4 MHABarossa, asked if it was the

intention of the Reynolds ministry,es which succeeded Hanson's, to regulate

the qualifications of practitioners in medicine and surgery.e6 This time the

government saw virtue in the proposal but was prevented by pressure of

business from doing anything, and the member did not get another

opportunity to press the matter as in 1862 he lost his seat. On the whole,

at this time, parliament had little breadth of interest in the medical

profession. Members confined themselves to pinpricking Dr. Handasyde

Duncan,ez health officer at Port Adelaide, for allegedly engaging in private

practice. e8 Fringe medicine fl ourished, and persons aftlicted with nervous

disorders, rheumatic pains and cramps could avail themselves of medical

galvanism, and large supplies of homæopathic medicine in all forms and

strengths could be bought from E.S. Wigg.0o

90 Dr. Charles George Everard LI794-78761, never registered. MLC \\e Province 1857-
69. His son William [1819-1889) was MHA|MLC 1865-1878.
9t SAPD July 26, 1859, cols- 4o7,4o8.
92 Ib. August 2, L859, coLs. 452,453. A money BiII canonly originate from a Minister in
the House of Assembl;r. House af Assernhly Stønrling Qrd.er 287.
93 The frrst parliament of SA contained three doctors. In addition to Davies and
Everard there had been elected in 1857 David Wark [1807-1862] reg. 63, 1/10/1850:
ND Aberdeen 1841. All three had extensive land holdings.
94 Edward Lindley Grundy t1795-18?SlMH{Barossa 186M2.
95 Thomas Reynolds tc1818-18751.His Ministry lasted one year and eleven days
1860/61. IIe was drowned on the Gothenburg.
96 SAPO August 3, 1860, col. 541.
97 SARegtster, September27,1860, cols.951,952. August 7, 1860, col.560.
98 ADB vol. I, p. 335.
99 For a criticism of homæopathy see 1ó. January 17, 1863, p. 55.
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5. Dr. C.G. Everard and the frrst published,Medícal Register.

InAugust 1864 in the Legislative Council Dr. Charles Everard

successfully moved for the tabling of "...a list of the legally qualified medical

men practising in the Colony, w-ith a description of their qualifrcations, and

where obtained."lO0 [fs wanted this because

The onlymeans the public had of knowing who were duly
qualified was through the medium of the Almanac or the
Gazette,but these returns did not give sufficient information.
It did not saywhether the practitioners were physicians or
surgeons or apothecaries. Their residences and the schools at
which they studied should also be stated. In England there was
a Medical Council, which made out an annual list of the
medical men in the United Kingdom. . . something of that sort in
this colony would be advantâgêor¡s.lO1

It may be that Everard was prompted by a tedious correspondence in the

Regíster about unqualified practitioners, the assumption of false titles and

false lmowledge, and the need for due, legal qualifications. For all we know

Everard himself could have been one of the correspondents, all of whom

sheltered behind anonymity.102 The goveflìment readily cooperated, and

tlae Returnof duþ quølífi.edMedicølPractití.oners was tabled on August 23,

1864.103 In contrast with the abortive attempts to get regulatory

legislation, the provision of aReturn posed no problems whatever. The

document gave only information: it did not seek to proscribe the

unregistered or protect the legally qualified. Tlrjs Return, (seeAppendix 2,) is

the first SAmedical register, and it contains 84 names. The population of

the State at the time was about 127,000: this gives a ratio of one registered

practitioner to 1509 persons. TheReturn confirms another aspect of mid-

nineteenth century antipodean medical hierarchism: the profession

comprised a clear trinity of physician, surgeon and general practitioner

100 p¡¡ru¡o oftheProceedings of theLegislatiueCouncil, T\resday August 9, 7864.
r0L g¡F¡"t¿sfer, August 10, 1864, p. 143.
Lo2 ¡6., August 2,1864, p. 115.
l-03 S4pp 156/ 1864 Legally Qualifr.ed Medical Practitioners.
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(apothecary). Unlike their divine counterpart, they would never become

mystically united in one.

Everard's list attracted little publicit¡ and it would seem that his

pioneering registration venture had little effect in persuading practitioners

to strive for the respectability of legal qualification. The.Rqg'¿ster newspaper

between October 1864 and October 1865 shows that in that twelve month

period nine persons either advertised themselves as medical practitioners,

or in articles were referred to as such, but none lvas, nor ever became

registered in this state.104 For a few years the medical waters remained

calm, ruftled only in 1866 with a major upset at the Adelaide Hospital when

Dr. R.rtr. Moore, colonial surgeon, dismissed the matron, and an extensive

parliamentary debate led to a Select Committee to inquire into the

hospital.l05 The historical significance of this disturbance as a precursor of

the disastrous arguments in the late 1890s appears to have been lost on

the author ofA History of the Royal Adelo,ide Hospitø\, who may have cited

wrong dates and misunderstood ¡u.¡s.106 A detailed consideration of the

imbroglio is not relevant to this thesis.lo7

In July 1868 Dr. Charles Clark led a deputation to the Chief

Secretary, Henry Ayers,108 "...to bring before him the question of

introducingaBill into parliament to amend the laws relating to the

regulation and qualifications of medical practitioners in the colony.'10e They

104 6"i" names are Dr. Williamson; John Weld; Dr. Goodwill; W.H. Pearce; \M.K.
Galway; A.N. Bewicke; Dr. Packard; lMr. Kitching; IMr. Laurie.
105 This original Adelaide'hospital row'is detailed in S.APD August 30, 1866, col. 241:
September 28, 1866, cols. 482-492: October 4, 1866, cols. 523-524: October 17, 1866,
col. 649: October 24,1866, cols.742,743.
106 ¡.E. Hughes, AHistory of theRoyal AdeløideHospitel, AdeI. 1967, pp. 110-111.
107 The Select Committee recomm.endations are summarised in SAPD September 24,
1867, col. 766. They seem to have little relevance to the precipitating cause.
108 5i" Henry Ayers GCMG t1S21-1897lMLC 1857-1893. Sometime premier and
holder of other ministerial office: President of the Legislative Council 1881-1893. A
person of importance to the political and commercial history of SA. His admirers appear
not to have noticed his reputation as an unscrupulous businessman and exploiter of
cheap labour.
109 Trhe members of the deputation were Drs. Charles Clark, William Talbot Clindening,
John Fisher, John Sheppard O'Caroll and William Home Popham. Their details are in
Appendices 3 and 4.
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presented a petition drawing attention to the lax and unsatisfactory state

of the laws relating to the practice of medicine and sought a more

appropriate Act to regulate the profession. They also produced and

explained a draft of a proposed Bill. It provided for the appointment of a

registeringmedical council; prohibition onthe use of certain titles by

unregistered persons; perrnitting registration ofLQMPs under the Imperial

Act;tlne exclusion of unregistered persons from public appoinfuents;

payment of fees for attending inquests and penalties for forgery of

certificates.110 Ayers \Mas cautiouslyfavourable, and indicated that re
drafting would be needed, and that the medical cause would be helped by a

petition from the public. The hint was taken, a¡rd in October 1869 a petition

was presented to parliament from over 1800 persons "...praying for the

introduction of a Bill tn remedythe defects in the present law regulating

Medical Practitioners.'l1l In November a similar petition was presented

from twenty two medical practitioners - a number that seems surprisingly

small.112

One of the problems faced byboth medical profession and politicians

of the nineteenth centurywho were sympathetic to reform was the

bedevilment of SA politics by frequent changes of ministry. The brevity of

parliamentary office was inimical to any continuity of government policy

and planning. Between the establishment of parliamentary government in

1856, to the Clark deputation, there had been seventeen changes of

government in twelve years. The shortest ministry lasted only nine days,

the longest two years and222 days. An empathic minister might well see

the merit of statutory change for the benefit of profession and public but, on

Llo g¡&u¿ster, July 11, 1868, p. 39.
LLL yo¡¿s and Proceedings House of Assembly October 12, 1869.
LL2 ¡6. November 18, 1869. In the nineteenth eentury the petition \tras an important
mechanism for attracting parliamentary attention. After WïVII it became more and more
an instrument of politieal opporf,rrnism.

*
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the odds, he was unlikely to survive long enough to introduce a Bíll. And it
was by no means certain this his successor would readily embrace any

inherited cause of action. The frequent and unpredictable swings of the

political pendulum were a formidable obstacle to the crusaders for reform of

the laws relating to medical practice.

Sometime after he headed a brief ministry in 1868, Attorney-General

H.B.T. Strangways drafted aMedicalBill,buthe lost office in May 1870.113

He immediatelyformed a new cabinet, but this survived a mere eighteen

days, and his successor was John Hart. Two months after the new

administration assumed offi.ce Dr. Clarkled another, much larger

deputation to the latest Attorney{sneral, R.C. Baker,114 to urge

resurrection ofthe Strangways Bill which would

not prohibit practice or quackingby anyone...[and] that
nothing therein should apply to the trades of chemists,
druggist ot ¿"tt¿¡t¡. 1 15

Baker agreed to introduce the Bíll withminor alterations, and did so

in the Legislative Council on July 27,I870.It was received with the most

severe hostility, criticised as '...a palpable infringement of the free acts of

individuals". The medical profession was a'self constituted oligarchy or

clique". "...theBíll onlyprovided for a medical monopoly''. There was the

"...impropriety of attempting to legislate for the special benefit of a

particular class who arrogated to themselves such exclusive rights".rr0 The

Bill was abruptlythrown out on August 4, and did not reach the House of

Assembly. It would be a further ten years before any successful restricted

113 1¡"trO Bull Templar Strangways [1832-1920]: MHA L858-1871. He is justifiably
remembered for the Crown Lands Act tlnat bears his nane.
114 pi"¡rr¿ Chaffey Baker 11841-19111: MHA, MLC andsenator during a longpolitical
and public life 1868-1906.
115 946"gtster, July 20, L87O, p. 150-
116 The parliamentary debates on the Medicq,I Prøctitiorrcrs BiIl 1870 are to be found in
SAPD July27,1870, coIs.301,302: August 2,1870, cols.355,356: August4, 1870,
cols. 406-410.
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medical legislation resulted, and nineteen years before an Acú which would

apply generally to the advantage of the profession.

6. The standing of the South Australian medical profession, a¡rd
some difficulties of the early practitioners.

The records of the medical activities and involvements of doctors in

all parts of the state, left by generations of assiduous newspaper reporters,

are important social documents, and can suggest that the medical

profession in SA was held in high regard, in contrast to what Pensabene has

demonstrated aboutVictoria. There was last century a vigorous provincial

press iun SA, and it provides a window into the medical life of those

¿i-ss.lu These newspaper reports and obituaries are the most extensive

resources for obtaining information about the medical profession in the

periods which I cover. The first publication of biographical information

concerning early South Australian doctors was Cleland's papet o¡ 1933.[8

He could find no information on some, and verylittle on the rest, with a few

notable exceptions.lle The material at his disposal has notbeen added to

over the intervening sixbyyears. Apart from documents deposited in the

Mortlnck Librarybythe late A.A. Lendon, and the private papers of a few

prominent earlymedical figures, listed in the bibliography, there is no

readily available biographical information on early SA practitioners, with

the exception of some occasional and very basic information held by the SA

Genealogical and Heraldry Society. In relation to the large number of

irregular practitioners - those who were never registered, or who hadno

qualifications to register - there simplyis verylittle information.l2O Even

117 9tr1" the post W\mI acceleration of centralisation brought about the decline of SA
country newspapers, although many fine provincial presses remain.
118 ¿.3. Cleland, 'The first Fifty TWo Names in the Medical Register of South Australia',
MJA,29 October, 1938. The work contained a number of inaccuracies, and he was
criticised in subsequent correspondence.
119 Cleland was actively assisted by the Registrar of the Medical Board.
120 With some notable exceptions, for example Zielke (pp. 88-90), and Becker (pp. 280-
288), which are discussed in the thesis.
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visits to cemeteries in the areas where they were lmown to be active, have

turned up onlyunmarked graves.l2l This general paucity of information,

which could only be enlarged into a useful source of material by long and

expensive research in Australia and overseas, makes it diffrcult to discuss

in any authorative way the social bacþrounds of the majority of early

SouthAustralian doctors whose origins were outside Australia. However, it

is possible, from a review of all the sources of information, which have

enabled listing of the first 1000 legally qualified medical practitioners in this

state, to make some conclusio11s.l22 Overcrowding of the profession in the

UK a strong desire to improve themselves, perhaps with a spirit of

adventure, and the famiþ ravages of tuberculosis, seems to account for the

presence in SA of the majority of whom anything is known. In this respect

they were no different from most of the other emigrants to South Australia.

Their numbers include rW.R. Moore andA.A. Lendon (p. 108), who married

well after their arrival. Others were T.Y. Cotter, A.A. Lendon, J.A.

Cockburn, A.C. Kelly, B.A. Kent, and about fifty others on whom we have

some information. None have left evidence that they came from well off

families.

Some, perhaps aware that starting a professional career in a new

Province with a small population would take time, embarked on business

enterprises, or took up pastoral leases. Others, like Charles Davies,

Matthew Moorhouse, Horace Dean, DavidW'ark, Allan Campbell and

Sylvanus Magarey entered politics. The unregistered Luther Scammell,

Charles Everard and John Rankine did so too. The brothers rWilliam and

John Browne, John Forster, along with Moorhouse and Warkbecame

pastoralists, often on a grand scale. Drs. C.R. Penfold andA.C. Kelly

established vineyards and wineries which became famous and survive

121 po" example, Robert Mitchell at Strathalbyn (p. 52), Gerney at Redhill (pp. 119,
121), Mit&ed at Port Augusta (p. 55), Kugelman at Pt. \Vakefield (p. 170).
122 '11r" SA Medical Board itself has no accurate records of its early registered doctors.
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today. Be4iamin Kent brought brick making machinery with him. His land

holdings quicklybecame extensive and he prospered. John Edward Bright,

who never registered, established a dispensary. Dr. Richard Burton became

the pioneer landholder and farmer in Marion/Sturt. He had capital as a

result of some years spent whaling. Cotter, Nash, Everard, Wyatt, Duncan

and W'oodforde received emoluments from various government

appointments. Could any have done so well if they had not migrated?

trl health, either their own or in their families,led to the migration of

rWiltiam Gosse, Leith Napier, Alexander Henr5r, F.W. Bailey, John Benson

and Paul Guinnand. Richard Corr, William Durie, B.F. Frankis,'W.J. Morier,

A.P.E. OT,eary a¡rd J.G. Nash had navaVshipping bacþrounds, though

nothing is known of their familybacþrounds, and nothing at all about the

first three. Horace Dean was a fugitive from justice, and Hampden Carr,

Thomas Britton, Richard Smales, Horace Nutt, Horatio Brown and

Alexander Fergusonwere alcoholics or drug addicts, probablybefore they

arrived - although the inquests into their deaths do not say.

There is a small select number of the legally qualified about whom we

know a great deal more: the first groups of graduates from the new Adelaide

Medical School from 1889 on, were all sons (and daughters) of the

prosperous. Verco, Cudmore, Fowler and Magarey came from commercial

bacþrounds; Newland and Stirling, pastoral; the Chapples andMeadfrom

the church/school; Mayo, Percival and Fred Bollen had roots in the medical

profession. As we will discuss later, the fees were abarrier to working class

participation in medical education.

Much of the press material tells of conscientious and talented doctors

who died young and greatlylamented. At Clare in 1870 Dr. C.H. rWebb died

at52. He had been associated with three local benevolent lofues, was on
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the district council, and at the time of his death had been mayor.123 That

same year Dr. J.F. Knipe, 49, died at Aldinga after serving the scattered but

clos*knit southern community for twenty yêars.124 Dr. Carl Bosch, 43,

died in 1875. He had practised at Hope Valley and Tea Tlee Gully, and was

given a huge funeral at West Terrace with songs from the Liedertøþl and

with the Gerrnan brass band in attendance.l2s Dr. John Benson, 39, died at

Norwood in 1877 and was accompanied to his last resting place by over 200

vehicles and hundreds of mourners.126

The story was similar in what \¡sere more remote areas. In 1876

when Dr. Edward Wehl died at Mt. Gambier, he was eulogised in the

press.127 He had retired from practice in 1874 because of ill-health, and

then had been presented at public farewell dinners with a silver service and

purse of gold sovereigns. His name had been almost synonymous with the

Southeast as a businessman, landowner, magistrate and district council

chairman. Wehl, who married a sister of Baron Ferdinand von Mueller, was

only 53 at his death and left twelve children. His last illness had been

particularly distressing as he had been treated for heart failure, when he

had been heavily infested with hydatids.128 Bankruptcy, and a forced move

to Millicent, had also clouded his last years. At Kapunda in 1868 when Dr.

George Tallis died, fifty carriages and an equal number of horsemen

accompanied the cortege to the Catholic cemetery, and the press gave

generous praise.l2s Three years before he had left the town temporarily,

and at that time had been presented at a public dinner with a gold watch

123 ç¡u.1"r Houlton Webb t1818-18701: reg. 39,2/7/t849; LWCA Lond 7845. See SA
RegisterJtne 11, 1870, p. 501.
124 .;."-*r Frederick Knipe [c182f1870]: reg. 57, 2/4/1850: MRCS Eng 1847. See SA
RegisterDecember 30, 1870, p.642. He is buried in St. Ann's C.of E. cemetery, Aldinga.
125 çu"1 Bose.h [1831-18?5]: reg, 123,5117858; MD Acad.LudorHassia 1857. See SA
RegisterSeptember 30, 1875, p. 669.
126 ¡o¡¡ Benson t1837-18771: reg. 157, L4lltl1864: LKQCPI (nd) MRCSI 1863. See
SARegister July 9, 1877, p. 55.
L27 ¡. Dietrich Ed. Wehl [c1823-18761: reg. 5L,2lL0/t849: MD Harnuer t848.
L28 &or¿¿7Watch, October 8, 1873, p. 321: February 12,1876, p. 50: February 19,
1876, p. 59.
129 George Tallis i? - 18681: reg. 136, 28/211859: LWCA hel1839; MRCS lrel!854.
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and chain, his departure causing so many erçressions of regret that one

listener (perhaps cynically) remarked that he thought he was attending a

national calamity.130 h 1872 the talented Dr. George Nott, a former Mayor

of Gawler, and an important literary figure, died, aged 52. For his funeral the

Gawler shops closed and the Masonic and Friendly societies mustered in

strength.131 At Crystal Brook as late as 1893 public subscription erected a

memorial fountain to Dr. J.T. Parkinson.132

Most of the obituaries point to various kinds of evidence of good

standing, andthis is quite independent of the generallywarm and positive

nature of the published material. Of course there were exceptions. Not all

doctors were held in high esteem, or managed to meet positively the

challenges of medical practice in South Australia in the late 19th century.

Manypersonal tragedies are described, too, and stories abound of deaths by

drinlq drugs and violent suicide. The instances following occurred in SA but

the picture was similar in all states, where the lay and medical press

contain many records of the violent death of practitioners from narcotics

and other dangerous substances, alcohol, acids and guns.

A Dr. Robinson, who for years wandered about the Rhine,
Talunga and Onkaparinga districts, with no very certain place
of abode, has after a hard life, met with death.. .he has, even
when in his cups, marvellously lessened pain and battled with
disease...of course, he was not in registered practice, so
irregular were 1¡t 1tu¡1¡s.r33

He died at Mount Pleasant in police custody. Amonth later Dr. Richard

Smales of Noarlunga killed himself with poison when in a fit of

depression.ls4 Heavy' drinking killed Dr. Horace Nutt at Clare in 1876.135

r30 KøpundaHerøld, August 11, 18?5, p. L64: December 25, 1868, p.425.
t3L g¡fuO¡ster, December 10, 1872,p.515: December 14, 1872,p- 546.
r32 ¡^¿ro¿asian Medical Gazette, December 15, 1893, p. 426.
I33 ¡6., llrfiay 2, 1871, p. 221: l[llay 5, 1871, p. 245. No personal details have been found.
L34 ¡6., June 24,1871, p. 605.
Richard Smales [c1809-1871-]: reg= LL6,2lLOlL855: MRCS Eng L8î2.
135 ¡6-, January 15, 1876, p. 111. KapundøHerald, Jan'uary 18, 1876, p.21.IIe was
unregistered but for some time practised at Clare with a LQNP.
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Dr. D. Kennedy used chlorofom. to suicide at Glenelg in 1890,ra6 and Dr.

Edward Goldsmith took what seems to have been an accidental overdose of

chlorodyne atAdelaide in 1875, but the inquest came to no satisfactory

conclusion.lsT

These exceptions notwithstanding, what is striking about most of the

detailed accounts of deceased medical practitioners in the South Australian

press, is the consistency of the testimony as to the esteem and general high

regard in which theywere held, the genuine appreciation of their services to

the community, and the widespread sense of loss felt at their death. The

obituaries, without exception, are not hagiographical, and where it is called

for, detail bluntly the personal habits and failings of the deceased. The

picture that emerges is of individual members of a profession who for the

most part were loved and respected, even if the press acknowledged that

some were eccentrics and notorious topers. Nor did the obituaries deal only

with the socially, politically or civicaþ prominent: few practitioners

escaped an obituary. The consistent tone of over a century and a half of

those press reports makes it difticult to believe that the professional status

and power of the doctor in SAfrom the foundation of the state was low, as

Pensabene found to be the case ltt yi.¡otl¿.r38

Parliamentary criticism was harsher, but those judgements tended

to be general rather than particular, and aimed more at the overall

profession, which was always suspected of having the basest motives for

seeking statutory protection. Care has to be taken too, in the use and

understanding of terms, especiallythe pejorative ones, when consideringthe

claims of scholars like Pensabene and rWillis who write of the success of the

orthodox practitioners in suppressing competition from homæopaths,

136 BorderWatch, August 30, 1890, p. 349. Kennedy was medically qualified but not
registered.
137 SARegister, Juily 26,1875, p. 184.
Francis Edward Goldsmith [1825-1875]: reg. 150, 6/1/1863: MRCS Erq 1848; LWCA
Lond L849; LRCP Edin 186O.
138 1.5. Pensabene, TheRiseof theMedicalPractitionerinVictoría. ANU 1980, p. 4.
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naturopaths and others. Those alternative practitioners, in addition to

having inadequate training, verylimited skills, and persistent inabilifto

demonstrate therapeutic success, also failed, unlike the orthodox

practitioners, to harness science to their cause. They were also

indiscriminately coupled by the press with the totally unqualified, in the

accounts of the activities of the phrenologists, mesmerists and spiritualists.

The manifestations of quite strong positive attachment to doctors

were ofben more marked in the countrythan in the city. In the country,

where communities were smaller a¡rd more closelyknit, the provision of

medical attention was more appreciated, and the recipient of the care was

more grateful for the provided service. There is often, in the writings of

provincial corTespondents, a surprising recognition of the practitioners'

financial diffñculties and shared hardships. Medical banlcuptcies did occur.

In 1868 Dr. C.M. Mudie of Stockport was declared insolvent because of

"Income insuffi.cient for support". In 1383 Dr. Abraham Carter of Yongala,

and Dr. E.A. Mahoney of Reynella were both reported insolv"p¡.l3e In 1886

Dr. Oscar Gtirger ofAdelaide had to assign his estate: his assets were

Ê1312, liabilities f 86,795.

The death of a country doctor frequently devastated the local

community. At Wallaroo in 1877 when Dr. \ry.E. Jay died, more than 1000

attended the funeral, the procession being preceded by 180 members of

various Friendly Societies.la0 Dr. John Gosse, a nephew of William, died at

Wallaroo in 1896, and again the papers testifuto the universal distress

caused by his passing.141 Equal testimony to the respect for doctors, their

prestige, and the high regard in which they were held is provided by the

accounts of reactions to their departures from localities in which they

practised. At a large civic function at Mt. Gambier in 1882 to markhis

139 of these practitioners, only Mahoney was legally qualifred.
t{o YorkePeninsulaAduertiser,16 January 1877, p. 18.
l4l l<o¿¡no and Wa.llaroo Times, 31 December 1896, p. 2LO'
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leaving the district, Dr. J. Jackson was farewelled in a packed Institute hall,

and presented with a gold watch, chain, locket, an illuminated address and

an album.142 \¡fhen Dr. William Markham left Port Augusta in 1887 the

mayor gave a civic farewell and he was presented with an illuminated

address. Dr. Markham returned to Port Augusta, and in 1896 left there for

good. He was again publicly eulogised and given a further address. When his

death was reported a few months later, the grief feltis reflected inthe local

newspaper.143 The South Australian press contains more accounts of such

functions as these, in relation to medical practitioners, than other people.

Farewells and presentations there certainly were, to many classes of

worthy citizens, but none equalled the civic display and munificence of the

material gifts reserved for the medical practitioners.

The South Australian press in most districts contains many similar

examples of esteem for legally qualifred medical practitioners. Not once has

any similar reference been found to an unregistered person. Appreciated

they may have been, but articles critical of their actions are more notable.

Only one obituary has been found, and that verybrief, of a homæopath, S. x¡t¿- rc
Kidner, who died in 1883, aged 75, at llindmarsh. Byway of contrast, Dr.

Robert Gething, who practised at Port Adelaide and died at Hahndorf aged

57 later that year, was accorded a substantial encomium, and the Port

Adelaide corporation paid tribute to him. His tomb in the Blakiston

cemetery is elaborate.t44It is also of note that the frequent press reports

advising of the desire of towns to attract a medical practitioner, always

make clear, directly or indirectly, that a legally qualified person is sough¡.ras

*

142 &o"¿"rWatch,10 May 1882, p. 188.
r43 po¡ ¡rgusta Despatch, 25 January 1887, p. 26: 78 October 1896, p. 22O: 7I June
1897, p. 319: 18 June 1897, p. 323. Markham was MD NewYork 1870.
Laa g¡¡¿t¡ster, !3 August 1883, p. 354: 22 October 1883, pp. 168, 170. Also in the
Rlakiston cemetery is a targe betl tower, a nemorial to Dr. Octavius WeId MD New York
1860.
r45 ¡6.,11 February 1870, p.305: 26 June 1885, p.611: 12 November 1886, p. 301.
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South Australian literature was sparse in the 19th Century, and

most of it, with the exception of the writings of Catherine Helen Spence

[1825-19101,140 did not achieve literaryrecognition. In local works there

are few references to the medical profession which are not presented in an

evangelical setting, but where they do occur it can be seen that the

practitioners \trere doing quite well when mixingwiththe upper classes, even

if in a framework of severe disapprobation. Maud Jean Fra¡rc's147 Dr.

Moore, inVermontVøle,t49 was noted at a party:

The Doctor was in the midst of a merry groüp, not to restrain, but to
promote the merriment. IIe was, in fact, working for Satan, and
againstthe kingdom of God.14e

In 1877 Efflre Stanleyrs0 wrote TheWilmots: ø SouthAustrøliønStory.tsl¡¡

was another maudlin temperance work, but it painted a quite pleasant

picture ofAdelaide. By page 27 we meet Dr. Rufus, who had been called into

consultation by Dr. Tlueman.

Even as the clock frnishes striking a bugry dashes up, and a tall
stout mar1, scarcely staying to throw the reins...marches up the
broad gravel path. A powerfirl-looking man, in the prime of life, with
warm overcoat and thick driving gloves, a man who carried authority
with him, and who in a sick room was quite an autocrat, yet who
could tenderly handle the weaklybabe its mother was almost afraid
to trust in those strong hands. A man who delighted in his profession
for its own sake, rejoicing in a neatly-performed operation, and who
from his own purse would sometimes supply the means for obtaining
the nourishing food the sufferer was unable to procure.l52

Fortunately Dr. Rufus agreed to take the case, and we are left in no doubt

as to the noble qualities of that worthyman:

146 Jtr her day, few people in South Australia read any of her works.
147 15" pseudon¡rm of Matilda Jane Congreve [1827-1886].
148 y"77¡xsntVale; or, Home Pictures in Australia. London, 1886.
149 ¡6., p. 151.
150 ¡[isg Charlotte Tilney [c1837-1894].
151 ¡ot ¿otr, Elliot Stock, 1877.
t52 ¡6., p. 27.
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...he seems a first-rate doctor, and T?ueman thinks so too. I have
often heard him spoken of, and always in terms of respect and
confidence; he seems a thorough gentleman.lss

Thus the overall South Australian record gives no substance to

claims that the legally qualifred were held in poor regard. On the contrary

the evidence supports Gandevia's claim that "...the social status of the

doctor in Australia was always high, especially in the nineteenth

century,. ..'.t54 A complicating factor in any discussion of status is that

social standing, prestige and income varies substantially according to

location. The members of the medical profession who had rooms inAdelaide

and NorthAdelaide, for example, drew their patients from the area where

most of the state population lived. Many of them became the frrst

recognised consultants.lss Their large homes on the main streets became

landmarks which reflected their prosperity and social standing.156 There

was a vast gulf between these eminent practitioners and. those who worked

in the more sparsely populated country areas.157 A characteristic of South

Australia up to the Second rWorldWar is that there $rere no major

provincial cities which could in any waybe compared with those which are

so notable in the eastern states.

Not once in the city and provincial press from 1836 has there been

sighted any reference to the practitioners of the alternate medical arts and

753 ¡6., p. 28.
154 BO"tr Gandevia, 'The Medico-Historical Significance of Young and Developing
Countries, illustrated by the Australian Experience', in Edwin Clarke (ed.) Modcrn
MethodsintheHistory of Medicine. Athlone Press, 1971, p. 93. He is writing of status in
comparison with other occupations.
1551¡"1" numbers include Davies Thomas, A.A. Lendon, J.A.G. Hamilton, R.S. Rogers,
H. Swift, J.C. Verco, E.W. Way, and R.T. \Mylde.
156 po¡ example, Sir Joseph Verco and Dr. A.A. Lendon lived on the opposite corners of
Charles Street Adelaide. Dr. T.A. H¡mes' home in Flinders St. was so large that it
remains as substantial government offrces; Edward Way, Davies Thomas, R.T. Wylde
and the Hamiltons had large residences on the principal thor"oughfares of North
Adelaide. Charles Gosse and Edward Stirling built large Victorian homes, surrounded by
exotic gardens, in the Adelaide Hills.
157 1¡ is difficult to ascertain actual incomes because personal income tax was not
imposed in South Australia until 1884, and by the commonwealth in 1915. Prior to
World War I income tax was a minor burden and many people escaped paylng it. CPP
7 / 1934; Second Report of the Royøl Cotnmission on Taxation, p. 47.
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sciences, which is characterised by the abundant admiration reserved for

thelegallyqualified,lss and of which only a fraction of the available material

has been mentioned here. There is no reference to the alternative

practitioners making any signiflrcant contribution to any facet of public life

which is so ofben a striking characteristic of the LQMP. Nor have the

homæopaths and their fellow travellers left anyimportant records which

would allow proper scholarþ evaluation of their historical contribution to

our society.lse In the case ofHiram Mildred (p. 55), he was a prominent

local man who made no claims to anymedical training, skill or qualification

of anykind.

The reasons for the different perceptions of the members of the

medical profession in Victoria as noted by Pensabene, and in South

Australia as demonstrated here,lie deeper in societyitself. SouthAustralia

was a comparatively small community, built on agriculture and mining. It

did not have the richness of argumentative, controversial and self-

promoting medical personalities who enlivened Melbourne, such as

Brownless andBeaney, nor the intellectuals like Neild, Tracyand Barratt.

It was free of the frequent public medical brawls and vituperative publicity

which often filled the Victorian newspapers. Its honorary hospital positions

were not characterised bythe touting, advertising and corruption reported

in that state. Appointments to the Adelaide Hospital honorary staff were

made by the board, and not by a general body of subscribers from whom

candidates for positions had to solicit votes. This pernicious system resulted

in the spectacular and entertaining, but scandalouslyunethical conduct of

candidates. This degraded the whole profession in Victoria, and brought it
into disrepute. Occasionally the Adelaide system broke down, as in 1894

when Dr. A.A- Lendon, lecturer on clinical medicine, Ìvas replaced, but

158 qr¡¿¡ the solitary exception of George Bollen, who will be discussed in Ch. II. 4.
r59 In¡a, pp. 154-6, and see Bibliography.
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overall it worked satisfactorily. The docile, well<rdered South Australian

community did not welcome iconoclasts. The press did not seize every

opportunityto libel or caricature individual practitioners or the profession

as a whole.'When the SA press reported, usuallyin gruesome completeness,

accounts of the last hours of eminent persons attended in their terminal

illness bymanydoctors, the general attitude was that the will of God had

triumphed over the finest intentions and attentions of the best possible

men. Accounts of the deaths of Dr Charles Gosse,16o Dr. R.W. Moore,161Dr.

Handasyde Duncan,162 arìdDr. Wehl163 contain not an iota of criticism of

the medical attention, though the latter dayreader with the benefit of

hindsight can easily suspect the grossest incompetence in the case of Gosse

a¡rdWehl.

Another important difference between Victoria and South Australia

is that sectarianism was far more rampant in the former colony than the

latter. In South Australia, religious prejudice was more evident in politics

than medicine, and the Masonic craft, attracted lawyers rather than

doctors. One prominent Catholic doctor, J.M. Gunson, manried into

Protestant wealth - the Morphett family.r6+

7. The general position of the medical profession: difficulties in
obtaining medical practitioners for country districts.

Finding doctors for the country continued to be in some areas a major

pre-occupation. ThLe BorderWøtch chronicled the dismal history of medical

services at Penola. h 1871 uDt." Wilson left and Dr. T.Y. Cotter (suprø)

760 g¿&"g¡ster, July 2, !885, p. 13.
Charles Gosse [1349-1885]: reg. 799,2/4/7872: MBChM Aberdeen 1872; MRCS ErW
1870.
1.6L ¡6., December 8, 1884, p. 520.
Robert Waters Moore [1819-1884]: reg. 29,131711847: MRCS Lond 1842.
162 ¡6., February 25,1878, p. 423: February 26, 1878, p. 431.
163 367¿¿7Watch, February 12, !876, p. 50.
164 3rr¡ the families keep separate vaults in the West Temace Cemetery!
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transfemed to the town from Port MacDonnell.l6s Prior to them, Dr. George

Tallis (supra) was briefly in the area. In 1872 Dr. Maclachlan left Penola

for Kapunda, and one month later he was replaced by Dr. Breton from

Robe.166 Perhaps in 1874 Dr. H.C. Curtis came, and remained a few

months.167 In 1875 Dr. Creelman was reported to have taken up practice

at Penola but he seems to have left soon for Kingston.168 Dr. Breton left in

1879 for W'allaroo, and six months after his departure no replacement had

arrived. Concern as to how the inhabitants would fare in the event of a

serious accident was answered when a lad broke a leg: he was cared for by a

veterinary surgeon.lGs Finally in 1880 Dr. Henry arrived, but not for long.

[He] having fallen into a state of debility and ill health as to
necessitate his removal to the Mt. Gambier Hospital was sent
there bylnspector Hunt...under the care of Police Constable
Hunter. When he reached the hospital he was almost
pulseless and despite all that could be done for him,
he. . .died. . .of. . . alcoholigpoisoning. 1?o

Kingston SE had lost its doctor for the same reason in 1874.

The body of Dr. Thomas Britton was found in the Maria Creek
last night. He had been drinking heavily lateþ. . . and walked
into the creek while intoxicated. 171

At an inquest the very practical verdict of "Found drowned" was returned,

and all Britton's effects rüere sold cheaply at public auction the following

month.

165 11ris could be Dr. John Scott Wilson [nd] teg. !74,41L/L868 MD Gtas 1863. The
custom of the pness was to refer to people by surname alone and this makes difficult
identification.
L66 &or¿nrWøtch, September !4, L872, p. 293: October L6, t872.
Donald Archibald Maclachlan [1843-1901]: reg. 18L,6/7/1869: LFP&S Glas 1868.
Henry Breton [nd]: reg. 182,27/711869: MD Edin 1853.
167 Hsruy Charles Curtis [nd]: reg. 2lO,Il7ll874: MRCS Eng 1842.
168 76., June 16, 1875, p. 139: October 27,1875, p. 333.
John Auchterlonie Creelman t18 -18891; reg. 221,6/10/1875: LRCS,Edin 1840.
L69 ¡6., March 1, 18?9, p. 87.
170 ¡6., January 28, 1880, p. 38: June 9, 1880, p. 226. He was 33 years of age and his
name remained on the medical register for more than thirty years. This was very
common until after the First World War and makes t};ie Registerc unreliable. However I
am aware of all such examples and have taken them into account throughout the thesis
Alex Henry [nd]: reg. 278,7/l/I880: MD MS EdinL877.
171 16., August Lg, L874, p. 260.
Thomas Britton [18 -1874]: reg. 175, 717/1868: MRCS Eng 1851.
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In a way these problems reflect the difficulties of many country

places in securing resident medical practitioners, and similar unhappy

chronicles can be followed in most of the provincial SA press. Th;e Border

Wøtch continued to report for another ten years the impossibility of

inducing doctors to stay at Penola. Kingston and Robe vrere in a similar

position, while Mt. Gambier and Naracoorte seem to have managed

because there was ¿ur assistant colonial surgeon at the former town. The

inconvenient conditions of practice and the diffrculties faced both by

practitioners a¡rd population survive in unemotional reports in the

newspapers. 
'When in 1881 smallpox was suspected at Robe and there was

no doctor in the locality, the Central Board of Health had to arrange by

telegraph for a Mt. Gambier practitioner to attend. There followed a delay

when the latter sought expenses from the government greater than the

offered twenty guineas (Ezt).ttz On another occasion a telegram from

Beachport, sent via Robe to Mt. Gambier, summoned help to a dangerously

ill man. The SouthAustralian Railways general traffic manager happened

to be inspecting the latter station at the time, and he immediately arranged

for a special train to convey Dr. A.rtr. Powell to the patient. It left Mt.

Gambier at 1.00am and arrived at Beachport at 2.30am. From that place

Powell was conveyed to Robe by relays of fresh horses, and he reached his

destination at 5.30am. The patient survived. Later, when the victim's

family wanted further help, Powell returned to Robe and stayed for a

week.173

172 76., February 5, 1881, p. 5o
r73 ¡6., September 2I,1881, p. 376: September 28, 1881, p. 388'
Arthur'Worsley Powell [nd]: reg. 287, l/911880: LFP&S GIas 788O.
The general trafflrc manager was Alan George Pendleton [1837-]-9161. In 1895 he
became railways commissioner. IIis brother was Dr. R.W. Pendleton, reg. 289,
lll2ll88}: LRCS 11865; LRQCP 11866; MK&QCP 11880. In 1888, for reasons lost in
obscurity, the government of the day dismissed Powell from his hospital appointment.
The Mt. Gambier to Beachport railway was a totally isolated nalrolv gauge 1067mm
line, built in 1879.
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The towns discussed seem to have had equal lack of success in

attracting the unqualifred, perhaps not onlybecause of isolation and

distance from Adelaide, but probablybecause of two earlier incidents. In

1865 "Dr." Singleton had appeared at Mt. Gambier, a few months before

the government appointed a medical offi.cer to the district. He was unable to

satisfy the medical board as to his qualifrcations, and he left for Victoria in a

glow of sympathetic publicity.tt+ It has been impossible to determine what

the real circumstances were. kì 1369 "Dr. Berncastle, oculist and aurist

etc. [sic] ", turned up and consulted widelyuntil rr.mours spread, and he

took a quick and well-publicised leave.175 From the newspaper reports he

was clearly a blatant quack His pamphlet on the treatment of snakebite

recommended a glass of pure brandyeveryfifteen minutes "...until cured or

signs of intoxication begin to appear." That was then proof that a cure had

been effected. Thereafter only "Dr. Venables", who stayed at Macs hotel in

1872, offered specialist treatment for'skin and contagious diseases". He

could be consulted personally or by letter, the fee for the latter being

10/6d.176 He was not legally qualified, and the nature of the advertisement

suggests that he had no qualifrcations which could be registered. The

Southeast (the Mt. Gambier/It[aracoorteÆ(ingston area) seems to have held

few attractions for the irregular practitioner. It will be noticed that a

necessary characteristic of the quack is that such persons 'specialise'in the

readily visible or easily accessible parts of the body. To ask patients to get

undressed and to examine them more thoroughlyhad potential serious

implications andrisks, both criminal and civil.

In the southern areas ofAdelaide, from OTlalloran Hill to Noarlunga,

there are also few references to the activities of the unqualified, and here

again, there was sometimes a rapid turnover of legally qualified medical

L74 76., April29,1865, p. 85 (editorial).
t7õ ¡6.,}.4:ay 72,1869, p. 150.
L76 76., July 17, 1872, p.225.
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practitioners, though the reasons were different from those in the

Southeast: more of them died within a relativelybrief time of their

commencement of practice.1I7 A pioneer doctor in the area was Robert

Montgomery [c180f1866] who practised in the vicinity of Clarendon and

Happy Valley.r7s At the other end aroundAldinga/Willunga two successors

of Dr. Krripe [1820-18701Guprq,) were Robert McGowan and Henry

Tîipe.17e Afamous medical man, Dr. A.C. Kelly, the founder of the famous

Australian winery Tintørø, had lived on his vineyards at Morphett Vale

from about 1848, but is unlikely to have actively practised.180 In the year

of Montgomery's death, Dr. Samuel Myles also died. He had practised in the

Morphett Vale area for many yeârs and is buried in the O'Halloran Hill

cemetery.l81 In about 1864 Dr. L.J. Maurau commenced practice at

Reynella: he died, agedí2, in 1878. The tributes in the Regßter were canied

over to his elaborate grave monument at OTlalloran Hill.182 In 1878, afber

service in the Royal Navy, Dr. rtrilliam John Morier commenced practice at

Morphett Vale, dymg there in 1885. Only 40 at the time of his death, he had

been professionaþ connected with the Oddfellows, was a justice of the

peace and district councillor.lss He was succeeded by Dr. Samuel Horneck,

177 The activities of one quack, J. A. Zielhke, will be discussed pp. 8È90.
178 ¡¡o¡u"¿ Montgomery, reg. 16, 4/2/1845; MRCS Edin 1829. He was buried in the
Happy Valley cemetery which was 'shifted' when the reservoir was built. It has not been
possible to determine to where the exhumed remains were taken.
179 Hsily Richard Gawen Tripe [18 -18?8J: reg. 120, 7t71L8ã7: LWCALo¿d 1835.
Robert McGowan [nd]: reg. 235, 4110/t876: LFP&S GIas t851. He attended the wreck of
the Süør of Greece. Later practised at Mallala.
180 61s)(¿nder Charles Kelly [1811-1877]: reg.12,lL/tlt845 MRCS Edin 1831; MD
Edin 1832.In 1876 he had fallen on hard times and his Tintøra vinyards were
purchased by Thomas Hardy [1830-1912], who, with his three sons, formed the thriving
Thomas Hardy & Sons Ltd.
181 5u*n"1J. Myles 11797-18661: reg. 135, 4/10/1859: MRCS LWCA Lond 1822. A
ward at the Noarlunga hospital bears his name (and at first he was inadvertently
knighted!).
182 g{p"t¿.súer, August 9, 1878, p. 346: August L2,1878, p. 569.
Louis Joseph Maurau [c1826-18781: reg. 73, 117/t851: MRCS Eng t849. The grave
inscription reads: 'Erected by the various füendly societies of the surrounding district
and other friends in affectionate remembrance of Louis Joseph Maurau MRCS Eng. Who
died at Reynella August 8th 1878 Aged 52 years."
L83 76., October l-6, 1885, p. 108: October 19, 1885, p. L27.
William John Morier [1845-18851: reg. 265,6/ll/1878: MD GIa,s 1874.
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but he, alas, died nine years later in 1895, aged 35.re4 He was succeeded by

F.S. Hone in 1996.185

*

Throughout these years parliament continued to defend the rights of

unqualified persons to practice. To parliament the terms tnqualifred' and

'unregistered'were usually synonyrnous. The term'quack'-, however, implied

something much worse than either, but the consumer could still consult

them if desired. One reason for this attitude is recollection of the terrible

hardship endured by the pioneer settlers in remote areas of this vast state

when there was no medical attention of anykind. In 1880 at Franklin

Harbour, the wife and five children of Martin McCarthy were burned to

death. There being no doctor, coroner or JP in the area, the husband had to

convey the corpses in an open boat to Wallaroo in order to arrange for

lawfulburial.186 In 1850 when a bullock dray overturned at Second Valley,

an injured woman, breast-feeding her baby, was thrown out and lingered for

hours without attention before dying: the child subsequently succumbed.l8?

Many of the local histories of SA contain similar stories, some of the most

dreadful involving the relationship of hatred between white and black. In the

1840s at Port Lincoln, a young lad, Frank Ilawson, was speared in the

chest. He walked miles to the town with the spear in place and it had to be

sawn offby his family the barb remaining inside. He died some days

later.188

r84 76., October 2L, 7895, p. 138.
Samuel Homeck [c186G-1895]: reg. 379,3/211886: LRCS 11884: LKQCP LMK&QCP I
1885.
Morier and Horneck are buried a short distance apart in the Scotch cemetery, Main
South Road, Morphett Vale.
185 1¿ is not known how many of the practitioners, if any, came to South Australia for
health reasons.
186 Frank Masters, SagaofWangaraleednie. Franklin Harbour & Cleve National Tïust,
Znd ed. 1974, pp.734.
187 ¡. 3to*n & B. Mullins, Country LifeinPioneer South Australia. Rigby 1977, p.. 36.
188 15" story is on a monument in llawson Place, Port Lincoln. See also N. T'hompson,
TheØllistonlntident, London, Robert Hale, 1969. This is a pseudo-historical account of
black murders and white massacres in the Waterloo Bay area.
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Sometimes an unqualified person has acquired a reputation for

medical effi.ciency that has remained intact for decades and survived death.

This was the case with the Rev. C.W. Morse. Charles William Morse [1331-

19011was educated at Queen's College Cambridge (BA 1851) and came to

SA. He worked as a cook and store manager at PewseyVale before

ordination, when he became minister in charge of a very large Anglican

parish centred onYankalilla. Local tradition has it, to this day, that Morse

"...hadlcrowledge ofmedicine as well as theology''.l8e In the east wall of

Christ ChurchYankalilla is a magnificent stained glass window byPowell of

London, dedicated to Morse's memory eight years after his death, and

depicting St. Luke. That evangelist was reputed to be a physician: thus the

window combines medicine and theology. Veryfew of the unqualified

achieved such posthumous eminence,le0 but I will recount later how the

Far West Coast was for many years served by a number of novel and

eccentric unregistered men who are remembered, but not memorialised.

The registered medical profession was not alone in being unable to

claim a sympathetic ear for its "monopol¡/. In 1872 the veterinary

surgeons petitioned parliament to prevent the emplo¡mrent of non-qualified

persons in government appointments, but were not successfbl.lgl It was

diffrcult enough gettinglegallyqualified medical personnel to go to

inhospitable areas. In 1875, being unable to obtain the services of a

practitioner for the Northern Ten'itory goldfi elds, the government appointed

a Mr. Keall who "...had no diplom tt'.Lez Two years later in 1877 another

unregistered man, E.C. Rix, is noted in the frnancial records ofbonuses paid

189 Anon., A Brief Guide of Christ Church Yanhalitta. nd. p. 1.
190 ¡.. R.J. DeN. Souter, NßBS Adel 7923, a Yankalilla GP, is commemorated by a
rose garden in the town.
191 g¿-¡rp 34/ 1872: PetitionfromVeterirwry Surgeons.Tltey had to wait 63 years.
L92 g¿¡>P November 10, 1875, col. 4.
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to the Overland Telegraph party he received twenty pounds - his medically

qualified superior, Renner, got one hundÍed.193

*

An interesting account of the practice of medicine and surgery in the

South Australia of the 1860s and 70s was given by Dr. Melville Jay in

L9O4, when recollecting his earlyyears of work. His story of practice then is

a reminder of the great changes which followed the revolution in

bacteriology. Surgical patients who did not die of sepsis, frequently

succumbed to haemorrhage or pulmonaryembolus.lg4 Ligatures were often

kept and handed to the surgeon by the post-mortem room attendant. Hand

washing was rare, and the skin of patients to be operated on \Mas never

washed. The surgeons wore frock coats, usually caked with blood and other

body fluids. Orthopaedic management was by crude rope and pulley

systems, reminiscent of a Heath Robinson cartoon. Appendicitis was not

understood, greatly feared, and never subject to operation. Many surgeons

still refused to utilise anaesthesia, and patients were subjected to the most

barbaric procedures. Therapeutics was indiscriminate: one prescription was

recalled which consisted of twenty different extracts - one for each of the

patient's s¡rmptoms'1e5 anymedicine which did not taste horrible was

considered utterly useless. And over everything the depressing frequency of

tuberculosis, hydatids, and the ravages of childhood infectious disease,

constantly reminded practitioners of their ineffectiveness.

Perhaps this therapeutic ineffectiveness reflects government

attitudes to professional regulation. Successive ministries were not yet

prepared to distinguish in any significant way the legally qualified medical

practitioners from the unqualified, and the control and regulation of drug

193 ¡¡"¿""ick Emil Renner t1821-18931: reg. 36, 5/7/1848: MD Jern L847; Ivlf,] .Adel
t877.
194 ¡¡o¿ then recognised or understood.
195 Unf:ortunately we do not know if this was from an orthodox, or a homæopathic
practitioner.
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dispensing was still in the future. Neither medicine nor pharmacy had yet

achieved the status of a profession.

SummarSr.

I have shown in this chapter that in 1844, fourteen years before any

similar event in the UII some specified qualifications of medical

practitioners in SouthAustralia were accorded legal recognition. The origin

and purpose of the Ordinance was solely to enable the safe custody of the

dangerously insane, and care for persons of unsound mind. The Legislation,

which would be such an important step on the road to professionalisation,

originated from the government's wish to ensure that the mentallyill were

appropriately diagnosed, and treated humanely: medical evidence was

demanded when the liberty of the subject was at stake. The government

had no interest at that stage in using doctors to provide a statistical base

for administering society. Ilowever the occupation of medicine had, as

Freidson has noted, demonstrated that it could do reliable and valuable

work for the government. The government for its part, conferred few powers

and privileges on the registered. They could certifylunatics; receive a fee

for doing apost morten; and be paid one shillingper mile forjourneying to

the same, once the first ten miles had been travelled.

Nevertheless, through the Ordinance, medical practitioners had

taken the first step to becoming a unifred and selÈgoverning profession.

The legislation denied the unregistered those minor privileges that it

conferred on the registered. The registration of practitioners was, in South

Australia, totaþdivorced from anyquestion of class structure. In the

rough, newlyborn Province, whether one was a physician, surgeon or

apothecary was largely irrelevant in terms of being a'gentleman' or a

tradesman, because there was not enough work for everypractitioner.
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If the L844 Ordinance raised the professional usefulness and status

of some of the SouthAustralian doctors whose qualifications would enable

entry on the register, it made onlyveryminor differences to the activities of

the unqualifred and unregistered, and it would be many decades before they

would be successfully curtailed. The Ordinance had one other importarrt

shortcoming: in listing acceptable qualifications it omitted to recognise

certain foreign diplomas and degrees. The status of those documents and

their possessors would be the source of intra-professional argument and

parliamentary dispute for a further 125 years.

*
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Introduction.

The fifteen years covered by this chapter take us from a point where

medical practitioners had enjoyed for 30 years a limited kind of occupational

closure, and had begun to savour collective upward mobility. Theyhad still a

long wayto go to become the unique, closed, gentleman's professional

occupation in the social stratosphere which they envisaged for themselves.

There, they alone would carry out all the significant statutory

d.ocumentation such as writing death certificates, could alone claim and sue

for fees, would have an exclusive right to give all erçert evidence (and be

remunerated.), a¡d would see the unregistered and unqualified banished-

Those years ended with the Med.icat Act Amendrnent Act 1889 which

rsas a most material turning point in the enactment of legislation governing

medical practice. Apart from controlling use of the term'doctor', establishing

an annuallypublished register and other critical points, t}ae Act backed

claims to self-regulation with legal force, and effected an unassailable

occupational closure. The necessarypreliminaries to the firm establishment

of medicine as a profession were thus achieved.

To consummate this most valuable status medical practitioners had

to overcome an ingrained parliamentary suspicion of enacting legislation to

the advantage of what was perceived as a privileged, selfish groüP, and the

reluctance to discriminate against practitioners who adhered to alternative

systems of med,icine. Government could see advantages in harnessing the

expertise of the profession to collect accurate statistics which were basic to

the welfare of the state, such as certifi.cates of the cause of death, but the

d.esire to achieve precision and eliminate opportunities for crime was

outweighed bythe disinclination to inflict inconvenience and expense on

persons disadvantaged by distance and lack of communication facilities.
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There rvere three main reasons for the change of attitude of

legislators. First, a prolonged legal battle for registration was waged by Dr.

George Bollen. This showed the dislike of a section of parliament for the

medical profession, but revealed the serious defects of existing legislation,

and it became clear to parliament that an amendingAct was necessary.

Second, orthodox medicine had commenced to harness science to its

therapeutic armamentarium. h 1880 Pasteur discovered the existence of

pathogenic microorganisms: the new science of bacteriologybegan. From

this work he developed vaccines to protect against disease, and in 1891,

antitoxins to treat established illness. Third, a number of other crucial

events tookplace to further scholarship generally. SouthAustralia, through

advances in transport and communication technology, became more closely

knit andless diverse andisolated.

1. Medicalcertifrcates of the canff¡e of death: the question of who
should be able legally to issue them.

In 1825, the year of the first report of the newly established Central

Board of Health, members of parliament again began to concern themselves

with aspects of the medical ordinances of 1844 and 1846, and two

significant questions were asked. The frrst related to the total number of

medical certificates of the cause of death forwarded by LQMPs, compared

with death certificates sent in by other persons. There was concern that

manycertifrcates originated from individuals who themselves had no actual

knowledge of the cause or circumstances of death. ÃReturn showed that

since the passin g of Act 10 of 1874, which had tightened up requiremenLs,

LQMPs had completed 1828 certificates of the cause of death, and'other

persons' had submittÊd 432- about twenty forn percenú. Onlyin the district

of Barossa did certifrcates from the unqualified outnumber those'of the

*
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registered.: 61 to 40.1 This would reflect a concentration in that district of

unregistered foreign doctors who were fluent in the German language.

Another question asked if there was anÁcúwhichwould"...prevent

persons from practising as medical men without being in possession of a

diploma". The fact was that the 1844 and 1846 Ordinarrcesdefined

qualifrcations, but did not prevent from practising persons who did not

possess aîy.2This questioner, n[r. P.B. Coglin, againraisedin 1887 the

issue of the need for a ræwritten Med'icølAcú, but he was told that the

government would not do anything.s During these years parliament was

extensively pre+ccupied with roads, railways, ffid its ill-fated love affair

with the Northern Territory. Towards the end of the decade railways and

waterworks dominated debate, and there was no significant interest in the

medical profession, although in some quarters there was recognition that

both public and profession needed more protection than the existing

legislation provided. A lengthy editorial in the SA Register in January 1880

suggested the need for stringent legislation against the unauthorised

practice of medicine, and the prohibition of non4ualifred persons from

signing death certific ates. a

The legally qualified themselves sometimes took to the public press.

rffhen a Mr. J.G.A. Ziehlke styled himself as a surgeon, Dr. J.A.G. Hamilton

heaped scorn on his Pretensions:

l Registration of bi
Ordinance 13 of 18
6. Neither of these
Section II of Ordinance 22 of 1852 to Regulø
certificate of a surgeon or coroner was necess¿

of a member, and Schedule A set out the form of the certificate.
SAPD November 24,1875.
s¿pp 33 / 1875: Med.ical Certificates ForwardedtoRegistrar-cencral.
2 See 7 & I Vict. No. 77: ß4¿. See note page 47: this and certain other earþ legislative

enactments are sometimes referred to as Acús. Strictly speaking they are Ordir?n'rtßes'

Votes and. Proceedings of the House of Assembly,WednPsda'y May 72, 7875'
e Þ.lJ.k noyce Cogïin irars-rggzl, born Ball¡more, Ireland, died BromptnnS[. MIIA
various elecõorateJ 1860-1890. Landowner and pastoralist'
/ó. Thursday October lt, 1877 -

a SARegister January 12, 1880, P. 78.
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...who is this self-styled surgeon. I find he was in business in
Kapunda some years ago as a third-rate barber. Probably
faitingto make anhonestliving athis trade, he now has the
audaõityto impose himself upon the public,as a surgeon...the
law at present places ignorant impostors like this man upon a
par with qualified men.5

But Hamilton was careful to go on and draw a fine distinction between the

illiterate quack and

[Those] many men of education and respectability who, in the
óutþing dislricts, failing the presence of a medical hffi-,-
atleviate the suffering oÍhumanity as far as they are able.6

Australian distances and scarcity of population could remove the distinction

between the registered doctor and those who had no legal recognition,

whether or not theyhad any qualifications. Notwithstanding the odd

scathing letter, the correspondence of t}rre pro bono publico type, and the

occasionally colourfullyworded editorial, the press in SAwas never

distinguished by the intentionally provocative and abusive outpourings

which Pensabene has noted in Victoria.T

The attack on Ziehlke and his subsequent history illustrate the

difficulty of detecting and eliminating the unregistered. Julius Gustav Adolph

Zielke claimed to be ND Berlin: he left Kapunda and is next read of at

Reynella where, in 1881 he was gazetted as public vaccinator. IIis new

appointment seems to have provoked no response from the legally qualified

profession, the nearest practitioner in his area being Dr. W.J. Morier of

Morphett Vale.8 For reasons which cannot be detemined, but might relate

to the arrival of the legally qualified Dr. Samuel Horneck at MorphettVale

in 1886, Zielhke went to New South Wales, was registered there,e practised

openly but, probably for reasons related to the violent attacks on quacks

51ö.: January L7,1880, p. 126.
6 tt¡¿.
7 T.S.Pensab ene, The Rise of the Med.ieal Practitioner, op. cit., ÞP. 18, 25, 28, 29 and

elsewhere.
8 It may be that Zíelke frlled a vacancy at Reynella left by the death of Dr. L.J' Maurau
in 18781p. 79).
I ND Berlin 7865.
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generally in that state at the time, went in 1887 to Queensland. He was

again registered, and took up an appointment as medical officer to the

Maytown Hospital on the Palmer River, Cape York Peninsula. At no stage

had the NSW medical board scrutinised his documents or claims.lO It was a

d.ifferent matter in Queensland: there, the medical board led with firmness

and vigour by Joseph Bancoft, questioned his qualifications and pursued him

for details of his course of study: remoteness from the capital was no

protection. When they were dissatisfied with his replies, theytook their

queries to the German consul for Queensland. Theyfound him to be not only

unqualifi ed but totally uneducated. Before they could deregister and

prosecute him, he fled with his family to Germany.

He was by no means the only peripatetic, unscrupulous quack with

pretensions to medical knowledge and skill, who was able to prey on the

gullible and undiscerning throughout Australia - or on persons who simply

had no choice. Such charlatans $¡ere aided by medical boards which lacked

both power and will to sift them, crown law offrcers who would not back

investigations and prosecutions, and the sheer size of the country' where the

lack of transport and. communication facilities abetted their enterprise and

assisted ùndetection and inaction. On occasions when totallyunqualified

impostors were brought to account in the eastern states because of flagrant

criminal activity, such as abortion, fraud or causing death, it was discovered

that their parchments hadbeen altered - names changed, for example -
often in a quite careless maruter, yet medical boards who had examined the

tampered. documents had. not detected the forgery. Some of the charlatans

got over the difficulty of altering stolen legal documents by simply changing

their own identityto that of the person already on them. In South Australia

in 18g5 one Friessbourg was registered by the medical board. It was then

10 In SA the question ofregistration never arose: he had never sought it'
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d.iscovered that he had stolen a diploma from aVictorian practitioner and

had substituted his name. He was prosecuted and gaoled for ten months.11

The unconscionable activities of some of the most shameless quacks

sometimes received astonishing publicityin the laypress, an example being

the claims of "Dr. Fawcett" in New South Wales to be able to cure cancer.

The press lauded his accomplishments in what seems a most injudicious and

irresponsible article.l2 Fawcett was a homæopathic practitioner: his

activities hardly assisted the cause of the adherents to that system.

Edward Stirlinginhis presidential address to the BMA SABranchin 1889

said what many thought, after more than a decade of agitation.

The Medical Acts of the colonywhich regulate the status of our
profession are effete instruments which reduce to a minimum the
ôbshcles which might be raised against the deception of a confiding 

-
public by the brazenefÏrontery and colossgl_ ignorance of every quack
-an¿ 

cfrartatan who may sojourn in the land.13

2. n[r. P.B. Coglin MP,Dn. Fiege and the Medíeøl BíIl 1880.

What Coglin in South Australia was at fi.rst unable to achieve, the

Prussian Field Marshall von Moltke did by winning the FrancePrussian

rwar (1870-1). After that conflict had effected the unification of the German

Empire, internal state institutions were altered and reorganised, and the

medical profession was swept by the broom of Bismarckian reform.

Universityqualifrcations now gave only an expensive title, and no right to

practice in a position recognised by the State. Instead, the German State

itself set d,own strict professional standards and compelled persons who

wanted to qualify as State medical practitioners to undergo a severe

examination. It became clearly in the interest of people wishing to make a

tiving from medicine and surgeryto take the State Examination (Súøøús

E xam.)because university diplomas were rendered virtually us eless.

Ll Australasiøn Medical Gazette 20 September 1895, p. 387'
L2lhustratedSydnqNeus, May 1889, p. 23.
t3 Austrølasian Medieal Gøzette, July 1889, p. 27 4 -
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Prussia had been inlr725 the first German State to govern the examination

and administration of the medical practitioner by edict . Similar laws which

controlled the doctor's status spread through other European countries

including Sweden, Switzerland, Hungary and Denmark.

German doctors had come to South Australia from the early years of

European settlement because the Province from 1838 provided a haven for

Prussians escapingfrom the persecution of KingFrederickWilliam Itr (reg.

L7g7-I840), who from t822 had attempted to force a uniform Lutheran

liturpy down dissenting throats. Hundreds of Germans settled on land at

Klemzig and throughout the Barossa Valley. Their settlements flourished.

Among the first sixby LQMPs in SA are the following graduates of German

Universities (Table 3).

Table 3 : Medical gfaduates of German Universities among the fir.st
sixty LQIVIPs in South Australia.

Source: SA Medical Registers.
* So-" sources show the incoruect spelling von Tommer'
# Alro known as John Frederick Charles Bayer [c1815-1867]. He was a prominent and
popular practitioner whose early death was widely lamented. The Art Gallery of South
Àrrìtr¿iã has a bust of him -See BorderWøtch, August 24, L867, p. 268'

I Kno*rr as Edward Wehl [c.1823-1876]. An important and highly regarded pioneer of
the Southeast. See BorderWatch,February 12, L876, p. 50.

$ Arroth"r spelling as SotolowsÉy appears in some official documents.

Under Section I of the 1844 Ordinance the medical board had no

difficulty in d.eclaring these German graduates to be legally qua1ified. The

Reg. no. & Year Nam.e Degree, Univ. & Date
22 1846 Ferdinandvon

SOMMER*
MD Jenø [nd]

30 1847 Charles John Fk.
BAYER#

IYD Erlangen 1842

36 1848 FrederickEmiì
RENNER

ND Jenn t847

41 1849 rWilliam
HILLEBRAND

ND Berlin 1844

48 1849 RichardWilliam
SCHMIDT

ND Berlin L847

51 1849 J. Dietrich Ed. \ryEHLT ND Høtwuer 1848

58 1850 Anton SOTSLO\ryKYä NDVienna L847
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holders of the Prussian Staats Exam. on the other hand, could not be deemed

LeMPs. Holders of the State qualifrcation, who were reputed to be better

qualified than universitygraduates' were placed in a most invidious

position.la

...one who had not been able to get recognised" 'was at
Eudunda, and as he could not elçlain to his patients whyhe
had no diploma his position was prejudiced' 15

The man referred to was Karl August Alfred Fiege [184F1918], reg' 290,5

January 1881; Staats Exarn. Dresden 1872. He had taken his predicament

to Mr. M.P.F. Basedow, MIIABarossa, who, on behalf of his constituent

approached the Attorney-General in the Morgan government, w.H.

Bund.ey, and found. him to be sympathetic.lo Fiege,Ietitbe noted, though at

the time unregistered, in SA, was in active and unhindered practice, and

continued to be for many years to come, a by no means unusual situation.

Nor should it have been, because there was ofben very little to distinguish

the therapeutidcap&ilities of the various providers of medical services,

whether legally qualifie{¡simply unregistered, or quack, before the first

group harnessed science and technology to their cause'

When it became knovrn that Bundey was going to introduce a Bill to

resolve Fiege's difficult poSit'ion, he was approached by a deputation of

LQMPs who, perhaps against hinbetter judgement, persuaded him to

undertake a more extensive re-writeþf the 1844 Ordinarrce' It would have

been hishly favourable to medical infiqs.1T This was the first organised

political lobbying foray of the newly rorryÉsA Branch of the British

Medical Association (BMA) which had rec{ved in London formal recognition

74 SAPD 72 octnber 1880, p. L386.
L5 1b.,22 october 1880, p. 1620'
16 f,or Martin peter Frieárich Basedow, see ADB 7, pp.2034. For Sir William Henry
Br.ndey, see ADB B, pp. 296-7 . Basedow was the faf]ier of Dr. Herberb Basedow (pp.

224-5).
t7 SAPD,7 September 1880, p. 928.
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on 7 July 1880.18 The inaugural moves to found the local branch were

completed in March 1880 when the names of thirty six LQMPs were sent to

London: this was approximatelyone third of the registered doctors in SA

There was then in this state a doctor:patient ratio of 1:2531. Bundey, the

realist, saw clearly that their demands would be the rock which would sink

the entire Bitt andentirely defeat its original purpose. He did his best to

accommodate them, and what was to have been a relatively simple

measure appeared before a suspicious parliament with some twelve clauses

which reflected the wishes of the organised profession. They soon found that

"All's cheerless, dark and deadly'': the measure received a sharp and

unsympathetic reception. One MP even wanted to remove the medical

boards power to discriminate between anymedical qualifications.le The

LQMPs had prevailed on Bundeyto include, among other things, clauses to

confine unqualified practitioners; for the BMA to have a say in medical

board elections; and they sought a definition of infamous conduct. They

were also responsible for a more controversial clause which would have

required death cerhificates to be signed by a LQMP where there was one

within twelve miles (18km) of the death: this was a formidable stumbling

block.20

Fourteen members of the SA Medical Association [sic] had met on 30

September 1880 at the Adelaide Hospital to discuss thLe MedicalBíll.The

meeting was chaired by Dr. T.\ry. Corbin, second president of the SA Branch

of the B1\L\.21 The meeting strongly insisted that the proposals were not for

the benefit of the profession but for the public.22T};re principal matter of

18 A fact not mentioned in their 7979 Centenary History.
19 L"grslative Council, 26 October 1880, Second reading; Hon. W. Sandover' The
goverrìment was not prepared to swallow this.
Z0 A d"tuil"d account of the Med.icalBill deputation, the proposals put before Bundey,
and his reaction. is in SAËegister August t3, 1880, p. 458. All things considered, the
requests of the medical practitioners were not unreasonable.
21-Tho-as Wilson Corbin t1843-19181, reg. L60,3L1711865: MRCS Eng 1864;LSA'Lond
1864. The frrst president had been Dr. William Gosse.
22 Aduertiser 1 October 1880, p. 5.
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concern appears to have been the problems caused by allowing "...quacks to

give certificates of the cause of death,...". This resulted in statistics which

lvere unreliable for scientific purposes.23 In so far as the press was

concerned, there was not a great deal of interest in the medical men's views

ofthe legislation, and itwas consideredbytheAduertiser that the risk from

quacks was not as great as the "...danger involved in the practically

unrestricted vending of poisons".2a This was sound argument: then, many

dangerous substances could be bought from pharmacists and grocers, with

few legal controls and restrictions. Arsenic, deadly acids and narcotics were

readily available, bought in enormous quantities, and frequentlyused for

suicide (and, no doubt, murder).

By late October 1880 some influential members of the SA Branch of

the BIMA had come to see that the weakest part of the Bill was the clause

relating to LQMPS signing death certificates, and theyrealised that the

provision was arbitrary, unjust, and unlikelyto pass. The parliamentary

debate showed clearly that the general feeling of the legislature was quite

against the registered practitioners. There was a lack of syrrpathy for

d,octors who were thought to complain too much, sought legislation against

the public interest and, favourable to themselves. Parliament was reluctant

to introdu ce anActwhich would put parties severely affected by

geographical dispersal and social isolation to considerable e>çense. The

proposed, requirement relating to certification of death would have forced

people to incur unacceptable costs, in a state characterised by enormous

physical distances bothbetween households, and households and

communities which had anykind of market services. Means of travel were

poor. The railway system consisted only of isolated segments; the main

south line to Victoria had notbeen built, and to the north there $¡as no

23lbidem.
24 Ib.: october 12, 1880, p. 1388
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continuous communication beyond Hallett. Parliament did not care about

the activities of unqualifred persons:

In everyprofession men, though theypassed certain
examinations, never became capable members of it, and it did
not follow that the examination made a clever man...25

Members would not hear of interference with homæopaths, or

anything which would hinder the freedom of people to consult whom they

wished, regardless oftheir qualifrcations or lack of them. Parliament would

not be a party to seeing unqualified men ruined, and there was open

cynicism towards medical claims to knowledge and competence. But it is

interesting that criticism of the orgarrised profession was directed towards

those who practised in the cit¡r there was no quibbling about the country

doctor, a fact which reflected the position that he was more than likelyto

have no legally recognis able qualification, that he was desperately needed,

and as noted, countrypractices were hard to fill.

Bundey saw that he had no hope of carrying the augmented measure

and dropped every BMA instigated suggestion.26 The disembowelled B ill,

containing only one significant clause, to give medical respectability to Dr.

Fiege, and others in a similar position who had passed thLe Staats Exarn. as a

primary medical qualifrcation, enjoyed a speedy passage, and was signed

into law by governor Jervois on 28 October 1880.27 The matter attracted no

local newspaper comment, but early in 1881 residents of Eudunda were

notified that the newlyregistered and legally qualified Dr. Fiege was in

attendance.2s He continued there in continuous practice until 1910. The

fledgling SABranch of the BMAhad received a slap in the face, and as we

will see, it was not the last time that German medical graduates would be

25 SAPD October 12, 1880, p. 1388.
26 Ib.: October 22, 1880, p. L62o.
27 Medicat Act 1880; No. 193/1880. Sir William Francis Drummond Jervois [1821-1897]
rilas governor of South Australia 1877-1882.
28 KapundaHerald,ll March 1881, p. 801.
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the origin of special legislation and sometimes controversial and bitter

litigation.2e Atno stage had the government consulted with the medical

board about the drafting of theÁcú.

The 1880 Act was an unsatisfactory piece of law which was criticised

while the ink was drying. It was þiecemeal legislation" which would "...delay

for an indefinite period the more complete amendment of the law, which is

urgentlyrequirefl'.30 It was noted that the medical board onlyhad to issue

certificates of registration, and it had no power to take them away. The

"...certifi.cate of the Board is absolutelyno safeguard whatever to the

public". 3 1 Tlne Act created inadvertent problems of a magnitude which was

not foreseen bythe government which had relegated it to the bottom of the

notice paper towards the end of the parliamentary session. Within ten years

it had to be further amended because of a notorious and widely publicised

case in which the board refused registration to a practitioner. There was an

imporbant legal challenge, and the subsequent resignation, in high dudgeon,

of the medical board over a decision of the SA Full Court, to which it had

taken singular exception.

On 14 November 1881 a deputation from the BMA (SA Branch)

waited on the new Chief Secretary, J.C. Bray, 32 seeking a freshAct. They

made no secret of the fact that they wanted "...to make it almost impossible

for an unqualifred man to practice successful$.33 Nothing came of it. The

worst defect of the existingAcúwas that the wording of the clause which

recognised the Staøts Examen certifrcate, also allowedAmerican diplomas,

29 TIre House of Assembly debate on the MedicalBill can be found in SAPD 7/9/L88O,
cols. 928, 929: Ib., l2/10[88Q cols. 1386 - 1389: Ib.,22llÙ/1880, ,cols. 1618-1-621. A
comprehónsive press ooverage is in the SA&egister various dates and pages, usually the
day following the parliamentary debates.
30 R"gßto 23 October 1880, editorial.
3t toid.
32 Sir John Cox Bray [1842-1894] MIIA East Adelaide 1871-1892, premier and chief
secretary 1881-1884. Subsequently Speaker, then Agent-general in London.
33 Australasian Medical Gazette December 1881, p. 4 1.
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which might be worthless as certificates of competency, to be recognised if

they were accepted in but one state of the Union as a legal qualifrcation.

3. The attitude of parliamentbegins to change-

The 1889 amendment which we will now consider, found parliarnent in

a more accommodating frame of mind, and some of the changes that the

organised profession sought unsuccessfullyin 1880 now received legislative

approbation. In the fortyyears which followed the 1880 Act,fhe attitude of

parliament towards the medical profession gradually changed from one of

general suspicion and hostilit¡r, to acceptance and co+peration, and the

reasons for this will be examined as successive legislation is discussed.

Cha¡ges of outlook and expectation in respect of professional groups can be

precipitated by, for example, perceptions of scientifrc and technical progress,

and from the 1880s there were many examples of rapid advances in science

and technology, with prompt adoption of applied knowledge. 3¿

I urill argue that external events of a broader and more general

signifrcance also influence community and hence parliamentaryviews and

philosophies, and I refer to four such influential South Australian

developments which aided the medical profession's increasing acceptance as

a professional group worthy of protection and encouragement. The first of

these was the foundation of the University of Adelaide in 1874. Parliament

became proud of this institution, and particularþ of its medical graduates,

some of whom became world famous.S5

34 Three famous illustrations of this, in addition to the discoveries of Pasteur (p.93)'
include the demonstration of X-ray diagnostic possibilities by Räntgen in 1895; the
otifi.áUott of the therapeutic p-põ"ti"s of ultra violet light by Niels Finsen in 1896, and

the disoveryofradium bythe Curies in 1898.
35 Corr"*or Sir Richard MacDonnell in 1857 had been one of the frrst to speak prrbìicly of
the need for a university. He encouraged public examinatio,ns, and the firs-t was held at
Gorr"r11-"rrt House in 1-860, with His Ex.ãII"o.y as one of the examiners. ltte South
Austrohian Institute Act 18ó3 enabled the Board of Governors of the Institute to further
¿ã""f"p competitive examinations. They established an open exa1ination-for boys under
iS y"ãir old, in all the subjects then required for acceptance into the Royal College of
Surgeons, England.
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Second, increased standards of free and secular educationfollowedthe

E d,u catínn Act 1 87 S,which required compulsory attendances. Third,

RoseworthyAgricuttural College was opened in 1883, and the School of

Mines and hrdustries in 1889. Both produced graduates who would pursue

distinguished careers in their chosen frelds with benefits to the state and the

wider Australian community. Fourth, important technological change in

transport and communication altered SAfrom an insular colonyinto a place

that could not ignore the wider world, and which resulted in broader minds

and outlooks. Telegraph communication was established with the world via

the OverlandTelegraphin t872, andwithPerthin 1877. Until then,

Australia had relied on the English mail once a month. The first tramways

in anyAustralian citybegan in Adelaide, operating in 1878, carrying

passengers to lGnsington and North Adelaide: intraurban time and distance

decreased. The River Murraywas bridged for the first time in 1879, and in

1887 passenger trains began working between Adelaide and Melbourne: the

hardy could even get from Adelaides6 to Brisbane by rail:

The flaunting flag of Progress
is inthe Westunfurled,
The mighty Bush with iron rails,
Is tethered to the world.S?

Thus intercolonial time and distance began shrinking. The telephone arrived

in 1881. The main agitators for it came from the medical profession, led by

Davies Thomas and William Gardner, and a perusal of the early directories

shows that most of the subscribers were medical practitioners.ss

Of equal significance was the greater internal mobilitywhich followed

the post-1876 rapid and imaginative ex¡ransion of the SA railway system.

Transport and communication technology changed the social structure of

SA and the outlooks and ex¡lectations of people, and the ways they thought

36 In fact, from Hergott Springs (Marree) to Brisbane, if they had the fortitude.
37 Henry Lawson, The Roaring Days,1889.
38 Th,e early lists of subscribers are in the Mortlock Library. After doctors, chemists lrene
the next main users of the exchange.
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and worked. And all these changes dramaticallyaltered medical practice,

and contributed to the change in parliament's attitude towards the medical

profession.

4. The Medical Board meets its Waterloo: Dr. George Bollen and
homæopathy.

The intentions of the legislature of 1880 were, as is so often the case,

frustrated by the parliamentary draftsman. Clause 12 of the Schedule of

tJ¡e Med.ical Act 1880 set out the following requirement for registration:

Any quatification which would entitle the holder to practise in
a[brãnches of medicine in anyforeign state, and also to hold
medical Government appointments in such state.

There was a very signifrcant difference from the 1844 Ordinance. The latter

required the medical board to actuaþ approve the degree "...of some Foreign

University which shall appear to the said Medical Board to be of sufficient

credit and authority,...'.3e The liberalised 1880 statute asked only that the

board ascertain the genuineness of diploma and identity of the applicant.

Perhaps by inadvertence the board was now no longer an examining body,

but it had a judicial discretion to be exercised reasonably.ao When in 1882

the board felt that it should exercise this discretion and decide against an

applicant for registration, Cteorge Bollen, it precipitated a crisis.

Dr. George Bollen [1826-1892] was born at Brighton, Sussex,

England and migrated to SA in 1854. He went almost immediately to Mount

Barker where he remained for about twenty years, engaging in the

occupations of cooper, district council clerk, surveyor and agent. He began

to studymedicine, particularlyhomæopathy, in his own time. In 1872, then

46 years of age, he went to Hahnem¿lnn College, Chicago USA, and after

39 Ordinance 77 of 7844, Section I
40 gALR 1889, P. 109.
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due stu-dy and examination qualifred to practice as a homæopathist.al The

degree awarded was Doctor of Medicine, and Bollen also held a certificate

from the State Board of Health of Illinois which entitled him to practise

medicine in that state and hold government medical appointments, and to

be granted a certificate to practise in all other states of the USA. He

returned to SA, a¡rd set up a practice in a fine mansion at 43 Semaphore Rd.

Port Adelaide: it quicklybecame extensive and lucrative.

There was at this time a severe division within the profession

between two branches of practice - homæopathy on the one hand, and

orthodox medicine, often, but perhaps incorrectly, called allopathy. The

earliest practitioners of the latter in the 19th centurywere just venturing

via'cell' and'germ'theories along a¡r uncertain path which would slowly

change their empirical art into a complicated science. Ilomæopathy was a

system of medicine founded about t796 by Dr. Samuel Hahnemann, MD

Erlantgen, [175]-1843], who spent most of his active life at Liepzig. Based

on the principle of similia simitibus curantur,"like cures like",42 it treated

diseases bythe administration in very small doses of drugs which would

produce in a healthy person syrnptoms of the disease treated.as In Australia

in the middle of the 19th centuryit was regarded as a system of medical

practice based on science, and it had influential adherents.44 It also had

virulent enemies. The editor of theAastralasia,nMedical Gazette was one

who exhausted all known terms of denunciation and contemptwhenever he

41The Hahnemann Medical College, Philadelphia, continues as a leading centre for
Thoracic surgery.

iatrogenic disease, allopathy was ahead of its time!
a3 Hãmæopathy was known, more colloquially to its contemporaries, as 'globulinism'.
44 Evan Wìilis,-op.cit., pp.58-60. Homæoqatþ inAustralia has left very littJe literature,
utt[ro i* ur ¡i¡iiográpttical research ca.r-be rôhed on, none in South Australia. It still
hu. foilo*"rs and iãis possible in this state to study it outside of regular tertiary
institutions.
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took up his pen to deal with the oThe Fraud of homæopathy'.a5 It was a

'pseudesystem', practised by dishonest arch<harlatans on dupes,

". . .lanavery as a means of gain".a6'When the Melbourne Daily Telegraph

supported the 'Hahneman heresy' t}rre Australasian Medicøl Gazette was

stirred to greater vilification: the homæopathic s¡retem "...had ceased to be

one of folly, and had become wholly one of roguert''. It was an exposed and

condemned irrational creed.a7 TWith such an uncompromising and vehement

opponent, the problems of Dr. Bollen can be appreciated. There was another

side of the homæopathic coin: the practitioner who treated his patient with

infinitesimal amounts of chemical substances was, on the balance of

probabilities, unlikelyto do much harm. The orthodoxdoctor, with his

armamentarium of drugs which included heavymetals such as mercury and

lead, poisons like strychnine, hydrocyanic acid and aconite, and his resort to

vigorous venesection, purging, and directblood letting from internal organs

such as the liver, had far more opportunities for therapeutic disaster.

It is clear from an objective reading of the various extensive

contemporar¡r accounts that in declining to recognise Bollen as a LQMP the

medical board were not at all as tyrannical and oppressive as they have

been painted. None tlte less he became a popular mart¡rr, and it would be

manyyears before the public forgot him. Some members of parliament with

long memories to match their tem.s of office, retained a mistrust and

suspicion of the medical profession for decades, and never allowed his case to

be forgotten when medical questions arose. It is difficult to find out the

precise year when Bollen returned to Australia, but from the late 1870s he

seems to have been an irritarrt to the SA Branch of the BMA. At a meeting

of September 30, 1880, Dr. W.P. Nesbitt vented some mild sarcasm about

46 Australosian Medical Gozette July 1884, p. 234.
46 tuid.
47 Ib., September 1884, pp. 279-8,0.
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'. . . an MD of Chi cago...,' who could only have been Bollen.as On June 9, 188 1,

Bollen offered to the medical board for registration the diploma of Doctor of

Medicine of the Hahnemann College.Itwas claimed

It was well known that Mr. Bollen had only been absent from
South Ausfualia for some 13 or 14 months, and it was
doubted...even in easy going America [ifl a diploma obtained
after nine or ten months studywould...qualifyits holder "to
practice [sic] medicine in all its branches, and to hold
government appointments". 49

Not without reason the medical board considered that his qualification did

not entitle him to be registered under the 1880 Act, andthey deferred action

until further information could be obtained from the United States

government. In August 1882 Bollen presented testimonials showing that

the Hahnemann diploma was a legal qualification to practise medicine in the

state of lllinois, but he was unable to produce the mandatory certifrcate of

the Illinois Board of Health to make it a valid instrument. The medical board

once again adjourned his case. There the matter rested for five years. In the

meantime he continued to practise openly and successfully at Port Adelaide,

entered local government as a councillor and in 1882 became Mayor. He

preached in the Methodist Church, was a staunch Rechabite, and involved

himself in community organisations and charities. He was a widely

respected, prominent and popular frgure.

In the meantime American diplomas had fallen into disrepute in

Queensland, and in 1884 at the instigation of the president, the medical

board in that state passed

...a resolution refusing to register American diplomas, unless the
professional knowledge of their holders is cerbified to bythe passage of
õxamination at either the Universities of Melbourne or Sydney.50

48 Aduertiser supplement October 2, 1880, p.1.
4s Ib.; September 21, 1889, p. 5.
50 Australasio.n Med.ical Gazette September 1884, p. 278. The president was Joseph
Bancroft I183e-18941MRCS.E¿g LSALond 1859 MD St. Andrews 1859, a prominent
Brisbane medical practitioner.
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The general reputation of American medical schools was not helped by the

common knowledge that there were manycolleges in the United States

which granted diplomas without studyor examination, or even the presence

of the candidate.sl

Bollen and the medical board came to a final contest on a grand scale

in 1887, when he produced legal and consular affrdavits to prove that his

qualification would errtitle him to practise in any state of the US^A. The

board dug in its heels and refused to accept the documents as suff.cient

evidence that his diploma complied with the requirements of the 1880 Acú.

Subsequently a Dr. Ludlam of the Hahnemann College submitted a further

affidavit which, while it did notimpress the board, swayed the law officers of

the Crown that Bollen was entitled to be registered: they thereupon

abandoned the board.

The problems confronting the board thoroughly alarmed the BMA SA

Branch, and at a meeting on 31 May 1888, under the president Dr. Davies

Thomas, the matter was debated at length. Joseph Bancroft was present,

along with Professor Harry Brooks Allen and Dr. George Adlington Syrne of

Melbourne. The SAmedical board itself was divided over the course it should

follow: some members believed that they should resign rather than register.

Cooler heads pointed out that theywere appointed bythe government to

carry out the law whether they liked it or not, and if the worst happened,

they should comply with the statute, then resign.52

Strongly supported bythe BMA, the medical board went to law to

defend their actions and reputations at their own cost. The result of Bollen u,

The Medical Board of South Austrøliø was a humiliating rebufffor the

51Vicøria had its own trouble with the holders of American diplomas. In 1883 the
Reverend R.V. Danne, a Congregational minister at St. Kilda, attended as a
homæopathic medical practitioner a N[rs. Healey. He held an American MD which he had
obtained after a few months absence fuom Australia. The patient died and after a well-
publicised coronef s inquest,'Danne was censured.
52 SA Branch of the British Medical Association , Minutes of meeting of Thursday May 31,
1888.
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members. The plaintiffobtained a rule nisi for amøndamzs commanding

them to register him as legally qualified. On 15 August 1889 the Full Court

in a judgement quite against the board made the rule absolute.ss Three days

later the full board met, received the mandamus, issued a certificate of

registration and at once resigned.sa Their action attracted some adverse

public comment,ss and the government was acutely aware that until it

altered the unsuitable wording of the Schedule of the 1880 Acú it would be

impossible to obtain other practitioners to take their place.56 Members were

accused of acting ". . .in a childish mailìer".57 The BMA publicly applauded

and supported their action, paid their legal expenses and formed a

committee to draw up a scheme for a new MediralAct.ss Three of the

members of the committee of eight were from the board which had

resigned.se Once again, one m¿ut had precipitated afrenzy of lobbying and

parliamentary drafbsmanship. One of the more bízane consequences of the

board's resignation was that registration of practitioners stopped: byApril

1890 the medical superintendent and four resident medical officers at the

Adelaide Hospital were unregistered!

Bollen had enormous public sympathy and parliamentary support,

while the orgarrised medical profession did themselves great but undeserved

ham because they were foolish enough to let it appear that they were

persecuting a well known and successful figure.

For years other doctors in the district had tried to stop Dr.
Bollen from practising, but without success, and he would point

53 In re George Bollen and In re the South Austro.lian Medico.I Board (7889) 23 SALR LO7 .

Bollen's legal advisers were formidable talent: Josiah Symon (ADB 12: 156-158) and
Paris Nesbif ØDB l]^: t-Z).It is unlikely that any other South Australian counsel could
have been found to match them, with the exception of C'C' Kingston'
54 The resignations were gazetted in SAGG October 3, 1889, p. 1436.
55 Aduertßer October 2, 1889, p. 4.
56 g¿-¡r¿ November 19, 1889, p. 1607.
57 MountBarkerCourier August 23, 1889, p. 135.
BorderWatch October 2, 1889, p. 393.
58 Aduertßer September 21, 1889, p. 5.
59 Tire board members who resigned were James Phillips (president), Samuel Kitching
Ellison (hony. secretary), Alexander Stewart Paterson, Thomas Wilson Corbin, Edward
Charles Stirling, William Gardner and Marc Johnston Symons.
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out that Dr. Bollen was a practitioner who had the confidence
of a large number of patientg.Go

Some of the severest criticism in parliament of the medical board came

from the redoubtable C.C. Kingston QC, member for W'est Adelaide since

1881, and later in 1894 to be at the centre of the notorious Adelaide hospital

imbroglio, to be discussed, which dragged on for more than sixyears, saw the

resignations of the honorary medical staff, destruction of clinical medical

teaching, and left scars between profession and government and within the

profession for another forty years. The animosity towards the medical

profession displayed in those years by Kingston seems to have been born

and nurtured at the time of the Bollen disputs.6r

A Bollen case in Victoria would have been viewed as a significant

illustration of the low esteem in which the orthodoxmedical profession was

held, andboth the insignificance, to a substantial proporhion of the

population, of the claimed differences between the legally qualified and

others, and the diffrculties which prevented a clear perception of the dividing

line between the competent (registered or not) and the clamorous quack.62

In South Australia, as we have discussed, conventional medical

practitioners were not held in low esteem, but there certainlywas a

substantial body of public opinion which saw little, if any, difference between

the legally qualifred and those whose ability to practise was not officially

sanctioned. \ryith Bollen the orthodox practitioners came offbadly because

theywere politicallynaive. Their tactics were disingenuous because of a

lackof e>çerience in dealing with courts andnewspaper editors who often

60 SAPU November 19, 1889, p. 1608.
6L SApO December 3, 1889, p. 1810, has some Kingston critieisms. Some idea of the
feelings generated by the Bollen dispute can be seen in SAPD November 2, 1881, cols.
1353-1356. The early correspondence between Bollen and the medical board is in SAPP
1611 1881: CorrespondenceRelatiue to Dr. Bollenis Application The board clearly believed
that his qualificatíons were worthless.
Further docunents are reproduced in SAPP 738 / 1883; Correspond,ence between Medical
Board and Dr. Bollen.
62 T.S. Pensabene, op. cit., pp. 19-23.
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appoint themselves as arbiters of the public good.6s They made the mistake

of prolonging a malevolent disagreement for over a decade, and allowed

themselves to appear vindictive and selfish. Bollen gained substantial

support as a'victim'ofjealous adversaries - an embattled individual

grappling with a closely knit and wealthy orgarrisation. To this day such

scenarios are the stuffof newspaper headlines, whether the facts are true or

not, and emotion is always more powerful tha¡r commonsense. He also

gained much public s¡mrpathywhen his talented son, Fred, a LQMP, died in

1886 of consumption, aged only 26, and a daughter passed away the

followingyear.6a

IIis successful attainment of registration devastated the legally

qualified profession. In one blow he had attacked the veryfoundation of their

advance to professional status - exclusivity on the basis of unassailable

qualifications, endorsedbygovernment and listed in a statutoryregister. He

had threatened occupational closure, and, by backing him, parliament had

indicated that it did not see much merit in their claims to science or

therapeutic efficiency. Paradoxicall¡ the end result would be legislation

which greatly strengthened the power of the orthodox registered

practitioner.

5. The social connections of the medical profession: upward mobility
through socialclass.

There is yet another aspect of this case which should be considered,

and that is famil¡ personal, social and political ties between medical

practitioners. This will be surveyed again but is mentioned here because of

direct relevance. From the earliest time in SA medical practitioners built up

a formidable power base bymarriage among themselves, and to the sociaþ

prominent and/or wealthy. For example, Dr. C.J.F. Bayer (supra)marriedin

63 A tradition still maintained with as much strength and moral fraudulence as ever
64 F.J. Bollen was MRCS 1882.
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1848 a daughter of Dr. Benjamin Kent,6s a conspicuous suburban landowner

(for whom Kent Town is named), and whose holdings were sufficiently

important to involve him in prolonged litigation with Sir R.R. Torrens.66 Dr.

R.rW. Moore married a daughter ofWilliam Hampden Dutton, of the pastoral

d¡masty, whose extensive holdings includedAnlaby.6T Dr. A.A. Lendon

married the daughter of established wealth, LucyRymill.Gs Dr. Allan

Campbell (infra) was the brother-in-law of the ChiefJustice, Sir Samuel

\May. Dr. Sylvanus Magarey (infra) was a member of a noted medical family

who were connected with the Vercos and other prominent SA names. Chief

Justice Wayhad a brother who was a doctor.6s Allan Campbell's brother

W.M. Campbell was also a medical practitionêr,70 utrd the Ca:npbells and

Magarey were also prominent homæopaths. As will be mentioned Allan

Campbell and Sylvanus Magareywere parliamentarians. The marriages,

many of which produced children who in turn became doctors, resulted in

enhanced wealth and influence as the tentacles of the medical profession

spread. These very prominent professional men were active in innumerable

social, political, charitable, educational and recreational organisations in the

state. It is not difficult to believe that George Bollen had syrnpathetic

connections to the highest places, and that the prominent wearers of the old

homæopathic tie looked after his interests. The South Australian medical-

65 Benjamin Arthur (some sources: Archer, or Ardzn) Kent [c1810-1864] reg. 4,
28112/L844: MD Edin 1831; MRCP Eelin 1863.
66 Kentu. Torrens is in PRG 67 Ayers Papers Mortlock Library.
67 Robert Waters Moore t1S19-18841 reg. 29, ],3/7/L847: MRCS Lond L842. A son and
grandson became LQMPs. R.W. held positions variously as colonial surgeon, protector of
áborigines and president of the medical board. The Dutton family were Spanish and had
changed their surname from Mendes to Dutton.
68 Alfred Austin Lendon t1856-1935l reg. 341, 5/9/1883: LSALond MRCS EnA 1878;
Î!ßLond 1881; MD AdeI1883. Two sons were LQMPs. A.A. was a prominent medical
figure who left little material about himself, but there is an extensive collection of papers
in the Mortlock Library, PRG 128.
6e Edward Willis Way t1846-1901J reg. z}t,3/71L873: LRCP Lond l87O; MRCS Ens.
1870; MB Edin l87L; lvß AdeI 1877. Probably none of the issue of his three marriages
became doctors. Lecturer on obstetrics and gynaecology 1886-1901 and a member of the
council of the University of Adelaide.
70 William McDonald Campbell t1841-19081reg. 215, 6/111875 LRCP Edin 7873;
LFP&S GIas 1873.
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medical, and medical-political-pastorakommercial unions, make an

interesting endorsement of the views of Hart, Berlant, Parry and Parry and

Larson, that the course of professionalisation of medicine was a search for

higher social status.?l

6. Other legislation, including The Med,ícal Títles BílI 7884, and the
search for a more usefrrl medícølreg¡ßter.

On27 June 1889 the Cockburn ministrytook offi.ce. Almost ten

years had elapsed since the amendingAct of 1880. During that time

important legislation had been passed which bore directly and indirectly on

the medical profession. The Telephone Act 2071 1881 became law afber a

verybrief debate and an expedited passage. "Medical mêr: lawyers, and

others who had telephones laid on their houses could be summoned in a few

minutes".?2 The Vaccinøtion Act 1 882 strengthened the requirement for

compulsoryvaccination of children against smallpox, gave power to the

police and other authorised persons to make enquiries about compliance,

and contained several punitive clauses for the uncooperative. The Anatomy

Act 317 I 1884, based on2 & 3 Williøm IV, Ch. 75, draft,ed by Chief Justice

Way and Dr. E.C. Stirling, authorised anatomical examination of the human

body and was an essential prerequisite for the establishment of a medical

school at the University.Ts The Public Health Act 316 / 1884 was

precipitated by an outbreak of smallpox for the first time in SA, at

Bordertown. Abreakdown in the usual strict ship quarantine had allowed

the disease into Melbourne in April 1884 from a female passenger on the P

& O RMS Rome. Jesse Collins, a22year old epileptic, picked up smallpox in

Melbourne and brought it to Kingston SE on the SS Cla,ud HamíIton.He

tramped the 150 miles from Kingston to Bordertown along the railway line,

71 See Introduction, pp. 4,1O.
72 S¿pn 27 September 1881, col. 887. Note that tlte Harcard term infers the legally
qualified.
73 SAen 16 September 1884, cols. 986, 987.
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and on arrival at that latter town was veryill and delirious. He was arrested

bythe police as a lunatic and locked in their station. As a result, three

patients were infected, and although many more thought they were or were

suspected of being, all recovered. The Act increased the power of boards of

health to contain and prevent the spread of serious infectious diseases.?4

In 1888 a Degrees in Surgery Act 441 / 1888 enabled the University of

Adelaide to confer those awards - such a provision having been overlooked

in previous legislation. In 1890 parliament also debated cremation and the

Cremation Act 7897,520/1891resulted. The Adelaide crematorium was the

frrst in Australia. It was erected in the West Terrace Cemetery by the

Cremation Society of SA, which had been founded in 1890, and presented to

the state government in 1903.75 A number of medical practitioners took an

active interest in the parliamentaryproposals including the Jewish Dr. R.T.

Wylde. In November 1903 he was himself cremated in the new facility.T6

In 1884 a MedicalTitles Bill was proposed to control the terms by

which unqualiflred persons referred to themselves. This was supported in the

House of Assemblyby a new member, Henry Grainger, a journalist, son of

an English medical practitioner, and who before 1876 had worked in

America.Tz As Pensabene noted, the unregistered practitioners'readyuse of

74 The Bordertown smallpox outbreak thoroughly scared the Colton government, and Dr.
A.A. Lendon was sent to the town with legislative and police power to take complete
charge of the situation. Lendon's offrcial account in SÁPP 94/ 1884: Re Sm.allpox at
Bordertown, details the moments of drama and comedy which arose because of the
inability of the local doctor or the assistant colonial surgeon from Mount Gambier either
to make a diagnosis or effect proper quarantine. At one point, in an efforb to reach her
husband, a quarantined constable locked in his own station, his wife swam at night the
flooded Tatiara Creek.
75 The editor of the Australosian Medical Gazette lsas a passionate campaigner for
cremation, and that journal contains many of his writings on the subject.
76 Robert Tîacey Wylde, reg. no. 60,21711850, had in the 1870s been govenrment
vaccination ofEcer. He died on27l7Ilt903. The first cremation carried out was of a sheep

- a trial run. The first human corpse cremated was that of a Hindu. The crematorium
was demolished in 1969 - an act of civic vandalism. Wylde had lectured to a public
meeting in October 1890 on the "Dangers of Earth Burial". It was at that meeting that
the Cremation Society was founded.
77 Henry William Allendale Grainger t1848-19231MHA Wallaroo 1884-85; 1890-1901.
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medical titles made it difficult, if not impossible, for the public to assess the

credibility of doctor's diplom¿s.?8

This was a problem by no means confined to South Australia or

Victoria. In New South Wales a Select Committee appointed in 1887 to

investigate the law respecting medical practice made a damning interim

report to parliament in Julythat yeãr, detailing fraud, cunning, cheating,

tyrng and imposition by totallyunqualified persons, falsifi.cation of diplomas,

coveringbythe qualiflred of the criminal activities ofthe unregistered, and

much worse.Te The history of medicine in Western Australia records that

...the Home Offrce were rather perturbed at the possibility of
untrained men carrying on practice, so steps were taken to institute
a proper form of registration.so

One of the obstacles which the opponents of quackery had to

overcome was that the history of irregular practice was littered with some

famous charlatans who had been prominent through their attendance on

the notable, including QueenArutesl and the early Georges.sz The English

emigrants to the colonies would have come well stocked with medical

folHore.

The South Australian Bill atfiacted little attention, and did not

succeed. That same year the BMA (SA Branch) again erçressed concern at

the chronic incompleteness of the rnedicalrqister,and explored ways and

means bywhich in addition to names, details of qualifrcations and dates of

registration could be published. There was some disagreement over the

wisdom of such a course, some members fearing that publication of

78 t.S. Pensabene , op. cit., p. 20.
7g Report ftom the Select Cotnmittee on Law respecting practice of medicine and surggry.
1887;NSW Legislative Council. The chairman of the committee was John Mildred Creed
t1842-19301MRCS ETELRCP Lond t886. MLA (NSW) 1872-74; MLC 1885-1930. He
was editor of the AtætralasianMedicalGazette 1882-93.
80 B.C. Cohen, Aúistory of MedicineinWesternAustraliato 7900. Perth n.d. [?1966],
[n.p.], p.77.
81 Anne (Stuart) t1665--]-7t4l Queen of Great Britain l7O2-L4.
82 H.W. Haggard, Deuils,Drugs andDoctors. London, Heineman, 1929, pp. 50-1.
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Êrcfessiona-l qualifrcations could lead to iealousy among members. while

others thought the proposal a waste of time. Eventually a deputation to the

Attorney4eneral was organised. to discuss the matter" It was wisely

resolved that there would be no mention of increased mileage fees for

attending post mortems and inquests - members now knew that when too

much $'as attempted, all was likely to be lost83.

A more important and also unsuccessful South Australian Bill was

tlne Druggists Act Amend.ment Bill Í888 through which it was intended to

establish a pharmacy board- and enact strieter control on the sale of poison.

ftwor¡ld ha-ve made mandator¡z the possession of qualifications and

ex¡lerience bypharmacists, who would have been registered. and the

requirements were backed b¡r punitive clauses. In many respects it would

have given the leaders of the pharmae¡r trade the very powers and privileses

which continued to be activel¡'sought bythe medical practitioners. These

especiall)r included a closed-- protected shop, an annual regi ster. min i mu m

qualifications and disciplinary powers. It was strongly supported by the

medical parliamentarians. Magare.¡r and Campbell. hut was lost in the last

husy days of the Session-84 It is inte-.resting f-hat parliament, very reluctant

to support increased powers for the medicaL practitione.r, would let the

pharmacist proceed so far, and so readily. along the path to

professionalisation.

The need for greater control over druggrsts can be attributed to their

important role as dispensers of therapeutics and sellers of poisons. and in

respect of the latter the consider:able communit¡r concern has been noted.

Increasingl¡r the powers and advantages of pharmacists did not invoh'e

excursions into emotive and controversial issues which arose when medieal

83 BiVfA (SABranchj Minutæ of meeting 31 juiy 1884. Vlhiie nû one said as much, ii is
cbvicus that thc fiascc cf 1880 o'¡er the Fiege Act ltaà not been for'gotten. In 1885 the
Rren.h onnointed I cnvn'niftop nf iïq -om.bers, r.¡hich inciuded the pariiamenta-ry
reprÊsenta,tives. SlirlÍne. Cockbum and Allan Campbell. to fullv investieate the problem
of quacks. It became quite an obsession with the Branch.
84 SAPO 13 November 1888, cols. 1670-L615. Ib. 14 November 1888, cols. 1710-1714.
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legislation was debated. There were no'schools'of pharmacy; the chemist

was a cheap alternative to the doctor, and he was confined to his shop. He

did not get involved in the issue of death certificates (except as the unwitting

supplier of the poisoner's means). neededno qualifrcations. and hence

avoided controversies over the lesitimacv of certificates- There were

perceived obvious benefits to the consumer if he was organised and

controlled. particularly fr om the question of accountahi l i ty for respon si hl e

dispensing and selling of potent chemicals-
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7- A eriticism of professional advaneeme¡Èt theory.

My a-na-lysis of the rea-sons for the cha-nge in pa-rlia-mentary a.ttitude

to the medical profession from one of suspicion a:rd mistrust, to a-

preparedness to coopera-te with the wishes of pra-ctitioners to a-ttai:r cr:itica-l

legislativ. e empowerment, (pp. 9?-8), does not support the view tha-t the

profession strove to enhance its status and r:.sefr-rlness to government by an

in-r. olvement in extra-professional activities. Professional advancement

theory" while contributing to an explanation of the rise of the medical

practitioner elsewhere, is not relevant to the South Australian context.

A recent proponent of the professional advancement theory is

rWhite.l He wrote:

Despite an hostile environment. the nascent medical

d

material needs of the working class; byforrning community
associations; and appealing to science.2

He characterises the profession's "appeal to science'aS a deliberate

stratery of professional advancement:

...members of the medical profession erçlicitlylinked their
medical bacþround to natural science. For exa_mple Dr. 

-
Edward Stirling described the marsupial mole: Dr. Joseph
verco pursued an academic interest in colçholory: Dr. A.M.
Maudé describednative birds; Dr. R.H. Pulleine, spiders and
aboriginal law. while professor woodJones [sic] de¡rel oped

compãrative anatom¡r and anthropology'3

These examples do not adequately support White's thesis and they

trivialise the scientific achievements of the men he names. In the late

nineteenth and earlytwentieth centuries, the Adelaide medical

est¿blishment was embellished b¡' a number of practitioners with

outstanding scientific interests and achievements. Their number included

1 x.irt.s. -whiæ, op. cit., pp. 88-90, iu2.
o-o ib., þP. ðy, yu.
3 Ib.',;-. EE. ï!'ood and Jones are separate names; there is n() hyphen.
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Robert Henry Pulleine [1869-1935], an omniscient naturalist with an

international reputation in arachnolog5r Richard Sanders Rogers [1861-

19421, a world authority on South Australian orchidaceae: Edward Charles

Stirling FRS [1849-1919], a distinguished natural historian and

anthropologist, and Joseph Cooke Verco [1851-1933], the malacologist and

conchologist. These figures made erudite contributions to knowledge within

the frelds of their external enthusiasms and attracted, and continue to

attract, admiration and respect. Their standing and expertise were

recognised by the governments of the day and they served in many official

capacities. Theywere acknowledged and undisputed experts in their frelds,a

and theymade notable contributions to t}ne Handbooks of the flora and

fauna of South Australia, issued in the 1920s by the British Science Guild

(SABranch) and published bythe state government.s Their scientifrc and

scholarlyventures were too significant and major to be interpreted as crude

mechanisms for increasing status.

In fact, two of them were primarily scientists, rather than doctors.

Frederic Wood Jones [1879-1954] was an anatomist of international

standing, whose only association with the lJniversity of Adelaide was as

Professor 1919-1926. He at no time after 1906 could be regarded in any

sense as a medical practitioner, and he did not seekregistration in this

state. Nor could Edward Stirling aftm 1884 be considered as a practising

doctor. He comes close to being a polymath, and is justly famous for his

published works which cover a wide swath of nature. He is remembered

mainly for his determination of the route by which birth took place in the

Macrogtdidoe t}nanfor his research on the marsupial mole.

Finally we may note that in respect of Verco, White observed that he was

the "...founder of one ofAdelaide's largest familymedical dynasties -...".
4 Their biographies are in tlne ADB: Pulleine, vol. 11, pp. 306-307: Rogers, vol. 11, p.
443: Stirling, vol. 6, p. 200: Verco, vol. 72, pp. 31&-319.
5 n.S. Rogers: FIorø, Parb I, orchidaceae. R.H. Pulleine, Spiders. Sir Joseph Verco,
Mollusco. J.B. Cleland, Toødstools and Mushrooms.
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This is completelvuntnre: he marnerl w.hen60 )¡eârs old and had no

children-

From.the earliest time medical practitioners became involved with

everyform of social, cultural. religious, sporting and scientific group and

organised bod>r" Mention has been made of Wyatt's appoinbr.ent in 1837 as

honorary colonial naturalist. In 1838 he became an original member of the

Natural History Association of SA, and was on the committee of the SA

Schools Society. HandasS'de Duncan was an Anglican synod

representative, Freemason: one of the founders of St. Peters College,6

author, classical scholar and polemicist. Thomas Young Cotter was

honorary secretar¡r of the Adelaide Mechanics Institute, and at one stage

edited ttle South Australiøn Magazine. John Woodforde was a foundation

member of the Natural Ilistory Societ5r (as was J.G. Nash), and a pioneer

environmentalist. Dr. George Nott 11820-13721was prominent in the social

andliterarylife of Gawler.T Anyresearch into the earlymedical

practitioners re,veals a striking rliversitv of intellect¡al involvement. British

working class organisations such as the variou^s institutes - literary- arts.-

mechanics, railwa¡rs - were brought to and transplanted in Australia.

Theyreflected the need of ordinarypeople for social intercourse and

intellectual stimulation in an age of increasing mechanical sophistication,

and with its concern for abstract questions about the role of science for the

universal improvement of the human lot. It would have been most

surprising if doctors, being educated m€n¡ had not been attraeted to these

scholarlyinterests. Many of the pioneer medical practitioners were

amongst the most educated, cultivated men of their time, who concerned

themselves with many of the chief fields of scholarship: in particular

theology, mechanics, astronomy languages and music. These interests

6 lvhi^ue, op. cit., p. BU ciaims that the Uoilegrate Scirooi of St. Peter "...irad 
-been 

tbuncied

by Scutú Aust"ália's frrst medical practitionel,-Joþ-{oodforde". This is incorrect: he
. i-as h,rt olrp nf siwf¡¡ fiwp indiviÁrrals *hn ocfahlished f.hat stronghold of Anglicanism.
? Some timc eclitnr of the Bu.n3tip. A promising talent terminaf,ed b;r a prematlre deafh-
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r¡/êre too -srr-stained a-nd tno comprehensi-te to sr-r-ggest tha-t the¡r were

cultivaf.ed -simply for self-plomotion and professional a-dvaneement, a-s

WhútÉ a-rgues.

g.socialandprofes q,La.turen-eeu. Dí-,roa. 1887: the
eivil eourfs tt-photd of mecl-iea-! praetitioners, and
f-Ire BMA eonsolidates its po$ser.

In later Victorian times there is little on the public record which gives

us ¿m overall perspective of the South Australian medical practitioners and

their social transactions. Sometimes the legally qualified took to litigation.

as when Dr. F.W. Bailey accused Dr. Hartle5rDixon of having obtained his

qualifications by irregular means. The matter reached the stage where the

SA Branch of the BMA made enquiries of the Secretary of the Apothecaries

Hall. Dublin. who advised that they had issued Dixon's license, and were

satisfied that there had been no impropriety. Dixon took Baileyto the

Supreme Court with a libel writ. A major public scandal was averted byDr.

Bailey's premature death in March 1882. The fledgling BMA early showerl

its rliscinlinarvholrl over its members when it censurerl Dr. W.H. Gazefor

re.neatins a Errivate conversation in connection with the lawsuit, and

expelledhim.s In 1887 Dixon became FRCS. He had diffieulty eseaping

controversy. In 1888, after he had removed to Mannahill,e and hadsold his

practice to Dr. Alexander Lawrence, the latter sued him in the Supreme

Court for breach of agreement. Dixon had not personally introduced- the new

practitioner to his patients, as he had promised. ta,wrence won his ease and

was awarded f400 damages, with costs. This was an important civil trial

because it showed that the courts were prepared to back the internal

ethical rules of medical practitioners. This was as material a step on the

road to becoming a profession as was parliamentary empowerment.

8 gUesagranch, CouræilMinutes of 7 July 1880'
9 Between Peterborough and Broken Hill. The town had been sunreyed onlythe year

brfore 
"ttà 

gr"* becau"se of the railv,=y !in+ c+nstrueted t+ the ore rdehes af thet latþr
¡";;: C;ü" shndardisation and die.selisqtinn in 197Q qr¡i,rklv rnarle it a ghost tor¡¡n
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Ex.nulsion wnuld alsohefall Dr- B-P- Morison,l0 who foolishlyplacerl

an advertisement for his services in a Glenelg tourist-promotional

publication. All the banishments and disciplinary action were notified in the

AustralianMed.icalGazette and transmitted to the London BMA

headquarters. Thus the influential clique of gentlemen who ran the SA

Branch of the strongest trade union in the world were able to intimidate and

bulþ anyyone who posed as a threat to either their concept of how a LQMP

should behave, or their determination to secure their ca[ing in the first rank

of the great professions. Few were prepared to riskits disfavour. When

occasion d.emanded the BMA would unite to support its favoured members

and attack those it perceived as the enemies of the profession" In 1893 C"E.

Sabine, a legal practitioner, sued Dr. T.K. Hamilton for unskilful and

improper treatment. Even allowing for the enthusiasm of 19th century

practitioners for the use of deadly drugs, Hamilton's treatment seems

imprudent: he treated. Sabine's illness with tiberal doses of oral and injected

strychnine, morphine, pilocarpine, sulphonyl. and electricity (applied to the

head). The patient responded to the treatment with a worsening of his

illness. and he eventuallybecame virtuallSrimmobile and incapable of

pursuing his profession. He sued Hamilton for neglig.ence. The BMA SA

Branch was outraeed that any -Derson would have the temerit5t and

impertinence to question medical manage;nnent= let alone go to litigatron' and

a star array of medical luminaries filled the witness box in succession to

attest to the unassailable competence of the attending rloct'or' the

incontrovertible correctness of the treatment. and his unparalleled skill.

The wretched Sabine. who would die in five Stears time' aged 36, as a

result of poisoning from the administrationbyHamilton of toxic drugs, was

berated as an unqrateful trouble maker. who not only refused to get better.

10 Who thereupon deemed it wise to leave Gieneig, y¡erg he had settied, and start a
practice at Graìe Plains (between Mallala and Balaklava)'
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hut also had- the auclaeity to sue. At one stage- Hamilton had accused him

ofhaving a functional illness. and had called in Dr. Davies Thomas. who

obliged by confirming the diagnosis. Sabine lost his case- Soon after.

Hamilton addressed the BMA SA Branch on the matter. and most of the

eveninq was devoted to a denunciation of an ungrateful patient" and a

speech of selËj ustifrcation. The Branch united behind Ham ilton. and

speakers vied in testifuingto his diagnostic brilliance and t-herapeutic

acumen. and the proceed-ings encl-ecl with a vote of eonfrclence in hjs integTit-v

and oroficiency. Tlne AustralosianMedicatkzette repeated the nraise and

attacked the plaintiff. 11

The local BMA was able. whether it appreciated it or not. to

clemonstrate that it was equall¡'competent to embrace self-regulation' and

orotect the reputations of even the most incompetent from public critjcism.

It was a somewhat different storSrin New South lVales arrd Vietoria" where

the medical oress frequentl5rresounded to accounts of the most distasteful

litigation. allegations of profes sional misconduct. fr audulent

misrepresentation and unscrupulous behaviour. Onl v wh en the SA

profession deluded itself in the 1890s that it could castigate a government

in the same peremptory fashion as it did Sabine. did it meet catastrophe-

Much of the BMA's behavior reflects its concern over the activities of

the unregistered. Theyhad formed in 1888 "The Association of Registered

Medical Practitioners of SouthAustralia" for the prllpose of "...the mutual

d.efence of the interests of the profession..... .'. This orearì,isation did not

generate a lot of publicity. and comnrised a group of members of t-he BMA

SA Branch who concerned themselves with the quack problem^ They met

up to five times a year. and their most vigorous exercise was the

prosecution of Talbot Bridgewater. to be discussed in chapter III- The

unresistered were ubiquitous. and their names continuallv cropped up all

1-L austatq,s¿an Iuiecit'ca[. Gazette, aprii ruvtl , pp. rzó-Lzv, Lór-róz'
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,.'-,er the -etate- A-t Rerlhill in 1881 "Dr-" C'erne.¡r attended a death in the local

hotel. and was even assisted by the legall)'qualifîed Dr. william

Featherstonhaugh from Koolunsa.l2 At One Tree IIill"Dr." J-F.F' Grace

save evidence at an inquest.l3 In Nuriootpa "Dr." Moltz attended a fatal

accident near Greenock.l4 In 1887 *Dr.' Doepke gave evidence at a

Macclesfield inquest. and at Teetulpa. near Yunta. where gold had been

discovered in 1886, "Dr.'Florance with the LQUp Dr. A. Richardson did

similar duty.15

The non-legallyoualified could still receive the approbation of ofñcial

appointments: in 1882 C.B. Gunn and E.D. Frost were gazetted as medical

officers to the d.estitute poor and aborigines atWaterloo andYankalilla

respectivelv.l6 Practitioners with eminentlyregistrable qualification-*.17

but unregistered. were offrciall¡t appointed to such positions as nublic

vaccinators. an example being Dr. E. Hocke MD Bertín..18 who did that work

at Port Germein in 1889. I have discussed how the sovernment was not

concerned as to whom it gazetted as public vaccinators, and this was a

particularly sore point urith the BMA. In 1894 Mounted Constatile Michael

Donergan was appointed public vaccinator at Fowler's Bay. The editor of

t}le AustralasíanMed.icalGazette attacked the appoint'ment over the

12 hb.,4 Juiy i881, p. 26. Featherst
ACelbcrt Victcr Ger::;' [1351 1398]
cernp fn SA in 1R?A and his nccrrnatinns ârê

For some time he was at Hahndorf- In 1881
R€dhill, and the qualifrcation MD Berlinw
recall his name and medical work.In 1892
complained to the Central Board of
Whihell refused to take anY action
over a decade.
fá-ìb: Z¿ SÀpt"-¡er 1881, p.792. 

-It_is 
possible that Grace was a local farmer as the

surname is common around Sheoak Log.
14 Ib-,2 Febrrrary 1882, p. 243. No trace has been found of Moltz.

'g-6et 
¿ March 1887, p. 438' Richardson seems t'o have spent

north. No trace cu'' 6" found of Doepke (though the name may be

does not appear to have left any record.
16 Qb.,4 July 1882, p. 11?. Nothing is known of either'
fZ Áí"y. ptol,,id"á, of course, thaf they were not forged, stolen, misappropriated or

totally non-existent.
18 orHoche.
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sarqastie headline "Adwance Arrqtrnlia! 19 T-twas clear:l)¡lost on tbe qrrdter

tha-t in so desolate a-nr] remote a place, no T,QM-P eorrld ever" have heen

forrnd fbr tbe clufi.es. Nor were fÀe acdvifies of fJrc unregistn-red confined to

the country. "Mr. Salkeld, sufgeon" advertised his serwices at Kent Town

and later Gawler, in 1883.20 When the unqualified gpt into trouble, the

attendant publicity was still as conspicuousl¡t unfavourable as it had been

in the case of scammell's misfortune. At Krondorf in the Barossa in 1885

an inquest was held into the death of a farmer "...who died rather suddenly

from want of proper medical treatment".2l Two LQMPs, C'A' Altmann and

Henr5rAyliffe, had conducted apost rnortem and pointed out that the

unfortunate deceased had been treated b)t " . . . a person named F -

Klostermann,, for inflammation of the lungs, but the problem had been "a

rupture". With proper treatment "...his life mig.hthave been saved"'22

Though the inquisitors could hardly have been unbiased, the jury were left in

no doubt about the matter, and added a rider to their verdict:

That no unqualified man ought to practice where qualiled
p*".tilior"rì ut" residing, ana tnat Mr. Klostermann sh ould be

severely censured for not calling in proper medical
assistance-23

Apost mortem makes a wise physician. It is significant that the jury

considered that lack of qualifi cations was irrelevant where no registered

practitioner was available. Afew months later "Dt." Gerny of Redhill

Gupra)was committed for manslaughter when a Mrs' Niess died in

confinement.2a There could be little doubt that such a press strengthened

the hand of the legallrr qualified profession in its efforts to secure a

i9 AustrøiasianluÍe<iicttiGuzeiie sepûeirrirei' 15, i894, p. 519. Ì\1-() ritru-bt Dulrergarr's oüiret-

handicap was ihat he was irish.
lg lø-., i'lity 1gg3, p. 4t:29 August 1883, p. 479. No record can be found of Salkeld'
21 1b.,22 February 1885, p. 414.
22 Klostermann is untraceable.
23 SAR"g*ter, 27 February 1885, p. 414. [VerbatimJ I mqV þe permitted to. add that I
hr"e r;î woíst aiaóostic 

"rro.r 
than Klostermann's made by the most eminent a

centurylater.
241b.,6 June 1885, p. 473.
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leqislafivc rnononôlv o¡¡, er sickness. It ha-s hee.n imnossible- in the exte-.n-sive

reeords examined. to find a-nv similar pr:eiudicia-l covera-ee of the mistakes of

the red.stered who- no doubt. continued to burv them unnublicised.2s But

while the unresistered and unqualified remained rampant thevwere both

se.rious competition for the leeallv qualified. and materiallv hampered their

search for status and official authoritv"

9. Sir John Alexanrden Coekb'¡m MIl WÚ^ a-nd- the Medíeq'l' Aot
Amen-tl-m.en-.t Aet I 88.9 -

(Sir) Joh-n- Alexander Cockburn [1S5f1929] MRCS Ene 187 4: MD

Lond,l.87 4:NfD AdeI a,.e.s.. was MIIA 1884-1898. and as Chief Secretarv

formed. a sovernment in June 1889.26 Bornin Scotland. he settledin SAin

1875 and established himself in a successful seneral practice at

Jamestown where. in 1878. he was elected the first mavor.2? In October

1889 he advised p¿fliament that he intended to alter the 1880 Act to ensure

that anypersonwho had received onlytwelve months trainins could not

practise as a doctor in 54.28 It was the sovernment's intention that anv

amendment to the 1880 Acú would be merelv a brief renealine clause.2e The

purpose was to ensure that no future Bollen would be able to be registered.

For all that, the result of parliementarv deliberations was a briefAcf which

was a sisnificant milestone in the professionalisation and rise to power of

the medical profession. It contained important sections dealins with the

certification of death. mandatorY Years of studn for a resistrahle degree.

!5 Ërrs, r ect¡rüs iu"i.rúe er;uipier,e r'u¡is ui aä eountry- trewspapers ireii:i by ihe iviortioci.
T :l--,^ --tJtUl'aLy' 

--^^ -^;^+^^ J ^- E/l ./1 aFta rnrL^*^ I26 Reg. no. 227: he was registered on 5/l/7876. There a!ìâ
primaf s-ualifications betu'een medica! hoar<1 and hio
2l enB g: pn- 4?'44- In the 1880s Jamestown was a ownshin
with few buildings and dirt streets. In the year of his inaugural may-oraþ the railway
had reached it frõm Port Pirie, and would be carried on to the NSW border and the
wealth of Broken Hill, in 1887. Jamestown never forgot Cockburn: his name was given to
the isolated railway town bisected by the SA/NSW border, with the hotel on the NSW
Ái¿" ø avoid SA licensing laws. In fþge a commemorative bust to Cockburn was erected
in the main street of Jamestown.
28 Aduertiser, 3 October 1889, p. 6.
29 1b..4 october 1889, p. 6.
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and- the ea,neellation of practiee certificates, and it increased the powers of

the medical board to examine witnesses. The latter provision might have

been included because of problems the board had with verifuing the

affrdavits prod.uced by Bollen, but this is not known for sure, and it is not

implied here that theywere false. While it also contained a clause to reflect

parliament's determination that Dr. Bollen wouldbe left alone, t}Je Act

included for the first time the prerequisite for practice of "...a regular graded

eourse of meelical study of not,less than four -vears'duratjon'.',,'30 Thus it

was that a homceopath whom it regarded with aversion, gave the medical

board powers it had not itself been able to acquire in forty five years, and

secured, for LQMPs statutory recognition of certain functions and

obligations which had proved impossible for them to obtain a decade earlier.

The foreshadowed Biltwasintroduced in the upper House on22

October 1889,31 and contained only three clauses.s2 A medicallSt qualified

new member of the Legislative Council. Dr. S.J. Magare¡r, proposed a

nrrmber: of a-mendments' S}'lvanrrs James Magarey [1850-1901133 was a

member of the Upper House 188f97. President of the Temperance

Alliance. he is remembered more for his appeals for the abolition of the

liquor trade than for attempts at reform of medical Acts. However. his

efforts to overcome the imperfections of the 1844 and 1880legislation. and

make the new Act reflect the enormous changes in the profession over

forty five Srears. were commendable, and medicine should remember him

with gratitude. Magarey called the new scientific medicine to the aid of his

homilSt

...the last 50 years had witnessed a vast change i-n the.
pt".tirã urr¿ läowledge of me4icine...\Mhat with the gain to the
communityfrom the use of chloroform, ether, and other

3a IuIetli"øJ Aci Anrcrulrner¿i Aci Í689, Sciretlule' Clause 'i'
3t SAPD,22 Octnber 7889, col- 1276.
32 Ib., 29 october' 1889, col. 1.360.
ae Ê" i= uentioned br{eily inADB 2: p. I97. Different sources give different dates of
certain of his qualifications'
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ânâesf.hefies tho rnore thor:orrgh st-¡rl,v of anatomy. the
wonderful Droeress of the knowledEe of physiologv. the aiel

rendered by comparative anatomy and biologv...the growth of
the scientific knowledse of medicine hadbeen enormous.
Medicine had laid them all under contribution-34

For Masarey. it did not matter if a man was a homæopath or adherent of

orthodoxmedicine. andindeed. he claimedBollen as a Dersonal friencl.35

Such public support of Bollen is a nowerfi¡l indicator of the comparativelr¡

high standine homæopathy enjoyed. Its status was far above other

alternative systems of medical practice. and some continued to reeard it as

a true science. But Masaret's amendments went further than iust a

tiehtenins of reEistration requirements. He wanted to prevent unqualified

Dersons from misrepresenting themselves as qualifred. and control of the

use of the courtesv term'doctor' dates from the 1889 Act.He souEht better

certifi.cation and hence statistics relatine to deaths.36 He wanted

.. .to provide for the publication of an annual list of qualified
men with their titles....37

and thus brought in the published annual MedícalRegister. Last. he wanted

to make the medical board more representative.

Most of Magare/s amendments had a good reception. especially his

suggestions relating to certification of death. The prevailing system of

issuing death certifrcates was recognised as very unsatisfactory because

almost anyone could give one. The docum.ents were in manyinstances

merely burial orders. required by cemetery authorities before they would-

allow interment.s8 Unqualified persons had no diffierlltv getting ee.rtificaf-es

31 SePn 5 Fiovembei' i88v, coi. i4zu.
35 io., co't. i42i. iviagarey tryas a homæopath.
36 in 1885 in Soulli Australia 3987 ce¡-i,iircai¿s of tleaLh were issuetl il St¡ulh AusLralia,
212 of fhem hv persons without reeognil+ble medical qualifications'
3'l sAPo 5 November 1889, col. 1420..
38 S. H.,lt rt , 'social Medicine in Nineteenth Century South Australia', inComrnunity
Health Studies,Volume VII, No. 2, 1983. pp. 72t4, gives a detailed account of
legislation and practise in respect ofdeath certification (and other statistical
infomatíon).
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cñrrnfêrsiqncd h¡r a .Trlsti¡re nf fhe Peaee Thcre wâs con.cern thaf def-eqtive

eerfifieatjon was allowinc an erroneous morhiditv rlata hase to he huilt un,

The proposal that when a LOMP was convicted of a felonv or

misdemeanour

. . .or shall after due inquirv be judged by the Medical Board to
have been cuiltv of infamous conduct in anv orofessional
resoect...39

he would lose his practice certificate. was accepted in part. but the

infamous conduct rider was rejected. It is an interestins commentary on the

standine of sections of the nrofession thal one member wa-ntecl'habitual

intoxication'to be the subject of medical board discipline. In three areas

Masarey faited to sway parliament to his view. They would not accept that

only LQ$Ps be entitled to recover charges in court for medical or surgical

advice. that fees for ex-oert medical witnesses be paid only to LQMPs. or

that the medical board be eryanded to nine memhers.40 An- effort by

another member to have all holders of diplomas "...under the Homæopathic

College ofMedicine..." registered. did not pass.4l

Most of Magarey's suggestions reflect the recommendation of the

1887 New South Wales Report from th.e Select Committee on La.w

Respectíng Practíce of Medieine and Surgery which we have mentioned. That

body e4nressed concern at the "...want of strength of char:acter. mental

capacity. or drunken habits...." of some registered practitioners. It drew

attention to medical practitioners who had not ". . .gone through any proper

course of str:d-¡t or pa,ssed an]¡ exa-mination-. . )' ,+z tn d-angers of calling

gnqualified men as eryert medical witnesses,4s the need for the medical

board to have the power to deal with fraud and misconduct.aa and criminal

39 SAPO 5 November 1889, col. 7446.
4Ð Ib., cols. 1422, L446, 1447.
4L 1b.,26 November 1889, col. 7448.
42 lfSW 1887, Report, op. cit., paragraphs 2 and 10-
431b., para 4.
44lb., paragraphs 6 and 7.
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n^ndrrct nf hoth the '=rnresi-qter:ed a-nr! the reslstered.aS The committee '

wanted. the NSTW narliament to deal r\rith the numerous and grave evil-"

which it had discovered. bv eiving a re<rsanised medieal board power to

strike off. and control the use of medical titles.aG It wanted lesislation to

control the issue of death certificates.a7 In its summarv of

recommendations. the committee reflected the aspirations of the South

Australian nrofession and its parliamentarv supporters.

lThe medicall Board should have Dower to demand proofs of identitv.
courses of studv. and value of the diplomas of the applicants: to
remove names of persons who have been registered through
misrepresentation; and, on proof of professional misconduct, to call
on resistered practitioners tb show cause whytheir names should not
be removed frõm the Resister, and on failure. to remove them for a
time or permanentlv...The Acús should provide that no person who is
not registered shall assume arrytitle or designration likelvto deceive
the public. lltl should qive power to the Board to frame regulations
for carrving out the provisions of the Act. and throuel its officers. to
recover'the penaltieé consequent on breaches. . .48

T]neBitt went to the House of Assembly on 12 November 1889,

where Dr. Cockburn had the responsibilitv for managrng it' and in

committee it was amended after fairly extensive discussion to reflect the

feelings of that House. Nearlv a decade after the 1880 Bill,parliament was

still suspicious of the motives of doctors who sowht lecislation whieh would

make the profession'exclusive'. It was strongly opposed to the blatant

quack, or the deliberate misrepresentation as to training nr qualifications'

However. it would not for a moment countenance anv tvpe of lesislation

which would prevent unqualified persons of skill and comrretence from

practising, partieularly as sueh inclivrdu-a-ls were still often the mainsta.v of

isolated areas and places of other than Angbsaxon cultural homogerneitv

in the state, and were invariablv held in verv hi-eh regard within the

communities where thev worked- In this respect it is notable that the three

451o., paragrapiis iü anci ii.
46 Ib., paragraphs 17, 78 and 19.
47 IÍ:,., paragraphs 2i and.22.
48 Ib., para. 25.
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T.QI{Ps in pa-rliament. Cockburn. Magarev and Allan Campbell.ae shared

this outlookwith their non-medical colleazues. To this extenttheydiffered

from the views of the BMA which. havine the interests of its members in

mind. was very anti theunqualified. Within the local BMA. too, there was

not much love lost between the homæopaths and the orthodox

practitioners. As to the legall¡'qualifred practitioners. while the particular

school of practice they belonged to seems to have made no difference to

some non-medical lesislators, and the jocular parliamentary comments

suggest that a few honourable members regarded divisions among the

merlical practitioners âS a,ioke, when it came to the legislative crunch-

parliament would not make homcropathic qualifications registrable"

Parliament strongly supported civil entitlement-s and liberties: it

wanted no interference with the right of any person to select whom they

would call when theywere sick- qualified or unqualified. As in Britain,

...there was more tenderness for the libertyof the subject. Nobody, it
was argued, should be prevented from treating patients, qo logs as he
did notão so under false pretences, pretending he was qualifierl.
Doctors alone should be allowed to prescribe certain druEs. and to
treat patients in hospitals; but no man should be oenalised for
ffeatiãg patients simplybecause he was not a member of the
profession, unless he pretended to be.50

It staunchly defended Dr. Bollen, and the determination of individual MPs to

specifically ascertain that he would not be discriminated aeainst or

victimised is a striking feature of the debate on the 1.889 Bill. At the same

time there was insistence that no statute would be used by covert means to

take away from the legally qualified their right to practise. In some of its

views the SA legislature was years ahead of its time. It would not. for

examole. tolerate retrospective legislation in relation to alleg.ed criminal

conduct by practitioners. believing firmly that a man is entitled to a second

chance in life. The view was also ex-oressed that the medical board should

4-+ ¡rU36-16r,=8j. During <iebaies on ihe Bül,he ha<i iittie 'r,o say. Through-their chil<iren
the Ðrs. Campbell becã-e reiated to the prtminent Ðowner and F.pnrll fsnrlies.
5o Brian Inglis,'op. eit., pp. 137-8.
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nnf h6 comnosed endrelw of tOMPs= a- -sten which waited another ninetv

fonr years until the 1983 Act created a TYibunal. Parliament showed

tolerance. moderation and oreparedness to compromise. Nor had the local

BMA acted in any way dishonourably. although their obvious dislike of

Bollen may have been tinted with professional jealousy. The legally qual,ified

practitioner who had pursued a lengthy apprenticeship or course of studyto

attain his position could justifrablybe enraged thatBollen could practise

aloneside him with a piece of paper earned after twelve months in a foreisn

school. and with a brass plate endorsed "MD"-51

The animositybetween politician and medical practitioner is not a

modern phenomenon dating from Chifley. Gorton or Whitlam. Conflict goes

back more than a century. The only difference is that the modern age

endows itqrith more enduring acrimony.

T]¡e Med.ícøI Bítl attracted widespread attention in the Dress. which

with a somewhat ambivalent enthusiasm attacker-l- rlnqrr-alified pra-ctice a-nd

quacking. and accused the legall¡' qualified of being lax in their efforts to

combat unlicensed practice. Cockburn's original brief Bill was praised. but

it was not thought to go far enough, particularly in respect of the correct

certification of death: it should ". . . emphasise the dange.r of tru sti ne tn

unqualified persons...". The parliamentary debates were of great publie

interest and were reported in fult. Editoriat comment left no one in doubt

that the proprietors of the Regßter hetd in contempt Cockburn the

politician, though they conceded that he was a better clinician. One editorial

discussed with considerable insight the whole question of medical training

and education"s2

51 i83û, ¡r. i. F
an onafid,eUnit
of the Unùwsity ofPhihdelphiø was freq'-r
Philod.elohia, a disreputable organisat' on
È"1h."" Medical Co[äge, Bostol Mass., required for its medical diplo_ma that candidates
;.-.f""i competent in dlagnosis, treatment änd doctoral conduct,..". No. courses.need be

attended. the "National Eclectic Association" sold doctorates of medicine for $US6.
52 SARegister l|May 1889, second leading article.
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One reason for fhe legr-slative suceess of the medieal nrofession on

this occasion might have been the trir-mphant aceomplishment of the BMA

(SABranch) in initiating and holding the first Intercolonial Medical

Congress in Adelaide in 1887, as a part of the Queen Victoria Jubilee

Exhibition. This was an auspicious event. and the more far+ighted even

saw it as the flrrst step to the foundation of an Australasian Medical

Association. so that the colonies could be independent of the BMA far away

in England. The honorary secretaryof the congress and a principal

organiser was Dr. Benjamin Poulton. and J.C. Verco was president. It

generated much excitement and activitv. The NSW and Victorian railways

allowed any attending doctors to travel for half the usual fare. and

eventually 155 practitioners turned up' onl;'Tasmania and Western

Australia were not represented.ss Four delegates came from New Zealand

and one from Fiji. The event lasted four days, and all the soeial and politieaì

eminences of Adelaide vied with each other to provide the most convivial

hospitalit-v.5a Clearly. the social standing of the medical profession was

secure.

Overall, the profession was happy with its victory, and the

Australosian Medícal kzette had the last plain word:

...if people desire to consult a charlatan or impostof, Y€ certainlydo
not fhink it any one's duty to guard such idiots from the effects of
their imbecility.ss

The president of the Pharmaceutical Society of SA supplierl a printed list of

all legally qualified medical practitioners to every chemist and doctor in the

state, so that the public could find out who was who-

A sensible discussion of the situation of the legally qualified praetitioncr in rclation to
the qr-13-sþis a-tJb.,6.Tr:ne 1889, p.463. See alsoló., 23 October 1889, p. 158:21
No-'ember 1889. pp. 358-359: 23 November 1889' p' 374'
53 The Northern Territor-v then was still part of SA-
54 Of those attending, 53 were from Adelaide and suburbs and 36 from the country.
55 Australosian MedicøI Gazette, January 1890, p. 103.
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f 0= The inoporta,nee of the 1889Aef-

Tloe Med.i.col. Aet Amend.m.ent Aet 1889 was sig-ned into law bv the

Earl of Kintore on 6 Deee-.mher 188.9.56 It, marks an important milestone in

legislation governing the practice of medicine. The medical profession did

secure most of the things that theyhad shown, in their deputations over

the years, to be important to them.5? For the frrst time penal controls were

instituted over use of the title'doctor'. An annual published MedicalRegister

was established. with Dr. Georg.e Bollen. res. no. 427 .NID Hahnemann'

College, a notable addition. and with that first publication in 1890. there

was a new medical board.58 The issue of certificates of the cause of death,

and for the purpose of burials. was tishtened. The medical board was given

power to cancel or suspend certificates of practitioners convicted of any

felony or misdemeanour? and its power to exarrrine witnesses was gpeatl¡y

strengthened. This gave the board noteworthyjudicial status. For the first

time, a LQ_MP had to show that he had pursued a course of study over four

years. This was to be a particularl¡t difficult hurdle for American graduates

to overcome. and some of the associated problems will be discussed

elsewhere.

The 1889 Act is a most significant milestone in the medical

practitioners' achievement of professional status. and with it prestige.

social importance and political power. Publication of an authoritative legal

56 Ear.l Kintore Ii852-iuJgl was governoi- oi SA i889-i895.
57 The most recent deputation had been in June 1886, to J.W. Dolvner, Attorney'-
gener"al. Cackbun h"d been Minister of Education in his government.
58 The 18gO Mprli.en.l.Rcgi.ster, whieh is aetrrally the -cecond cnmplete one prrblisherl, if ¡¡'e
count that of C.G. Everard, is in SAGGazette,26 June 1890, p. 1766.
The new medical board comprised A.S. Paterson (president), W.A. Giles (honorary
secretary), T.K. Hamilton, and C.E. Todd. Of these practitioners, Paterson was colonial
surgeon and medical officer to the lunatic asylum. Giles w
O'Hãlloran Giles, whose family had landed wealth, social
connections. T.K. was one of frve doctors with the name H aide.
Four were brothers and the fifth as a lad had gone to the same school in Ireland as the
others. Descendants still practice. Todd was the son of Sir Charles Todd, post-master
general and government meteorologist. Sir Charles was the father in law of Sir rüilliam
HenryBragg.
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âruerrâl register gave LQMPs ofñcial.recosnition and a stamo of

competence. and with it. standing in the communitv.se The fact that the

consumer mav never have known of or referred to the document is

irrelevant. because it inevitablv came about that onl¡r the registered

practitioners would hold official positions: the public simpl¡'used the

reeister at one remove.

Ilowever. registration was never held essential for teachine medicine-

and some of the most distinguished teachers at the Adelaide medical school

never became leealb'oualified to practice. Their number included Stanton

Hicks. Wood Jones. C.J. Marbin. A.E. Platt and H.H. Woollard.60 The first

Repister under the 1889 Act was published in 1890. and containerl 314

names. By 1898 it had grown to list 549 practitioners. Some of this

increase was due to senuine registrations. but from 1894 the board

published a register padded with the names of every person ever to be

legally qualified. This is of inestimable historical value. but would have been

hopelessly misleading to any person perusing the document in the hope of

frnding an extant doctor' For example' there suddenl¡'appearerl on the

register in 1894 the names of Drs. Blue. Blood^ Knine and Maurau: the.vhad

clied. respectively in 1864- 1883. 1869 and 1878.61

Occupational closure via the register was a first step in giving the

leeallydefined profession control over hospitals. the means to exclude from

the domajn of orthocloxmedicine the alterna-tives srrch as homæopathy. antl

to subiueate or limit nursins and other health services. Acquisition by the

59 Refei-re.* to in"everently as iire 'Stud Booi<'. In tire iate igtir and eai-ly Zuth centunes it
w-as ouL of date and inaccurate. The list of names in Appendix 3 is correct'
60 Sir Cedric Sts-nt¡nHiek-s, Professor of bioehemistry and general physiolory,192&-
1957.
Frederic Wood Jones, Professor of anatomy, 1920-L926. lSuprøf-
Sir Charles James Martin FfrS, Professor of biochemistry and general physiology, 1931-
1933.
Albert Edward Platt, Professor of bacteriolory, 1938-1941.
Herbert Henry Woollard, Professor of anatomy, 7927-792t-
61 l,{atthc'¡ l{cnry Smythe Blccd [c1808 1883]: Sinclair Blue [c1816 18S4]: James
Frederíck Knipe tc1820--18691: I cuis .r+eep!r Ms'-rr?r: [c182S-13?3.-
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mpdical hnard of the rìnwêr fn ¡rnnrel or srrsnênd the r:ight to nractise wâs a

momentous tr:rnins ooint in the achievement of self sovernment hecause

The route to orofessional status has always depended on the
state backing claims to self-regulation with leEal force.62

All this. and medicine's importantlinks with science which Magare]'had

enthusefl ahoutin parliament. would hringthe occupation ofmedicine to full

nrofessional status. and distineuish LQ-MPs from other practitioners.

11. Medicine and Technolog-v.

Medieine from the seventeenth centurvhas been irretrievablybound

to technology. Whether in the most elementarv urine test or the CT scan.

applied technologv is the bond-stone. No aspect of medicine can escape it.

with the possible exception of psychotherapy. The growth of science was

encourased by several developments in the seventeenth century. In 1601 a

scientific academy was founded in Rome. The Royal Society. the most

famous of all such institutions. was founded in 1660 and it has published its

Phitosophi,calTransactinns from 1665" The Fre.neh Aett'd'e.m'íedes Sei,encøs

was launched in 1666 under the patronage of Louis )ilV. The frrst general

model of modern medical journals was published in France in 1679: an

important distinguishing feature was that it apneared in the vernacular and

not, as hitherto. Latin. Scientific societies, journals, and especially

adva¡ces in printing techniques which made ftrr cheaper book produetion.

and consequentlythe wider dissemination ofknowledge. $/e.re cnrcjal fn fhe

growth of medical infl uence.

If we seek an important date to establish the arrival of medical

science. it could well be 1761 when Giovanni Battista Morgagni published

On the Sites and. Causes of Diseases, and decisively deposed the centuries old

doctrine of the humours, diverting medical interest into the structural

62 .t. Davis anti J. George, op. cit-, p. ZLT.
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eha-nses in disea-,sed organs At the e.nd of the eiqhteenth centurvMarie

Bichat founded the science of histolocv and transferred attention to tissue-s,

and in 1858 Rudolf Virchow introduced cellular theorv. The discovervbvthe

great Pasteur that outrefaction was a fermentation due to livine

organisms. had been anticipated in 1837 bv the French chemist Caimard-

Latour. who showed that the yeast plant could split sugar into alcohol and

carbon dioxide. "...The astonishine revolution that took place in medicine in

the middle ofthe nineteenth century...is generallvlinked with Pasteur".63 In

1865, spurred on byPasteur's experiments. Joseph Lister discovered the

principle which enabled him to prevent sepsis in wounds.64 All these

fundamental advances in the understandins of disease were onlvnossihle

beeause of parallel teehnoloneal aeeomr-rlishments. as exemrilifieel hvthe

annlication of ontics to improvins the microscope. Fresnel's catadioptic

lens. and Helmholtz's invention in 1851 of the ophthalmoseooe.

Sylvanus Masarey listed the scientific triumphs of 'modern medicine'

when he addressed the Upper House on the Medical Bill in 1889 (szpra).66

He then made a sisnificant remark that with all scientifrc advances.

...it would be strange indeed if the status of the nrofession did
not rise Parí Passu, - -66

At the second Medical Congress of Australasia. held at Melbourne in

Ja¡ruary 1889. E.C. Stirlins. now honorarysurgeon. Adelaide Hospital. ancl

leeture-r in physiolory a-nd clinical surse.ry a-t the IInive..rsit-v of Adelaide.

read a paper on surgerlr.

Sgrgery...was no longer merely an art: it had become a science -(helr, hear) -but while as an art the craft was within a measurable

63 B.ion luË,lis; up. cií., p. iS3.
64 Joseph Lister, lst Baron Lister of LSrme Regis L1827-79121, eminent professo^r of
surgery at Edinburgh and later Kings Co!!ege, Lcndon, and vigorcus oppc-no-nt of the
admission of womeã to the BMA. In the 1g30" a!'! a¡lnrrmorrs donlr" estLblishe'.! an

annual prize to the memory of Lord Lister, to be awarded to the Adelaide medical
undergraduate who is deemed most proficient in surgery. The first award was made in
1936.
öõ Aduertiser, 6 November 1889, p. 3.

"" Ibid.
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rlistanee of finalifv- âs â seienee it was onlvin a healthv anrl viqorous
infancv. but afforded abundant hones of a splendid maturitv. . -as a
science- its procress soon became insenarablv connected with that of
phvsiolosv or bioloery. 67

Science preceded the enhanced status of the orofession. It Dliehted its troth

to medicine in the late eiehteenth centunn marriase was celebrated in the

mid-nineteenth centurv. and the new communication technologvwas the

celebrant- The relationship endured. The major influe.nce of science on

medicine inAustralia dates from L872. when the indefatieahle and

visionary Charles Todd comnleted the Overland Telesranh to Darwin" and

onened the continent to the world. This outstandins ensinee.dns

achievement had been preceded bv telesraph lines between Aclela-ide a,nd

Melbourne in 1858. and to Svdnevin 1866 (with a line that vear to Port

Aueusta). Perth was connected to Adelaide in 1877. The telesraph worked

to the material advantase of the medical nrofessionbv allowine the ranirl

dissemination of their achievements to the nublic. Bv 1913. wireless

telegraohy as a means of seekins and receiving medieal advice and

assistance had become widely known. especia-lly as ships were

prosressively fitted with it. Instances are on record where nurses at remote

hospitals used the telegraph to obtain guidance. trading vessels sought help

for sickcrew members. andwealthyneurotics could cable their holidaying

doctors for prescriptions.6s lt putAustralia in rapicl torreh with British and

European scientific and technological advances.

Medicine ca-n-not be chvorced- from or consicl-e-recl in isola-h,on either

from that technology which acts generally on the context in which it is

practised, or from the specific, specialised medical technologywhich

impacts on actual medical practice. Everybranch of the profession owes its

standing in society as much to the mechanical and electrical engineer, the

6? E.C. Siliiiilg, A<itiruss onsurgery. Melbourne, 1889.
68 Australian Medical Gazette, S July 1913, p. 7. The editor who recorded the last item
noted that soon the only means of escape sr-'q-!!sþ!e for doetcrs from per:sistent p'tients
would be suicide.
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chemist hioloc¡ist. ¡rh'g-sicist. biochemist. and all tùe related nrlrsuers of

scientific knowledee. as much as it does to those of its own calline who apnly

their achievements. The application of science to medicine reflected the

seneral desire of a world that was becomine enliehtened politicall¡r and

economicallv. to make all scientific knowledee materiallvusefirl to

humanit_v as quicklv as possible. Exact investigation replaced philosophv.

and aetiolouv, treatment and proenosis renlaced speculation.

Before orthodoxmedicine could triumph over its competitors and

auxiliaries. it had first been necessarv for the adherents of orthodox-v to

harness scientific advances to the specific princinles which governed the

way in which they nractised. and demonstrate erreater theraneutic efficac¡r.

When theywere able to do this. the alternative svstems of medicine were

found wanting. Competition between allopath and homæopath waned. I srill

show in ch. III that in South Australia from the mid-1880s, homæopathy

was regarded by its opponents as a dead issue - and the totally unqualifierl

graduall¡rbecame exiled. Increasing sfandards of education made it easier

for consumers to objectively assess conflicting claims as to therapeutic

effectiveness, and, in any case. parliament itself had given its stamp of

approval to orthodox-v with the 1889 Acú. The bizawe and irrational nature

of much alternative medicine ensured its own demise once it was subjeeterl

to the harsh light of science, but the onTy rnajor unorthodox system of

medicine to suffer defeat at the hands of orthodox-vwas homæopathy.

Partlythis was due to its failure to provide convincing proof that the
microdose worked;but a more telling reason was f,he relueta-nce of its
practitioners to resist orthodox-y's encroachments. In order to
maintain their status as doctors, they allowed members of the
profession in the US and Britain to infrltrate, and eventuall¡rto take
over, the homæopathic hospitals.6e

6$ Bria¡r Inglis, op. cit., p. 140. However chiropractic (and osteopathy), despite the most
savage persecution by orthodox medicine, have sr¡rwived and flcu:{shed.
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Srrnunar-v.

In tl,tis ehanter I have r:evie.wer! the le$slative rcad.to fhe imnortant

Medicøl Act Amendment Act 1889. which conferred substantial advantages

on the LQ_MP. but was not completely able to curtail the unqualified from

the practice of medicine. ThatAct, to be entertained in the first place.

required a substantial change of parlia¡nentary attitude towards the

medical profession. Members of parliament had to keep in mind on the one

hand the social advantages of havins Seater control over the certification

of causes of death, and the need to prevent fraudulent claims to

professional qualifications, experience and competence. On the other.

lesislators came from all backgrounds and walks of life, and they were

suspicious of the motives which drove the orsanised profession to seek a

monopoly of services to the exclusion of alternatives. and theywould not

tolerate what they saw as personal victimisation. Thev were also aware of

the essential services provided bvthe unregistered (and often the totally

unqualifred) in inhospitable. remote and sparselypopulated resions. All thejr

arguments directerl against, the medical profession derived from the strong

support of civil entitlements andliberties, and the right of a sickperson to

call in anyone he or she desired. Parliament was tolerant, moderate. and

eventuallyprepared to compromise. For its part. the press was

sympathetic but ambivalent.

The key factors which brought about the willingness of parliament to

enhance the official recosnition of the legall¡'qualified and increase their

power were, first, appreciation that existing legislation discriminated

against praetitioners with valid praetising ererlentjals. and left avenues

available that permitted imposition by unscrupulor¡s persons whose

activities were openlyfraudulent and harmful. Second, the journeyto

occupational closure and professional status was assisted by the

harnessing of science and technology by the orthodox practitioners,
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ch.zncine saei."! attit¡+des e*ncl import*ant, new institutions - the Universitv

ofAdelaide. School of Mines and Industries. and the EducationAcú. amons

others. New transoort and communication technolocy also nlaved a ke¡¡

part. The orsanised profession also paid heed to its public imase and its

rigorous self-reeulation.

I have also considered the standine of the profession in the

community and the upward mobilitv of its practitioners through social

class. At the time this chapter ends - 1890 - the medical profession.

despite an overall greater degree of professional control. was still composed

of diverse elements and split into a number of different grourrs. Quite apart

from the major division between the allonath and homæopath. there was a

tightlyknit influential bodywhich comprised the BMA SA Branch. and

which attracted the leaders and intellectuals. althoush there were

prominent absences. including the MLC Campbell anrl the scholar R.S.

Rogers. But it did contain manywho bymarriage and association had

acquired wealth and connections, thoueh there is no compellins evidence to

susgest that the profession deliberatelv adopted a strateqy of.oersonal

advancement. Second. there was a large cluster who were not members of

the BMA. either from choice. or because theywere unregistered, or

uninterested. Thevinclude a sienifrcant number of shadowyficures who are

usually traceable but none the less unremembered outside their

contemporaryseneration. and have left few personal details. From their

company come most of the disconcertingly frequent personal tragedies

which are such a strikine feature of anv account of 19th centurvAustralian

medieine.

Finallv. the South Australian experience as I have described it. was

common to all other Australian states. althoueh the Tasmanian Medínøl

Act appears to have enabled better opoortunities to suppress quackins. All

the difficulties of dealinewit-h unseru.Dulou=s anrl rlishonest sharlata¡s=
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Introduction.

This chapter covers the process of consolidation of professional

standing and power over t1rre 29 years between 1891 and 1919, which

followedpassageof the MedicalActAmendmentAct 1889. The success of

the medical profession spurred pharmacists and dentists to seek legislation

which would back with legal force their own claims to self-regulation, control

appellation, specify educational qualifrcations, and, in effect, secure

occupational closure, thus grving those occupations the mantle of

professional status.

The medical practitioners themselves, girded with anAcúwhichin

their not entirely disinterested view, clothed them with a thoroughly

deserved raiment of righteousness, would have benefited if theyhad then

invested time and effort in their newly acquired privileges and powers, and

consolidated. their occupational prerogatives to secure for themselves all the

objectives of complete closure and absolute control of the practice of

medicine. The tide was strongly flowing in their favour. Orthodox medicine

had successfullyhitched its aspirations to the rapidly ascending star of

science. By 1893 Lister reported a very low operative mortality of 1.5 per

cent, attrrbuted to his aseptic technique; Landsteiner discovered the blood

groups in 1900 and paved the wayfor safe blood transfusions; Paul Ehrlich,

a pupil of Koch, produced Søluarsan in 1906, a remedy for syphilis: he is

regarded as the founder of the science of chemotherapy.

Parliament had begun to specifi'the requirement of legal qualifïcation

for offtcial government positions. The social standing of the medical

profession was rising. In addition to formation of the BMA (SA Branch),

other exclusive medical groups were formed, and the Adelaide medical school

was founded in 1885. The medical profession could now select its own

recruits from appropriate bacþrounds, determine every facet of their
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training, and even their final acceptance into the craft. Medicine became an

exclusive, closed calling.

Alas, in 1896 the profession threw away every gift which had been

handed it, because of what it perceived as a slight, and con-fronted an elected

government with a show of self-assertive, defiant strength. Theybegan a

power struggle for control of the Adelaide Hospital, and lost. The result of the

notorious "Hospital Row", which I ryill discuss in more det¿il later, was a

disaster for the profession, which was hurled for six years into an abyss of

argumentative illwill. The result of the trenchant expression of personal

prejudice was the undoing of their every achievement. They fell most

palpably into disfavour with the government, and any needed reforms of the

Med,icatAct were shelved for over two decades: the Adelaide medical school

was almost destroyed, and the profession lost forever control of the Adelaide

Hospital.

The role of science and technologyis also discussed., with some

examples of their practical application in the South Australian as well as

the wider context. In considering the years from 1901-19, after Charles

Cameron Kingston had transferred to federal parliament, and the Boer War

provided a way for temporary removal of the principal antagonists in the

hospital dispute, I review abortive attempts at medical law reform, and the

difficulties of the medical board in assessing qualifications. In 1895 the BMA

SA Branch had formed a'parliamentary Bills committee'to keep a watch on

legislation:1 it would be a quarter of a centurybefore their vigil would be

rewarded. Finally, the arrival of the important Medica,l Act 1919 is dealt

with.

I AustrøIasian Medical Gazette October 20, 1895, p- 4L5-
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1. THE PHARMACTACT 7897.

The twenty nine years 1891-1919 began with a successful attempt

to register pharmaceutical chemists and establish a board of pharmac¡

and to set up the Medical Protection Society. They ended with the Md,inal

Practitíoners Act 1919 which completed. the process of strengthening the

registered practitioners, and tightened legislative control over the activities

of the unqualified. The process was not as successful as the protagonists

arrticipated. All the legislation had certain flaws which did not allow either

the medical board or its fervent registered supporbers to entirelyproscribe

unqualifredpractice.

Tirre Phørnxacy Act 5O9/I891 was the significant milestone in the

professionalisation of the apothecary. The Act qeated a board of pharmacy

with disciplinarypowers, and made provision for the registration of

pharmaceutical chemists. The first moves to achieve these ends had been

made in 1888 with t}rre Druggists' Act Amendment Bill. This had lapsed

because of legislative time constraints. In 1892 the board prescribed the

examination requirements for the issue of a certificate of qualification. The

person who, since foundation of the colonyin 1836, as a chemist or druggist

had dispensed foom his mysteriouslylabelledbottles and drawers, now after

frfty frve years had undergone a statutory metamorphosis into a certifred

pharmaceutical chemist. Like the Medical Act 1889,t}ae Pharmøcy Act 7897

enabled pharmacy to become a closed profession with access controlled by

its own members. Section 4 of theAcú declared that the seven member

pharmacy board would be appointed from persons ". . .who, for the time being,

shall be entitled to be registered. as a phamaceutical chemist...". The first

board was appointed by the governor, but from 1893 all board members

would be elected by registered pharmaceutical chemisLs, and the board itself

would elect its own president. There was no provision for the appointment of

any LQMP, nor any parliamentary demand for same. Neither the BMA (SA
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Branch) nor the medical board sought representation. The process in

Victoria of achieving dominance, through exclusion, limitation and

subordination, for control of other health workers - opticians, llurses,

physiotherapists, occupational therapists -, as detailed by Willis, was not a

characteristic of South Australia.2 A reason may be that the pharmacist

was seen as a necessary dispenser for the doctor's scripts. Unlike the other

occupational groups, the chemist did not lay hands on the patient, although

he was financial competition. We have already discussed (Ch. II) the

significance of occupational closure in the achievement of professional

status. Section 2l of t}rre Phørmacy Act specifrcally excluded the pharmacy

board from conducting any examination in "...the theory and practice of

medicine, surgery or midwife4/'. 3

The parliamentary debates cafty no reference to this interesting

Section, nor do the records of the medical board. Parliament was more

concerîed with the fees which the pharmacyboard could charge. The

Adelaide medical school made it unnecessaryto have any dual method of

entryinto the medical profession, quite apart from the enormous costs

which would have been totallybeyond the available resources of the

phamacy board, which were estimated to be only f,100. The Phartnacy Act

had the support of the medically qualified parliamentarians, Magarey,

Campbelt and Cockburn. The ghost of Dr. George Bollen several times

haunted debate, and a couple of honourable members could not resist

discomforting the medical profession with reminders about his registration

fiasco. One of the taunters was C.C. Kingston, who also tried unsuccessfully

to compel doctors to write their prescriptions in English, and altogether

abolish Latin: he was over sixby

2 Evan Willis, Med,icølDominance, op. cit.
3 The Phørmøcy Act 189.2, Section 21.
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years ahead of his time.a An interesting point was that while the medical

board had no power to compel a qualifred man to register himself, the

pharmacyboard had that power through Sections 19 and 25 of their Act.In

1892 an unregistered but qualified medical practitioner could still make a

good living provided that he did not hold himself out to be legally qualified: the

unregistered dispensing chemist was litble better than a shopkeeper who

could sell onlypatent medicines and veterinary supplies. If he referred to

himself as a pharmaceutical or dispensing chemist or druggist, or even

indirectlyinferred that he was registered, heavyfines or imprisonment could

be imposed.

The importance of the Phørmacy Act 7891is thatitis anindication

that parliament could clearly see the need for rigorous legislation to control

the activities of persons who were engaged in an important occupation

connected with the well-being of the public. ThLe Act which changed the drug

seller into a member of a learned profession which could control access to its

ranks by selection, examination and legal registration, gave the pharmacy

board greater control over its members than was enjoyed by the medical

board. It was a model to which they could aspire.

2. îTIE CONSOLIDATION OF PROFESSIONAL STAI\DING AIYD POWER.

Throughout the years under consideration, from time to time a

number of seemingly unrelated matters arose, connected both directly and

indirectly with the practice of medicine. Sometimes they \Mere a concern

solely within and for the profession, and never came to public attention. On

other occasions they caused public controversy, disquiet or even panic.

Taken singly often they appear to have little association or relevance to

4 S¿pO 23 June 1891, cols. 746,525.29 July 1891, cols. 537,532. By the late 1960s
the use of Latin on prescriptions had become uncommon, except among the more senior
members of the profession. The decline of Latin g genera-lly) in
schools brought a furbher fall in its use and by rare to frnd it.
Certain longestablished Latin abbreviations fo , however, survive.
Examples are prn (when necessary), bd (twice a day), nocte (at bedtime).
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medical practice and the growth of medical influence and authority.

Sometimes they are instalments of the long process of amending specific

legislation to bring it into line with social changes, outlooks, attitudes, or

advances in scientiflrc knowledge. However, when these separate changes

are considered together over a longer period, it can in manyinstances be

seen that they are integral parts of the slow process of consolidation of

professional standing and power. Six such matters will be discussed. First,

the fate of compulsoryvaccination, and the growing influence of science in

medicine; second, the profession's awareness and acceptance of its superior

social standing;third, attempts to prosecute the unqualified quack;fourth,

the formation of official and exclusive medical organisations other than the

BMA; fifth, the establishment of the Adelaide medical school, its teaching

staff, and commencement of the line of SouthAustralian medical graduates,

and, finally, the consolidation of the BMA (SABranch).

a. Compulsory vaccination and the growing influence of science on
medicine.

I will consider first a¡r incident in 1892 which involved smallpox, as an

illustration of an isolated matter of great public concern, which at the time

appeared to have little long term significance for the medical profession, but

is a small but important factor in the legislative process of the

strengthening of professional poÌyer. When in 1854 vaccination in SA was

made compulsory,s the intention of t}rreAct was that the procedure would be

under the control of " . . . duly qualified medical practitioners . . .'. 6 Only after

1872 could a public vaccinator be "...anymedical practitioner, or other

suitable [persons],...".7 This clause passed parliament without discussion

and while the very lengthy debate makes plain in many places the concern

5 An Act to ertend and møke compulsory the practice of uøccination No. 16/1853. It
applied from 7854.
61ó., Clause 3.
7 55" & 36' Vict. No. 27, Clause 5. Note that this clause did not require the practitioner
to be legally qualified, notwithstanding the 1889 Acú'
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of the legislature that properlyqualified medical practitioners should

perform vaccination, it was recognised that the problems created by great

distance and sparse population would not always secure the attendance of

such a practitioner. As noted in chapter II, this arrangement did not pfease

the LQMP. The medical profession was not happywith the 1872 Bill and on

23 July that year it petitioned the House of Assembly not to proceed with

their deliberations until there hadbeen a review of all the implications.s The

House was unmoved, and indeed the governmenthad made onlythe most

perfunctoryenquiries from the colonial surgeon, A.S.Paterson, before

drafting. The 1853 Act corttained no mechanism to ensure compliance with

compulsion, and it soon became apparent that the 1872 Act was similarþ

defective. By 1877, of the 102 LQMPs in the province, seventyfour were

public vaccinators, and Dr. R.T. Wylde, who as vaccination offi.cer, presided

over operation of the Act,l.amented that

...had not the vaccination fee been reduced... from 3/6d to 216d,
nearly everymedical practitioner would have become a public
vaccinator.9

Wylde records that fifteen public vaccinators hadbeen appointed where it

had been impossible to obtain the services of "professional gentlemen": he

personally made all such appointments:

...and as much care as possible has been taken by me to
ascertain their fitness for their office...[ have] a strong
objection to place unqualified persons in such a responsible
Position"'10

Wylde noted that "bootmakers, coopers, farmers and others, style

themselves doctors or homæopathic practitioners, and. vaccinate...", and he

sought penal provisions in any new legislation to prevent them, but the

government would not accept his advice.

8 SAPD,23 July 7897, col. 1674.
9 Sdpp 3211877: Report onVq.ccination Act, 1872, p. L
to lbidem.
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The first nineteen district vaccinators appointed under the 1853 Acú

were m ainly legally qualifi ed. 1 1 There were three intere sting exceptions. The

first was Horace Dean [18141-1877], registered by the board on 1/10/1850

(no. 61) MD Mæsouri L840, who had arrived in SA in 1849 as surgeon on the

Augustø.In 1357 he had the distinction ofbeing the first person struck off

the medical register, possiblybecause his diploma was forged.l2 Dean

remains to this day a colourful mysteryboth as to his real identity and

qualifrcations. Two aliases used byhim were Thomas Haskell and Horace

¡¡rfllinms. He left the state in 1857 or 1858 for Melbourne, and then the

Manning River District in New South Wales, where he also practised,

although never registered in that latter colony. He was the first of several

persons holding (or claiming to hold) American qualifications, and who would

be the cause of several medical board headaches.ls

The second vaccinator who was not legally qualified, Foster Stedman,

practised at Clare for manyyears and later went to Port Lincoln: he never

sought registration. The third was George Francis Moreton [c1823-1861], a

ship's surgeon who arrived in 1845, practised at Adelaide, Gawler,

Penwortham and Nailsworth, and who also never sought registration. He

was appointed vaccinator for the district of Yatala (excluding Port Adelaide).

From time to time as required other non-legallyqualified persons were

appointed. Typical examples are J. Braddock, who was active in the

ClareAMallaroo area in the 1860s. He complained in 1863 that the legally

qualified vaccinators were given preference in the supply of 1ymph.14 HenrY

11 C.tr'.1t. Esau (Onkaparinga): Charles Davies (North Adelaide): John Forster (Mount
Barker): William H. Sholl (East Adelaide): Thomas Taylor (East Torrens): G.F. Moreton
[unregistered] (Yatala, excluding Port Adelaide): Sinclair Blue (Strathalbyn): John Fisher
(salisbury): J.F. Knipe (southern portion Hundred of Noarlunga): M.H.s. Blood
(Kapunda): Morgan Thomas (Robe): B.F. Frankis (West Adelaide): Horace Dean
(Anãaston): Frederick Forwood (Mitcham): Foster Stedman [unregistered] (Clare): J.S.
Mackintosh (Willunga): W.H. Lewis (Gawler): Henry Chambers (Port Adelaide): George
Lawson (Port Lincoln).
12 He had also been foolish to publicly criticise George Fife Angas, see ADB 1, pp. 15-18.
13ADB 4: pp.37,38. SARegister, Sl January 1857, p. 106: 18 January 1856, p.59.
la SA&egisúer, 1 September 1863, p.223.
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Louis Harris was an unregistered and untraceable person who vaccinated in

the Mount BarkerlNleadows district. He eventuallyleft SA for Brisbane.

There was no dearth of unregistered practitioners from whom the

government could make appointments, and the following further examples

are onlythree of many. James Brown CrawfordMuir [181G1876] practised

in the 1860s and 1870s in the Tungkillo area. Edward Pohley [c1813-1871]

was at Birdwood, and William Henry Wilkinson [181f1879] worked during

the same period in the far north of the state. These persons and many

others were not regarded as quacks, a¡rd their attendance at accidents and

their transfers between areas were noted in the newspapers of the day. If it

is so, as Dr. Wylde asserted, that vaccination was sometimes performed by

the totallyunqualified and unsuitable, there is nothing on the public record

to indicate that those particular people ever caused a problem in carrying

out their statutory obligations. Nor would we really expect there to be. It is

clear that the legaþ qualified practitioners in the Gouernment Gazette were

suffrciently organised to present obstacles to the obtaining of work as

vaccinators bythe unregistered, that the latter were employed in

inhospitable or remote parts of the colony, and that where the population

was more concentrated the legally qualified more or less held a government

sanctioned service monopoly over well defined areas -but not always.

TheVaccination Act 2481 1882 confirmed the appointments of all

persons acting as public vaccinators, whether legaþ qualified or not, and in

granting the governor power to appoint further vaccinators, did not speciff

for them anyqualifrcations at all.1s TheAcúrequiredparents and guardians

to have any child in their care vaccinated against smaþox within six

months ofbirth. Certain exemptions \Mere allowed but parental statutory

declarations were required, and the penalties for breaches were severe.

Administration required substantial paper work to enable the Registrar-

l5 Vaccination Act 248 / 7882, Clause 7.
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General of Births, Deaths and Marriages to monitor the vaccination status

of every child. The Registrar-General, the police, public vaccinators and

special magistrates were given powers of enquiry and coercion which by

current standards appear excessive.l6

Ilowever, by 1901 there was a strong current of public opinion

against compulsory vaccination, fuelled by the frndings of an English Royal

Commission comprised of eminent medical practitioners and scientists,

which had been appointed in 1889 to enquire into the subject.rz When it

reported seven years later, all the members opposed compulsory

vaccination, but not vaccination itself. Much publicity was given to the

gruesome outcomes of failed inoculations, and to the collected statistical

evidence which showed opponents of compulsion that vaccination was far

from a scientific protection against smallpox In South Australia compulsion

had influential parliamentary enemies, Ied by the Hon. E. Lucas. 18 As a

result of debate in 1901 theVaccinationExemptinnAct 76U1901 was

passed: punitive provisions of the lSS2legislation were abolished, and

parental objection made easier. Although temporary, the 1901 Act was

twice extended, in 1907 and 1911, erçiring in 1916 when the 1882 Actbnefly

returnedinforce.le ln 1917 the government discussed the situation with the

medical profession and decided to abolish altogether the requirement that

every child born in the state had to be vaccinated within six months of

birth.z0 The Governor was given power, in the event of an outbreak of

smallpox, to issue a Proclamation requiring vaccination.2l

16 See particularly clauses 10, 19, 20 and 21 of the Vaccination Act 1882.
17 Edward Jemer in 1798 announced his discovery of vaccination. In 1853 it was made
compulsory in England.
18 Edward (later Sir Edward) Lucas 11857-19501, MLC 1900-1918. Agent-General for
South Australia 1918-1925.
1e Acrs 919/190r: 1og/1919.
20 SAPD,17 october 1917, p. 635.
2l Compulsory Va.ccina.tion Exemption Act 1319/1917. Ttris was repealed by Act
2300/1936.
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This train of events shows, in a small way, how the attitude of

members of parliament towards doctors had changed. They accepted the

advice of "medical experts", recognised that they"...have to be guided very

largelybythose who have a scientific knowledge", and were prepared to

overcome personal prejudice if "...medical men have pointed out that

vaccination is in keeping with the verylatest discoveries of scieîce".22

These remarks are in stark contrast to the ridicule and sarcasm noted in

chapter II. Writing in 1993 of the difficulties in the 1870s onwards of the

British medical profession in lobbying parliament to protect the legally

qualifred, the Medical Protection Society noted that ". . . the qualifi ed were

often held in no more esteem than the quacks".2S This attitude was reflected

in South Australia. Irì 1 85 5 Governor MacDonn ell,z+ through his Colonial

Secretar¡ treated Dr. Handasyde Duncan and Colonial Surgeon Nash as

little better than government clerks who required guidance and correction in

the performance of their vaccination and quarantine duties.25 No advice was

sought from colonial surgeon Paterson when t}ire l872Acú was drafted, and

the profession was ignored, and no notice was taken of Dr. \Mylde's remarks

and recommendations in relation to thatAcú. However, by the turn of the

century parliamentary debaters enlisted the support of orthodox medical

writings to prepare ammunition to abolish compulsoryvaccination.

After Bordertown (Ch. tr. 6) the next SouthAustralian smaþox

scare was in 1892, when the vessel Oroya caused a quarantine alarrrr and

an even more disturbing administrative furore. Mr RichardJagoe, the

assistant health officer, who had no medical qualifrcations, had gone on

board the vessel at Largs,26 and had been given untrue answers by the

22 SA.PD 1? october 1917, p. 365.
23 (WPS Cøsebook, op. cit., p. 2.
24 Si, Richard Graves MacDonnell t1814-18811, Governor of SA 1855-1862.
25 Phillip Woodr"ufl op. cit., pp. L6, 77.
26 Then the principle passenger sea terminal for Adelaide.
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captain and the ship's doctor.27 Quarantine was enforced. When the

government prosecuted and tried to recover costs, it discovered to its

intense embarrassment that under the 1877 Quarantine,Acú, assistant

health officers had no legal standing, and jeofail resulted. Anl892 Act

remedied the defect.z8 The incident was something of a comedy of errors

because the medically qualifiedhealth offrcer, Dr. J.T. ToIl, was himself at

the time under quarantine for having boarded an infected vessel.

Jagoe had been appointed underAc/ 73" & 74" Víc. 7850, No. 3 which

had been repealed in 1877. Section XV of the 1850 Acúrequiredthe

appointment onlyof legallyqualifred medical practitioners as health offrcers:

the master and surgeon of the Oroya were therefore successfully able to

question Jagoe's authority to act. The Crown Solicitor recommended

reaffirmation that'...no health officer should be other than a medical

man,. ..".2e Jagoe had acted in the capacity of assistant to Toll solely by way

of an implied permissionbyunwritten agreement. His original appointment

and the intervening thirty five years without dispute provides an interesting

reflection on the lack of offrcial interest in the qualifications of manyholders

of government health and medical appointments. Only when embarrassing

incidents arose such as the Oroya case, has the need for urgent

parliamentaryrectifying action become apparent, and been heeded.3O Such

a well publicised and widely discussed affair was a salutary reminder that

the legal recognition of professional qualifications could have implications

hitherto unthoughtof.

Although smallpox, because of its virulence and the high mortality

rates associated with it, has long been able to terrify governments and

27 Richard Jagoe tc1804-18941, was a Port Adelaide/Semaphore builder and cabinet
maker, and he had been assistant health offrcer since 1855. He was 88 years old when
he boarded thLe Oroya. Compulsory retirement for males in the state public service (there
were no females) did not come until 1930.
28 The Quarantine Act 545/L892, which amended the QuarantineAct 6417877.
29 SApp 95/187 2, Report re'Oroyai Prosecution.
30 The Quarantine Act 545/t892. This statute was not repealed until 1-934'
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people, South Australia from its establishment had more frights than

infections because of six key circumstances: its distance from places of

outbreak in Europe, Asia and the Americas; the fact that it was rarely a

port of entry to Australia; the ofFrcial commencement of vaccination in SA

in 1839; the 1852 requirement for emigrants to be vaccinated before

embarkation; the inauguration in 1853 of compulsoryvaccination,sl (see

Table 4, infra), and the Province's scattered population.

Table 4: South Australia: Vaccination Rates against Smallpo:ç 1854-

1962.32

Source: Statßticøl Regßters.

Until advances in transportation technology shortened travel times,

natural quarantine occurred against the disease because "...to reach

Australia from the nearest port in Asia took a longer period than the

fourteen days incubation period of smallpox".34 Even so the eastern colonies

were not as fortunate as South Australia: New South Wales, where no

legislation dealing with vaccination was ever enacted,ss had epidemics of

smaþox in 1877, 1878, 1881 and 1884, and between 1909 and 1923 there

31 77 Victoriøe 1853 No. 16.
32 The period of most rapid population growth in SA history was between 1846 nd 1851.
33 Infant mortality rates are not available before 1871.
34 tr'.S. Ilone, 'Some Historical Aspects of Smallpox', MJA, 2Ll5/t932, VI, No. 21, pp.
7tt-777.
35 There had been unsuccessful attempts to make the procedure compulsory.
G.L. Mullins, A brief history of small pox and uaccination in New South Wales from the
foundation of the colony to the pre,sent da.y. Sydney, A & R, 1898.

Year Population Births3s Number of
Vaccinat-
ions

Number of
vaccinations as
a percentage of
population.

Number of
vaccinations
asa
percentage of
births.

1854 92,545 3,45I 2,632 2.8 76.0
1855 97,387 3,944 1,666 t.7 42.O
1856 107,886 4,488 2,808 2.6 63.0
1857 109,917 5,183 3,110 2.8 60.0
1858 118,665 5,672 3,633 3.1 64.0
1859 122,735 5,738 4,225 3.4 74.0
1860 L25,582 5,568 2,997 2.3 54.0
1861 130,812 5,551 2,803 2.r 50.0
1862 L36,562 6,075 3,274 2.3 58.0
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were outbreaks with a major epidemic in 1913. Victoria, where compulsion

was introduced in 1854, and legislation re-enacted in 1874,36 saw outbreaks

in 1868, 1872,1884 and 1921. Although attempts have been made to

prepare statistics relating to smallpox vaccination in the different

Australian states,3? there has often been doubt in respect to their accuracy,

as notedbyAllen and Cumpston.s8

South Australia had no outbreaks of the disease, and the last case of

smallpox to enter a South Australian port occurred in 1914 when an

infected passenger on the Runic from South Afoica landed at Port Adelaide,

but an outbreak \Mas prevented. By 1927, Australia was free of the disease.

1892 marks the year when one of the last objections to vaccination

was removed: the introduction of glycerinated calf lymph. Debate on the

VaccinatinnAct 554/L892 revealed severe objections to the use of human

lymph for vaccination because of the fear of spread of communicable

disease. Drs. Sylvanus Magarey andAllan Campbell MLCs had some futile

exchanges with lay prejudice, trying to allay much anxiety which surfaced

about this aspect.se

The readiness of the government to discuss this matter with the

legally qualified profession, and acceptthe profesion's views in respect of

rescinding forty seven years of compulsoryvaccination, is an indicator of

the profession's slowlygrowing power. This consolidation of medical poÌver

was occurring via scientific progress.

In all the parliamentary and public debates examined prior to this

point, there is no evidence to suggest that politicians ever cared one jot for

36 Compulsory Vorcina,tion' Acts 1854, 787 4.
37 J.H.L. Cumpston, The History of Sm.allpor in Australio, 1788-1908, Melb. Govt.
Printer, 1914.
J.H.L. Cumpston and F.B. McCallum, The History of small-pox in Australia, 7909-1923
Melb. Govt. Printer, 1923.
38 H.B. Allen, 'Discussion on Vaccines and Serum Therapy', inTlarrco,ctions of theNinth
Session, Austro,lasian Medical Congress. Sydney, The Congress, 1913, p. 135-
J.H.L. Cumpston, Healthønd.Disu.seinAustroLialAHistory.Introd. and ed. by M.J.
Lewis. Canberra, AGPS, 1982, p. 185.
39 SÁp¿ 1892, col. 1835, is an example.
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the opinions of medical practitioners where arrymedical legislation was

concerned. When they did, as in the case of the proposed Medíca,lAct

Amendment Act 7889, if it came to the crunch, political expediencyhad

always triumphed.

*

The theory and practice of medicine, rrffled in 1864 by Pasteur's

development of 'Germ Theort'', from 1882 had been changed more

dramaticallyby Koch's discovery of the tubercle bacillus, and the

demonstration that specific organisms cause characteristic diseases.

Surgery advanced leaps and bounds, particularly from 1878 when Lister's

'antiseptic'technique became accepted following his appointment as

Professor of Clinical Surgery at Kings College London. The discoveryby

Röntgen of X-rays in 1895, the bringing to light of the four blood groups in

1900, the isolation bythe Curies of radium in 1902, the rediscoveryby

William Bateson of Mendelian genetics in 1905, and the synthesis by

Ehrlich and Hata in 1909 of Salvarsan, were regular and dramatic

illustrations of valuable scientific progress. Information about all these

developments quickly came to South Australia, Ðd rapidly influenced

medical practice.

Orthodox medicine by now had hitched its star firmly to science: it

would never lookback. Respect for science was now apparent among

parliamentarians as well the word occurs more and more inHansørd.

Science quicklybecame the pedestal on which wouldbe erected the new

medicine, concerned with the lcrowledge of those demonstrated facts which

were being systematically discovered at a bewildering rate, and applied to a

hitherto trial and error vocation. Of equal significance was the passage in

the UK and elsewhere of mostimportant social legislation which would

eventuallybecome the cement which bound medical scientific discoveries to

human welfare. The (British) Education (Prouisinn of Meals) Act 1906
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empowered local authorities to provide meals for needy children. A further

Act tlrre following year required regular checking of school children by doctors.

South Australia introduced this in 1913.

In 1907 the frrst organisation for world health was established at

Paris. Old age pensions were introduced in the UKin 1908, and in 1910

Australia brought in the invalid pension. Society certainly was becoming

'scientific', but it was also becoming more humane, and much of the

argument for the introduction of the new services rras based on science,

'rationality', and often, national effi.ciency.aO Now the express thoughts and

actions of the legislature materially aided the growth of medical influence

and authority. The old layview that competition between the different

medical factions was a good thing, was being eroded, and the esteem in

which the registered conventional practitioner was held, was increasing.

Homæopathy, chained to the rigid and uncompromising doctrine of

Hahneman, was left behind and entered an irreversible decline as orthodox

medicine gained the ascendancy. Homæopathy was seen as an empiric

pseudescience which was unadaptable to the new discoveries which

demonstrated the precise aetiology of disease. In South Australia

homæopathynever hadbeen as influential as inVictoria, where by 1869 its

adherents had founded their own hospital. In the 1880s they again

successfully established an important ". . . fully fledged Homæopathic

hospital...".41 This succumbed to the rise of the allopaths, and in the 1930s

it became Prince Henry's Hospital (for orthodox treatment).

In SouthAustralia no legislation or crusades lvere needed to bring

about the downfall of homæopathy, but it is probable that the unfortunate

early deaths of Allan Campbell (1898) and Sylvanus Magarey (1901) did not

heþ the homæopath cause.Ilowever, theywere broad minded, tolerant,

40In chapter V, I will provide an example of how similar arguments were applied by
Earle Page in the 1950s, to support certain federal government policies.
41 Evan lrl[illis, op. cit., p. 59.
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able men who never used their public positions to cause harm to opponents

or advance their own interests. It is highlyprobable, too, thatWillis's

jufuement that the

...attachment of most to homæopathy...was based more on
pragmatism than theory as it appealed to those who liked
interfering with nature as little as possible, and who despaired
of the inadequacies of orthodox medicine at the time before the
establishment of the germ theory of disease.42..,

applied to the more prominent SAhomæopaths. From the speeches which

theyhave left on the public record, and Campbells selfless involvement with

the Adelaide Children's Hospital, one is inclined to conclude thattheir

approach was more allopathic, meliorated by homæopathic caution.4s

The future of homæopathybecame insecure once the practice of

medicine began to change from the art of caring for the sick, to the science

of diagnosis, treatment and, sometimes, cure of disease, and surgery

changed from high-risk procedures oflast resort, to an elective,

constructive science. Homæopathy simplybecame irrelevant. In 1883 Dr.

Oscar Gtirger had moved a motion at the annual general meeting of the

BMA SA Branch, that would have made anyLQMP meeting in consultation

with a homæopath, ineligible for membership. In other words, if any

'orthodox'medical practitioner discussed a case with a homæopath, he would

be refused membership, and if he already was a member, he would be

e>çelled. There was a lively debate, and the general feeling was that

homæopathy was on the way out, and any action which drew attention to it

might stimulate interest in it. The resolution was withdrawn.44 Alan

Campbell did not become a member of the BMA. In 1896, two years before

his death, he approached the SA Branch for admission. The matter was

discussed, but instead of resolving the question, the Branch decided to write

to London "and ask if there was any rule or regulation rendering

42lb., pp. 59, 60.
43 See Margaret Barbalet, TheAdelaide Childrenis Hospital rc7A-1976. Adelaide. 1975
44 BMA, Minutes, Annual General Meeting JuIy 1882.
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homoeopaths ineligible for membership".+s He died before the matter was

resolved: the incident was a curious end to his professional life. In 1908 the

Tasmanian medical board refused to register persons with homæopathic

degrees, and their decision was upheld bythe Supreme Court. The general

stagnation of homæopathy can be illustrated by the absence of a vigorous

literature. In vivid contrast to the regular publications of the BIVIA,46 the

only significant Australian homæopathic publication which has been traced

is Homæopathic Progress inAustrallø. This lasted onlybetween 1870 and

1871, going to1.2 issues.4?

{c

Other examples of the application of science to medical practice crop

up here and there. Dr. W. Ramsay Smith (infra) had something of an

obsession with the scientific disposal of human wastes, and was for years a

persistent and amusing advocate of septic tanks (and the abolition of out-

houses). It was long recounted at Peterborough how he had made an effort

to prove to the District Council that the eftluent from the tanks was

harmless: he is said to have publiclyremoved a glass of the liquid and drunk

it.48 His use of the most modern methods for diagnosing and treating

infectious dise ase led to his j udgement and clinical ability being publicly

criticised by old and senior physicians, whom he did not hesitate to take on

publicly. To uphold the superiority of the scientific method in clinical

medicine, he detailed the successes of the methods of treatrnent he used

against infectious disease at the Adelaide Hospital, as an endorsement of

what was'rigorously scientific'. He was an enthusiastic advocate of the use

45 BMA, Minute Book, 20 August 1896. This book has no page numbers.
a6 One of the objects of the new (1879) BMA (SA Branch) had been the promotion and
"...advancement of medical and surgical science". I have mentioned (p. 156) the successful
achievement of the BMA (SA Branch) in proposing and then organising in 1887 the first
Australasian Medical Congress in Adelaide.

47 The other homæopathic publications are three or four small pamphlets relating to the
Melbourne and Tasmanian Dispensaries.
48 But Peterborough was indeed the barren ground for the sower's seed: in 1962 it still
had a most obnoxious night cart system.
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of antitoxic serum against diphtheria, first used in England in 1891, following

the pioneering vaccine developmental work of Pasteur. His critics, who

refused to accept such new concepts, and relied on isolation and bed rest,

had no reply.ae Sometimes technology has been embraced with

extraordinary speed, as illustrated by XRays. 'When the importance of W.I{.

Röntgen's great discoverywas dawning, no new wordhadbeen inventedfor

it, and the British medical press wrote of the wonderful new discoverythat

enabledphotographs to be taken of the inside of the body. The editor of the

Au stralosían Medicøl Gazette, was utterly astonished:

We live in an age when the performance of apparentlyimpossible
tasks is of daiþoccurrencê,...50

buthe could not cope with the concept of internal photography'. Within

months XRays had arrived in Australia: on 25 June 1896 Professor Braggsl

demonstrated their properties and use to the BMA SA Branch.sz This

particular scientific interlude is all the more remarkable because it occurred

at a time when the SA Branch was wracked by the most violent internal

strife because of the hospital'row' (infra).

Perhaps one of the most striking local illustrations of the triumph of

scientific medicine over traditional clinical observation was an incident

which occurred in 1898, when Ramsay Smith saved the government from

severe embarrassment, when he showed that Joseph Verco, then the doyen

of the Adelaide medical establishment, had made a most serious

misdiagnosis of leprosy. The patient concerned was a Chinaman, Wah Lee,

and in the first place, the Premier, C.C. Kingston, had to remind Verco, who

was br5ringto hide the existence of a terrifuing disease, of the penalties under

49 AustrøløsiønMedicølGazette, August 21, 1899, p. 355.
5o Ib., February 20, 1895, p.72.
51 [Si"] William Henry BraggLLS62-7942)MA Cantaå Professor of Pure and Applied
Mathematics, IJniversity of Adelaide, 1886-191,5. Nobel Prize for Physics 1915.
52 BMA, Minute Book uol.ll, meetings of 11/6/1896 and 251611896. The pages are not
numbered.
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t}lre Public Health Act for failing to notify such a condition. The eminent

physician then quickly provided a certificate that Wah Lee had "...leprosy, in

an early stage.'53 The government then set about deporting the patient,

who promptly absconded. He was arrested by the police and towed in a boat

bytheir launch to the Tolrens Island. Quarantine Station where, in winter,

he was confined in a tent. After a weekDr. Whittell, the president of the

Central Board of Health, who also held to the diagnosis of leprosy even

though he had not seen the patient, obtained and gave Ramsay Smith and

his RMO MacDonald, Cabinet approval to visitWah Lee. Whittell himself

did not go, but Dr. J.T. Toll (of the Oroya quarantine scare, suprø),did. The

visitors were unanimous that far from the disease being leprosy, it was

simply a superfrcial burn which followed the application of some kind of

"Chinese plaster".54 Amid great embarrassment Wah Lee was released

from quarantine. Dr. Verco left no further remarks on the public record.

This little known incident is a superb illustration of the triumph of

scientific medicine over pure clinical acumen. Verco had made his diagnosis

soleþ on the basis of his clinical findings. In fairness to him - and with the

benefit of hindsight - certain features were suggestive of leprosy. But

Rarnsay Smith swiftly demolished the diagnosis with the aid of 'modern'

medicine. Not for him the traditional rules or the trained eye only.

Specimens were taken from Wah Lee for culture; blood films and skin

biopsies were put under the microscope. The clinical ingenuity of the

eminent physician graduate of 1875 was publicly discredited. At a more

personal level, the incident is all the more intriguing, because Verco had

established himself as a biological scientist of world repute, with a

specialised interest in malacolory and conchology.

53 g¿pp 6?/1898, C orrespondenße, etc., re Alleged Cøse of I'epros!, þ. 2.
54 Ib., p. 6. Tbaditional Chinese medicine in addition to the more familiar acupuncture
also utilises "moxibustion", the igniting of a flammable specific on dedicated areas of
skin. It is rarely difficult to see where such spectacular treatment has been applied.
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Science was being applied to public health as well as clinical medicine,

At this time parliament, in between arguing about income tax, licensed

hawkers and the Commonwealth Bill, debated extensivelythe Health Bill,

which wouldbecomeAct 7ll/1898, repealing the 1873, 1876 and 1884 Acts.

This important legislation strengthened the power of the Central Board of

Health "...for securing the proper sanitary condition of the Province".55 The

central board was given authorityto institute enquiries, along with wide

powers over sewage, food, water supplies, slaughtering, milk supplies and

the determination of dwellings fit for human habitation. Infectious diseases,

including tuberculosis, were made notifi able.

ThLe Act owed much to Allan Campbell, who died in 1898 before the

legislationwas considered.s6 Parliament was again impressed with the new

scientific medicine, and they heard of the "...chemical and bacteriological

laboratories", and the "...most respected men in the profession..." who were

into "...a part of a system lalown as preventative medicine...".57 Drs. L€ith

Napieass and Ramsay Smith were publicly praised for their bacteriological

work. The public also learned through the newspapers of the "little hobby

which is bacteriology''of the venerable president of the central board of

health, Dr. Horatio Whittell. He had met Koch and Pasteur, from whom his

enthusiasm for that science arose, and he had at his home a complete

laboratory which he placed at the disposal of the government.se In two

years, too, at Liverpool, England, the first Chair in Biochemistry would be

established.

And science could crop up dramaticallyin unerçected places. In 1896

in Sydney, Dr. G.H. MacSwinneyin the Supreme Court refused to kiss a

55 The Health Act 7898, clause 12.
56 Sandra Holton, op. cit., p. 131.
57 SA-pn Ifouse of Assembly, 24 November 1898, p.944:2 December 1898, pp. 1011,
1014.
58 Infra.
59 SARes¿ster,28 January 1899, p. 197.
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Bibte "...whichhadbeenkissedbyall sorts and conditions of men and

women". There was a sensation, Ðd a long exchange followed between the

wihess and Judge Simpson, whose remarks that "Medical men have a lot of

fads", and "Doctors talk a lot of nonsense", made no difference to

Macswinney, who told Simpson that he objected "...to run the risk of getting

anyinfectious disease. We know more about germs than we used to".60

His Honour had to "...send out and invest in a brand new Bible," which the

recalcitrant witness kissed. The ensuing publicity and criticism of Simpson

was a catalyst in the abolition of Bible kissing in courts.

A remarkable South Australian practitioner of scientific medicine

was Thomas Borthwick, who was Medical Officer of Health for Kensington

and Norwood for several years from 1885, and then health offrcer for the

East Torrens CountyBoard of Health. In 1900 he was appointed Medical

Officer of Health for the City of Adelaide.6l He was a Fellow of the Royal

Institute of Public Health, and Fellow of the Society of Medical Ofñcers of

Health, London. He epitomised the upto-date new-science medical

practitioner, and had his own laborator¡ which he re+stablished at the

Adelaide Childrens Hospital in 1894, when he was appointed honorary

bacteriologist there. He lectured on bacteriology atthe University of

Adelaide and examined for the Royal Sanitary Institute. He was an

enthusiastic and influential promoter of the fundamental public health

safeguards required bythe 1898 Health Act, andbutfor wider political and

personalityissues to be discussed in section 3 below, he would have become

president of the Central Board of Health instead of Ramsay Smith.

Dr. Helen MaryMayo [187þ1967] was another important promoter

of the science of medicine, who overcame the burden of gender in a

patriarchal age, to effectivelypursue a distinguished academic and

60 Australosio.nMedicøIGazette, June 20, 1896, p. 239
61 N.D. Hicks and E. Leopold, ADB 7, pp. 35G-1.
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consulting career, establish valuable organisations to train mothers, set

child care on a professional footing, and involve herself widely in both

medical and general public life.62 Perhaps she is mainly remembered for her

workin 1909 withHarriet Stirling6s to setup a small clinic in Adelaide to

give advice to mothers. From this grew the Mothers and Babies Health

Association. The clinic, at the Franklin Street Free Kindergarten, was the

result of workby a number ofAdelaide women who were concerned about

high infant mortality (Table 4a infra.)6a Mayo acted as honorary medical

offrcer: not until 1937 was a salaried half-time medical officer appointed to

the MBHA.65 Another initiative of Mayo and Stirling was to open in 1913 at

St. Peters a small hospital for babies. The establishment was taken over by

the government in 1917 and removed to Woodville as Mareeba.

The concern of the Adelaide women reflected a wider environment of

efforts in Britain and Australia to improve infant and child health by

concentrating on the question of motherhood. Mayo and Stirlingwere caught

up inthe

...complex of ideas and programs called progressivism, which contends
that social progress and effrciencyfollows from the elevation of the
rational and scientific over'obsolete tradition', and from the
leadership of the'professional, the e>çert, the technician'.66

62 N.D. Hicks and E. Leopold, ADB IO, pp. 466-7.
63 Harriet Adelaide Stirling t1878-19431, eldest of the five daughters of Professor E.C.
Stirling.
64 Table 4a: Infant

wealth of ear In 1936, the centenary year
Australia, the frgure was 31.09.
65 K.L. Smith, 'A Family Affair: The School for Mothers Institute 1909-1927'. Unpub.
BA Hons Thesis, U of A, 1978. The Mortlock Library holds a lot of Mayo material.
E. Summerfield, 'The Parentage, Birth and Infanry of the South Australian School for
Mothers'. Unpub. BA Hons Thesis, U of A, 1981-.
66 Ib., p. 68.

varlous
t929r906 1919State

79.33 56.68N.S.W. 74.53
50.6992.92 78.22Vicboria

93.89 49.58Oueensland 74.68
48.8775.90 68.r9South Australia

66.33 63.99Western Australia 110.00
56.7390.19 68.89Tasmania
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rWhile infant mortalitywas a serious humanitarian worr¡ "...concern about

national efficiency, and social darwinist and eugenicistviews,..."67 were

prominent in the overall context. hn the years before the First World War

the Australian infant mortality rate was attracting critical attention,

particularþwhen it was compared with the far better statistics of New

Zealand.. Mayo's personal crusade preceded the social, educational and

nationalistic federal campaigns which followed WWI, and which had as their

main objective better babyhealth. The genesis of these commonwealth

leads layin the realisation that during the war years 1914-18, the number

of babies under twelve months who had died was almost equal to the

number of soldiers lost. Maternal and baby welfare consequentlybecame

caught up in the jingoist concerns about declining birth rates and national

decay,68 handed down by the articulate torch-bearers of the late 19th and

early 20th century,6e to a new generation ofprogressivists.

In 1919 Dr. Frederic TrubyKitg, who had started his babywelfare

workinNew Zealandin 1908, following anEnglishinitiative of 1906, had

visited Sydney as guest of the Royal Society, and had promoted his rather

dogmatic concepts of baby health.T0In 1920 the Division of Maternal and

BabyWelfare of the New SouthWales department of public health

published what would become a famous poster by May Gibbs,Tr featuring an

anthropomorphic stork and kookaburra, advocating infant welfare. This had

an Australia-wide distribution and made a lasting impression on the public

perception of the whole question ofbringing up infants and children. All these

events were a vigorous promotion of the Australian babyhealth movement,

and Mayo and Stirling were worthy disciples a¡rd leaders. They had to

67 Judith Raftery, "Mainly a Question of Motherhood': Professional Advice-giving and
Infant Welfare', Journal of Australian Studies, No. 45, June 1995, pp. 67, 70.
68 The Lone Hand,'Mothercraft and the Empire', 14/2/7920, PP. 13, 37 . Ib. 'First
Australian Baby Week', 2/31L920, p. 13.
69 Neville l{icks, This Sin and Scandal, Canberra, A}TIIP 1978'
7o TheLoneHand, 'Mothercrafb and the Empire', LAZ|I9%O, p. 37.
71 May Gibbs t1876-19691, creator of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie, and the gumnut
babies. lGum Blossom Babies, Sydney, A & R, 1916.1
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contend with some medical practitioners who felt professionaþthreatened

bythe encroachment of infant welfare'experts'on their territnry.T2

The rapidity of acceptance of scientific theories and proofs into

medicine from the late 1800s is all the more remarkable because earlier the

profession had often contemptuously rejected new ideas. Illustrations of this

include the violent reaction in 1847 to Ignaz Semmelweiss'belief as to the

mode of transmission of puerperal fever,T3 and the initial scorn of the

London surgeons tow ards Li ster's anti s eptic hypothesi s. 7a

The orthodox profession quickly underwent a rapid conversion to

science of Pauline magnitude, because the therapeutic opportunities, and

inevitabl¡ the outstanding commercial advantage and marketing upper

hand which science based medicine offered to its practitioners, would

become glaringlymanifest, and enable them to gain ascendancyover their

competitors.

b. The Social Standing of the Legally Qualifred Medical Practitioner.

From the foundation of South Australia to the time we are

considering there occur occasionallyvarious direct and indirect indicators of

the social standing of medical practitioners. In 1837, for example, when

Governor Hindmarsh?s proclaimed the accession of Queen Victoria, Drs.

T.Y. Cotter, Edward Wright, William Wyatb and John Woodforde were

summoned to be among the "...numbers of the Principal Inhabita¡rts..."

assembled in front of Government House to witness the occasion.To Another

indication of social standing is that whereas t}rre South Australian Gazette

72 hdtthRaftery, "Mainly a Question of Motherhood', op. cit., p.p. 69-70.
TSlgn rPhillip Semmelweiss [1818-1865] His OntheCauseandPreuentionof Puerperal
Feuer was published in 1861.
74 Lister published his first results in 1867: not until he went to King's College London
in 1878, did he converb the hostile critics to his method'
75 Si, John Hindmarsh [1285-1860], Governor of SA 1836-1838.
76 Edward Wright [c1788-1859], perhaps from a military or naval surgeon background,
foltowed his profession in Adelaide but never registered. Some references show him as
MD, without place or date.
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and Colnnial Regßter recorded that ordinary women who gave birth were

'wives', or simple'Mrs',77 the parous spouses of medical practitioners were

always ladies'.?8 Similarly, the medical board, when gazetting notifications

of registration of the legally qualified, always referred to them as

"gentlemen".Te By the late 1870s medical practitioners in South Australia

had consolidated their social status. As Inglis and Barbalet noted:

...they were the colony's earliest professional group with
common ethical and social ideals, and secondly, because they
were active in the political and social affairs of the young
communities in which they worked.8o

Sometimes incidents come to light which suggest that some members

of the profession had quite an exalted view of themselves. An illustration of

this relates to debate on thLe Educatinn Act 507/1891. This was a notable

legislative achievement which brought in a government system of free

education. South Australia had lagged far behind the other colonies in this

significant social reform.81 It is possible in the long and robust

parliamentary and public debates on the Educatinn Bill,to recognise the

vigorous and severe opposition of the hard conservatives who dominatedthe

SA parliament, especially the Legislative Council, and of the professions, to

the verythought of the state providing somethingfor nothing. The sane well

tried arguments appear decade after decade in all the national debates in

the United Kingdom and Australia about health insurance of any kind. To

dire predictions offinancial disaster and administrative chaos, there are

always appended dismal warnings of the social consequences of yielding to

77 SA Gazette ønd Colonial Register, S June 1937, p. 5: 14 October 1837, p. 4.
78 lb.,1 September 1838, p. 3: readers advised of the birth "...on the 2nd inst., the lady
of James Geo. Nash, Esq., surgeon, of a son.'
79 SAne4ister, g Janwary 1847, p. 11: 17 July 1847, p.227.
80 Margaret Barbalet, op. cit., pp. 20, 2I.
See also, K.S. Inglis, Hospitøl and Community, ø History of the Royal Melbourne HospitøL.
Melbourne, MUP 1958.
81 The reason why the SA parliament could pioneer fi¡ll university status for females,
women's franchise and female judicial appointment, but fought tooth and nail against
free education and free medicine, is that the first three matters were of abstract interest:
the latter two cost money. Tirere were also arguments about entering into areas of
domestic responsibility, and concerns about encouraging pauperism.
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weak sentiment and treating the "lower classes" with too much legislative

charity. From the start, the Adelaide Hospital

...made its patients payuntil theyran out of funds and then allowed
them to stay on for nothing. Theywere very careful, however, about
whom they admitted as free patients.s2

Because the founders of South Australia included a strong and

influential group of religious non-+onformists, with a healthy dislike of the

entrenched systems of privilege and patronage which characterised the

social and ecclesiastical orders of the countries from which theyhad

emigrated, the virtue of self{ependence was accorded a high priority in

their outlook on human existence. There was also an influential

conservative Church of England element here. The South Australian social

structure differed from the English model, too, because its upper classes,

with rare exceptions, having neither inherited moneynor land, or trading

wealth, would in England have been middle class. 83

In the Annual Reportof theMinister of Educatinn 1887 is a reference

to the concern of Dr. J.A.G. Hamilton of Kapunda,s+ tnur rO" "...lower

classes were being educated so much beyond their station that before long it

would be 'hard to find anyone to clean our boots'.85 James Alexander Greer

Hamilton [1355-1925] was born in Co. T¡Ëone, Ireland, a son of the Irish

Protestant manse. He t¡pified the ascendant Anglican Protestarrt origins of

many of the principal colonial medical figures (and parliamentarians). He

arrived in South Australia in 1876 and after two years in charge of the

Wallaroo Hospital went to Kapunda where he remained until 1891, leaving

82 A.P. Walker, 'The Adelaide Hospital in its relations with the Government 1837-1900'
Unpublished BA Hons Thesis, U of A, 1960, p. 61. Some would say the attitude
persisted to Medfuare.
83 Eric Richards (8d,.) TheFtind.ers History of SouthAustralio.. Social History. Adelaide,
Wakefield Press, 1986, pp. 118-129.

84 Refered to pp. 88-90 in respect of the quack Ziehlke.
85 g¿-¡rp 4411887 , AnnualReport of the Minister of Educatior¿, p. xxi.
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tojoinDr. E.W. rWayinAdelaide.s6 From 1898 until his retirement in 1920

he was in charge of the gynaecological department of the Adelaide Hospital.

He was for two decades surgeon to the Adelaide Racing Club and the SA

Jockey Club. Sometime president of the BMA (SABranch), he also held the

position of lecturer on the diseases of women at the Universþ of Adelaide.

He was a recognised and typical leader of the organised medical profession.

I{is views must be considered to be representative of many of his

contemporaries, although they were emphatically repudiated by the

Inspector-General of Schools, the English Protestant John Anderson

Hartley [1844-1896]. Hamilton's remark and the absence of other public

criticism, suggests that some of the leaders of the organised medical

profession, well before the turn of the century, had opinionated views of

themselves as important persons of high social standing. Hicks noted the

same overall kind of attitude in New South'Wales when writing about the

views of medical practitioners to the theory that the declining bfuth rate was

linked with people's response to current economic circumstances:

It is noteworthythat the doctors had some sympathyfor just those
kinds of status oriented motives which were needed to achieve and
maintain their own social position.s?

Concern with status has been a persistent thread in the profession's

history. In 1911 the organised profession was concerned at "...the studious

disregard...of the claims of our profession to the recognition which is

accorded to practically every other".88 The dearth of Imperial honours

bestowed on practitioners was lamented, and when recognition did come, it

was usually considered that the recipient deserved a higher distinction than

the one conferred. I will return to the question ofthe medical profession's

86 Edward Willis Way [1846-1901], was a leading Adelaide gynaecologist and brother
of the Chief Justice, Sir Samuel James Way.
87 Nevile llicks, This Sin a.nd Scøndal, op- cit., pp. 44-5-
88 AustralasianMedico.IGazette,20 April 1911, p. 209.
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view of its social standing when discussing the Adelaide Hospital'row' of the

1890s.

c. More attempts to deal with the threat of the Unqualifred.

After passage of the Medical Act 7889,the organised andlega[y

qualified profession quicklywent looking for unregistered heads for their new

legislative platter. Their firstvictim was Richard Royston Russell, a

notorious quack who was active in Adelaide at this time, and well known in

the eastern states for his criminal activities. He claimed to be ND Dublin,

and came to grief onlywhen he sued a client for failure to payfor medical

attendance. The defendant produced tÌne Cølendars of that University to

prove that Russell was an impostor. The verdict went to the defendant, with

f25 compensation.se Russell was subsequently forced to make a

composition with his creditors, and was finally amested andjailed for

contempt of court.eo

The next effort was not so triumphant. In December 1890 Dr. T.rü.

Corbin [1843-1918], as secretary of the Association of Registered

Practitioners in South Australia, laid an infom.ation against Talbot

Bridgewater, a fashionable quack who claimed to be a specialist in nervous

disorders, for falseþpretending to be a legally qualified medical

practitioner.el Bridgewater had been the subject of correspondence in July

1890 between the association and the medical board because he used the

title 'doctor'. The board asked the Chief Secretary (Dr. J.A. Cockburn) if
they should institute proceedings, and if so, whether the Crown would

prosecute. The Cockburn ministrylost office in August, and. in November

J.C. Bray, Chief Secretaryin the newlyelected.Playford government, and

Kingston's predecessor, declined to assist enforcement of the Act.The board

89 Russellu.Rodgers 1890, Adelaide Police Cor¡rt.
90 SAneg¡sáer, 6 December 1890, p. 561: 9 April 1891, p. 61.
91 It has not been possible to trace any details of Talbot Bridgewater
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had sought power to summon the unqualified, and to compel the

Commissioner of Police to take action if they were unable to satisfy the

board as to their qualifications. A more astute profession might have had a

premonition about the future disastrous course of their relationship with the

Kingston government. They decided to involve themselves in what was, in

effect, a private prosecution.e2 Bridgewater was charged under Clause 3 of

thre Medical Act Amendment Act 471118892 he had, byrepeated

advertisements, held himself out to be an eminent specialist doctor who

guaranteed a cure in every case ofnervous and chronic disease, and had

acquired notoriety in NSW and Victoria for his imposition. Corbin was

supportedbythe secretary of the medical board, Dr. W.A. Giles, and the

prosecution case was conducted by the formidable J.H. S¡rmon, a fact not

without irony since earlier, as described, he had mangled the organised

profession when it took on George Bollen! Bridgewater was convicted and

fined Ê25.s9

He was a charlatan and quack in every worst sense of the word,

consulted at the Imperial Hotel, puffed his abilities and testimonials, and

inserted large advertisements in newspaperc. The&egister,in an editorial,

attacked medical impostors in very strong terms, but recognised the real

difñculties of stamping on those persons without scruple or conscience, who

preyed on the ignorant and credulous.

There are without doubt degrees of criminality even among the
class of social pests who, pretending to extensive knowledge of
the healing art, relyfor their success upon their unblushing
assurance and the unscrupulous character of their operations,
and upon the blind unreasoningfaith of their patients.ea

92 G.J. Fraenkel, Prelirnina.ry Draft History of the Medical Board of South Austrølia, pp.
49-5r.

93 The&egister,6 December 1-890, p. 561.
94 1b., 22 J:uIy 1890, p., 149: 31 December 1890, p. 722. See also and compare South
AustralianRegister 11 April 1877 ,p. 20, for a long ediørial on the problems caused by
quackery and imposture.
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But that writer, as well as the magistrate who had heard Corbin u

Brid,gewater, saw the problem with Clause 3 of the 1889 Act: tntal

prohibition of false representation stumbled over the fact that

Any person who has heretofore practised medicine or surgery
continuously in South Australia for a tem. of five years shall
not be liable to any penalties...by reason only of his using, or
continuing to use, the title of doctor.es

There was also the undisputed reality that none of the South Australian

MedicalAcús actuallyprohibited from practising a person who was not

registered. Bridgewater took his conviction to appeal, and secured a

judgement that mereþ advertising as, or assuming the title of 'doctor'was

not falsely pretending to be a LQMP.o6 In the Supreme Court Bridgewater

had as senior council the Hon. C.C. KingstonQC MP, then in government

and soon to be Chief Secretary. He was a match for Sym.on, and, as we will

see later when he became premier, for the entire orgarrised medical

profession as well.e? Maybe he had his tongue in his cheek when in the

House of Assembly on 2 July 1891, he was told by the Chief Secretary (Sir

J.C. Bray) in answer to his question on notice, that the government intended

to take steps in that very session to amend tlne MedicalAct to rectiff the

anomaly of Clause 3. Nothing happened for forty years, long after all the

protagonists were dead, and manymore prosecutions had gone their way

through the courts. The legal expenses of the prosecution were substantial

- Josiah S¡mron's bill was f50, and the registered practitioners pleaded

successfully for him to reduce it - and thereafter their enthusiasm for legal

adventures di m i nished. e8

It is unclear what happened to Bridgewater: he probably left the

state, but, had he remained he could have continued with impunityhis

95 52" & 53" Victoriae, No. 477, Clause 3.
96 Corbinu. Bridgewater (I89I) 24 SAI'F" I22.
97 SAne4ister I July 1891, p. 6.
98 Aust alasianMedicalGazette, January I5,1894, p.L2.
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blatant imposition. The problems of dealing with such charlatans were only

part of the diffrculties of the board in administering its 1889 Act.There was

no ability to take disciplinary action against even the registered unless they

had been convicted of felony or misdemeanour. There was no power to

remove names from the arrnual list, and nothing couldbe done about the

incompetent, the unethical, the addicted or the drunk. But the Bridgewater

case did the registered profession no harm: social outlooks were changing.

No longer could the well dressed, urbane charlatan count on sym.pathetic

treatment from newspapers, and the adulatory support of his patients. Now

the press was openlyhostile, but careful not to allow any of the people they

referred to the opportunity to recoup their practice losses through a libel

writ; in the Magistrates Court, no patients turned up to give evidence for the

defence.

Sometimes the activities of quacks attracted the interest of the

coroner. In 1908 a herbalist, H. Kugelmann,ee treated one Harvey Rattew

at Mount Templeton,100 and the patient died. At a coroner's inquest the jury

found that Kugelmann's treatment had been the cause of death: he was

committed for trial on a charge of manslaughter.

\ryith the registered profession once again acutely aware of its lack of

means to eliminate the quack opponent, appreciating their increasing

importance to society, and frustrated by their inability to secure legislation

which would make absolute their monopoþ of all medical treatment (and

substantiallybenefit their own standing and incomes), this is an appropriate

time to consider the origins of MedicalDefence.

99 No information has been found about this person.
1oo ¡"r" Porb Wakefreld.
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d. Medical Organisations other than the BM.&

The earliest known attempt in the British Empire to organise

qualified doctors into a group to protect their interests against malicious

attacks and quackery occulTed in 1854, when the British Medical

Association contemplated the matter. Four years later the (British) Md,iral

Act 1858 erected the General Medical Council to control the profession, but

this bodyhad no power to suppress quackery. Around this time in both

England and Australia there were brought notable unsuccessful common

law actions for libel in respect of the imputation of improper professional

conduct. InClay u. Roberts a physician claimed defamation because he was

alleged to have associated with homæopaths, but his case failed.101 In

Beaney u. Fítzgerald itwas held in Victoria that to refer to a LQMP as "an

advertising doctor" was not defamatory.roz By 1870 in Great Britain, the

Medical Defence Alliance and the Medical Defence Association had been

established to safeguard the interest of the legally qualified. In 1858 the

Medical Defence Union was formed - the frrst national defence organisation.

The earþyears of this organisation were turbulent, and in 1892 a

breakawaygroup commenced, the London and Counties Medical Protection

Society as the Medical Protection Societ¡ in 1992 it celebrated its

centenary.lo3

In SouthAustralia, Dr. HarrySwifb,ro+ then secretary of the BMA

(SA Branch) raised the question of medical defence in 1897, and the Medical

Defence Association of SA was formed on2l December 1899. The catalyst

was a case where Dr. A.A. Hamilton was successfully sued for the

incompetent management of a fractured forearm. To make matters worse,

it had been a lodge, and not a private fee-paying patient, and the plaintiff

produced Ramsay Smith and T.A. Hynes (infra) to testifyto Hamilton's

1o7 ç¿oru. Roberts (1363) 8 LT 397.
L02 Beaney u. Fitzgerald (1868) 2 W & W (Vict) 184.
7o3 \¡t¡"¿¡"ol Protection Saciety Cose Book 1992: London. The Society, 7992, pp. 2, 3.
104 [1858-1937]. Father of Sir Brian Swift.
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short<omings. Swift was the first president. In 1911, bymutual

agreement, the BMA took over most of the unrelated responsibilities from

the Defence Association and left it in sole control of medical defence

functions. 105 In 1939 the (British) Medical Protection Society inaugurated

the'Overseas Indemnity Scheme'to extend its protection to other countries

including Australia. 106

The profession's concern with medical defence in the first place

reflected their perception of the need for mutual protection against litigious

persons, the defence of their qualifications, the suppression of quackery, and

the less altrrristic but justiflrable need to have some united mechanism to

recover their fees. In SouthAustralia, for example, not until 1919 could the

legally qualified sue for the recovery of remuneration for professional

services.lO? These subjects make a recurring theme in the vast literature of

British and Australian medical practice.

{c

In contrast to the tardy introduction of the important concept of

medical defence, the Medical Benevolent Association of South Australia

dates from 20 October 1881, when the South Australian Medical Society

( 1 87 2-1 8 8 1 ), roa ¿rn argumentative organisation which existed before the

BMA (SA Branch) was forrned in 1880, Inas wound up. The sum of fg7

14.6d was available for distribution and the members

...to their honour, be it said, instead of squandering it invarious
ways as theymighthave done, theyfounded the Medical
BenevolentAssociation and transferred all their capital to its
three trustees,...109

105 John Corbin, 'An Address', MJA 14 September L929, p. 356.
106 MPS Case Book, op. cit., pp. 3.
L07 1v¡"¿¡"o¡ Praditioners Act L37 2/1919, Section 31.
108 ¡s1to be confused with the Medical Association of SA, which dated from 1865.
109 ¡.ç. Verco, 'The Medical Benevolent Association of South Australia', in MJA 19 May
1923, p. 548.
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The purpose of the society- a form of medical charitable trust - was to

provide financial support to medical practitioners and their families who, for

reason of illness, death or other misadventure, ex¡rerienced deprivation and

hardship. It continues as a vigorous organisation to this day.

e. Foundation of the Adelaide Medical 5.5oo1110

Now we can supplymore than a dozen medical men in ayear
and will probablybe able to educate as m¿rny as we need, and
yet our supplyis not at all likelyto exceed our demand for
manyyears to come...11

The foundation of the University of Adelaide in 1874 has been discussed (ch.

II). In 1881 the question of a medical course was publicly debated.112 The

University did not then have the necessary financial resources, and only the

munificent generosity of the Elder and Angas benefactions, which enabled

the creation respectively of Chairs in Anatomy and Chemistry, would allow

the teaching in 1885 of all the pre<linical subjects of the medical course.

Among the reasons advanced for establishing a medical school were first,

the practical lalowledge of particular diseases peculiar to the South

Australian climate which wouldbenefitlocal graduates;11s tu.ottd, that it

would ensure that the moneyrequired for the training would remain in the

110 '¡5""" is no defrnitive history of the Adelaide Medical School. Dates and facts in this
section have been taken from:
J. Estcourt Hughes, The Medicøl School of the Uniuersity of Adelaide L885-1985. ?1985.
?np. Photocopy MS provided courtesy Professor G.W. Dahlenburg.
V.À, Edgelo e, The Medical School of the Uniuersity of Adelaide. Adel. 1991. Published by
the medical chapter, Alumni Association. Copy provided courbesy Professor D.B. Frewin.
University of Adelaide , Jubilee of the Medical School 1885-1935 . Adelaide, Hassell Press.
1935.
W.G.K. Duncan, R.A. Leonard,The(Jniuersity of Adelaide 1874-1974. Adelaide, Rigby,
1973.
Mortlock Library, Len don Papers - PRG 128/1217: PRG 1.28l 1.3l 5 -

B. Poulton,'TheAdelaide Medical School', inAtntralianMedicalGazette, vol. )OOilVNo.
2, pp.2l-25.
References to the medical school appear in incidental papers and addresses gíven at the
time of the University of Adelaide centenary in1,974, and the medical school centenary in
1985. Occasional articles in the MJA reporting addresses and speeches, refer to historical
facts and dates, but should be read with great care as accuracy is often a casualty of
memory.
111 ¡.6. Verco, 'An Address', in MJA 19 July 1919, p. 43.
ll2 g¡¡¿"t¿ster, 13 October 1881, p. 44.
113 J have not been able to ascertain details ofthese diseases!
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colony and not go elsewhere; finally that persons of ability, but without

means to travel away for study, and others who were prevented for family

reasons, could studylocally.ll4 There was also some inter<olonial and

Empire jealousy.

When Melbourne, Sydney and Auckland have each its Medical
School attached to the University, there is no reason why
Adelaide should be behind. 115

The frrst necessary step was the appointrnent in 1881 of Dr. E.C. Stirling as

part-time lecturer in physiology. At that time the Universif council

contemplated that only the (then) pre<linical years would be taught at

Adelaide, and students would do the clinical work in Melbourne, Sydney or

overseas. In 1883 Sir Thomas Eld.er endowed a medical chair, and in 1884

John Howard Angas commitbed. f6000 for a chair in chemistry. The

university could now comply with the requirement of the General Medical

Council (IlK) that all the curriculum subjects be taughtbyindependent

persons. That Council in 1859 had set up a Committee on Education which

reported that

...no person should enter the medical or surgical profession who has
not received an education in general knowledge such as will be equal,
at least, to that required by the national educational bodies.116

In 1884 it had, for the first time, adopted the requirement that aspiring

medical practitioners had to be examined in all three major subjects -
medicine, surgery and midwifery. Control of medical education throughout

the Empire had effectively passed into its hands. The first teachers at

Adelaidewere:

Anatomrn Archibatd'Watson, Professor 188il1919. He did not
became a LQMP until 1906, and the only qualification which he ever
produced to the medical board was the LSALondon.He claimed to be

fia g¡p"t¿ster,22 December 1883, p. 681.
Ll1 76¡¿"*. Tlne New Zealand medical school was actually in Dunedin'
116 g. Newman, The Euolution of Medical Education in the 79th Century. OUP 7957 , p
L97.
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MD Pøris xtdGottingen, antdFRCS. I remain suspicious that Watson
did not hold these qualifications.llT

Chemistrrn Edward Henry Rennie, MA Sydney; DSc I'ondnn and
Melbourne. Professor 1884,-1927 .

Physiolosrv and Zooloer.\a Edward Charles Stirling. Lecturer 1882-
1899: Professor 1900-1919. His biographers have not looked
critically at the circumstances of his initial appointment when, as a
member of the lJniversity Council, he pushed for the establishment of
the lectureship, and then was himself appointed.

Phvsics: William HenryBragg MA Cøntøb. FRS. Professor 1885-
1908. (In 1885 he had succeeded Horace Lamb MALLD Cantab
FRS, Professor 1875-1885).

Botany: Ralph Tate FGS FLS. Professor of Natural Science 187f
1901.

In April 1885 the University Council prepared a Statute to establish

a Faculty of Medicine, and in October Senate approval was given. A special

committee to plan the two year pre--clinical course was established, chaired

byDr. Horatio Thomas Whittell (suprø). He became first Dea¡r of the

Faculty 1885-1886. Other members were E.C. Stirling, J.C. Verco, William

Gardner and Charles Gosse. The first Faculty, in addition to Whittell as

Dean, comprised Gardner, E.W. Way, E.C. Stirling, Tate, Rennie, Watson

andE.V. Boulgev.lls

In 1886 the Faculty of Medicine advised the University Council, led

by Chancellor S.J. Wayus andVice{ha¡rcellorrW.R. Fletcher,120 that it

should not proceed immediately to establish a full five year course, but with

courage and foresight Council directed them to institute the full course in

1887. Negotiations between the Council and the board of the Adelaide

Hospital for arlmission of medical students for the purpose of clinical

117 ¿ r,rsplcion shared by some of my teachers when I was a student.
118 Edward Vaughan Boulger MA Dlitt Dublin. Professor of English Language and
Literature, and Mental and Moral Philosophy, 1883-1894. He left the University in
distressing personal circumstances in 1894. He had been a member of the University
Cor¡ncil.

119 R,¿. Hon. Sir gemuel James Way [1836-1916] PC DCL LLD, Chancellor 1883-1916.
120 R,"n. \ililliam Robey Fletcher t1833-18941, Vice-Chancellor 1883-1887.
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teaching were successfully completed in April 1887. The f/ospital Act

Arnendment Act 306 I 1884 already had given Council the right to elect one

member to the board of management of the Adelaide Hospital. The Adelaide

Children's Hospital hadbeen affrliated to the lJniversityfor teaching

pwposes in 1885. Sir Thomas Elder gave more generous grants to finance

the teaching staff. The question of whether women shouldbe allowed to

studymedicine caused hardly a ripple once it had been decided that the

possibility in the dissecting room of morally improper conduct was unlikely,

and the first female medical student, Laura Margaret Fowler, enrolled in

1887 and graduated in 1891. The Melbourne Medical School, established in

1862, only admitted its first women in 1887. The SydneyUniversityFaculty

of Medicine, the old.est in Australia, originated in 1856 but did not confer its

first MB degree by examination until 1866: women were admitted to the

course in 1885.121 Those brave Melbourne women who wanted to study

medicine had a vigorous champion in the editor of the A¿¿stralnsinnMedical

Gøzelte, who staunchly and wittily supported their entitlement to study

medicine without discrimination or disadvantage. After noting that it was

likely that the male students would be in the greatest danger, he turned his

acid pen on the councillors of the Universitywho opposed their admission to

the faculty, singling out Ellery, the Government Astronom er,\22 for

particular derision:

We regretthat [Mr. Ellery] shouldhave exhibited so little good sense
in his remarks at the meeting, and can only hope that he will study
the well-being of the University in matters medical, by ceasing to

727 Duf * Berne t1866-19001 was the first female to begin the study of medicine at an
Australian University (Sydney). She completed her studies in England and returned to
practise in Macquarie Street Sydney, but died (from tuberculosis) at Trundle, NSW, at
the young age of 34. Australia's pioneer woman physician was Emma Constance Stone
[1857-1903], MD Toronto 1888. She was born in Hobart and went frrst to the Womens
Medical College Philadelphia and then Toronto. She settled in Melbourne in 1890 and
practised until her premature death. IIer sister, Emily Mary Page Stone, MB Meló 1895
ChTl MeIb 1901, was killed on her bike in 1911 when she was run over by a lorry.
122 ¡¡o5"rl John Lewis Ellery t1827-19081CMG tr'RS MRCSEag FRAstr.S.
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interest himself in sublunary affairs, and that instead he will stick to
the stars, where he is so much u¡ þems.123

Clinicat teaching com(nenced in 1887 in Adelaide with the following

subjects and staff:

Medicine andTherapeutics: John Davies Thomas [1845-1893] and
J.C. Verco [1851-1933]. The former suffered a cerebral haemorrhage
in 1889, whichbroughthis remarkable career to an end, andthe full
load of the subject fell on Verco for 26 years.

Surserv William Gardner [184f1897].

Ophthalmoloey: Marc Johnston Sym ons [c1854-1927 ]. Charles
Gosse would almost certainly have held this appointment had he not
in l8S6beenkilled in a carriage accident, as mentioned in ch. II.
Public subscription endowed the ophthalmic lectureship in his
memory.

Materia Medica: William Lennox Cleland [ 1847-1 9 18].

Obstetrics and Gynaecoloqy: Edward Willis Way [184L1901].

Forensic Medicine: Alfr ed Austin Lendon [1 8 56-1 93 5].

Lunacv: Alexander Stewart P aterson [ 1 83 3-1902 ].

Aural Sureerrf, William Anstey Giles [186f1944].

P athological Anatomy & Operative Sureery: Archibald'Watson
[1849-1940]. On his retirement in 1919 the Chair was divided into
anatomy (F. Wood Jones) and surgery (H.S. Newland).rz+

There were no homæopaths or alternate practitioners on the staff.

The Medical School inherited British medicine and teaching, just as

the University established before it had inherited the erudite foundations of

British classical precepts. The University of Adelaide was moulded in the

English likeness. All the first clinical teachers at the medical school had

British qualifications and training.

The compulsory requirement that aspiring medical practitioners

must be educated to a high standard in a clearly defined way

123 Austrorløsiøn Medicøl Gazette, August 1887, p. 285. The editor was J.M. Creed.
124¡.^¡r¡ Sir Henry Simpson Newland [1873-1969].
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...was part of the movement elevating the status of all professions,
ensuring that if the most interesting occupations were to be reserved
for the most intelligent, and rewarded by the highest remuneration,
they should involve the obligation of an efficient and thorough
education, rigld tests of admission, and adherence to a strict
profes sional ethical code. 125

When pre<linical studies began in March 1885 there were seven

students;fumstrong (ofwhom nothingis known), F. Goldsmith, C.H.S.

Hope, A.F. Joyce, A.F.A. L¡mch, C. Magarey and V.J. Robin. Alfred Fleming

Joyce [b.1869], son of a storekeeper, completed his course in Melbourne,

graduated in 1889-90 and entered suburban general practice at East

Brighton. Vincent James Robin went to England, qualified MB MRCS,

returned to Australia and practised until his death at Mossmans,

Queensland, in 1904. Frederick Goldsmithld,.l9Lzl became chief medical

officer in the Northern Territory 189f1904, during which period he spent

leave in India doing plague work. Later he went as chief medical offrcer to

Papua, took part in the Balkan \Mar 1912-13, and had charge of a field

ambulance unit in \ry'\m. He returned to SA and practised at Morphett Vale,

having taken over the practice of Clive Newland aft,er his death in a

motorcycle/train accident, andhe later went to Norwood. Charles Henry

Standish Hope [1861-1942] BA Cantab was the firstAdelaide graduate to

take the MD (1891).He spent much of his life in Bengal as a missionary.

Hope is said to have been a diffident, shyperson who would never have

made a success of private practice. In 1893 he married Laura Margaret

Fowler [136&-1952], who undertook missionarywork with him. Both saw

active service in the Great'War, and both were honoured with the Kaiser-I-

Ilind126

L25 ç. Newman, op. cit., p. 11,2.
12611r" Kaiser-I-Hind (Emperor of India) is a medal which might be given to any
person, irrespective of race, occupation, position or sex, who had given distinguished
service in the advancement of the public interest in India. The decoration itself is an
ornate oval badge with a blue ribbon.
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Arthur Francis Augustin Lynch [186f1933] spent three years as

government medical officer on the extensive gold fields at Burrundie NT,

19Skm south of Darwin. The returns were never up to expectations and

mining activity had virtually ceased by 1910. He then became honorary

assistant g¡maecologist to the Adelaide Hospital, and in 1919, twelve

months before his retirement, was appointed honorary gpãecologist. He

was an acknowledged forensic specialist and gave e:çert evidence in many

civil and criminal proceedings. His early service in the Northern Territory

goldfields is interesting, and mightbe a reflection of the constant agitation

from the settlements on the scattered Territory goldfields, who continually

petitioned the SA parliam ent for subsidised medical offi.cers, usually without

success.127

Cromwell Magarey [1364-1940] was the brother of Sylvanus (supra).

Through their mother theywere related to the Verco family. After

graduation he proceeded to England for further study. He returned to SA

without, as far as canbe determined, any additional qualifications, the flrrst

of manywho would do that, and setup as a GP in Norwood, where he

remained until retirement.

Introduction of a medical course called for an enormous amount of

additional planning andnegotiation. The passage of the Anatomy Act

317 / 1884 withits complexrequirements, controls andlicensing

mechanisms, which remained unchanged for fifty years, was needed to

establish schools of anatomy. A medical classroom was required and this

was built in 1902 on the north east corner of the Mitchell building. It

remained in use until 1949 when the first Frome Road medical school was

built. It was finally demolished for Barr Smith Library extensions in 1971.

In 1888 to complywith the requirement of the C'eneral Medical Council that

L27 g¿¡>p 1907, pp. 5I,127,207,5o4:1909, pp. 370,446,954.
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medical practitioners should hold qualifications in medicine and surgery, Th,e.

Degrees in Surgery Act 441 / 1888 was passed. This enabled the University to

confer degrees of Bachelor and Master of Surgery. Council adopted the

abbreviated post-nominals ChB and ChM, and in 1902 changed to BS and

MS. h 1889 examination regulations for degrees of Master of Surgery and

Doctor of Medicine were approved. The firstAdelaide MS was H.S. Newland

(1902). In 1890 the General Medical Council formallyrecognised the

Adelaide course, and in 1891the Royal Colleges of England and Edinburgh

accepted its training for the Fellowship. The first South Australian graduate

to acquire the FRCS Eng was J.A. Bonnin [1871-1944]in 1898.128 He was

followed by A.M. Cudmore and H.S. Newland (both 1899). The first Adelaide

MRCPs were R.L.T. Grant and G.A. Lendon (both 1921). The frrstFRCS

Edin was E.A. Gu¡mer (1920).12e The firstFRCS.[was S. Ol.[eill (1922).130

One faculty recommendation of 1891 that the University Council

'...make it clear that the degree of Bachelor of Medicine did not entitle the

holder to designate himself as 'doctor'...'was abrrrptlyrejected.rsl In 1889

when the first four medical practitioners graduated, the Adelaide Medical

Students Society was founded, the oldest such organisation in the

University, and still vital in 1998. Thereafter until the political disaster of

1896, the medical school settled back to consolidate its achievements. For

128 ¡1" appears never to have registered it. The JubiteeoftheAdetøideMedicøl School, op.
cit., p.42 incorrectly states Cavenagh-Mainwaring was the first such FRCS - 1896 was
the year the latter acquired the MRCS. Bonnin's grave is in the Hindmarsh cemetery.
James Atkinson Bonnin [1871-1944] MBChB Adel 1895; FRCS Eng 1898; FRACS 1927
was one of the early Adelaide medical graduates - in fact in 1895 he was l};.e only
graduate - he went to England after he was asked to resign from the Adelaide Hospital
in 1898 during the notorious'row'which closed the Adelaide Medical School between
1896 and 1901. He became an eminent Adelaide GP/gynaecologist and was the father of
Dr. Noel Bonnin (surgeon), Mark (physician), Frew (lawyer), Lance (surgeon) and another
James who became Director of the IMVS 1962-1981. A daughter Kath entered the
nursiirg profession. T\-uly a remarkable family.

129 g" had gone to Ballarat, Victoria, on discharge from the AAMC.
130 41"r war service in the RAN went to Victoria.
131 Y.6. Edgeloe, op. cit., p. 7.
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medical practitioners, its foundation was a significant victory on the road to

profes sionali sation, bec ause it brought about

...homogenisationbased on selective recruitment of new entrants
from appropriate social backgrounds and with suitable preliminary
education.132

The Acú which established it was a further legal closure of the profession

against perceived usur"pers, just as the origin al1844 Ordinance had been,

but the medical school legislation was far more effective. Further, the

practitioners-tebe would now be trained by their senior colleagues,

evaluated by them and, to an extent, be dependent on their teachers for

their entire medical future. For the established doctors, the medical school

gave them the power to define professional competence, and it heralded the

start of the ascent of the eminent consultant to his pinnacle of professional

prestige. For the honoraries in the teaching hospitalslss were drawn from

the leaders ofthe profession: their pupils eventually, as their social equals,

would refer private patients to them. The public at large would come to

understand that the hospital staff"...possessed the most upto{ate

knowledge, for were theynot the teachers of the profession?"134

From the start Adelaide graduates \ilere polyvalent: they left the

University with a dual degree and they were e:çected to be everybhing and

do everything: so were the NSW and Victorian practitioners. Specialisation

was limited to very few: up to the turn of the century every doctor in South

Australia was a general practitioner. One or two might have a reputation for

competence in certain areas. Dr. Charles Gosse, had his life not been cut

short tragically in 1885, certainly would have been an eminent specialist

ophthalmologist and teacher. Dr. R.T. Wylde was reputed to'be good with

732P^tO and Parry, op. cit., p. 131.
133 Teaching also took place at the Adelaide Childrens Hospital.
r34 Pun" and Parrlr, op. cit., p. 139.
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eye complaints, as also Marc S¡m.ons, and the latter may have been the

frrst officially recognised ophthalmologist in Adelaide. In 1894 the South

Australian Railways decided that eyesight examinations were to be done

onlyby a specialist, and he was paid frve shillings for each person examined

- the employee having to contribute half this fee.135

But up to Federation, at the Adelaide Hospital, cases of all kinds were

without discrimination placed in whatever bed happened to be available

(though females went into separate rooms), and were treated by GPs. There

had been honorary surgeons and physicians since 1880, but the holders did

not limit themselves to their field. J.C. Verco, for instance, though honorary

physician 1880-1909, held appointment also as honorary dermatologist

1891-189  .IJarry Swift held similar positions and, like Verco, lectured in

medicine. A.A. Lendon was successively honorary physician, 1891-1894,

lecturer in forensic medicine (1887-1896), and lecturer in obstetrics 1901-

1923, as well as a paediatrician 1901-1911, and at times surgical lecturer.

W.A. Giles was honorary surgeon 1891-1908,lecturer in clinical surgery

1892-1896, 1902-1907, and lecturer in otology 1887-1905. The emerging

specialists,like the GPs, crossed clinical boundaries with accepted ease. By

the start of the 1920s, however, specialisation, receiving great impetus from

the 1914-1918 war, was well defrned and the pale set.

. The versatility of Verco, Lendon and their contemporaries reflects the

generalist British medical training, as reorganised by the 1858 Medical Act,

which put medical education and professional registration under control of

the General Medical Council. Their many-sided ability attractedlittle

attention at the time: it was ex¡lected. This concept of the need for a medical

graduate to show facilityin all areas, is the origin of the general practitioner

who, whether in the suburbs or the bush, 'did everything'. rlithin it lay the

intra-professional arguments which would come, especially in the years

135 g¿-¿rp Votes ønd Proceedings llouse of Assembly 20 September 1899, p. I77
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after the second World War, which followed the break up of the GP ranks

into those who saw themselves in the true GP stereot¡le, and those who

specialised.

*
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f. Establishment of the BMA (SA Branch).

The British Medical Association was a most important organisation

in the medical profession's endeavours to consolidate their power. It

originated withthe foundation of the Provincial Medical and Surgical

Association by Dr. Charles Hastings at Worcester, England, in 1832, the

year of the first gïeat Reþrm BíIl.In 1856 it changed its name to the

British MedicalAssociation. Over the years itplayed an importa¡rt role in

getting t}lre Medícal Act 1858 passed.

As mentioned (ch. I) South Australia's LQMPs began without much

success to organise themselves into a medical association in 1851. Little is

known of the organisations which preceded the BIVIA, and the 1979

centenary history of the AI\{A (SA Branch) makes only a solitary reference

to them.l The 1851 association seems to have lasted about five years.2 A

report notes that its fourth anniversary was celebrated in October 1854.3

The presidentwas J.G. Nash, Colonial Surgeon, formerþin service with the

Hon. East India Company, and the vicæpresident Thomas Taylor,

sometime Mayor of Kensington and Norwood: a guest was Dr. John

Rankine, MLC.4 In 1856 The&egßúer expressed concern at the delay in

form.ing a medical association, so it is presumed that the 1851group had

succumbed. The newspaper was perturbed that the doctors did not take a

broader view of their responsibilities, and claimed that theytraded in disease

rather than promoted health. The article was a pioneer effort in the

advocacy of the public health, suggesting the need for a central board, and

drawing comparisons with the situation in Victoria.s

l AMA(SABranch),ACenterwry History, 1978, Adelaide. 1979, p. 7.
2 It appears simply to have been called the "Medical Association"'
3 SA&egister 5 October 1854, p. 330.
4 John Rankine 11801-18641, unregistered, MLC 1854-57. Arrived SA 1839.
5 SARegister, 10 March 1856, p. 234.
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There were several reasons for the lack of progress in setting up an

authoritative provincial medical organisation. The difficulties imposed by

distance and time in an era of primitive transport and communication, the

competition with both the totally unqualified and the merely unregistered,

and the inevitable divisions within the profession itself, made organisation

into effective representative groups very difñcult.6 By 1867 the Medical

Association of South Australia had been fomed.T As e:rplained above, this

was wound up in 1881 and the funds \ilere used to establish the Medical

Benevolent Association of South Australia. The Medical Association of

South Australia secured the leaders of the profession, and from scant

surviving public records, appears to have been a vigorous organisation.s As

well as attractingthe principal citypractitioners, includingPhillips, Gosse,

Wylde, \ryhiftell and Gunson, to nâme a few, it had members from Gawler,

Clare, Wallaroo and Mintaro.e Some disparaging references to the

argumentative proceedings of pioneer associations are some times noted.10

However if their behaviour was on occasions animated, this merely reflects

the more robust conduct appropriate to all such bodies in a rougher era,

when more earnest partisanship was not restrained by modern day laws of

libel and slander, and the fact that a fa¡ from secure profession saw itself

under manythreats. By 1881 when it disbanded, the Medical Association

was no longer necessary, because on 25 November 1880 the Adelaide

practitioners heard of the formal recognition on 7 July that year by the

parent body in London, of their efforts to inaugurate the SA Branch of the

BMA. A most significant point is that there is no evidence anywhere in the

6 The difficulties exist today: the general practitioners are divided into those who are
members or fellows of their Royal College, tåose who are not, those who are vocationally
registered, and those who are not. This problem will be discussed later.
7 Also sometimes refemed to as the SA Medical Association. The first officers were
William Gosse, president, R.T. Wylde, treasurer, and J.M. Gunson, secretary.
8 SdneSißter, ? JanuarSr 1871, p. 45.
I George Nott, J.W.D. Bain, W.H. Sholl and A. Vogt, respectively.
Lo Acenlerwry History, op. cit., p. 7. The writer got the organisations confused.
C.O.F. Rieger, "The Life and Times of William Gosse', in MJA, ll9/t951, vol. II, no. 9, p.
28t.
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public record of either the unregistered or the unqualifi.ed attempting to

organise themselves into a group or association of anykind. Had they done

so, perhaps the course of registered medicine mayhave been different.

In 1880 the new BMA SA Branch had 42 members, whose names

and places of practice are set out in Table 5.

Table 5. Members of the South Australian Branch of the BIì{A -
1gg0-1.11

MD
Eng LSA Lond 1836

11 These particulars are taken from the original documents held by the AMA (SA
Branch), and have not been published elsewhere. Because the Medical Register was not
updated and maintained with strict accuracy until the early 1900s, it is not possible to
dètermine how many medical practitioners were active in the State in the 1880s. There
are no records whatever of unregistered practitioners. The AMA has no record of ages of
members and the original applications no longer exist. The Stntisticdl&e-þsters until
1909 provide details only at ten or five yearly intervals. Ilowever, my own esti¡nate is that
the AMA (SA Branch) at its inauguration comprised just under fifty per cent of the
registered practitioners in the state.

Qualifications and,
year the first one
was obtained

Location andyear
reg:istered in SA

Name

H.E. Astles FRCP Edin* 1867 Adelaide 1873
F.W. Bailey LRCP Lond MRCS Eng

L872
Norwood 1.877

Parkside 1877J.P. Baker LRCP LRCS Edin 1876
MRCS Eng 1831 Kapunda 1848M.H.S. Blood
MRCS Eng LSA Lond
r87 4

Kooringa 1877Robert Brummitt

Thos. Cawley MD BTUxFRCS Edin
MRCS Eng LRCP Edin
LSA Innd 1872 (?)

Adelaide 1872

MB CM Edin 1875 Jemestown 1879J.W. Chown
MB Edin 1876 Parkside t877W.L. Cleland
MRCS Eng LSA Lond
1862

Adelaide 1863W.T. Ctindening

MRCS Eng LSA Lond
1864

Adelaide 1865T.W. Corbin

Quorn L875J.A Creelman LRCS Erlin 1840
Jamestown 1876J.À Cockburn MD Lond MRCS Eng

r874
MD Gottingen 1851 Woodside 1852Hernan C.F. Esau

Edithburgh L877MB Dublin LRCSI tn.d.lJ.W. Flood
MD MB ChM Glas
L874

1875Williqm Gardner

MD EdinMRCS Eng
LSA Innd t847

Port 1854RobertC'ething

MB Dubtin 1869 Yonsala 1880Charles Gray
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H. FrederickHarvey MRCS Eng LSA Lond
1875

Auburn 1879

T.H. Hawkins FRCS Eng LSA Lond
1859

L,ondon [sic]. 1877

W.T. Hayward LKQCPI MRCS ENg
L874

Riverton 1878

J.AG. Hqmilton MB Dub LRCS Edin
L876

Kapunda 1876

a.( flamilton MD Dub FRCSI 1876 Laura 1880
Jomes Jackson MD Lond MRCS Eng

1861
Mount Gambier 1869

J.S. Maclntosh MD EdinLRCS Edir\
MRCS Ene 1837

Glanville 1852

Andrew Mcllrt¡re FFPS Glas 1853 NorthAdelaide 1855
Robert McGowan LFPS Glas 1851 Willunga 1876
D.A. Maclachlan LFPS Glas 1868 Salisbury 1869
William Marl¡ham MD Columb. Col., NY

1870
Port Augusta 1873

B. Paynton Morison LRCP Edin MRCS Eng
LSA Lond 1871

Glenelg 1878

\ry.P. Nesbitt MB CM Edin MRCP
Edin 1872

L875

Francis Paoli MD Bolosna 1866 Gladstone 1876
R.W. Pendleton LKQCPI LRCSI 1865 Port Auzusta 1880
F.lü.H. Popham LRCP Edin MRCS Eng

LSA Lond 1871
Gawler t872

W.N. Robinson MD Qu.Un.I.MCh
L867

Kadina 1869

R.\ry. Sbwart LRCP Edin MRCS Eng
1873

PortPirie L877

Otto lVien Smittr MB CM Edin 1875 Clare 1878
JohnT. Toll LRCP Edin MRCS Eng

r877
Port Adelaide 1877

Joseph Verco MD LondLRCP Lond
FRCS Ene L874

Adelaide 1878

J.S. Wilson MD CM Glas 1863 Adelaide 1868
F.H. Wrigley LRCS Edin LAHI 1876 Port Wakefield 1878
E.W. Way MB Edin LRCP Lond

MRCS Ene 1870
r873

Albert W Walls MRCS Ens 1865 Saddleworth 186b

John Davies Thomas MD Lond FRCS Eng
LRCP Lond LSA Lond
1866

Adelaide 1875

* The contemporary abbreviations are used as in the records of the
BMA andhuernmentC¡ozette fuom where these details have been
obtained. The AIVIArecords omit some qualifications. The listhas
been reproduced in the exact order as the original.
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Victoria and New South Wales also had branches recognised in 1880: the

former had 88, and the latter 67 members.

In any consideration of the history of medicine in South Australia the

BI\44 (from 1962, the AMA) is an important element.lz Atthe height of its

power before and until just after the Second World Wa¡ it øos medicine in

Australia. The majority of practising doctors \ilere members, it was ruled by

influential men of high principle, integrity and public profile, who exerted

gteatmoral, economic, social and political control over all aspects of

practice. It ruled its members with anything but benevolent despotism. It

attacked anyone who criticised it, ceaselessly abused and castigated lodges,

d¡ew up and published black lists of ostracised doctors and organisations

who would not do as they were told, and it could never accept that it was

anything but always right. It maintained an extraordinary discipline over

professional behaviour, and until at least the 1960s, enjoyed a close

relationship with governments based on mutual fear.

There is great irony in the fact that the legaþ qualified medical

practitioner derived his status both from the various 'trade' orgarrisations to

which he belonged, and from the governments under which he lived and

worked. His trade associations, which would soon become professional

bodies, and the state, between them, regulated the terms and conditions of

his practice, controlled entry into medical courses, the training required and

to a large extent individual career paths. The professional organisations had,

more or less, been given by the state the responsibility for keeping the

profession in order, a¡rd ensuring that its relationships with the community

were stable. Medical practice owes much to the AI\{A and all its

predecessors, but the debt has been largely forgotten. We will return to this

question: for the moment our interest is with the small group of South

12In 1880 the BMA was nearly 50 years old, and an organisation of power and prestige
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Australian practitioners who sought in 1879 to establish in SA a branch of

the BIVIA.

When the SA Branch was formed there was then only one other

overseas branch of the parent body - formed in 1877 in Jamaica.l3 In South

Australia in 1879 whenDr. Thomas Cawleywrote to London for advice as to

the procedwe for starting a branch, there were only six members in the

colony who were members of the organisation. They established a kind of

apostolic succession by signing all the other nomination papers.la The SA

Branch was the first in Australia, and was followed in order byNew South

'Wales, Victoria, Queensland, 
'West Australia and Tasmarria. The first SA

executive comprised Williem Gosse, president; T.W. Corbin, vic+president;

T.H. Hawkins, treasurer;l51ry.". Cleland, secretary William Gardner, \ry.T.

Clindening and E.W. Waywere committee members. The objects of the new

association were to

Promote the adva¡rcement of medical and surgical science...to
form abond of union among the members...and to advance the
general and social interests of the profession.l6

Weekly publication of the Medica,l Journøl of Austrøliø began in 1914.

It could trace its origins to 1881 when thle AustralasiønMedicalGazette

commenced in Sydney. lritiallythis was the official organ of the NSrW and

SA branches of the BIvfÁ, and Victoria only accepted it later. It was in the

first place the private enterprise of a Sydney medical agent, Ludvik Bruck.

In 1894 the BIVIA (NSW Branch) purchased it from him and continued

publication up to 1914. The other offspring which formed tJne MJAhSrid

was the Victorian Austrøli,anMedica,lJournal. This could trace its

parentage to 1856. It was a South Australia¡r initiative which led to the

13 An acrcount of the formation of the BMA(SABranch) is provided byJohn Corbin; 'An
Address', inluLIA, vol. II, no. 11, 14 September 1927, pp.354-5.
14 Mortlock Library, I'endon Pøpers.
15 He died in 1881: He had practised in South Australia for four years in Flanklin Street,
near the GPO.
16 John Corbin, op. cit., p. 354.
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foundingoftheMJA. In November 1911, H.S. Newland moved a motion

which was to bring together the Australian branches to form the Australian

Medical Publishing Company, which carried out the task.l? While these

important matters were being negotiated, in 1912, largely on the enterprise

of another South Australian, W.T. Hayward, a Federal Committee of the

BMA (Australia) was formed. Tïris committee quickly opened channels to

the commonwealth goverrrment, and would soon be consulted as the

profession's ofEcial representative in medical matters. Hayward in 1913

became its first president, and held that position until t922.Another

significant frgure both in starting t}lre Medical JournøI of Australía, and

inauguration of a federal council, was F.S. Hone. He was first local director

of the publishing company and, with Hayward, the other state

representative on federal council.

Formation of the BMA (SA Branch) - and indeed the BMA Australia

- was a decisive step in consolidation of medical power, because it furthered

the practitioner's autonomy and freedom from lay control, and enhanced the

benefits of occupational closure which legislation afforded. As Haughas put

it,

...substantial rewards in prestige and coin of the realm follow
from control of mysteries not accessible to those without the
academic credentials,licences and other proofs of lcrowledge
acquisition. Professional organisations and their ethical codes,
standards of performance and claims of peer review act as
gatekeepers as well as guarantors both of the command of
licrowlefue and of the service orientation, thus allowing for
client trust and public confidence in the practitioner as
desenring of the power and autonomyhe demands.ls

Further, the BMA's creation and enforcement of a code of ethics was central

to the augmentation of the general process of professionalisation, because

as Parry and Parry have written, professional ethics have much more to do

L7 MJA,14 September 1929, p. 355.
18 M.R. Flaug, 'Depmfessionalization: an Alternative H¡pothesis for the Future', in Th.e

Sociologicql Reuiew Monogrøph 20, Keele, 1973, p. 196.
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with the regulation of relationships between professionals themselves, than

between professional and client.

The harsh effects of open competition between practitioners were
minimised bythese means. A greater degree of professional control
began to be exercised over the medical market place. Fluctuations in
the remuneration of practitioners due to market forces were
considerablyreduced and the status and honour of the profession was
enhanced. The governing ethic regulating relationships between
professionals became that which should obtain between gentlemen.le

Gross was less charitable in his assessment of professional organisations,

which

...had institution frameworh, b Identifr individual competence,
cultivate it, and confer authorityupon the individuals who possessed
it.... The professional society served to insulate scientists against
public opinion - those who were least competent to jufue them -
while bringing them in close competitive exposure to each other -
those who were most competent to judge them - thus securing a
distant anduncluttered avenue of influence over the public. To gain
entrance to this elite group, scientists could no longer be ordinary
citizens. Their authority in the eyes of the public would be enhanced
when they took their places in a group where membership was based
on occupational competence, presu-ming, of course, a favourable
judgement by their occupational peers.2O

All of these analyses are apt in relation to the BI\,IA (SABranch).

*

By the middle 1890s the legally qualified medical practitioners had

made important strides in the process of consolidating their standing as a

profession. Parliament, influenced by science, had begun to take notice of

their opinions and had specified the requirement oflegallyrecognised

qualifications as essential fs¡ ssrtein ofEcial appoinhents. The formation of

the British Medical Association in 1880, and the establishment of the

University of Adelaide Medical School in 1885, furthered respectively the

processes of occupational closure and control of entry a¡rd training. At this

point they could have travelled on the favourable tide of public and

19 N. Parry and J. Parry, op. cit., p. 135.
20 S.J. Gross, Of Foxes ønd Hen House.s, op. cit., p. 56
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parliamentary opinion and achieved the complete control of the practice of

medicine. Instead, they embarked on a disastrous political battle.

3. DEATII BY ATTRI'TION: TIIE SA MEDICAL PROFESSION AND CI{ARLES
CAMERON KNGSTION.2I

Anychance the medical profession had of securing amending

legislation to strengthen the power of the medical board to deal effectively

with quacks evaporated completely in 1893: at the House of Assembly

general election in June the Downer government fell, and the radical-liberal

Charles Cameron Kingston formed a ministry with Labor Party support. A

point of over-riding importance in consideration ofthe subsequent six

turbulent years, marked by an absolutelydisastrous relationship between

government and medical profession, is that Kingston's governmentbrought

to South Australia an unusual and unprecedented long tern of political

stability. In the thirty years prior to 1893, there had been no fewer than

thirtyone changes of government. Manyministries lasted for a few days.

Three ministries of Sir HenryAyers in 1864, 1865 and 1868 had survived

respectiveþ thirteen, thirty three and twenty one days. John Hart's 1868

government held office for nineteen days, and in 1870 H.B.T. Strangways

headed one for eighteen days. The three factions preceding Kingston, headed

byPlayford, Holden and Downer,lasted respectively 1 year 307 days, 116

dayr, and244 days. So Kingston, a radical and individualist, headed what

was then the longest serving South Australian ministry. This unprecedented

security of political tenure meant that Kingston could ignore anything or

anybodywhich had the potential to cause trouble - like the medical

profession. With this continuity of state administration went unintermpted

21 There is ( 1996) no mqior biography of C.C. Kingston, but there is a lot of writing about
him, some of it refer:red to elsewhere as appropriate. For a general (but scattered)
perspective of him, see (1) Studies in AustrølianFedqation, a series published by MUP:
(2)H.G.T\uner, TheFirstDecadeoftheAustralianComtnonwealth, Melbourne, 1911: (3)
T.A. Coghlan, La,bour ønd Indlrctry in Atstru,lia. 4; OIIP, 1918: (4) Alfred Deakin, Thz
Federal Story, J.A. LaNauze (ed.) Melbourne 1963: (5) R.L. Reid, 'South Australia and
the first decade of federation', IJnpub. MA thesis, Adelaide, 1953.
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tenure of ministerial office: Kingston remained as Attorney4eneral for six

and a half years, and F.W. Holder was Treasurer for five. Such security of

tenure of high office makes politicians impregnable. I have alreadypointed

out (ch. II) how changes of ministry frustrated attempts to reform medical

legislation.

In any consideration of the hospital tow',22 it is important to

remember four other salient things which marked those unnrly years, quite

unlike some of the periods that we have already discussed. First, the

Kingston government was a government of hitherto unparalleled reforrn. It

imposed high tariffs, land and income tax, extended the franchise to women,

pioneered arbitration and conciliation legislation as a means of preventing

industrial disputes, founded the State Bank of South Australia and even

enforced Sunday closing of hotels. The work needed to accomplish all this is

remarkable, particularly when it is remembered that C.C. Kingston was

involved in the highest level of negotiations in Australia and London which

led to the formation of the Commonwealth of Australia. Second, the

administration held power at a time of severe economic depression and

financial crisis. The Bank of South Australia had crashed in 1892, and in

1893 the great pastoral company Elder Smith made its first ever loss.23

Unemplolment was rife and Kingston established settlements along the

River Murray as a means of reducing the problem.2¿ The community had

much wider and severer matters of concern than the playing out of a

vindictive hospital squabble. Thfud, there is the interesting silence of the

medical members of parliament. Dr. J.A Cocliburn held the portfolios of

minister of education and agriculture 189L1898, and then he left to become

22 MøJor catastrophic disputes were not at the time limited to Adelaide. Similar long
danaging disruptive argunents occurred at the Women's Hospital in Melbourne, and
Queens Square Hospital, London. The genesis of the trouble in both those cases was
conflict between lay boards and medieal staff.
23 I am indebted to the writings of, and discussions with, Dr. John Playford, in my
overall handling of this section.
24 Two were at Lyrrp and Pyap.

and
the
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Agent-4eneral in London: he could hardly criticise his own government.

Edward Stirting had not returned after his 1887 defeat. Alan Campbell and

Sylvanus Magareywere awayfrom the heat in the Legislative Council, and

the parliarnentary record indicates little personal involvement by either.

The former died in 1898 and the latter in 1897, so chronic ill health may

have contributed to their apparent lack of interest. Campbell had left the

board of the Adelaide Hospital in 1891, four years before the'row' started,

and throughout the lamentable dispute was verybusy as chairman of the

Adelaide Childrens Hospital.2s Neither he nor Magarey held appointments

at the Adelaide Hospital.

Last, there is the complex personality of the Attorney4eneral

himself, who, by 1898 had become the Right Honourable C.C. Kingston, PC

QC DCL Oxon LLD Adel (aeg), and to the fury of his wife, had refused a

knighthood. Three years before, in 1895, the new Privy Councillor and

Odord graduate, who had a reputation for being "...impatient of the curb,

and liable to þlay up' if he is crossed ...,'26 had fought a personal enemy with

a horse whip in the centre ofAdelaide, and in 1892 in another memorable

incident, he had been arrested in Victoria Square when carrying a loaded

pistol on his wayto a duel with a legislative councillor whom he detested.

There is no doubt from the evidence left byhis contemporaries and the

assessment of historians, that Kingston could be vindictive,z7

argumentative, 28 viciously offensive and vituperative, 29 spiteful, 30

25 Founded in 1878.
26 Jnmes Sadler, SotneAnnals ofAdelaide, Adelaide, Ffassell, 1933, p. 16.
27 tTrre Earl of Kintore, Governor of SA 1889-1895, in 1893 had his salary and
allowances cut with unnecessary severity by Kingston.
28 For many years Kingston disputed his father's will, with all members of his family. In
1896 a public servant described him as the nost quarrelsome man alive.
29In t892 Kingston deliberately insulted R.C. Baker MLC, and sent him a pistol, with a
lettær asking for a duel. In 1896 his letters ínTheRegisrø which criticised Josiah S¡m.on,
were so vicious that Alfred Deakin feared several duels would result. In 1896 Kingston
had pmvoked the manager of the South Australian Company to horse whip him in King
William Street.
30 Kingpton insisted on keeping a critic, Paris Nesbit QC, in the Parkside Lunatic
Asylum, after Nesbit had been recommended for release by the medical superintendent.
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obstinatesl and unscrupulous.32 His medical opponents were all too

gentlemanly and naive either to cope \ilith, or defeat him.33

a. More trouble, because of *...a couple of women...r.34

The Adelaide Hospital'row' was precipitated bythe appoinhent of

Miss Ann Hannah Gordon as senior night sister. The sister of the Chief

Secretary Sir John Gordon, she was selected on the recommendation of the

medical superintendent, Dr. R.H. Perks, who,for reasons which can onlybe

speculated about, overlooked more senior mrrses. A confrontation therefore

developed between the nursing staffwho felt that their just claims and

qualifications had been ignored, and the hospital board.S5 The ensuing

distasteful and vehement argunents spilled into press and parliament, and

by July 1895 a serious confrontation had arisen between the government

and the board over the resolution of an impasse regarding what would be the

most appropriate and fair way to handle the specific problems caused by

two of the protesting nurses who had been dismissed for gross

insubordination - Miss Louisa Hawkins and Miss Margaret Graham.36 The

board felt that to reinstate them would be utterþ destructive of discipline

and the entire welfare of the hospital. The government directed the board to

re+mploy them. The opposing forces mobilised: Dr. Perks, superintendent

31 Kingston was thus described by Lady Audrey Tennyson, wife of Baron Tennyson,
Governor 1899-1902
32 At the hustings in 1893, Kingston had vigorously opposed adult suffrage. After the
election when he was told by F.W. Holder and Dr. J.A. Cockburn that he needed the
female vote, he altered his views completely. Thus women got the vote in SA!
33 In the absence of a deñnitive biography of Kingston, many assessments of, and
conclusions about him, have to be drawn from miscellaneous day to day sources. See
particularly SA&egistzr 17-24 December L892: Aduqtßq 30 July 1895: Obsquer
(Adelaide) 29 December 1894, p.9: Puræh (Melbourne) 24 March 1904, p. 357; Ib., 4
September 1902, p. 319. My opinions are based on items from 25 separate publications.
34 A general reference to this section is M.A. Heaney, 'The Adelaide Hospital Dispute
1894-1902', unpublished BA Hons. thesis, U of d 1980.
35 The hospital board was another bastion of male supremacy: a motion in 1889 to
introduce female members was defeated.
36 SARe¿r¿ster,5 Janttary 1895, p. 39; 12 January 1895, p. 87. Comment about the
hospital dispute continue in the press almost daily from January to September 1895, are
from every interested party and include some tedious editorials. Much of the material is
anonymous, and reflects the leisure activities of a period where there was little other
entertainment.
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of nurses Macleod, and the entire seventeen honorary stafftook the side of

the board. The government, utterly intransigent, rejected all attempts at

compromise and reconciliation, and announced in August 1895 that it would

dispense with the entire board in February 1896. ClearlyKingston was

supremelyconfident ofhis own unyielding stance, because the elections,

which returned him to government, were scheduled for the 25th April. The

board consisted of sixteen persons, of whom eight were doctors. Dr. Perks

resigned in September 1895, and Robina Macleod and Annie Gordon in

February 1896, when the new board took office. In what now seems an act

of great provocation, in March 1896 Margaret Graham was appointed as a

charge nurse and allotted a ward. The entire honorar¡r staffresigned and left

in April 1896.3? The resignations were from other bodies also: rW.A. Giles

resigned as honorary secretary of the medical board, and fired a public

broadside at the government.ss Dr. E.W. \Vay resigned as IJniversity council

representative ontheAdelaide Hospitalboard. One wonders how serious a

point he wished to make, as he immediatelyleftfor a long holidayin'Western

Australia.

b. The Adelaide Medical School destroyed" and the medical profession
ahnost commits suicide.

The actions of Giles and his colleagues did nothing to help the progress

of amendment, and merely show the profession's ambivalence. The

government was utterly recalcitrant, ând in late 1895 cut offthe arrnual

grant to the medical school which paid the clinical lecturers - this task fell

to Dr. J. A. Cockburn, who was then Kingston's Minister of Education.

Clinical teaching in the medical school ceased because most of the resigning

honoraries were the lecturers. The final year students who had the

misfortune to become victims of the disturbance were able to complete their

37 tb.l March 1896, p. 465: L2 March 1896, p. 4?9.
38,få. to March 1896, p. 479.
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studies at the Adelaide Childrens Hospital, through the diplomacy of Dr.

A.A. Lendon, and after the graduation of H.S. Newland, Bronte Smeaton,

Alan and Archibald Campbell, R. Hornabrook and J.L. Isbister, there were

no more medical graduates until 1902.3e Some idea of the depth and extent

of the whole vicious quarrel can be found in the Pa.rliamentary Debates of 27

August 1895, pp. 1092-1099, and 4 December 1895, pp.2544 -2552.

Reference has been made to the many press articles and items: most reflect

no credit on the writers.aO The principalopus of the BI\{A SA Branch was a

30 page pemphlet printed in 1896, Tlæ Adelaide Hospitøl (Ad.elaide SA), A

SlnrtAccount... ..ar

What is clear is that the'row'was a remarkable example of class

war. It was the first open class conflict in South Australia between a

crusading and reform.inggovemment, and a hidebound conservative Soup,

who had no hope of winning. The organised medical profession were the great

losers from the hospital trouble. 'We can concede with Joseph Verco that the

honorary ". . . staffhad to show an united front, . . .'42 butin cuthing offtheir

collective noses to spite their faces they dragged the Universityinto the

dispute, and they reduced themselves to the level of their vexatious

opponent Kingston. Far from being mollified, he became more violent and

uncompromising. The honorary staff, in resigning, did not hesitate to destroy

the medical school to them the vision, generous philanthrop¡ hard work

and resourcefulness ofthe far sighted colonists who had founded it, meant

nothing. Various newspaper reports list tJle sad departures of the medical

39 Appendices 3 and 4 list the names of medical undergraduates who cumpleted their
degrees elsewhere between 1897 and 1901.
40 For many years the BMA/AMA (SA Branch) kept voluminous press cutting books -
frequently exhibited to the faithfi¡l, rather like the relics of a saint - which contained
virtually all public comes¡rondence on the'row'. They were deposited in the Mortlock
Library.
41 British Medical Association, SA Branch, The Adelaide Hæpitat: A Short Account of the
Circumstances which led to the Resignotion of the Honorary Støff. Adelaide, 1896. The
author was probably .A.A. I-endon - see drafts in PRG 128, Mortlock Library.

42 Jubilee of the Medical School , op . cit . , p. 29 .
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students to other states and the UK to complete their training.a3 But by far

the greater damage was done within the medical profession itself, because

the practical efforts of the government to circumvent their precipitate

action, and eventuallytriumph from the disastrous and painfut interlude,

caused great division, and the futile erçenditure of energy in mutually

destructive behaviour. Legislative reform of the MedicølAcú was a

prominent casualty and this need for amending legislation was the anvil on

which should have been hammered out the legitimate aspirations and

obligations ofLQMPs at this time, a¡rd not expended in an orryof self

righteous justification for the conduct of the BI\{A and the honorary staff.

The behaviour of the medical staffduring the hospital row illustrates

further an aspect of the medical profession which I raised earlier, that

fortified by the legislation which controlled entry and gave them a closed

shop and confer:red exclusive rights to perform a specific occupation, they

were vertically mobile, and acutely aware of that fact.aa Some of the

Iiterature in support of the stand of the honorary staffduring the dispute, to

modern eyes, is a distasteful reminder of the thinlyveiled contempt in which

'a couple of women'were held.

The Government...have preferred to virhrallydismiss a board of
sixteen men who have for years given their services gratuitously...to
lose the services of an excellent Medical Superintendent; to accept
the resignation of the Superintendent of Nurses and her Lieutenant;
and to set rid of the Honorary and Surgical staff...for What? To retain
a couple ofwomen in the Adelaide Hospital service...45

As TgValker has pointed out, "It is almost possible to hear the adjective 'mere'

though it is not actually used"46 Other BI\{A writing is very self-righteous,

self<ongratulatory, vindictive and condescending to the parties who

43 See ¡o¡ s¡ample, TheRcgister, 29 December 1896, p. 665: 22 January 1897, p. 169
44 TJ:,e legislation which set up the medical school and prescribed education standards
for entry would further assist social ascendancy.
a5 British Medical Association, The Adelnide Haspital, op. cit., Adel. L896, p. 28.
46 A.P. Walker, 'The Adelaide Hospital in its relations with Government 1837-1900'
unpublished BA Hons. thesis, U. of 4., 1960, p. 51.
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successfullybroke a great medical trade union.a? It is one of the clearest

illustrations available to the modern reader to appreciate that the medical

profession from the late 1880s considered itself an elite, and thoroqhly

deserving the reverence of the rest of the community.as ¡¿ ¡uU glaring double

standards. It persecuted the lower ranks of its members who transgressed

its code of ethics: Dr. T.A. Hynes was censured for having an a.rgument with

another practitioner. When he resigned the BMA refused to accept it and

then expelled him. On the other hand it was quite happy to elect an abemant

person like Archibald TWatson to their presidency, even though he was

unregistered, and conducting public and private surgery. When he brazenly

used the'row'to secure for himselfthe position at the Adelaide Hospital of

honorar¡r surgeon, in total opposition to the SA Branch proscription, they

excusedtheir acquiescence with an exhibition of much self{eluding

justification.4e

In all states the BIVIA was inevitably run by the senior members of

the profession who never hesitated to vent their fury on any struggling

junior who transgressed in the slightest way any arbitrary ethical

consideration. In the case of the senior member whose injudicious conduct

sometimes led to involvement in startling litigation, they united to suplnrt

him and attack whoever happened to be perceived as a common enemy.

One of the more titillating cases involved Dr. F.W.H. Pophsm sf

Gawler, in l-894. His house calls saw him named as co-respondent in the

divorce caseWeøru.Wear. On the mostcharitable view, the evidence shows

that Pophâm was incautious. The BMA got behind him and called its most

eminent practitioners to testiffthat the plaintiffand respondent were

47 TJ:re BMA had no hesitation in regarding itself as a trade union, and repeated
references to this term are found in the early literature. I believe that the use of the
words in the pejorative sense only dates flom the early 1960s, when relations with
governments began to show signs of strain. After the industrial trouble of the early 1970s
when the junior hospital doctors joined the Public Service Association, and later fomed
their own industrial organisation (SASMOA), was the BMA/AMA seen in its true light.
48 British Medical Association, op. cit., pp. 14, 29.
49 AustraJasian Medical Gazette, 20 October 1896, pp. 449450.
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variouslyblackmailers,liars, epileptics and persons of mental and moral

deterioration. Popham got off, but, presumably was more discreet in

future.50 I have mentioned that the BIVIA's most aggressive attacks were

reserved for any person who had the temerity to criticise a member's

treahent, and I have dealt with the 1893 incident involving Dr. T.IC

Hamilton and Clement Sabine (ch. tr).

This, then, was the group, who ferventþbelieved in their right to rule

medicine without interference, and which took on Drs. Ramsay Smith and

Leith Napier, who were brought to South Australia by Kingston to break the

profession's back. It would be the worst error ofjudgement the BMA ever

made.

c. Dn Smith and Dn Napier arrive.

As soon as the honorar¡r staffleft, the Hon. F.\ry. Holder,sl Kingston's

treasurer, telegraphed the SA fuent-4eneral Thomas Playford,s2

...ascertain quietly and immediatelyif three first.<lass hospital
men obtainable, three years engagement. Senior Resident
Surgeon f400; Senior Resident Physician ß300, erperienced
House Surgeon f300 -quarters, rations, etc.I{ow much
cheaper if private practice allowed?53

The positions were also advertised locally. It is not correct, as claimed by

the AMA (SA Branch), that the positions were advertised in Great Britain

because of the poor response in this state.s¿ Playford enlisted the help of Dr.

Cooper Perr¡r, superintendent of Guys Hospital. Hard on the heels of

Holder's instructions two anonymous cables followed from South Australia

to the British Medical Defence Union and the BritißhMedinølJournal,

50 W"a, u. Wear ex parte Pophørn 1894. Matrimonial Causes Jurisdiction.
51 Sir Frederick William Holder [1850-1909] MIIA 1887-1901; MHR and Speaker
1901-1909. Like Kingston, Holder transfer:red fr.om state to the new commonwealth
parlisment, and died (in the Speaket's chair) at about the same age and time.
52 Tlromas Playford t1827-19151MHA various times 1886- 1894. Agent-General
1894-1898. Senator for SA 1901-1906.
53 g¡1rp ?0/1896, Correspondente rc Appoint¡netú of Drs. Napier and Smíth, p. l.
tl lUe(S¿,Branch),.4 Cerúernry Historyr, op. cit., p. 29.
SARcgistcr, 18 April 1896, p. 127.
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informing them of the Adelaide dispute, a¡rd seeking to prevent doctors from

applying for the new positions.ss Despite this difficulty, two "first +lass

men and experienced" were quicklyobtained: L€ithNapier andRamsay

Smith.

Alexander DisneyLeith Napier [1855-1926], reg. 553, 6 August

1896, MA MBchI{L4berdeen 1875;lvD Aberdeen 1878; MRCP Land 1888;

IVD Adpl (o,q) 1899, forty one years old at the time of his appointment,

conducted a lucrative West End g¡rnaecological practice which he was

prepared to abandon because the health of his wife made necessary a

change of climate. The new resident physician, William Ramsay Smittr

[185f1937], reg. 554, 3 September 1896, Itf.Sc Edin 1888; MBChM Edin

7892; DSc Adel 1904; ND Edin 1913; FRS Edi¿, thir.by seven years old, had

been headmaster at hrvergordon Public School, Scotland, before studying

science and medicine at Edinburgh University. He was in private general

practice at Rhyl, Wales, when he obtained the Adelaide appointment.s6

Despite the energetic attempt by the BMJ to frighten practitioners away,

Playford and Cooper Perryhad ended up with thirtythree applicants. After

Napier, they had selected Dr. C.J. Buckley MBChB Vintorín, aged27 , RI\4O

Nottingham, buthe hadbeen frightened offbythe Medical Defence Union.

Ramsay Smith was then offered the position.s7

Napier and Smith sailed on the Ophir in June 1896.58 On arrivalin

South Australia theywere, understandabl¡ ostracised by their colleagues

and in 1897 were expelled from the BMA. C.C. Kingston invited them to

lunch at Parliament House. The government had triumphed, and lost no

time in heaping additional paid appointuents on them. By early September

Leith Napier was assistant medical offi.cer at the Asylum, had a

55 Ttre identity of the person or persons who sent the cables from Adelaide has never
been discuvered, but was probably T.K. Flemiltorn, president BIVÍA (SA Branch).
56 ADB vol. II, pp.67Ç5.
57 S¿.Registcr, SMay 1896, p. 265: 18 May 1896, p.327:9 May 1896, p. 2?0: 16 May
1896, p. 319.
68 1b.,22 Jury 189G, p. 154.
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government house, and was Surgeon-Major to the militaryforces. Ramsay

Smith was medical officer to the gaol. The Adelaide Hospital, in the

meantime, had been kept going using government medical officers and

volunteers: norry a veryhighlyqualified and competent surgeon-

g¡rnaecologist, and physician, had been secured in its service. The

governmenthad no trouble at all in replacingthe hospital board, whose

services it had dispensed with, or, in fact, in replacing replacements,

because when exception had been taken to the appointment of Dr. T.A

Hynssss who, as has been mentioned, had been expelled from the BIvId he

was immediatelyreplaced with Dr. H.C. Curtis.

Napier and Smith were a festering sore to the BMA (SA Branch),

which determined to ridicule, embarrass a¡rdhumiliate them, no doubt with

a view to their removal from offi.ce. hr the ensuing struggle with the Adelaide

medical profession, who had cast themselves in the role of greatly wronged

martyrs, Napier and Smith showed that theywere made of true Scottish

grit. They also had the enthusiastic backing not only of the Kingston

government, but of all its successors. In the following resumé of the 189f

1900 skimishes, L€ith Napier is a lesser player, for after a fiery entry he

was removed from the stage by a serious accident. On 16 January 1900

during training of the 2nd South Australian contingent for the South African

\Mar, his horse stumbled and threw him, striking his head with its foot. His

injuries \ilere severe and initiallywere feared fatal, but after a long illness he

recovered, though his general health was greatlyimpaired. The government

took care of him, awarding compensation and transferring him to the retired

list with all privileges. Ramsay Smith never looked back, and remained in

public life for another thirby years, a constant reminder to the BIvfA of their

political ineptitude and impotence. An interesting side effect of the dispute

59 This minor medical storm in a teacup will not be detailed here. There was antipathy
to Hynes because of sectarianism, and at Edinburgh he had been a fellow student with
Ramsay Smith. His successfrrl practice was the cause of much jealousy.
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was that a number of 'annual subscriber€'to the hospital withdrew their

financial support, because it had become very apparent that the Adelaide

Hospital was a goverrìment institution.60

To Kingston's political opponents, Napier and Smith were simply a

source of ammunition to embarrass the government, and the first shot was

fired in July 1896 when an unsuccessful attempt was made in the House of

Assembly by Robert Caldwell,6r to implicate Napier in a sarritation and

mortalþ scandal at the Chelsea Hospital for'Women, London.62 hr

September 1896 Napier and Dr. AE.J. Russell, medical superintendent in

succession to Perks, had a disagreement in an operating theatre. Napier - a

large man - invited Russell outside and indicated his fate if he ever criticised

him again. In quick succession Russell fell out in 1897 with the hospital

board and in 1898 with ftsmsâ/ Smith: he was then dismissed byExecutive

Council.63 AIso in September that year the four house surgeons, Corbin,

Moule, Bonnin and Letcher, made misleading criticisms of Napier and Smith

and were suspended. Corbin was subsequently disnissed and the other three

allowed to resign, and the government expressed its confidence in Napier.6a

For such junior and inexperienced stafftobehave in such an insolent and

impertinent manner was an intolerable discourtesy, and theywere

fortunate that all were not dismissed, but it appears that they may have

been influenced by Professor Archibald rriVatson, who was conducting his own

personal vendetta.Gs But either the board or the government ensured swiftly

that any who crosssd ftamsa/ Smith or Leith Napier did not long survive.

60 Senegister, S Octnber 1895, p. 37.
61 Robe¿ Caldwell t184L19091, MHA 1884-1902.
62 Votes and.Proceedin¿,s, Ilouse of Assembly, 2 JuIy 1896, pp. 3L40.
63 Dt. A.E.J. Russell t1869-19051 had been appointed acting medical superintendent in
October 1895. SA&egister, 5 October 1895, p. 37. The government refused to pay him
more than Dr. Perks - f365 p.a.
M Votes and, Præædings l{ouse of Assembly, 7 October 1896, p. 183.
SAPP 7711896, Report of the Board of Management of the Adelaide Hospitnl.
65 J.E. Hughes, AHistory of the Royal Adelaide Hospítal, op.. cit., pp. 2Ol-2.
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At the start of the'row'Watson had tried behind the scenes to have

himself appointed consulting surgeon: he declined the appointment when

offered it, and then changed his mind and accepted it. He quicklyfell out with

Leith Napier in respect of an operation on one John Sabey of East

Wellington. Watson and Napier disagreed over the prÈoperative diagnosis.

'Watson operated with Napier as assistant. Watson soon realised that

Napier was corr:ect, and ceased the operation,, which was then completed by

Napier. Further disagreement over another eight cases resulted in Watson

making formal charges to the board against Napier, alleslng incompetence,

erroneous and mistaken diagnosis and "terrible blunders".66 Napier counter-

attacked, gave as good as he got and was vindicated on enquiry.67 The

hospital board dismissed W'atson, who then reacted with the manner of a

man who kcrows he is in the wrong, and induced the Legislative Council to

appoint a Select Committee of Enquiry. This was chaired byDr. Allan

Campbell but it did not get very far. Its own members began to argue wittr

each other, and in December 1896 the Governor advised the Legislative

Council that "...the public interest did not require any continuance of the

enquiry."68 Such evidence as it has left on the public record shows clearly

the antipathy of the BMA to Smith and Napier, and the readiness of its

acolytes to be untrrrthful.6e A point lost on participants, and subsequent

analysts, is that through all this trouble, and until 1906, Watson was not

even a legally qualified medical practitioner: when he got on the register, as

mentioned previously, the only qualification produced was the LSA- the

alleged collection of distinguished European doctorates and diplomas was

neverproduced.

66 SApp 116/1896: ProfæsorWatsonis Chørges AgøittstDr. Napier.
67 S¿pp 101/1896, Minutæ of Evidenceønd,Append.ices...Chargæ Ma¿eby Dr. Leith
Napit Against Profæsor Watson.
S APP 1 1 6A/1896, Report of Dr. Napier on Profess or Wats oni s Charyes.
68 gA¡op 1014/1896, Report of the Select Comrnittee onthe Manngement and Medical and
SurgicalWork at the Adelaide Hospital.
SAPD Legislative Council, 19 December 1896, p. 531.
69 gÁlop 1014/1896, Report of the Select Cotnmittee...op. cit., Appendices F,II and J.
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d. The government kee¡x the Adelaide Hospital running.

With the removal of the immoderate house surgeons the government

had to fill the vacancies, and once again had no difficulty, and, on this

occasion, there was a complete absence of the turmoil which had occurred

with Napier and Rsmsay Smith. Dr. Edward Kinmont?0 was in general

practice at Gumeracha and Mannum before being appointed as resident

medical ofñcer. The other two appointees were engaged in London. Dr. David

Morrison became resident assistant physician. He resigned in less than a

year and although ft,nmsay Smith has been blamed,?l Morison waslazy,

argumentative, concerned with his status, and not prepared to work as part

of a team.72 IIis resignation was seized upon by the governmenf,s Upper

House opponents for political mileage, but the whole issue was quickly

forgotten, for Dr. Morrison was no loss.?3

The other new English medical immigrant was Dr. Bedlington Howell

Moris [186e1936] who, like Ramsay Smith, had a brilliant academic

career and extensive hospital e:çerience. He had worked in the Netherlands

India Service, and had served in the China War. He became resident

assistant surgeon and went on to great eminence. At the errpiration of his

term in 1899, at a ceremony presided over by Leith Napier, he was

presented with a clock, illuninated address a¡rd vases. He was then

appointed medical officer to the Destitute Asylum, Gaols and Prisons

Department, State Children's Department and hrebriates Home.74 It was

obvious that under the surface, life was going on as normal. In 1914 he

70 ["t86ft927]:he married a daughter of t]re paddle steamer owner and politician
Willian Richard Randell t182tt-191 1ll.
71 Estcorr"t Hughes, RAII History, op. cit., p. 203.
72 SAPP I261L897 , CorrespondcncereResignøtion of Dr. Morrison.
SAPP 127/L897 , Further CorræpondencereResignøtion of Dr, Morrison.
73 SAnngister,13 December 189?, p. 549. Yet another depressing, long article.
SAPD Legislative Council, I December 1897, pp. 366-369: 10 December 1897, pp. 40S-
407.
74 SAR¿gisúer, 1 August 1899, pp- 237,238. W.T. Clindening, who had died, had held
these appointments.
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became Inspector-General of Hospitals, and in1.g22 chairman of the

Adelaide Hospital Board. The Morris Hospital, Northfield, opened in 1931 for

cancer and tuberculosis patients, was nfÌmed in his honour. At the same

time as Morrison and Morris took up their duties the government appointed,

again without controversy two honoraryphysicians, Drs. Rogers and

Niesche. Richard Sanders Rogers [1861-1942], atthe time a member of the

hospital board, beceme a significant scientific figure.?5 Fredericktüilliam

Niesche [1857-1918], practised in Adelaide for many years.76 Both are

striking illustrations that throughout the hospital'row' the government

invariably secured the services of persons with unimpeachable academic

and clinical credentials.

It seems that there was never any intention by the honorar¡r or other

staffthat the hospital would be forced to shut down. The former, for

s¡amplê, in April 1896, offered their services to the government in case of

emergency, and were promptlyrebuffed.Tz In the same month, and around

the time when the ill-fated Russell's appoinhent as medical

superintendent was confirmed, there had been a meeting of government

medical offi.cers and doctors who hadvolunteerd their services to the

hospital, a¡rd a rosterhadbeen drawn up

...so that the work of the hospital maybe carried on without
anyhitch and the patients be carefully and properly
attended.?8

These medical practitioners, who would carry on through the imminent

violent personal storms,lorew of the appointments of Ramsay Smith and

L€ith Napier. Theywere Drs. J.T. Toll, C.E. Todd, W.L. Cleland, H.T.

Whittell, W.T. Clindening, F.'\ry. Niesche, A.E. Shepherd, J.W. Astles, R.S.

Rogers and,A"W. Hill. The latter was also a member of the hospitalboa¡d.

75 ADn vol. 11, p.443. He had resigned from the BMA SA Branch in 1893.
76 An obituary is in SA.Reg ster, 14 October 1918, p. 368, and a photo at p. 376.
77 SA Rcgister, 18 April 1896 , p. \27 .

78 1b.,16 April 1896, p. 110. The unfortunate medical students were not so lucky
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An interesting omissist is A.A. Lendon: in 1894 while a lecturer at the

University, he had failed to secure re-appointment to the honorary staff.

Thereafter he concentrated his services at the Adelaide Childrens

Hospital.Te Over the ensuring months they would be joined by.others who

would similarly give their services without controversy during very difficult

times when, as noted by some astute parliamentarians,

...medical men of the colonywerq divided into two great
divisions -those in the hospital and those out of it.80

...the'ins' and "outs" - the doctors in the hospitat and the
outside medical men, and there was as much jealousybetween
the North Temace doctors and the hospital medicos as there
was between the ministerialists and oppositionists.sl

Their number additionallyincluded L.W. Bickle, E-{ Johnson, H.C. Curtis

andD. MacDonald.s2In due course the younger ones would become

distinguished practitioners. The senior medical students at the hospital also

gave commendable service in the care and management of patients, and

L€ith Napier referred particularly to Bronte Smeaton, J.L. Isbister and H.S.

Newland.s3 Everytime medical officers were appointed, meeting after

meeting of the BI\{A (SA Branch) resounded to howls of protest, calls for

e>rpulsion, requests for resignations, submission of resignations, withdrawal

of resignations, and general divisive argument.

There are indications that the BI\,IA (SA Branch) had tried to avoid

pouring oil on the flames at critical moments of the dispute. Certain motions

79 A.A. Hamilton was appointed in Lendon's place. The fr¡ll story is unlikely to ever be
known, but it appears that a mqiority of the committee of management of the hospital
might have thought that a change would not hurt. See AustrøJosian Medical Gazette, JuIy
15, 1894, pp. 240-1.
80 g¡¡op l-egislative Council, 8 December 189?, p. 36?.
8L 1b.,10 December 1897, p. 406. In reading all the acreage of newspaper and related
documentary material which details the events of 189È1901, be it remembered that
C.C. Kingston was a close friend of Sir John Langdon Bonython, proprietor of The
Ad.ustisq.
82 MacDonald t186919181 had serrred as surBeon to Chína Mail Steem Compnniss ¿¡d
saw active service in the Sine-Iapanese War. After coming to South Australia he was at
Wallaroo before taking the Adelaide Hospital appointment. After that interlude he
practised on North Tenace until his death.
83 S¿¡op 7 / 1896, Ræþnarions of the Re^sid.ent Medicat Officers, op. cit., p. 18.
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caffied before Ramsay Smith and Napier were appointed were deliberately

withheld from the press to avoid controversy. Similarly, the motion for their

expulsion from the BIVIA was initiated in England: the SA Branch

intentionally made no such move because they did not want to create

mart¡rs. By 1897 the Branch had also accepted the wisdom of avoiding

direct confrontation and conflict with any staffat the Adelaide Hospital.

while most of the BlvfA-inspired furywas directed to Leith Napier, [,emsa]

Smith also found himself the target of mischievous vendettas. The four

residents who resiEred, for example, maliciously accused him of not

examining patients, and gave evidence, which was subsequently shown to be

untruthful, to the abortive Select Committee.s4 Nevertheless it is possible

to accept that by 1897 the 'row' had become somewhat irrelevant,

particularly as l-eith Napier and Ramsay Smith had proved to be resolute

and unshakeable, and the position seems to have been neatly put when an

MP asked

...seeing that the present hospital dispute had probably served
the ends of all political parties whether the government had
any scheme to carry out the arrangement in a more
satisfactory manner.85

andHolderreplied

...the government were not aware that there was anyhospital
dispuþ.86

In 1897, too, C.C. Kingstonwas fullyoccupied with proceedings of the

National Australasian Convention, and had presided with great distinction

over the Adelaide debates. This tookhim awayfrom the immediate battle

field-

u S¿pp 1O1a/1896 , Rcport of the Select Committee, op. cit., Appendices, especially F, H
and J.
85 SleO l{ouse of Assembly, 29 June 1897, p.77-
86 .rå.
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The government had no difEculty appointing honorar¡r staffagain in

1898, and among others AW. Hill was gazetted as ophthalmic surgeon and

L.W. Bickle andAE. Shepherd as surgeons. In 1899 further vaca¡rcies in

the resident staffwere filled by Guy Prior, Robert Woodside and Gilbert

Gocher. Bynow, too, the BI\{A parties had given up trying to present

themselves as passable imitations of the wrath of God, and had found that

some discomforting chinks were begrnning to appear in their armour of

martyred righteousness. In 1897 there was an outbreak of tlphoid among

the staffat the Adelaide Hospital and Ramsay Smith had a public spat with

C.E. Owen Smyth,8? the'superintendent of public buildings', over the

sarritary condition of the hospital, which was found to leave much to be

desired.ss Smyth nurtured his grudge for years and, tried to take his revenge

in 1903.8e Criticisms of Napier and Smith declined also when some

embarrassing facts relating to deaths under anaesthetics at private

hospitals were publicised.sO The government publicly demonstrated its

complete faith in both when in 1898 it extended their contracts for five

years,gl a year before the original contracts expired. The Crown also met

their expenses in connection with the BIVÍA e:çulsion proceedings.e2 Only

rarely did any public controversy have a¡r effect on C.C. Kingston: in 1898

an inmate of the Parkside asylum hanged himself. At the inquest it was

found that ÌtlV.L. Cleland was the only medical officer to the institution which

contained 706 patients. The premier totallyignored the ensuing public

outcry, just as he did every ottrer medical uproar. Various writers

s¡anpathetic to the organised medical profession have pointed out over the

87 Charles Edward Owen Smyth ISO CMG t1851-19251, public servant, Imperialist,
patriot and humbug.
88 gÁ-¡op 73/1897, Report on tlæ Sanitary Sta* of the Adeløide Hospitat.
89 Ttris incident, which is not directly relevant to the tJresis, is set out in SAPP 37 I 1903,
Report of Board. of In4uiry re Dr. Ramsay Smith.
90 S¿pn House of Assembly 26 July 1898, p. 191: 4 August 1898, p. 249: L7 August
1898, pp. 308-9.
SAPP 150/1889-99, Deafhs inHæpitals afrer Admini^stration of Anacsthetics.
9l Minutæ of Præedings ofthel*¿ßIafiueCouncil, S July 1898, p. 11.
92 SAPD FIouse of Assembly, 25 August 1897, p. 501: 7 December 1897, p. 948.
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years that neither Napier nor Smith was ever readmitted to the BMA. The

fact of the matter is that neither of them ever bothered to apply for

rearlmission - nor should they have wasted their time. The BIVÍA was a

professional organisation, but had no relevance to the matter of earning a

living at this time even qualifications could be quite furelevant!

The BIMA did not give up even though it was bythen abunda¡rtly clear

that theywould never win the confrontation. Their ensuing attempts to

publiclybelittle the two formidable Scotsmen baclúred. In 1898 Dr. H.H.

\Migg, Medical Officer of Health to the city of Unley tried to blame three

t¡phoid deaths in his local government a.rea on treatment at the Adelaide

Hospital, -rd ftnmsay Smith, in refuting his claim, made him look foolish.gs

One MP suggested that criminal charges be brought against \Migg, who was

subjected to much public scorn.e4

e. The end of the ßord and the resumption of teaching at the
Medical School.

In 1899 the government appointed L€ith Napier to the medical board:

the president, .A.S. Paterson immediatelyresigned in disgust and with a

ti¡ade of abuse.es That sâme year Dr. H.T. Whittell died, and Ramsay Smith

\¡yas promptly appointed Coroner and also president of the Central Board of

Health. The BIVIAwas annoyed, but could do nothing. The Kingston

government fell on 29 November 1-899. Kingston's removal suggested that

an end to the hospital dispute could be achieved because now an opportunity

presented for Ramsay Smith to leave the hospital with his honour intact,

and for the honorary staffto return once their principal iffitant had gone.

Another event which assisted to bring the low'to a¡r end was that a

93 WiCg t1858-19501 was the son of E.S. Wigg the stationer and brot,Ler of Dr. ÀE
Wigg, and was in active practice for sixty six years.
SAPP 60/1898, Adelaid.e Haspital - Allegotion^s of Dr. H.H. Wigg.
94 SApn House of Assembly,2l July 1898, pp. 18f1.
95 SAPD House of Assembly, 4 Ocûober 1899, p. 595.
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Hospital Bill which was being debated very energetically, lapsed during the

second reading. In February 1901 Ramsay Smith himself left for service in

the Boer War: this was part of an arrangement to deliberately remove him

so that the other honorary staffwould accept their r+appointment.e6 The

hospital'row' ended in March 1900 when the honorary staffwere rF
appointed, and clinical teaching subsequentlyresumed in 1901.e7 This is a

comparatively simple resum,é of a great many complex negotiations which

\ilere conducted behind the scenes by "...the cooler and wiser heads on both

sides...".e8 These men included G.J.R. Murray, associate to the chiefjustice,

Sir Samuel Way, and Professors William Mitchell and rW.H. Bragg. Despite

the huge collection of documents and references in the public domain,

neither the records of the medical board, nor the sketchybiographies of C.C.

Kingston, contain a single reference to the'row'. In 1900 parlinment itself

was chiefly concerned with earþ closing, worlmen's compensation and

railways: the general public were prmccupied with ttre imminence of

federation, the South African War, and the inauguration of the electric light

in Adelaide. But it was an important event because it showed that the

orgarrised and rising medical profession still had to conduct itself wisely with

the legislature, t,Le font of all privilege and preferment, just as it did in the

Bollen affair in the 1880s. Itbrought home to them very sharplythat the

cooperation of the government was essential to the achievement of

professionalisation.

96 Lcith Napier took six months leave.
97 The hew'honorar"¡r staffwene W.À Giles, B. Poulton, W.T. I{a¡rward, J.C. Verco, E.W
Way, M.J. S¡mons, A.A. Hanilton, H. Swift, J.ÀG. Harnilton, and W.R. Cavenagh-
Mainwaring. Ramsay Smith was gazetted as honorary physician in a separate notice.
SA Gouernment Gazette, 15 March 1900,
SARngister,16 March 1900, p. 118.
98 J. Est¿purt Hughes, History, op. cit., p. 2O4.
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f. The profession loses control of the Adelaide Hospital.

An important long term result of the hospital'row'was that the

medical profession lost control of the management of the Adelaide Hospital

and never regained it. A decisive sayin the management of hospitals is an

important aim of doctors, because hospital practice gives access to clients,

income, reputation, and chances to improve skills and enlarge experience.

Doctors are also thereby able to directly influence financial, administrative

and appointment policies.

The advantage gained by a hospital appointment...was important.
Honoraryposts were a mark of medical competence to catch the
attention and the pocket of private patients, apart from the later
medical benefits of resources and education. These appointments
became essential for a successful career and the hospital rapidly
emerged as a central arena for the competition for medical status,
wealth andPower.ee

Doctors have a powerfrrl incentive to give their services to a hospital.
Ahospital provides them with the means to enlarge their korowledge
and inprove their skill. This, in turn, leads to greater power, to
increased regulation, and through a larger practice, to more money.100

Dr. George S¡me, who would become a leader of the Victoria¡r profession,

put the position more bluntly

...there is a good deal of cant about the noble generosþ of the
honorary staffin grving its highly skilled services to the suffering poor
gratuitously. To men who desire to become and remain leaders of the
profession, positions on the honorar¡r staffof a clinical hospital are
qlmost indispensable, and are accordinglykeenly competed for and
much coveted.10l

Attempts to erect a hospital to compete with the Adelaide, failed. In

1850 Dr. C.J.F. Bayer, with the active support of the Provincial Grand

Lodge of Freemasons,l02 sampaigned for the construction of a "Geman and

99 J. GaryWilliams,'Supenrised Autonomf , op.cit.,, p. 41.
loo A. P. walker, op. cit., p. 63.
LOL ¿^¡r¿asiøn Medical Gazette,20 October 1905, p. 507.
102 ¡ ¡"- medical practitioners were involved in the introduction to South Australia of
Freemasonr"¡r. At the first Provincial Grand Indge meeting in Adelaide on29/3/t848,
installed masters included J.G. Nash and B.A. Kent.
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British Hospital".l03 The foundation stone was laid with much bibulous and

verbose ceremony in 1851, but when completed, the institution, in

Carrington Street, struggled uru¡uccessfully against the staffand facilities of

the government competitor for ten years to 1860. It then became a Church

of England girls orphanage, retaining that role until 1909. The problem was

that the South Australian population could not support a private hospital,

particularly one established at the start of the Victorian gold rushes, with

the ensuing signifi cant emigration.

At the same time as the construction of the 1841Adelaide Hospital,

the first honorary staffwere appointed: Nash, Wyatt and George Mayo.

Later ttreywere joinedbythe unregisteredDr. J. Phin Smith. That same

year the former three asked the government for representation on the

board, and when it was refused, theyresigned. Control by a non-medical

board continued until 1867, when aboard of twelve was appointed, nine of

them being medical practitioners'1O4 Altho"gh the profession now had a

majorit¡ this result had not occurred by deliberate govenìment intention.lO5

T\eAct had followed the recommendations of a Select Committee of 1866

which had inquired into the working and management of the hospital.106 The

Committee had suggested a subscription s¡rstem to enable the hospital to

become partially self-supporting, and representation on the proposed new

Board reflected that object.ro?

h 1884 the board was enlarged to sixteen, and the medical

representation reduced to eight.ro8 This t'ne thereductionin medical

practitioners was intentional: it had been planned by C.C. Kingston, who

was then Attorney4eneral in the Colton Ministry. It had happened that

103'¡5" Masonic medical crmmittee comprised Drs. B.A. Kent, Thomas Cowper and the
homoeopath James Weston.
Loa 3l Victoriae, 7867, No. 7.
105 Trhe main parliamentary debates are in SAPD 1867, cols. 801, 863, 904 and 936.
106 g¿pp 150/1866/? vol. 3; Sel¿ct Committee on Marwgement of Adelaide Hospital.
107 Another Committee recommendation, years ahead of its time, was that the Adelaide
Hospital be recognised as a teaching hospital for medical students.
108¿¿¿ 306/ 1884.
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defects in the 1867 Act had not readily allowed the election of lay

representatives. The 1884 Act remedied the omissions, and specifically

limited the proportion of the board which could be comprised of medical

practitioners.lOe The government still desired to encourage patients to

contribute to their admission charges, a¡rd their reward would be the right to

elect three representatives. Kingston wa¡rted an overall balance between

medical practitioners and la¡m.en. and he forcefuþ drove tJne Billthrough

anyopposition.ll0 In 1889 a non-medical -uåb", of the board became

chairman.111

In 1896, as recounted, when the government dissolved the board with

which it was in conflict, without the need for legislation, Kingston appointed

a new bodywithout a single medical representative, and all medical

influence was lost. It has never been regained. So it was that in 1896 an

indirect result of the profession's intransigence was the complete and

permanentloss of medical dominance in theAdelaide Hospital.

By then, all Australian public hospitals were under lay control, and

certainly every South Australian country hospital was. The private

hospitals were not, notable examples being Ru Rua at North Adelaide and

Wakefield and Hutt Street hospitals in the cþ. The organised urban

medical profession had fought to control the Adelaide Hospital because

therapeutic, technological and social changes resulted in the public hospital

becoming the centre of the health slste6.112 In losing the battle, the

progress theyhad made in consolidating their power, received another set-

back.

*

109 ¡¿ no stage of the parliamentary debate was the term'legally qualified'used.
110 rlrhe parlíamentary debates on the Hæpitals Act Amend.ment Act 1884 arc in SAPD
1884, cols. 2M, 356,357 and 382.
111 1¡o-"s Graves, JP.
112 .¡"-". A. Gillespie The Price of Health, op. cit.,pp. 15-19, especíally p. L7.
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In considering the history of any aspect of the medical profession, the

people who stand out are the notable few who kept records, or about whom

records are or were kept. So it is that Smith and Napier have become

legendary characters, for their story is permanently sealed on the public and

parliamentaryrecord. rWith ttre exception of HenryNewland, most of their

opponents have left little for us to remember them b¡r the reminiscences of

their colleagues were passed from one generation of students to another, but

the stories die when the circle of direct acquaintances passes on. In my

student days at the RAII (1965Æ8), Smith and Napier were still vivid

figures to my older teachers, who would reminisce their loathing over

morning tea. Today all the particþants are largelyforgotten, and only

Ramsay Smith made the Australio.nDictinnary of Biagraphy.

*

When medical teaching resumed at the Medical School, the

requirements for prospective students were set out in the University

Calend.ar. Theyhad to be over 16 years of age, with at least a pass in the

[then] senior public examination in English language and literature, Latin,

mathematics, and one additional language, which they could choose from

Greek, French, German or rtalian. Five academicyears of studywere then

required. The total fee for the course was 91.52 5s. Then, the average weekly

South Australian wage was just over f2.113

Medical practitioners, until their fight with C.C. Kingston, \ilere slowly

achieving all the imprints of professionalisation. Theyenjoyed upward social

mobility and occupational closure. The medical school gave them control

over entrlrinto the profession. The fees ensured that the entrance wouldbe

freelyopen onlyto the well off.

{c

\\3 42s.
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4. DENTISTfI SEEK I,EGISII\TTVE CONTB,OL.

In 1901 an attempt was made to legislate to ensure that dentists

were qualified and competent. South Australia was the last state to regulate

dentistry, and because conditions of practice and quatifications were already

controlled in other states, the unqualified and the lesser qualified gravitated

here. The Bill allowed practising dentists to continue without registration

(the "grandfather " clause), but onlythe registered would be allowed to

assume the title of 'dentist, dental surgeon, dental practitioner, surgeon

dentist, registered dentist, surgeon, or doctor of dental surgeqy'.114 There was

to be a very stringent control over qualifications which could be registered,

and the ghost of Dr. George Bollen, now dead for ten years, reminded

Honourable members of his struggles to obtain a ma.ndamus;t}re BiIl

included a provision that aggrieved dental practitioners could appeal to the

Governor-in-Council to have rejected diplomas recognised. The government

was deternined that they would

...prevent a board of five men having absolute power to say
who should practise in SouthAustralia.lls

TheBilI was read and dischargd on 18 December 1901.

It was r+introduced in 1902 and this time it was successfully

enacted. Thle Dental Act 1902 paved the way for the professional growth of

dentistry. A universþ course leading to registration commenced in 1906,

and the BDS was established in 1921. That year an independent Faculty of

Dentistry was established, and Sir Joseph Verco became the first Dean. The

Dental Hospital would be opened in 1923. In all these developments, leading

members of the medical profession played prominent and supporting roles.

While the dentists were anxiouslywatching the slow progress of their

Billtlrough parliament, and for some years afterwards, the medical

profession remained veryquiet. Then, in 1908, perhaps as a reward for their

rLa g¡pp Legislative Council, 2? November 1901, p. 310.
LL5 ¡6¡¿.*.
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good behaviour, the government made a very serious effort to change the

Medi.calAcú along the lines which had long been sought. It was a peculiar and

irksome state of affairs that the lesser professions of pharmacy and

dentistry had - on paper - all the po\ilers they sought to control appellation,

and theoreticall¡ exclude the unqualifred: the medical profession did not.

Perhaps theyhad only themselves to bleme. However, the medical

profession had consolidated its power: it was now represented on the Dental

Board; a legally qualified medical practitioner had to be present at any

anaesthetic procedure, and the first Dean of the Faculty of Dentristr¡r was a

prominent medical practitioner. Yet at the end of the period under

discussion, dentishy and pharmacyhad greater legislative protection than

medicine.

{c
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6. LoNc YEARSI oF PENANCE: MEDTCAL LIFE AFIER c.c. xrNcsroN.

a. Good intentions: The Medícal and Surgery Biil I9Og.

After Kingston's fall in 1899 a period of political instability ensud for

sixyears until the Price Ministry, which held office from July 1905 to June

1909. It contained none of the old Kingston cabinet. After the departure of

that dominating, argumentative figure there was a rapid conservative drift.

h 1905 the Labor caucus chaiman, Thomas,Pricel formed ¿¡l elliance

cabinet with the Liberal A.H. Peake.2 A spirit of compromise appears to

have been abroad. In october 1906 a deputation representing the SA

Branch of the BMA and the Medical Defence Association, and comprising

W.T. Hayward, E.W. Moris, and J.B. Gunson, waited on the Chief

Secretary, AA.Kirkpatrick,s to explore the possibilityof new medical

legislation. They found the government receptive, and, with charming

detachment, their proposals were sent to the arch-enemy Ramsay Smith

for a report. He advised the goverrrment that changes to the Medi.cal Act

could best be met with a new Bill, andhe was asked, in conference with the

associations, to draft one. He did: in later years they conveniently would

overlookthis. The matters now of concem to the medical profession still

included the perennial conundrums of eliminating the unqualified, and the

issue of death certificates. New worries were the need for power to deal with

illegal abortionists, eliminate the nâmes of deceased practitioners from the

register,a and to bring nurs¡es and masseurs under State control.

1 Thomas Price (1852-1909) MHA 1893-1909. Premier 1905-09.
2 Archibald Henry Peake (1859-1920) MHA 1897-1920. Premier 1909-10; L9I2-t5;
1917-20.
3 Andrew Alexander Kirkpatrick (1848-1928) MHA/I\{LC various dates 1891-1918.
4 The Medical Board in 1902 first discussed with the Chief Secretar'¡r the question of
reducing the size of-the medical register and making it accruate and up to date. They
were given approval !o list only the nemes of living practitioners in active practice, but
when they advertised in an attempt to get the details necessary for coffectness, they
received only twenty replies.
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In short [the deputation] requested that the medical
profession in this State be made a close corporation or
monopoly.s

At this stage in SA only in connection with dentistry and anaesthetics

was the law adamant that a qualified and registered person had exclusive

right of practice. In respect of any other operation or medical treatment

whatsoever,

i#i"'ifl#3å"å3ä,Tåti,ïu
peration provided that the operation

was not one that was forbidden by law.6

In the case of the abortionist, the legal situation was odd: any

individual, without skill or training, could legallyinduce abortion in a

pregnant woman if the unborn child was dead. The onus of proving that the

child was alive rvas on the prosecution. The Medical Board continued to fret

about the problems caused bythe unregistered. It lacked power to examine

their credentials, and if necessary initiate a prosecution, and could not

effectiveþ discipline the legally qualifisd unless they had been convicted of

an indictable offence.7 Indeed, as noted, that learned body could not even

officially keep its own register up to date until in 1902 the Chief Secretary

gave per:mission for the names of dead practitioners to be erased. It
repeatedly was reminded that it could refuse to register any person whose

qualifications did not measure up to the l88g legislative yardstick, but the

rejected applicant still could practise. A substantial obstacle to registration

metbythe holders of American and European degrees was the need to

prove themselves graduates of a course of not less than four years. It was

understandable that the board had a keen interest in the ]9Og Bill.

It was the government's intention to so limit the activities of the

unqualified that the medical profession would indeed become a shielded

5 S¡pO House of Assembl¡ 15 December 1908, p.1180.
6Ibidøn.
7 An indictable offence is one which requires trial byjurv.
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monopoly: all unregistered professional activitywould be proscribed, and the

public would be legally preuentel. from consulting quacks. In addition to

doctors, all dentists, pharmaceutical chemists, midwives, nurses, masseurs

and masseuses were to have qualifications prescribed and enforced by

registration bodies. There was to be provision for the removal of names fron

the register

of persons who had died or had been convicted of crime, or who
mightbe deemed guilty of infambus conduct in a
professional respect. 8

Infamous conduct was, at this time, held chiefly to refer to "covering"

unregistered practitioners. The parliamentar¡r debate is interestingbecause

it gives us the reason why the modern MedícalAcús requireregistering

boards to go to the Supreme Court to determine questions of actual

deregistration and restoration. In the first place there remained concern

over the consequences of giving boards too much power to allow them to

determine whom theywould admit or reject: George Bollen again. The

government sought anAct which would reþ as little as possible on

discretionary deci sion and ad m inistrative opinion. Second, the Supreme

Court would bring a uniformity of decision, and apply its tegal reasoning to

the determination of what would inevitablybe questions of law, custom and

usage.

Another important concern of cabinet related to reciprocal recognition

of qualifications: no degree or attainment granted by a foreign government,

universityor registeringbodywouldbe registered in SA unless equal rights

and advantages were extended to the holder of registrable British

qualifications. The eventual enachent of this was to lead in the 1920s and

30s to some of the most spectacular litigation ever to engross Australian

courts.

8 g¿¡o¿ I{ouse of Assembl¡ 15 December 1908, p. 1132.
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Thre Medinal ønd surgery Bill tackJed other very long standing

problems, including the proper classification of diseases which couldbe used

in the certification of death and registration of still-births, and it would oblige

doctors to report suspicious deaths to the coroner. At that time a LeIvp

was under no dutynot to issue a death certificate where circumstances

would suggest the coroner's jurisdiction was involved. Finallythe BiIl

imposed more stringent controls on dentists and pharmaceutical chemisLs,

and proposed to register midwives and nurses. The Bill was a monument to

medical orthodoxy, and would have endowed the profession with complete

medical dominance. The government deliberately introduced it at the end of

the Session so that members would have emple time in the recess to

consider it. What a strange twist that such legislation, long the elusive

dreem of the legally qualifi ed profession, should have had as energetic

midwife Ramsay Smith, the one individual whom the collective profession

most desired to dissociate themselves from. Hitherto, as we have shown,

any legislative innovation which advanced the securit¡r, status and

economic well-being of the profession had its origins in the attempts to

restrain the activities of the unqualified: now as well they were to be joined

by the excommunicated - Rqmsay Smith. The BMA seems to have begun

to understand that there was much to be gained by having friends, a¡rd in

1910 at a special meeting of the Branch, Ramsay Smith was present by

invitation, and seated in a place of honour on the dais.g

As it turned out the Billfatledto complete the second reading and

notlring more was heard about amending tJne Medinal.4ct until 1913. This

was because Thomas Price died in May 1909,10 and his coalition soon

9 Austrahasian Medical Gazette,20 August 1910, p. 438.
1o Of tuberculosis and diabetes.
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collapsed. IIis conservative successor, A.H. Peakell, considered the Bill so

contentious that he would not proceed without more time to study it.

b. The rlifficulties of the SA medical board, end tbie Med.ína.I
Prøctitíoncrs BíIl 7973.

In 1913 a further attempt was made by the Peake government, which

considered the claims of the profession to be quite legitimate, to re-write the

MedbøIAcú. The Medical Board had faced recurring problems which had

arisen under the existing legislation and with which it had no power to deal.

The difficulties included unregistered persons styling themselves "surgeon",

contested applications for registration, differences of opinion rnith the Crown

Solicitor, and even direct conflicts with the Ministryover controversial

registrations.l2 The new Medícøl Prøctitioners Bill 1913, draft€d by,A.A.

Lendon with the guidance of Ramsay Smith's 1908 material, had four main

provisions. The board could refuse to register foreign graduates "...who were

not up their own standard." It had greater poïvers to d*register those

"...who might prove themselves unworthy of the hust reposed in them..."; it
could provide statutory protection for the medical board in the execution of

their duties, and it could "...prohibit any person not on the register assuming

the title of doctor, and those persons should be prevented from practice."13

T};Le BiIl had the full support of the BI\[r\.14 It was debated at length in

the Upper llouse, and the views of a predominantly elderþ generation of

members soon to pass from the public scene, remain as reminders of that

longAdelaide Indian summer, before ïVWI swept awayfor ever the

surviving vestiges of a serene Edwardian existence. The medical profession

11In these yeañ¡ govemments of different political persuasions again followed rapidlyon
one another's heels.
L2 G-J. Fraenkel, HistoryoftheMedicql,Bærdof SA, op. cit., pp.72-76.
13 5¿-¡o¿ Legislative Council, 21 August 1913, p.118.
14 Ib.,4 September 1913, p. 194.
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was still unpopular because of the infamous 1896-1901 "sttrike". There were

fears that parliament would be favouring "...one of the mightiest unions in

the Commonwealth",ls and there would be created a medical monopoþ.16

Some worried that the medical board would merelybe a front for the

BMA,rz and that the board would have too much power.18 But the greatest

uneasiness stemmed from concern that there would be a wholesale

prohibition of unregistered practice, and many anecdotes were recounted

detailing the abilities of herbalists and bone-setters. An influential,

conservative section of parliament still believed that patients should be at

liberty to consult any person theyliked, while being earnestly concerned

that theydid not come to ha¡m. The profession still faced the age old

paradox:

Whether it is to be considered as a social failing or only an
amiable foible, it is nevertheless true that the boundless credulity of
6snkind, upon subjects connected with medicine, has from earliest
times been a conspicuous feature in his life, and it is not a little
remarkable that an age which has witnessed so great a growth of
scientific precision in our medical methods and conceptions shouldbe
also characterised by the revival of superstition, a belief in occultism
and quackery of all descriptions that would be worthy of medieval
times. It is particularlyremarkable that these beliefs and the habits
and practices begotten of them are not confined to the ignorant, but
prevail notoriously among those who belong to the educated classes.le

Notwithstanding the vigour of debate and forthrightness of viewr*, tt 
"

Bill, suitably amended but retaining its effectiveness, passed the tÌrird

reading in the Legislative Council on 2 October 1913. It went to the House of

Assembly where it lapsed. It had been an important measure: another

opportunityto effect essential reform of the medical profession had been

lost. The editor of the A¿stralasian Medicøl Gazette noted ruefully that every

27 August l9l3,p. L47.
2 September 1913, p.175.
27 August 1913, p. 147. This, in fact, did more or less become the position.
p.149.

t9 Aust alasianMedicølGazette,20 September 1905, pp. 42$-30* Eighty years on the Debates make engrossing reading

L5 tb.
L6Ib.
L7 Ib.
L8 Ib.
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time the profession attempted to secure legislation to control practice'...we

are accused of attempting to establish a close monopoþ ...."2o The outbreak

of war meant a further sixyears would pass before another legislative

opportunity would occur.

*

Despite the Medical Board's usual resolute stand against registering

pen¡ons whose qualifications were sus¡rect, there were some occasional

interesting exceptions, one being Herbert Basedow (1881-1933) [811], 8

September 19 10 ; lvfJ) ættirrgen 19 1 0. 21 Basedow had influential family

connectioîs,22 a¡rd would later enter parliament.23 He had absolutely no

entitlement to be registered, and a certain mystery surounds his

qualifications. He is shown in UniversityofAdelaide Calendars as holding a

BSc 1910, but there is no clear evidence to indicate that he ever actually

graduated from that University, although in 1904 he had won the Tate

medal for the best work in geolory, and had been an undergraduate since

1898. The only additional qualification noted in subsequentCalend,ørs is a

PhD Breslau 1908. In the parliarnentary record he claims in addition to the

lvD ffittingen, atrMCh, and in Wh.o's Who in AustrøIiø an IVIA appears.24

The medicalboard were not alone in harbouring suspicions: when seventeen

years later in1927 he entered the House of Assembly after an unpleasant

sampaign, he had to vigorously deflect deprecatory insinuations regarding

his academic claims. Many of the allegations originated in his opponents'

scurrilous electioneering tactics. He certainlyheld no medical qualification

from Adelaide or anyAustralia¡r University, and he could not possibly have

2o Austrolasian Medicøl Gazette, 13 September 1913, pp. 248-249 (editorial).
21 Basedow remains an important South Australian political and historical figure,
discussed here because much curiosity sfill surmun¿s his registration.
22 ADB 7, pp. 2O2-3. R.I. Jennings, Barnaclæ and, Pa.rasitus, Nesfield Press, North
Plympton, 1992., pp. 11-14. G.J. Fraenkel, op cit., pp.72-74.
23 As NftIA Barossa 1927-30: 1933.
24 trYed Johns, 'Who's Who in Austrølia, 1927-28, Adelaide, Hassell, p.16. Basedow
claimed to have studied at the School of Mines, and the Universities of Heidelberg,
Gottingen, Zurich and Breslau. (At all these places there would have been difficulties
with checking his credentials.)
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obtained anyEuropean medical accomplishment which would have met in

any way the registration requirements of the 1889 Act,because his sojourn

in Europe was too brief. ïVhen the medical board realised this they

justifiablybaulked at having him on the register, but he personally applied

pressure to have no action taken, through the Verran Labor Minisbqy, and

he secured registration. Dr. C.E. Todd, board member a¡rd secretarsr,

resigned in disgust. Nothing more became of it. No doubt remembering C.C.

Kingston, the board was terrified of yet another confrontation with an

interventionist government. The young Basedow had a good press. The

Register noted that he "...had taken his degrees of doctor of medicine,

snrgery, and obstetrics at Gtittingen with magnun cunt Inude.lsic]"

Previous to this he had wedded a truly remarkable academic career with

conspicuous exploratory activities.2s

The medical board tried hard to defend the register from additions

whichmight lower their perception of whatwere proper medical

qualifications, and acceptable standards of practice. Some tussles went on

for years. "Dr." C-4" L€ Mang 26 tried first unsuccessfully in 1897 to be

registered, Ðd in 1898 was twice rejected. He was a graduate of Hallé and

s¡nke no English, but practised at Hahndorf, whence a local congregation

sent a petition in his favout, and where, no doubt, he had no diffrculty

pakingaliving.zT In 1905 he was at Grunthal* and faced criminal charges,

the nature of which is obscure, but moved Mr. Justice Homburg to observe

the need for strengthening the powers of the medical board.28 On the other

hand the totally medically unqualifi ed and unregistered pharmaceutical

chemist could face no such ignominy. When the long serving Kingston SE

25 Sen¿eister 26 January 1910, p. 259.
26 Ca"l August Herman Le Mang; n.d. No biographical details have been found about
this person.
27 G.J. Fïaenkel, op.cit., p. 63.
* No* Verdun.
28 Robert Homburg (1848-1912) MHA 1884-1905: Judge Supreme Court 1905-1912. TÌre
Homburg family were notable and distinguished South Australians whose German
origins brought them much personal distress over several generations.
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doctor, August Engelhardt 2e became ill and was unable to work for many

months before his death, the local chemist Mr. Fred Burns virtually took

over the practice, and earned the praise of the local corespondenf.s0

American degrees always were a cause of perturbation. In 1907 the

registration of Charles Thomas Abbott was debated. He had presented an

MD from the University of Louisville, Kentucþ. Abbott then was working

on the Far West Coast of South Australia.sl In 1910, when still

unregistered, he was gazetbed as medical officer for Pine Creek NT.32 In

1913 he finally acquired legally qualified respectability.Ss "Dr." Arthur L.

Tackaberry 34 (rgL4) and "Dr." Alfred William Summers 35 (1912) were not

so fortunate. However Tackabeny was appointed by the SAR

Commissioner to be RMo oodnadatta, in succession to Abbott, who had

decided to shift south.36 Another American to successfully run the

registration gauntlet was V.R. Ratten.37 He later went to Hobart as a

distinguished surgeon+uperintendent of the Cteneral Hospital, where again

his qualifications came under petulant scrutiny.ss The bottom line was that

the board's stamp of approval made little difference to whether a person

practised or not. In the case of Abbott and Tackaberry the dire needs of the

SAR Commissioner - whose own Acú made him a law unto himself- for

medical support along the Great Northern Railway, made irrelevant the

29 August Fridrich Gottfried Engelhardt (c.1825-190Ð t1911 5 April 1871; MD Giessen
1870; MD Adel. 1877. Ife was at Salisbury and Mt. Pleasant before going ø the
Southeast.
30 SARegisúer 6 April 1907, p. 328.
31 I will discuss in more detail this aspect of his career in chapter IV. 4. d.
32 Ib. tZ February 1910, p. 476. GJ. Fraenkel op.cit. pp. ZB,ZS.
33 tb. tZ September I9I3, p. 224.
Charles Thomas Abbott t8981 18 September 1913; MD Louisville KY USA In.d.l
He practised in NSW as a dentist in the late 1880s. A notable snn was the Hon. Sir
Charles Abbott (1889-1960) MHA 1933-46, Justice Supreme Court 1946-59. (Not to be
cnnfused with C.L.A. Abbott, Adminisbator of the Northern Territory 193?-46.)
34 G.J. Fraenkel, op.cit., p.79.
35 Ib., p. 84.
36 SaRe¿istcr 13 July 1916, p. 114. IIis move readily can be understood by anyone who
has spent time at that desolate place.
37 Vicør Richard R¿tten 174219 May 1907; MD Hanrey College, Chicago ILL 190?.
38 G.J. Fraenkel op.cit., p. 88. (Now the Royal Hobart Hospitù.)
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board's imprim.atur.se It took about forby hours to take an injured or sick

person by train from Oodnadatta to Port Augusta, with some forty stops ør

route, and the train ran once a fortrright. Who in those circumstances would

have cared about legal qualifications?4O Often they were of no concern closer

to Adelaide. At Port Adelaide in 1918 "Dr." J.C.G. Jurs (188H920), then Zg

years old, had been practising for 32 years and had once been Mayor: he had

never sought nor needed registration. Examd,es like this remind us that it is

essential to continue to distinsuish between the predatory, manipulative

quack, a¡rd those competent and useful persons who simply were

unregistered. The problem was thatthe public usuallycould discern no

difference, and the medical board continued to encounter annoying

reminders of its inabilityto prosecute charlatans. I will return to this

question in more detail in chapter IV.

The Great War affected every sphere of medical practice as scores of

practitioners and medical students enlisted. By October 1g15 so many

doctors had left for the front that the State government negotiated with the

militaryto see if it could use their personnel.4l A prominent 1914 departure

was that of Lt. Col. Ramsay Smith, to take charge of the FirstAustralian

General Hospital AIrr.42 until 1917 parliamenthad little interestin

anything medical. hr that year three items câme out of the legislative

wilderness. One of them has alreadybeen considered- the Compulsory

Vaccinati.on Exemptìon Act, which abolished the requirement of the 1882

VaccinationAct whereby every child born in the State had to be vaccinated

39 It has not been possible to follow up these practitioners. The extensive archives of the
SAR were rapidly dispersed between L976-A2 after the federal takeover and splitting
into AN (cuuntry services) and STA (metropolitan.) Ttrey now ane held in the Mortlock
Librar¡r, Australian Archives and elsewhöre, mostly unõlassiñed and difficult to retrieve
because of their volume. Much of the material has been lost or destroyed.
40 Çemmonwealth Railways, WorkingTitneTablæ, Oú.nodattaRailway, Port Augusta,
Government Printer, , various years.
4l Appendíx 3 lists the SA LQMPs and others who answered the call to Empire.
42 He and his principal matron Jane Bell clashed, and both were recalled, but were
subsequently cleared by atr official inquiry.

*
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within six months after birth. The Dentists Act Further Arnend,ment Act was

a continuation of the valiant struggle of the Dental Board to match with

legislation the indefatigable guile of the charlatan in circumventing

registration requirements. Both the originalrgD2 Acú and the 1g04

amenrlment were ineffective in allowing the board to prevent unregistered

persons from openly practising. The 1917 Acú also proved to be less of an

obstacle to depriving the totallyunqualifred of their brass plates and blatant

hoardings, and another fourteen years would pass before a more successful

attempt was made. "Dentistr¡/' in various zuises was often practised by

entrepreneurs, who in turn would employ anyone regardless of suitability,

proficiency or competence, and abuses were far more prevalent than in the

medical profession.as The third piece of legislation was t}re MentølTreøtment

(War) Act 1917.Its purpose was to enable retumed servicemen with mental

illness to have their condition dealt with without the need for certification

and other procedures which civilian cases required. It was an humanitarian,

if discriminatßW, enactment which tookreturrred men out of the Parkside

Mental Hospital andputthem in a separate institution.

6. RESLTRRECTION: TIIE MEDICAL ACT IgIg.

1919 also marks the successful enactment of new medical legislation.

A new Medica,l BíIl was introduced in the Upper House in September by J.G.

Bice,4a chief secretary in the third Peake Mnistry, which had taken ofhce in

July 1917 when the Labor administration of Crawford Vaughan4s was

" 4g example of this is províded byWillian Boyle (c.1855-1941), who after privation
and hard work, by 1880 had become a successful business man- His interests included
the SAAdvertising Company; a land agency; theatrical agencJ4 investor, and the Dental
Conpany at 99 King William St. Adelaide. He placed his sons in the latter business as
'dentists'. None was qualifred,,and the fanily descendants still recall the annoyance tJre
successive Acrs cause4 when they finally were compelled to seek registration. 

-

K.H. HarinElnn,The Boyle Family llistory. Adelaide, [n.d.] Private publication kindly
made available by the author and his daughter, Mrs. Barbara Frances.
44 John George Bice (1853-1923) MLC 1894t-1929. KCMG 192g.
45 crawford vaughan (r87tLr947) MHA 190L1918; premier 191L1?. After his
parliamentarJ¡ career he went into business in Sydney.
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destroyed in the internal Labor disputes over conscription. In 1913 Bice had

been in charge of the MediralPractitíaners Bill which he had steered

successfully to the House of Assembl¡ where it had lapsed. The 1919 Bill

was identical, except that it provided for the members of the medical board

to receive fees for attendance at meetings. It repealed the 1844, 1880, and

1889 Acús and replaced them with provisions "...more in keeping with the

rise in standard of medical educationin SouthAustralia...".46 Those words

were important. Medical education was becoming more sophisticated

because of the impact of science, which in turn rapidlyenhançs¿ th.

therapeutic capabilities of the legally qualified. In time, as I will discuss in

chapter fV, that enha¡rced curative power would be one of a number of

factors which would eventually dispatch the unqualified to oblivion. \\e BilI

proposed that instead of the governor appointing the medical board without

nomination, that body would be elected from three bodies: the Minister, the

LQMPs themselves, andthe Council of the UniversityofAdelaide.

Provisions for the registration of new practitioners were tightened up and

theywere required to have passed

...through a regular graded course of medical studyin a school of
medicine in some part of the British Empire or elsewhere, such course
being of not less than five yea/s duration and recognised by the Board
as not lower in standard tha¡r that required in this State added to which
the ca¡rdidate must have received a degree or diploma by a duly
recognisefl s*amining tndy, and must be entitled to be registered or to
practice as a medical practitioner in the part of the Empire or the
country where he has gone through his medical course.a7

Another very significant condition erected. a barrier to "...persons applying

to be registered by virtue of qualifications obtained in a¡ry countr¡r outside

the British Empire."48 lltere had to be reciprocityin the matter as between

46SApO Lcgislatíve Council, 23 September 1919, p. 814.
47 S¿pD Legislative Council 23 September 1919,p. 815

48 rbidem.
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that country and south Australia.¿e The Bill would prevent the

unregistered from suing for fees, holding public hospital or health officer

appoinhents, or issuing death certificates. However there were exceptions

for persons who had been in practice for five or more years. In the case of

the need for death certificates to be controlledbythe LeMp, here the

spread of rail and road transportbrought the realisation that whereas in the

past a certificate was not required where d"ltr occurred more than five

miles from a registered individual, improved and more convenient means of

travel brought it about that one had to die twentyfive miles from the doctor

to escape examination. Registration could be ca¡rcelled if practitioners were

"...deemed by the Board to have been guilty of infamous conduct in any

professionâl respect. "So

The supreme court could remove and restore names, and not the

Board. Unregistered persons who advertised or'held themselves out'could

be fined or imprisoned: but it would not be a¡r offence to use the term 'doctor'

if one had practised for at least five years since 1889. Finally, ttre BiIt
imFosed an a¡rnual registration fee of one guinea,* but a lump sum of five

guineas# would commute all annual fees: a bargain for the young. At this

time a practitioner paid, on initial registration, a single fee of one guinea:

practitioners of the Supreme Court paid five guineas each year. Apparently

the government was not game to push its luck too far: the annual fee would

not apply to persons already registered. It was from the fees that

remuneration would be made to the Board. The parliamentarydebate was

singularly temperate and uncontroversial, a change from the atmosphere of

cynical distrust which had often made previous legislative embarkations

disastrous and painful interludes. Now, there was pride in the sta¡dards of

¿e s.rs (z).

l0 S¿pO Legislative Cor¡ncil 23 September 1919,p. g15.*flls
#ß5ss
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medical education at the Universþ of Adelaide.sl The most significant

concern was that no-one wa¡rted "...a repetition of history and the medical

profession mayfail in their duties..." [sic].sz The Minisb:¡rwas urged to

ensure that the government retained a majority of its appointees on the

medical board because

Trouble may occur again between the medical fraternity and
the Government and it is just as well that the Government
should be arned against such a,circumstance. It is wrong for
medical men to control their own profession.ss

In fact a Labor amendment to increase government appointees by one was

finally accepted. NIr. \ry.J. Denny,54 a lawyer, feared the powers of the

Board; he was a survivor from the days of the 'row'.55 Finall¡ there was a

determination that no individual practitioner was going to be vict'mised.5o

Thirtyyears after his death George Bollen still walked the corridors of North

Terrace. Members like Peter Reid¡52 a¡rd W.A Hamilton,ss who were not in

South Australia at the time of the homæopath's cøusecelebré,clearly}orew

all abouthis fight. This illustrated the influence exercisedby anecdote and

reputatior, enfl the foolishness of those crusading practitioners who took on

elected parliamsn¿s so manyyears before, without considering the demage

they would do to the profession for many decades after most of them had

either died or been forgotten. The final irony was that the practitioner whom

a

5L S¡pO Legislative Council 25 September 1919, pp. 906-7.
52 Ib.: 2 Octnber 1919,p.1041. The speaker recalled ttre 1896 Kingston debacle.
53 Ib.: House of Assembly 23 October 1919, p.1406.
57 William Joseph Denny (1872-1946) MI{A 1900-33. Held many portfolios: a
pmminent and interesting Labor politician and West End identity.

55 g¿pD House of Assembly 23 October 1919, p.1407.
56 Ib.' p.406.
57 Peter Reidy ÍI874-L9321MHA 191L32. A colourfi¡l Irish debater.
58 Waltet Alfred Hamilton t1863-19551MLA Victoria 18941-1904 MHAvarious terms
1917-1938. A member of the GlenelgMarion vigneron family.
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members were so keen to protect was Christopher Bollen, one of George's

sons, who practised along lines similar to his father.se

TheAcú received the Royal Assent on 20 November 1919: its arival

and the subsequent gazettal inApril 1920 of the various regulations dealing

with Board elections and fees made neither public nor medical ripple.oo The

organised medical profession had secured a legislative victoryto break the

thirtyyear drough¡.or

Summary.

This chapter began with an account of the successful efforts of

pharmacists, following the doctors, to close their trade, enforce selË

regulation, stipulate training st¿ndards, control nomenclature, and thereby

achieve professional status. It then considered the available evidence in

SouthAustralia which shows how the assertions and evidence of scientific

medicine began to claim the attention of, and then influence parliamentary

thinking and standpoints, so that parliamenf,s attitude towards the medical

profession changedfrom one of open clm.icism a¡rd mistrust, to qualified

support and approbation. The change in outlook assisted both the growing

power of the profession, Ðd their upward mobilþ through social class. But

it was the swift embrace bythe orthodox practitioners of science which gave

them virtual complete ascendancy over their competitors.

The social progress of the profession was assisted by the

establishment of hermetic organisations such as the British Medical

Association, Medical Defence, and Benevolent Associations. The foundation

59 Chrisøpher Bollen t1866-19521, 141514 July 1888. MB Toronto 1888;MD Toronto
1891; MD Adel. a.e.g.1891. He practised continuously (apart from war service) for 64
years, up to a few days of his death.
60 MedicatJournalofAustralia: 8 May 1920, p.451.

South Australian Governntent Gazette No. 21, 29 April 1920.
6l An Act to rnøke better Pranision for the Re4istmrion of Medical Practitioncrs and. to
regulate the Qualificatiors for and the Effect of such Registration; ønd for other purposes
No. 1372/1919.
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of the Adelaide Medical School was very important because not only did it
greatly enhance the standing of the profession and materially change

parliamentary attitudes towards professional qualifications, it furthered the

process of legal closure, and gave medical practitioners control of

educational standards, entr¡r and training to their own profession.

There remained one principal thorn in the side of the organised, legally

qualified profession: the difficulty of stoppi"g tJ1r" unqualified a¡rd

unscrupulous quack from assuming medical titles and preying upon '. . .the

blindunreasoningfaith of their patients'. Successive MedicølAcús had never

been able to curb the charlatan either because of indistinct drafting, or the

inabilþ of any authority to stop the indefatigable aptitude of the predator

to get around anylegislative obstacle.

The great calamity for the medical profession in the period under

review was the imprudence of its leaders in confronting Charles Cameron

Kingston, one of Australia's greatest premiers. They did immeasurable

damage to themselves. The power struggle for control of the Adelaide

Hospital had disastrous immediate and long tem results for all medical

practitioners. The medical school was virtually destroyed for six years and

the profession was wracked with ruinous internal and external strife.

Reform of medical legislation was set back nearly twenty years. Of more

lasting damage were the destruction of parliamentar¡rgoodwill, the

permanent loss of control and influence over the Adelaide Hospital, and the

passing of medical direction of all government health related

instrumentalities into the hands of persons who, because of their treatment

bythe BMA had no reason to be favourable to the organised profession. The

Bl\4Alea¡ned a lesson which they never forgot, and some MPs retained

bitter memories of the incident for decades. The parliamentaryrecord shows

that over the sixby years 188f1940, the factors which most influenced any

adverse reflection on the organised medical profession were Creorge Bollen
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and the notorious hospital row - the latter synonymous with the names of

Leith Napier and Ramsay Smith.

After the passage of Kingston to federal parliament the medical

water calmed, but efforts to tighten legislation both to protect the public and

allow the medical board to restrain and reprehend unacceptable conduct of

the legally qualified were thwarted. First, the suspicions of parliament which

remained after 189È1901, and then the First World \Mar, brought delays.

At long last, the Medicøl Act 1919 gave the profession the substantial

legislative victory which theyhad sought for 75 years.

*
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Introduction.

The years 1919-1949, as far as the medical profession was

concerned, were marked bythe significant growth of its the influence,

prestige a¡rd status, so that by the outbreak of rWWfI practitioners had

reached what seemed to be an unassailable pinnacle of professional po\iler.

The princþal factors which contributed to this included ttre new MedinatAct

1919, and the relentless march of science and technology. The First World

\il'ar saw operations undertaken on the brein and lungs, and stimulated

great adva¡rces in plastic surgery. Insulin was discovered irrrgzz, and in

1935 Gerhard Domagk found the source of sulphanilemide. This led to the

development of the 'sulpha'drugs, which were first used clinicallyin 1938,1

Blood transfusion was used extensiveþ from 1940, and in 1g41 penicillin

was first used in ttre wards. Medical specialisation slowlybegan to grow,

particularlyin the areas of cardiology, endocrinolory and metabolism.2

Over the same period the power of the BI\,IA increased, and the main

fields in which it worked on behalf ofits members will be discussed. These

include its efforts to safeguard the interests of practitioners who enlisted in

two world wars; involvement with the introduction of national heatth

schemes before WWII; its role in the elimination of quacks, and the conduct

of two great constitutional battles with t,Le Chifleylabor government. It
played a major role in other areas, including the vicarious control of medical

manpower, and this was bound up with its ambivalence about the

assimilation of refugee doctors in Australia. It waged a continuous battle

with the friendly societies and lodges to secure better remuneration, snd

contracts favourable to its members. As its power and privileges became

obvious, other health providers were inspired to emulate its legislative

achievements by attempts to secure legal recognition and self4overnment.

1 Tb heat pneumonia.
2 See p. 242 et sequ. for exemples.
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Individual members of the medical profession played parts which

significantly strengthened the relationship of the profession to the

goverrìmentbymaking their knowlefue a¡rd skills available at both

unofficial and official levels. As well, practitioners frequentlyhad an

extensive involvement in the comnunities where they practised. When the

favourable publicity attracted by the more prominent and accomplished

members, and the viÉually continuous favourable press coverage of every

aspect of medical life is considered, it is easyto understand the rise of the

medical practitioner in South Australia.

The most striking feature of the forty years after the 1919 Acú is the

development of the close personal relationship between the profession's

official representative organis¿tions and government. The prolonged

hone¡moon was fractured onlyonce bythe quarrel brought aboutbythe

severe mass paranoia toward,s the Chifley government, but the affinity soon

resumed, to be consummated in the earlyyears of the Menzies hegemony.

Then, as will be discussed in chapter V, in addition to the appeal of high

status, important community standing and the abilityto earn a livelihood,

the 1953 medical benefits scheme added a guaranteed veryhigh income.

Then, the medical profession was finally seen to have gained the whole

world-

2. TTIE NETV ITEDIoAL Acr 1919.

The 1919 Acú was vastly different from all previous legislation. It was

comparatively long and for its time, modern in form and legal structure: it
did away completely with all former enactments including the hallowed 1844

Orditwncq which had survived 75 years. It clearly defined the medical

board, protected it from liability, and empowered it to cancel registration for

fraud, conviction of any felony or misdemeanour, and where a practitioner

was '...deemed by the board to have been guilff of infamous conduct in any
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professional respect."s The board had to make an application to the

Supreme Court for the actual removal, and that court could order

restoration with automatic registration. Whereas previouslythe board could

take solemn declarations from witnesses who "...maybe producedbefore

them,..."4 theynow could compel attendance and demand the production of

documents. Qualifications for registration were defined as explained earlier,

and reciprocity of recognition was required before acceptance was granted to

any qualification issued "...in any country, not being part of the British

Empire.'5 Section 22 of theá.cú imposed registration fees, and on receipt of

the money a certificate would be issued: provisional certificates also could be

granted. Section 31 entitled anyregistered practitioner to sue for fees for

professional services, and Section 32 specified that only registered persons

could hold appoinhents in public hospitals, as medical officers of health or

as practitioners "...in any passenger or other vessel registered in the State

and leaving any port therein." After 27 yearc the last administrative

anomaly which had caused the Oroyø prosecution to fail (chapter trI), was

rectified . Requirements for the issue of certifrcates of death and orders for

burial were tightened by Sections 33 and 34. Far more important was that

th¡e Act reinforced medicine as an exclusive and closed profession, with peer

control, restricted entry and enhanced professional power.

The 1919 Acú was long-lived.In 1975 when a consolidation of

statutes took place, there had been few dramatic amendments, and the

l9l9legislation had survived virtuallyintact.o Sections 35 and 36

3 s. 26.(d).
4 The Medical Act Arnend.ment Aet 7889,5.7.
5 s. 19.(2).
6 It was amended in 1921 to provide that a reduced registration fee would apply if
registration was made after June 30 in any year, and that no fee was payable in the
case of a person who was already registered in a country forming part of His Majesty's
Dominions, and there was recipmcity for such an arrangement. A third Section put the
onus of prnoof on a defendant prosecuted for advertising or'holiling out', that he was not
responsible for any advertising on which proceedings were initiated. (An Act to Amend
the Medical Practitioners Act, 1919: L49511921.) Given the cnmplexity of the changing
medico-legal and ethical milieu, the lack of earlier legislative review is interesting.
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attempted to deal with unregistered persons advertising or holding

themselves out as medical practitioners, and under those subdivisions the

unregistered and unqualified fought on, for the next seventeen years, until

j udicial j udgement, damning publicity, war and science fi nally vanquished

them.

3. TID OLD ORDER CIIANGETH, YIELDING PII\CE TIo l\nw... 7

a. The newgeneration of academicscientists 4nd practical
teachers.

The old order was rapidly changing. In August 1919 the eminent

English anatomist and teacher Frederic Wood Jones was appointed to

succeed Archibald Watson as professor of anatomy.8 He was a virtuoso

scientist and prolific author oflearned papers: the contrast with the

memorable, eccentric Watson could not have been more striking. Dr.

Benjamin Poulton retired in 1920 after 31 years as honorary surgeon at the

Adelaide hospital. He was a venerable figure who hadbeen Dea¡r of the

Faculty of Medicine in 1893, and lecturer in surgery since 1889. He was

followed into retirement in 1920 by J.AG. Hamilton. Frank Hone was

appointed to the medical board 1919-20, and Hugh Cairns, Rhodes Scholar

in 1917, passed his FRCS in 1921. Howard Flore¡ who would become the

greatest medical scientist of them all, in 1919 was in his fourth year at the

Adelaide medical school and became Rhodes Scholar in 1921.e J.B. Cleland

was appointed to a new chair in pathology in 1920.10 Many doctors returned

from the excitement of active service to resume civilian life.

7 Tennyson, ThePassing ofArthur, 408.
8 Frederic Wood Jones t1879-19541 Unregistered. BSc London 1903; MBBS Lond 1904;
MRCS Eng LRCP Lond 1905; DSc Lond 1910; trB.S 1925; FRCS 1930; FRACS 1935;
FZS.
9 Florry was Adelaide's most notable son and during his distinguished life had many
honours and awards conferred on him. The Adelaide medical establishment has never
been keen to reoord his contempt for the standard of his teaching and some of his
teachers. In SA he never had other than a brief provisional registration. See Gwyn
MacFarlane, Howard Florqr, London 1980 OUP, pp. 79, 92, 1.2O, 126, 2ll.
10 He was the son of Dr. W.L. Cleland.
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All these people represented the new generation of academic and

practical teachers who reflected the consequences of the embrace of science

bymedicine. Theyhad matured in an atmosphere where their studies were

concerned with clearly demonstrable established principles. The practice of

medicine was becoming concerned with accurate and precise observation to

establish causes, and applylogic to treatment: the bedside was being

superseded as the onlyplace where cognisance and masteryof human

illness couldbe acquired. This association of medicine with science, and the

emphasis on pathogenic mechanisms and the biological view of health and

illness, led to a de+mphasis of broader (and vaguer) conceptions about

'causes' and'treahent". The Great War powerfully stimulated and

advanced scientific medicine. Earlier, establishment of the Rhodes

Scholarships in 1902 had brought annually to Odord from all parts of the

world distinguished students from manyfields of study they came into

contact with a wider community for their mutual benefit, the universality of

learning and the exchange of ideas. The first twelve Rhodes Scholars from

Adelaide included five who were, or wouldbe, medical students.ll

No appointment better illustrated the prestige of the ascendant

scientific method than that of Brailsford Robertson in 1919 as Professor of

Physiology. Thorburn Brailsford Robertson (1884 - 1930) BSc Adel 1905 ;

PhD Unia. Californiø; DSc AdeI1908, had enjoyed a brilliant acadêmic

ca.reer. Born at Edinburgh, he came to Australia in 1902. After graduating

in science in 1905 he became sn assistant in physiology at the Universþ of

California, and obtained his PhD. By 1910 he was associate professor of

physiological chemistry and pharmacology, and in 1917 was appointed

professor. In 1918 he went to Toronto as professor of biochemistry, and the

next year returned as one ofAdelaide's mostbrilliant alumni, to succeed

11 Walter Rupert Reynell t1885-19481: William Ray [1883-1953]: Henry Kenneth Fry
[1886-1959]: Edmund Britten Jones [1888-1953]: Alan Warren Morey [1893-1918].
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E.C. Stirlinginthe chairofph¡æiolow.rz Robertson was a pioneer in the

extraction and clinical application of insulin. He was singularlydedicated to

scientific enquiry, and would allow nothing to divert him from his research.
'When, in 1930, he foolishlyinsisted on remaining athis bench after he

contracted pneumonia, he became hyperpfetic and died.

The ascendancy of science was made further apparent by the fact

that Brailsford Robertson had no medical qualifrcations-he was the first

member of the medical school teaching staffwho was not a graduate of a

medical school or college, and his appointment is a significant milestone in

the victorious march of pure science. Interesting too, is the fact that the

next two Professors of Physiolory, C.J. Martinls and Cedric Hicks,r+ though

medically qualified, did not bother to register. Science had made the MBBS

irrelevant for teaching pu4)oses in the fundamental a.reas of medical stud¡

but at the same time the MBBS was becoming more science based. The up

and coming young men of th.e medical profession itself, H.IC F.ry, William

Ray and F.R. Hone, had science degrees and/or distinguished scholarship.

The advent of medical schools began to erode the nuneric superiority of the

conjoint diploma, with or without the LSA: now the MBBS was gradually

coming to be seen as a primary qualification which led into general practice,

academic medicine and research or, via the learned colleges, to

specialisation. In the UKthe latter awa¡ded memberships and ¡sllsryships of

great prestige and earning power, and manyAustralian doctors sought the

social and economic distinction conferred by European study and higher

qualifications. Until some time after'WWII, Adelaide newspapers studiously

reported the awards of higher degrees and college diplomas to SA medical

graduates: theywere assured of a market when theyreturned. The

establishment, from the late nineteen twenties of Australian branches of

12 He mamied one of his daughters.
13 (Si") Charles Jnmes Martin FåS CMG DSc Zo nd FPcCP FRS: professor 193 1 -33.1a (Si") Cedric Stanton l{icks MScNZ P}r,D Cantaå MD FRIC: p"ofesso" tg}6-57.
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the Royal colleges whichtrained for specialisation, strengthened and

accelerated the marriage of science and medicine, and the number of

medical graduates increased who would desertgeneralisation and devote

themselves to a particular disease or class of disease.ls /Uter \ryWn the pre-

war steadytrickle beceme a flood, with ensuing serious intra-professional

and political consequences.

The change ofthe LQM from barelyrespectable empiric to scientific

practitioner is reflected much more widelythrough the twenties and thirties

than would be suggested by the examples which have been given. Prior to
'WWI, there were few truly scientific practitioners other than H.T. \ryhiftell,

Râmsay Smith, and Thomas Borthwick. In the early 1920s there appeared

a small number of physicians whose clinical acumen was grounded in all the

medical sciences, and whose approach to medical practice and teaching was

vastly different from that of their precursors. For the first time it is possible

to distinguish a number of significant figures with specific interests in
general medicine, specialised medicine, patholory, public health and

preventive medicine, and bacteriolory. Onlythe more notable have been

selected as an illustrative sample; the constraints of space do not permit

reference to all practitioners who made a useful contribution.

D.L. Barlow was educated at Gawler and Prince Alfred college, of

which he was dux in 1910. He graduated MBBS in 1915, immediately

enlisted and saw active service in France. When the war ended he undertook

post-graduate work in England, studying pathology and allerry. on his

returrr to Adelaide he was appointed honorar¡rpathologist andbacteriologist

at the Adelaide Childrens Hospital, honorar¡r clinical pathologist at the

Adelaide Hospital, and demonstrator in pathology at the university of

Adelaide. From 1930 he was attached to the asthma cliniss at both ACH

1u q".n""al-Aust¡alian Co_llege of Surgeons was established in Victoria in 1g26, and the
&v"l Australian-College of Physiciansin the same State in 1938. The Royal Coliege of
obstetricians anq Gynaecologists was founded in London in 192g and sei up in
Australia in 1947.
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and Adelaide Hospital. During WWII he established a private patholory

serwice in SA, and was a foundation member of the Australian Society of

Allergists. Barlow was a man of means, and his laboratory$'as nrn more as

a hobby than a business. The first'proper' private pathology laboratory in

SAwas establishedbyEugene Mclaughlin, a protege of C.T.C.

DeCrespigny, in about 1936. Mclaughlin went to England in 1924 where he

studied neurology and cardiology, and he acquired the MRCP in 1927.10 He

returned to Adelaide a¡rdbecame director of the department of pathology

and bacteriology at the Adelaide HospitaL later he secured an honorar¡r

appointment.

C.T.C. DeCrespigny came from Melbourne in 1909, aged 27, as

medical superintendent of the Adelaide hospital, where he remained until

entering private practice as a physician in tg1.z. He enlisted in WWI a¡rd

saw much active service during the Dardanelles campaign and later in

France. He remained in London after the war as a consulting physician at

AIF HQ, and became MRCP. On his return to SA he beceme honorary

physician at the Adelaide Hospital in 1918 and remained there until 1938,

and also held a similar appointuent until 1928 at the Adelaide Children's

Hospital. For various periods between 1912 and 1947 at the University of

Adelaide he lectured on patholog¡r, histology and medicine, and was Dean of

the Faculty 1929- 19 47 .L7 He was the founder in Adelaide both of clinical

pathology (1909) and the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science.

(1937).18 As a teacher he insisted on a thorough understanding of the

pathological basis of disease. It is probable that succeeding generations

remember him better from the richness of apocryphal anecdote that he has

16 He appears never to have rregistered the qualification.
L7 SARÊgister L4 May 1919 p. 115 states that prior to WWI he u...was recognised as a
le ading authority on bacteriological research. "
18 In 1910 the State government centralised bacteriolosical and pathological work in one
laboratory under the Adelaide Hospital board: de Crespigny was on the committee which
superintended the scheme and was the first direcør. (Eugene Mclaughlin in 1928
became deputy direcüor of the SA Government Laboratory of Pathology and Bacteriology,
and in 1934, director).
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left, for he was a formidable figure with a strong personality. At his death

t}ne Aduertßerleft, readers in no doubt that he had been for many years the

unapproached leader of the profession. He enjoyed outstanding intellectual

gifts, a¡rd earned a reputation as abrilliantphysician. As an individual it
seems that few could penetrate to his spirit. Those who remember him

acknowledge his clinical versatility and lustrous diagnostic skills, but they

recall also his rudeness, insensitivity and arrogance.le In the Adelaide of his

day such an overwhelming personality soared effortlessly over all

contemporaries.

A.E. Plattzo was neither born in SAnor registered there, but he is an

important fi gure in South Australian medic al education. After graduation

from Sydney in1.9zl, he went as government medical officer to New Guinea

where he developed an interest in tropical medicine. In 1933 he obtained his

Diploma of Bacteriologyatthe Ircndon School of Hygiene, andin 1934 was

awarded a PhD at Cambridge. In 1935 he was appointed lecturer in charge

of the deparhent of bacteriology at Adelaide University, gained his MD

Adelaíde in 1937, and was admitted a foundation FRACP in 1938. Plattheld

the view, which the University accepted, that bacteriology and biochemishy

were subjects worthy of specialised studyby students of science as well as

medicine: he is a significant figure in the liberation of scientific medical

subjects into the eclectic research world. Notwithstanding his own extensive

clinical qualiftcations, he never sought registration. He left Adelaide in 1942

for a senior appointmentin Sydney, and there he unex¡lectedly and

prematurely died in 1948.

l9 Advettiser, 28 October L952, p. 2. V.A Edgeloe, Tlæ Med,ical Schæt of the tlniuersity of
Adelaidc, Adelaide, 1991, pp. 50, 51. Personal recrllections of my clinical teachers,
particularly the late R.A.À Pellew and Malcolm Miller. In 1952, a number of other
notable medical practitioners died: P.W. Rice, G.E. Aitken, Christopher Bollen, AG.
Schroeder, Laura Hope and O.E. Nichterlein. DeCrespigny's obituary was the longest and
most detailed, and leaves the reader in no doubt that one of Australia's most remarkable
physicians had died.
20 Albert Edward Platt [1901-1948] Unneg. MBBS Syd 1927; IyIM&H Syd 1931;
DipBact Lond.1933; PhD Cantøb 1934; MD Adpl. t937; FRACP 1938.
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F.H. Beare graduated atAdelaide in 1917, enlisted in the medical

corps of the first AIF, and saw active service in Egypt and France. He spent

1920 as an RÀIO in England a¡rd then returned to SA In 1930 he went back

to England for post-graduate study, and from 1932 practised in South

Australia as a physician with a special interest in neurology, and held a¡r

honorary appointment at the Adelaide Hospital. E.B. Jones graduated

MBBS Adel in 1910 and was Rhodes Scholar 1912, studying ph¡æiolory at

Magdalen. After war service he returned to SA and entered general practice

at Penola, and later Henley Beach, but he returned to England in 1926 to

obtain his MRCP. Thereafter he practised as a consultant physician at

Adelaide until his death, and held an honorar¡r appoinhent at the ACH.

G.A. I-endon, son ofAA. Lendon, graduated MBBS Adel in 1917, saw war

service with the RAN, a¡rd undertook post-graduate training at the Radcliffe

Infirmary, Odord. He obtained his MRCP ir;-1-l922, and retuning to Adelaide,

established himself as a consultant physician. With þls impeccable pedþee,

his father's established practice and reputation, anrd his own great clinical

abilþ, he becams ¿ ls¿ding member of the profession and a fine clinical

teacher.

H.K. Fþgraduated from Adelaide in 1905 with a BSc (Hons) in

physiolory, qualified MBBS in 1908, was awarded the 1909 Rhodes

Scholarship, and studied at Oxford for diplomas in anthropolory and public

health. When eventuallyhe returned to Adelaide, he quickly established

himself as a general physician of the broadest scope, with an active and

prominent involvement in general medicine, pharmacology, psychiatry,

public health and general scientific interests.2l The extensive partition of

specialisation has made extinct suchtalented persons of variedlearning.

21 He was medical officer of health for the Cityof Adelaide for over twenty years
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Willinm Rayhad an excellent academic and sporting record at St.

Peters College and the University of Adelaide, where he graduated MBBS in

1907. That year he went to Oford as Rhodes Scholar, and qualified BSc

(pathology) in 1909. After post-graduate studyin Oford and London, when

it was thought that he would enter a career in medical science, he returned

in 1913 to Adelaide a¡rd tookup specialised medical practice. He was

associated with the establishment of radiolory and electrocardiology, and he

had extensive teaching and aclministrative obligations which have been

detailedbyEdgeloe.z2 The contemporary writings about, and recollections of

Ra¡ suggest that he promised much more than he achieved.

Helen Mary Mayo [187f1967] (pp. 16?Å) was the second womân

to graduate in medicine from the UniversityofAdelaide (1902), and the first

woman to take the MD Adel (1926). As an undergraduate she won both the

Davies Thomas Pnze21 and the Everard Scholarship24. In 1904 she worked

in the Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street, I-ondon, a¡rd then

went to do similar work in New Delhi. In 1906 she became honorary

anaesthetist at the Adelaide Children s Hospital, honorar¡r physician for

outpatients 1919 -1926, and for in-patients 1926 - 1938. From 1911 until

1933 she was honorary clinisal bacteriologist at the Adelaide Hospital, and

from 7926 to 1934 she lectured at the Medical School on medical diseases of

childrren-

These were some of the people who were the leaders of the medical

profession in the 1920s through to the second world war. Theyhad certain

characteristics which distinguished them from their predecessors. First,

theywere scholars in their own right: second, all at some time studied in the

UIC third, they were what we may appropriately but in a self-contradictory

22 V.A. Edgeloe, 'The First T\velve South Australian Rhodes Scholars', in Journal. of the
Historical Society of SouthAustraliaNo. 7, 1989, pp. 139-141.
23 Awarded to the student who is placed first in the second or ttrird year examinations.
24 Awarded to the student who is placed first in the frnal examinations.
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way, term generalist specialists. I have not included any of surgical note

because of the essential difference between the physician and surgeon.

While surgeryhas contributed some notable individuals to the medical

galÐry-H.S. Newland and A.M. Cudmore readily come to mind-the fact

that it is basically an art requiring manual dexterity, and craftsmanship

based on sound a¡ratomical and physiological hrowledge; was practised in an

exclusive, closed environment; and before significant specialisation around

\ryWII, involved much procedural work which was routine and predictable,

meant that it was not part of the intellectual climate of dynamic scientific

progress.

There are not many s-amples of prominent clinical research in South

Australia before the 1950s. The accomplishments of Dr. Davies Thomas,

mentioned in chapter TTT, were veryimportant at the time. In 1g14 Dr.

Harry Swift published a paper which focussed on þink disease'in children,25

and in 1922 F.S. Hone determined the likeþmethod of transmission of

endemic tJphus.20 On the wider scene, sulphonamides were introduced in

1935 and soon dramatically reduced maternal mortality. The discovery of

penicillin byAlexander Fleming in 1928, was followed in 1941 bythe first

clinical use byFlorey and Chain of "...the new drug penicillin, which is

expected to be a lanrìmark in medical history."27 Ihave mentioned in

chapter II how science generally and specificallynarrowed views of health

and illness: graduallythe scientific tidal wave would sweep awaymere

25 Thís cundition, characterised by extreme and persistent misery, helplessness,
restlessness and imitability, with distinctive pink cnloured changes in the hands and
feet, had been know-n in Australia since 1890, and had been described in Europe in
1903. Swift's paper bmught it recognition as a distinct clinical entity. It was found to be
caused by mercury, then used extensively in teething powders, lotions and ointments. In
Australia the condition is known as Srrifrs disease, in Eumpe Fdsdisuse. Other
synonJ¡ms include acrodynia, pink disease and erythrodema.
26 Endenic (or murine) typhus is a rickettsial disease of raLs, transnitted by a vector-
the rat louse or flea. Hone was correct about the concept of vector transmissiôn but he
postulated the wrong agent.
27 Adrotito 1 4pril 1943; p. 4. One of the great press understatements of the century. It
was for her work on, and description of the first extensive clinical trials of penicillin, that
obtained for Mary Florey (næ Reed) in 1950 the MD Ade.laidc.
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bedside skill and a public health emphasis on broad environmental causes of

illness, and replace it with a more impersonal medical practice based on the

narrowed focus of precise and systematic application of logical treatment to

the immediate biological cause of disease.z8

4. TEE SLOWLY GROWING POWER OF îEE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Surelywe can emulate the dockrlabourers and coal-miners,
and stand shoulder to shoulder for our rights? If we are
thoroughlycombined and orgarrised, we can dictate our own
terms - and the demands of the profession have never been
unjustifi able or unreasonable. 2e

Until 1913 each Australian branch of the BMA dealt separately with

the parent body in London, as well as with the various Australian

government instrumentalities. In thatyear the federal committee of the

BMA was established in Australia, and in 1914, coincident with the

beginning of the Great War, t}lLe MdicøI Journøl of Australin commenced

publication.s0 Dr. W.T. Hayward was a distinguished first president ofthe

federal committee, and held that office until Lgz2.Inauguration of the

weeHy MJAowes much to H.S. Newland, who first made that proposal at

the November 1911 meeting of the SAbranch. The indefatigable F.S. Hone

was the principal negotiant for SA, and he becnme the first local director of

the Australasian Medical PubLishing Company, which had been formed to

produce the new journal. Both company and journal survive, afactdue in no

small way to the calibre a¡rd integrity of the men who laid the foundations.

The BIVIA in South Australia-as in the continent as a whole-

emerged from the first World War as a powerful medicepolitical body. It

28 As a medical student, one of my teachers always refered to the patient as "the
preparation". To him, there was nothing to distinguish laboratory from clinical medicine.
29 AustralosianMedicølGazette, December 20, 1900, p. 528.
30 The first medical journal published in Australia was t}¡e Austral,ianMedicalJournal,
New South Wales, L846-L847. It was followed in 1856 by the Austra,lianMedical
Journal, Victoria, which became tfr;e IntercolonialMdicaLJournal. The latter, with the
Australasian Medical Gozette, New South Wales, fused to make l}i'e MJA.
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had grown steadilyfrom 30 foundation members in 1g80, to 400 by 1929,

which then represented 87Vo of practising doctors.sl It was respected by the

general public, and state and federal government, who consulted with it in

relation to medical subjects. The association played an important role in the

self government of the profession, which generallyreadily acquiesced in the

severe requirement of membership that their personal, social and ethical

conduct as medical practitioners at all times ¡s6ain within the very

restrictive confines of its by-laws and rules.sz Ttroughfinelydetailed, and

¡spaining today very much unchanged in a world which has witnessed

unprecedented social, economic and political transformations, along with the

sweeping changes in public morals, outlooks and taste, the regulations have

as their fundqmental objective the maintenance of good professional

manners and relationships. To the modern professional sceptic theyreek at

the least of breaches of the Tlades Practices Acú, and at the worst, of the

perpetuation of elite monopolies designed for the protection of incomes.

Nevertheless, the rules of the BI\{A worked well for over g0 yea.rs, until
grave differences of political ideology, and increasing numbers, splintered

what had been a small, closely-knit profession, into antagonistic groups,

and the generations which had no personal ex¡lerience of severelyreduced

living standards duringlarge scale war or economic depression, emerged

from their secondarSr schools into that great vortex of social change. They

produced a more radical generation of doctors, for whom the AIVÍA did not

seem to provide any important function. Ilowever, the AIVIA remains an

organisation recognised by governments of all persuasiors, end in some

major areas of professional conduct such as ethics, it is the only official

medical body to which the government looks for advice and guidance.

tt-p" 193? lrembgrshìp had declined to 370. Details from A.F. Stokes, MJA presidential
Address SABranch BMA, 23/6/1937, p.162-
32 S.A. Branch of the BIVÍA Inc., Hand.book for Quøtifred Medicøt Pructition¿rs ønd Rulcs
and By-Lo,¿¡¡s... Adel. Published by the Branch, 1954.
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a. Safeguarding the intereets of members who enlisted.

The historical bacþround to this section can be e>çlained briefly.

Only a small contingent of South Australians went to the South African

("Boer") War 1899-7902, and only a few medical persons-Ramsay Smith,

R.S. Rogers, J.T. To[,ea F.D. Jermyn, Archibald Watson, Rupert

Hornabrook and Surgeon{aptain AJ. Campbell, who died on active

service.s4 Neither the BMA nor the new comrhonwealth government

interested itself in what we now refer to as repatriation.ss The story was

different after \ryWI. By 1915, out of the 250 members of the SAbranch of

the BIVIA, 140 were either serving abroad or engaged at home in wartime

activities.s6In the lstAIF, 417,000 Australians enlisted, and of this

number 332,000 embarked for overseas service, most of which was front

line. Because of this, Australian casualties were higher in proportionto their

enlisted numbers than those of any other portion of the British forces.3z

The first wounded arived back in Australia in 19 15. The government was

confronted with the need to "do something", üd in each state "State War

Councils" were formed which in turn established "War Service Committees'

in local government areas. Finance came from existing patriotic funds of

various descriptions. By 1917 it was realised that central federal control of

repatriation was required, and the Austrølian Soldiers' Repatriatíon Act was

passed.38 Under the conscientious and whole-hearted leadership of Senator

33 He died at sea in 1900 when returning invalided from the front.
34 Ttre first graduate of the University of Adelaide who died in active serwice was Williern
Fleming Hopkins, BAAdeJ MBCbB MeJb, Strgeon4aptain in the Australian Regiment,
Boer War, who died on 27 March 1900 at Naauwpoort, of fever. A tablet in the Elder HalI
commemorates him as an alunnus.
35 Neither did any other countrry anywhere in the world. However in so far as the war
physically removed Ransay Smith and WaLson from the hospital dispute, it had some
interest for the BMA!
36 Appeodit 3, which lists the first 1018 registered medical practitioners in SA, indicates
those who had war service.
37 Ernest Sæll, OfficioJ History of Austrc.lic- in theWar of 797L78, Sydney, Angus and
Robertson 1936, Vol. )il, p. 874.
38 No. 37llr9L7 assented 28 September 1917, proclaimed 8 April 1g18.
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E.D.Millen,3e Minister of Repatriation I9l7-23, the commonwealth tackled

the complex process of returning senrice personnel to Australia.a0 Thus

arose the Repatriation Department-now the Deparhent of Veterans

Affairs.

Enlistment of doctors in \ry\m was something of a shambles. Many

areas were left without medical services, Ðd despite the best of intentions,

some practitioners who served overseas returned to find that their practices

had been absorbed by colleagues who had remained behind. Some of their

associates had tried very hard, at great personal inconvenience, to prevent

such difficulties. In 1914 Dr. Joseph Verco, then 63, in addition to returning

to the work of honorar¡rphysician at the Adelaide hospital to replace staff

who had enlisted, took on from 1915-1920 the responsibility of the

presidency of the SAbranch of the BI\,ÍA. Dr. R.S. Rogers, 54 in 1915,

undertook the obligation for orgenising milifryy stationary hospitals and

convalescent depots. Dr. W.L. Cleland, 70, returned from retirement to

resume his old position as superintendent of the Parkside mental hospital,

when M.H. Downey enlisted. Cleland died a few months later and his

successor to the acting post, Dr. J.C.R. Lind, also died shortly after

assuming ofhce. There are other examples of such senrice. E.A. Johnson

took over from B.H. Morris, and Helen Mayo replaced Phoebe Chapple when

she left for the war. Verco himself did ever5rlJring that he could to safeguard

the medical and fina¡rcial interests of members who were overseas.

39 Hon. Edward Davis Millen t1862-19231, MLA NSW 1894-98, MLC NSW 1899-1901,
Senator 1901-23.
40 This was not all a tale of returning cunquering hemes. There were many cases of
invalidity because of venereal disease, and discharge because of criminal and other
offences. There were so many unhappy oonsequenoes of unsuitable marriages cuntracted
overseas, tlrat the Imperial Parliqment passed llne MatrimonialCauses(Dominion
Ttoops) Act tn enable expatriates to sue for divorce in British courts. The difficulty of
punishing extensive bignmy remained for many yearÊ an un¡emoveable thorn in the side
of the Repatriation Department. See DY k The Lost Shilling, MUP 1994.
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Table 6. DoctoePatient R^a 191 I - 1946: South Australia.al

ea,r Books. (Population figures exclude Aboriginals.)

A perusal of table 6 might suggest that this was not, during and after
'W"WI, a matter of great concern, because the doctor:patient ratio between

1911 and 1921 did not alter to the extent that there would be any suggestion

of a threat to the incomes of LQMPs.42 Athorough examination ofthe

MedicøIRegistcrbetween 1914-1920 suggests that ttrere were no readily

perceived difñculties in safeguarding the practices of serving LQMPs. At the

sâme time there was no significant press debate. On some occasions after

the war the BIVÍA would publish abrief public notice advising former

patients that their doctor had returned from active senrice, and would

resnme practice.as Subsequent presidents of the BIVIA SA Branch, in

reminiscent mode, (Corbin 1929, Stokes 1937) have not refemed to any

problems of practice piracy or unethical conduct, but the situation might

have been different in the more populous eastern states, where professional

rivalry was distinguished by much bitterness. After \rywIl it was quite a

different matber.

As Table 8 shows, between 1936 and 194G the sA population grew by

lTvo,the number of registered doctors almost doubled, and the number of

patients per practitioner nearly halved. The BIVIA was conscious of these

trends, and there were other associated key concerns. First, a section of the

SA parliament in 1924 had tried to nmend thLe MedicalAct to register

41 Only doctors in practice have been cuunted.
42 Trere is a difficult¡ in preparing tables of this kind, in that the various primary
sorrrces (state and commonwealth Year Boohs, Blue Books , Stntistical Regisiers &ci differ,
often narkedly. It is believed that the figures here are reasonably accuráte.
43 see, e.g. RngisterlS/zllgLg, p. 410! the return of Dr. A.c. Magarey. unfortunately a
few months 

"11s¡ 
¡ss rming his work he died, aged 35, of influenza.

Year Registered
LQMPs

Population of SA DoctorÆatient
ratio.

191 1 299 4L9392 1:1403
T92I 360 5017 42 1:1394
1936 477 589770 L:L236
L946 947 6404r8 I:676
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certain unqualified foreign practitioners.44 Second, in 1925 concern arose

about "overcrowding" of the profession, and third, the Great Depression

reduced the capacity of people to pay for medical treahent, and the income

of some doctors declined. The stage was being set for some interesting

scenarios in the 1940s.

b. The Blì[A and National Health Schemes before World Srar II.
In 1938 an Australian Nøtinnal Health and Pensions Insurønce Act

was assented to, and proclemations were made. It was based on the British

scheme introduced in 1912 bylloyd George.as In 1939 all proclamations

s/ere annulled, and the whole concept was dropped. It came to grief on bitter

political divisions, opposition from the BIVIA (fuelled by the GPs who saw

their income and independence under attack), trade union antagonism, and

not a little sheer political opportunism. The debate on the issue as a whole

marks a most important point in the widening of the breach between GP

and emerging specialist. Also in 1938, the federal government established a

Royal Commission into the remuneration of doctors under Judge

Dethridge.46 47 The Commission collected a good deal of evidence, including a

submission from the National Insurance Commission,4s but neither

concluded nor reported, because on 25 November the Australian National

Airways plane þeemø crashed on Mt. Dandenong near Melbourne, and

killed fourteen passengers and four crew, including L.S. Abrahams KC,legal

aa Inftz.
a5 David Lloyd George t186L19451, MP Caernarvon Boroughs 1890-1945; Prime
Minister 1916-1922-
46 C'eorge Jnmes Dethridge, GI Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration,
1926-38.
a7 Royat Cornmßsion on Doctoy's Rernun¿raÍion for National Insurance Seruice and, other
Contrart Prottice (18.7.L938)- The other two members were Sir G.M. Allard, president of
the Institute of Chart¡red Accountants, and R.D. Mulvey. No report was issued.
48 Naüonal Insurance Commission, Statcment prcpared Ø the comrnissioners for
subrnission, as euidente by the chairrnan, to the Royal Commission appointed to enquire
into and, submit recommend.afions upon the annual amounts to be prouided for the
payment of insuranre medical prattitioners and, on cognnte matters. Canberra, Govt.
Printer, 1938. [The chairman was Professor James Bristock Brigden (1887-1950).]
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counsel for the BT\L\.4e Dethridge died-of natural causes- inDecember.

The Commission then lapsed. It all seemed a bad omen, and none of these

proceedings did anything for the collective calmness of mind of the medical

profession.

One of the people most disappointed at the national insurance

scheme fiasco was F.S. Ilone, who expressed his personal frustration in

1939 when he wrote of the problems of the individualistic outlookof medical

practitioners a¡rd the fundamental failure of tire scheme to provide not for

the prevention of sichress, but rather to focus entirely on treatment of the

alreadyill.sO To Hone and J.H.L. Cumpston, leading figures of the national

hygiene philosophy,sl which flourished between the wars, and advocated

national, centralist health policies, both the proposed insura¡rce scheme

itself and its failure, represented in different ways their discomposure. On

the one hand the insurance concept eschewed their key concern with

preventive medicine: on the other, its political strangulation atbirth was a

landmark failure of one of the keystones of their ideolory- a federally

inspired national pol icy.5z It is a great irony that when from 1949 the

49 The Douglas DC2 þeem¿, was on a flight from Adelaide to Melbourne. The pilot made
a twenty mile eror ofjudgement as to his position, but being confident, did not use
either radio range path or direction finding gear.
50 ¡'.S. llone, MJA U7/I939'25 Years of Preventative Medicine', p.17.
51 Ttre other figures were: Dr. John S.C. Elkington [1871-1955], LRCP LÌ,CS Ediz
LFP&S GIas 1896;DPH Lond 19O2. Floruit 1903+1925 as a public health
administrator. Professor Hanrey Vincent Sutton [1882-1963], MBCbB Mdb 1-9O2; lvD
MeLb l9O5; &c., first Pmfessor of Preventative Medicine, School of Public Health and
Tïopical n Syme [185L1929], MB ChB MeJb 1882;
lvl$-Melb L924 RqalCommissiononHea'lth.
52 Their commendable concerrrs with diet, sanitation, slum clearance, declining birth rate
and national fitness, contrast with a nastier preoccupation with eugenics, cnmpulsory
sterilisation and racism. In any case the early retirement or death of the principal
pmphets of national hygiene (along si+h,society's increasing obsession with materialism),
ènsured that its theories and relevance did not long survive wwrl' (Janes A' Gillespie,
T'hc Price of HeoJth, op.cit., pp. 32-35 . ADB 9, pp. 3$7S,article on llone by N.D. Hicks.
Iä. 8, pp. L7Á,
important seeds (.Io

embracing their err
times. tnlggO there was moved in the SA H stion
of sterilisation (voltmtary and compulsory) of persons suffering from unsound mind or
other danger',ous naladyor maladiìs known to be transmissible to their,offspring, should
receive earnest and ímmediate cronsideration. Aft,er a most extensive debate it was
passed on 23/9/1936. SAPD 7936, pp.496-504; 940-5; 1400{)5; 1557.
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commonwealth government began to achieve central control of medical

practice in Australia, it would promote public health and preventive

medicine alongside the Australian sacred cow of fee for service-the last

thing in the world to encourage an active involvement of the private

practitioners in preventive medicine.

TheNøtinnallnsuranceAct misadventure arose out of the

deliberations of the Royøl Commissinn on Natinnnl lr¿suranzce, which sat

between September 11923 and October 1927 under the chairmanship of J.D.

Millens3 The commission concerned itself with casual sichress, permanent

invalidity, maternity and superannuation benefit, unemployed and destitute

allowances. The central principles of national insurance are set out in the

Commission's fourth report, which deals with coverâg€, finance and

administration. There was to be compulsorymembership for all wage and

salary earners, except those in füendly society-type organisations, with

finance to come from each insured individual, the employer a¡rd the

commonwe alth. Decentralis ed administration was proposed, and medical

practitioners would be appointed to issue the necessar¡r certifi.cates and to

effect s¡eminations. A significant recommendation in the first report was

that anynational health scheme should provide for the prevention of

sickness and accidents, as well as taking care of the medical treatment of

illness. As mentioned above, the resultant,{cú omitted all mention of

prevention.il Throughout the high-temperature public debate on health

53 John Dunlop Millen 1L877-L94ll Senator SA 191ts38. (Not directly related to
Senator E.D. Millen). RaWl Comrnission on National Insurønce, CPP 1925 II, l26Ll32l;
CPP 1926128IV, 1411-1486. Time has obliterated all remembrance of him.
il F\¡rther cogent argument in favour of the active fostering of preverr4ve medicine by
means of co4iõint federal-state legislative initiatives was furnished by tJn.e Rayol
Comrnßsion-onHealth, which sat between January 1925 and January 1926, chaired by
G.A- Syme (suptt), and with the very active involvement of F.S. Hone. The
recommendati-ons included well-argued proposals for the containment of epidemics,
management of venereal disease, uniform food and drug legislation, welfare-of mothers
and children, the development of medical resr arch, and the importance, to the prevention
of disease, of the relationship between public health activities and me.lical practitioners.

F.S. Hone's life advocacy and crusades. Ttrey had
44 he was, on the death of Dr. W.J. Gething,
r for SA. In that role he established his name, and for
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insurance, the leaders of the organised medical profession in SAengaged in

destructive and negative conduct aimed at its defeat. ThLe AMA (SA)

Centerwry History omits all reference to the proceedings, but the newspaper

exchanges show the extent of medical opposition,ss and t}ne MedínalJournøl

of Austral¿o chronicles the course of professional ambivalence andhostility.

Gillespie has described the negotiations which took place between the BMA

and federal government over national insurance, and how initiallythe BMA

suported the concept, but was forced by general practitioner outrage to

repudiate it s0 -rU he has detailed the cempaigrr which brought about

destruction of the government's scheme.5T

c. The BMA and refrrgee doctors.

In 1938, at the Evian conference, Australia agreed to take 15,000

political refugees.58 They included many professional people, and there would

be much bitterness and personal tragedy when men and women, coming to

Australia to escape the persecution and despotism of the death câmPS,

slave factories a¡rd destruction of settled life,ss found that, far from being

welcomed, theyhad a¡rivedin a counhywhere a conspiracyof trade unions,

professional associations, medical registrationboa¡ds and universities, was

abetted bygovernment vacillation to ensure that their integration into the

the next twenty five years his professional standing was enhanced. Although he had
some notable contemporaries in H.K. Fly, C.T.C. DeCrespigny, W. Ramsay Smith and E.
Angas Johns
sequel to the
ministers, of
1927, and the frrst chairman was Ramsay S
Health and Medical Research Council.

55 n.R.W. Cowan Aduertiser 17/5/1938 and28/5/1938, letters to the editor. As well as
tlre medical pmfession, the Bill caused pharmaceutical dissent-See W. Fisk MP
Aduertiser 1/6/1938, Ietter.
56 James A- Gillespie, op. cit., p. 93-7.
67 Ib., pp. 9L105.
58 Evian is a fashionable French resort on Lake Geneva, better r.emembered for the 1962
agreements which resolved Franco'Algerian differences.
59 B. Krawchenko,'soviet Ulrraine r¡nder Nazi Occupation, 1.9414', in Y. Boshyk (Ed.),
(IkraineduringWorld'WorII. Edmonton, University of Alberta, 1986, p. 15. There is now
an internet resmr¡ce of information on trhe Holocaust and Genocide:
edl@openfund.igc. apc.org.
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Australian communitywas effectively sabotaged. Racial and political

oppression was replaced by a more genteel obstruction, masquerading in the

robes of 'concern for standards', the need to avoid labour dilution, and that

mainstay of h¡pocrites, þrotection of the public'.

But, in the first place, both major Australian political parties

supported the assimilation of refugees on humanitarian grounds, provided

that existing standards of living would not be disturbed, that labour

conditions would not be disrupted, and that the interests of the favoured

British emigrant wouldbe preserved.60 It was a situation which would

continue after the war. Between 1947 and 1951 Australia took in more

Displaced Persons6l - 182,000 - than the whole of Europe could absorb in

those years.62

The mainlyJewish refugee doctors who anived in Australia from

about 1939 ceme to a country which was one of the most urbanised in the

world, and where most registered medical practitioners were in general

practice.6s The medical profession enjoyed ahigh status compared vrith

other occupations because inAustralia, as Inglis has noted,e , the doctor,

through his education and income, his membership of a profession, belonged

to the upper class. There wasi, as mentioned, no major division of the

profession into physician and surgeon, and specialisation then, while

e>çanding, was still comparativeþrare. The doctorwas a significantfigure

in the Australia¡r semmunity.os Kunz claims that, in all, about fifty refugee

60 cpo H ofR 1988, vol. 158, p. 2585.
61 A Displaced Person is someone who is homeless outside thei¡ own home cuuntry A
refugee is a person who is homeless within their own cuuntry.
62 Ttre overall position of Eumpean refugees is dealt with by M.R. Marn¡s, TTæ

IJ nwanted: European Rzfugees in the Tlpentieth Century. New York, OUP, 1985.
63 Appendices 3 - 5 give details of all SA medical practitioners 1844-1948.
64 t<.S.Inglis, HæpitalantdCommunity; aHistory of the&oyalMelbourn¿Hæpital, op.
cit., pp.28-29. Another important point is that there was no Australian aristocracy
based on inherited land, wealth or title.
65 Bryatt Gandevia, MJA 'Medícal History in the Australian Environment'. Nov. 1967, p.
941-946, especially p. 945.
Bryan Gandevia, A Hßtory of Genøol Proúice in Austrolia. Canadian Family Physician,
October 1971.
Egon F. Kunz, T'læIntrud.ers. Canbema, ANfIP 1975, especially chapter 3.
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medical practitioners arrived inAustralia in the late 1930s.66 Name

changes,G? the transient nature of some arrivals and departures, and

incomplete or confusing official records, make it difficult to determine how

many came to SA, but from a study of the MedicalRegíster I estimate the

number to be about twentyfive. This suggests that Kunz has made an

under-estimate. The refugee doctors were generallynot welcome within the

profession, being viewed as a threat to the preservation of ttre financial

status, security and social standing of a profession whose monopoly was

related to and controlled by deliberate under+upply.68

Between 1919 and 1939 the Adelaide medical school produced 315

graduates, an average of sixteen wr ønnuÍn There was throughout the

nineteen twenties a¡rd thirties a chronic shortage of general practitioners.oe

It persisted into the late nineteen sixties.T0 At the Adelaide and Children's

Hospitals there were recurrent vacancies on the salaried medical staff, and

more than once English doctors had to be imported to maintain levels.?l

South Australia did not see the grosser public denunciations of the refugees

which characterised their active adversaries inNSW, where tb.e BMAwas

66 Jewish persecution had bec.ome offrcial Nazi policy in 1933.
6? Some of the changes were subtle: Jacob MiU to James Mill; Carl Joel Helman to
Charles John Helman. Others are easier to detect: Kinsbrunner to Kingston.
68 I believe that refugee doctors, regardless of how long they remained and practised in
South Australia, were never fully accepted. When Dr. Henry Schudmak MD Viennø died
in 1976, his wife told me that even though he had practised as a GP for over 25 years he
had never been made to feel welcome by his peers: a similar story came from the widow
of Dr. C.J. Helman 1Ð Mil,an. Both practitioners were successful and prosperous,
because they had language skills which made them logical choices for the waves of post
War Eumpean refugees who wanted medical attention. There is no doubt that jealousy,
and, perhaps, anti-Semitism, accounted for local attitudes.
69 57yrD IÆ 3 october 1934, pp. 133L9.
7 0 Annals of Generol Prattice is.{arcl¡. 1967, p.68.
L.R. Mallen, Speech of Welcome, Third General Practitioners Convention 1966, tn Annnls
of GeneralPratticeMay 1967, pp. S-4. (By this time there certainly was no shortage of
specialists).
7L ¿dpqtisq 21 July 1936. SÁPD LC 3 October 1934, pp, 1338, 1339 re shortages of
Adelaide Hospital medical staff, and SAPD H of A 15 October 1935, pp. 941, 942,
cuncerning shortages of doctors in country districts-a problem which over fifty years later
has worsened. In late 1997 there were critical shortages of medical practitioners at
Ceduna, Peterbomugh, Orroroo, Elliston, Keith, Maitland, Coober Pedy and Minlaton,
and many larger country towns (Port Pirie, Kadina, Riverland) sought additional
assistance.
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large and well organised, but I believe that dislike a¡rd distrust flourished in

the smaller and more closely-knit SA profession.T2

In 1937 the Queensland government, in a rare displayo¡1¡lsrance,

had refused to alter its Medíca,lAct tn exclude foreign doctors, especially

Jews who were fleeing the Reich. It had been criticised over the registration

of three such practitioners.?3 The Queenslandminister ofhealth, Hanlon,Ta

an outstanding administrator, vigorously attaqked the absu¡dity of using

birth or race as a reason to prevent qualified persons from practising.Ts

Evenwhile he was courageouslydefendingthe refugees, his ownmedical

board had been meeting in Melbourne with the boards from New South

'Wales, Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia, to see how they

could ensure that foreign doctors not entitled to registration could be

prevented from practising. They unsnimously wanted tlreir respective

governments to give them power to refuse registration of aliens.?6llowever,

when the proposal was brought to the attention of the SA parliament, the

Butler government was not interested. The premier woried about the effect

a¡r influx of GermanJewish doctors would have on Australian practitioners,

but he wanted uniform Australian legislatie¡1.??

By 1939, however, 'alien medical practitioners' were seen by the BIVIA

in SA as a problem justiffing legislation to restrict their right to registration.

In that year at the instigation of BIMA SA Branch, the Playford?s

governmentbrought in aBill to prevent from practising refugees with

entitlement to registration in Great Britain. The BMA had three pnin

72lhave discussed with some of their cnntemporaries, at various medical social and
educational functions, the South Australian Jewish refugee doctors, and am con-fident
that this assertion is correct.
73 Moriø Mey'er, K. Aaron and M. Michael. Meyer had already been involved in litigation
with the Victorian goverriment over its refusal to register him.
74 Hon. Edward Michael Hanlon MLA,I1887-19521 minister for health and home atrairs
and later premier of Queensland 194È52.
75 TheNews 1 September 1937, p. 3. F. Fisher, Cilerúo, op. cit-, p. 154.
76 This cnnference was held on ll9/37: TheNews 2 September 1937, p. 12.
77 SApD H of A 193?, p. 568. TheNerøs 3 september 1937, p. 1.
78 (Si") Thomas Playford (C,CMG) [1896-1981] MHA 1933-1968. Premier 1938-65.
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motives. First there was concern about the number of alien doctors: flfteen

had either been registered in the preceding twelve months or were

applying,ze while in the snme time the Adelaide medical school produced only

seventeen graduates.so Second, theyfeared that the alienssl would take

over the practice of doctors who left with the Second AIF. Third, the aliens

mainly had Italian degrees, though they came from elsewhere in Europe,

because Italian degrees were registrable in the UI(. This enabled C'ermsns

and others, whose own countries did not recognise Australian degrees, to

circumvent the strict requirements of reciprocify.82 For its part, the

government wished to have the cake and eat it: registration would be

circumscribed bythe requirement that where there existed a shortage of

either public service medical practitioners, or areas where'no Australian

doctors' were available, the govenment could proclaim districts and issue

licences to practice.ss Victoria and NSW, following the medical boards 1937

meeting, had enacted similar legislation in 1938.

In both the SA Legislative Council and House of Assembly thle Bíll

ra¡r into astonishing opposition. p¿¡linment then consisted of a unique

grouping of flfteen hrdependents, fifteen LCL a¡rd nine ALP. The debates

reveal widespread dislike, bordering on hatred and contempt, for the BMA as

a selfish, opportunistic monopoly. The LCL, governing with the Independent

votes, lost a division on the second reading and nothing more was heard of

the proposed measure. Nothing more needed to be heard: internment and

tlre federal Nøtiorwl Security (AlienDoctors) RegulatiÐ¡zs saved the BMA the

79 Ttrat the local BMA knew precise details of alien registrations is a good indication of
the undisguised passage of what in some cases would have been con-fidential
information, from the medical board to the SA Branch.
80 A fact of which the BMA took neither interest nor action.
81 This was one of the most frequently used words in the period under consideration and
I have not attempted t0 replace it.
82 The only South Aushalian practitioners in fhis category were Giacoma Goldberger MD
Padua 1931: Sansome Siegfried Kinsbru¡ner MD F'l.orettce 1932: Paul Kinsbrunner MD
Bolognø 1935: Jancai BrodyLRCP&S EdinLß,EP&S GIas 1939: Carl Joel Helman MD
Milnn t936.
83 In this r¡nclear way the governrnent expressed its intentions.
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bother, and the state election in 1941 removed most of the Independents

and enabled the LCL to govern in its own right, and do what it liked for

twenty four years.84 From time to time until the end of the war, the matter

of refugee doctors usurping the practices of serving members was raised,

but the government always was able to avoid doing anything.ss

The outbreak of war in 1939 made life more difñcult for the alien

practitioners, because the closet xenophobe. Trd racists could then add to

their irrational defensive armementarium, suspicions of spying and

sabotage. In July 1940 Dr. L.J Pellew advisedWilliem Fisk MP86 that Dr.

J.B. Thiersch, Neale pathologist at the IIWS, was an unnaturalised

Geman and pro-Na4i, and that the medical profession feared him because

his lsrowledge of bacteriology could be used to spread disease.s? Fisk urged

his dismissal and internment. These accusations, made public under

absolute privilege, were completelymalicious and untrue: Thiersch was a

competent teacher and researcher, who was held in high regardbyhis

students. He subsequently went to Americainlg47 on studyleave, and

finding the intellectual climate more congenial, did not return to Australiass.

It is clear, as Kunz has pointed out, that refugee doctors had to

grapple with a complex slste6.8e The BIVÍA cared only for its own members

who were uncontami nated by foreign medical teaching. e0 Trade unions

opposed the BMA as the representative body for a sinister cartel of

exclusive h¡pocrites -but they still did not want dilution of union labourby

unskilled immigrants. Each state had separate registrationAcús and

requirements. There was a general fear that any contamination of the

84 Debates on the 1939 Bill are in SAPD LC 1939 pp.212O-2125: Ib. H ofA 1939 pp.
2251-2252; 2319-2325.
85ø. H of A 1943, p.6M.Ib. 1944, pp. 1036, 10?7.

86 William Fisk 118?1-19401. Represented Glenelg 1938-40.
87 sApo H of A 23 July 1940, p. 118.
88 Johannes Bemhard thiersch lvD Freibutg, was appointed ø the University in 1938,
and recognised with t}le o.e.g. llD Adcl. See Afustiser 2 August 194?, p. 3.
89 Egott F. Kunz, Thelntrudets, op. cit., chapters. 2, 7.
90 James A. Gillespie op. cit.,, pp- 127-129, 238.
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registers with qualifications unacceptable to the respectability of British

Empire medical practitioners might result in the IIK general medical council

declining to recognise antipodean registration. Far worse and more sinisþ¡,

the refugee doctors were caught up in the raucous politics of prominent

influential medical and layfanatics who thrived on anti-Semitism in all its

forms, especially the Zionist conspiracy to control world finances.er Their

numbers included Dr. W.H. Fitchett, who promulgated in medicaljournals

for years his racist fixations,e2 and Eric Butler of the Iæague of Rights, to

whom in 1949 Sir HenryNewland sent a personal donation to help

disseminate his denunciations. eS

The overall manner in which the state a¡rd the medical profession

handled the pr*WWII refugee doctor'problem'was a mixture of the

autocratic, the benevolent a¡rd the irrational. The faculty of medicine at

Adelaide established a special medical course which dispensed with

matriculation and permitted refugee practitioners to take a qualiffing three,

instead of a sixyear course.ea By June 1939 the University had so many

applicants - especially from abroad-that its council considered establishing

a quota. The Dean of the Faculty, DeCrespigny, wanted the state to benefit

by selectiveþ taking the best available people of all who presented, a¡rd

opposed the idea.es Alimit on admission numbers was imposed, but never

specified. In the ensuing public debate the role of the BMA, which under the

federal presidency of H.S. Newland, 193L49, simply did not want any

refugee doctors, was confused with that of the medical boards, which merely

enabled their registration. A complicating factor outside the control of the

91In the 1990s, still a subject pursued in the world press with much enthusiasm.
92 He was editor of TheGensa,l Prqctitioncr, which, duringWWrI, was a forum for racial
intolerance.
93 James .4. Gillespie, op. cit., pp. 23L9..
94 m NSW nequirrements wene mone severe-foreign doctors, rnegardless of qualifications,
had to take the fourth, ñfth and final year exams, and only then if the foreign country
concerned offered identical reciprocity to Australian graduates. In Victoria, the full six
year oourse had to be taken.
95 For a discussion of the outstanding European clinicians (and others) of German
Jewish extraction, see C.E. Rosenberg, Healing andHistory, Dawson, 1979, pp. 86-94.
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Australian BI\{A had been the action of the Royal College of Physicians, the

Royal College of Surgeons at Edinburgh and the Royal Faculty of Physicians

and Surgeons at Glasgow, arlmif¡i¡g refugee students on somewhat

uncritical terms, and enabling them to acquire the diplomas of LRCP, LRCS

Edín and LRFP&S G/ds.e6 They then could automatically register in Great

Brit¿in andAustralia.e? ln the UKthe Home Office became alarmed at

what was happening, and decreed that UK entry permits would have

validity only for twelve months: this was the cause of the increased

immigtation to Australia. A further difficulty was the complexity of

registration in Europe. The French conferred an MD but no right to practise:

in Germanygraduation led onlyto tfrLe Sønts. æøtn. European refugee

doctors in SA also had to overcome the almost insuperable barrier of

reciprocity demanded by the 1919 Ac¿. The difficulties facedbyDr. Alfred

Simons lvD Bonn are tlpical.es He arrived in Australia in 1938 and had to

work in Victoria at various menial odd jobs - window washing, then

labouring on a small mixed farm in the Dandenongs. He was twice rejected

for war service because of his alien status. He then came to SA because the

medical course required him to repeat onlythe final three clinical years, and

not, as in Melbourne, the whole course. He graduated in 1942.

It ought not to be denied by those who paint the Australian medical

boards and universities various shades ofblacþ that in some cases refugee

doctors were successfully integrated into arrtipodean careers and the state

benefited from their citizenship a¡rd service: there has oftenbeen a

96 The *Scottish triple".
97In SAJancsi Brody, Herman Kau-fuan, Elija Levy, Joachim Lewin, Moritz Meyer and
Paul Rosenbaum all held the Edinburgh and/or Glasgow diplomas and appear to have
come to Australia under these circtrmstances. As far as can be ascertained the first post-
\ilWI European graduate to be registered in SA was Szqja Baumatz lvfD Siennn t926,
registered nunber 1587, 1938. Many persons affected by these times changed their
nemes and are difficult to trace. As mentioned, the changes were often subtle, and have
led me to sus¡rect that the num,ber of Jewish refugee doctoß in SA in the 1940s was
greater than a scrutiny of the register would suggest.
98 Dr. Arthur N. Simons MBBS ÁdeJ 1957, son of Alfred Simons: personal
communications.
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reluctance to concede this. In 1939 Dr. Karl Posener W Berlin was

appointed lecturer in the deparhent of anatomy and histology.gg In that

year the medical board had no discernible problem in registering five other

'alis¡s'.100 The first foreign graduate to complete the special MBBS course

was Ernest Flaum (1941).rot It would appear that not many practitioners

availed themselves of the opportunity. This may have been because of

hostilþ of the BMA102, the disorganisation of the medical course because of

war, 103 and the shortage of teaching staff, and serious discontinuity of

tenured appoinfuents, which made for a veryüqring medical school

environment. Later we will discuss artAct which made possible the

registration of certain foreign graduates after the war, and the obstacles

encountered from 1947 when post-war refugee medical practitioners came

to Australia,lu and all the BlVIAiilogirc was exlrumed.lO5

Attempts were made to control where foreign graduate practised.In

1939 when nmne was sure what to do with the'alien'doctors, Dr. S.S.

Argyle, leader of the Unit€d Australia Party of Victoria,r06 put his view that

the problem of the shortage of doctors in the country districts could not be

99 He died in 1946, aged 49. He was granted the MBBS Adzl a.e.g., as was Franz Joseph
Lippay IvID Vienna, DSc, sometime reader in human physiolory and pharmacology,
1939-62.
100 ¿.osai BmdyLRCP LRCS klinLP,EP&S Glas 1939: Carl Joel Helman lvD Milnn
1936: Giacoma Goldberger MD Padua 1931: Paul Kinsbrunner MD Bologrw L935:.
Sansome Sieefried KinsbrunnerMD Fløwrce L932.
101 grr6."nuent such graduations were Ferdinand Bauer 1941: Alfred Simons 1941: Karl
Berthold Winter 1941: Ernest Guthanauer 1942: Mendel Rosenberg 1942: Eva Texler
1942;Karl Maria Texler 1942: Ferdinand TippeltL942: Freidrich Urban 1942
(Frederick Phillip Urban): Jacob Zin¡¡et 1942: Paul Schalzki 1946'
102 po" an unpleasant reminder of BMA attitudes at the time, see A.E' Lee, 'An
Address" MJA 5 November 1955, p. 752. (On page 750 fh. Lee mekes plain his
detestation of Labor governments and reveals his own sophistry of outlook on public
health).
103 1lr" oourse was shortened irr 1942 but restored to its frrll length in 1944 because the
compression had a deleterious effect on teaching, teachers, and student health.
Resumption of the six year oours€ did not actually eventuate until 1948.
10415" first'displaced persons'(DPs) arrived in Australia on 28 November 1947.
105 3""u¡¡ Table 3 which lists early Gernan graduates in SA. As well, a brief perusal of
Appendix 3 reveals other interesting places of registration: Louisville, Kerrtucþ (C.t.

^AËËott): Tbronto (C. & P. Bollen): Maùurs(E . Brack): Maryland (F. Bu¡den): Strasburg
(4.D. Denis): Giessen (4.F. Engelhardt): Prussia (E.H. Geyer): St. Petersburg (H.C.
He¡menn).
106 1g¡¡ Stanley Seymour Argyle [1867-1940], MB ChB Melb L89Ol1; MRCS Eng LR;CP
Lord, 1892. MLA Vic. 1920-40; premier 1932-35
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met by sending refugees to starve there" ByNovember 1941 the federal

government began to think

...that there was no reason why most refugee doctors whose
bacþ¡ound had been thoroughly tested and who had the necess_ary
qualihcations should not be absorbed inø the life o¡6*¡'¿i¿.107

The doctors would have to work where required, and they would not be

allowed to encroach on the practices of men servirng abroad.

In February Ig42 a Commonwealth Æibn Doctors Board was created

to licence refugee applicants to practise. It was chaired by the

commonwealth Director-General of Health. In each state Examining

Medical Committees were set up to sift applicants.l0s In South Australia

onlyDrs. Sofie Simons and Eric Kolmer were able to run the gauntlet. The

committee had power under Section 10 of the regulations to compel

licencees to practice in specific places. Almost immsfi¿te1y complaints

arose in other states that doctors were drifting from country areas to the

city,10e and the federal minister of healthbegan waving abig stick There

was a High Court challenge to the defence po\¡ver as a valid -"çþanism for

controlling the admission of aliens to medical practice, but it failed.11O The

very next yeü, 1945, the lligh Court even held that aliens could be

conscripted, regardless of international law.l11 They would have been

justified for thinking that every a¡m of the state was against them.

At this very same time there was a grave shortage of doctors,

dentists and other university graduates in professions which guaranteed

ro7 Adr"¿¿"sr 25 November L947, p. 6: reporting the federal minister of health, E.J.
Holloway.
108 T'he committees were to be chaired by the professor of medical jurisprudence (if there
was one), and the members were to be the professors of medicine, surgery and obstetrics.
In SA there was no professor of medicine until the appointment of H.N. Robson in 1953.
The first pmfessor of surgery was R.P. Jepson (1958) and in that year also was
appointed the frrst professor of obstætrics and gynaecology (L'W. Cox).
Lo9 ¡¿os4¡sr 25 April 1942, p.7.
I10 ç6n2¡2su. Cotnmonweølth (April-May 1944) 68 CLR.469.
tLt pol¡¡o u. Com¡nonwealth (March-April 1945) 70 CLR. 60.
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emploJm.ent.ll2 From this shortage there flowed very important

consequences. Because high fees deterred enrolments in medicine, from

November L942 the federal treasur¡r paid fees and a means-tested living

allowance to medical, dentishy, engineering, science, veterinary and

agricultural students.ll3 A Universities Commission which had been set up

with professor R.C. Mills as chairman, became permanent, and continued

the commonwealth university scholarships into peacetime.

Other wartime controls on doctors can be dealt with briefly.rr+ ¡t
1938 the federal governmentfomed anAustralian Central Medical Ce

ordination Çemmittee (CMCC) to regulate medical practice. AMedical

Equipment Co+rdination sub<ommi¿1"s panâSed drugs and supplies. To

implement the central (Melbourne) CMCC policies, state medical co-

ordination committees (SMCC) were set up. Tlne civilian stand-point,

mainly presented by J.I{.L. Cumpston, commonwealth direcbor4eneral of

health, was generally usurped by the dominant m il i tary factions. h 1941

the CMCC arranged to conscript all LQMPs up to age 60 into the citizen

forces. This left substantial gaps in city and rural areas.115 With the efflux

of doctors to war service, prFrvar doctor:patient ratios decreased and with a

shortage of civilian medical practitioners, contract practice, salaried medical

service and industrial medical schemes flourished and would carrytheir own

pressures after the war. h 1942 the civil emergency medical service

(CEMS) was established with power to direct anypractitioner to go

anywhere in Australia a¡rd conduct practice. The BMd sensing the spectre

of nationalisation, quicklytook control of the CEMS and merelyused it to

protect the medical profession, taking pains to keep refugee doctors in their

place. The only time the CEMS ever flexed its muscle was inI942 when it
112 g.¿. Butlin and C.B. Schedvin, War Econorny 194245. Canbena, AWM 1977, p. 38.
113 J¿ varied between f104 and 1,143 p.a. and was not a loan.
114 6 ¿"¿"¡led account of Australian WWII contr,ols on medicine is in James A. Gillespie:
op.cit, cb..5.
u5 1¡ *ss a CMCC recommendation which had led to the shortening of the medical
oouñte,
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ordered a newly graduated'alien' out of the Adelaide metropolitan area. The

South Australian medical co+rdination committee was chaired byl,.rW.

Jefties, the state Director4eneral of Medical Services, and he appears to

have done little except to reassure the public that there were ample doctors

available, and that all that was necessarJrwas for patients to follow a few

simple rules: avoid unrìecessary consultations; not call the doctor at night if
they could wait until morning; not ask for home visits if they could get to the

surgery request house calls before H0am; åccept whatever doctor was on

dutY.rlo

The story of the control and coordination of the Australian

medical profession in rW\ryfl is a complex one, neatly summarised by

Gillespie, of old boy networks, arguments over commonwealth v. state

rights, fights for personal ideological viewpoints and running battles between

senior health bureaucraLs, and the failure of federal gover:rment health

planninginitiaüves.ll? When the war ended, the BIVIAhad managed to

ensure tJrat any government pro¡nsal relating to health, no matter how

trivial, would automaticallybe viewed as a threat to private practice.

*

As it turned out the only successful attempt to significantly amend

the 1919 Acú occurred in 1946, and was directly related to two refugee

doctors. In May 1946 Statutory Rule 44 was gazettnd under the Nationøl

Security (Alien Doctors) Regulations. It required aliens holding a licence to

accept ministerial directions as to where and how they could practise. Then,

the commonwealth suddenly decided to repeal all the alien doctor regulations

at the end of 1946, and the states were notified that they should take the

necessary initiative to enact legislation to enable them, once their licences

were thus revoked, to become registered. In NS\ry there were about fifteen

LL6 i¡¿¡¡q¿igsr 27 lùlav 1941, p. 10.
117 James À Gillespie, op. cit., p. 165.
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such practitioners; in SA there were only two: Eric Kolmer and Sofie

Simons.

Dr Eric Kolmer, a scrupulously polite, gentle man of slight build, was

born in Germany and graduated MD I{oenþsberg. He specialised in Elrlll and

plastic surgery. He was a Christian, but his Jewish exhaction was sufficient

to force his emigration in 1934 to China. In 1939 when the Japanese

occupied the north of that counhry he came to Australia. He and his wife

were naturalised British subjects, and their daughter married an Australian.

His attempts to join the AIF were unsuccessful, and tn1-942 he received a

licence from the alien doctors board. He then spent two and half years as

RMO at Parkside Mental Hospital and acted as deputy superintendent at

the Enfield Receiving Home. His work was of considerable value and the

Playford government was determined to keep his services at a time when

there was considerable difEcultyin staffing all governmentmedical

institutions. They decided, after consultation with the BMA SA Branch, to

amend tJne MedicølAct to enable his registration.

Dr. Sofie Sinons llD Bonn (1927) came to SA in 1940, and she and

her husband were naturalised British subjects. Her husband, Dr. Alfred

gimons, as a'foreign graduate', as mentioned, obtained his MBBS Adßln

1942, a¡rd thus escaped much of the unfairness and injustice which was the

lot of others. Sofie Simons was licensed under theAlinnDoctors Regalntions

in August 1942. She then worked with C.C. Jungfer's Hills childrens survey,

and later went into general practice with her husband at Ardrossan, where

she was very highly regarded.

The parligmenta¡y course of the Medical Prattitinners Act

Arnendment Bill was not smooth. Ithad to run the gauntlet of continuing

suspicion of aliens, reminders that in the past other holders of foreign

degrees were not acceptable for special parliamentary consideration, fears

that'alien practitioners' in adjoining states would pour into SA and prejudice
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towards Sofie Simons because she was a woman. Further argument related

to the possible lowering of University of Adelaide standards, and the debates

show much prejufuement, mud-raking and personal animosity.118 The

Bíll passed the third reading on 4 December 1946, and the result was

amendment of Section 19 (1) (d) of theAcúwhichenabledKolmerand

Simons to become LQMPs in their own right in 1946. They thoroughly

deserved this outcome, but both were luckyfor two main reasons. First, the

LCL government held majorities in both the House of Assembly and the

Legislative Council. Second, the BIVIA SA Branch, which had grown into a

politically powerfül group, supported their efforts.

118 The debates are in SAPD LC 1946, pp. 825, 874-375, 926-928, 96Lg67: H of A
pp. 1251-1252,1405.
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d. The elimination of quacks a¡rd the problems of the quelified
but unregistered.

After IVWI the BIVIA crusade against the unregistered, the

unregisterable, and the unqualified intensified, because the legallyenforced

elimination of competition would enhance the ¡nwer of the legally qualified.

The principal battles were fought in the far West Coast and the Barossa,

each location being the scene of a causecelebrè. The 1891 Bridgewater case,

(pp. 16f70), established that merely advertising or assuming the title of

"doctor" was not falselv pretending to be a LQMP.T The 1889 Ac¿ enabled

any duly qualified man to advertise and practise as a medical practitioner

withoutbeing registered. The 1919,4cú attempted to grapple with these

difficulties. The first serious challenge arose in 1926 when a naturopath,

H.W. Naitn, affixed to a building where he treated spinal troubles, a brass

plate grving him the title of Ðr." In SAhe was neither legally qualified nor

registered, although he claimed to be legally qualified in America. It was

declared by the Chief Justice, Sir George Murray, that he had held himself

out as a doctor of medicine, and was accordinglywithin the purview of the

Acú. Nairn, defended byVilleneuve Smith KC, appealed to the Full Court,

which also found ageinst him. The case came before Justice Thomas Slaney

Poole who was the brother of Dr. F.S. Poole of Alberton, and Justice John

Mellis Napier, son of the celebrated Dr. AD. L€ith Napier.2 Perhaps he

might have suspected that his case did not have much hope: he seems then

to have left the state.

*

The Crown Solicitor was not so successful in another 1926 case. A

complaint was laid under S.35 (1) of the 1919 Act against a person called

Drew for unlawfully holding himself out as a medical practitioner, by the

t Corbinv. Bridgewoier (1891) 24 S/J..R 122.
2 Horsemnnv.Nairn (1926) SASR 268 (S.4. Supreme Court and FuIl Court). See also
ÛContwll v. CulI4' Í92ö SASR 1.
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exhibition of signs stating that "I cure the nerves', "I cure kidneytroubles",

and other diseases. As Drew nowhere held himself out as a medical

practitioner, but merely showed himself to be a vendor of nostrums, the

actionfailed.s An unusual case in1.927 involved a female quack, Mrs Carl

Olsen, who advertised that she could cure tuberculosis. Her defence was

that she did not examine patients but could tell whatwas wrongbylooking

at them; that she charged nothing for her services, but onlyfor the

medicines and advertisements, and that she was not a doctor but a

specialist in tuberculosis. The Supreme Court found that she had held

herself out as a medical practitioner.4 H.E. Kugelman in 1931was charged

and convicted in the magistrate court of holding hinself out as a medical

practitioner. He was the model quack, able to diagnose and cure all diseases

when the sufferer wrote his or her symptoms on a chart - but onlyif the

fee of twenty shillings accompanied the completed document. According to

him, everyone could"...avoid doctors, operations, mineral drugs, and

poisons." IIis appeal to the Supreme Courtwas dismissed. Wonderfully

confident and,like manycharlatans, not short of cash, he tookhis case in

1932 to the Full Court, which una¡rimouslyfound against him.5

Iln1r942, one Lewis was convicted in the magistrates court of holding

himself out as a medical practitioner. A company, Cavendish Laboratories

(A/Asia) Ltd., for which he was the Adelaide manager, had been established

in Melbourne by R.V. Storer, advertising a remedy for prostate trouble and a

free medical advisoryservice. Although l-ewis had denied thathe was a

qualified doctor, he claimed that he could diagnose and treat a specific

complaint. Cavendish Laboratories was convicted of airting and abetting

3 Albhurch v. D¡vw (1926) SASR 280 (SA Supreme Court and Full Court).
a Allchu¡rh v. Olsen (192?) SASR 16 (SA Supreme Court). Ascertaining the consequences
to, and fate of the irregular practitioners, is virtually an impossible task as courts and
press lose interest once the matter is brought to a conclusion. Mrs. Olsen, who seems to
have turrred to charlatanism in order to support her fanily, must have suffered grave
hardship because of the finding agqins¿ þst.
5 Kugelmnn v. Lentha.Il (1932) SASR 167 (SA Supreme Court: Full Court).
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Lewis in the commission of the offence, because specimens were sent to

Storer in Melbourne. An appeal against both convictions was dismissed in

the Supreme Court.6 This particular case is interesting, because it is the

first occasion in which a company, managed by an unqualified and

unregistered person, has been involved in a¡r attemptto provide medical

treatment at arms length through an agent.

h 1944 "professor" StanleyMayo set himself up at 116 Gawler Place

Adelaide, and widely advertisedhis availability as a practitioner of "Indian

Science Massage" and'Special Indian Science'for the cure or relief of

nervous disorders, which he would accomplish while you waited, for ten

shillings, with no pa¡m.ent unless a cure was effected. The inevitable charge

of holding out followed, and Mayo was convicted in a court of summary

jurisdiction. He appealed to the Supreme Court, conducted his own case and

Reed J. allowed the appeal. The Crown Solicitor took the matter to the full

court, the conviction was restored, and þrofessorz Mayo disappeared.T The

full bench included Napier, now chiefjustice, and Herbert Mayo, great grand

son of Dr. George Mayo, and brother of Drs. Helen Mary and John C. Mayo.

It was hard in SA for the unregistered to elude the surrogate tentacles of the

le gally qualifi ed medical profe ssion.

All the above prosecutions, and I have discussed only a

representative semple, indicate that the legally qualified medical profession

had substantially consolidated its pon¡er and standing after the 1919 Acú.

The police were now prepared to activelyprosecute and, if necessarJr, carry

cases to appeal. The results of their prosecutions,largelyin favour of the

quatified profession, passed into law as precedents directly affecting the

6 L¿uti" v. Crufter (1942) SASR 30 (SA Supreme Court).
7 Mayo v. Harris (1945) SASR 151. (SA Supreme Court in baræo).It has not been possible
1¡ fi¡d out anything about the origins of this person: one is left to ask first, if Mayo really
was his name and, second, if he was someone shrewd enough to realise the pecuniary
benefit of trading on it.
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interpretation of Section 35 of that Acú, which prohibited unregistered

persons advertising or holding themselves out as medical practitioners.

Of the lastthree cases we will consider, one involved an incongruous

tragi-comedy, one a sensational epic political and social drama, and the last

recounts the storyof the most stunningly successful totallyunqualifred and

irregular practitioner ofthem all, who defied the medical andlegal

professions to the end, and whose name a¡rd fame have entered into

folHore.s

*

The difficulties of providing medical services in inhospitable areas of

SA are no where better illustrated than on the far West Coast. The counties

of Moule and Bonython lie isolated 800 km from the capital. The principal

town is CedunaÆhevenard, and Denial Bay is an outpost. To the west the

nearest town is Penong, and to the south+ast Streaky Bay is 90kms away.

Around 1906 a Denial BayFarmers'Medical Board was established to

secure a doctor by means of a guaranteed salary raised through public

subscription. A doctor was soon obtained -but the boards troubles were

justbeginning.

The first practitioner to anrive was Dr. Siegwart Bruehl.e He was

quickly replaced by Dr. Percival Boyd 1907/08, who imm ediately fell out

with the boa¡d and left. Dr. Charles Abbott and his wife, form.er matron of

the Wagga rWagga hospital, followed in 1908. At that time Abbott was

registered in Victoria and NSW but could not be recognised in SA because

the length of his American medical course did not comply with the conditions

of the 1889 Acú. In his case, a¡rd that of others who followed, there was

created the situation whereby governments of the day could express

8 For a detailed social history of health quackery, see Jnmes Hanrey Young , The Medical
Mæsialæ. Princeton University Press, 1967. Quacks particularly claimed to be able to
cure deafrress, epilepsy, diabetes, asthma, hay fever, obesity, tubelsulosis, gall stones
and appendicitis.
9 Dehils of all the named legally qualified practitioners will be found in Appendix 3.
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satisfaction that hedical seryices" were provided in inhospitable locations,

but could refuse to contribute financial subsidies on the grounds that the

practitioners were unregistered: this was having the cake and eating it with

a vengeance.

Dr. Abbott prospered: he began a local newspaper and became a JP.

The board provided a Ford motor vehicle, and it became a source of

perpetual argument, some shrewd subscribers refusing to paymileage for a

board vehicle, and others pin-pricking about private use of the car. Abbott

resigred in disgust in 1910 and went to Pine Creek lrff, leaving the Far West

in chaos.l0 Dr. ^A-E. Weidenbach came briefly as locum, then Dr. T.J.

Hennessy, quickly followed by the unregistered Dr. Redmond, the registered

Dr. R. Mclennan and then Dr. John A Kerr. In 1911 Dr. Abbott returned

from the l{I to resume both practice and wretched arguments over the car.

He was formallyregistered in 1913, and after more disagreements, which

ended when a bloody-minded public meeting voted to sell the vehicle, he left.

The basic trouble was that he sometimes had to do 800 miles per weeþ and

there was no provision for paying running costs. His annual salarywas

f400: the farmers considered that the best solution was for him to buy the

car and run it for free.ll The community had again successfully cut its

throat. In rapid and disastrous succession there followed Dr. R.H. Tait, a Dr.

Frost (perhaps R.R.) and a Dr. Walker (either ïV.J-A- or W.J.).12 Then in

1915 the unregistered Dr. P. von Roenne arived at Denial Bay, and served

the area well until 1919, when he went to Ceduna and stayed until 1926. His

10 Jim Faull: Life on the Edge. Ceduna, DC Murat Bay. 1988, pp. 25È260. I
acknowledge my debt to the late autåor's accurate historical writing, and to interwiews
with several remarkable pioneer ladies in the Ceduna Nursing Hone - Ivy Freeman,
Vera Schwan and Grace Oates who still renembered in August 1994 some of the early
doctors, particularly von Roenne and Harden. I qm certain that von Roenne was
qualified.
Ll Arstmlasiøn Medical e,azûtg 2U 2 I 1914, p. 160.
12 Ceduna.Æhevenard folklore holds that most of the practitioners were discarded
alcuholics, and a line of graves in the Thevenard cemetery is l,mown locally as "Doctors
Row". There is such an area in the cemetery, but none of the graves has a marker, and
district ouncil records, inspected in 1994 courtesy of the chief executive ofEcer, offer no
enlightenment.
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position at Denial Bay was taken by the unregistered "f)r." F.L. Harden

'MD', who was to become the chief player in a number of parliamentary

and legal scenes which will now be discussed.ls

Francis Leonard Harden claimed to be, but was not, a 1906 graduate

of Cooper Medical College, Califomia, ild on that basis had been registered

in 1912 by a not very alert NSrü medical board. He had served in WWI as

medical officer on troop transports, and had been honourably discharged in

1915 with excellent references. He had returned to Sydney and practised

until 1918, when the medical board hadbegun an investigation into his

qualifications. They discovered that he had never attended either Cooper

College or its successor, Stanford UniversityMedical School. gis ¡ame had

been struck offthe roll, and Harden had fled to Fiji, where he remained until

his andval at Denial Bayin t92O.L4 Harden was energetic, enthusiastic and

hardworking, of marked competence, and quickly became highly regarded.

He was instrumental in having built at Denial Bay the Coast Memorial

Hospital, a¡rd a doctor's residence, and he obtained for the hospital a resident

nurse.l5 For four years he served the dyspeptic Famers Medical Board in

an exemplaryfashion. Then disaster struck.

On 8 July 1923 two Aborigines from the Lutheran Mission at

Koonibba came to Harden's home, the woman claiming that her spouse,

Dick Wombat, had threatened to kill her baby.r6 Harden took a gun when he

saw Dick Wombat in his back garden, and fired six shots at him, two of

which inflicted superficial wounds. The Lutheran Church was outraged, and

Harden was eventuallybrought to trial on a charge of wilful wounding with

intent to murder. 1? Am ong witnesses were pastors Hoff and Wiebusch, and

13 In these days before WWII there was great rivalry between Denial Bay and Ceduna
(Murat Bay) fór recognition as principal town of the area. Ceduna/Ihevenard prospered
(grain, g;ypsr¡m, salt and fish): Denial Bay now is a tiny holiday/retirement settlement.
L4 SApD House of Assembly L924 pp.1764-t767.
15 Hospital and home have long since been demolished'
16 A claim which was undoubtedly true as alcohol had been involved. The "Denial Bay
shooting case" trial is reported in the Rcgister between 5 and 16 Septenber 1923.
L7 Sl,Resisúer; 5 September 1923, p. 57.
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Dr. von Roenne who had attended the wounded Wombat. Harden conducted

his own defence with great skill, was convicted merely of common assault,

and placed on a bond. The evidence shows that he had no love for either

Aborigines (nor did the community- up to 1938 they could not be admitted

to the Ceduna hospital) or the "German Church".18 He returned to Denial

Bay and practised amid great community sectarian and racist turmoil until

January 1925, when his services were dispensed with, a¡rd the hospital was

closed. Never again did anymedical person establish himself atDenial Bay.

Penong, and later Ceduna/fhevenard becams the focus of health care, which

was revolutionised in 1938 bythe Bush Church Aid Flying Medical Service,

inaugurated with a DeHaviland Fox Moth single engine bi-plans.rs

For "Dr." Harden, however, worse was to come. Before he left the Far

West for Adelaide, an attempt was made on his behalf by the Labor MP

StanleyWhitford20 to amend t};Le Medi,cølPraßtitíDnersAct, so that a man

[sic] who had served in the Commonwealth or rmperiatArmyor Navy, or

armed transport service as medical officer or with the rank of surgeon,

should be registered, provided that such service had extended for a period of

not less than twelve months, and had been terminated by honourable

discharge .2L Itwas the e:pectation that the proposed legislation would

assist not only Harden but also Dr. von Roenne, and a third unregistered

person, *Dr.'Edward Clark, who had coûtmenced his medical studies at

Edinburgh but finished them in America. He had come to SA rr'1.922 and for

three months worked at Parkside as a temporaryclinical assistarrt, but

18 The term he used throughout the trial.
19 The first Bush Church Aid 'flying doctoy' was Dr. Roy Gibson who, with his wife Dr.
Freda Gibson (neé Ehmcke) gave the best years of their lives to medical work in the Far
West. Their pilot was the brilliantly skilled and exceptional Alan Chadwick MBE. He
flew the sen¡ice for thirty years 193848. Roy Gibson died in 1948, (aged 41) of snake
bite, and his wife caried on on her own. Later she was succeeded by an equally
indomitable woman, Merna Mueller.
20 Stanley R. Whitford t1878-19591, MHA l92I-27; MLC 192S-41.
2L Registq 13 November L924, p. 161.
SAPD llouse of Assembly 1924, p. 1641.
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then was sent as a clerk to Enfield.zz Initially there was some support for

Whitford's effort, and the extensive parliamentary debate reveals the

general appreciation of the efrorts of the unregistered or unqualified who

went to desolate undeveloped areas, a¡rd the wish to leave them completely

alone, but at the same time refrain from grving them registration because of

the wider and more longterm legal and social consequences of tampering

withÁcús which had Empire reciprocity. The government's detestation of

quacks was made plain, and the Attorney-General, W.J. Denny,23 dealt

contemptuouslywith some of the figures whom we have discussed, and

mentioned a couple of other fashionable Adelaide charlatans - I{ickson who

performed miracle cures, but deemed it advisable to depart for London, and

uDt.' Lum Yow the eye and pile specialist, who dabbled in cancer cures until

a prominent court case and pa¡ment of damages teminated his career.%

Unfortunately for Harden his case was inevocably damaged by the

realisation that he had provided his parliementary supporters with false

information, and that in the first place he had secured registration in NSW

byfraud. Notwithstanding this, the government made it clea¡ that theyhad

no intention of taking any action against him. Whifford's proposed

nmendment was defeated by three votes. Harden then embarked on a

foolish course of action whichbroughthis final ruin.

He advertised himself in newspapers as "Dr. Francis L. Harden,

D.Sc., Biologist", and purported to specialise in the diagnosis of social

diseases,2s bladder a¡rd skin problems, and that he could also offer painless

childbirth. He was prosecuted in 1926 for holding himself out as a doctor, but

the special magistrate dismissed the police complaint. The Crown Solicitor

took the matter on appeal to the Supreme Court, and Sir George Munay CJ

22Ib p. t7ae.
23 William Joseph Denny MC t1872-19461MHA 1900-1933 (not continuous).
24 S.lpO House of Assembly 1924, p. 1766. Lum Yow is interred in the West Temace
Cemetery, in a large plot surmounted by an ostentatious column.
25 That is, sexually transmitted diseases.
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found against Harden. That fascinating character then disappeared from

the scene.

It was only after passage of the 1919 Acú (sections 85 and 86), that

the police were readily able to proceed against the unregistered, on behalf of

the medical board, which still could not itself take any action. Ttre new.A.ct

also provided for a position on the board to be filled by an election conducted

bythe BI\,ÍA from its own registered members- The successful prosecutions

directly strengthened the privileges of the legally qualified. Other medical

board enquiries and legal proceedings under the 1919 Acú also indirectly

through the board, substantially enhanced the disciplinary power of the

BMA over its own membership. Such a case in 1g2B involved Dr. Frank

Gladstone Cowan MBchB Edin 1907, who was involved in alleged sexual

misconduct with a patient. Although two trials faited to produce a verdict,

and the Crown then entered anolle,he was deregistered.26 Here, even

though the practitioner had never been convicted, the board, (three of its

five members had been at some time president of the BMA SA Branch),2?

took upon itself the obligation to read the evidence which had been given in

court, a¡rd draw its own adverse conclusions.2S

*

The foregoing difficulties with the unregistered were resolved fairly

quickl¡ given the pace at which the legal s¡rstem moves. An important

confrontationbetween the BMA, the government, and an unregistered alien

was commenced in 1930, and continued for nine years right up to the start

ofWWfI. There is within the storypolitical intrigue, Nazi conspiracies, real

and imaginanJ¡, newspaper scandals, a chronicle of everykind of human

failing, and much sadness. Johannes Heinrich Becker [18ge1g61] was

26 S¡nith's Wækly,5 May 1923, p. 1. (Some sensational reporting).
27 A-A.I-endon, W.T. Haywa¡d, W.A. Verco.
28 Cowan, who never returned to medicine, was the son and nephew of prcninent SA
pastoraliståusinesgmen MPs, and brother of sir Darcy cowan, chest physician.
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born in Thuringia, Ctermany. In IWWI he served bravely atVerdun and

Ypres, and won the Iron Cross. He graduated in medicine from the

University of Marburg in1r924,zs spent a year in a Ruhr hospital, another

as a ship's doctor, and migrated to SA in 1927.3o He went to Tanunda in

October of that year: he spoke no English but soon acquired rema¡kable

fluency. hr the first place he had hoped to work for an acquaintance, and had

approached the medical board for registration.,He had been quite unaware of

the difficulties of obtaining registration in SA In 1930 his application for

naturalisation was rejec'ted because of an inadequate period of residence; in

1932 he married and there were two children. In 1933 he began to organise

secret meetings in Melbourne at which Nazi propaganda was distributed. In

1934 he joined the Nazi Part¡ and at this time visited Germany. He was

originally Land,esuer-trauenstnøn¿ (National Confidential Adviser), and then

Løndeskreisl.eiter (National District Leader). He rose quickly to become the

parQy's StatÆ trustee for Australia, and then State leader for the South

Pacific.31 This is not the place to consider his extensive political activities

which have been documented and referenced.3z Suffice to say that because

of conflicts with the German Consul-General RudolfAsmis in Sydney, and

what seems to have been Becker's own intolerance and extremism, he

appears to have been dismissed from the Nazi Party in 1936. Here

29 Marburg was in the province of Hesse Nassau, Prussia.
30 T\yo reasons that may have influenced Beckeds decision to leave Germanymight have
been, first, as an early admirer
salute in a public place, and Pe
in Weinar Gernany was ove¡clowded. As a
31 Important Nazi Party positions.
32 AOB Vol. 13, p. 148. The Australian Archive Secret Service Files - such as can be
made available - contain three dossiers on Becker which detail -

The South Australian General German Club.

Southern Air Lines and Freight. This was an airline company which attempted to
operate between 1937/38 and in that latter year went into voluntary liquidation,
leaving Becker with an embarrassing financial shambles.

His internnent and deportation.

The general reference to all documents is AA:D1915/0 SA 15163/. They make a chill read
of bitterness, conflict and prejudice.
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clarification is hindered bythe disappea.rance of documents, and Becker

himself in 1946 claimed that he burned his files in 1937.33

While involved in these activities, which made him a¡r object of much

attention from the Australian security services, Becker, with a swastika

insignia attached to the front numberplate of his car, ran a busy and

successful medical practice at Tanunda, a matter of great irritation to the

local BIVÍAmembers. For Becker was never registered as aLQMP: Marburg

had no reciprocal recognition arrangements with anyAustralian institution.

His twelve years of active practice mark the third and last Bgeat

confrontationbetween the unregistered, and those who appeared in the

CiouernmentGazett¿. In a wayhe is the logical successor to George Bollen

and Karl Fiege. The critical difference is that whereas Bollen and Fiege

achieved registration, Becker did not, and his case, along with his

subsequent cruel fate, marks the point where parliamentarytolerance of

the irregular ceased for ever.

The other major distinguishing feature ofBecker's prolonged legal

battles was that initially (L92Y32) they were fought in a spectacular

fashion through everylevel in the civil jurisdiction, a¡rd those adventures

into litigation are immortalised in the various Australian Law ReporLs.

Later (1934-36) theywere contested summarily and then on appeal.

There was in Australia between 1919 and 1950 a vigorous and

uninhibited newspaper known as Smith's Weekly,sa and it was a highly

censorious observer of the medical profession. Apart from losing no

opportunityto confront and embarrass the legally qualified, it was utterly

pitiless in its unmasking of quackery, and on many occasions it ensured that

unscrupulous charlatans got the exposure and contempt which they

33 AA D1915/0: 16 December 1946, Becker to Director-General Commonwealth
Investigation Branch.
In attempting to obtain information at Tanunda from persons who knew of all his
activities, the writer ran up against a wall of silence and rejection.
34 Already mentioned p- 278.
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deserved. 'When, however, they took on Becker, theymade an embarrassing

and very ex¡rensive error ofjudgement. On 29 June 1929 Srnith'sWeekly,

accomparried by a large poster which read "Sudden Death. Tanunda's Alien

Healer. Does He Use Atopan?", published a highly defamatory account that

Becker was a "German quaclf, and had prescribed a dangerous drug which

had caused the deaths of two persons.ss All the unpalatable details hadbeen

given to the Packer press byF.J.E. Juttner, a disgruntled Tanunda LQMP.

This informant threw in, for good measure, details of Becker's lack of

registration, his ostracism by other practitioners, and their refusal, for

exarnple, to administer anaesthetics, but his preparedness, nevertheless, to

perfom operations. Becker sued the newspaper for defamation.

Preliminary skirmishing over interrogatories established that he

freely and openly advertised himself as Dr. J.H. Becker MD MS (Marburg)

and carried on a comprehensive and very successful medical practice,

prescribing and chargingfees.36 Also clearly established was that SmitVs

actions had been peculiarly stupid. The case occupied thirteen days before

the Chief Justice, Sir George Murray, who found in Becker's favour on all

points, and awarded him 95000 40s37 d.amages, plus all costs - this then

was an unimaginably huge sum of money.38 Munray's lengthy, clear and

perceptive judgement is too long to reproduce here, but his keyfindings

would have been intolerable to the BI\{A Theywere that the 1919 Act M'

not make unlawful the practice by anyone of medicine and surgery that no

fair-minded and honest man would regard Becker as a quacþ that his

conduct was notholding out. Smitüs then appealed to the Iligh Court

35 Abpan is phenyl-quinolin--carboxylic acíd. Its use, initially for gout, originated in
Gemany in 1908. Like many other therapeutic substances its use once was fashionable
for different illnesses, before it was decided that it was positively dangerous (and
useless): in this respect it was no different from innumerable modem druæ.
The two deceased were Arthur Graetz and Elizabeth Schuster.
36 Bæhø v. Smitlfs Newspoperc Litnited and, Another (No. 1) (1929) SASR 1.
Bæþ¿r v. Srnith's Newspapers Limited and Another (No. 2) (1931) SASR 137.
3? Ttre minimum weekly male wage then was f,3 15s.
38 Bæher v. Smitlfs Newspapers Limited and Another (No. 3) 1931 SASR 335.
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against the judgement, and the case câme before Judges Rich, Starke,

Dixon, Evatt and McTiernan in 1932. Villeneuve Smith and a young

barrister Robert Menzies KC, appeared for SmitVs. The appeal was

dismissed, but Becker's damages were halved.3g

From a reading of the legal arguments andjudgements it is

inescapable that (whatever Murray CJ thought) from 1927 to 1932 Becker

committed repeated offences against the 1919 ^A,cú byblatantlyholding

himself out as a LQMP, and he offended against basic medical ethics by

florid advertising, and the use of secret codes to write prescriptions. He

widely used atopan, which by 1922 was suspected of causing hepatic

disease and anaphylaxis. Evidence was produced that seven patients whom

he had attended had died, and burial had taken place without autopsy or

inquest. As an unregistered practitioner Becker could not sign death

certificates, and he was obliged to report deaths to the police, and procure

from a magistrate a coronial burial order. This he seems to have been able

to do expeditiously, and with a good deal of privacy.

In 1933 Becker applied to the Supreme Court for a mønd,amus

directing the medical board to register him. This it refused to issue on the

grounds that his qualifications did not entitle him to register in England, and

the Marburg course, insofar as it concerned obstetrics, was of a lower

standard tha¡r that required at the Univensity of Adelaide. In addition,

Germanyregarded SAgraduates as unqualified. The matterwas further

complicated when the Nazis came to power, because it was decreed that the

Støøts Exam could be conferred only on German nationals. The Full Court

refused to interfere with the decision of the medical board.a0 Becker lacked

the high political influence and famiþ connections ofBasedow. He continued

to practise but on legal advice ceased to use signs or stationerywhich

39 Smith's Newspapers Limited and Another v. Becker (1932) 47 CLF- 279
4o Inre Becker (1933-34) SASR 137.
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caffied any inference that he was a medical practitioner. Ilowever he

described himself as an unregistered medical practitioner, and permitted

himself to be addressed as "doctor". He thrived because the extraordinary

amount of publicity which he had received made him very well known

throughout the Barossa. In 1935 he was charged before a special

magistrate with holding himself out as a LQMP and was convicted. He went

to the Supreme Court, and in 1936 his appeal was dismissed with costs

awarded againsthim.4l Never one to give up easily, his application foi

special leave to appeal from this decision was refusedbythe HiSh Court on

1 October 1936.

Notwithstanding this he remained in open practice at Julius Street,

Tanunda, until September 1939, when both the problems of his blatant

disregard of the MedinøIAcú and his suspected Nazi activities were solved by

his arrest and internment at Loveday. He spent the entire war there, and

early in 1945 was transfer:red to Tatura, Victoria. IIis request for

naturalisation was refused, and in 1946 Mr. Justice Simpsona2 orderedhis

deportation to Germany.As a result of representations from his wife, in

June 1946 he was released from Tatura before departure, under the most

strict conditions of parole.as Representations for mercy on his behalf were

made by Robert Homburg, Ðd Becker wrote at length to Colonel R. Browne,

Director4eneral, Commonwealth Investigation Branch, pleading his

innocence of Nazi involvement. 4lt was to no avail. On 12 November 1947

he was given five days notice of deportation.4s On 20 November he

absconded a¡rd orders were issued for his arrest.a6 There followed one ofthe

41 Becker u. Miller (1936) SASR L25. Ad.uertisq26 Jvne 1936, p. 23.
42lvlr.Justice William Ballant¡me Simpson U,B ED. Judge Supreme CourtACT.
43 Ail the relevant documents are in AA D1915/O:S415163/.
44 Robert Homburg [187È1948] MIIA Bura Burra l9L2-15. He was the son of Mr.
Justice Robert Homburg [184&1912f, suptu.
Honburg to .A.A Caldwell, Minister fe¡ Immig¡ation 13 July 1946.
(Roland Seymour Browne EDAICA. Retired Intelligence Section, general statr, 1944).
Becker to Roland Bmwne 16 December 1946.
45 R. Williams to Becker 12 November L947.
46 R. \¡tlillians to Commissioner of Police Adelaide, 25 November 1947.
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most publicised and dramatic man hunts thatAustralian newspapers ever

had been provided with.

Commonwealth security police descended on Tanunda, but Becker

hadflowntoMelbourne.a? The next day, now promoted to a "...prominent

pre-war Nazi leader in Australia', he was repor"ted to be in Sydne¡ and the

RSL ranted about him.a8 He was still at large on 25 November when the

HIVIA,S Kønimblø sailed from Melbourne with 400 Geman and ltalian

deportees.4e Bythen he had become the RSL's "...Australia's Public Enemy

No. 1 -...,' and that organisation became almost incoherent with rage. Just

before midnight on 26 November L94l Becker Ìvas recaptured when found

as a stowaway on the U.S. tanker Cei,ør Breøþs while it was offWaLson-'s

Bay, Sydney Harbour.s0 He was flown from Sydneyto Perth via Parafield

and finally deported on 30 December Ig47 to Germany on the US Cænerul

Heitzelmøn.5l He arrived there in February 1948, and in December that

year was exonerated by a'denazification' tribunal, some six months after

the RSL had made it plain that as democrac/s watchdog it, would make

sure that'...Australia's No. 1 Nazi and a traitor to the coun@..." would

neverreturrr.S2

The rest of the Becker storyis brief and sad. In May 1953 his

marriage was dissolved, andhis wife married an ex-RAAF man, a school

teacher. Becker made pathetic, unsuccessful attempts to communicate

with his family, and he also attempted to re-establish himself in medical

practice in Germarry. He died, unnoticed andlargeþforgotten, atBremen,

West Germany in 1961.

47 Aduqtisq2l November 1947, p.1.
48 tb. zz November L947, p.l.
49 Ib. zs November 1947, p.3.
5o tb. zl November 1947, p. l-
5L lb. zg November 1947, pp. 1,2.29 November 1947, p.1. I December 1947, p.3. 3
December 1947, p.1. To the end he was supported and assisted by Tanunda friends.
52hb. z6 June 1948, p. 1.
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Beckey's importance to the long struggle of the legally qualified and

registered to suppress the qualified persons who could not satisfy S.35 of the

Act, as well as the totallyunqualified, is over+hadowedbythe more

dramatic pyrotechnics of his Nazi associations and activities. He had the

misforbune to be born at the wrong time, for there is no doubt that he was a

most competent and highly respected medical practitioner.ss It was his

very success which agitated his BIVIA opponents. The medical practitioner

who fired the bullets for the BMA did so notbecause of concern for practice

standa¡ds, professional ethics and the good of the public', butbecause

Becker represented a serious commercial threat. It was a repetition of the

George Bollen case. After his success against Smith'sWækly Becker

successfully sued Juthrer, and this raised his standing still further.54 The

State government took only the most half hearted action against him,

because to do more would have entailed great political risk. Sir Richard

Butler's LCL government 1933-38 held office in difficult times, and his own

partylacked cohesion and direction.ss The Barossa was represented by the

LCL, and Herbert Basedowso had actuallywon the seat as an Independent

in 1933, but had died before parliament sat. Butler was too astute a

politician to endanger his shaþ parliamentary leadership by taking on the

influential German conservative vote.57

There is the further important fact that despite the disabilities

inflicted s¡ him byhis lack of formal registration, Becker had no problem in

surmounting them. We have mentioned t,Le seven deaths in unusual

circumstances, distinguished by neither autopsy nor inquest, and the burial

orders which appear to have materialised withoutquestion. So itis clear

53 Dr. John Perkins,'fiie Party was not without its intrigues'; Ttre Struggle for Control of
Hitlefs NSDAP in Aust¡alia'. Unpublished article, made available by the author.

54 Juttner was hinself highly regarded as a doctor and community minded person.
55 ADB 7, pp. 50L508.
56 Supro, ch. m.5.b.
57 Basedow's succ€ssor at the by+lection was a staunch Butler LCL supporter, R.J.
Rudall.
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thathe had significant cooperation, perhaps collusion, to help him

throughout the Barossa. Even war, the oblivion and humiliation of

internnent, and the subsequent sensational proceedings prior to

deportation, did not lessen the regard his Tanunda supporters had for him.

He is a notable moderrr illustration of the irelevance of registration as a

factor in determining the acceptance of a competent practitioner, of the

persistence up to the Second World War of government non-intervention in

such cases, and of the impotence of legislation to effectively curb qualified

but unregistered persons from practising medicine in counbry districts. Only

the extreme measure ofbanishment to a political prison, and subsequent

deportation brought his career to an end, and the reasons for that lyere quite

unrelated to the question of illegally making a living from medicine.

*

The power and influence of the BMA, which had grown steadily after

the 1919 Act was one factor in a series of events and developments which

played a part in the eventual putting to rest of the unregistered. Other

contributing circumstances include the 1939-45 war, the subsequent

explosion and application of scientific lcrowledge to medicine and surgery,

better public education, the increasing complexity of the civil law in respect

to negligence and malpractice, and the growth of Australian medical schools.

As I have shown, state and federal governments up to 1946 were perfectly

happy to utilise the unregistered Kolmer and Simons to fill their most

miserable and unattractive government medical positions, provided that

they were not contaminated by politically incorrect sentiments, or likely to

be a threatto the products of the British medical school indusffy, who were

members of the BMA and in control of the Australia¡r military medical

hierarchy.se In fact there were qualified but unregistered people who

58 A fact easily confirmed by the most cursory perusal of the Medißal Dirwtory and'Whds
Ið4io publications.
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practised openlyfor years without social controversy or litigation of any

kind. One such person was Dr. John Jurs [1838-1920] who died at Hutt St.,

Adelaide in 1920.5e He was born in Zealand, Denmarþ graduated from

Gottingen, and came to Brisbane in 1869 and practised successively at Port

Curtis, Blackhall, Townsville and Charters Towers, then Benalla (Victoria)

and Nimagee (NSW). He wentbackto Queensland and practised at

Toowoomba and Goondiwindi. In 1885 he ceme to PortAdelaide and stayed

until 1918. He was on the PortAdelaide city council and became mayor

1901-3. He was never registered, and his obituaryrecalls a pioneering life of

hard medical work and public esteem.6o In April 1921 Dr. Alexander Henry

1c184r19211 died at his home in Victoria Square. He had been born in

Aberdeenshire, and graduated MD Edinburgh \877 . Near the end of his

cour:s¡e he was thought to have advanced TB, and he came to SA in the

interests ofhis health. It was a good move, for he practised in the cityfor

fortyyears. He never took registration.6l

Dr. Paul Guina¡rd BA Løusanne,\tD Berne, MRCS LRCP, of Swiss

descent, was borrr in France and ceme to SA in about 1893. After a¡r initial

brief stay he practised in Victoria a¡rd Tasmania before returning to this

state, where he established himself first at MurayBrifue, and then

Renmark, where he remained for 12 years. Ilhress forced him to semi-

retirement at Glenelg, where, in his last years he was cared for byhis

mother before his death in 1923. Of a'retiring disposition', he never

registered.62 Ítmay be concluded that while registration was important to

the profession because itbrought a closed shop, protection from

competition, and great financial and commercial advantages, to the public it
remained nothing more than a means of allowing the curious to determine

69 P. zz7.
60 n"gistq 12 November 1920, pp. 102, 106, 108.
61 1å. 3 April 1921, pp. 306, 310.
62 1b.,16 October 1923, p.586: 17 October 1923, p. 609
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whether persoru¡ practising medicine had legally recognised credentials. Not

until the advent of the pharmaceutical benefits scheme in 1951, and the

subsequent direct and indirect involvement of the federal goverriment in

payrng doctors for professional attendances from 1953, did registration

become a significant administrative tool to enable determination of

entitlement to pa¡ment.63 The recognition of specialties from 1969, with the

introduction of differential rebates in favour of,the more highly qualified,

increased the important use to which a registration number could be put by

a central commonwealth administration. Similarlythe state registers were

the base for the L975 universal health scheme, Medibønk, its successor

Medinøreand, inevitably, vocational regishation. From late 1995

registration has finallybeen centralised, and there may eventuallybe one

Australia¡r register of LQMPs. e+

There is a much wider perspective to be applied to any consideration

of the position of Harden, von Roenne and Becker. Throughout the twenties

and thirties there was a current of concern over ttre shortage of doctors in

counFy districts, and the resultant hardship for the local population. 'When

in 1919 Dr. A.O. Boer died at StreakyBayfrom post-influenzal

complications, the unregistered von Roenne attended during his illness and

operated.6s During alongjourneyof inspection alongthe Murayin 1920

LadyWeigall, wife of the SA governor, was most concerned with the plight of

the wives of irrigation settlers in obtaining proper medical and nursing

attention. At Hawker in 1923 medical services were provided by the

unregistered, anduncontroversial, Dr. Kirstner.66 In 1928 Minnipa pleaded

for "a doctor", as medical assistance had to come from either StreakyBay

63 As far as can be ascertained the only material use made by government of registration
up to the 1940s was to use the absence of legal qualifications of practitioners in country
hospitals as an excuse to not pay an annual subsidy to the hospital board. As pointcd
out in the text, the governnent made sure that it did nothing to prevent the unqualified
person from practising and using all the hospital facilities.
& (Com-onwealth) Mutual Recqnition Act 1995, Section 19.
65llegßtø.19 August 1919, p. 443. (Probably drainage of an empyema).
66 tb. Zl March 1923, p. 318. Nothing is known of this person.
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or Elliston, sixby and eighty miles distant respectivel¡oz -t¿ in 1930 when

Alice Springs was left without medical attention, a doctor had to be flown

from Adelaide to a septicaemic emergency. The alternative sources of help

were Hawker, with a fortnightly train service of legendary unpredictability,

or Darwin- 1500 miles to the north.68 The problem ¡rersisted to the late

1950s. One can reasonably conclude that the BI\{4, along with the medical

board, which it dominated from 1896 to about L974, were quite contentto

tolerate the under+upplyof LQMPs. Throughoutthe fiftyfive years 189È

1974, the medical boa¡d consisted entirely of LQMPs, eleven of them were

at some time presidents of the BMA/AI\,IA, and only one (R.S. Rogers), was

not a financial member of that Association.

At the same time the board was detemined to pursue the

unregistered, regardless of communityviews. I have mentioned that until

the 1919 Act theboard always had difñculties with the crown law officers in

either obtaining advice or sup¡rcrt to prosecute, ând this perhaps reflects

either community acceptance of the unorthodo)ç or the active determination

of influential and articulate politicians to protect them. This we have seen

with Bollen and Fiege. One suspects that the same situation applied with

Becker even after 1919, until his political activities became unacceptable.

The best illustration in more recenttimes ofthis particular kind of

situation is provided by one of the most interesting and esteemed quacks of

them alk Hanji MalrometAllum. He was also the last of the popular

herbalists and healers who survived the might of the BIVIA. MahometAllum

1c1857-196a1 by the 1950s was without a doubt the best known

unqualiñed, unregistered, eccentric and unorthodox practitioner in

67 tb. zt November 1928, p. 283.
68¡¿. go April 1930,p.671.

*
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Adelaide.6e For about tlúrbyyears the self+tyled'C'od's Messenger'

dispensed his herb mixtures and advice from Victoria Square and later

Anzac Highway, Kuralta Park.70 From the evidence of various court

proceedings it seems that he had a strong belief in the universal curative

properties of purgatives and faith. Much of his þ¿shing was commonsense,

some ofit,like his campaign againstimmunisation, quite irrational, and a lot

more E¡as no doubt good for the wholesale deparhent of Fauldings.Tr By

1935 the BI\4A could stand him no longer, and he was prosecuted for holding

out. He was convicted a¡rd fined, and from that time never looked back He

published an astonishing libel on the magistrate who convicted him, and

ended up in the Supreme Court, where he was acquitted. His character

witnesses included the Atüorney4eneral, Commissioner of Police and many

prominent citizens, and he was defended in parliament.T2 Never again did

the medical profession take him on, although the AIVIA rejected his offer to

establish a scholarship for natural healing. Unlike lesser adherents of

heterodox forms of illness prevention and treatment, he survived the years

ofWorld Wa¡ tr and beyond, ild continued to dispense advice and specifics

right to the end. At his death in 1964 his funeral cortege was over one and a

half kilometres long. The AIVIA had ignored him, and just waited for him to go

away. He left no followers.

Harden, von Roenne, Becker and Mahomet Allum mark the close of

the long era when the unqualified could practice openly, hold the respect and

affection of the communit¡ and escape the adverse interest of the

69 ADB 7, p. 47. This biography notes that when he settled in Adelaide in 1928 or 1929
there was dissatisfaction with conventional medical practitioners. Madeleine Brunato,
Mahomet AIIum; Adelatde, Investigator Press, 1972. A slight work which contains some
revealing testimonials.
ABC: PersonølitiesR¿mcntfuid. Thanscripts of radio talks, Mortlock Library. Issued by
the ABC in the early 1970s. Authols collection.
?0 Which is not without some imny - it once was part of the Everard fam.
71 In 1845 at Adelaide Francis Hardey Faulding opened a small phar:macy. From this
quickly grew an inporüant wholesale chemist and druggist business, still a mqior South
Australian commercial enterprise.
12 S.lpO llouse of Assembly 1934 p. 1660.
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government. After their disappearance even remote areas would have a

LQI\P or nothing. We have mentioned the role of the Presbyterian minister

John Flynn [1880-1951] who at Cloncurry in 1928, founded the Flying

Doctor Service as the Australian Inland Mission Aerial Medical Service.

This was an important factor in reducing the dependence of remote areas¡ on

marginal practitioners, and accelerated the passing of those colourfi,¡l

people. Tribute must also be paid to the vital contribution of the modest

Alfred Hermann Tïaeger [189L1980] who in 1929 developed the pedal

wireless. All the transitions that have been considered are both affected and

effected by such technological innovation. Those factors sometimes seem

extraneous, but the rate at which theydiffrrse into society and are adapted,

is vitally important to any consideration of the dissemination of scientific

advances for human benefit.

In Englandby 1930 the British Medical Association had given up

hope of eliminating completely unqualifred practice through legislation.

Homæopathy had been attacked and condemned by a Committee on

Quackery as far back as 1851, but in contrast to the Australian outlook, by

the 1930s,

...a wider view has been taken, and it has been realised that in
medicine there is no orthodox doctrine, but that when once a man has
obtained a registrable qualification in the usual way, he is entitled to
hold his own opinion on therapeutics. Homoeopath¡ therefore, is no
longer stigmatised as quackery, whatever opinion the majorityof the
profession mayhold of the judgement of its professors.Ts

The Australian profession was not inclined to the sofb line, compromise, or

charitable tolerance where anything other than the strict orthodox doctrine

of medical practice was concerned. The difference in attitude is remarkable,

and perhaps due to the small antipodean population, its unique geographical

73 E.M. Little, History of the British Medical Assæiation. London, BMA, tnd ?19331 p.
274.

*
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distribution, the fierce competition for the available patient pool, and the

Australian intolerance of non<onformity.

+
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e. OtJrer Grou¡x Seek Professionslis¿tion throwh Legrslation

Between the wars, other groups, seeing the success of the BIVIA in

securinglegislation which enhanced the medical profession's ¡rower, also

sought the respectability, status, protection and exclusiveness of legislation

which would enable them to achieve full professionalisation. The stimulus

for the registration of nurses was the difñculty in obtaining trained nursing

staff for country hospitals, because the necessary training could only be

done in the large cityinstitutions. Countrynursing hospitals were to be

approved as training schools, and preference would be given to trained staff

where there were vacancies to be filled in government hospitals and

institutions. In 1920 a Nurses RegistrationBill was introduced in the SA

Parliament. It established a board of seven - one to be nominated by the

BMA - to administer the Acú. In many respects t}re Bilts provisions

resembled the 1919 MedíralAct,for example, in the reciprocal recognition of

qualifications, power to deregister and restore, and allowance of practice by

the unregistered, butwith certain disabilities. Midwives were subjectto

more stringent controls and had more requirements placed on them than

nurses per se.L T};Le Bill received assent on g December 1920 and became

theNzrsaç RegistratianAct 145111920. Twentyfive years later, in 1945,

the weekly\üage of a trained nurse was 17l6d, in addition to board and

lodging: the minimum SouthAustralian adult female weeklywage rate, all

industry groups, then was 67/2d.In this case all the benefits of government

recognition did not confer great financial advantages on those given legal

protection from competition. Theywere indeed victims of that long

conspirary of class and gender which subordinated their role to medicine.

I SepO Legislative Council 1920, pp. 1340-1343, second reading speeches, Ày'urses
RegistrationBill.
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In the såme year an Opticians Bill was introduced to prevent any

person practising optometrically without adequate training and

examination. It also prevented opticians from treating diseases of the eye

6¡ ¿dministering eye drops. Two controllingboards ryere each to consist of

three opticians and two legally qualified medical practitioners. It þscnm€

the Opticía,ns Act 1920. A peaceful South Australian settlement in respect

of the relationship between ophthalmology anj ontometry is in marked

contrast with the Victorian experience, which was characterised by long

years of hostilityand opposition, parliamentarytussles and intra-

professional dis agreements.

hr Victoria, optometrists achieved legal recognition only in 1935. This

unpleasant and long struggle of atbrition has been discussed byWillis, who

mentions the interesting role of OPSM as an ophthalmologists business

organisation, established to secure commercial supremacy in the lucrative

optometrical prescription sphere.2 A SouthAustralian doctor had an

association with the struggle of the Australian College of Optometryto

obtain an ophthalmologist to teach students, and therebyraise standards.

The well orgnnisedVictorian ophthalmologists had refused to cooperate, but

in 1943 fh. Rupert Naylor, a Collins Street specialist, took on the

responsibility. He had graduated from Adelaide irl-1.924, and had practised

at Penong on the far west coast, and then at Wudinna. He obtained his

DOMS Land in 1940 and then returned to Australia. I have already

discussed the marked distinctions in attitudes towards and within the South

Australian and Victorian medical professions, (ch. II). The attempts by the

Victorian profession to use any means in its power to restrict the ma¡ket

advantages of optometrists, is another illustration that in the two states

2 Evan Willis, op. cit., Chapter 6.
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there were remarkable differences in outlook, approach and inter-

professional tolerance.3

Physiotherapists had a longer struggle. In 1923 the Barwell

government brought in a Masseurs Bíll tn ensure that only qualified persons

could be allowed to be registered for, or practise, massage. There was, at the

time, much concern that tuberculosis, which presented and masqueraded in

many guises, was being treated with massage. A key part of the Bill was

that no person could act as a masseur unless under the direction of a

LQIVIP, and it was on this that it foundered, as parliament was not prepared

to allow the medical profession to restrict and control the access of

masseurs to commercial benefit. The BiIl got short shrift.a

Twenty two years elapsed before the Playford government in 1945

introduced aPhysintherapists Bill tD register and set out their qualifi.cations.

Movementfor the legislation which would, as in the other cases, give a

subst¿ntial market advantage to a closed calling, came from the Australian

PhysiotherapyAssociation (APA), whose members had been through a

university course, and who would accept referrals only from LQMPs. They

were partially supported bythe Associated Practitioners in Physiotherapy

of South Australia, whose members in the main had experience, but not

qualifications. They feared that attempts were being made to remove them,

and therefore sought representation on the proposed controlling board. The

BiIl was along the lines of other legislation which was becoming familiar: it
provided for deregistration, machinery to deal with misconduct, and'holding

out'. Sport trainers were exempted from its provisions, and the need for

refemals by a legally qualified medical practitioner was removed by Section

7. Much debate centred on parliamentary fascination with the use of

3 The South Australian Opticiarzs Act dtd. cause a lot of hardship to individuals, as it
*ss srlministered strictly, and bmught problems in the cuuntry where, for example,
pharmaceutical chemisls doubled as opticians, and found that they were ineligible for
registration. On the other hand, the sellers of spectacles could not really justify their own
registration.
4 S.lpO House of Assembly L923, pp. 7O2-7O4; 1472-1473.
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electricity in physiotherapy treatment. A number of MPs clearly believed

that the incineration or electrocution of clients was an ever-present

possibility. In addition there was much concern that the Rev. .A.D.

McCutcheon of the PortAdelaide Central Methodist Mission, would notbe

able to continue his highly regarded free physiotherapy clinic because the

physiotherapists were employees. The government felt sure that all the

problems hadbeen solved when t.}LeBill became the PhysiotlrcrøpßtsAct

38 / 1945.5

Trouble soon arose. The firstvictim of the new Act was none other

than the PortAdelaide Central MethodistMission, whose nurses \ilere

refused registration because they were salaried a¡rd not receiving "fee or

reward". As in the case of the Opticians Board, the PhysiotherapyBoard

was accused of harsh and rigld administration. Protests also arose from

those pharmaceutical chemists who also practised as physiotherapists,

and who were forced to choose between one occupation or a¡rother, and from

the completely unqualified, who had practised for years under various

subterfrrges such as "physical culture instructors'. It is interesting that the

unregistered medical practitioners never came out of the woodwork to seek

special treah.ent when restrictive legislation was imposed on them.6

Supporters of the aggrieved physiotherapists quickly turned to their ALP

parliementar¡r friends, and an unsuccessful atbempt was made in 1946 to

disallow the board's regulations.T Next, the ALP tried to have the whole Act

repealed, and once again the theatricals surrounded the Port Adelaide

5 S¿pO Legislative Council 1945, pp. 4L7412; 480482;51L520; 689492; ?30-
7 33; 7 7 4-777. House of Assembly 1945, pp. 979-98O; 1477 -147 8.
6 "Physical culture inst¡r¡ctors" surrrived for many years and, under different terminology,
continue to prosper. One of the most prominent and highly regarded from the 1920s and
through the'40s was Reg. Shorthose, who at 41 Currie St. Adelaide, enhanced his
simple physical exercise fo'sining with'lectures'on personal hygiene, breathing exercises,
ballroom dancing, jiu jitsu &c. Inability to obtain any fom of registration never
handicapped his enterprise, or led anJ¡one to question the impressive diplomas on his
walls. A cuntemporarJ¡ was Iüill T. Duggan, who pr.omoted npsychephysical culture" at
Globe Chanbers, Victoria Square.
1 S¿pn Legislative Council 1946, pp. 134Y1347.
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Mission. It would have been electoral madness for the ALP to fail to appear

as the Mission's sþampion. The repealing Bill gotthrough the House of

,dssembly but ra¡r into procedural obstruction in the Upper House. The Acú

managed to survive with an amendment.s

One group which received no satisfaction at all was the Chiropractic

Health Society of South Australia. Members could apply for registration,

and if successful, they metamorphosed into physiotherapists, and could no

longer hold themselves out as chiropractors.e This was the last thing in the

world that they wanted. It was recognised that they were left in a void and

that the physiotherapists had "...the blessing of the British Medical

Association, while others have its curse chasing them around the

counhy...".r0 Phyford was prepared to introduce legislation to register

chiropractors and osteopaths, and he himself claimed to have been cured by

one of the latter.1l The debates on the Physíotherøpßts BilI indtcate that

manymembers would have supported such a move, and more than one

endorsed the remark that the Physinthcrapists ,\ct had'...more in it for the

medical profession than for sufrering humanif.r2 This could well have

been the conclusion. TheAct exempted medical practitioners from

registration; specified that one member of the physiotherapists board had

to be a medical practitioner, and the Board of Studies in Physiotherapy at

the University ofAdelaide incuded in its membership the Dean of the

Facultyof Medicine, several Clinical Professors, and medical

practitioners.ls llowever for chiropractors, their greatest stumbling block

was not that the medical profession appeared to have achieved authority

over ph¡rsiotherapytraining and registration, but that the government

8 .¿å. House of Assembly 1946, pp. 1391-4; I47L-2. Legislative Cor¡ncil 1946, pp.
1432-7439. Physiotherøpists Act Amend.ment Act 1946,
9 .Iå., House of Assembly 1946, p. 1392.
Lo Ib., p. rB9B.
Lr Ib., p. 1899.
L2Ib., p. 1892.
13 Board members are listpd in the University of Adelaide Caletd.or vol. 1.
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would have to accept qualifications ofAmerican colleges run for commercial

purposes, and whose standards were hard to determine.

f. I)octore and their relationship to goven_ment.

From the start of World'War I, LQMPs began to enjoy a closer

relationship with govemment. The war did no damage to the medical

profession. It was a spur to dominion specialisation, and many doctors,

including Australians, remained in the UK after the end of hostilities to

obtain experience and qualifications. Manyhad distingu.ished themselves in

the field and returned with decorations and ottrer distinctions. The War

helped propel medical practitioners as a class, along that path to their

eventual impregnable privileged position with enhanced autonomyand

social dominance.

Soon after World War I the government began handing honorar¡r

commissions to LQMPs to inquire on its behalf into many aspects of health,

private and public. There are records of at least 26 such inquiries between

1919 and 1937.14 Dr. L.J. Pellew visited Japan in 1920 and reported on

public health in that countr¡6 in 1923 -39 years a.fter the Bordertown

smallpox incident - AA. Lendon inquired into the management of mental

institutions in Great Britain, Europe and America; in 1926 Dr. V.R. Delaney

investigated dennatological treatment in the UK and United States.

Sometimes specific investigationsr were made into areas which reflect the

slowlygrowing importance of specialisation, and remind us of that

expanding trend after the First World \Mar, but at this time the great

majority of doctors were general practitioners. In 1923 Dr. H.F. Shorney, a

noted eye specialist, clinical teacher and lecturer, re¡rorted on British a¡rd

European ophthalmolory. The following year Dr. J.B. Dawson was asked to

14 Such honorar5r cummissions had been used before by adrninistrations to increase their
lcrowledge and understanding of a wide range of subjects. pe¡ s¡nmple, in 1894, just
before the'hospital row', Dr. L.W. Bickle had been given such an assignnent to study
hospitals and sanitation.
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lookupmoderrr methods of instructionin antænatal and maternal clinics in

the UK and America, and T.G. Wilson was requested to report on the use of

radium in grnaecology. Both þecsm€ eminent in their fields and were

eventuallyknighted. In 1934 Wilson was again entrusted with an enquiry,

this time into child mortality, and the orgarrisation of maternityhospitals.

In 1928 the leading ENT specialist, E.A. Matison, reviewed the British

treatment of deafrress in children of school goTg âge.15

One report whose predictions were extremely accurate was that of

Douglas Barlow, who in 1929 studied overseas advances in medical

diagnosis and treatment, and told the government of the increasing

importance of x-ray and blood tesLs. High technology was beginning to

make an early entry into the Adelaide Hospital: tn1-:927 E.F. Gartrell was

put in charge of an ECG machine, a¡rd in 1929 J.S. Verco beceme honorary

deep x-raytherapist, and H.A. McCoyhonorar¡rradium therapist. From

such modestbeginnings, technology, cleverþdefined byWillis as the

commodit¡r form of knowledge,lo bega¡r the unhindered march which would

see it eventually dsminate every aspect of medical care in hospitals. br the

process, as technology became more complex and esoteric, the medical

profession would subdivide into closed specialised fragments, so that t,Le end

result would be total exclusion of the generalist from all metropolitan

teaching hospitals. This did not happen in the counfi¡n specialists generally

were highly allergic to extra-metropolitan practice. Over the years the

custom developed that specific specialists regularlyvisited remote centres

and provided a consulting and operating service, usuallywith the local GP

grving the anaesthetic or assisting.

Some of the inter-war surveJÆ reflect growing government concern

with industrial health and safety. In 1925, the year the South Australian

15 Matison \flas a Geman Jew who was registered in 1914 (MD lllituis), and who had
changed his name from Mtzenmacher.
16 willis, op. cit., p. 19.
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Royal Commission on plumbism reported,l7 Dr. Oliver Leitch, a Port Pirie

general practitioner, was given an appoinhent to inquire in the UKinto the

incidence oflead poisoning and its prevention.ls In 1928 Michael Schneider,

a noted ophthalmologist, was cornmissioned to report on the effect of

industrial occupations on eyesight. All this activityreflects a growing

government concern with, and desire to be involved in, the areas of public

health, as well as industrial medicine.

Other subjects investigated onbehalf of gorr"".r-ent included TB,

(1922 - into the Spahlinger treatment: 1927 - its association with

maternal mortalit¡r !932 - the position with respect to the disease

throughout the Empire). Internal diseases were studied: 1927 ,genite
urinary 1928, internal diseases generally. Diseases of women,lg27:

advances in medical examinations and ambulances, 1932. Finall¡ in 1936,

R.G. Burnard was granted an honorary commission to inquire into and

report upon contract medical practice and national insurance in Great

Britain.le

*

One important result of the medical profession coming under the

influence of a scientific direction2O had occurred in Adelaide in 1900, when

the first societyof medical officers of health was formed, and was called the

South Australia¡r Branch of the hrcorporated Society of Medical Officers of

Health.21 The headquarters of the parent societ¡rwas in London, and it
wamly welcomed its colonial offspring, the first to be formed in Australia.

The first president of the branch was Thomas Borthwick, health officer to

l7 SApp 57 / 1925: Royøl Cotnmission on Plurnbisrn,report uith euidente and. append.ices.
(Plumbism = lead poisoning).
18 Tlre recent interest in lead pollution and toxicity associated with the Port Pirie
smelters is nothing new.
19 The reports of the travellers are in the Parliamentary Library in varying states of
access.
20 Supra pp. 239-247.
21 This organisation had been preceded in 1898 by the South Australian Institute of
Hygiene and Bacteriolory. See Sandra Holton,'Social Medicine in Nineteenth Century
Soutlr Australia', op. cit., p. 131.
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the city of Adelaide. The first meeting was held on 4 September 1900, and

there were 21 members on the books. It was devoted to a review of a recent

panic over a possible outbreak of bubonic plague in South Australia,22 and,

seems also to have provided a forum for criticism of Ramsay Smith, whose

multiple appointments had given rise to much anger and jealousy.23

However the society did much valuable work to encourage the new science

of bacteriology. Probably the most significant South Australian

involvement in public health overall was the role of F.S. Hone and the Royøl

Commis sinn on Health.2a

By the 1920s and 30s other medical practitioners were actively

involved in public health and its various anabranches. Helen Mayo worked

tirelessly and publicþ for infant welfare,2s H.IC FYy lectured on the 'feeble

minded',26 a¡rd Dr. Ruth Gault, as honorar¡rmedical officer of the committee

for combating infantile paral¡rsis, lectured and helped organise fund-raising.

Sometimes it could be suspected that the fervour of the enthusiast may

have exceeded commonsense: Raphael Cilento irl-1r922, already on his rapid

way up, spoke at Adelaide on his research work "...relating to the possibility

of maintaining a white Australia'.2? However he was putting the case for

developing a white population fit to populate the harsh northern tropical

environment, rather tha¡r the more fashionable racist dogma. Even so, not

everyone saw it that way, including his press and our own, contemporary

writers, for his detractors, after his death, would recall such views and use

22 P.S. Woodmff, Tllo Million South Austtwliarw, op. cit., pp. 106-?.
In fact plague at that time was causing much concern in Sydney, but was never a serious
problem in SA.
23 Austral,asian Medical Gazette, October 20, 1900, pp. 4334. The Gazette was more
than pleased ø be able to report such picayune nonsense.
24 Supro, p- 255. Roya.tCommissiononHeoJth, Report, together wittr Appendices, CPP
L926/28, IV pp. L247-L370.
25 Continuing a traditíon of service: the District Nursing Socíety had as one of its
founders in 1897 Dr. Allan Çnmpbell, one of the leaders in the establishment of the
Adelaide Children's Hospital: the Red Cnoss in SA originated from the efforts of Dr. R.
Brummitt and Lady Galway. SARegister 12 December 1923, p.524.
26 Sdncg¡stzr 3 Octnber 1922, p. 366.
27 1b.,22 August 1922, p. 492.
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them withoutanyqualification, tobelittle his memory.28 It may be

unforbunate that the more extreme and well-publicised debates on eugenics

and related topics reflected adverselyon all followers of the h¡rgienic'line of

study, regardless of the perspective or reasonableness of their own views.

The government was becoming seriously concerned about the

welfare of its constituents, as suggested by the number of honorary

commissions issued. It began to act: in 1925 the school health services

$¡ere expanded, Ðd a dental clinic established. Dr. GerFude Halley,2e a

remarkable and largelyunremembered woman, was appointed principal

medical officer.3o Leaders of the profession and prominent educationists

publicþ lauded the government '.. .upon the advance it has made in medical

education".sl We have already noted the establishment that year of the

Royal Commission to investigate lead poisoning. The saga of lead toxicity

continues 70 years later.

The final crown of respectabilityon all these endeavours was¡

conferred in 1939 bythe BIVIAwhen it decided to award grants and

scholarships to'. . . encourage scientifi c research in practical medical

problems".32 All the foregoing did no harn to the reputation and influence of

the medical profession, but neither did it do much good, because public

health positions were of low status, salaried, often part-time, and generally

did not attract the clever and ambitious, who sought status and financial

reward.

In 1925, too, questions were raised about the'...overcrowding of the

learned professions..." and it was noted that

28 Campus.iVe¿us June LÇ221994, p. 10.
29lda Gertrude Margaret Halley t1867-19391MBBS MeLb 1896.
30 The other staffwere Drs. Mavis Grant, Mary Puckey, Edith Clement and Henry
Pellew.
3L Advertiser, 22 May 1925, p. 280.
321b.,4 February 1939, p. 25.
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...4s each fresh batch of graduates issues from the Universit¡ its
absorption in the life of the community excites renewed wonder. How
can room be made for so many young lawyers and budding doctors?
And yet, so far as maybe observed, there is no unemplo¡ment in the
legal or medical professions and some of the recentlyestablished
practitioners appear to be far removed from indigence.sS

This is a matter which we will return to later. It was probably the first time

it had been noted that illness expands to provide emplo¡ment for the

available practitioners.

With the exception of dentistry (in 193b E.J. Millhouse was asked to

studydental education), no other profession or organised group was asked

to undertake investigative and reporting work of the kind I have discussed:

the growing influence and power of medicine is apparent with this increasing

governmentrecognition, and all those who held commissions were members

of the BMA Medicine itself was becoming internationalised - teaching,

advances and techniques flowed readily around the world as

communications became more sophisticated.

g. The BMA and the Constitutional Stmggles with J.B.
ChifleY'e+

Between 1933 and 1949 South Australia's Sir HenryNewland was

federal president of the BMA, and he therefore was an important

particþant in the ¡nliticrmedical conflicts of those years. The Menzies-

Fadden federal government was defeated in 1941, a¡rd the Curtin

goverrìment took ofñce. Labor began its term quietly enough until the

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour in December provided an opportuniff

for what many saw as the abuse of National Security Regulations, and the

large powers generally confered on any' goverrrment by war, to further

socialist ends. In May 7942 a uniform taxation scheme deprived the states

of their taxation powers, in favour of a commonwealth monopoly, and the

33 SA&egister 27 July 1925, p. 354 (editorial). It was noted that there were 4173
medical practitioners in the commonwealth, and 394 in SA, giving a state doctor:patient
ratio of \:1347.
34 Joseph Benedict Chifley t1881-19511. MHR (NSW) 192L31, 1940-51: TÌeasu¡er
1941--49; Prime Minister 194549.
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legislation survived a High Court challenge by the South Australian

Playford government.ss The Nøtionøl Welfare Act 1943 embodied plans (and

finances) for future social reform. The Joint Committee on Social Security

produced eight reports, two of them dealing at length with a national health

scheme.36 Those Reports led to modern concepts of social security. In

August 1943 federal Labor won a landslide and gained outright majorities in

both Houses. John Curtin died in July 1945 and after a brief interval was

succeeded byJ.B. Chifley. The war was quicklyending and the transition to

peace required much legislation. A confident Labor administration with

control of both Houses undertook some new ventures. Most of these found

acceptance, and became enshrined in Australian social seryices for many

years: the commonwealth office of education and tertiary scholarships; the

Australian National universit¡4 unemplo¡ment and sickness benefits. It
might have been thought that the govemment could get away with

anything, but there was the problem of the Australian Constitution and the

HiSh Court. The l{igh Court, as the authoritative interpreter ofthe

Australia¡r Constitution, had previously found that it had no problem at all

in exercisingjudicial review when it over-ruled elected governments and

parliaments.sT There is no evidence that the government saw any

problems with their health policy.38

So it came about that when the (first) PlwrmoteuticalBencfits Act

1944 enabled doctors to prescribe specific medicines for patients free of

charge, there was a constitutional disaster orchestrated by the Victorian

35 Unifo"* Ta.x Cøse: South Australia v. Commonutealth (L942) 65 CLR 373.
36 Joint Cornmittee on Sæial Security, CPP 194043,11, p. 755: 194345,11, p. 915:
194546, III, p. 1181. T\e national healtå proposals are in the 6th and 8th Reports,
and cooperation and goodwill is urged between goverrì.ment and medical profession.
3? The cpurt's assumption of the nole of exercising judicial review most probably starü,ed
in 1920 witlr the Etgircer's Case [Amalgamoted Sæiûy of Enginærs u. Ad¿Iaide
Steamship Company Limitedl. (1920) 28 CLR 129.
Sinilarly in 1942 with the Uniþrm To.r Case, the High Court saw no difficulty in
asserting the superiority of oommonwealth legislation over states rights to raise taxes.
38 Department of Health, The Health Policy of the Austratian Gouernment. Sydney, 1944.
Issued under the authority of J.M. Fraser, Minister of Health.
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branch of the BMA This led to the Plnrmoneuticøl Benefits Case,heard by

the High Court in 1945.3e T};.e Act was declared invalid because it was, in

substance, legislation with respect to medical and pharmaceutical senrices,

and therefore outside anyfederal power to make laws or initiate executive

orjudicial action.40 The role of the lligh Court in this interpretative exercise

ofjudicial review confirmed its inalienable power to determine what the

commonwealth could do. The Pharmaceutico,IBenefits Case provides an

additional illustration of the legal quagmire that characterises state and

federal relationships. The Victorian Attorney{'sneral picked up the cudgels

on behalf of the BlvlA, because an opportunity presented for a state to

attack commonwealth powers. The Australian Constitution was framed at

a time when the adva¡rces in medicine and surgerywhich would require

federal intervention could not have been foreseen. After the advent of

uniform taxation, the resultant substantial separation of the responsibility

for collecting public finance, a¡rd the obligation to spend it, further

complicated the general atmosphere of dishust. The convoluted, illogical

and unwieldydivision of responsibilities between the tbree levels of

government, federal, state and local has been at the root of the causes of

difficulty or failure to achieve cooperation between the commonwealth and

the states, ffid has perpetuated the shortcomings in the Australian health

s¡rstem, and many other a.reas of interaction.

At elections the following year (1946) Labor was reælected easily.

That year the states carried by majorities a referendum for a

Constitutionnl Alterøtion (Social Seruices) Bill which permitbed the

commonwealth to legislate for, ems¡g other things, pharmaceutical

benefits, provided that there could be no civil conscription of the medical

profession. This condition had been inserted into the referendum proposal at

39 Attornel4ene:l (Victoria) (a.t relntion DaIe ønd. others) u. Comtnonweatth.Tl CLF,;
237.
a0 A detailed account of the attempts by the federal government to initiate a
pharmaceutical benefits scheme are in James A. Gillespie, op. cit., Ch. g.
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the instigation of the BMA and it proved to be the Trojan horse which

brought about the destruction of the Chifley government's second attempt

to introduce the free medical scheme. This had been undertaken with the

Phørmaceutinal Benefits Act 7947, which was conceived in the belief that

the social services referendum had bestowed on such legislation

constitutional validity. In 1949 the lligh Court held that the compulsory

use of commonwealth prescription forms was'civil conscription', and the

proposedÁct was therefore invalidated.al To this very day LQMPs are not

compelled to use commonrsealth prescription forms, but such is the sþange

of social and political circumstances, that the commonwealth now provides

them free of chüBê, and at enormous expense, to virtually every doctor and

hospital in Australia, and the practitioners regard their entitlement to the

free forms as an absolute right.

Most of ttre opposition to the free medicine scheme came from the

larger and more powerfrrl NSW andVictoria¡r BIvIA and resistance to ttre

proposal became firm in August 1945, when a circular was sent to

members asking them to pledge themselves not to cooperate with the plan

until it had been altered and approved bythe BI\{A. At the same time a

circular was distributed for waitingroom displa¡t

Why I, Your Doctor , Will Not Tøke Pørt In The 'Free Medicine. Pløn' .

1. The Act limits'free medicine" to those preparations contained in a
list ("the Commonwealth Pharmaceutical Fomular¡/) drawn up by
the government, and that no set list can meet the prescribing needs
in my practice. In other words I must be at liberty to prescribe the
mixture.I thinkbest for your particular complaint andnotthp
mi.xture the gouerntnent thínks ødequ øte.

2. The government refuses to accept a doctor's prescription written
on his own prescription forms as entitling a patientto free medicine,
but insists that all prescriptions be written in duplicate on a
government form. I refuse to carry out this procedure for these
reasons:

4L Brit¡sh Md.icøl Ass æiøtion u. C ommonwealth. 79 CLR 20 1
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(a) It is entirely unnecessarJ¡.

(b) It would require me to spend a considerable part of my
valuable t'me performing clerical work which could be done by
others.

(c) It would inmediatelybring me under govemment control
and I am not prepared to run the risk of being fined f50 or sent
to gaol for three months for some so<alled'offence" against
the Act or for the regulations under it.

I nnvp No oRIECTIoN Tto rr{E c,ovER}IMENTpAyINcrr{E cHEn,tlST
FOR DISPENSING A}IY PRESCRIPTION I N¡UCTTTCTVP YOU_ TTTATIS,
STJPPLYING YOU WITH .F'REE MEDICINE".

At the best it was an illogical and hypocritical document, ffid a good

example of the selfjustiffing nonsense of which the BMAwas capable when

defending its monopoly. However the Labor government must also accept

subst¿ntial responsibility for the defeat, because of the foolish legislative

atbempts to dragoon compliance with its regulations with severe and

oppressive penalties. This imprudent manoeuvre outraged the medical

profession, and succeeded in uniting opposition to an extentbeyond the

wildest dreams of the BMIL 42

The overall BMA attack on the proposed legislation was a virtuoso

exercise in demolition, and was carried on behind a carefullyconstructed

facade of attempts to cooperate with the government. Federal Council at all

times made it clear that there would reallybe no trouble securing the full

coo¡reration of doctors. All that was needed to enable the scheme to proceed,

was for the government to accept all its conditions.

(Ð all drugs in the British Pharmacopoeia in any combination to be
free, together with a mutually agreed upon list ofvaluable
preparations outside the British Pharmacopoeia, and (ü) the use of
private prescription forms in duplicate, provided no penalty attaches
to the use of such forns. The Federal Council has also offered its full
cooperation to control exbravagant prescribing. a3

42 TI:ie numenous Regalaiions u¡tdcr the Ph,armoceuticøI Bencfits Act, 7947, provided a
flat rate penalty of €50 for breaches. Offences included using a government prescription
form as a piece of note paper (reg. 11.(3)), 

"lrd Slving a bl¡nk prescription form to any
person (reg. 11 (10)).
43 Medical Journal of Attstralia, 15 January 1949, p. 78.
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Behind the scenes, it made absolutely sure that the legislation would fail.

Labor did not help its case when, in the last days of the 1948 session, it
secured passage of the Natianal Health Serui.ce Bill.44 Senator McKenna,

Minister for Health and Social Services,4s promptly indicated that the

government was going to put into action its plans for a complete medical

service for all Australia, without anyfurther consultation or cooperation

with the BM^{- The effect on the latter needs fid" imagination to visualise:

the organised profession mobilised for a long battle, at once starting an

"hrdependence Fund" to fight every inch of the way, and the printing

presses got busy. The two main publications comprised a vigorous attack

on the Labor government, and the BIVIA's own answers to all Australian

medical problems.ao These solutions, needless to say, made anylabor

health scheme quite unnecessarSr. Some measrure of their determination

can be gauged bytheir choice of allies: members suddenly discovered in

their BI\{A 6ail, reprints of extracts from T'hcCenturÏ, the newspaper of

the radical J.T. Lang,47 a¡rd later would learn thatthe expert guidance of the

BankEmployees Committee had been called on. It was McKenna's

intention that private practice would be eliminated in favour of government

control, and that fe+for+ervice would notbe favoured, and that the BIVIA

would not have representation on any ofñcial controlling body.

Very few practitioners were prepared to particþate in the pioneer

pharmaceutical benefits scheme which had received assent in June 1947.

T\n'o who did were Alan Finger MBBS Melb 1934, and Hedley McMeekin

MBBS Melb 1.940, who practised at Broken l{ill, and were members of the

AI\[A McMeekin later became staffanaesthetist atthe Broken llill
44 Oln9/12/1948. The Labor government still had mqiorities in both Representatives
and Senate.
45 Hon. Nicholas Edward McKenna t189L1974) AICALIB; Senator for Tasmania
1943-S8, Minister for Health and Social Services 1946-49.
46 BMA, ANational Hea.tth Seruice, Sydney, 1949.
BIvfÁ, The Sæialised Medicinc Bedsid¿ Bæk, Sydne¡ 1949.
47 John Thomas Lang [1876-1975] is best remembered as the premier of NSW who
was dismissed from office in 1932 by Governor Game.
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Hospital. Alan Finger had been medical superintendent of the Northfield

Infectious Diseases Hospital 193G47, and was later appointed a clinical

assistant in dermatologyboth at the RAH and QEH. He becnme well

known as a member of the CommunistParty, and regularly and

unsuccessfully contested elections on their behalf. In July 1948, with

McMeekin, he wrote a letber to the Medical Journal of Australia which was

a careful analysis and constructive criticism,of the actual operation of the

scheme.48 The letter made it clear that the Pharmaceutical Benefits

Scheme was of value to patient and doctor, that the formulary was

adequate, and clerical requirements minimal. It is something of a tribute to

t}¡e MJAthat views so diometrically opposed to those being vigorously

disseminated by the BMd were published. The document corroborates my

ownbelief, after considering fheAct,the regulations and fomulary, that the

Labor PBS was sensible and practicable. In emphasising the foolishness of

McKenna in relying on harsh penalties to enforce compliance, Gillespie has

pinpointed a main reason for Labor's failure.49

The fall of the Labor government in December 1949 brought all the

unhappybusiness to an end. The role of the BMA in that electoral defeat

was not as significant as has sometimes been slnimsfl, although itworked

veryhard at a campaign to raise the spectre of nationalisation.so One can

perhaps reflect that the history ofAustralian medicine would have been

much more interesting had Labor rntlostthe election! The Chifley

government was defeated on three main grounds: that it refused to abandon

petrol rationing; that it would not accept child endowment for the first child;

and that it obstinately pursued a politically ill-judged plan to nationalise

48 MdicatJournølofAustrnJia 17 July 1948, p. 81.
49 Gillespie op. cit., ch.9.
50 SABranchAMA, Centena,ryHistory, L979, p. 73. The BMA had organised a similar
Circulor for their 1945 canpaign; Advertiser, 6 August 1945, p. 5.
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banking which, Iike pharmaceutical benefits, câme to grief in the High

Court.

Chifley's Liberal{ountryParby successors in 1951brought in a free

medicine scheme which differed little from Labor intentions: they also would

very effectively establish the Reserve Bank as a central bank to control

the Australian banking industry. Thus it was that two of the most

conservative sections of societ¡ medicine and banking, saw anyALP

proposal for change as the camel of socialism, and strained against it. The

sâme desigrrs from ¿¡1 ¿dministration of the right þseme a p¡nat, and were

easilyswallowed.

In his meticulous account of medical politics of the period which I
have discussed, Gillespie has detailed the orgarrising ability and power ofthe

BMA and the ease with which it could get its own way, even when ttrere

had been a disquieting level of dissent within its own ranks.51 Along with

this capabilþ went another striking accomplishment. That was the way in

which it could, on ttre one hand, sabotage important health initiatives of

elected representative governments, while simultaneously creating the

impression in the mind of the general public that it was actually doing all

that it could to cooperate with them to make the schemes even better, and

that it was always acting from the highest motives of altruism and self-

denial. Even when engaged in the most desperate frenzyof political

destruction, the self+erving circular letters, press releases, advertising

snmpaigîs and litigation somehow persuaded many onlookers that it was

crusading in the public interest. It always retained a good press, and it
would be another 25 years before the medical profession, in its jousts with

governments, would be revealed in a harsher light. But in 1949, at the end

of the vigorous controversies of the previous six years, few doubted that the

51 James A. Gillespie, op. cit., Part II
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BMAhad now become a powerfrrl organisation which had successfully

participated in the destruction of an elected federal government.

h. Medicalhactitionens nnd tJre Wider Comnunity.

In the years between the wars the social activity and involvements

of the medical profession were extensive a¡rd well publicised, reflecting the

degree to which as a bodytheywere integrated into the cultural a¡rd

psychological fabric of the wider community Structure.

Over the first forby years of this century a small number of

singularly clever practitioners flourished. Theynot only attained

professional eminence, but were recognised experts in the individual

scientific intellectual pursuits which comprise their heterogenous,

disinterested scholarship. Perhaps they were also driven because they had

no sense of identitywith this alien countr¡r, but were anxious to learn about

it. Possibly, too, interest in nature was in the air, for the people who came to

Australia to form ttte'new Britannia in the Antipodes'were heirs to, and

inheritors of the European enthusiasm and reverence for the great

philosophers and naturalists like Newton, Linnaeus and Darwin, whose

findings and speculations electrified intellectual society, andmade

understandable so much that had been incomprehensible. They included the

authors and anthropologists Rarnsey Smith and Herbert Basedow, the

naturalists J.B. Cleland, R.H. Pulleine and R.S. Rogers, the ornithologist

Morgan, the conchologist J.C. Verco, the ¡roet C.H.J. Souter a¡rd the

historian J.H.L. Cumpston. Theywere the clear intellectuals of the

profession, and never sought fame, acceptance or recognition.

*

Within the profession were many others whose involvement in the

wider spectrun of society gave them an identity which did no harm to the

profession's steady social and economic ascent. Those that are now nomed
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are â restricted illustrative semple. Of the ways open to a practitioner to

serr¡e the community and./or indulge his recreation, three avenues seem to

have predominated: local government, horse racing and sportgenerally. The

community involvement of Dr. \ry.H. Russell [188f1930] is an example.

He spent fifteen years atYorketown and interested himself in civic life, and

was mayor for a number of years during World War I. His other interests

extended to the Southern Yorke Peninsula Agricultural Society, the Jockey

Club, Liberal Union, of which he was a vicæpresident, the Show Society

and the School Committee, of which he was chairma¡r. He was involved

with the Soldiers Memorial Park, Local Repatriation Committee, Southern

Yorke Peninsula Football Association, Golf Club and other organisations.

I{is professional duties required him to cover the large area between Cape

Spencer and Stansbury. He was one of the founders and first presidents of

the SA CountryHospitals Association. He was verypopular, and when he

left the small town ofYorketown in L926, over 600 people farewelled him at

a function in the town hall, where he was presented with an illuminated

address, and each member of his familygiven a valuable present.

A similar picture recurs through many accounts of farewells and

obituaries in the South Australia¡r provincial and metropolitan press, and

the manylocal histories which are a characteristic of this state. Doctors

C.H. Chancellor (Gladstone), J.C.G. Jurs (PortAdelaide),52 W.B. Aitken

(Jamestown), R. Brummitt (Burra), O.W. Smith (Clare), C.L. Clarke

(Peterborough), H.E. Dunstone (St. Peters), and C.E.C. Wilson (Kadina), all

were elected to municipal councils and served terms as mayors of their

towns. Others such as AH. Bennett (Enfield) a¡rd F.J. Mathwin

(Snowtown), while declining public office, involved themselves indirectly in

municþal affairs. Dr. Bennett owned a large properby on the North East

Road at Manningham, where he kept an impressive stud. When he sold it

52 Supro p. 287.
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for urban subl,ivision in 1926, he bequeathed a portion of it as a

community reserve. This remains, surrounded by an area with streets

whichbearhis names, and a memorial fountain under which are placedhis

ashes and those of his wife.53 He was a successful ENT surgeon, and active

member of the Adelaide Racing Club. Other well known medical men whose

addiction to the turf was noted in the press from time to time included

J-A.G. Hamilton, E.E.S. Coombe, AR. McMiT* (N"trcoorte), F.\ry. Noble,

A.F. Lynch, Milo Sprod, C.N. McQuarie and H.S. Covernton. Others like

A.O. Boer (Streakv Bay), S.L. Dawkins (Mt. Lofty), J.I. Sangster and H.C.

Ca¡den (Kadina), are recalled for their deep involvement in church affairs.

Quite a few found in the armyan outlet for their extra<uricular energies.

Certain medical practitioners directed their lively intellects and

imaginations to servingthe wider community. Drs. Charles Duguid, F.

Lucas Benham and J.H.G. Drummond, were notable philanthropists. Dr.

Duguid devoted much of his long life, usuallyin the face of hostility,

indifference or ignorance, to the plight of the Aborigines.s others such as

Charles and Laura Hope, Ethel Ambrose, Beryl Bowering, Silas Mead,

Christina Krakowsk¡ Ronald Trudinger a¡rd H.C. Robjohns, gave many

years of their lives as missionaries in the Sudan and Bengal. They are an

impressive though disparate group who provoke some thoughtfirl

meditation on the Adelaide of the inter-war yearsr. \ü'ere their broad and

varied contributions to society part of a more notable public spiritedness

than one perceives after the 1950s? A glance at the lists of benefactors in

the old Calendørs of the University of Adelaide, suggests that the eminent

felt an obligation to promote the fleme of learning. Manywell known people

made altruistic commifuents to a¡r institution of which they clearly Ìyere

53 The neserve is on the Main Northeaster:'n Rd., just east of the Hampstead Rd.
intersection.
il Ttre DuCuid Iæctune, inaugurated in 1994 by the University of South Australia and
Flinders University, is an overdue ctmmemoration of his undaunted spirit and
tranquillity.
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proud, even if theythemselves were not a part of it.s5 Perhaps the medical

profession reflects this passionate sense of community obligation, which

would lapse when general living standards rose, educational opportunities

were extended, and when government welfare provided some things hitherbo

provided vi a philanthropy.

5. PR-ÀCTIflONERS OF fiIE lg20s - 194Os. '|

From the years of WorldWar I there were associated with the

Adelaide Medical School men whose academic distinction, and

exemplification of the highest principles of their profession, brought them

honour a¡rd made their names household words. Within South Australia a

number of women medical graduates would effect significantpersonal

accomplishments, but because a patriarchal society practised both open

and covert gender discrinination, they neve¡ þsçame as widely larown as

they deserved. H.\ry.B. Cairns [189È1952], Rhodes Scholar 1918, and

H.\ry. Florey [189f1968], Rhodes Scholar 1922, have been refemed to,

along with earlier medical Rhodes Scholars, \ry.R. Reynell (1907),s0 W. Ray

(1908), a¡rd H.Ii FTy(1910). h 1912, as mentioned (p.245), Edmund

Britten Jones [188L1953] was selected. Walter Rupert Reynell [1885-

19481 was an electrical engineering student when chosen as Rhodes Scholar

for 1906. He went to Balliol, took his science degree, and then turned to

medicine. He qualified MRCS LRCP in 1912, lvß Oxon 1913 (later DM),

FRCP 1934, and became an eminent neuropsychiatrists7 . That he was not

55 And there were manybenefactors of humble and generally unknown origins.
56 A son of the famous Southern Vales vignerons. lhere is a small memorial to him in
the OTlalloran Hill Anglican Chu¡ch cemetery.
57 As far as I Lnow, only Robert Porter (1954) equalled this academic achievement for a
South Australian Rhodes Scholar. There have been other men who have left South
Australia after their early education, and who have achieved eminence. One such was
Cecil John Daven¡rcrt who, late last centur5r, after Prince Alfred College, went to London
and studied at St. Barts. He became FRCS, and then went to China for the London
Missionary Society, remaining there until his death, when he was in charge of the
Shantung Road teaching hospital at Shanghai. I{is son Robert Cecil Davenport [189L
19611 was an eminent London aonsultant ophthalmic surgeon.
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long in sA as an undergraduate, and did not return to this state, has

lessened local interest in a remarkable person. Britten Jones returned to

South Australia and until his death was an eminent consulting physician.

A.\ry. Morey who was selected as Rhodes Scholar in 1g15, was killed in

action in 1918. The 1919 scholar was L.c.E. Lindon. He became a

distinguishedAdelaide neurosurgeon, was a council member of the Royal

Australia¡r College of Surgeons, and president of the SABranch of the BMA

1934-35. He served in both world s¡ars and was knighted in 1964. Howard

L. Rayner (1916) and Myles Formby (1925) remsined in England. Both

became eminent consultants. D.J.R. Sumner (1928) a^fter six years in

r,ondon retuned to general practice at Glenside, and F.L. Thyer (1924)

after obtaining his BA and BSc at O:ford, returned in1rg27 to practise for

ma¡ly years at l(adina. He was intenriewed by t}le Register on his return

and remarked, perhaps ruefully, that at a time when there was public

discussion to the effect that Rhodes Schola¡s \ilere failures, "...too much

was expected from them, for after all, they were only the same as the other

undergraduates...'.58 The 1931 scholar, B.G. Maegraith, had a gtittering

post'€raduate career which was littered with prizes a¡rd distinctions. He

became Professor of Tropical Medicine at Liverpool. The last, of the prF
wwil Rhodes was J.J. Pritchard (1933), who entered Magdalen College. He

continued his distinguished medical academic career at Oford and became

Professor of Anatomy at Queens University, Belfast.

There was then a gap of seventeen years before the next medical

holder of the Rhodes Scholarship - A.D. Jose (1949). In the twenty six

years 1907-1933 the medical school provided thirteen Rhodes Scholars: in

the thirty six years 1933-1969 it contributed five. I cannot say if this is due

to alterations in the medical curiculum a¡rd./or standards, reflects changes

in the policyfor awarding the scholarships, or is a result of the proliferation

58 S{Register 28 October Lg27, p. 820
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of departments in an expanded university. In the 84 years up to 1gaz, 200

Rhodes scholars came from Australia out of a total of 2018, and the

scholarly performance of the South Australians overshadowed the other

states. south Australia, too, sent most of the medical scholars.se

Another notable Adelaide graduate was R.J. Last. Raymond Jack

Last [1903-1995] MBBS Adel 1924 FRCS Eng t950, FRACS 1980, was in

general practice at Booleroo Centre* for 13 years, 1g2GB8. He enlisted,

and after service in ÌWWII in Abyssinia with the British Red Cross, a¡rd in

Borneo with the RAMC, became in 1947 Professor ofApplied Anatomy and

Warden of the Royal College of Surgeons, England, holdingthe position until

retirement in 1970. He was then appointed Professor of Anatomy at the

University of California, and held that post until 1986.60 He was the

author/editor of a number of notable text books.61

Between the World'Wars, travel overneas to obtain registrable post-

graduate qualifications was still comparativelyrare, and those doctors who

made the journey and achieved their coveted diplomas, received on their

return flattering attention from the press, which would have been of

incomparable advertising value to members of a profession strictly

prohibited from publicising any sort of professional achievement. On many

occasions even their departure from the state was noted.62 Dr. H.A. McCoy

õ9 Association of Rhodes Scholars in Australi a, T'he Austrøtiøn Rhod.es Reuiew, Sydney &
London, Angus and Robertson, 1946.* A small town in the upper north between Gladstone and Wilmington.
60 His son John Murray Last MBBSAdeI 1949 IvfD Adet 1968 FRACP 1968 FFCM Zond
1982, FACPM USA 1980, FACE USA 1981, FRCPC Can t987, DPH Syd 1960 MRCP
1969, was appointed in 1964 Assistant Professor of Epidemiology, University of
Vermont USA, and in 1969 took that Chair at Ottawa. He had s¡rent six years in
general practice at Western Clinic, a group of GPs on the Henley Beach Road at
Torensville, near Adelaide, ftom 1954-59. That clinic was pmbably the hrst suburban
group general practice in South Australia.

61 Including Atntorny, Regionøl and, Applied, Aids to Anatomy, Wolffs Atnf.omy of the
Eye and Orbit.
62 ûb.,20 January 1921, p. 158: Dr. H.A. Faulkner of Mt. Gnmbier leaves for Engand to
specialise in surgery. Ib., 27 July 1928, p. 372: Michael Schneider to America to study
ophthalmolory. He would become the leading Adelaide eye c,'onsultant, the pioneer of
corneal transplants, and a millionaire whose assets included vast tracts of grazing/grain
land in the nninety mile desert' Counties after the CSIRO rectified soil trace element
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in1.924 obtained the DMRE cambridge, did research at the r.ondon

Hospital, and returned home via Europe and America. In the ssme year the

public leamt that C.L Streich and E.F. Gartrelt had secured the MRCP, and

R.F. Matters the FRCS Eng.as The awards of the FRCS to Gilbert Jose in

L925, the postgraduate achievements of AR. Southwood (1925), the ]:926

conferring of the FRCS Edin on B.H. Swift, the spectacular dermatological

accomplishments of W.C.T. Upton (1926), ùg s"rttting of the FRCS Erw ta

A.F. Hobbs (1929), all received due press coverage, and this custom

continued up to the 1960s. It began to fall away when newspaper reporting

styles changed, and later when the trickle of specialist qualification seekers

þssame a flood, and when the profession began to blot its copy book But for

years favourable press publicity was an important part of what we now

would call public relations, and it raised the status ofboth practitioners and

their profession.

{c

As a clinician, C.T.C. DeCrespignye was præminent through the

1920s to the 40s, beginning with the years of the long misleading peace

which ended in a war that would see an e:rplosion of technological lcrowlefue.

There is a contrast between DeCrespigny, who in 1929, 'summoned'to an

urgent case, immediately chartered an aeroplane, flew to Sydney, operated

and flew back,os and the ordinary GP who worked in the obscurityof the

suburban street, making a living from his Lodge list. The effortless display

of eminence, along with the very obvious trappings of success which the

then verysmall specialist elite showed either on the racecourse, in land

holdings, through philanthropy, or via probate, points to the crevasse which

deficiencies, the Kimberleys in WA, the Northern Territory and elsewhere. Ib., 75
October 1970, p. 9.
63 1b.,24 November 1921, p. 218: 7 May 1924, p.80: 5 August 1924, p. 450: 6 August
1924, p. 466.
æ Supra pp.2434.
65 S¿RSgtst¿rJ,{ews PictoriaL,lS May 1929, p. 351. The charter was pmvided by the
Commercial Aviation Company.
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was being established between generalist and specialist in the inter-war

years. This would in time widen into a chasm that would echo with the

brawling over fees, incomes, hospital access, procedural closure, and the

many other antagonisms that have characterised intra-professional strife

over the past fortyyears. There is some ironyin that during the period

which marked the last significant confrontation between the qualified and

the unqualified, with complete victoryto the former, the medical profession

would then turn its destructive energy on itself, with devastating political

consequences.

While the years under review do not produce any evidence of povert¡r

emongst doctors, life for many general practitioners was not easy. Enough

has been written elsewhere on the social effects and consequences of the

Great Depression, and we will touch only briefly on the medical side. Medical

practitioners who attended the unemployed and destitute were in 1926 paid

f6 per annutl to treat all'public'patients, and by 1^932 this had risen to

f15. As some doctors in the poorer suburbs were treating large numbers of

people on public relief, and had to supplymedicine at a shilling a bottle,

there were complaints about low remuneration, and manypatients were

sent to the Adelaide and PortAdelaide CasualtyHospitals for attention.66

Sometimes there appear very frank accounts of general medical practice,

written in the days before every patient generated a fee and guaranteed

rncome.

...the practitioner whose chief objective is remunerationfor the
service he renders, often gives but poor value for the money
paid...only a few can emancipate themselves from general
practice. . . some of his daily work would be soul-killing. . . he may find
much of his work irksome...there are many uninteresting tasks to be
performed...his life is composed of a succession of dull tasks which
tire and depress.oT

66 Aduertiser,lS June 1932, p. 14.
67 Mdicøl Jounøl of Atrcttulia,25 Otober 1g24, pp.4-5. One suspects because of the
style, that the author was F.S. Hone, who was then editor.
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The medical profession was also growing at a rate somewhat greater than

was the population. rWhat can we discover about these people?

Table 7: Number of Medical kactitioners in Australian States, Lgl4

and 1924.

* 232in the metropolitan and outer metropolitan area, 156 in the country.
Source: Commonweølth ønd StateYear Books: MJA 25 October 1924, p.
415. They are the actual, accurate, numbers in practice.

This is a rate increase of 24Vo over the decade, for an increase in population

of 22.57o: most of the increase is after 1918.

Table 8: Number of Medical Graduates, Australian Universities,

191L1923.

Source: MJA25 Octobet 1924, p. 415.

The general practitioner depended for his livelihood on the number of

persons in his neighbourhood, the presence or absence of opposition,6s his

68 Hence the cnnoer:n about looking after the practices of practitioners who enlisted.

Year SA NSW Vict QuInd WA Tas Total

Lgl4 286 1359 r352 359 238 118 37L2

t924 388* 1815 1481 46r 214 r42 4502

Year Adelaide Melboume Sydney Total

I9T4 15 77 104 196

1915 13 53 107 173

1916 7 55 90 r52

1917 15 67 44 126

1918 13 57 73 I43

1919 15 39 28 82

r920 8 64 81 153

T92T 11 74 88 173

L922 16 106 TL2 234

1.923 15 ro7 L57 279
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own personal qualities, and whether or not the area was affected byillness!

If he did not commence by squatting in a growing area, he could possibly

purchase a practice, and the price was usually the last twelve months

income. Generallyhe lived in a substantial house, centrallylocated, on a

busyroad, and often on a corner. Manyexamples of these homes survive

today in the older suburbs, some having been used as 'rooms' for decades,

others in time having met other fates.6e Part of the residence was retained

for professional work (and taxation puq)oses). His motor vehicle cost

between f199 for a Ford Universal Touring or'runabouf,, and f450 for an

Overland sedan. He could expect to pay 93300 to set himself up, which can

be taken as an average income, and face an annual expenditure of f235.70

In addition to the illustrious practitioners who have been discussed to

this point, in the years between and immsdiately after the World'Wars a

number of other medical practitioners achieved eminence and attracted

wide press publicity. In some respects their prominence is a function of the

readyvisibility of the distinguished alumnus from a medical school with a

small ouþut in a state where there was a considerable pre-occupation with

professional status. The people to be mentioned distinguished themselves in

a number of fields, a¡rd had an agreeable inpact on the public perception of

the Adelaide Medical School. Their penetrating and versatile minds enabled

the profession of medicine to bathe vicariousþin their notability. The

prestige and status of medicine was enhanced. Florey was not the only

graduate to leave Adelaide and never return. Sir AubreyJulian Lewis

MBBS AdeI I923,ÌvD Adel1931, FRCP Lond 1938, I'I.Ð Torcnúo, DSc

Belfast, after a yeat's residency in the Adelaide Hospital, went to America

and England, and became Professor of Psychiatry at the University of

69 But, interestingly, many are remembered as "The doctor's house".
70 Tbese ñgures are from tJne Md,icølJournal of Atætru,liø. various years

*
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London.?l James Hugo Gray MBBS Adel1932 was the youngest person to

be appointed a Professor ofAnatomyin England, and held the chair at St.

Marys Medical School: he died prematurelyin 1941. Professor FrankJohn

Fenner MBE MBBS Adel1938 lvD Adel 1942 DTM FRACP FRS FAA held

the chair of microbiologyatANU and was head of the John Curtin School of

Medicine and Research. Harold Mitchell Rees MBBS Adel 1924, FRCOG

1966 was a Port Pirie GP for ten years before going to London, where he

specialised in grnaecology and established himself in Harley St: he attpnded

a number of royalbirths.T2 Dr. MelvilleBirks, whodied inl924,wan a

pioneer in industrial health and preventative medicine, and his work on

behalf of the Broken Hill miners over the years that he spent as medical

superintendent of the hospital, attracted overseas interest.

The precerling examples make a repeated pattern, with a number of

distinguished graduates from each generation. After the Second World War

much prestige was brought to the Adelaide Medical School byWilliam Ross

Adey MBBS Adel1943 ÌvIJ) AdeI1949, who in 1957 would be appointed

Professor of Anatomy and Physiology at the University of California.

Professor Donald Brook Cheek MBBS Adel 1947 lvD Adel1953 DSc

Cincinnnti, had a distinguished intemational career in paediatric research,

and became in 1967 Professor of Paediatrics at Johns Hopkins, Baltimore.

Professor Frank Rees Magarey MBBS Adel1935 lvD Adel1941 MRCP

Lond FCPath Eng FRACS MCPA, after war service, lectured at the Welsh

National School of Medicine, and then become Professor of Pathology at the

University of Sydney. Cecil John Hackett [1905-1995] MBBS Adel1927

lvD Adel1935 FRCP, devoted his life to research in anthropology, medicine

and leadership of WHO public health progrems. Dr. Michael Gleeson Taylor

MBBS Adel1951 MD Adel 1955 PhD DSc l-ond FRACP, in 1961 was

71 On the grave of his parents in the Jewish section of the West Terrace Cemetery, their
eminent son is mentioned.
72 Aduqtiser 31 August t944, p.778.
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appointd Professor of Physiolory at Sydney University. Dr. Robert Porter

BMedsc AdeI1954, was selected Rhodes scholar that year, and became

wIABM Bch DM oxon.In 1967 he was appointed professor of physiology

at Monash.T3

Dr. Charles Swan, who participated activelyin one ofAustralia,s

most important discoveries, that rubella during pregnancy causes serious

congenital defects in babies, is remembered by few, probablybecause of his

early death. Charles Spencer Swan MBBS Adel lgBS IvID Ad,eI1941 DOMS

1948 DSc Adel r947,worked on polio for his MD, and then in association

with the Sydney ophthalmologist Norman Gregg, investigated heart, eye

and ear defects which seemed to be related to a South Australian rubella

epidemic in the early 1940s. They proved the link between the virus and the

devastating organ damage which occurred to babies of infected mothers.?a

Their discoveryhad world significance. Dr. Swan died after avehicle

accidentin 1962, aged 51.75 FinallyF.s. Hone, I.B. Jose, HelenMayo and

H.S. Newland, all Adelaide graduates, enjoyed illustrious public careers that

spanned not only the inter-war years but for periods up to 1969, and these

assiduous and responsible people worked without fuss or ostentation to

advance their profession a¡rd benefit socief.76

73 Sup.o p. 314.
7a Rube[a infection causes eye and heart defects, microcephaly, mental retardation,
thrombocytopenic purpura, and hepatosplenomegaly.
75 Aduertiser 11 September 1962, p. 3. Charles Swan was a patient clinical teacher who
could camouflage exasperation with thick-headed medical siudents. His OPD room had
a view of the foothills: if stuck with a reluctant acolyte, he would gaze through the
window and mutter: 'I will_lift up mine eyes unto the hills fiom wñence comeih my
help". (Psnlm L2l, I-euaui Ocry';ors).
76 Constraints of space do not pemit the further writing that would be needed to
discuss those otrher Adelaide graduates whose success ai cunsultants made them
household words. In so far as lhe post WWII very distinguished a]umni go, it may be
noted that after that cunflict their numbers seem proportionately smallei than wäs the
case between the wars. A reason may be that the advent of medical benefrt schemes
made private practice too lucrative.
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6. THE DOCTIOR, AND fiIE LODGES.

The practitioner's income which did not come from private fees was

derived from friendlysocietylofue practice, whose verynature ensured that

it would not always be satisfactory either to doctor or patient. The South

Australian doctors and their contemporaries came to a relationship with

the lodges which was already poisoned by a long history of acrinonywhich

hadbegun in England when t},e Poor Law (Amendment)Acú 1882 was

passed. Then, the guardians appointed under fJrreAct had attempted to force

contract practice on the profession. The societies were mutual

organisations which paid sickness, hospital and miscellaneous other

benefits to members..Doctors detested them for three main reasons. First,

in their view, theywere a form of charitable relief coming out ofthe doctor's

own pocket. Second, he lorew that ifhis discounted services were not

acceptable, the patient could easilygo elsewhere. Third, the larger and

better organised societies were intermediaries between doctor and patient,

and were virtuallyhis employers.T7 In south Australia theywere

administered by the chief secretary through the pubtic actuary under the

Fricrtdly Socíeti,es.4cú.78 Between 1916 and the advent of universal health

insurance in 1975, their membership varied from between 51,000 to

80,000, and in 1930 it stood at 76,363, or rTvo of the state population. The

service was carried out at a fee considerablylower than the private lists,

and all the formal agreements into which the lodge doctor entered contained

an income limit. Agreements could be terninated by either party on three

months notice. On examining a person for his or her acceptabilityto receive

!\ n.m- IÅttle, Hktory of the British Med,ical, Assæiation. op. cit -, p. 199.
It m" Independent Order of Oddfellows in 1836 at Sydnåy was the first af6liated
benefit Pciety to open in Australia. In SA it appears that Manchester Unity was the
first such organisation, and it was active in 18,14. By 1892 in SA there werõ fifteen

892. In 1925 menbership
found in (l) TheFirst Report
Sæietiæ, Report for theYears

I Rcgister of South Australiø (o.nnual). See
also D.G. Green and L.G. ÇIqmwell, Mutual Aid orWetforu State,Austra.lidsFyicnd.Iy
Sæieties, Sydney, Allen and Unwin 1984.
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lodge medical benefits, the doctor was paid A6d. For medical attention, he

was paid 3/6d, per member per quafter.?e A copy of a South Australian lodge

agreement is reproduced in appendix 6.

The long history of the relationship between lodges and the BIVIA was

characterised by rancorous conflict, ill feeling and mutual distrust That the

extreme bitterness of the arguments in the eastern states was not

edribited in SA is most likelybecause the South Australian lodge palment

rates were significantly higher than elsewhere, from IOÅ tD l-5l- more for

each family, andlodge membership was less widespread here. The

difñculty of attracting doctors to counhy areas might also have played a

part in toning down the general arguments aboutlodge practice in this

state: towns having trouble in 1880 in securing a lodge practitioner offered

f500 retainer (Caltowie), ord f450 guaranteed (Wilmington). hr other

places where there were a number of practitioners, the lodges called

tenders, and wouldhave been unfikelyto have accepted the highest.

The principal lodge u. medical practitioner battleground was in New

Soutlr \il'ales, and hardly an issue of the Australasiøn Medical C¡ozette and

its successor failed to carry an article or letter on the subject, under the

headline "The Battle of the Clubs", which did not exeress the profession's

aggressive contempt for their adversaries. Any doctor who cooperated with

a lodge on the official black file was placed on the BIVIA's'ostracised lisf,, and

woe betide any member who dared meet him or her in consultation.

However, it is obvious that the profession was seriously split on the lodge

question, because some members were quite happy to accept lodge

appoinhents and the inevitable ostracism, because making a decent living

made the black list - never short of names - somewhat irrelevant.s0 Nor

should we suspect that the FYiendly Societies took the BIVIA gauntlets lyrng

79 zled. for a minor.
80 AustralasianMedicalGazette, S July 1913, pp. 13-14.
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down. Theywere well organised, united and resolute: the BIVIA looked for

war, and theygot it.81 The acrimonious and long disputes were only

occasionally enlivened by light relief. When in 1902 an English newspaper

reported that the Australian Natives Association, which had just been

registered as a friendly society, and which was a particular object of scorn

to the BMA,, was composed of 20,000 Aboriginals, there was local apoplexy.

No one saw the joke.82

The only serious argument in South Australia involving lodge

practice occured in 1911 when the United Friendly Societies'Dispensaries,

formed by the union of a number of lofues, announced that they were going

to establish dispensaries in the metropolitan area, a¡rd certain main

country towns. The BIVIA did its sums, and calculated that practitioners

would lose f12 19s on everyhundred members. Aprolonged argument

ensued; however, the lodge dispensaries were established, andtheirgreat

success has seen them survive and flourish to this day.8s The lodges

continued in large numbers until the 1953 Page health scheme, and were

onlyfinally eliminated from the provision of medical service arrangements

in 1975 by MedibanÉ. Then, the largest survived and prosperedby

diversification into retirement homes and personal invesfuent schemes.

There is another interesting side to lodge practice. The surgical

procedures whichthe lodge medical officer was required to perform within

the capitation payments were clearly set out (see schedule d appendix 6).

The administration of general anaesthetics and performance of other

surgical operations were subject to priuate arrangements betwæn the

member ønd the medirøl officer. Herein, it may be postulated, lies the origin

of the Australia¡r medical profession's long history of indulgence in either

8L 1b.,8 November 1913, p.440.
82 Ib, August 20, 1902 , p. 423. The Australian Natives Association was a vigonrus
organisation of Australi an-borrr white people.
83 ûb.,20 February 1911, pp. 92, 93 Ib., 20 September 1911, pp. 541-2. They are now
known as phnrmnties.
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unnecessary or too frequent surgery, when the client could pay for it. Where

there is a financial incentive to carry out a procedure, it is likely that it will

be done. It is significant that in the United Kingdom, certain kinds of

elective surgerygrew in popularitywhen the MedinalAct allowed doctors to

charge fees. It is a fact of some notoriety that a number of remunerative

surgical procedures enjoy a greater popularity in Australia than elsewhere,

and that there are also interesting variations between states.sa Once the

Page fee-for-service scheme was established a¡rd fimly entrenched in the

non-negotiable political economics of Australian health care, there were a

number of outcomes, which included drematic increases in elective and

discretionar¡r procedures, and large increases in hospital admissions.ss

If the medical practitioner did not enter private practice, he had

limited alternative opportunities. firere were veryfew openings in industry

as occupational health was in its infancy, and stipendiaryhospital

appointments were more or less limited to that of medical superintendent,

salary in1924,9700 p.a., and senior and junior resident medical officers,

whose salarythatyear was f100 p.a. In this period the honorar¡zmedical

officer, who occupied the respected and distinguished apex of the medical

class p¡namid, obtained his appoinhent on the basis of lcrowledge and

experience. In every respect the honoraries werc t}ne hospital, right up to

their replacement by salaried specialists in 1971.

84 L.J. Opit, 'submission to Commission of Inquiry into the Effrciency and
Administ¡ationof Hospitals'.Ner¿ Doctor 1981, No. 19.
85 l.J. Opit, Wheeling, Healing and Dealing: the Political Economy of Health Care in
Australia'. Community Health Studies Vol. VII, No. 3, 1983, pp. 241-2.
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7. DOCTOR.S AIYD HOSPITALS.

But by the late 1930s the honorary system showed signs of strain

brought on bythe social difficulties of the depression, and the avalanche of

science which was engulfing medical practice. In the 1920s and 30s public

hospitals were supported by state goverrìment subsidies and voluntary

contributions, and were still shadowed by a charitable stigma. From the

earliest days persons admitted to hospitals were the 'sick poor'. As medical

diagnosis and treatment became the domain of the technological team with

complexinstitutionalised facilities, and a need alose for continuous observation

and care, it became very expensive and far beyond the realm of persons who

had hithertojealouslydefended their pretensions to middle class standing, and

not sought public hospital care. More and more demands were made on the

honorary system by persons who, while not indigent, simply could not afford to

pay for increasingly sophisticated treatment. This was a source of much

vexatious resenhent to the BIVIA in all Australian states, a¡rd the honorary

staffwere understandably aggrieved at being forced to give gratuitous

attention to the 'not poor". The profession believed that they were being

imposed upon. The position was put unequivocallybythe Queensland branch:

. . .the question of admission for treahent. . .at any hospital
supported by public subscription, shall be based on necessity.
That necessity may arise from povert¡r, emergency, inability,
though possessed of means, to get qualified treatment otherwise.l

Here the BMAwas repeating the refrain of the T\rdor citizen of London who

wrote of the purpose of St. Bartholomews to admit

They that be at such mischief
Thatfor their living can do no labour
And have no friends to do them succour:

But not every unsick stubborn knave

L UJA 25 october L924, p- 453.
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For then we should over many have.2

The BIVIA feared that a surfeit of stubborn knaves was imposing on

their free service, and theywould come to look on any in or out-patient

suspected to have means, as a freebooter prepared to shamelessly parasitise

facilities intended for the destitute. Their outlook went back to the 1880s,

when, of course, the situation was different because hospitals were unsafe and

onlythose with no choice would use them.

The abuses of the system of Benefit Societies are rampant in our larger
cities, and it is within our own knowlefue that the principles in large
firms of manufacturers and shipowners who have risen in the world,
whose incomes are to be reckoned by thousands a year, still belong to
societies which theyjoined in their days of early struggle, and continue to
avail themselves of the services of the doctor of their sick club when any
of their family are ill, for the paltry pa¡ment which they make of a
pound to thirfshillings per annum. Some of them express indignation
when it is suggested that they are hardly "doing as they would be done
b/ when with their wealth they avail themselves of such petty
privileges.s

This concern of doctors to claim a certain level of remuneration for

themselves, which they disguised as being imposed upon by"lcraves", became

unexpectedly fused with the burgeoning generalisUspecialist battle.a

Social outlooks changed, too, particularly after World War II, which

broke down numerous class and social barriers, and changed the attitude of

manypeople towards economic, social and political problems. Exclusion of the

GP was effectedbythe demand for a higher qualificationbefore the aspiring

appointee could get his or her foot in the public hospital door. The usual path to

2 F.tr'. Cartwright, A Social History, op. cit., pp. 22-'23.
3 Aust alasian MedboJ Gozette, January 1887, p. 106.
4 I will discuss in the next chapter how within a few years the march of diagnostic
technolory and increased sophisticaüion of trearment, together with the rapid proliferation of
specialisation and vested health technocracies, would lead to the cumplete exclusion of the
general practitioner from mqior teaching hospitals, the entry of the commonwealth into the
area of bed subsidisation, and the end of the wearisome accusations of abuse of free
treatment privileges by the'affluent'. Along with this went abolition of the honorary system,
and its replacement by visiting salaried specialists, usually with lucrative rights of private
practice.
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an honorary appoinfuent had been initial acceptance as an assistant in the

out-patient department. Time, deaths, retirements and good behaviour could

eventuallybring the coveted elevation. Once a poslgraduate qualification was

demanded for entree, the gates were closed to the GP.

In 1923 the Tasmanian government replaced the honorar¡r staffat the

Hobart General Hospital with a salaried staff, and incurred the universal

opprobrium of the BMA who, desirous of having their cake and eating it, black

banned all appointments. In 1935 the Queensland government dispensed with

honorar¡r staffat the Brisbane General Hospital and replaced them with

permanent paid staff. This caused much soul-searching in SA5

{c

The position of the SouthAustralian countryhospital was, and remains,

significantly dtfferent from that of the cit5r one, although change is occurring

slowly. In most countryhospitals the local medical practitioner/s were

appointed as visitingmedical offi.cers, and had rights of private practice: in

some cases honorary appointments were made. Where a town had a number of

practitioners, one wouldbe recognised as senior inposition and status, and

might sit on the board and./or hold a specific title, but for the others there would

be no restrictions on the rights of practice. A countryhospital appoinhent

was a valuable commoditywhich the vendor of a practice might be able, with

the consent of the hospital board, to offer with his practice. In some of the

smaller rural aÍeas the emoluments from the hospital appointment could

mean the diff[erence between eandng a good living or not.

The establishment of many country hospitals in SA is the story of

communit¡r agitation, political erçediency drsm¿, inter-town rivalry and

altruism, all mixed in various proportions,

5 Aduqtisq 30 January 1935, leader
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and it is too long a tale to be discussed here.6 Many local rural histories give

accounts of the provision of hospitals, and one of the best can be found in

6 The SA and the dates of a¡e as follows:
Hosoital Date of or¡ening Remarks
BrokenHill 1887 In NSW but its history is

inseparable from SA.
Mount Gambier 1869 the original motion for

crnstruction was moved by
the poet Adam Lindsay
Gordon MP.

L875 Initiallv a casualty hospital.Port Aususta
1891 First country hospital to

send nr¡rses to Adelaide for
resistration exaninations.

Port Pirie

r849 Private hospital: in 1877 a
oublic hosoital was built.

Burra

? late 1870s Private hospital established
bvDr. J.A.G. Hamilton.

Kapunda

Jnmestown 1882
t924 Private hospitals had been

in the town fmm ? late
1870s.

Clare

Renmark 1915
Port Lincoln 1870
Elliston 1910

191 1Cowell
t9t2StreakvBav

Kimba 1928
191 1Gawler

Peterbomush r922 Soldiers Memorial.
VicborHarùour 1908 Private Hosoital.
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Faull's story of the Far West Coast.T IIis narrative of the construction of the

Denial Bay, Penong and Ceduna hospitals, with the eventual survival and

flourishing only of the latter, sets out the emotional, financial, geographical and

sometimes irrational aspects of the setting-up of hospitals. To this dayrural

communities served by hospitals have a striking and passionate attachment

to their institution. Governments of all political persuasions have made sure

thattheir financial contributions to the local hospital'are properþrecognised.

From Mount Gambier in the SE, to Murat Bay in the Far'West, Orroroo and

Hawker in the Far North, and elsewhere, no hospital has escaped the recurrent

laying of foundation stones, and the external walls bear witness to successive

visits byministerial dignitaries with trowels, while the interiors are often a

wonderfi¡l and incomprehensible maze - a tribute to the local builder who has

done his best to make a silk pursre structure out of a sow's ear grant.

Countryhospitals were (and are) run byboards composed in the main of

prominent local dignitaries, with little or no knowledge of modem hospital

aclministration, butveryjealous of the hospitals'standing, and of the need to

ensure adherence to their correct interpretation of what constituted proper

medical service. There \¡vere, over the years until the 1960s, surprisinglyfew

collisions between layboards a¡rd their doctors.Most practitioners found that

the easiest way to keep the peace was to attend conscientiously to

professional duties, and make sure to recognise board members in the main

street.

7 ;im Faull, op. cit., Ch. 11. Many fascinating SA qmateur tocal histories we¡e published in
the early 1950s as a cuntribution to a Country Women's Association competition. They are
very much a mixed bag, but an excreptio¡¿l s¡nmple is Daisy $s The Story of Keith 1953.
Printed for the "Back to Keith'and Hospital Building Committee, it is sometJring of a minor
rural classic, and was enlarged and re-printed in [?]1974. It gives an unoonsciously touching
accnunt of the persistent and voluntary efforts to solve the local hospital and medical
difficulties: they cuntinue to this day.
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Whether considering the Adelaide Hospital or a minor rwal one, the fact

is thatthe medical and hospital world of the nineteen twenties, thirties and

forties was a very simple one. The Hospitals Department was under the Chief

Secretary, run by an inspector4eneral, w.ith a staffof a stenogtapher and a

couple of clerks: the days of enormous bureaucracies, commissions and boards

were forty years away. The Chief Secretary himself took a paternalistic

interest in every single country hospital, and carefully counted the pennies:

minute books from all over the state show just how closely senior ministers of

the Crown concerned themselves with what would now be regarded as utter

trivia.s Each year, provided that they could not get out of it, the government

paid each hospital a subsidy- at one far northern hospital in 1923 it was S1-1.2.

Under tJoeRøtirry for Hospital Purposes Act local government areas served by a

hospital (the boards worked outboundaries between them) were also levied

with an annual running chargee. TVenty five years after the opening of that

sâme northern hospital, the board could report in 1944 that its daily average

was eight patients at a (daily) costper patient of 17l3d, and that the year had

ended with a creditbalance of f101. In addition to patient fees and subsidies,

income was received from benefactors, local branches of the Country Women's

Association, and the indomitable Ladies Auxiliary. The Chief Secretary and the

Inspector{reneral of Hospitals personallyhad inspected the premises, and

had praised the board for the good condition in which they found ever¡rttring,

8 For many years (193F1965) an influential 'Chief'was Sir Alexander Lyell McEwin
t1897-19881MLC L934-1975.IIis roots were in the highly conseryative and properous
mid-north farming community, and his handling of important political portfolios reflected
austere Presbyterian paternalistic social values. His sctupulously fair but minutely strict
financial contnol had nuch in common with the obsession with detail which characterised
small local government bodies, of which he also was a member.
9 Old ways die hard: at a countr¡r hospital in 1996, a locum was told that no electric blanket
could be provided because it had not been budgetted for, and such luxuries were expensive
torun
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especiallythe paint work and wooden buildings. Theyregretted that the

gover:rìment could not justify the cost of an "electric cardiograph", so

the auxiliar¡r resolved to raise the necessary f100.10 11 Similarly at Port

Lincoln in the early 1920s it was decided to get "an X-Rayplant". Weekly

dances were organised to raise money, a¡rd the government provided a pound

for pound subsidy. Eventuallyenough was raised and the equipment installed

in1r925.r2 The overall view is of a cosy, paternalistic state of affairs, which

would not change until the Playford government eventuallylost offñce in 1965,

and then for a decade after 1970, when a vigorous reformist state Labor

government cooperated with the federal Whitlam governmentT9T?-7\ tn

effect drematic upheavals in health.

Where there was no public hospital, one usuallyfound a private

hospitakznz-nursing home, 'owned' either by a local doctor or a nursing sister.

An example of this is provided in the ÌWillunga district. From the 1850s that

area was served by a succession of practitioners, one of the pioneers þsing Dr.

J.F. Krripe [c.182G-1870]. A long staying and greatly respected doctor was

Arthur Haines. He was registered in 1907, and after a brief locum at

Naracoorte, settled at Willunga in 1908 in the practice vacated by Dr. John

Evans.13 There he remained for thirtythree years until his death in 1941. He

n'as a true generalist, and his surgical and obstetric patients were managed at

10 In tgg¡/¿ the writer worked at Bordertown, Ceduna, Maitland, Port Augusta, Whyalla,
Ornroo, Peterborcugh and elsewhere ,and was able to read old minute books and recurds
thmugh the courtesy of the CEOs. The picture painted here was tl.e same ever¡rwhere. There
were no cumplaints or protests-the local communities just got down to raising the money
themselves.
11 Such parsimony was widespread, because there was a general suspicion of technological
change. In 1937 the Railways Medical OfEcer had arranged a demonstration of an "Electric-
Cardiograph machinen before the railways commissioner, C.B. Anderson, and senior ofEcers.
Although the exercise was most successful, Anderson'...decided expense not justi.fied, and
instead department to deal direct with Specialist when such reports desired.' lFrom MS
Railuoys Md.ical Officer lrwtruction Book, p. 601.
12 WætCæstRæord.er 18 August 1925, p. 162. fire plant cust S351.
13 Naracoort¿Hemtd 20 November 1908, p.530.
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a'nursing home' run by a l\l[rs. Pethick on the Aldinga-Willunga road.la The

home ceased to be so used when the Mclaren Vale hospital \¡vas opened after

WWII. Dr. Haines delivered hundreds ofbabies and not one of them died or

suffered abirthinjury.ls Some country hospitals began in private homes

managed bywomen with nursing experience - such was the case at Orroroo

before the government hospital opened in 1920. In the metropolitan area

private hospitals also flourished throughout the suburbs and, of course, the

larger ones survive to this day, though much altered. Parkwynd was

established in 1915 bytwo staffsisters of the Adelaide Hospital: it is now

primarilyan orthopaedic hospital.l6 Rose Park private hospital was founded by

a nursing sister in 1911: it lasted until the post \ryWII years, when it closed.

The firstbuilding erected as a private hospital inAdelaide was Hutt Street, in

1899, the founder being Miss Banks, former matron of the Adelaide Hospita[u

Some had dubious beginnings, such as the "John Scholz Hospital Limited" at

St. Peters.18 This was viewed with some disapprobation by the BI\{A which

was concerned about the commercial interests of its members, but had to

tread carefully as the most eminent had their fingers in many remunerative

and unethical medical pies, OPSM being a notorious instance. Ru Rua private

hospital had been started by a medical s¡mdicate in 1909. In 1928 it beceme a

limit€d company, the shareholders all being medical practitioners.le

TlreNzrses Registratian Act 14511 1920 was the harbinger of change to

the nurse<perated hospitals, because of its requirement that only nurses with

14 No* a private house opposite a nursery, near Biscay Rd.
15 Interview with Mrs. Betty Croser, Aldinga Beach, 24.2.199I. She made the old registers
available for study. I had also an interview with l[r. J.B. Haines, of Linden Park, son of Dr.
ArthurHaines.
16 It had been the residence of Samuel Toms, a leading businessman.
17 And there lies an interesting but untold story she had been brought out to SA in 1894
under contract to the government, and survived the early years of the 'row'.
r8 S¿Re€ftster14 March 1924, p. L79.
19 The managing director being the eminent Dr. (later Sir) T.G. Wilson.
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formal training in an approved institution could be registered by the Nurses

Board, a¡rd hence employed. The Acthadparticularly unfortunate

consequences for midwives, because it also required them to be registersfl.2O

For both nurses and midwives who had practised for five years, a year's grace

was allowed in which they could register.2l It seems that there were many

failures to comply with this, particularly among those women who had much

experience ofmidwifery, but no formal training.

The government brought in the new legislation with the commendable

intentions of raising the standards of those involved in the occupation of

midwifery, but it could be considered to have been introduced without much

thought for the hardship that it would cause, because childbirth was an area of

public healthwhere the governmenthadlonghad little interest.2z The

regulations governing the Adelaide Hospital made it clear that confinements

would not be accepted there.23 For the metropolitan indigent there had long

been a lyrng-in ward at the dreadfully named Destitute Asylum.2a In the

countrythe public hospitals initiallyhad no provision for maternitypatients at

all, and so there grew up the small private nursing homes, conducted bythe

unqualified but experienced and resourceful, who would inevitablybecome the

unregistered - but there was simplynothing else for the woman who could not

afford medical attendance. Various local historybooklets about rural areas

recount stories of the practical and sensible'grannies'who delivered the local

2o Section 37 of tJrre Act.
21E. Waddington, 'An examination of the R ole and Thaining of Midwives'. Unpub. BEd
Thesis, SACE 1986.
22 G.D. de Vries, 'The Conditions of Childbirth in Adelaide'. Unpub. BA Hons Thesis, U of A
1963.
23 In order to train medical students, pregnant women cuuld enter themselves on an
external outpatient register if they lived within a two kilometre radius of the Adelaide
Hospital. They would then be delivered at home by a medical student.
24 Only the opening of the Queen's Home (The Queen Victoria Hospital) in 1902 brought
trhese unsatisfactory situations to an end.
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babies, with or without the doctor. Their days were numbered after the.A,cú was

assented to.

The requirements of the Acú were diligently enforced by the police: tfng-
in homes, used bythe poorer women who were happyto be attended cheaply

and conveniently, closed,25 and midwives, inespective of age and experience,

were harassed. By 1935 there were veryfew private midwives left. The

licensing legislation had the ulFmate effect of subordinating midwiferyto the

medical profession within fifteen years of its gazettal.z0 A detailed account of

the process of this subordination has been given byWillis.zz

There was, in South Australia, little discernible open conflict between

the medical profession and nurses who practised midwifery, but one argument

which survives on the public record occurred in1922,when the Portlincoln

doctor (D.M. Steele) reported to the Nurses Board two women who were

practising as midwives without being registered. In 1930 the board itself

investigated a suburban maternityhome in a working class a¡ea where the

owner could not afford a qualified nurse. Unfortunatelythe frles are incomplete,

and the outcome in both cases is not known.28 The Port Lincoln incident caused

a local uproal, because the women concerned operated the town's two

maternityhomes, and appear to have been entitled to registration. No doubt

because of the libel laws, the local press took great care about what it printed,

but it appears that Ilr. Steele was determined to close the maternit¡rhomes,

and as there had been a government hospital at Port Lincoln since 1911, his

motives maynot have been completely altruistic, as the midwiferywork would

25 SAA: Nurses Boørd Conu-spond.ente ft,hæ, GRG 1411.
26 The two main books detailing South Australian mrrsing history, (1) Joan Dutdin, Thq
becameNu¡res. North Sydney, Allen & Unwin 1991, and (2) Nursing lí)Years of caring[SA
Tbained Nurses'Centenary Committeel Adelaide, 1938, are interesting but anecdotal.
Midwiferybarely gets a mention.
2? Evan Willis, op. cit., pp.9?-I24. He also noted the '-..paueity of published material on
midwives.'(P. 94).
28 cRc r4nngzztgl: r4nnglot9.
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have come under his care. Eventuall¡ as is always the case in countrytowns,

the district council, local police and the Inspector4eneral of hospitals all

became involved, and finallythe local MPs were petitioned for an amendingÁcú

to enable the women to be registered.2e Thereafter, the press, too, is silent.30

8. TIIE BMA,: A BRIEF OVER\IIEW 1920 - 1950.

The BiVIA SA Branch ruled the profession with a severely paternalistic

benevolence, and it rarely attracted press attention. It did not emerge from its

self-imposed public obscurity until about 1945, when the federal Labor

government really began to frighten it. It had quietly wielded great influence

behind the scenes. When B.H. Moris (Suprø) retired from the public service,

Dr. L.W. Jefties was appointed by the government to succeed him as

inspector4eneral of hospitals, and the selection was publicly praised by an

interesting collection of highly conservative establishmentarians, including

DeCrespigry, A Grenfell Price, R.J. Rudall MP and H.S. Newland, who made it
clear that the appointee had their official blessing.al A few months later when

Morris died, the quartetwas silent: Morris, itmaybe recalled, was one of the

'strike breakers'brought out by the Kingston government forty years earlier.s2

and he had been neither forgotten nor forgiven. Late in 1936 the government

decided that from 1 January 1937 all state public hospitals would be

amalgqmated under Jefties as director4eneral of medical services.sa Againit

29 WætCoa,stRæorder, 21 November 1922, p. 196.
30 tn tgtg a private hospital was opened in Port Linculn, but it folded the following year:
one wonders if this incident might also have been a cnntribution to the midwife tumult. See
WætCoast&æordzr,13/8/1919, p. 131: Ib., l5l3lt920, p. 44A.
3L Adustiser 2S January 1936, p. 14.
32 lb. tt July 1936, p.20, (supra pp. 2054).
33In ttre reshuffle J.G. Sleenan, medical superintendent of the Adelaide Hospital, becnme
chief medical officer for tuberculosis serwices, and H.M. Birch, superintendent of the Parkside
Mental Hospital beco-e superintendent of all mental institutions.
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was made clea¡ that the BMA had been lobbying for high level administrative

changes ofthis kind,sa but there was no further enplanation.

Surprisingl¡ the onlycogentcriticism of the BMAinAustralia câme

from the parent body or from within its own ranks. In 1935 at the BMA

congress in Melbourne, Dr. H. GuyDain, then deputy chaiman of the

representative body of the Bl\dA, criticised the high fees charged for private

medical senrices inAustralia, and advocated a national health insurance

scheme which 'must come'.35 The generat feeling from the ensuing spirited

debate was that Australian doctors had to charge a higher fee (10/6d) for a

consultation compared with 2l6dinthe LIK because they were accustomed to

doing more of their work either free or at a reduced charge to Lodge members,

and they had to pick up on the round-a-bouts what they lost on the swings. No

one present caught on to the fact that the Lodges were so numerous because

doctor's charges put medical attention out of reach of manywho needed it.

The seeds of the eventual decline in the BIVIA's power a¡rd influence were

planted in the 1920s when the growth of specialism saw the various dedicated

interest groups in the medical profession establish bodies to cater for and

represent their particular area of expertise. The proposal to found Colleges and

Associations wit,L an implied exclusiveness, quite early aroused fears that the

role of the BMA as one bodyto speakfor the profession with one voice, would

bemateriallyinjured.so The (Royal) Australasian College of Surgeons was

founded in1.927,sz and from the start had a somewhat traumatic political

existence outside of the BMA. Other specialist associations were less

ambitious in their initiatoryrites, and began as sections within the BI!ül;

34 Aduqtiser 10 December 1936, p.24. Moris had been the first to hold that post.
35 ¡ö. ro September 1935.
36 J.E. Hughes, op. cit., p. 82.
37 Tl"e epithet Toyal" was granted in 1930. The corres¡rondence associated with this
distinction would make interesting reading.
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Obstetrics & Gynaecologyin NSW in 1925;ea OphthalmoloryinVictoriain

1938; Psychiatry in NSW inL924; Radiolory in NSW in 1926. The

anaesthetists copied the surgeons, and in 1934 formed a society which

remained defi antly outside the BI\[r\.3e

The BIVÍA saw clearly the problems likely to occur if its single

authoritative voice was diluted or divided, and in 1934 set up a committee to

inquire into the formation of special associations, and particularlyto see how

they could be kept within its ambit.4O All these fears proved prescient:

pradually the leamed colleges câme to speak on behalf of their own members,

and demanded the right to negotiate directlywith governments.4l In Chapter

V, I will discuss the spectacular success in the late 1960s of the specialist

organisations in raisingtheir incomes and privileges uís<,-uis the general

practitioner, and the resultant shattering of the AI\,ÍA as a comprehensive

representative orgarrisation.

Other developments in the 1920s would in time make their own

contribution to the attenuation of BIVIA/AMApower, though this would not

become apparent for some years. They include the formation of the

commonwealth Department of Health in L927, and problems of power-sharing

between state branches and the organisation's federal council. A long standing

area of disagreement within the BIVIA/AIMA had been the tendency for political

questions to take precedence over what many held should be scientific and

ethical matters. From the 1950s that organisation had to face up to other

diverse and isolated controls, which included the schedule of medical benefits,

various medical services committees of inquiry, state Health Commissions,

38 flre Royal College of Obstetriciens and Gynaecologists was chartered tn 1947.
39 The foundation years can be found in the Md,icøl Dircctory ofAustralia.
4o Mdical Journal ofAustraliø, L5l9/1934, p. 366.
4l Their cummi'nent to education and training was absolute. In 1948 the Australian and
UK surgical Colleges arranged for omplete reciprocity of their primary Fellowship
exnmination.
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and increased powers of medical boards, which it had come to dominate less.

Those bodies exercised statutory powers which had never been enjoyed by the

BMA.

*

In 1941 a sub-committee of the NH&MRC prepared a plan for a

national medical service, andJ.H.L. Cumpston, chairman of the Council,

submitted it to the Parliamentary Committee on Social Security. Medical

officers would be salaried, and medical treahent would be free.

The storyof the ensuing intra-government and intra-professional struggles,

little of which reached the Adelaide press, has been told in detail by Gillespie.a2

He notes that in 1933 the B1\{A in Australia had strengthened the powers of its

federal council to handle policymatters, and as a counter to the NH&MRC

proposals it endorsed its own planas which, while providing for the provision of

medical services to low income earners on a capitation basis, retained feefor-

service as its cornerstone. The plans were initially considered in a difEcult

political ahosphere in late 1941 brought on bythe fall of the conservative

Fadden government and the election of the Curtin minishy, and then the entry

of Japan into the war. Subsequently the BIVIA refused to attend discussions

with the government, and then repudiated its own plan, because it was simply

unacceptable to a large section of general practice, although within the

profession there had been expressions of widely divergent views on the question

of a salaried medical service. The repudiation câme aboutbecause, as Gillespie

has recounted, the state branches of the BMA had been outraged by Federal

Council negotiations with the Joint Parliamentary Committee on Social

42 James A. Gillespie, op. cit., Ch. 6, ?.
43 Known as the Bell-Simmons Report. after its authors, the NSW surgeons George Bell
and William Foster Simmons.
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Services, e and asserted pressure to delay negotiation until the war was

over.45 Th¡ee additional factors important in the attitude of the BMA, which

was becoming more and more paranoid towards the federal Labor government,

were, first, the government itself had no coherent plans for a national health

service;46 second, negotiations between the different government sponsored

committees and the BMA, and between the committees themselves, were

often acrimonious, indecisive and wracked by,internal arguments i md, third,

the prolonged controversy over feæfor-service as opposed to salaried

medicine, by 1945 had resulted in the regrouping of the BMAinto a united and

determinedbdy.az Relations between government and BMA thereupon began

the serious decline to the subsequent Phørmoreuticøl Benefiæ Acú litigation.

In some respects the earlyAustralian experience with universal health

insurance mirrors that of America. Between 1935 and 1947 the US federal

government sponsored a comprehensive medical care program for low income

farmers and migrant workers, under the auspices of the Farm Security

Administration (FSA). Despite the strong opposition of the American Medical

Association, at the local level manyAmerican physicians participated in the

program's group prepalm.ent plans, and manyFSA leaders saïv the scheme as

a model upon which national health insurance might advance. However, after

W\ryII the FSA program declined because doctors'incomes improved, the rural

population declined, and traditional ideological objections to government

intervention in medical care resurfaced. The resemblance to the complex

44 James ^A. Gillespie, op. cit.,-p- 16l
45 m¡¿.
46nb., p. 163.
47 Ib., pp. 161J, 165.
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Australianideological, political and economic milieuwhichsurroundedhealth

care reform, is striking.a8

9. A pof^JTrcAL ovERvrEW: AUSTRAT.TA FoLLows firE LJK cLrNrcALLy, Bfrr
NOT POLITTCALLY.

Australian medicine from the beginning was British medicine. The first

Australian doctors were mainly from UK training institutions or Universities,

and the young antipodean Universities modelled their medical schools on those

establishments, and generally slavishlyfollowed them. There was reciprocity of

registration with the General Medical Council. The Second TWorld War made

fundamental changes to the practice of medicine in the UK, butthose changes,

which excited great professional and political interest, never found their wayto

Australia.InI942 the BIVIA (IlK) at its annual representative meeting

outlined the firstplan for a free medical senrice for the whole communit¡ and

this initiated widespread debate.¿s That sâme year Sir William Beveridge

brought down his Report on Socio,l Insurønee and Allied Serubas.s0 By the end

of February 1943 the British government and the medical profession had

committed themselves to the princþle of a National Health Service. InJune

that year there was a major confrontation between the BIVIA (IIK) and the

British government over the prospect of a comprehensive health service

employing salaried GPs.

In Australia, the first venture of the Chifleylabor govenrment into the

health minefield since failure of the NationøI Hea,lth ønd Pensínns Insurance

Act in 1939, had occured in March L944 with passage of the first

48 M.R. Grey, 'The medical care pnograms of the Famr Security Administration, 1932
through 1947: a rehearsal for national health insurance?' in Am.erican Journal of Pubtic
Heal.th. 1994 Oct.; 84(10): 167H7.
a9 BritishMedicaLJournnl,lg42, vol. 1, pp.743-753. (Draft interim report of the medical
planning cummission).
5o Crnd 6404,Iüv1ffi.
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Plw,rmareuticalBenefits Acú,5r ot*"n, as discussed (pp. 301-312), was

invalidated bythe High Court in 1945. From this time dates the Australian

profession's socialisation paranoia. h 1945 the Chifley goverrìment had also

passed the Hospital Benefits Act which had aroused little medical opposition.s2

That year in Britain the Attlee Labor government came to power with Aneurin

Bevan as Minister of Health. In 1946 in Australia, as mentioned, the

Constitutinn Alteratian (Social Seruices) 1946,neferendum No. 81 I 1946 allowed

the commonwealth to legislate for a number of important social services, and

the resultant Constitutinn Alteration (Socinl Services) Acú was the principal

footing on which all subsequent federal health powers have been erected and

enlargpd.

In March L944 in the IIK a White Paper (embodied as a Bill) was

published: it set out the intentions for a national health service.53 This received

Royal Assent in November 1946 and the appointed day for implementation of

a free medical service was designated 5 July 1948. Nationalisation was able to

be introduced in the UKbecause Aneurin Bevan, who becnme Minister of

Health in 1945, without scruple deeply divided the GPs and specialists. The

consultant discovered that now he or she would be paid for work previously

done for nothing, and could engage in private practice, receive expenses,

holidays and studyleave. The GP, on the other ha¡rd, received a basic salary

and capitation fee, had his or her area of practice controlled, and practices were

no longer saleable.il The medical profession had been divided by clever political

51 Which got thrcugh the Senate by only one vote, the 79 year old National Party Senator
T.W. Crawford having inexplicably absented himself from the cho-ber, where Labor then
did not have a mqiority.
52 And in record time saw the establishment in Melbourne of a criminal scheme to use it to
defraud the public. See SAPD 18 July 1946, House of Assembly p. 16. tlle co-."onwealth
paid each state six shilling per patient per day.
53 tfx4 Ministry of Health, Department of Health for Scutland, ANorional Health Seruice.
Cmd 6502,HMSO.
54 tg+6 Ministry of Health, Department of Health for Scotland, Report of the Inter-
deportmental Committee on Remuneralion of Gencral Praditioners. Cmd 6810, HMSO.
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tactics, and the doctors'opposition collapsed. There followed the immigration

from the UK to Australia (and elsewhere) of many medical practitioners who

would have nothing to do with Bevan's NHS.õ5

In Australia, in the meantime, the (second) Pharmaceuticøl Benefits Act

7947,wentinto operation in 1948. The medical profession, terrifiedbythe UK

proceedings, refused to cooperate, and we have discussed the imbroglio (pp.

30H12). The Australian profession had the advantage of forewarning, and

the climate of fear, fanned bythe local BIVIA, provided a strong, unitpd front to

take on the government.s6 Events in Great Britain convinced the Australian

BMA that the antipodean socialists were going to emulate their British

comrades, and nationalise medicine by using a prescription formulary instead

of aWhítePøper, and the battle was fought on both sides with energy, vitality

and passion, for each câmp believed passionatelyin the righteousness of its

cause. In February 1948 the federal BIVIA set out its Prinniples.s1
\

1. The principle of discrimination as to their entitlement to
pharmaceutical benefits between those members of the public whose
requirements come within the limits of the formulary and those whose
requirements are not so covered. Itis this principle which involves an
interference with the doctor's freedom ofjudgement in prescribing for his
patient.

2. The principle of penal clauses, whereby a doctor who voluntarilyuses
the government forms and formulary finds himself not only restricted in
his choice of the treatment which he may order for his patient, and
subject to the intervention of a third party in the transaction, but also
finds himself liable to hearypenalties ifhis procedure varies from that
laid down bythe government.

1948 Ministry of Health, Department of Health for Scptland, Report of thc Inter4epaftmental
Committæ on the RemuneraÍion of Consultants attd. Specíølists , Cmd 742O, HMSO.
55 Ttre Mdical&pgisúens from 1946 enable these people to be identifred. At this time SOVo of
all British graduates emigrated to other cnuntries, and apart foom the dissatisfaction
mentioned, many left because of the over-supply of graduates in the UK.
56 The Australian medical pmfession and general population were much smaller than their
UK counterpart.
5? Ttris is misleading, but it ís tlìe term they used.
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3. The principle of control by a government department rather than by a
corporate body.

4. The opporbunityprovided for the introduction of a nationalised medical
service by means of an act [sic] not drawn up for that purpose.ss

InApril 1948 the federal BMArequested members to return

government prescription forms and the formulary to branch offices, and to

continue to use private forms or lodge prescription books. The great majority

did just that and the (second) "free medicine" pcheme collapsed. There the

Chifley government's disenchanting adventures into pharmaceutical benefits

ended, even though the Pharmaceutinal Benefits Act 1947 itself had notbeen

struck down by the judicature: only clause 7A which required the use of an

official government prescription form, and therebywas held to imply civil

conscription contraryto Section 51(234), had been found obnoxious. Mayte

the government had had enough.

The fanatical opposition of the orgqnissfl medical profession and their

flurry of destructive activity made a strange mixture of impressive acuteness

a¡rd confused phantasy, and recalls the show{own with C.C. Kingston half a

century earlier. Unlike Kingston, Chifley was the loser, but not for long, as his

work was completed by conservative successors. Another reason why the

organised medical profession was able to take on a popular federal government,

was because the time was right. They were aided by that governmenf,s

concurrent embarrassing misadventures with the aviation, banking and wheat

industries.T\eBanking Act 1945 had contained a Section 48 which prohibited

private trading banks from accepting the accounts of states and their

agencies. On challenge, the Section was invalidated bythe High Court.se

Exasperated, Chifleythen determined to nationalise the banks, and enacted for

58 MdicatJournalofAtshvlia,lT April 1948, p. 513.
59 City of Melbournc u. Commonwealth (The State Banking Case) (1947) 74 CLR 31.
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tlris purpose the Bønking Act 7947, which placed the whole Australian banking

system under the control of the Commonwealth Bank. It produced an uproar,

and furious opposition was relentlesslygenerated bythe private þ¿ding banks

which, like the medical profession, used every measure that art, cunning and

public relations could suggest. In 1948 the High Court held that legislation

invalid.60 The commonwealth obtained leave to appeal from the judicial

committee of the Privy Council, and their Lordships upheld the constitutional

unsoundness of the Act.Itwas the excitement generated by these proceedings,

more than anything else, which led to Chifley's loss of office in 1949. The

Bønking Act 1945

...was the most controversial in the historyof federal legislation and
convulsed the political life of the country in the State as well as the
federal sphere.61

The Liberal and Countryparties clnimed that theÁcú was the first step

towards socialism and the politically controlled, servile state, and they quarried

and recycled all the vituperation of the medical profession. Public interest was

extraordinary, andhundreds ofpetitions were presented againstthe legislation.

InVictoria the Upper House withheld Supply, precipitating an election which

saw the state Labor government heavily defeated - an ominous and unheeded

wanring.

The Chifleygovernmenthad a similar and much publicised disaster with

attempts to nationalise airlines through thLe Austrølian Natinna,I Airlines Act

1945,and smendments to regulations under theAir Nauþatinn Act 192U

1936. The High Court declared parts of the Act andthe amended regulations

ultrøuire-s.62 Ttre general Australian political, social andjudicial climate at this

6O Bønk of NSW v. Cotnmonweølth (The Bank Nationalisation Case) (1948) Z6 CLR 1 (HC).
61 G. Sawer, Australian Federøl Politics and Law 1929-1949. MLIP, 1963, p. 187.
62 Australian National Airlincs P / L and. Others u. Cotntnonwealth (1946) 71 CLR 29. Leave
to appeal to the Privy Council was refused.
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time was quite inimical to anykind of change. In the 1970s it was not, and this

meant that a reforming Labor government could effect radical change in many

areas¡ including health.

Time revealed that the "victor¡/ over Chifley was indeed Pyrrhic. I will

discuss later how gradually the federal government came to achieve

artministrative and financial control over both medical and pharmaceutical

professions, and the former would become fragmented into impotent,

sempeting factions. But at this point I would like to briefly complete my

account of one of the three parallel stories - banking - an understanding of

which is necessar¡rfor appreciation of the political tumoil of the 1940s in

which medicine found itself. Historical writers who specialise in one field often

neglect important subjects which run beside their own specific discipline. The

principle writer onbanknationalisation, for example, makes no mention of the

pharmaceutical, wheat or airline legislative misadventures.6s Those parallel

stories are further valuable illustrations that organisations which embark on

power struggles with elected govetnments cannot win in the long term.

In March 1950 the Menzies-Fadden government made an unsuccessful

attempt ¿e smend certain bankingÁcús in order to re+stablish the

Commonwealth BankBoard. Their legislation was obstructed bythe Labor

controlled Senate, and a double dissolution followed on 17 March 1951. Menzies

was returned with a Senate majority and his Cotnmonwealth Bank Act 1951

becnme law in July that sâme year. In 1953 further legislation established the

Commonwealth Trading Bank of Australia, and in 1959 Acts qeated the

Reserve Bank and the Commonwealth Banking Corporation.64 Aliberal

Country coalition had achieved the unthinkable: a central banL, responsible to

634.L. May,The BattlefortheBanks- SUP. 1968.
& Commonutealth Bank Act 1951; Com¡nonwealth Bank Act 7953; Banking Act 1958;
Reserue Bank Act 7959; Comtnonwealth Bønk Acts 7959; Banking Act 1959; Bankirq
(TYansitionnl Prouisions) Act 1959.
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the government, now controlled private banks. As in the case of the medical

profession, Chifley's shade had the last laugh. In May's account of the bank

controversies, there is a photograph of the general managers of eight

nationally operating private trading banks, meeting to map out strategy a few

days after the a¡rnouncement of the intended nationalisation. Of those banks,

by 1989 only two remained.6s

It is a great irony of Australian politics that the Chifleygovernment is

remembered for its unlucþ trinity of legislative disasters - banking, airlines

and phamaceutical benefits - rather than for its manypositive initiatives

and achievements, some of which directly and indirectlybenefited the medical

profession. Theseincluded theØducation Act 1945 which established a

commonwealth OfEce of Education, and the Universities Commission; the

Australia.n Nationøl Uniuersity Act 7946, which set up that institution; the

Unemplnyment ønd Síckness Benefits Act 7944, which brought in paym.ents for

the unemployed and sick, and the MentallrætitutionBenefitAct 7948,which

provided for commonwealth subsidies for the mentally ill. The electorate

overlooked all this, and much else, and remembering only a most unhappy

confluence of historical events, on 10 December 1949 it voted Labor out of

office, and the IÆP succeeded to power. They would hold it for the next twenty

three years, during whichtime the medical profession could come to believe

that its whims dictated the interests, priorities and opportunities of federal

health polic¡ and they would become locked into a medico-political fortress of

unreality and pretence. ïVhen theyfell, the fall was great.

The departure of Chifleyremovedboth real and imaginarythreats of

nationalisation, and some of t,Le MJAwritings reflect the feelings of euphoric

relief. Chifley's one great mistake was his inability to realise that while you can

65 A.L. May, The Battle for the Bønks, op. cit., op¡rcsite p. 78.
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use any stickto beat a dog, it is unwise to use one that breaks in your hand.

His importance is that his repudiated legislation provided the skeletal

frnmework and most of the flesh for the Menzies-Page pharmaceutical and

medical benefit schemes, in which the profession discerned a wonderful

constellation of attributes, despite their socialist genesis. Now, under a

conservative government, any accommodation reached by the medical

profession with its stronger adversar¡r was no longer likely to be a demearring

compromise, but rather an achievement of enlightened partnership, especially

when fe+for+ervice was retained. The incongnrity was quite lost on the BMA.

There are common weft-threads in the health, banking and airline

fabric. úr each case a zealous reforming government put forward legislative

proposals which stirred up the most astonishing abuse and party strife. All the

upheavals were characterised by constitutional challenges, civil disobedience

and direct political action. But all the time, expense and fervour led to no long

term victory reform could onlybe delayed, not prevented. Gillespie, in writing

in depth of the politics of medicine 194f1949, states that the BI\44 won the

war.66 I disagree to the extent that I think it is valid to say that they won the

battle, but I will suggest that in due course the indigna¡rt medical zealots well

and trulylost the war. The observation byMenzies is apposite:

Constitutional problems attract little public attention except during the
actual crurency of a cempaign; and even then there tends to be rather
more heat tha¡r ligh¡.oz

Changes of government are generally accompanied by changes of political

rhetoric, often in association with changing popular preference. The specific

policies of reforming governments, as party policies change, are perceived to be

66 James A. Gillespie, op. cit., Part II.
67 R.G. Menzies, Central Power in the Australiøn Cotnmonuealth. I,andon, Cassell. Lg67, p.
21.
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like the curate's egg, and come to be adopted and adapted by conservative

opponents. The important social and political consequences of the great

constitutional and electoral struggles of the late 1940s have been on the one

hand, the continuous and significant increase in power of the central

government,6s and, on the other, the gradual and progressive weakening of the

medical profession, banking, airline and wheatindustries. The ultimate fate of

the medical profession, despite subsidisation to guarantee incomes and

hegemony, was fragmentation, surveilla¡rce, monitorhg, control and

dependence; the banks became subservient to a powerfr¡l central instrument of

control, the Reserve Bank. The airlines were straitjacketed for years by a

conservative government's TVo Airline Polic¡60e and in 1969 the powerfrrl

wheat industry was crushed by a federally imposed compulsory quota system

forproduction.

Although these subjects - medicine, banking, aviation and wheat -
have much in common as significant contributors to Australian economic and

social history, it is necessary to retain perspective by noting that theyhave

nowhere nea¡ the importance to the coûrmonrvealth of, for example, the

taxation, grüß, foreign trade and commerce, or industrial arbitration powers.

1þs ¡amifications of the notable constitutional struggles in the latter fields

have had fa¡ greater consequences for all Australians, than those we have

discussed.

Was nationalisation of the Australian medical profession along the UK

path ever a real possibility in Australia? My feeling is that it was not. Australia

had veryfundamental differences of attitude, outlook and social values. The

population was much smaller, and locked mainly in coastal cities, the class

68 Which began with its wartime aquisition of the .niform taxation lÐwer.
69 Stanley Bmgden, Austtulids Tbo Airlin¿ Policy. Melbourne , 197L.
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system and distinctions were less evident, and urba¡r poverty and slums (while

present) were far less visible. Australia even during war was characterised by

the inertia produced by the pleasant security of distance. During the statæ

election in 1941, a major complaint at electoral meetings was the suspension

of home bread deliveries, and in 1944 when the commonwealth government

directed that street lighting was to be reduced by twelve and ahalf per cent, al)'

SAlocal governmentbodies sent a unanimous protest to the prime minister.

That the war seemed far away encouraged a sense of immunity. War because

of its remoteness made little inroad into theAustralian psyche, where a little

slackness was always a comfortable thing, and those traditional values of

larrikinism and fecklessness always asserted themselves.T0 The British had

been bombed out of their cities and homes, and had endured real hardship and

suffering: the war was close and real, and idleness had no prospect of becoming

contagious. In the IIKthe medical profession could not escape the fundamental

problem as to how theycould accommodate their profound consenratism in a

radical uniform. The profession in Australia had no such dilemm a. Our health

status was better, our medical practitioners more conservative and, the record

suggests, our Labor politicians were inept.

The Australian medical profession entered the Second World War in a

somewhat nervous frame of mind, because of uncertainty over the ill-fated

Nøtionøl Health and Peræinns hwurance Act 7938,2t and the advent of a Labor

government fired with reformist zeal. Within a few years of the end of the war,

the political, social and economic template would soon place it in a completely

different position of professional and financial power.

{<

70 John Curtin, The Task Ahead.. New Year Message, in MelbourneHernld,2T December
L941. A sharp criticism of lackadaisical Australians.
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10. Summarry.

Almost twentyfive years have been considered in this chapter, and they

were witness to momentous world andAustralian events. Legislation continued

to strengthen the powers of the LQMP, and even though the politicia¡rs who

passed it were not suffciently prescient to see such an outcome, the 19L9,{ct

would underpin the ascendancyof scientific medicine. The practice of medicine

itself was becoming concerned with accurate and precise observation to

establish causes and applylogrc to treatment: the bedside manner would no

longer be transcendent. This ineluctable marriage of medicine with science

produced an emphasis on specific pathogeniç mssþnnisms, and a biological

view of health and illness. There was a concomitant de+mphasis of broader

(and vaguer) views about'causes' and treatment, and the beginning of a

dehumanising of medicine. If X-rays, blood tests and applied technolory could

provide both the natu¡e of the illness a¡rd the cure, the person aflicted with the

condition can become an irritating irrelevance. Most people, though, would

rather be cured by a competent technician, however impersonal, than killed by

their own doctor, however sympathetic. The concentration on biology and

technologynarrowed the medical vision, and distracted attention and interest

from many of the determinants of health and illness.

The rapid embrace of technologybymedicine after the Edwardian age

was catalysed by commercial considerations. The practitioner who wanted a

market advantage, financial benefit and prosperity, specialised. Specialisation

was only possible because of the application of technological advances to

create the new scientific medicine. In addition to legislation, technoloryis

71 Gillespie , op. cit., chapter 4, has shown }rrow The Generu,l Prtrtitioner was in the van of
opposition and protest to National Insurance.
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another important base on which the modern doctot's social status, economic

security and political power is built.

The increasing sophistication of medicine based on the precise and

systematic application of the logarithmic growth of technical knowledge, was

anotlrer factor which, with the new 1919 MedinølAcú, enabled the suppression

of the qualified but unregistered, as well as the blatant charlatan.

The change of the LQIIP from the bareþrespectable empiric of the

1870s, to the scientific practitioner from the end of 'WWI, was accompanied by

his relentless prog:ress to the pinnacle of professional power. This was assisted

bythe formation of the principal Australasian Royal Colleges in 1926 and

1938, the establishment in SAof the IIWS, the recognition of the importance

of medical research, and the careers of a number ofAdelaide graduates, whose

personal attributes and accomplishments reflected credit on the profession.

The press, by always hightighting the professional achievements and

communityinvolvement of doctors, provided wide and flattering publicityto the

medical profession generally. Governments came to recognise their potential

for professional input, directlyor indirectl¡ into health polic¡ and numerous

commissions rvere issued to them in order to obtain reports on developments in

many different public health areas. A crucial federal initiative was the t925

Royøl Commissinn on HeøIth, andthe subsequent establishment of the

commonwealth deparhent.

Another indication of the extent to which the legally qualified profession

had risen in the government's estimation, and had been able to strengthen its

power, is providedbythe legislation which was enacted to control the

occupations of nursing and physiotherapy. The N¿rses Registratinn Act 1920

(pp.294,335-338) resulted in the subordination of midwifery, and the

Physintherøpists Act 1945 (pp.29Ç298) divided the practitioners of the
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various forms of that therapy into separate camps, and brought the legally

registered physiotherapists into an indirect control by the medical profession

'...through legal restriction on their occupational territories and medical

presence on their registration boards".?2

The medical profession at the end of the Second World War was a united,

politically strong pressure group, still dominated by conservative white Angle

Saxon{eltic Protestant males. Its great power resided within its own well-

orgarrised and disciplined BMA, and was exercised on its own behalf. In the

main it was unquestioned and unchallenged, and its internal critics were

politelyignored. It safeguarded the interests of its members and had no trouble

cooperating with conservative governments. Like most of the community it
merely wore the values of its time. It did not recognise the claims and

aspirations of women orAborigines, and had no interestin the social problem of

alcohol, the road toll or tobacco. Under the guise of protecting its members

from unfair competition, and the public from low standtrfu, it was callous and

indifferent to refugee doctors. Except in relation to TB, to be discussed later, it
was singularly apathetic towards public health and prevention of disease. Here

again it only reflected the outlooks and feelings of the wider population.

The profession was a thoroughly self<onfidentbody, assured of the

righteousness of its cause, and with a masterlygrasp of the politically

expedient stratagem. It could quite happily sell the truth to serve the hour, and

for it there never would be any sacrifice to the shibboleth of reduced

government expenditure. In 1929 John Corbin had written that for fiftyyears

the BIVIA SA branch had been

...zealous in their efforts to advance the affairs...and to promote
all matters of medical teaching and research that would

72 EvanWillis, op- cit., p. 6.
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ultimately grve better service to the public and indirectly advance
the affairs of this State generally. I think we can justly say that
there is no good movement for the benefit of the community or
the individual that has not had the support of the medical
profession.Ts

The record of their conduct does not readily allow me to agree with this lavish

self-praise. In 1948 Shryock and in 1960 Sigerist would remark on the

remarkablyhigh status of medical practitioners inAustralia. Both considered

that medical status was a function of basic atpitudes of society to siclcress and

health.Ta Myview is we can add to this that the isolating remoteness of

Australia, until transport and communication technologymade huge distances

irrelevant, brought about a significant dependence on the medical practitioner,

and this, too, may have been an important origin of this high standing in

Australia.

It would be another twentyfive yeaff¡ before medicine would

permanentlyblot its public relations copybook The medical profession

emerged from the Second World War as strongly as it had from the First, and

as readyto embrace the great leaps in applied technologywhich followed that

conflict. It had established itself as a profession of high status, and with

significant community standing, and most of its practitioners, despite their

hostilityto anyform of pa¡ment other than fe+for+ervice, had no trouble

earning a living. Within a few years that living would be guaranteed by the

government a¡rd the medical profession would virtually direct federal health

policyfor two decades. There would come a time in1972 when the profession

would fall most palpablyinto political disfavour, and all its greatvictories would

be seriously threatened.

73I'tIA 14 Septæmber 1929, p. 358.
74IJ.E. Sigerist (ed. F. Marti-Ibanez)"Onthe Historyof Medicine", NY 1960.
R.H. ShrJ,oclç Tlæ Darclopment of Mdun Mdicine; An Interpretation of the Sæiøl ønd.
Scientific Fattorc Inuolued, London, Gollanz. 1948.
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Introduction.

This final chapter considers the years 1950 - 1975. Politically, they

began on 10 December 1949, when Labor lost the federal election to the

Menzies Liberal and CountryPartycoalition. The latter would hold office for

twenty three years until 1972.t Those years were marked by

unprecedented a¡rd unmatched guaranteed prosperityfor the medical

profession. In 1951the Pensioner Medical Service began, and in 1952 the

federal government introduced charges for public ward hospital patients,

along with a hospital benefits scheme which paid a basic allowance to all

hospital patients, and an additional benefit to those who were privately

insured. The following year (1953) the Page medical benefits scheme

starþd.2 Persons who voluntarily contributed to an approved medical

benefits organisation received a specifi ed commonwealth reimbursement

("benefif,) for a proportion of their medical bills. The most significant part of

the scheme was that it protected the independence of doctors, because the

patient was supposed to pay first and cleim benefit later: it effectively

guaranteed medical incomes, and its principles lasted without much

tampering until the Whitlâm governmenf,s 1975 universal health scheme.

The Page scheme initially looked after the interests of the patients it was

directed at - those who were classed as þrivate patients", and not covered

bythe ¡rensioner or repatriation medical services. The latter group signed

vouchers for their GP attendances, and paid no moiet¡r. If theyrequired

specialist treatment, they were referred to the OPD clinics of public

hospitals. There, in SA theywould be subjected to a meâns test to make

sure that they were truly indigent, and therefore worthy of "free

treatment"s There were scores ofprivate health insurance funds, ranging

1 Menzies retired in 1966 after sixt€en successive years as prime minister, and was
succeeded by Harold Holt. The latter drowned in December 1967, and was followed in
ofEce by Senator J.G. Gorton in January 1968.
2 Rt. Hon. Earle Christmas Grafton Page [1880-1961]. MHR Cowper (NSW) 191941.
3 I have many personal recollections fuom my student and hospital medical officer days
of patients - sÐme quite ill - being interrogated in casualty departments as to their
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from the very large, such as Mutual (MIIA)4 and National Health Service

(NHSA), down to small organisations funded by private companies: many

were simplyFriendly Societies in a new guise. There was at the start, wide

coverage of non-pensioner patients, but for the person who did not take out

insurance, and was unlucky enough to miss out on the Pensioner Medical

Scheme, there was no alternative to the casualty or OPD section of the

public hospitals. Later, I will discuss the inadequacies in the scheme which

would leave over twenty per cent of the population without private cover,

and the escalating costs, which would initiate major reviews and drastic

changes in the late 1960s.

This significant 1953 legislation is a reminder that while earlier it

was state laws which had major impacts on the profession, and the practice

ofmedicine, duringthe years now under review, commoilrealth

enactments, for the first time in the history of the profession (other than in

time of war), became more important, and st¿teAcús often only

complemented federal statutes. With the responsibility for massive

taxpayer expenditure to medical practitioners, and graduallyto other areas

of health care, the commonwealth government became the great central

orb of power, and the role of the states was virtuallylimited to registration

(licensing) requirements and hospital running costs. From the mid 1970s

that latter became predominantly a federal responsibility because the

expense of maintaining hospitals in an era of high technolorymedicine had

grown beyond the fina¡rcial capacity of the states. Australia, in embracing

fe+for-service, took the opposite path to the LIK which had introduced

nationalised medicine in 1948.

private means, and the resentment among the honorary staffwhen they had to treat
iomeone uwho could afford to go private". Not a few times patients in the wards were
induced to take out immediate private insurance - there were, in those days, no waiting
periods - whereupon they would be immediately transfemed to a private side room to
enjoy their new status.
See S. Sax,.4 Strife of Interests, op- cit-, p. 434.
a Which had its origins in the BMA SA Branch, which pnovided the principal directors.
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Between 1950 and 1975 the practice of medicine witnessed great

changes of far wider dimension than any that have been previously

discussed. Government views of public health underwent some novel

alteration, general practice declined, and specialisation flourished. The

increased financial rewards of specialisation encouraged this, and in turn

were dependent on dynamic technological advances, and the continued

population centralisation. GPs would eventually successfully raise their

own profile by founding their own Royal (Australian) College of General

Practitioners. Bythe 1980s it would be well on the wayto becoming a major

medicepolitical force to rival the AIVIA, and take an equal footing to the

specialist colleges. Along with these consequential developm"pþ ¡an, &s

continuous threads from the past, sometimes attenuated, sometimes

stridently accentuated, many of the themes already discussed in previous

chapters: the role of women; the attitude of the press, which changed from

general adulation to hostile criticism; arguments about medical manpower;

"foreign" doctors, and the rural crisis. The medical profession became

fragmented politicall¡ and weakened. All these matters witt be considered

against a different socio+conomic bacþround from that which the pre-

war population could recall.

The rise of the medical profession between 1950 and 1973 mustbe

viewed in the overall context of an Australian society which was released

from wartime controls and rationing, into an era of economic deregulation

and free enterprise. This was associated with unique social circumstances,

particularlythe return of ex+ervice persoru¡, and a successful immigration

policy which spectacularly stimulated commerce and indusbry. Irr addition,

wheat farmers entered an era of prosperity in 1948, when stabilisation of

that industrygave a government4uaranteed price, and the woolgrowers

enjoyed great aftluence when from 1951 the USA bought in t,l.e free

ma¡ket. The medical profession shared in this prosperity and stability
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because the government extended to them a guaranteed price for their

serwices, even though the wealth they gave rise to added not to the Gross

National Product, but benefited onlytheir own incomes. The years from

1960 tß 1975 especially saw the medical profession flourish in the

prosperolrfr Australian medical Arcadia, under fee for service and private

practice publicly underwritten. 5

The peculiarities of the intense technological experience during those

fifteen years continued to enhance the public image of the doctor. Mostly

the profession was seen to act as midwife to its own brilliant progeny. In

1960 open heart surgerywas for the first time carried out inAdelaide,6 and

ttrat year, for his work with Peter Medawar on acquired immunological

tolerance, Macfarlane Burnet of Melbourne shared the Nobel Pnzefor

medicine. At the sâme time a new pharmaceutical benefit scheme gave

practitioners access to a very comprehensive range of prescription drugs

which couldbe dispensed free to pensioners, and at a cost offive shillings to

other patients.

A possible reason for the success of the IÆL in adopting and

expanding social policies which were usuallyregarded as Labor initiated and

driven, might be because that latter parbv had been less than wholeheartpd

in its own approach to classic social welfare schemes, even prior to the

First World War. Then, despite the example set in the UK by Lloyd George,

Australian Labor did not embrace either his social insurance philosophyor

direction.T We have discussed (Ch.IÐ the 1923 Royal Commission on

NøtionnlInsurctrnße, which preceded bythree years the BritishRoyal

Commissionon Natiorwl Health Insurcnrce. The Bruc+Page goveflrment in

1928 brought down aNøtianal Insurønce Bill,butthis proposed legislation,

5 The terms in the last paragraph c"rne into vogue during the 1962 visit to Australia of
Sir Theodore Fox, then editor of The La,ncet.
6 Ttre pioneers were H"-ilton D'Arry Sutherland IußFiS Adpl 1937, and John Lane
WaddyMBBS AdPl 1948.
7 T. Kewley, Social Security in Australia 790L72, Sydney, 1974, p. 99.
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piloted by Page, did not get beyond the introductory stage. There is much

irony in Page haranguing federal parliament in 1928 on the evils of the

Labor revenue-funded old age and invalid pension scheme, introduced by

the third Deakin ministry in 1908, and disparaging the concept as a form of

poor-house or soup kitchen charity, and twelve years later happily

introducing a revenu+funded medical and pharmaceutical welfare scheme

which enriched those two professions beyond fheir wildest speculations. The

1938 national insurance concept, as pointed out, also failed.

In 1943 J.B. Chifley, then federal treasurer, announced that

unemploym.ent and sickness benefits wouldbe introduced.s There was a

long dela¡ and payment of the promised benefits did notbegin until 1945:

Labor was subjected to much criticism, because memories were revived of

a pension scandal in 1943, when the Curtin government had attempted to

reduce pension rates, but had quickly dropped the idea in the face of

widespread outrage. Looking at the overall welfare policies of the

Curtiri/Chifley government, De Mara believes that the Australian people

were betrayed and that

...the people were promised a social securitSr'paradise'where
poverty and injustice had no place. Instead, theyreceived a
residualised, tight-fisted and narrow band of cash support
programs.9

Seen in this light, it is easier to understand the wide appeal of the

Menzies government. It can be concluded that Labor had bungled far more

fundemental social welfare initiatives than health and pharmaceutical

benefits, and that apart from the fact that the Menzies-Page version of the

latþr \ras more ideologically acceptable to a conservative profession, the

overall picture is not one of Labor legislative aptitude.

8 CPP; General and Finance Sessions L94344; L94U5, p. 975.
9 William DeMara, 'Discïunting in Paradise: The Inglorious Start to the 1943 National
Welfare Scheme'.InJRAHS June 1992, v.78, pp- 17-29.
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Onlythe realisation in 1961 ofthe horror of Thalidomide detracted

from the overall perception of wondrous medical and social progress.

Thalidomide was hailed in the late 1950's as a'wonder drud for inducing

natural sleep, and for the treatment of anxiety. It was used widely through

the world to enable women in the early stages of pregnancyto relax It had

never been tested for teratogenicit¡ and in 1961 it was discovered that the

drug caused the embryo to develop either rudimentarylimbs, or no limbs at

all. Thaüdomide was used in SouthAustraliabetween 1958 and 1963, and it
is believed to have caused catastrophic deformities in about six children.lO

Significant changes in patterns of illness and outlook slowly occurred.

In 1961 the Bedford Park Sanatoriu m was closed,rr 
"rrd 

in 1968 the Morris

Hospital, at Northfield,rz ceased its role in tuberculosis care, and received

instead the spinal victims of the motor vehicle accident epidemic, which

filled the place of the vanquished common infectious diseases. The accident

casualties had a far higher morbidity, mortality and social cost. Mechanical

heart valves appeared in 1963, and in 1968 at sydney's st. vincent

Hospital, the first (albeit unsuccessful) Australian heart transplant was

carried out.13

Doctors and governments interested themselves in large scale

ventures in preventative medicine. In 1966 the medical profession first

strongly supported ttre use of margarine in preference to butter, in 1gz1

cigarette advertisements had been banned on radio and TV during

children's'viewing time - a total ban would come in 1926. Community

10 P.S. Woodr"uff, Tbo Miltion South Australiøns, op. cit., p. 120.

11 Originally a farm, it was compulsorily acquired by the oommonwealth in 1g1B to treat
repatriated soldiers with pulmonary tuberculosis. In 1921 its services became available
to civilians as_Lel! and an Englisbman of the old school, Dr. charles Henry.
Ramsbottom MBChB Mazclvftr Mo;rrclvßCP Lond, was appointed medical officer. The
last medical superintendent was Dr. R.D. Carman. In 1961 the 370 acre site was
transfened to the University of Adelaide for the cunstruction of what would become in
1966 the Flinders University.
1? n"" hospital nnme commemorated B.H. Morris, su.pra pp. 205-4.
13 By D". H.M.J. Windsor MBMS Syd FRACS FI,CS f,eCS.
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health progrâmmes to promote preventive health and health promotion,

became public, important and often vigorously controversial and divisive.

By 1962 ttre oral contraceptive pill had become widelyused and the birth

rate was falling,la along with deaths, hospital admissions and criminal

prosecutions from the consequences of illegal abortions. Abortion itself was

legalised in the UK in 1967 , and in 1970 in South Australia.ls This has

brought condemnation from some religious g1oups, buthas seen the end of

the recurrent p,ress reports of prosecutions of 'back yard operators', whose

illegal operations were invariablydescribed in strange euphemistic terms.

As well, gynaecological wards of public hospitals are no longer sprinkled

with the pathetic figures of young women with mutilated and perforated

uteri, septicaemia, and the long term tragedy of pelvic inflammatory

disease and infertitity, the results of illegal abortions.

The seventies saw Australia, because of its oil and mineral wealth,

change from a counfiSrhitherto dependent on primaryproduction.r6 Society

endured the substantial and complex direct involvement in the Vietnam

War from 1965. For the medical profession, all the interesting social and

economic events were outweighedbythe electionin t972 of theWhitlam

ALP federal government - the first Labor artmi¡¡s¡'ation in twenty three

yea.rs. In a welter of reform manyAustralian institutions and much

legislation were turned upside down. The medical profession received the

greatest shock of all: on 6 August 1974 a unique joint sitting of both Houses

of federal parliement passed by an absolute majority sixBil/s, one of which

established, after the most violent and destructive AMA opposition, a ne$r

14 South Australia: Crude Birth Rate, Crude Death Rate, Excess of Births over deaths,
I 1

Sou¡ce: Statistical Registers of Aust¡uliø.
L6 Criminol Law Consolidation Act Atnend.ment Act, 1969. Assented to 8/1/19?0.
16In 1961 a cummercial oil field was established at Moonie, Queensland: bauxite was
mined at Weipar in 1963, and iron ore was exported from the Pilbara in 1966.

Year Crude Birth Rate Crude Death Rate )(S birth over death
1960 23.6 8_3 13,162
1970 19.5 8.8 12.479
1980 14.0 7.4 8,919
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national medical and hospital benefit scheme known as Medibø¿å. This

provided all Australians with medical treatment that was free at the point

of service, along with standard ward accommodation and treahent in

public hospitals. It was an enormous undertaking, but stunningly

successful. Its acceptance by the consumer has been such that, apart from

some early and clumsy tampering in the late 1970s, even the most

conservative of governments have feared to modiffor destroyit. It would

last substantially intact for twenty years until the economic rationalists of

the mid 1990s brought in the fiscal ice age. Four months after the official

introduction of Medibank on]./7/I975, the Governor4eneral dismissed the

Whitlam government from ofhce. To a crushed and now itrevocably divided

medical professionrT Whitlam's tern of office was never more than a

disastrous and painful interlude, but the climate of medical practice had

been altered for ever, and the'good old days'would never return.

*

r. TTIE CHANGING FACE OF MEDICINE

a- Social Change and Public Health.

There were other momentous legacies from \ryrWII which changed the

social, cultural, economic and diplomatic structure ofAustralia. When that

war began, Australia was still a remote British dependenc¡ half of whose

overseas trade was with Britâ.in, and who looked there for defence as well as

all social and cultural leads.l8 The economics of war devoured civilian labour

andbroughtwomen into the worHorce,le where theyimbibed all the

traditional male freedoms. 'Women, when theywere no longer shackled to

domesticity, acquired new identities and roles as manyprewar taboos

17 Ttre reason for this will be discussed later.
18 Dehils of Australian exports and destinations are in the annual Year Book Australia.
C.M.H. Clark, AHistory of Australia, MIIP 1987, Vol. VI, Ch. 12, esp. pp. 415-6.
GeofteyBoltnn,TheOxfordHistory of AustruIia, OIIP 1990, Vol. 5, pp. 23-5;2OO.
19 S.J. Butlin & C.B. Schedvin,Wør Economy 7942-1945, op. cit., pp. 2L33. See
particularly cartoon p. 30 and repmduction of poster opposite p.142.
John Molony, Thz Penguin Bicentennial History of Australia, Viking, 1988: pp. 238-240
for women and \ilWI: pp. 288, 291-292 for women and WWII.
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were rent. Theywore makeup, smoked a¡rd drank. Theyshed gloves,

chaperones and husbands: the divorce rate climbed.2o The end of the war

saw great changes in human sexual relationships, an industrial economy

significantly altered since the Great Depression,2l and an enormously

strengthened, confident and centralised federal government.22 The states

discovered that they had retained their powers, but the commonwealth had

all the money. The need for the states annuallyto go cap in hand to the

federal pay office for their wages intensified the interstate rivalry which

since federation had bedevilled all attempts at constitutional reform,

whether in health or other fields. Federal-state antagonism in turn was

exacerbated, too, and much would be heard of "States RighLs". Such real or

imaginary prerogatives have always been part of the armamentarium of

any premier who wanted to impede any commonwealth initiative.

Patterns of disease changed more markedlyfrom the 1g50s, and

reflect increasing urbarrisation, industrialisation, motor vehicle usage,

higher standards of living, and the replacement of much earlier asceticism

with greater opportunities to indulge in adverse lifestyle and health

behaviour. What were predominantly infectious diseases, particularly TB,

diphtheria, pertussis, morbilli, rubella and STD, gave wayto cardiovascular

20 Ttre Australian Bureau of Statistics produces annual publication s Diuorcæ. Orre
oovers the state and the other the comrttonwealth.
21 C.W. Branson, 'Expansion of Secondary Industries in South Australia Creates New
Opportunities', in Præeedings of the Royal Geryraphical Society of Australosia, South
AustralianBranch, Vol. 51, Dec. 1950.
R.R. Hirst, 'Secondar¡r Industries in South Australia: Recent Emplo¡rment Tïends, 1g33-
1948', in Præeedings of the Ro1rcl Geographical Sæiay of Australøsia, South Australian
Branch, Vol. 50, Dec. 1949.
T.J. Mitchell, Ind.ustrialisation in South Australia, 1935-1940, unpublished BA thesis,
U. of A. 1957.
Helen Hughes,The Australion lron ønd, Steel Industry, 784&Í962, MIIP 19G4.
SA Chamber of Manufacturers, A Richness of People, Adelaide 1 969, Ch. 2 1.
Butlin & Schedvin, op. cit., C}l.. 24.
22 T}¡te Inrom.e Ta.r (Wartime Arrangem.ents) Acts tg42 8. 1943 established a
oommonwealth monopolyof incnme taxation. They sunrived a High Court challenge
initiated by four states and the taxation power has never been relinquished. (South
Australia,Victoria, QueetæIand, ond.Westqn Australiau- Com¡nonwealth,64 CLR 4?0.)
Sir Robert Menzies, Central Power in the Australian Commonwealth, op. cit.
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illness, cancer, physical i4jury, intoxication, poisoning, suicide and mental

illness as leading causes of illness and death.2S Of all the crusades against

the traditional killers of earlier generations, the war against TB is the only

notable example of the organised Australian medical profession taking time

offfrom its political crusades to unite with government to effect changes for

the public god.The leaders of the campaign to eradicate tuberculosis were

two prominent and aflftil medical politicians - H.W. Wunderþand D.R.W.

Cowan. In 1935 both had been active in the B1\,IA SA Branch, and they

steered it into direct political involvement in a national anti-TB offensive. hr

1944 a premiers conference agreed to set up with the commonwealth a TB

eradication scheme, and the following year the federal Tfu,berculnsß Act

1945 (No. 4611945) gave the necessary grants to the states. An important

factor in the success of the offensive was the agreement of the federal

government to provide allowances (exempted from income tax) for f¿milies

whose bread winner was incapacitated by the disease. It had sometimes

happened that workers with tuberculosis continued their emplo¡ment, and

evaded detection and treahent, through fear of destitution should theylose

their jobs. In 1946 the commonwealth re+stablished a division of

tuberculosis. In 1947 Wunderlypresented to the NHMRC his plans for the

onslaught, and afber approval by the states t}ae Tuberculosís Act 1948

preceded a general commonwealth/state agreement in 1949. The whole

scheme got under way in 1950.24 Subsequent advances in treatment,

mainly surgery and the use of streptomycin, para-amino salicylic acid and

isoniazid, would soon alter prognosis and management, and by 1977 the

great national ca mpaign offi cially ended. While it had been conspicuously

23 Physical irUury had long been a leading cause of morbidity and mortality, and
newspapers from the earliest times have recurrent accounts of accidents involving
horses: from the 1920s motor cycle calnmities contributed many columns. The
requirement for cumpulsory blood alcuhol levels to be obtained fmm hospital casualties
in the late 1960s revealed the mqior mle played by alcohol in vehicular trauma.
24 For some remarks on tuberculosis and reference to the problems of detaining persons
for treatment, see SAPD House of Assembly 25 July 1946, pp. 98-100.
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successfrrl, the snmpaign was really about mopping-up, because

tuberculosis morbidity and mortality had been steadily falling for at least a

centurybefore the National TB campaign was established..2s

Poliomyelitis, though its mortalitywas muchlower than

tuberculosis, was greatlyfeared because it usuallyleft its victims with

varying degrees of incapacitating paralysis from inflammation of the grey

matter of the spinal cord, occurred in unpredictable epidemics, and attacked

'innocenf, children. In 1921 the SA government had constructed the

Northfield Infectious Diseases Hospital to enable cases to be "scientifically

treated...". A major epidemic of polio in 1937 and 1938 saw widespread

panic, and the facilities of the hospital were fully availed of. A subsequent

outbreak ran from 1949 to 1954 and only the advent of an effective vaccine

in 1956 ensured that infantile paralysis would become a memory.26 The

1937/38 epidemic had been managed entirelybyprivate medical

practitioners, who brooked no interference with, or questioning of their

management. They were backed by gazettnd government health

regulations: isolation of cases; exclusion from schools and anypublic place;

the medical surveillance of contacts, and the reporting of any s¡mptom or

sign to a medical officer.2?

From about 1933 an ex-armynurse, Elizabeth Kenn¡za o¡

Townsville, Queensland, had advocated and practised a method of r*

25 There are other points of view regarding the effectiveness of traditional public health
appmaches to scourges such as tuberculosis. McFarlane (SæialHistory of Md.icinc,vol.
2, No. 1, April 1989, pp. 5H5), argues cunvincingly that the pmvision of expensive and
wholly ineffective sanatorium treatnent diverted attention and resou¡ces away fron
more radical and usefirl measures such as slum clearance and reduction of overcrowding
in cities. Linda Bryder has also argued along these lines, namgly that governments had
not much interest in prevention, but the discovery of a cure galvanised them into action.
[L. Br¡¡der, Below the Magic Moutúain - Oxford, 1988].
26 The Salk vaccine lvas used in a massive free immunisation sqmpaign which saw few
children escape a traumatic intnoduction to the hypodermic needle. A mqior
immunisation centre was established in Hindley Street, Adelaide, near Bank Street. The
immunising sister used a sommon l0ml glass syringe with a 2TgLuer needle, passing
the latter through a candle flame aft,er each shot had been given.
21 1llrre penalty for a breach of any regulation was f10.
28 Her title 'sister'lvas a courtesy one.
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educating the muscles of polio victims. Her teaching caught the public

imagination and made her name a house-hold word. Sections of the

orthodox medical profession were outraged. Her system $¡as subjected to

intense critical medical scrutiny, govemment inquiries and reports.ze To the

last, many in the organised profession attacked and belittled her. The

advent of the vaccines brought the unsettled controversy to an end.30

Although it gripped all 5þþ5, the controversy was primarily argued in

Queensland.

Kenny had influential supporters, including Professor H.J. Wilkinson,

who had been Professor of Anatomy at the University of Adelaide 193f36,

and who wentto Queensland in 1937 in the same position, as well as Dean

of the Faculty of Medicine. In that role he wrote a favourable and

substantial foreword to her book, Infantile Pøralysß and, Cerebral

Diplegí¿.sr

The post-war public health debates and controversies bore little

resemblance to those which provided intellectual stimulation and challenge

to Cumpston and his contemporaries during the 1920s and 30s. After the

war, the federal govemment used public health advocacyin their

endeavours to justify potentially unpopular political decisions. When in

1950 military conscription was re-introduced as'national service', Sir Earle

Page advised parliament that a major purpose of the call-up was to

'...improve the physical fitness...of our young manhood'.32 Further, the

medical and hospital benefit schemes, "...remedial and preventative in their

29 Avery favourable one was byJ.V. Guinane FRCS Eng, anofficial investigator
appointed by the Queensland goverament in 1934 to report on her methods, treaf.rnent
and results.
30 Tlrame, op. cít., p. 66. Woodruff, op. cit., ch. 9. Poliomyelitis was not the only public
health issue, the treahent of which the organised medical profession kept to itself. In
SA venereal disease was not notifiable until 1965 and until then had been considered
the field of the general practitioner. In 1973 laboratories were compelled to report
syphilis and gonorhoea.
31 Sydney, Angus and Robertson, 1937.
32 CpO House of Representatives 21 November 1950, pp. 27234; 2728.
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purpose', would be supplemented by that national service.33 It would be

difficult to imagine any system of government subsidised medical practice

based on ill-health, which could have been less remedial and preventative

than the MenzierPage approach. Benefit to the health of the public would

also be enhanced by the provision of free milk to all Australia¡r school

children under ten years old, though here cynics felt that the Country

Party, whose members provided the milk, mayhave stood to derive benefits

of a more pecuniarybut equallyvaluable kind.34 Such developments are

evidence of the continuing influence of national efficiency arguments in

public health from the later 1930s, which were also reflected in the

formation of the National Council for Physical Fitness in 1939.35In the

case of the free milk, however, Page was lookingfurther ahead.

The greatest problem in Australia today arises from the
shortage of hospital beds. Healthy children will become
healthy adults, who will not need hospital beds. In fact, the
whole of the Governmenf,s health plan is directed towards
that end. Healthy children and healthy adults means less
sickness, less hospitalisation and greater happiness, progress
and prosperity.so

Public health rarelymade headlines in the Menzies era, the outstanding

occasions being the commencement in 1955 of Salk polio vaccine

manufacture by the Commonwealth Serum Laboratories, and its

widespread introduction in 1956.37 That latter year is also memorable for

the introduction of thalidom ide(suprø). That maj or iatrogenic disaster

reflected another facet of the post war march and advance of the

commercialisation of technological progress: by 1966 medical drug

33 Sir EørIe Pøge expounds his idq.s. Speech to Brisbane Medical Congress. Melbourne,
Fawns and McAllan, 1950.
34 CpO House of Representatives 5 December 1950, pp. 3639, 3642.
35 Ttris body was a by-product of the National Health and Medical Research Couneil,
which had, in 1939, changed its neme from the Federal Health Council (set up in 1937).
36 CpO House of Representatives 21 November 1950, pp. 2723-¿; 2728.
37 The Sabin oral vaccine was launched in 1965.
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representatives had multiplied to the extent that there was one to every

five or six medical practitioners in Australia. 38

Probably the singular most consequential change of outlook that

developed in the early 1960s was the recognition within the medical

profession of the importance of social, economic and behavioural

determinants of health and illness. This led to a far more critical

appreciation of sophisticated epidemiological,studies to provide reliable data

on the prevalence and patterns of illness to guide health planners.ss The

significant changes in views about public health are best considered from

the point of the CommunityHealth Program, which had its genesis in

concern that '...traditional health services were not well matched to late

20th century patterns of health and illness."4O The rWhitlam government

fervently supported community health programs as a cost effective means

of providing better care and more accessible services, and in 1973 it
established the Hospitals and Health Services Commission (HHSC). In

April of that yeü, thatbodypresented a report entitled A Community

Heølth Prcgrøm for Australia,4t and this provided the blueprintfor the

development of integrated national programs of action to improve the

health ofAustralians atthe individual, social, biological and environmental

levels.

A materiâl development to broaden the opportunities for the

provision of comprehensive, coordinated and efficient health and welfare

services was the construction of communityhealth centres,

38 aduertiser, 16 September 1956, p. 1. (Quoting Sir William Refshauge, Director-
General of Health).
39 The first public immunisation scheme in SA was at Port Pirie in 1932. The frrst
metmpolitan campaign was organised by Dr. J.M. Dwyer at Hindmarsh in 1936: he
arranged for six of his colleagues in private practice to immunise as many children as
possible against diphtheria. These small initiatives preceded the era of sophisticated
epidemiology, and are mentioned here only as an historical note.
a0 Jrrdith Rafìery, in Fran Baum (ed.), Health For AlI, Adelaide, Wakefield Press 1995,
p.20.
4t Ib., p.zL.
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...based on a teem approach to health care [and providing] through a
variety of patterns, a greater accessibiliff to the whole health care
team by having most of them in one place within the communiW
health centre. Not only are the various health professionals
available, but so are various aides and volunteers who are of such
value to the handicapped and disabled in particular..¿z

A valuable extension in 1977 of what was begun with the

Community Health Progrsm was the National Better Health Program,

with a central strateryto reduce inequalitiesin health status between

population groups. Health promotion in South Australia became primarily

the responsibility of the SA Health Commission, and community health

centres "...played a considerable role in advocacy for, and the

inplementation of the South Australian Health Commission Primary

Health Care Policy."as Severe changes to healthcare funding and structure

from the early 1990s, which have led to strategic changes of resource

allocation a¡rd service fragmentation, have seen the downgrading or

disbandment of many of the initiatives I have mentioned. This action may

reflect the world-wide embrace of economic rationalism, but could also be

the result of the proposition, first raised in the early 1980s, that the large

and escalatingAustralian investment in health was not providing a return

commensurate with the massive erçendituls.aa

b. The background of the medical profession.

The availabilityof commonwealth scholarships began to open

medicine to wider classes of ¡rersons than had dominated the profession up

to the end of the Second World War.a5 Up until 1943 the expense of five or

six years of study had ensured that the profession was dominated by white

42 Basil Hetzel and TonyMclVfichael, The LS Foctor, Penguin 1989, p. 279. See also
Judith Raftery, in Fran Baum, op. cit., Part 1, chapters I and 3.
43 Toutatds HeaLth for AtI and. Health Prornotion, Commonweatth Department of Health,
Housing and Community Services, Canbema, 1993, p. 98.
44 B. Richandson, Dætor Supply, UtilizoÌion and, Health Outcome: An Economic Analysis.
School of Health Administration, IINSW, 1983.
45 Ttre Universities Commission began a scholarship scheme in 1943.
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Anglo-saxon and celtic Protestant males. Between 1gg1 and 19Bg

inclusive, on average thirty per cent of Adelaide medical graduates came

from the Collegiate School of St. Peter and thirteenpercenú from Prince

AlfredCollegs.+o Between 1950 and 1gG8, perhaps because of social and

demographic change, ttre ¡rercentage had reduced to 18.4 and 9.g

respectively. Between 1889 and 1992 the Adelaide medical school produced

4,692 graduates: 487 (10.47o) carne from Prince Alfred College andI4Vo

from the Collegiate School of St. Peter.a? This is both a remarkable

monopoþbytwo schools, and a picture of continuing exclusivity.4s It also

reflects the fact that fees were a substantial banier to inclusive access to

medicine. InI924 the cost of a medical education atAdelaide was f220, the

basic wage then was f4 5 0s per week, and females received 54vo of the

male rate. The cost at Melbourne was f200 and at Sydney f900. By 1981

the Adelaide fee had increased to Ê3I7.

ByI924 women were also beginningto successfullyinfiltrate the

male enclave of the medical school. Between 1909 and 1915 females

comprised 6.6Vo of all medical graduates.ae Between 1916 and 1948 so few

females embarked on the study of medicine at Adelaide that no-one

bothered to keep statistics of their numbers.sO From 1g4g to 1959 they

made up r2.6vo of all Adelaide medical graduates, and by 1982 they were a

Burchnall MAOron,
PhD Fl ori da State; lvlSc
g access to school

archivists. , ^an 
s' Baldwin' respective school

a7 It is surprisingly difficult to precisely detemine the number of Adelaide medical
graduates because of differences between Colendars, imperfect primary records,
CommemoratsonHand,books, and miscellqneous historical compilations. The figures
given ignore ad. eund.em degrees, and the 'hospital dispute'. To[als vary between ¿,OgZ
and,4,722.
48 Appendices 7 to l3 give details of atl PAC and Saints scholars who proceeded to
medicine.
49 Research in this argl ig hqmn-ered þy incomplete recurds and statistics, primar¡r and
secondary, in both medical school and University.
50 Personal cnmmunication, Mr. Ian Carman, Adelaide Medical School administration.
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much increased fifty per cent.st It is something of a different story when it is

realised that by 1995 they had not made any significant inroads into the

higher echelons of academic medicine, and this is a fact not confined to

Australia. InAmerican medical schools the percentage of women faculty

members holding associate or full professor rankis well below the

percentage of males. There - as here - women are promoted more slowly

than men, and gender differences in rank achieved are not explained by

productivity or by differential attrition from academic medicine.sz In 1978 a

detailed analysis was made of the SouthAustralian Medißal&pgisterby thre

State Health Resources Unit and the Medical Board, and the sex

distribution of all SAregistrants was determined: the results are in Table 9.

Table 9:
IWed.íaøI

Sex Distribution of all South Australian Registrants,
r978.

Source: The Medicøl th
Resources Unit, 1978, p. 27.

Notwithstanding efforts to encourage and increase the number of women

taking medicine, by 1978 it would appear that efforts to actually get them

into active practice did not have an impressive outcome. The statistics

relating to the sex distribution of specialists in South Australia in 19?8

show the under-representation of women in the higher+alaried echelons of

the profession (Table 10).

51See S.A Medical Women's Society, The Hønds of øWoma4 Adelaid.e, 19g4, and the
review of this publication by Judith Raftery, Comrnunity History, Sept. 1g94.
52 ¡¡1t1¡1¡ 1995 z7B: rozz - ro25.

Sex Number of
r€gistrarrts

Percentage of all
registrants.

Male 3 896 85.2Vo
Female 678 14.8Vo
Total 4 574 LOO.OVo
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Specialitv Male Female
Medicine 226 15
Surgery 353 11
o&G 62 8
Psychiatry 70 11
Radiolopy 63 4
Pathology 59 9
TOTAL 833 58

Table 10: SouthAustralia lg78: SexDistribution ofRegistered
tsW in the State..

op. , p.55.

Between 1918 and 1938 Adelaide produced 330 medical graduates,

an average of 16.5 per ønnurn Between 1949 and 1970 there were 1512, an

average of 75.6. Part of that increase was due to the shortened course of

the war years producing more graduands. The situation in NSw maybe

mentioned in comparison: the Faculty of Medicine, Sydney universit¡

between 1939 and 1943 produced 154 graduates each year.Between 1944

and 1948 it produced 150. In 1948 at Sydney, there were 1921 enrolled

medical students. The NSW doctorþatient ratio then was 1:1336. In 1950

the SA doctorþatient ratio was 1:670 - in 1970 it was 1:455.

There was intense com¡retition atAdelaide for the available

universityplaces, which generallybeing awarded on academic merit, went

to the creâm of the year's matriculants. The demand had grown because of

the wider post-war availability of both secondary and tertiary education.

The fomer reflected the babyboom'and the latter was the outcome of the

report of the Murray Committee, which had been set up bythe Menzies

goverrìment in 1956, to investigate ways in which universities mightbe

reorganised through development, exbension and co<rdination.53 In the

early 1960s a quota was placed on admissions. In tun this, too, enha¡rced

the medical course's reputation as a place which onlythe brightest need

53 Sit K.AH. Murray eú aI, Committee on Atrcttulian (Jniuersities . [t:re Report was not
printed with Parliamentar¡r Papers.
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think about.sa Exemination competition became fierce. As time passed it
would become apparent that those people who perform best in exams do

not necessarily make the most suitable medical practitioners, and from a

time after about 1975 a lot of minds became pre-occupied with the

essential criteria on which in the public interest medical school selection

should be based. This is a matter outside the scope of this thesis,55 but it

would seem that over the period in which it is placed, the words of Tihuss

in the IIK context) are relevant:

...the vast majority of doctors were drawn from the most highly
favoured 20 per cent of the population among which a high
proportion were recruited from the children of the profession itself.56

Fett found in Australia that "Medicine does nevertheless sometimes 'run in

families',...",57 and that "...a disproportionate number of medical students

come from independent schools in relation to all Australian final year

students...".58 She noted also the decline in numbers of graduates from

independent schools after 1960. Australia wide, the Church of England

provided most medical graduates, Presbyterians and Jews were highly

represented among doctors, and Catholics and Luthera¡rs were under-

represented in medicine.se Fett summarised her stud¡t

Australia¡r doctors...come from the most highlyfavoured section of
the population, but there are indications that numbers from lower
socioæconomic levels have increased over the last ten years. Nearly

54 Note also the speech in 1995 by the University of Adelaide Dean of Law. reported in
tJne Adel.a.idæ.nvol- 4, no. 6, p. 7, that competition to enter law was so fierce that the top
students werre "...the'crème de la crème".
55 From 1995 acceptance into a new graduate entry four year medical course at the
Flinders University of SA Sydney and Queensland Universities, has been on the
following basic principles: i. graduates lrom any first degree will be accepted, but their
performance in the degree will be scrutinised. ii. Understanding,lcrowledge and skills
will be tested in a common examination. iii. Personal characteristics and motivation will
be evaluated at intenriew. From 1997 The University of Adelaide applied certain of the
criteria, but they have intentionally decided against a graduate entry course.
56 R.M. Titmuss, Essoljts on th¿Welfarc State, London, Allen and Unwin, 1958, p. 162.
57 Ione Fett, 'Australian Medical Graduates 192f1972: A Sociological Analysis'. PhD,
ANU, 1975, p.144.

68 Ib., p. 150.
59 Ib., pp. 151-2.
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nine out of every ten fathers and one in four mothers are engaged in
professional, executive and entreprener¡rial occupations. The
percentage of mottrers so occupied is higher among young graduates,
and the percentage engaged in'Home Duties' correspondingly
lower...Doctors'parents are educated greatly above average levels,
nearly twenty times as many fathers being university graduates and
four times as many mothers.6o

{c

60 Ib., p. 1Go
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b. The Deeline of General Practice.

...general practice is year byyear degenerating, the struggle for fees
producing a downward tendency.l

From the late 1950s, general practice encountered changes which

accelerated up to the 1970s and collectively câme to be referred to as a'crisis'.

Within the overall fabric of medicine, general practice declined in status. In the

mainAustralian cities the number of medical practitioners increased

dramaticall¡ and much was heard of 'metropolitan manpower problems'. With

this went, in counb¡r areas, a decline in the number of medical practitioners -
the'rural crisis'. As urban GPs multiplied, from the late 1960s,locum services

began taking over much after-hours work Specialists, who were also

multiplying rapidly, in response to the marketing of technological change, took

over much procedural work, and generalists found their skills diluted or lost,

along with their income and not a little status.

The larger private hospitals were gradually taken over by specialists.

Ashford CommunityHospital, in the cityof WestTortens, is a striking

s*ampl€ of this trend. Because of poor GP organisation and their lack of

interest, specialists soon became the dominant parby on the controlling board.

All such boards reinforced the direction of the hospitals which they controlled,

and supported the proliferation of regulations which excluded GPs.2Turnbull

noted in 1958 that the GP was effectiveþkept out from public hospitals

entirely staffed by specialists, who in most cases had never been in general

I Aust ol,ian Medical Gazette, February 20, 1896. The literature shows that for over 100
years, GPs have always been much inclined to pessimism and low self--€steem.
2 Usually the regulations cnntained a "grandfather clause": if a GP had carried out specified
procedures for a number of years, he cuuld cuntinue to do so without the need for a formal
qualification (in obstetrics, for s¡ample). A number of general practitioners have told me that
they ceased obstetric practice from the mid-7Os because they were made to feel quite out of
place. By the 1990s indemnity insurance was so expensive that those GPs who had not
already abandoned pnocedural work, did so.
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practice.s The SA Faculty of the RACGP noted the difficulties in getting for

GPs instruction in operative surger¡r though theywere received in hospitals

with great courtesy, the surgical experience was useless.4 The GP who wanted

some basic training in the technique of appendicectomy, found himself

assisting at major abdominal and endocrine operations. One reason for this

was that in those days the bread and butter surgery in teaching hospitals was

relegated to the first year RlVIOs. The consultants thought it inappropriate to

allow them to teach visiting GPs. The result was that the latter spent their

time watchingrare and exotic procedures which theywould neverbe called on

to undertake in practice. No one denigrated or patronised the visiting general

practitioners; there simply was no prop€rly organised postgraduate GP

teaching. Somewhat paradoxicallythe urban generalists began to find

themselves more and more professionallyisolated from their colleagues:

hitherbo professional loneliness had been only a rural phenomenon.

Contributing to the GP predicnment were a diverse number of factors:

the rise from the late 1960s of commerciaVentrepreneurial medicine; a

proliferation of government paper work; the Gorton government's introduction

in 1970 of differential rebates for specialists and general practitioners, with

formal recognition of the difference between the two, and the establishment of

a separate specialist register. There was also the absence in medical schools of

departments of general practice; the lack, until the early 1970s, of any

specified training or educational opportunities for GPs, and the increasing

intrusion into and erosion of traditionat GP work by state and federal

governments and agencies.

3 Annals of General Proctice vol.III part 1, p. 28.
4 Ib. vol.III part 3, pp. 108-9. See also /ó. March 1967, pp. 67-9 and.Iå. March 1963, p. 19
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Of these problems, probably the most relevant to the GP troubles was

the introduction in July 1970 of a new health insurance scheme, with a single

medical table providing increased benefiLs, and a difference between benefit

and the 'most common fee' of $S. fhe concept of the most common fee arose

from the 1969 Nimms Health Insurance Committee of Inquiry,5 set up by the

commonwealth to assess all aspects of the then sixteen year old Australian

health insurance scheme. The committee's tengthy report is in places a

darnning indichent of how sectional interests had effectively prevented most

of the original Page objectives from being achieved, and the orisinal purpose to

provide cost +ffective health insurance, and financial protection in the event of

illness, hadbecome replacedbycompetitionbetween funds and all the

participants, who had been very busy looking after themselves.6 The Nimmo

criticisms were corroborated bythe findings of a Senate Committee which had

been investigating medical and hospital costs.T The National Health scheme

was under severe strain because costs could not be controlled.s On the one

hand, insurance funds resorted to all sorts of inventive procedures to reduce

benefits and increase ttreir financial reserves. One particularly antisocial

practice was to either limit or refuse access to insurance for the chronicallyill

or disabled, which, as Davis and George have shown, further disadvantaged

5 The Hon. Mr. Justice John Angus Nimmo was Judge of the Commonwealth Industrial
Court, and Justice of the Supreme Courts of ACT and NT. Ttre other members of the
committee were N.H. Mclntosh and Sir Leslie Melville.
! Cfe 1969, 4: pp. 18$-261 (No. 2). CommitÍee of Inquiry into Health Insurtrrce, Rcport.
7 Sennte Select Committee on Medical and Hospital Costs, CPP 1969,6, no. 796: 7970,7,
nas. 82 atd. 82A. [One of the most inportant submissions was that of R.B. Scutton and J.S.
Deeble, of the Institute of Applied Economic Research, Melbourne University. The Report
cor¡oborated Nimmo's criticism of the devious means used by medical benefit funds to avoid
liability and accumulate large cash reserves. Notwithstand this, the Select Committee saw
larger medical and hospital beneñt refunds as a necessar¡r solution to the improvenent of
Australian health care. (!)l

8 eI the legislative changes to heatth insurance between lg53-72, are discussed
A Strife of lrûerests, op. cit-, pp. 71-96, and in his appendix 1. He considered that
modifications arose fiom government concern with costs.

by
all the

Sax,S.
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those people, and compounded their descent into poverty.e On the other hand,

medical practitioners were free to set their own fees, and there were few

constraints on hospital erçenditure.l0 The regular scenario of the BMA/41\44

unilaterally raising fees, the private insurance fu nds immediately providing

higher benefits, and the consequent pressure on the government to match

them with an increased rebate, became a matter of some notoriety. The

introduction of the most common fee, which was not binding on doctors,ll was

the first occasion when the federal government successfullytackled, and

overcame the unrestrained power of the medical profession to dictate public

health policy, which their occupational closure and unityhadbrought about. A

major deparbure from precedent with the new benefit arrangement was that a

reduced fee was paid for procedures done by a GP, compared with the same

procedure performed by a specialist.

From this time dates the "de+killing" of general practice. The number of

specialists understandably increased, along with costs,l2 and in medical

schools the teaching of procedural work declined and also shifted. Up until then

senior medical students had been taught basic surgical, anaesthetic and

obstetric skills.13 The medicepolitical arguments over differential fees (which

9 A. Davis and J. George, op. cit., p. 2U.
Lo House of Representotiues Standing Committee on Phormoteutical Betæfits: Report and.
Minutæ of Proceedings, CPP 1972, vol. 7, no. 73. The Jamieson Inquiry Report of 1980
indicated a continued escalation of hospital oosts.
11 Ttris was because of the civil cunscription st 'mbling block, and the lack of commonwealth
constitutional power to contr¡ol prices.
12 H. Gardner,The Politics of Health, op. cit., p. 166.
13 In the frfth year of the MBBS (1967) I was taught and expected to do under supervision,
instrrrnental deliveries, appendicectomies and even caesarean sections, and to give general
anaesthetics. TWenty five nornal deliveries were required. As a first year RMO, with my
fellows, the minor surgical lists were entrusted to us completely. We were fomally taught to
give general anaesthetics: the first two or three would be administered under supenrision,
thereafter we could call for help if it was needed! When to'brush up'I returned as an RMO
to a teaching hospital in 1995 - 28 years later - I found that my fifth year students were
expected to do five normal deliveries if thqt could. No surgical trainingoccured until second
year afber graduation. The specialist colleges totally contmlled all access to the specialties,
detemining the number and location of funded training posts, setting standards of entry
and examination and - though vigorously denying it - constraining manpower. Before even a
lumbar epidural could be administered, one had to be a registrar.
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had been AI\{A policy since 1965) bitterly divided the specialists and GPs.

State branches of the AMA passed votes of no confidence in the federal

leadership-an indication ofjust how much the relationship between the

federal council and doctors had changed since the Chifley era. Sax considered

that the fights of the 1940s had been pursued with more passion because the

Chifley schemes had been more specifically and directlyin conflict with Liberal

ideologies.l4In March 1970 the RACGP broke with the AI\,IA and acted

independently in negotiations with the gover:nment. 15 Rel ations became even

chillierwhentheNatinnøl Health Act 1970 becsme law, and in 1973 the

College formallydisafñliatedfrom theAMA.16 The arguments continue to this

da¡ and on occasions have erupted in public.r1 lln1-:972 a National Association

of General Practitioners ofAustralia had been formed, and the College saw it

as taking over the political role which it had not enjoyed. The medical

profession had begun to divide and fragment. Gradually practical training was

shifted to the later years after graduation. The effect of this policychange was

that by the late 1970s very undifferentiated doctors with few practical skills

and less confidence were produced. They might gain entry into fþs treining

posts of the specialist colleges: otherwise it was general practice'or what else

was left.

In the early 1970s, a couple of years after the introduction of differential

rebates, the number of active general practitioners declined, especiallyin rural

14 S. Sat, A Strife of Interests, op- cit, p. 91.
15 Also in 1970 the General Practitioners Society conducted, but lost, a bitter and divisive
campaign to increase GP representation on the federal cuuncil of the AMÀ
16 In tg63 when the BMA in Australia became the AMA, the Royal Colleges of Physicians
and Surgeons had refused to afEliate with the new body.
17 Peter Joseph, An eualuation of the cument situation facing the Australian Medical
Assæiation becotse of the ogreem,ent between the Fderøl Ganernm¿nt a nd the Royol
Au^stralianCollegeofGeneralProctitioners. Circular, February 1990. Adelaide, AMA.
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areas, and the lower socioæconomic parts of big cities. Serious concern had

already been expressed from the mid-1960s about the long term survival of

general practice, and the RACGP had discerned the keyfactors involved:

1. The lack of a career structure...with no rewards for competence or

ex¡lerience and no incentive to acquire knowledge or improve service.

2. Exclusion of GPs from teaching hospitals and medical schools,

regardless of their ability and experience. This had becâme marked in

about 1963 (pp. 330-1), and by 1967 was of sufficient concern to the

RACGP that it laid down a ten point hospital poticy which included

"...that general practitioners must have the opportunity of treating

patients in hospital." By 1967 when there was an increasing shortage of

GPs in most states, the lack of access of general practitioners to

hospital beds and the consequent loss of status was blamed for the

Problems.ls

3. Excessive workload.

4. Absence of anykind of continuing education and incentive for self

improvement.19

The RACGP, with the cooperation of government, tackled these problems so

effectively that by the late 1980s the College had become a serious rival to the

AI\,I4, and it controlled every aspect of general practice with even greater

benign despotism than the specialist organisations did their own fields. h 1996

the RACGP membership was 9635: the AMA had 8980 GP members.20

The worries which hovered over general practice in Australia were a

reflection of those which had preoccupied medical educators overseas. In

L8 Annals of Gencrat Practice March 1967, pp. 68 - g.
19 RACGP, A Subrnission to the National Hospital and, Health Seruices Commission 1g?3, p.

2.
2o Australian Doctor 7/2/1997 , p. 26.
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1968 the Todd Royal Commission in the United Kingdom addressed the need

for medical students to become competent at managing problems seen in

general practice.2r InAmerica, two inquiries had reported in 1966 on the need

for generalists, and their deliberations gave rise to the FamilyMedicine

Movement in North Amsris¿.22

There was one other significant Australinn event of 1968: Drs. Scotton

and Deeble published their article on compulsory health inswance.2s Before

long there would be few medical practitioners who had not heard of them and

their proposals for a universal health insurance scheme to be set up in the

public sector, funded by aI.\íVo levy of taxable income, and which would

become Labor policy. They quickly assumed a Mephistophelean role, and the

AMAv in particular, would exhaust sll sources of invective in its attacks on

their ideas, which it saw as the exhumation of a dreaded socialist spectre.

c. The Growth of Specialisation.

The model of scientific medicine presented in the curiculum, the relative
isolation ofthe medical studentin training and the powerfuI institutions
that chart and determine their fate, create a medical practitioner
oriented to acute medicine and activisn,...24

Ilowever, itwas the uncontrolledgrowth ofmedical knowledge whichled to

specialism. This trend was described in 1996:

2L Report on the Royal Comrnission on Medicøl Education 1965-1968. London, HI![,SO 1968.
lThe Todd Commission.l
22 J .S- Millis (Chailnan) , The Groduate Educolion of Physiciøns , Chicago, American Medical
Association, 1966.
W.R. Willard (Chaiman), Mæting thc Chollerge of Farnily Pmrtice, Chicago, American
Medical Association, 1966.
23 R.B. Scotton and J.S. Deeble, 'Compulsory health insurance for Australia', in Austra,lian
EconnmicReuiew,4th quarter, 1968, pp. 9 - 16.
24 Davis and George, op. cit-, p. 196.

*
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Butbarriers graduallygrew as training and experience diverged. From
the establishment of the Royal Australasian College of Physicians in
1938 and subsequently - as specialist colleges and associations
multiplied, as specialist training became longer and more intense, and as
hospitals began classifring medical staffinto specialist disciplines -political and financial pressures widened the gap between specialists and
GPs, who câme to have little in common apart from an initial medical
degree. Alongside these changes, accelerating technological advances in
medicine concentrated more and more of specialised practice in
hospitals, where GPs are now almost absent. The changes have
occurred more slowly in rural areas,.. ..25

The cardiologists, neurologists and nephrologists would be followed by many

more, so that by the late 1960s practitioners would confine themselves to

finger surgery, lower limb varicose veins, breasts, blood lipids, parathyroid

glands and other narrowly defined fields, 26

The main impetus to the rapid growth of specialisation was the

explosion of medical technolory secondar¡r to the scientific hrowlefue of body

structure and function. The advent of new means of diagnosis, which invariably

required timæonsuming investigations, extended the field of medicine, and

moved it beyond the ability and competence of one doctor: it became

impossible to'do everything'. The eruption of technologyoccrured at the time of

rapid population growth. Up to the end of the FirstWorld \Mar, most

specialisation was still the domain of the general practitioner who had a special

interest in a specific area", and it was unusual for him to have any additional

25 Co--onwealth Department of Health and Family Serwices, Generul Pruttice in Australia:
1996. Canberra, 1996, p. 5.
26In Britain specialism began in the early 1860s. Then, some general practitioners were
accused of poaching patients who had been referred to them, and by the late 1870s the
British Medical Journøl began to suggest that a consultant should always be a specialist,
and ought never to see a patient unless attending with a general practitioner, or at least
first receiving a referral. Specialism in South Australia was conceded, in a very limited way,
from the 1880s. The first specialty established at the Adelaide Hospital was the
"Ophthalmic Department" set up in 1881 by Charles Gosse. In 1882 for the first time,
medical and surgical patients were separated. There were recognised teachers in the
Adelaide Hospital (and in teaching hospitals in other states) of gynaecology and
otorhinolaryngology (ENT) by the time the medical school was established.
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qualification. We have already noted that W\ilI gave Australian doctors the

opportunityto study in the IIIC most returned, and by the end of the 1920s all

Australian capital cities contained overseas trained consulta¡rts. The Royal

Colleges were established in Australia to enable training to be done locally.

After the end of WIilII patient attitudes changed, and people would see

the GP merely to get to a specialist: this bypassing became a serious

disintegrating and dividingfactor in the profession, and particularlysobecause

it was a factor in the erosion of the income of the GP. For the general

practitioner's fees had not changed much over the preceding fiftyyears, critical

reasons being that increases had been forgone at the outbreak of both wars,

and during the Great Depression. At the end of the 1940s the GP had to see

more and more patients to get financial security. Thus were the footings laid

for the intra-professional strife which would come in the 1960s.

Now, specialists fees and hospital costs account for most Australian

health care expenditure, and in the 1990s medical specialists sit at the apex of

the income pyramid. Between 1970 and 1980 specialists doubled in number,2?

and the reasons are plain to see. First the financial rewards are great. The

economics ofAustralian health policies at all levels are based on illness: 'health'

is a misnomer. The medical benefits schedule which governs the open ended

feefor-service basis of private practice, contains an extraordinary large

number of specified services, the number increasing with each edition. All

procedures carrygreater financial rewards when performed by specialists, a

galling reminder for GPs that Australian society places a high value on

specialist skill. Second, health insurance, whether public such as

Medibanl</IUedicare or from private funds, makes for easy access to

27 L.J- Opit, "The Cost of Healthcare and Health Insurance in Australia: Some Problems
with tlre Fee for Service System', Sæial Scienceand.Medicinc L8, pp. 967-72.
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specialisation at relatively low cost, and this in turn reflects the large

commitment of government funds to the support of technolosy-driven

specialistmedicine,2s for which there is substantial demand, because all

perceived' great advances' receive prominent press coverage. Third, medical

education has been provided since the 1940s principallyby specialists, and

medical students, drawn from the top layers of secondary school academic

achievement, have not necessarilybeen attracted to the mundaneness of

general practice. "The young graduate...sees in specialisation a chance to live a

more ordered life (a 9 to 5 job). There is the prestige both in the eyes of his

fellow practitioners and the public inbeing a specialist'.2e An earlier (1963)

critic ofmedical educationgenerallyhadbeen Dr. R.J.D. Turnbull (then a

federal senator):

Today we are training all our medical students to be little consultants -
to view the patient as a medical exercise in the bed. This is all medical
training does nowadaJ¡s.30

Finally, much specialist practice needs to be car:ried out in large hospitals well

equipped with the technological artifices which proclnim their sense of

innovation a¡rd scientific leadership, the status of the o¡rerator, and their

superiority to rival service providers.

Specialisation had other influential critics who deplored

...the growth of arbitrarydivisions within the medical profession. For the
convenience of educators and administrators, the trend set in towards
specialisation. Lecturers at medical schools might refer to the need to
keep the'whole man'in mind, but anatomy, biology, physiolory,
psychiatry, botany and the rest were usuallytaught as if theywere
independent unrelated subj ects. After graduation, too, specialisation
became dominant, with students who had impressed examiners dividing
up not merely into physicia¡rs and surgeons, but into even narrower and

28 M. Mamot et ø1, Emplo¡ment Grade and Coronary Heart Disease in British Civil
Sen¡ants. Journa,l of Epidemiology and Community Health, 32, pp. 244-9.
29 Annnls of General Practice, i[f.ay 1967, p. 6.
3o Ib., March 1963, p. 19. Dr. Turnbull had unrivalled experience as a Launceston general
practitioner, and in Tasmanian local, state and federal government.
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more self<ontained groups concentrating on a particular type of
disease, or a particular organ of the body...this trend was utterly out of
key with the needs of patients...once specialisation in individual sets of
symptoms (or individual organs) had begun it proved impossible to
reverse.Sl

By 1978 specialists comprised a quarter of all SA medical registrants, as

shown in Table 11.

Table lI: Medinøl South r97

The of ,op. cit.,p.27.
[By 1990, Australian medical boards recognised 103 separate specialties.]

The Gorton government's 1970 Act was a watershed which permanently

divided an organised medical profession. The specialists felt that they had

received their due rewards: the GPs believed themselves irevocablybetrayed.

To many members the AIVIA lost all credibility and, no longer commanding the

confidence a¡rd trust of nunerous supporters, itbegan the long decline from the

apogee of power and influence that it had wielded for fifty years.

Apart from the specialists, who never looked back, other winners

included the RACGP which, after its split awayin 1973, grew more and more

powerful, spoke with its own political voice, and with abunda¡rt federal money

established training schemes, set education standards, and in time achieved

absolute control of entryinto general practice and, in some respect's

determined the remuneration of practitioners.

31 Brian Inglis, (1965) op. cit., p. 142.
32 It would be very convenient to be able readily to produce tables grvins tJrese and similar
details at crucial dates in this overall narrative, but the available data is disorganised,
inaccurate and incomplete, and extraction and identification would involve enormous
re$)unces of time. Not until 19?6, when registration was changed from perpetual to annual,
did the medical board conduct its first comprehensive manpower study and organise its own
data base. The project took 12 months and involved full time work by a LQìIIP, assisted by
eight research and general clerical assistants.

Number of Registrations Vo ol allRegistrationsTVpe
Ordinanr 3 267 7I.4Vo

153 3.|VoIimited
L 154 25.2VoSpecialist

IO0.OVo4 574TOTAL
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The government in 1970 was also a winner for it had, perhaps

unerçectedly, dealt the AIMA, more or less at its own urging, a mortal blow.

Hitherto the historical confrontations between legislature and medical

practitioners, in particular those of George Bollen, C.C. Kingston and J.B.

Chifley, had been jousts between adversaries where the profession saw itself

under direct external attack. In the case of the 1970 Act,ttre government had

merely enacted AI\{A policy, and all fury was expended on internecine strife

within the profession, which proceeded to tear itself to pieces.33 The AMA had

tried to oppose the differential fees, after their import became clear, but it was

then too late. Like any other organised soup, a divided profession is an

impotent profession: by 1995 there were fifteen separate orgarrisations

claiming to represent general practitioners.s4 The year 1970 marks the point

where the medical profession started to lose the hrack of getting its own way

with governments all the time.

The actions of the Gorton government were dictated by the inevitable

consequences of having a feefor-service health scheme which, as Fox pointed

out earlier, put a price on every organ in the body, and so provided an incentive

for its removal. tr\uther, the scheme paid the same benefit whether the

operator was the top specialist in a particular field, or a recent graduate just

out of the compulsoryyear of hospital service. There was a great incentive for

remunerative specialised work to be provided bypeople who could not by any

criteria be regarded as specialists, but who held it as their absolute right to

perform anyprocedure that theyconsidered was in their self-detemined

bounds. 35 Private medical practitioners afb,er Page became the highest paid

33 The ChifleyÀ/øúionnl Health Seruice Act 1948hadcnntained a pncvision (Section 15) to
enable compilation and publication of lists of specialists. It does not seem to have amused
much excitement at the time.
34 ReCGp federal office, personal communication 15/8/1gg6.
35 Ttreodore Fox,'The Antipodes - Private Practice Publicly Supported',inAnrwJs of
Getæral Prattice, December 1963, p. 195. See also S. Sax, A Strife of Interests, op. cít., pp.
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group inAustralia.36 For the year 1970/71, threrc s¡ere 7 ,783 practitioners in

Australia who had incomes in excess of $40,000, and their taxable incomes

were greater than any other professional group.3? Then, the annual income of

the male Australian wage earner was $2818.40. It was the Australian general

practitioners insistence on his or her entitlement to do anything he or she

wanted to do, that initiated the great legislative changes to formallyrecognise

specialisation, delineationwithinhospitals ofclinical privileges,ssand that

would eventually increase government involvement in health promotion, illness

prevention, hospital accreditation, vocational training and registration, and

compulsory continuous education.

After 1970 the AMAincreasinglybecome an onlooker at events which it
could no longer control or direct, and its decline was hastened by other

circumstances. Specialisation increased and with it,as mentioned, went the

creation of specialties within specialties,3e all looking after their own

interests.a0 There were particularlylarge increases in the number of private

pathologists and radiologists after ].975, because Medibank would not pay

benefits for their diagnostic services to private patients in public hospitals, and

so they aba¡rdoned those institutions. Salaried medical officers therefore

became more militant in pursuit of what they regarded as basic wage justice

194-6, quoting also Opit, 1981.
36 Richard Taylor, 'Income from Private Medical Practice in Australia 196È1978', in
Community Health Studies VIII No. 1, 1984, pp. 1-10.
37 Taxation Statistics 1970/71, CPP 39/1972, pp. 79, 86.
38 That is, individual practitioners in hospitals had set out for them by boards, precisely
what procedures they cuuld, and could not, carr¡r out.
39 For example, within cardiolory there evolved a group who specialised only s'ith lipid
biochemistry: within plastic surgery a number of doctors would operate only on hands.
Within ophthalmology certain practitioners will only deal with lens problems and laser
applications. There have arisen also mqior specialist divisions such as paediatric
cardiologists, neurologists and urologists, and there are cardiologists and renal physicians
who see only pregnant patients.
40 And their incumes. In 1995 the Medicare schedule fee for a certain hip procedure was
$950: some orthopaedic surgeons charged $1870. For an uninsured patieñt the fee (cash up
ft',ont) for a cataract lens replacement was around $000. [Ruthods personal knowledgel.
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and, believing that the AMA did not validly represent them, formed their own

professional union - the South Australian Salaried Medical Officers

Association. This defection from the AIVIA was symptomatic of other problems

which beset it during this period. The AI\{A continued to fight with its own

membership, or with those whom it should have been wooing. Its view of

immigrant doctors was tainted by a meanness of spirit, uncharitableness and

on occasions, outright prejudice, totally unbecoming a professional body.+r ¡t
more recent times its atbacks on the integrity of doctors who 'bulk bill', who are

the majority of general practitioners, have alienated a substantial number in

the profession. In addition many unpleasant personality conflicts within the

organisation have not helped the formulation or clarification of policy. Bythe

end of the 1970s the AIVIA's frequent gladiatorial contests with governments,

and what had become in marked contrast with the halcyon days of old, a

consistently hostile press, brought about "...lost members, authority and

credibilit/.42

This brings us back to a consideration of tr'reidson's concept of

professional dominance. One of his arguments was that power is preserved by

having medical practitioners control other medical practitioners. This was

certainly the case while the BMA/AIMA \¡yere united internally in defending the

privileges of doctors fighting against what they saw as nationalisation. Once

the profession was decisively split, and then successively broken down into

more and more warring factions, internal cohesion was lost, and the AMA

ceased to have the control over its members that it once had enjoyed. The 
.

situation up until the Gorton government was that any effort by the state to

nationalise or even rationalise the Australian health industry, had the

41The historian Brian Inglis noted that "Fncm medieval times, the different clinical
groupings and factions had fought each other with remarkable consistent ferocity and
malice". Op. cit., (1965) p. 133.
42 Diane Mackay, T'he Potitics of Heolth, op. eiL, p. 295.
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immediate effect of unifring the profession into violent opposition, and this

greatly increased its negotiating strength. Eventually, the Whitlam

government, with its triumphant introductionof Medibank in 1975, showed

just how much the unity and strength of the medical profession had been

destroyed. However, it retained dominance within the health field uisì-r.'is

other health practitioners through its various mechanisms of control.4s

*

d. Centralisation.

South Australia has always been a highly urba¡rised state, and much of

the population has lived in Adelaide. By 1900, the population of the Adelaide

metropolitan area was 145,000, out of a provincial total of 370,000,44 andno

South Australian country town had a population greater than 5,000, and only

the economic stimulus of war and post war migration and population gfowth

saw the rise of the present more prominent provincial cities.as The historical

base for this urban imbalance lies in the impracticabilityof general agriculture

in this state, and the consequent embrace of pastoralism. The continued

dominance of the capital city derives from its commercial ascendanc¡ and

retention of a grip on transport, banking, insurance and law. Advances in

communication technology merely re-emphasised Adelaide's dominance,

because eventually most railways and then roads radiated from the capital. Of

countrytowns in SouthAustralia, while itis sometimes possible to write of the

pleasant localities, freedom from suburban stress, and pleasantness of much

of the population, manybelieve that Toon's opinion was closer to the truth

43 E. Freidson, Professional Domina,nce: op. ciú., NY, Aldine, 1970.
44 South Australio.n Historicøl Statistics, p. 13. Peter Morton, After Light, Adelaide,
Wakefield Press, 1996, p. 64.
45 With the exception of Mount Gambier, which has long been the de facto capital of a region
which enj oyed prosperity.
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when he wrote of them as dull, repetitive, lacking in ¡rersonality and image.46

These are part of the reasons why it has always been difficult to recruit

doctors for work in SA country towns

Adelaide always retained social, cultural and economic dominance. Many

of the'best'doctors, and certainly all of the specialists, had always been in

Adelaide, and the Adelaide Hospital was the principal one in the state. Given

this historical background it is not difficult to,appreciate that rural medical

practice has not always been an alluring professional prospect. I have already

alluded to the problems faced by country towns in obtaining medical

practitioners, and the consequent dependence of the people on the skills and

time ofthe unqualifred or unregistered.

The difficulties of attracting doctors to the country worsened from the

1960s for reasons that have been mentioned, and by 1990 had become so

prominent that they attracted substantial press and political attention. There

had always been great impediments to attracting Australian graduates to

country areas.4? Advertisements usuallybrought expressions of interest only

from overseasr doctors. This made local commr¡nities, the AI\,IA and the state

government do some thinking, because the practitioners were reluctant to stay

long before moving to the big cities, where they added to the urban supply

imbalance.4s Some proved to be notoriously incompetent, and one was actually

deported.ae All the public discussion on the problems brought out passive

obstruction,5o despair,sl suspicion of qualifications,s2 and the thriving

46 J.Toon in P. Cox and W. Stacey Historic Towns of Australia. Sydney, 1973, p. 11.
47 Aduqtisq, 16 November 1950, p. 7.
¿8 By 1976 South Australia had a doctor:population ratio of l:479 and thirty three pet cent
of all practising doctors were specialists.IMJA 11 December 1976, p. 9111.
49 Dr. *t'{'*r( {<{'** MBBS Peshawar 1967. He was for some time at Streaþ Bay.
5o Adpqtisq, 9 November 1950, p.4. I November 1950, p. 4.
51¡ó. te November 1950, p. 1. 17 Novenber 1950, p. 4.
52 Ib.7 November 1950, p. 4.
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undercurrents of prejudice and xenophobia. The overall debates make it clear

that most of the parties with sufficient power or influence to solve the problem

of recruiting country doctors would sooner see no doctor than a foreign doctor.53

Eventually calls became strident for the imposition of severe restrictions on

the number of foreign doctors allowed to practice in Australia.sa

In 1975 the difficulty of ensuring adequate rural health care prompted

the AMA and the RACGP to survey the whole situation at first hand to see if
there was an answer to the hard questions of staffing, isolation,locum relief,

education and training. Bythis time, to those well-recognised difEculties had

been added adverse attention which had arisen from some well-publicised

avoidable obstetric and anaesthetic tragedies in counh¡rhospitals. Criticism

bypress and politicians had led to a developing perception that country doctors

lacked skill, and were of lower capabilities than their urban contemporaries.ss

The AMA and RACGP, in a rare demonstration of unity, determined to tackle

the question of adequate procedural training and post4raduate education, and

in those areas alone were most successful. In addition to specific rural practice

training schemes, teaching hospital terms were arranged in surgery,

anaesthetics and obstetrics, locum relief was regularly provided, and

53 In tg67 the SA government began a medical cadetship scheme which provided financial
assistance for medical students who were bonded for two years to cuunby service. In 1970
the first graduates from this pnogrâm went respectively to Wallamo, Kimba and Ceduna.
None stayed beyond the mandatory term, and one did not even cnm.plete that. This scheme
applied to faculties other than medicine, three being engineering, economics and dentistry.
T'lne whole pmject came to grief because on challenge, the enforcement of bonds was held to
be illegal. lDean's office, Adelaide Medical School, interview 19.3.1996].
54 Aduutßæ,21 December 1991, p. 9.
AustralianPraúiceMannger, vol. 4 no. 11, November 1991, pp. L1,12.
An intercsting and pleasant exception to the sorry tale of migrant doctors and country towns
is provided by the Austrian Jewish immigrant Dr. Ferdinand Marcel Tippelt MBBS Ade¿
1942 who, after that re-graduation, went to Quorn and remained there until his premature
death in 1949. He is commemorated in an entrance hall to the hospital. After his passing
Quorn experienced severe difñculty in obtaining a replacement, even though it was then a
very busy railway town with a substantial population.
55 An outlook which might possibly reflect the survival of much anecdotal folklore about
many of the significantly incompetent, transitory, alcoholic country doctors of the previous
century.
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opportunities made available for continuing education. In many respects the

strategies have been successful,s0 5n, there appears to be no long term

answer to the rural health quandary, because no policies or plans can solve the

deeper perplexities: education of children, spouses who find the country

uncongenial, the sheer necessit¡r to be available all the time, the narrow local

world, and the absence of intellectual stimulation.

Against these somewhat harsh animadversions must be placed the

other side: countrypractice means independence, the challenge of self-reliance

and the abilityto practice a wide varietyof medicine. The countrydoctor

enjoys a high social standing, and the opporbunityfor involvementin all local

activities. There are unrivalled opportunities for the practice of preventive

medicine, and to enhance the health of the public through, for instance, local

government.

There is a belief in some circles t,Lat medical students who are selected

from rural areas are, on graduation, likelyto take up counbygeneral practice

as a ca.reer option. There is at present insufficient evidence to confirm this

view.57 It would be surprising if it was widely so, because acceptance into

medical school indicates high inte[ectual accomplishment, and in the exciting

setting and challenge which modern medicine presents, it would notbe

unexpected that life as a rural GP would not appeal to a young person seeking

any of the stimulating opportunities and alternatives which now lie

tantalisinglybefore the new graduate. The general decline and decayof much of

rural Australia in itself is likelyto militate against countrypractice.

56In South Australia, but not so where they have been addressed in the eastern states.
571t¡ wtedline and HealthROM search; (2)Dr. N.D. Hicks, intenriew 19.3.1996; (3) I\[¡.Ian
Carman, Dean's office, Adelaide Medical School, intenriew 19.3.1996; (4) A review of SA
country GPs (1995) reveals that only two had origins f¡om the bush, and one was anxious to
leave. On learning of this, the District Council imnediately voted to set up a ratepayer-
funded trust fund for him and his family, to provide for their long term financial security.
What is important to lanow is the effect of recruiting more practitioners f¡om rural areas.
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I reiterate that the problem of obtaining practitioners prepared to go to

- and stay - in the country was nothing new in the 1970s, even though the

great amount of publicþnow devoted to the subject can give the impression

that it is. Much of the attention suggests a defective understanding of the long

history of the subject, which has been characterised by lack of long term

planning. For over sixtyyears before the attractions of specialisation in the

1960s discouraged general practice as a vocation, the medical profession itself,

without external intervention, did its best to cope with the problem, because

some doctors after graduation and a term in a teaching hospital, went to the

counüryfor several years, acquired erçerience (and money) and then returned

to the city. This pattern can be easily discerned by examination of the

addresses over the years of practitioners in the annual Mediral&egßter.

Country practice was where most of the past generations of doctors learnt

their obstetrics, and acquired their surgical skills. In overlooking- or being

unaware of-historical facts the present difficulties appear as new

phenomena, and the proffered solutions misleadingly simple.

*

e. The Growth of the Royal Australian College of General
Practitionere.ss

The British RCGP was founded in l9ízthrough the efforts of Drs. F.M.

Rose and J.H. Hunt, a¡rd in that same year a NS\ry facultywas formed. In

1955 the NSW and Queensland faculties combined to form anAustralian

Council. AtHobartin 1958 thatAustralian Council of the British College

became the Interim Council of the Australian College. Until then Australia¡r

GPs were members of the British College of GPs. AtBrisbane in 1959 the

Australian College of GPs became a reality. Autonomy came about because

58 Ttre prefrx Royal was granted in 1969
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the state faculties needed coordination and adaptation to Australian

conditions.se The South Australian faculty of the Australian college was

formed on 8 February 1958 at a meeting at 80 Broughem place North

Adelaide, chaired by Dr. Peter Verco, president of the SA branch of the BMA:

over sixty members were present.60

The Australian college owes its foundation to the vision and foresight of

Dr. William Arnold Connolly of CessnockNSW. During a visit to Britain he

obtained information about their new college of general practitioners, and

subsequentlyin 1953 at orange NS\ry, brought up the suggestion for a¡r

Australian branch. It has gone from strength to strength, largely because of

the imagination, resolution and common pu-q)ose of its founders, a¡d the

determination of its membership. It has raised.the standard of both Australian

general practice and medicine as a whole. Its stated objectives and purposes

are -

o To promote a scientific approach to problems of disease at the level of the
individual and the family.

o To promote the prevention of disease a¡rd to guard the nation's health and
the welfare of the communityby everymeans available to the general
practitioner.

o To foster a¡rd maintain high standards of general practice.

o To encourag_e a¡rd assist yogng men and women in preparing for, qualifying
in and establishing themselves in rneral practice.

59 The Australian cnllege actually came into being on 22 January 1g58 when it was
registered under the NSW Companies Act.
60 The ofEce bearers were T,.R. Mallen, provost and chairman; H.R.H.N. oaten, vice-
chairm-an;-D.W. Shepherd, honorary treasurer; Rollo Greenlees, honorary se""eiary. South
Australia had been the last state to form a äculty. The first SA membeis of the iñterim
council of the Australian college, which held iLs ñrst meeting in Hobart on ? March 1g58
were L.R. Mallen, D.K. Kumnick and C.C. Jungfer.
Before the SA faculty was formed, a number of SA doctors were unattached members and
qsqggi_ates -no! 

jo11e_d.to-any fagqlt¡r and these persons appear to have been C.A. Leeson,
B.S. Hetzel, J.L.H. Lindon and J. Upsdell.
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o To stimulate te education of general practitioners byproviding
facilities to general practice

o To conduct clinical research into conditions most frequently seen and
appropriately studied in general practice.

It has given practical effect to this vision in several ways. Steps began in

1959 to establish a medical education committee to involve itself in

undergraduate and postgraduate education. Aresource committee followed. By

1966 postgraduate fellowships in general praptice, continuing education for

GPs, general practice training units, teaching seminars and vocational

training, had all been incorporated into an overall college education plan. The

familymedicine program began in 1973 with a patient<entred, problem

orientated approach to education. The first open examination (for the diploma

of MRACGP) was held in 1968: three hundred candidates presented.ol A college

journal,Aznøls of General Pra,ctí,ce, was first published in 1956, and in 1.972it

changed to the,AzstralinnFamily Physinian By 1976 this had become a selÊ

supporting financial and j ournalistic success.

The accomplishments of the college resulted from the absolute

commitment of its founders, most of whom were older and more e:çerienced

general practitioners.62 Most of these pioneer and entirely male propagators of

the GP faith gave countless hours of their time to the advancement of their

practical and academic cause, initially in the face of much cynicism, ast

exemplified by the specialist who remarked that one "...might as well hy to

forn a college of ingrown toe nails'.6a Much could be written about the

individual contributions of each of the founders to the flourishing of the college,

61 this was the first such GP exemination established in the western world.
62 Ttre members of the first interim college council, which met in Hobart on 7 March 1958,
were B.N. Adsett; C.W. Anderson; R.D. Bartrom; D.M. Clement; W.A. Connoll¡5 A.C.D.
Corne¡1E.AC. Farran;H.E.H. Ferguson;R. Greenlees;W.J. Ham.ilton; M.O.K. Hughes; T.C
James;C.C. Jungfer; D.K. Kumnick; L.R. Mallen; H.S. Patterson; H.M. Saxby; R.J.D.
Turnbull; C. Wa¡burton; D. Zacharin.
63 Anrwls of GencroJ Pracúice, Septenber 1967, p- L52.
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their generallylearned, informative and enthusiastic input, and their

imagination a¡rd tenacity, and in a small waythat has been done.64 Here I
want onlyto refer to the SA contribution.

The college was fortunate to attract early in its history a number of

outstanding practitioners, and three in particular merit consideration. Rollo

Greenlees MBBS Adel1937, was the first honorary secretary of the SA

Faculty, a¡rd his extensive personal accomplishments have been camouflaged

by a modest, quiet nature. He was a member of the BMA/AI{A, and provost

RACGP 1966Æ8. He is (1997) the only SA honorary fellow and survivor of the

early days. Leonard Ross Mallen MBBS Adel1925 FRACGP FRCGP was for

manyyears in general practice at Riverton, and very active in the broader field

of medical service. He was a member of the Council of the BMA SA Branch

194149, president r94H7, and from 1949{7 he was a member of the

federal council of the BI\{4, and chairman of federal assembly 1962-S7. From

1951{1he was a member of the council of the World Medical Association,

chaired that body from 195841, and became president 1967{9. He served

on state and federal government committees. His accomplishments and

leadership $¡ere recognised in 1967 with a knighthood. He was the first provost

and chairman of the SA faculty.

The third practitioner of interest was Carl Clifford Jungfer CBE MBBS

Adel1926:'MD Adel1949. FRACP FRACGP FRCGP A foundation member of

the SA faculty, he becnme federal president 196ffi8. He had been associated

with the BMA/AIVIA (president 195f59) a¡rd the post4raduate federation in

medicine. For manyyears he was in general practice at Lobethal, and from

1962-72 was medical director of the National Heart Foundation, SA division.

He was particularly active in college post-graduate education and training,

6a Ronald Winton, A Bd,y's Bdy.Sydney, RACGP 1983.
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and preventive medicine. He was a man of great strengths and sensibilities,

who combined a scholarship both wide and deep with qualities of clarity of

vision a¡rd artministrative ability. A person of ideas, he made two substantial

contributions to medical research. From 1939, with his Adelaide Hills

colleagues, he carried out a NHMRC funded studyof the health of children in

their practice districts, and the results were published in 1944 and 1948.65

In 1956 \ry.A. Connolly followed up a WA faculty suggestion for a survey

of general practice in Australia,66 6ut"d on an initiative that was under way in

Ca¡rada where, just as inAustralia, the expansion ofhospital facilities and

proliferation of specialties was occurring in an environment where many

recognised a tendencyto ignore and neglect general practice. On the basis of

his child health investigation Jungfer was appointed director of the study. He

took it to a successful conclusion, and the results wene published in 1965.67 His

survey of 140 practitioners in the 1960s showed dissatisfaction with

remuneration for working in the pensioner medical service for concession

rates, concern at professional divisions created by specialisation, and GP

exclusion from teaching hospitals. The performance of major technical

procedures by GPs was regarded as a right, and there was much suspicion of

nationalised medicine. These beliefs and anxieties persist over thirtyyears

later.

{c

The college has raised the status of general practice and its practitioners.

Its Fellowship is a recognised postgraduate achievement, and general practice

has virtuallybecome a speciality in its own right.6s Its training program is

65 Chitd H.olth in ø Rurøl Community. NÊI1\{RC, I, 1944; II, 1948. See also N.D. Hicks in
Australions from 1939, ch. 18, pp. 333--335
66 Annals of Gencral Prattice, vol. 1, part 2, pp.31-€3.
67 Ib., March 1965: 'General Practice in Australia. A Report on a Sun'ey'.
68 In SA the Health Commission will not acrredit specialists to practice as general
practitioners in any government hospital.
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disciplined and thorough, and its control over postgraduate education is secure.

Its agitation for specific university departments of general practice has borne

fudt. It appears to enjoy a more steadfast relationship with government than

the AIVIA and the lesser lights of medical politics. But in the long term the

college has had some significant failures, the most striking being its inability,

despite vocational training and passionate commitment to continuing

education, to correct the drift to specialisation, to get GPs back into hospitals

and reinst¿te their procedural skills, and particularlyto remedythe gross

maldistribution of medical manpower inAustralia. To manyGPs, also, the

college has no appeal or interest whatever.

By 1976 in SouthAustralia warnings were heard about the over-

production of medical graduates andthe rural under+upply.os Similar

cautions had been heard from at least 1964.70 The situation thirtyyears on in

1995 indicates a general worsening: South Australia is the most heavily

doctored state, and Adelaide the most heavily doctored city in Australia, yet

the MurrayMallee ranks fifl;h worst inAustralia for GP supply.71 Attempts to

get graduates to est¿blish practice outside the metropolitan area had failed,

and of the 1995 RACGP training programme applicants, not one was prepared

to indicate the Northern Territory as even their lowest preference, even though

to do so would have meant almost automatic selection for a training position.T2

73

69 P. Rhode s, op. cit.
70 J.ttl. Last, Medical Manpower in Australia', MJA 1964: l: 244.
R.B.Scptton, Medical Man¡rower in Australia', MJA 1967: l: 984.
Tl While this is a personal opinion, I regard that a¡ea as the most unattractive and
depressing in South Australia and Victoria, a view shared by many colleagues.
72 A situation made all the more disappointing because general practice in the Territory has
a significant inbuilt public health com¡rcnent which makes it both interesting and
challenging.
73 Ttrere are two main rrasons for this pmblem, which was first recugnised f¡om the late
1970s when to the annual number of graduates fiom the University of Adelaide was added
those f¡om the new Flinders Medical School. In addition, the Whitla- government (1972-
1975) recognised most overseas medical qualifications and removed restrictions and contnols
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*

on the migration of practitioners to Australia. By 1987 Australia had one doctor to every
420 persons, and the Commonwealth Department of Health believed that this was an
oversupply which was the cause of excess expenditure, and had the potential to cause
hamful health and social effects.The other cuntributing factor is the unique population and
demographic patterns of the state. Between 1971 and 1991 the SA population grew by only
282,4OO persons, and since 1966 the state's gr,owth rate has been below the Australian
rate. In those decades the intercensal compound SA growth rate averaged 0.91, compared
with 1.35 for Australia as a whole. Along with this slow gnowth went an age distribution
which shows that the state population median age has been the highest of any Australian
state, and SA has the highest proportion of iLs population aged 65 years and over of any
Australian state.

The number of registered medical practitioners in South Australia grew from 2700 in
1971, to 7000 in 1991.This increase of 4300 doctors occured in a population which, as
pointed out, had grown by 282,400. This represents 1 practitioner for every 66 persons. In
1993 the Adelaide metropolitan area had one doctor for every 327 persons.
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2. STATE AIYD FEDER-AL I.ÆGISI,ATION 1949 _ 1976

I have dealt with the events surrounding the principal federal

enactments of the Chifleygovernment, and the results ofjudicial

interpretation of that generally politically controversial legislation. Sir Earle

page, the minister for health in the LCL government elected in 1949, was

sworn in on 19 December, and that same day arranged meetings for 17

January 1g50 with the BMd Pharmaceutici Grild and medical benefits

organisations, to discuss implementation of the LCL election promises for a

comprehensive scheme of national heatth. I have pointed out that Page had

no time for universal compulsory social schemes, and he was determined

that any national health scheme would be based on

of

Could we imagine anyother approach from a form'er private country

medical practitioner and staunch BIvIA member, who had built his own

private hospital, and whose sixteen years of actual medical practice ended

in 191g, when he tookup political, farming and pastoral interests? He went

on to develop over 100,000 acres of scrub, secured newspaper investments,

had been mayor of Grafton, president of right wing political orgarrisations,

(New England New State Movement, and the Northern NSÏW Separation

League), and had led the CountryParbyfor nineteen years between I92l

and 1939. All parties invited to hear his plans coutd not jump on the band

1 Sir Earle Page, T?uønt Surgeon, Sydney, A&R 1963, p:3?q: No Austral-ian political
leader who wrõte memoirs oi'his y"rt" in p wer has dealt with health policy in any
depth: this includes Menzies and Whitlnm.
Sáãã; p" ge, Wwt Price Mdical, Care? A Preuentiue Prcscription for Priuate Mediciræ.

University in 1901, when he topped the
dical Corps in WWI and was elected to

federal parlinment in 1919: he retained his seat until 1961'
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wagon quickly enough. It seemed that all now could have their cake and eat

it, too, since even if the proposals were little different from those of the ALP,

they were now clothed with the sanctity of free enterprise conservatism,

and totally free of all socialist contamination. Gone was the savage

confrontation of old between organised medical groups and government.

Now the only arguments were those between interest groups within the

profession. The old suspicion and distrust still flourished between the lodges

and the organised medical profession. This had originated in the nineteenth

century when the over supply of medical labour allowed the Friendly

Societies to dictate terms and conditions, and the ill feelinghad persisted

down the years.z The states for their part still remained suspicious of the

commonwealth.

a. The growth of CentralPoliticalPower.

In its dyrng months in 1949 Labor had come to accept that judicial

interpretation of the Constitution had ensured that the medical profession

(as well as the banks and airlines) could notbe compelled to swallow

anything that theyperceived as nationalisation. The governmenthad

accepted that a new health service had to be based on some kind of feefor-

serwice, with a medical benefits scheme administpred by the Director-

General of Health, to make payments on behalf of the commonwealth to

the recipients of professional services: the Nøtionnl Hea,lth Seruice Act, 8I

of 1948, set up the necessary legal framework.e The Act had been

imprudently drafted, and needed major amendment before even a benefit

schedule could be drawn up, and the result was the Nøti.ortnl Health Seruice

Act 85 of 1949. This was assented to on 29 October 1949 but the federal

2 F.g. Smith, The Peoplds Health 1830-1910. London, Cnrom Helm, 1978,

D. Green and L. Cromwell, Mutual Aid/Welfare State. Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1984
3 Assented to 21 December 1948, proposed commencement 18 January 1949.
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election of 8 December that year made it, like its 1948 predecessor, a

legislative ir.relevancy. There had even been resurrected and inserted into

the 1949 Act anadditional Section g. 6. (b.); "Nothing in this Section

authorises anyform of civil conscription". Sax has described the long term

implications for government poliry of this Section,a and has suggested

certain approaches which the commonwealth could embark on, in order to

get aroundit.s

Page's first success was to introd.uce in 1950 a pharmaceutical

benefits scheme to provide free lifesaving drugs and other medicines for

chronic diseases such as epilepsy, asthma and certain cardiac conditions.

This was accomplished simplyby using the extensive powers of Section 23

of the Chifley governme nt Pln rmaceutical Ben efits Acú 33 of 19 47,6 which

gave unfettered opportunity for regulations to be made "...prescribing all

matters which are by this Acú required or permitted to be prescribed or

which are necessary or convenient to be prescribed for carrying out or

Srving effect to this Acf . Page was thereby able to avoid the need for a new

Bill, and,possible trouble with a hostile, Labor{ominated Senate. He also

appreciated that once you have given the voter something, parliement

would be veryreluctant to t¿ke it away. All regulations made must

subsequentlybe tabled in parliament, and canbe debated andvetoed: no

such fate met the mechanism by which "free medicine" arrived in Australia.

He had openly used the valid sections of an unrepealed ALP Act tn achieve

in a few months via the back door, what that party had been unable to

secure through the main gate in five years. The readiness of the profession

to embrace legislation which in some respects had been anathema a decade

earlier, is bound up with reastons which are not etçlicable simplyin terms of

4 S. Sax, A Strife of Inierests, op. cit', p. 55.
5 Ib., p. 240.
6 Concãived in the mistakenly optimistic belief that the new Constitution Section 51
(xxiiiA) adopted in 1946 would allow it'
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financial advantage, because they are also connected to questions of class

and politics. This has been studied byAitkin.z In the complex urban

industrial society, where medical practitioners occupy a high place in the

social hierarchy, he found that

. . . about seven in ten of the self{esignated middle class and of those
in non-manual occupations identifr with the Liberal and Country
Parties.s

The doctor clearly found the Page menu far more enticing than the

indigestible Labor bill of fare.

Only in 1952 was Page required to legislate in respect of

pharmaceutical benefits, and that was to amend the originalI9f7 Act tn

allow the appoinhent of committees to "...advise or report upon, a matter

concerning the conduct of...any medical practitioner or pharmaceutical

chemist in relation to the provision of pharmaceutical benefits"e Theneed

for regulatorybodies was the inevitable consequence of the embanassing

escalation of costs of the scheme, where doctors prescribed indiscriminately

what they wished when they wanted to, regardless of legitimate indications,

and the consumer wanted treatm.ent whether it was appropriate or not. On

the other ha¡rd drug manufacturers with unlimitedbufuets competed,

advertised and promoted their products. The cost of the pharm.aceutical

benefits scheme continued to escalate as more and more drugs were placed

on it. This occurred regardless of how marry investigatory or punitive

committees, advisory pharmacists, inspectors, restrictions or exhortations

to prescribe logicaltythrough under- or post4raduate education' were

called into the battle to contain costs. From its initial outlay in 195U52 of

f5,000,000, by 1966 the annual government pa¡ment was $91,784,000,

7 D. Aitken , Stability and. Change in Austtulian Politics,2nd. ed., Canberra,, AlfUP,
L982.
8 rå., p. 181.
9 Pharmoteutical Benefits Act 1952, S. 3.
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and by ß7475 this had risen tÐ 9262,297,009.10 In 1994 the scheme cost

$1,991,301,000.11

A recurring theme from the very first careful federal adventures into

the provision of "free" medical services, and essential accompanying

paraphernalia - drugs, appliances, aids and so on - right up to the present

sophisticated and extensive umbrella of health legislation, has been the

conflict between the forces which have sought to regulate and control in

order to contain costs and prevent abuses, and those who believed that the

private medical practitioner had the risht to prescribe how he or she liked,

and the freedom to determine how many and what services he or she would

provide. Sax has detailed the reasons for the rise of pharmaceutical benefit

costs, the introduction in 1959 of a five shilling charge to the patient for

each prescription,l2 and government determination to negotiate from a

position of strength with pharmaceutical manufacturers because by 1964

...pharmaceutical benefits constituted the biggest itpm of
com m onwealth erçenditure on national health benefits, . . . 13

Introduction of the Pensioner Medical Service, like the

pharmaceutical benefit scheme, was brought in by regulation in 1951 under

t}ne Natinnnl Health Seruice Acús of 1948 and 1949, and was finally given

full tegislative respectabilityby S. 31 of the Natinnal HeølthAcú 1953. A

key feature of the Acú was S. 32, which required the agreement of the

federal council of the BIVIA in any determination of the scope, terms and

conditions of the pensioner medical service. The 1953 Act also established

fee-for+ervice private medical practice, funded by the commonwealth,

because since 1942 ithad held the bulk of public revenue through its

10 In 1960 the pharmaceutical benefits scheme had been widened to include a full range
of drugs.
11 Co-monwealth Department of Health, PBS Statistics, 7994-95, p- l.
12 Some pharmacists displayed large signs in their premises to advise patie,nts that the
surchargó was a government tax, and that they, the pharmacists, had to collect it.
13 S. Sax, A Strife, op. cit., pp' 72-3.

*
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income taxpower, and it now provided direct and indirect subsidies

("benefits".) Two Sch.edute,s appended to the Act set out the professional

services which attracted benefits from a registered medical benefit

organisation and the commonwealth. The old Lodge capitation system had

finallybeen vanquished, and the incomes of doctors were now guaranteed,

secure, and quicklybegan to rise.la In South Australia the first post-war

major monument to private practice freelyunderwritten bythe ta:çayer

was NorthTerraceHouse, Hackney, opened in 1961 as a ten storey medical

centre.15

The following two decades were characterisedby ceaseless

cornmonwealth struggles to contain costs, and recurrent arguments with

the organised profession over fee increases, which the government could not

win because it had no constitutional power over wages or prices. It is

possible to conclude from press referenceslo that the medical profession,

alreadydoingwell, waxed more prosperous. Dr. C.V. rWells, who died in 1948,

held directorships in ten companies and was prominent in horse circles.l7

Dr. Ethel Hillier in 1952 placed three of her private hospitals on the market:

pier Street (Glenelg), Parkw-ynd and South Glenn.l8 Then an elderlywoman,

she was concerned attheir decliningprofitabilif.leDr. F.H. Makin, whodied

in 1961, was a foundation partner in Koonoona Merino stud.20 Dr. W.G.

Heaslip, who died that same year, was treasurer of the Stockowners

Association, and had large holdings in the Gawler Ranges a¡rd around

14 The frrst South Australian prosecution for medical fraud under the Page Acú ocrurrrd
in 7952: Aduertiser 13 March 7952, p. 5-
l5 Ib.,18 July 1961, p. 6.
16 .And the annual statistics of the Commissioner of Taxation - but tax minimisation
schemes may detract from the accuracy of the data.
l7 Aduertiser, 2 November 1948, P. 3'
L8 lb. ZO Febmary 1952, p. 1. South Glenn, near the intersection of Glen Osmond Rd.
and Park Terrace-, Parksiãe, was converted to flats, but Pier Street and Parkwynd
(Adelaide), pmspered, and cnntinue today, greatly expanded.
19 She *"s ihe widow of Dr. Albert Hillier td. 19,141. They were Scottish graduates who
worked at Blyth and Curremulka. During WWI they had clanged thcir suname from
Heynemann.-Both graduated in 1910 and migrated to South Australia the same year.
20 Ib. zg September 1961, p. 4.
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Tintinara.2l Dr. AL. Tostevin, who died in 1973, had developed 17,000

acres of land in the South East.22 Practitioners had prestige a¡rd influence.

In 1957 the former Post-Master General's department chose to provide, as

a priorityover the metropolitan area, subscriber trunk diallingfacilities,

including a new ¡rcle line, to Tintinara, for the convenience of Tostevin when

he visited his pastoral holdings.2s hr 1958 a NSW general practitioner on

holiday passed by train through Mt. Mary station en route from Morgan to

Adelaide, and noticed the beautiful antique parafñn station lamps. He wrote

to the Railways Commissioner (J.A Fargher) and asked for one. T\lo

workmen were sent to Mt. Maryto dismantle a lamp, clean and restore it,

and then dispatch it.2a Perhaps another subtle indicator of the benefits of

making a livingfrom medicine is the extent of marriage between medical

practitioners. In the 21 years t952 -73, there were 56 such unions

recorded in the press.25

The years after Page are admirably summed up by Gillespie.26

Page's scheme lasted twenty three years until 1975 when Labor's universal

health planMedibønk arrived. Even that arrangement and its successors

did no harm to medical incomes.

b. State legislation andstate nightmares.

There were five pieces of legislation directly relevant to the medical

profession, which were enacted by the SA Parliament 195H0.

The Med.i,cal Practitioners Amendrnent Act 1950 was a short piece of

legislation which dealt with two matters. First, it gave the medical board

21ûb. zB October 1961, p. 13.
22lb. t+ August 1973, p. 11.
23 Mr. P.F. Ceilier, retired Telecom engineer who worked on the project, personal
recollection.

Superintendent, Adelaid Division,
usually be so mean that he would

r firewood.
25 Ttris is not the actual frgure because many practitioners did not publicise their
nuptials.
26 James A. Gillespie, op. cit., ch. 12, pp- 281-284.
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power to recognise degrees granted in other Australian states and New

Zealand, only when it was satisfied that the degree had been obtained by

examinations conducted by the university which awarded it. Under the

1919 Acú, which in all essentials was still in force, it was theoretically

possible for a person to achieve an ad eundem degree in Australia or New

Zealandafter having obtained the original degree elsewhere. There was a

fear that "...a degree based on work done or examinations passed in other

parts of the world...might mean that the recipient was not...properly trained

according to South Australian sta¡rdards".2? Second, the medical board was

given power to registerAdelaide gfaduates before their degrees were

actually conferred. There was between the final examination and the

conferral ceremony, an interval of about three months. Temporary

registration would enable ttre successful graduate to practise duringthat

interval. From thisAcú dates the practice of "moonlighting": the newly

registered and totallyinexperienced graduates were able to work as GP

locums. This unsatisfactory situation only came to an end in 1997.28

The parliamentary debates are of interest because the proposal to

strengthen Section 19 of the Act tntighten up requirements for reciprociW,

stirred in some members suspicions about the true motive for the

amendment. This was the time when the plight of the refugee doctors who

could not practise in Australia was attracting a great deal of attention

(Chapter IV.3.c.) It was a source of bewilderment and frustration to both

ALP and LCL members that at a period when

In this State there is a dire shortage in manyfields of medical
practice, particularlyin those of public heqllh' in c^ountry
areas and, perhaps more urgentl¡ childwelfare...2e

27 SApO Legislative Council 18 October 1950, p. 107?. Recall Basedow (pp.224-5),
who could hãve obtained an ad. eund.em degree, but his political influence obviated such
a need.
28 Though immediate registration is still in force'
29 S1,pD House of Assembly, 4 October 1950, p. 891.
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the expertise of immigrant professional personnel could not be used. Some

suggested that the purpose of the B\II was simply to make it more difficult

for refugee doctors to be registered, and an enlightened emendmentwas

even proposed which would have allowed practitioners who graduated from

countries where there was no recþrocity, to be registered after twelve

months carefully supervised hospital service.so All attempts to use the

opportunity to assist the cause of migrant doctors met the resolute

opposition of premier Playford, who would not hear ofbreaking down

standards, or damaging the reputation of the University ofAdelaide. There

was also at this time the more immediate problem that the post war

Adelaide medical school was prducing more practitioners than there were

Adetaide hospital training posts, and placement of graduates \Mas becoming

an embarrassment.sr Finallythere was no ready answer to those who

pointed out that the Iron Curtain made impossible in many cases any

concept of reciprocity or in-vestigation of qualifications.s2

*

T}neMed,iralProctitiane.rs AmendtnentAct 1954 secured the object of

enabling commonwealth government medical practitioners and those

working for the Ftying Doctor Service to be registered in SA without fees, as

part of a¡r Australia-wide agreement. The MedbalPractitinners Act

Atnend,ntent Act 1955 brought in the compulsory pr+registration year of

hospital service after graduation. It had come about that the British

General Medical Council required compulsoryhospital experience, and it

was anticipated that a problem might arise with recognition of Australian

qualifications if a suitable provision was not introduced. NSW had brought

in mandatory hospital e:çerience in November 1954. In SA this concept

30 ¡a. ts November 1950, p. 1551.
3L tu¿d.
32 S.lpn llouse of Assembly, 4 October 1950, p. 891.
\\e Bill received the Royal Assent on 30 November 1950.
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had for some time been regarded as desirable, but the shortage of hospital

resident positions had made introduction impracticable. The proposal

attracted little interest, and passage of the legislation ensured that from 30

June 1956, unless the medical board gfanted an exemption, every g¡aduate

had to serve twelve months as an RI\{O in an'approved institute'before he

or she could practise medicine or surgery.

The 1955 Acú also incorporated two oq"r minor sections. one

removed reference to the British Empire from the 1919 statute, a¡d

replaced it with terminolopy appropriate to a commonwealth. The other

once again attempted to tackle and finally solve the never+nding

difficulties of reciprocity in respect of qualifications registered in the UI(

Such qualifications were still automatically registered by South Australia.

Practitioners had been quite properly accorded registration in the IIK but

their primary qualification was from a country which did not recognise the

validity of the Adelaide degrees. The 19554cú once more saw an

amenrlment to Section 19 of the 1919 Act tn the effect that SA would not

recognise UK registration unless the medical qualification that had been

accepted, originated from a country where there was full reciprocity with

SA. After 111years the legal defects which had caused so much significant

trouble were still evident.

c. The last (and unsrrosessfuD attempt to discriminate againsf,
women.

There was one celebrated dispute that followed the requirement of

one year's residency. In 1956 there were insufñcient recognised positions for

all applicants, and the RAH board decided to appoint only males to the

available places. As a result of the ensuing protest by the SA Medical

\il'omen's Society, the chief secretary(Sir Lyell McEwin) intervened, and

Executive Council gazettndthe appointment of the women' one of whom,
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Margaret Brown, had topped the course.3S The Medical Women's Society

had been guided by their honorary legal adviser, Jean Gilmore, a¡rd the issue

had caught the attention of the press and ABC.

The following year there were insufBcient graduates to take the

available places, and the goverriment gave serious thought to authorising

senior medical students to filt the vaca¡rcies. In a Ìvay this was a

microcosmal illustration of the recruïent difEculty - if not impossibillW -
of accurately determining medical workforce numbers'

d. Doctor shortages, or doctor surpluses?

In 1950 it was forecast that 350 doctors would graduate from

Adelaide during the following four yeaff¡ and that this "...wilI increase by

about 507o South Australia's present total of about 630 practising

doctors".sa Boosted by the students whose training had been delayed by

war service, there were at the time 540 medical undergraduates. At this

very Sâme time, as noted above, concerns¡ were raised in the SAparlisment

about a severe'doctor shortage'a¡rd the need to utilise refugee doctors. By

1953 the Med.ical Journat of Australin was alarmed at what it saw as a

dangerous surplus of practitioners, amounting to more tha¡r double the

needs of tl.e population, which was said to be capable of absorbing forby

new doctors each year: the medical school was providing twice this

number.35 Medical schools generallywere accused of providing too many

doctors and "...an inflow of overseas doctors is aggravating the Position".36

By 1956, as noted above, there was a doctor shortage!37 BY 1965 the

33 A fact which shows how viciously discriminatory the board's action had been. The

other two women were Fay Grote and Barb rra Beer. See Aduertiser 13 January 1956, p.

3.
34 Adu"rti"q29 July 1950, P. 3.
ss tO. zO October téSe, p. f. rftre ideal doctor/patient ratio was seen as 1:1200' It was

estimated that the actuãl ratio in the early 1950s was 1:900.
36 Themes repeatedly heard in the 1990s.
3? An inspection of original and supplementary ex-Amination-lists for that year suggests

that therô had been a fugh failure rate in the frnal examinations.
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medical course had become so popular that at Adelaide there were 235

applicants from locals for 120 places, and 140 applications from overseas

students competing for 10 places. Western Australia had awarded its first

medical degrees in 1959 and students from that state no longer had to

study at Adelaide or further afield. Tasma¡ria had not yet established a

medical school, and Adelaide usually offered two places to students from

that state.38

The demand for medical education had continued unabated, but so

had all the problems of distribution and imbalance, uncontrolled medical

migration, and restrictive speciality trade practices. The very next year

(1966) a "serious shortage of practitioners" saw the introduction of the

Med.inøt Prøctitinners Act Atnendtnent Act 7966,which would set up a

Foreign Medical Practitioners Assessment Committee to consider

registration in the absence of reciprocity. A particular concern once again

was the doctor shortage in rural areas. All the foregoing seems to prove

that in so far as the medical worHorce and all its problems were and are

concerned, there has been almost hatf a centur¡r of lack of policy and

planning, probablybecause of the absence of essential data, and a lack of

both scholarship and long term political strategy. This aspect will now be

brieflyconsidered.

Investigations into medical manpower policy at the state level have

either avoided altogether the need for long term planning, or they have

themselves contributed to and compounded the troubles of the post 1970s.

No criticism is intended of either the members of the various inquiries who

pursued their commissions with great diligence, or their findings or

recommendations, because the field of study was an unsurveyed one, and

hindsight could not accompanytheir deliberations. There was the additional

38 The University of Tasmania Medical School opened in 1966 witln 24 students: 18

rnb"ðq""rUy graduated in 1970: their nunber included two women, Ruth Bentley and
Eva Rottman.
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problem of defects in more important, broader social data bases, and errors

in fundamental estimates and predictions of birthrate and population

growth for the state as a whole. No one realised that the oral contraceptive

would have such a devastating effect on the labours of public actuaries and

planners. We have to temper our âmusement and criticism of the medical

planning misadventures recounted here, with the realisation that equally

embarrassing and incomect forecasts of student numbers severeþ

perplexed the education deparfuent, and urban planners.

In 1946 the House of Assembly appointed a Comtnittee of Inquiry for

Consolid.ating the Health Serui,ces of SouthAustraliø.39 The committee

included four LQMPs, one being Elma Sandford Morgan [1890-1983]

MBChM Syd 1917, a former director of maternal and baby welfare in NSTW'

whose wide andvaried experience as a successful female medical

practitioner would reward a detailed study.aO The committee's inquiry has

longbeen forgotten, and its Report is an enchanting reminder of the

simplicity of health and medical life fiftyyears ago. Then the total net

government expenditure on hospitals and health was f706,199, and the

committee was impressed by the commonsense of the witness who pointed

out that "elaborate" hospitals were unnecessar¡r, and "The armylooked

after its sick in huts, and, on the whole, very well".41 lts twenty eight

recommendations make no reference to t,Le medical profession, which was,

in any case, outside the terms of reference, and the major suggestion for a

Health Commission was decades ahead of its time.

No further interest was taken in the subject until grave concern in

1965 at the perceived long term under+upply of doctors led to the

establishment of a Committee on Facilities for Tlainirry Medical

39 g¿1op 32/1947: Report of the Committæ of Inquiry for Consolidating the Health
Seruices ofthe State.
40 Ttre other members we¡e H.H. Shannon and L.S. Duncan MPs,W.P. Bishop AFIA,
and Drs. H.M. Jay, L.W. Jeffries and A.R. Southwood-
4t sApp 321L947, op. cit., p. 13.
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Proctitinners in SouthAustralin ¿2 This was chairedbyDr. B. Nicholson,

medical superintendent RAH and its terms of reference were -
1. To make a factual survey showing the number of medical
practitioners at work in South Australia, where they have
come from and their numerical relation to the State's
population. The statistics for the present situation should be
projected over future years until, sa¡ 1985.

2.To examine what measures are practicable to increase the
facilities for training medical practitioners in SouthAustralia
should the government deem the number of practitioners
available either now or at some future date to be insufEcient.

3. How far it is possible to use more extensivelythe existing

e

amangement.

4. Whether, if a new teachinghospital were contenplated, it

ral

existing public and private hospital facilities.as

So defective was the annual MedinalRegister as a source of

quantified research data, that the committee relied for its statistical

information on AI\,IA membership figures.a¿ The conclusions of the

committee seemed to the Labor government to be the answer to all their

imagined problems: to the LCL it was ammunition to hound its opponents

wherever there was suspected inactivityin the health portfolio. From those

conclusions, and the resultant recommendations, came a series of logistic,

planning and arlministrative decisions which materially contributed to the

developing crisis which proceeded to engulf all health services. At a time

when neither the commonwealth nor the states had anyreliable facts

42 SApP IL4/196546, Facilities for Tlaining Md.ical Practitioners in South Australia.
43 Ib., p. 3.

rr¡as accurate in so far as the names wen of
tioners, but the committee did not feel it s in
type of practice, or those temporarily abs
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relating to medical practice,4s the committee urged the immediate

establishment of a new medical school at Flinders Universþ, along with a

major hospital, in order to produce an additional4S SA graduates each year

from 1975. Building of FMC began in1.972, and the first in-patients were

¿dmitted in April 1976. The first class of medical students commenced

studies in 1974 and most were in due course the first graduates in 1979.46

Medical Schools then proliferated inAustralia as a whole, because the

federal governmenthad embarked on its os¡n crusade to e>çand medical

education, and had set up a committee in 1-972to advise it where existing

medical schools shouldbe augmented, and new ones established.a?

The next detailed studyof the medical and all allied professions a¡rd

ancillary seryices was the Committeeof Enquiry into Health Seruices in

South Australiø. Chaired by the Hon. Mr. Justice Charles Hart Bright of

the Supreme Court, it was appointed bythe Dunstan Labor government in

1970 and submitted its Report in 1973.48 The committee was assisted by

qualified and experienced research staff, expressed its interest in humanity

generallywith a unique empath¡ focussed on the health of South

Australians, and notjust the provision of ilIness senrices, and pursued its

term.s of reference with diligence, scrupulousness and objectivity.Its

labours produced the most comprehensive and wide ranging report of all on

SAhealth services. The documentis quite unusual anddistinctfrom all

previous related official enquiries, because it set outno clear list of

conclusions with enphatic recommendations to be adopted as a collective

panacea, nor were its findings couched in dogmatic jargon to reinforce any

45 Repo* onTertiory Ed,ucøtion inAustruJia, Commonwealth of Australia, vol. II, August

196a, ch. 12, section 12 (i) and (ü).
a6 th" sole éntr.i.'ing member of the 1965 Comtnitteelnas written to q" pllateJ{' asking

thrlî" *-ember nãt th" sins of their youth, as they had no idea of the difficulties of
i""ã"nÉÃU"g such an untouched field, let alone predicting with any accuracy. The

membe-rs regarded ttre project as a political exercise'
47 Exwnsion of Med.icol Education: CPP 7973, uol- 3, plote 7O'

a8 C"'port o¡the Cootmittee of Enquiry into Health Seruices in South Australia. Adelaide.

Govt. Printer 1973.
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æ cathed,rajudgements or exhortations. R¿ther it received and considered,

indicated what was worthy of endorsement, and pointed out where there

were too many defects in knowledge to allow any decision. Its principal

recommendation for the introduction of unified control of aII government

health services through a "Health Authorit/, led to the establishment of

the SA Health Commission.

To overcome the persisting lack of information about medical

practitioners in Sd the committee carried out its own detailed

demogaphic, social and economic statistical survey, ând appendix 11 of its

Report must be considered to be the most comprehensive and accurate

survey of general practice ever conducted in South Australia. The inquiry

overall painted a most potent image of a new health service rooted in the

broadest sense in the classic humanitarian virtues. After its report was

presented to the Labor government in January 1973, it brought about the

greatest change in the orgarrisation and delivery of health services ever

seen in SA. In 1974 a steering committee was appointed to plan for the

establishment of a health commission to coordinate and rationalise all

heatth services, and a South Australiøn Health Com'missíon Bill was

introduced in parlisment in October 1976. It provoked vigorous debate and

was assented to in December of that year.

On the commonwealth side, the Australian Universities Commission

perceived the need for the urgent expansion of medical education, and

appointed ¿ Çemmittee on Medical Schools. This body(The "Karm.el

Committee"), produced a report which led to the expansion of existing, and

the establishment of new Australian medical schools. It is a reminder of the

foolishness of trying to predict workforce needs.4e

{.

49 Exwnsion of Md'ieal Education
Australian Uniuersities Comrnissio on

into medical education and workforce proble 
'

which reported in 1988.
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T}ne Medical Prartiti.oners Act Atnendment Act 1966 was the longest

and most important piece of legislation since 1919. In addition to making

the first serious and genuine attempt after twenty years to solve the

festering problem of the'refugee doctors', who now had undergone

transubstantiation into'foreign practitioners', it provided for six additional

proposals.

50It had happened that in 1964 a member was nominated against the AMA's own

nominee, aod atr expensive and futile election was held: the intention was to prevent

such a circunstance again arising.
The incident wasan interesting illustration of AMA political influence.
5t S¿,pO Legislative Council, 15 December 1966, p. 1625.

1. The AI\,IA would nominate a representative to the medical
board. Hitherto any member of the AI\'IA could be
nominated.so

2. The board, for the first time, could refuse to register any
practitioner who had been deregistered for infamous conduct in
another state or country-

3. An annual practising fee had to be paid for the privilege of
remaining in Practice.

as general practice locums during that interval.

5. The name of any person could, again for the first time, be
removedfrom the register if theywere

Certified to be a mental defective or suffering from any
mental or physical infimitywhich renders them
incapable õf practising as a medical practitioner.sl

6. The government upon the recommendation of the board
could pioclaim what branches of medicine could be deemed to
be specialisation and accordinglycould register a person as a
specialist.

By far the most interest centred on enachent of a Second Schedule

to the principalAcú - Section 19a, which tackled examination of the

qualifications of foreign practitioners, until now prohibited from practice

because of the lack of reciprocal recognition.
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Honourable members are well aware of the serious shortage of
medical practitioners in the State, particularly in rural areas.
The Government, therefore, as a matter of urgenc¡ thought
that something mustbe done to relieve the position, and it is
thought that this present proposal will do much in that
direction.s2

At the very time that the Labor administration was showing that it had

learnt nothing from history, studies were being published, which drew

attention to the steadyincrease in medical practitioners in proportion to

population, and their unequal geographical disþsal.5S The warnings

appear to have been quite lost on politicians, and those public service

advisers responsible for gathering releva¡rt information in order to shape

long term policy. New medical schools were founded in the 1960s in

Tasmania, and at Monash and the University of NSW, and in the 1970s at

Flinders and Newcastle. In the mid-1970s goverrìments suddenlybecame

alarmed at the huge growth of medical manpower, and at least one planned

new medical school, in Queensland, was put off. In 1995 the commonwealth

forced a reduction in Australian medical school intakes.sa

Section 19a Schedufe 2 of the 1966 Act setup a Foreign

Practitioners Assessment Committee to exemine the qualifications, and

assess the suitability of foreign medical practitioners. It had eight

members: the University of Adelaide provided the heads of the deparhents

of Anatom¡ Physiology, Pathology and Microbiolory. one physician,

surgeon, obstetrician and general practitioner was appointedbythe

governor from lists of three names from each such area of practice

52 SApO Legislative Council, 15 September 1966, p. L622. (4.J. Shard, Minister of
Health IALPI)
53 J.M. Last, op. ciú. R.B. Scotton, op. cit.
54 yet, p"""rr-ãbly as election bait in ea¡ly 1996, promised a new medical school at
Townsville, Queensland.

*
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submitted by the medical board.55 This committee would onlyhave to

appraise foreign graduates who in the first place were unable to satisff the

medical board as to their suitability to practise. The board now had power

under the new Section 19a of the Act tn register the obviously competent

regardless of the source of their qualifications. It met for the first time in

April 1967, and until its final meeting in September 1978 had assessed

sixtynine candidates from twentyone countries, of whom fiftywere

recommended for registration. The work of the semmittee then was taken

over by the Australian Medical Examining Council. One of the practitioners

who was registered under S. 19a in 1968 was Karolylouis Gaal [1909-

19951 ÌvD- Debræen 1933, DipPH Budapest He had come to SA after \ryWU

as a displaced person, and like many others had found his qualifications

unacceptable. He had represented European graduates in their endeavours

to obtain registration, and his letters in newspapers are a record of the

intolerance, rudeness and criticism which theyfacefl.5G

A new venture in medical legislation was ushered in by S. 22 of the

1966 Act:tùte medical board was given power to review the accounts of

LQMPs, and order their reduction if theywere considered unreasonable. One

would be justifred in thinking t}lrat aBill containing a number of contentious

and unfamiliar provisions would have excited parlisment and profession,

but it found government, opposition and AI\{A in happy agreement as to its

virtues, and it had an easy passage to assent.s? One reason was that the

medical board was still virtually a suþbranch of the AI\{A and any

55 There were then at Adelaide no clinical chairs.
56 Aduet'tisq,8 November 1950, p. 4. lb.23 November 1950, p. 4.
The first person registered under the 1966 Act was Adelheid Elisabeth Johanna Taylor,
lvD Gottingen 1950.
57 SApO Legislative Council, 20 September 1966, p. 1669.
Ad.ueftiser 16 Septenber 1966' p. 1.

Ib., L7 September 1966, P. 3.
The powei to review accnunts was a blatant piece of electioneering by the Walsh Labor
government which had succeeded Playford in 1965.
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criticism of its power was akin to slating the Holy See.58 At this time there

was wide publicityhighlighting the problems thatrWhyalla, I{aroonda and

Cummins were having in finding medical practitioners. 5e There was, yet

again, the thoroughly naive e>çectation that the new Acú would overcome

"...the serious shortage of doctors in SouthAustralian country 4.re4s...".60

The unhappy picture of country practice was further clouded by the public

airing of disputes between medical practitioners and hospital boards and

staff. In October 1967 most of the doctors at Whyalla fell out with the

hospital board over an attempt to increase the power of the matron, and a

vexatious dispute continued for months.61 In September 1969 the entire

trained staffand domestics resigned from the Mannum hospital over a

board dispute: luckily a ratepayers meeting threw out and replaced the

board, andthebrawl ended .62 Itwas a reminder of the squabbles on the Far

rWest coast some sixty years earlier.

At this time the AIVÍA decided that'...the time was appropriate for

the establishment of a Study Group on medical planning".63 The inquiry

quicklybecâme a working parby on ttre future of general practice, and its

recommendations reflect once again some of the frustrations which were

disturbing the GP in the era of s¡recialist ascendancy the lack of a role in

hospitals, and the absence both of specific training and continuing

education. A chief concern of the working pafiy, however, was its

discernment of a serious medical manpower shortage, and the complete

lack of comprehensive statistical information.6a Like the government, the

AMA took no notice of scholarship indicating the very opposite.

58 yet it is interesting that there was no legal challenge tß 5.22,4Y". the superiol-ty of
f"d;;JL¿Jt¡r t"sirtJtion, and the constitutional powerlessness of the cÐmmonwealth to

contnol wages and Prices.
59 Aduqtisq, 28 September 1966, P. 3.
60 ¡¿. g November 1966, p. 10.
61,fó. t3 October 196?, p. 3.1b.,27 March 1968, p. 11'
62 1b.,22 September 1968, pp. 1, 3.
63 nW* Getærq.I Praúice an'd' its Future in Australia' Sydney, 1970 t?l
M Ib., p. g.
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Unfortunately at this stage, because of the common fee and differential

rebate quarrel, acrimony between the AIVIA and RACGP made acceptance

by the latter of anything the former came up with very unlikelY, and there

was no joint cooperative effort to investigate and tackle any of the

problems, real or imagined. In a nutshell, AIVIA policy was destroying

general practice; the RACGP was still feeling its way in its efforts to

reconstruct and strengthen it. There was much mutual suspicion and

mistrust.65

*

In 1970 a further Medical Praßtitioners Act Amendment Acú was

passed which made it compr¡lsoryfor all existing and future specialists to

register as such in their particular branch of medicine. The commonwealth

had already set up its own register as an essential prerequisite for

administering differential rebates, a¡rd it was feared that there could be

chaos if the SAmedical board did not take steps to coordinate and

cooperate. The measure was no longer controversial, and was "...rather

significant because it finally marks what can be called the end of the era of

the old familydoctor or general practitioner".66 Not a few people, surveying

the overall medical scene in Australia, also would have believed that they

were looking at the formal laying out of general practice prior to burial,

because a general air of pessimism pervaded alt deliberations, except for the

enthusiasts of the RACGP, whose determination to make general practice

pre+minent was now firedbycollective hatred of the ANIA

e. Miscella¡reous legislation 1970 - 83.

The rest of the state legislation enacted in the period covered bythis

thesis can be considered and disposed of quickly. The MedícalPro'ctitinn'ers

65 See RACGP Thirteenth Annuøl Report 7970, pp. 4, 5.
66 g¿p¿ House of Assembly, 1 December 1970, p- 3220-
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Act Amend.ment Act 1970 made it an offence to practise as or hold oneself

out to be a specialist unless registered as one. Its consideration and

passage was quite unremarkable -the medical profession had attained

such dominance in the health industrythat'holding out'was now an

internal transgression which no longer evokd the emotional polemics of the

days before the 1919 Act, when the orgarrised professional battled to have

the term Dætor made sacrosanct to the lega[¡ qualified. The Md'inol

Practitioners Act Arnendment Act 1971made many minor amendments to

the principleAct,the Statute Law Reußian Act 1974 made only one, a¡rd the

Medicat Practitioners Act 1919- 1974was a consolidation of everything

enacted during those fifty five years. ThLe MedinalPractition'ers Act

Amend.ment Act 1976 effected minor amenrlments to that Act, and in 1983'

after sixty four years, a new Medical Prottitinners Act 251 1983 finally

repealed the lglg legislation and all its successors.

If all the state legislation enacted after 1919 had a distinguishing

feature, it is that none of it did anything to increase the power of the

medical profession: that had been done as far as needed by 1919.

Thereafter the profession did not require any statutoryhelp to secure or

enhance its prestige, status or ascendancy over the health pyramid. Until

tþ1e Act of 1919, professional status and prestige depended on social

prominence and ottrer activities, readily aided and abetted by a friendly

press. Medicine's enthusiastic and successful embrace of science greatly

benefited its attainnent of a præminent social station. Bythe late 1950s

an increasingly affluent and materialistic societyregarded the doctors'

guaranteedhigh income as alone reflecting their success and attainment-

The medical world after Menzies presented a bright picture, and the only

shadows were those which were haunting the general practitioners, who by

the late 1960s had begun to suspect that some imperfections had become

discernible in the New Jerusalem. The Australian medical world after WWII
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was a nicely regimented one where the doctor's income was both high and

guaranteed, and the consumer fitted uncomplaininglyinto his or her

appropriate niche. Patients were told what was wrong (but not necessarily

always), and what they had to do to get better, and whether or not they

understood, questions were unusual a¡d criticism unheard of.

*
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3. PAR"ADISE TTIOUGHT TIO BE LOST: THE WTIITI,AIVI YEARS 1972 _ 1976

a. Changes of outlook and political parties.

Astonishing technical accomplishments and changes in social,

cultural and educational outlooks from the late 1960s presaged political and

ideological shifts. Coronarybypass surgerywas well established by 1970.

In 1970 in Victoria motor car seat belts were made compulsory, and in

11g71,as mentioned, cigarette advertisements,were banned on radio and

television in children's viewingtimes.l Enactment of the laws against

smoking was also an illustration that in some respects community

attitudes towards what were perceived to be the source of threats to the

public health had not changed from the 1890s.

.. .many of the debates and anxieties that accomparried public health
legislation still retained a focus on outsiders andmarginal g1gups
rather than on the public health needs that legislation should
address. For example, unnecessarJrprovisions to toughen the
criminal drug laws (an issue of relatively small public health
importance but the users and
marginal and deviant) could P ing
with-few questions asked. Atte the
tobacco industry could advertise cigarettes occupied days of
acrimonious debate, yet tobacco constitutes the most significant
drug problem in the Australian community.2

After Menzies' retirement in 1966, the federal Liberal party never

found a leader with his attributes of good sense, intellectual attainment and

character. Dissension and personalityconflicts within the Liberal Party, a

veryunpopular war inVietna¡, a Labor Partyno longer dividedby

sectarian disagreement after the 1955 schisms, and a general perception

that the Liberals were old, tired and not a little complacent and

incompetent, saw in1:972, after twenty three years in the wilderness, the

election of an ALP government led by E.G. rWhitlam.S The ensuing three

1 ¿, øtal ban would apply from 1976.
2 Chrisøpher Reynolds, op. cit., p. 4.
3 Hon. Edward Gough Whitlam t1916 - I AC QC BA LIB Hon. DLitt Hon. LLD Prime
Minister lg72-75.He defeated Willian McMahon, who was described as the
embodiment of mediocrity and decay of the Australian consen¡ative leadership.
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years of his prime ministership were exciting, as an unprecedented number

of social reforms were enacted, and much change was expedited in novel

wâys, with an avala¡rche of legislation andExecutive Council decision.

Federal political life was distinguished by a liveliness and enthusiasm which

was quite unfamiliar.

b. The Health Insurønce BilI 797q. 
,

Of the record number of S0T legislative enactments which testiffto

the industry, perseverance and innovation of the rWhitlam government,

none caused as much commotion as the Heølth Insurance Bí111973. A

statutory authority, established by a separate Bill,  was to be set up t0

design a¡d create an orgarrisation to administer the governmenf,s universal

health insurance progïam, which was to be funded by a 1.35percent levyon

income, and would be hrown as Med.ibank That program would ensure that

all Australians were automatically covered for health insurance purposes'

had the freedom to select a private medical practitioner of their choice if

they wanted to, (who would be reimbursed by fee-for+ervice), a¡rd could

select the type of hospital treahent desired, should the need for that

service ever arise. However, it was intended that fe+for-service would be

abolished for treatm.ent of hospital patients.

The avalanche of violent polemic which characterised the prolonged

public and parliamentary debate on the scheme a.rose primarilybecause of

the spectre of the nationalisation of medicine. This \¡vas a politicaþ

opportunistic invention of the scheme's opponents, but senior Labor people

had, perhaps unwisely, made no secret of their determination to bring all

aspects of health care under government control.s The opponents of the

Labor plan, the Liberal and CountryParties, the AIVIA and the private

a Hæhh lrnurønte Commission Bill 1973.
5 CPD, Weekly Hansard no. 10, 1974, p.94
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health insurance funds, the biggest with enormous reserves of wealth and

influence, fought to the bitter end. Their arguments were based on the

unfairness of a compulsorylevyon husband and wife, in addition to private

insurance costs for those who did not want to participate in Medibank; the

sinister implications of the necessaryhuge health bureaucracywhich would

hold vast personal medical histories in a central data ba¡rk; the notion that

socialised medicine dragged everyone down ø, th" sâme level, and that the

doctor - patient relationship would be destroyed. This latter premise was

ignited by one proposed voluntary method by which a practitioner could be

paid for all services -bulkbilling. At the practitioner's discretion, vouchers

for palment for all treahent could be submitted to the government, which

would reimburse Sspercentof the agreed common fee as full pa¡ment.

Although the object of the most violent and intemperate abuse, bulk biling

would eventually become one of the outstanding successes of the Labor

scheme, and by 1994 its acceptance bythe profession had led the Health

Insurance Commission to introduce electronic claiming procedures and

funds transfer. In arguing that the removal of the need for a patient to pay

an amount of cash for each visit would destroy the integrity of the doctor -
patient relationship, the AIVIA a¡rd its supporters merely demonstrated

their mastery of the fictional ambiguity. It was never mentioned that for

over twentyyears pensioners, and (for far longer) repatriationbeneficiaries,

had received "free" medical attention, and had never been required to pay a

moiety on consultation. It was one more stone in the avalanche of

irrelevancies which descended on the Labor government.

The Coalition parties could indeed argue that they had alternative

proposals to the Whitlam plan, but it had alreadybeen clearly

demonstrated that they simply did not work. Mr. Justice Nimmo, who had

been appointedbythe Liberal-CountryPartyto make his inquiry, had

pointed out the existence of a rigid means test on those who sought public
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hospital care,6 but no attention had been paid to his recommendation for

its abolition. He had also suggested the establishment of a national health

insurance commission, and the Coalition in 19?0 decided to establish it, but

didnothing.? Then there were the plain figures from the Australian Bureau

of Statistics, and the even plainer prose of the Hertdørconinqufuyinto

poverty, which showed that more than one million Australians had no

health insurance cover, and that there was much inequity and

discrimination in access to health care.8 There were confidential Coalition

documents leaked to the Labor Party, which admitted as much. The only

action of the conservative government after Nimmo, was to subsidise

health insurance costs for the unemployed, persons on low incomes, and

newly arrived migrants. This required much cumbersome clerical work.

The experiences of individual medical practitioners were a constant

reminder of the inequalities and distinctions of the private health system in

its final yeats, after repeated unsuccessful tampering by the LCP to make

it work. When I commenced practice in 1968 at Glenelg North I was

immsfi¿te1t approached by surrounding GPs to take over the medical work

at the nearby Glenelg North Migrant Hostel, a large commonwealth

establishment. Provision of medical care to the hostel residents was a

nightmare of paper work and bad debts. The arrangement then was that

the cost of private health insurance for the first few monttrs after arrival in

Australia was met by the govenrment, and there was much blatant touting

by health funds for business. Submitting accounts, orgnnising clnims and

recovering money was a heavy administrative burden, and brought much

6 Except in Queensland and Tasmania.
? Hon. AJ. Forbes, Minister of Health, 4 March 1970, House of Representatives,
Ministeri al Statement.
s R.tr'. Henderson et alii, People in Pouerty: A Melbourn¿ Suruq. Melbourne, Cheshire,
1970.
Có-Ài..ion of Inquiry into Poverty, Pouerty in AtntraJia, First Main Report. Canbena,
AGPS, 1975.
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hardship to patients, some of whom ended up in gaol when theycould not

satisfy the debt collectors.e

On the other hand, the pensioner medical service was regarded as a

ready source of money, and many GPs had what the Commonwealth

Department of Health called a "milk round" of pensioners who would be

regularly called on, whether they needed attention or not.10 The

repatriation scheme was regarded as a blank gheQue, and'...you can put

anything over them".ll The well offcould manipulate the system to their

advantage. Frequently one came on a situation where, particularly, genteel

elderly ladies would reside for many years in private hospitals with their

own room, more or less aft permanent boarders, and so bizane were the

private hospital cover insurance arrangements, that every month they

received a refuld,from their benefit fund in excess of their liabilityto the

hospital, for what amounted to free board and lodging. Nursing homes could

also lend themselves to abuses: in marry cases permanent in-patients had

no disabilities which would have required their admission to those

establishments, and there was no assessment mechanism to review the

needfor entry.12 Manyof the privately owned ones returned great profits to

their owners. Alotof NursingHomes were filthyand sub+tandard, and

some private hospitals had facilities little changed from what they had been

9 M"¡ry of the migrants had little or no English language skills, and this made the

situation even more difficult and unjust.
ro Dr. A.C. Green, oommonwealth director of health in SA fmm 1_968, told me this in
1gT0. Then it was customary for new general practitioners, to call 9n' or be-invited by
ãão*t-""t of health pharmaceutical and medical cnunsellors, to discuss their
o¡ligaUotts under the health and phar:maceutical benefit schemes.
11 I was told this by a colleague in 1969.
12 i.urr p*vide deõails if required. In the 19?0s the commonwealth picked up_the bill
for-nursiiChome manage-"ot (o" mismanagement) through 1fos nssþqnism of deficit
fr¡nding.
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in the 1920s and 30s.13 1a Vigorous commonwealth reform initiated by the

Department of Health, Housing and Communþ Services has completely

changed this picture for the better.15 TheAustralian nursinghome

industry is now controlled minutely by that department, which allocates

nursing and personal care hours for each patient through a complex

Re s id ent C la^s s ifi c at in n I ns t ru m ent.

Because the pre1974 health scheme provided doctors with a high,

guaranteed income, it was the fear that their substantial earning power

would be eroded, that they would lose their monopolistic control over health

policy and that theymight end up in a socialist salaried service where they

could not control their own worþ which precipitated the violent opposition of

the orgarrised profession: theyfeared that the Australian medical paradise

would be lost. They found ready allies in the private funds, because those

organisations, whose unscrupulous commercial tactics and huge

administrative overheads had been heavily criticised by Nimmo, had

13 There were widespread stories (easily confrrned by visiting doctors) of negligence, IÐor
standards, exploitatiìn and systematic fraud. The latter involved 'ghosting' of em,ployees

where non-existent personnel were maintained on false payrolls: the commonwealth
paid the wages. The mqjor South Australian'ghostingi scan{al involved a nursing ho4e
ãn the corner of South Road and Grange Roa d, Hindnarsh. The owner was jailed and
the home closed.
14 An s¡qmple of a substandard nursing home can be provided by St. Martins, Cudmore
Terrace, Marleston. In the tate 1970s the City of West Torrens decided that it would like
to have its own Nursing Home for those of its residents who needed such care. The

the

und

mortuar¡r and another the laundry.
The following material details the nursing home prnblems of the 1970s.
(a) M. Coleman (chaiman) , Care of the Aged, Australian Government Social Welfare
Commission on Care of the Aged. Canbena, 1975.
(b) A. Hotmes (chairman), Report of the Committee on Care of the Aged and the Infirm,
Canberra, AGPS, 1977.
(c) P. Giles (chairperson), Priuatc Nursing Homes in Ausfiu,lia: their Cond.uct,
Administrationand.Ownzrship, Senate Select Committee on Private Hospitals and
Nursing Homes, Canbera AGPS, 1984.
15 R. Grego ry, Reuiew of the Structure of Nursing Horne F\.nding Arrangem.ents - Stage 7 ,

DHHLG&CS, Canberra, AGPS, 1993.
R. Gregory , Reuiew of the Structure of Nursing Home Funding Arrangemznts - Stage 2,
DHS&H, Canbena, AGPS, 1994.
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convinced themselves that they faced inevitable extinction.r6 The large

numbers of UKmedical graduates who had fled Bevan to enjoythe

Antipodean medical utopia, regaled all who would listæn, to a harrovring

catalogue of British medical horror stories: theywere in great demand at

AndA meetings. Rydon has pointed out that the states too, which then had

the major legislative responsibilityfor health, could not come to the

negotiating table with clean hands, as they 
,

...prolonged negotiations for agreements for the national health
policy. . . ; they argued, bargained and complained over th9
ptanning and administration of any j oint programme's, though
accepting Commonwealth money.lT

Dr. Stephen Duckett has set out and analysed all these antagonistic

structural interests,ls and McKay has detailed the AIVIA's major çempaigns

against the rWhitlam govenìment.le h 1973-74, no practitioner could

escape the unprecedented tonent of written and spoken words which

inundated the profession and public.

The ALP proved itself perfectly able to defend and promote its plan,

and the minister for social security, the Hon. William George Hayden, who

was in charge of the legislation, demonstrated qualities of resolute

determination, and capacity for impassioned denunciation every bit the

equal of his wealthy and determined adversaries. Labor had made an

irrevocable commitment to Australian health services, and while most of

its attention and concern was alwa¡rs directed to the glaring deficiencies of

care which plagued the rapidly sprawling outer suburbs of Melbourne and

16 Ttren there were 97 separate Australian funds which collected a total revenue of
g112.6 million from 4.1 million crntributors. Annual details of the funds are in CPP
Opera.tions of the Registqed Md.ical and. Hæpitøl Benefits Organisøtions .

1? Joa:r Rydon, "Ihe Australian Federal System', in H. Gardner (Ed.) ThePolitics of
Health, op. cit-, P.28.
18 S. Duckett, 'structural Interests and Australian Health Policy', in Socia'l Scietrce and
Mdicine,lS (i1), 1984, p. 959. In 1996 Dr. Duckett resigned fuom the federal health
bureaucracy.
19 Diane Mackay, 'Politics of reaction: the Australian Medical Association as a pressure
gmup', in H. Gardner (Ed.), The Politics of Health, op. cit', pp. 291-295.
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Sydney, the results of its planning and spending were felt everywhere.

Community Health Centres, staffed by salaried practitioners, but usually

not doctors, were built, and provided social workers, nurses,

physiotherapists and other ancillary workers. Psychiatric community

health centres were established and school dental services developed.

Through the Hospitals and Health Services Commission, directed by the

minister for health, the Hon. Douglas Nixon Everingham' money was

provided to the states to maintain and upgrade public hospitals, and the

commonwealth met fifty percent of the net costs of operating those

hospitals. Means tests were abolished for hospital admission, and while free

standard ward admission and treatment was available to everyone, persons

who wished private treatment could have it, and a commonwealth daily

subsidywas paid towards the cost of their bed. Private health insurance

was permitt€d, and contributions were tax deductible.zO Finally, nursing

home benefits were provided universally and directly from consolidated

revenue: until then they had been paid only for those persons eligible for the

pensioner medical sen¡ice.21

c. A double dissolution, ajoint sitting, and a newhealth
scheme: Medibonk.

Debate on the Labor health plan was protracted.

Only rareþ can a domestic political debate in Australia have
been as lorig and e>çensive and as bitter and divisive as has
been the case with this subject.22

Yet, as McCoppin has pointed out, neither Medibank nor its successor

Md.icare,

20 Latnr, the tax-deductibility allowance was abolished'
21 T.lre ó--oo*"alth had first begun to pay benefits to nursing home residents after
passage of the Aged Persons Homes Act 1951'
22 CPD, WeeklyHansard no. 10, 1974, p.96.
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...was radical to the point of introducing a National Health
Service on the British model, but each \ilas a policy set up for

rationality and
vide health
basic cover for

all, and the capacity of individual citizens to pay.23

Indeed, it is unlikeþ that nationalisation on the Bevan model would survive

Section 92 of the Australian Constitution, which states that "...trade,

commerce, ffid intercourse among the States, whether by means of

internal carriage or ocean navigation, shall be absolutelyfres".2a

when elected in December ]-:972 the Whitlam government had

inherited a hostile Senate, and that body exercised its right to reject, fail to

pass or amend legislation as it pleased. Its unparalleled interference with

proposed laws which were integral to the Labor platform became

increasingly a source of frustration and resenhent. ByApril 1974 srxBills

including theHeøtth Insurørrce Commissinn BilI 1973, and the Health

Insurance Bitt 1973 had come to grief in the Senate.25 On 10 April 1974

that chamber denied the government Supply.26 That same day'Whitlam

waited on the Governor4eneral Sir Paul Hasluck, and advised him

pursuant to Section 57 of the Constitution, to dissolve both Houses with a

view to holding elections, and the necessarJ¡proclemation was issued on the

following day. The Labor goverrìmentwas returned on 18 Maywith a

slightlyreduced majorityin the Representatives, and still without a

majority in the Senate, which continued to obstructthe Bills, and.thereby

brought about the conditions under which the Constitution provided for a

23 BriCid McCoppin, The Public Service', in H. Gardner, (Ed.), The Politics of Health, op.

cit.,p. lL4.
% Fo, a snmmary of the cases detemined under this famous Section, see The Acts- of the
parliament of the Comrnonwealth of Austra.lia, 7901-. R*issued various years: volume I
contains the tlonstitution, and each Section is extensively referenced.
25 The other Brlls were -
Commonwealth Electoral BilII (No- 2) 1973-
Sennte (Representation of Territories) Bill 797 3.

Reprcsentation Bill 197 3.
Peiroleurn and Mincrals Authority B|II 1973.
26 CPo Senate, 10 April 1974, pp. 884-5.
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Joint Sitting of both Houses. This would ensu¡e passage of the disputed

legislation, because the combined government numbers exceeded that of

the Opposition: 95 votes tD92. On 30 July l974the new Governor-General,

Sir John Robert Kerr, issued a proclamation convening a Joint Sitting of the

members of the Senate and the House of Representatives to consider and

vote upon the six Bills.

The momentous firstjoint sitting, a¡r occasion of great constitutional

and historical signifrcance, was held on 6 and 7 August 1974: it was the first

occasion that the proceedings of parliament were televised. ThLe Health

InsurørrceBílts were passed on 7 August, after further protracted and bitter

debate, and the acrimonious and prolonged, but fascinating medicepolitical

adventures of the previous twelve months ended. When in December 1973

the Senate for the first time rejected the proposed legislation, it had merely

put offthe inevitable, and had not accounted for the persistence and

determination of the governmentto insist on completing aremarkable

achievement, which has been a substantial and lasting monument to Labor

policy. As Gillespie has pointed olut, Medibank,basedon national

compulsory health insurance and providing universal coverage, rvas a

revival of the 1940s NHMRC schemes which in turn owed their birth to the

national hygienists.2? Such schemes have been shown to be a more

equitable form of health care tha¡r private, or mixed privat+public

arrangements.23

d. Resentment and obstrrrction: the introduction of universal
cover.

Medibank begaq operating on 1 July ]1975, and by 1 October all

states had signed agreements whereby the federal government would meet

27 Jame" A. Gillespie, op. cit., p. 285.
28 J.S. Deeble, The Financing of Health services', in R. Mendelson, (8d,.) Australiøn
SæiøtWelfareFirwnce, Sydney, Allen and Unwin, 1983.
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half the net operating costs of the public hospitals. Different sections of the

medical profession accepted the radical changes to medical practice in

contrasting ways. The RACGP "...avoided public debate and this policy has

been deliberate".2e The College continued its workto improve educational

opportunities for general practice, and applied itselfto improvingits

examination techniques. The furore of the previous three years had neither

touched not concerned it. When, in 1983 it published a history of the first

twenty one years, no reference was made to the political turmoil of the

1970s30. The General Practitioners Society continued to expend its energies

in a fury of opposition, and with the Private Doctors of Australl¿31 preached

the most reactionaryviews and opinions to all who could be bothered to

listen. The AIVIA through its members tried every trick in the book to

sabotage the scheme, and some of their efforts in SAwill now bebriefly

considered in relation to the local goverrìment areas of lWest Tomens and

Glenelg a¡rd their two communityhospitals, Ashford and Henley &

Grange.32

ByJuly 1973 anonJmous articles had appeared in community

newspapers encouragrng residents to express their concern at how the

proposed'Labor scheme'would affect their access to local hospitals, and the

idea was spread that all communþ hospitals would be staffed by salaried

doctors, and local GPs would no longer have access to their patients.s3 The

AI\44 urged the public to contact their local MP "...to see what action can be

taken". In retrospect it is appreciated that such was the confusion, and

misunderstanding of, information about Medibønk, that the persons who

disseminated these stories genuineþbelieved in the truth of what they

29 RACGP, Nineteenth Annual Report 1976, p. 3.
30 Ronald Wilton, ABodls Bdy, op.cit.
31 Regatded by moderates as the far lunatic right. In 1970 the Society had attemptgd
unsuc-cessfully at a referendum to change the constitution of the AMA federal council to
increase genóral practitioner representation. The society survives, and in 1996 had a
membership of about 300.
32 Ttre latter is now Western (Community) Hospital.
33 Wæßide,18 July 1973, p. 3.
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wrote. Open conflict developed between, on the one hand, those who did not

under any circumstances want changes to the existing health scheme, and

those who recognised thatpensioners, the unemployed, and socially

disadvantaged would be better offunder Medibank. The western suburbs of

Adelaide had a high proportion of elderþ people, as well as many migrant

families. The area as a whole had returned Labor members to state and

federal parliems¡¡ for over seventyyears.34 The General Practitioners

Society issued a circular advising their ¡rensioner patients to join a medical

benefits fund as they would be withdrawing from the pensioner medical

service:S5 this greatly upset many of the recipients, as well as their

representative organisations such as the Aged and Invalid Pensioners

Association and Senior Citizens Clubs.36

Local general practitioners, municipal councils and hospital boards

exchanged insults.s7 The problem with Ashford Community Hospital was

that its facilities were available onlyto those holding private health

insurance. Many uninsured elderþ people in the local government areas

thathad foundedAshford CommunityHospital3s in the late 1940s, believed

that Mediba¡k would give them access to'their'hospital which, after all,

had been supported from the beginning by their rates. The uncivil

arguments, misleading information and medicepolitical brawls greatly

confused the overall picture, and inevitably-but incomectly, as it turned

out - many residents came to believe that the medical profession was

34 Ody in March 1990 did Labor lose 'its'federal seat of Hindmarsh in the west of
Adelaide to the Liberal's l\¡frs. C. Gallus: she would increase her mqiority in 1993 and
1996.
35 The circular is undated: it was printed in large quantities for distribution by member
GPs.
36 These were large, influential organisations in the western suburbs, led at the time by
assertive and sensible people. With local government voting being voluntar5r, the highest
proportion of voters has always been the elderly. Council candidates knew where their
elected positions cnme f¡om.
37 Wætside,15 August 1973, p. 1.
38 West Tomens, Unley, Mitcham and Marion. The original Ashford Hospital had been
opened in 1936 by Matrons Baker and T\¡ck, and had been run privately until
purchased for f19,500 in 1950, and turned into a community non-profit institution.
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conspiring to keep them out of community hospital beds.3e The picture was

confused, because at the time the Ashford Board itself was rent by the

personality conflicts inseparable from local government involvement, and

was engaged in a verypublic, prolonged a¡rd distasteful court case with its

matron, whom ithad dismissed.ao

Simultaneously the AIMA was engaged in a vigorous altercation with

federal and state governments over fees. After the introduction of the most

common fee in 1970, medical incomes rose significantlS because general

practitioners were given a flfteen percent increase in the fees for

attendances, and another forty per centincrease in pensioner medical

service fees followed in 1971. Specialists found themselves even better off,

because in addition to the higher fees for the same procedure since 1970, it

was found that there was a diversion of services from GPs to specialists.

One of the greater disparities \üas between the GP fee of $40, and the

specialist fee of $gO for confinements. This was an important factor in the

withdrawal of the GP from obstetrics. The growth rate in doctor's net

incomes in 196748 had been 5.6 percenú and in 1968-49 it was 8 percent.

After 1970 the increases were 18 percenú in both 197f71 andl9Tl-72,

and 11pe r cent rn 1972-73.a1 The ÏVhitlem government was anything but

happy with the situation where the AIVIA could unilaterally determine fees,

and contemplated either price control or a referendum to give it the power

to set those charges.a2 One of the worst consequences of the Page scheme

had been that as soon as medical fees rose, contributors had to pay more

for benefits. As soon as benefits increased, medical practitioners raised

their fees.as

39 Wætside, 1 August 1973, pp. 1, 15.
40 And who had been reinstated by the Industrial Court! The Board then paid her out'
So bitter was the dispute that 23 years later - 1996 - legal considerations delayed the
production of a history of the hospital!
¿t CpO 2 May 1973: minister of social security answer on notice to a question from Dr.
R.E. KlugmanMP.
42 Aduertßer 24 Apnl1973, p. 3.
43 S. Sax, A Strife of hú,erests, op. cit-, pp. 7s-6.
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The state Dunstan Labor arlministrationbecame alarmed in mid-

1973 when the local AI\,IA decided to raise consultation fees from 6 August

to bring them into line with other states: this meant an average increase in

fees of 34 percenú, and it attracted much adverse publicity.aa On 5 June

Dunsta¡r ordered the Commissioner of Prices and ConsumerAffairs to

conduct an enquiry on doctor's fees.45 IIis undatedRepor-t, printed on25

July 1973, was generally critical of the AI\{A and recommended more

modest fee increases.46 On 1 August Dunstan brought services provided by

medical practitioners under price control: the state had this power which

was denied to the commonwealthlaz The SAbranchAMA office holders

immediately announced that theywould raise their fees regardless and go to

gaol.48 The AIVIA subsequentlyhad issued a Supreme Court writ to have

declared invalid th e proclarnøtian under tJne Prfues Act, and seeking to

restrain the government from setting fees. The Commissioner had

suggested a!2.5 percenttise - this was later increased tn l5 percent and

gazelted. There then was a brief interregnum while each side backed otr,

engagd in intemperate exchanges, and waited for the legal proceedings to

begin. A thoroughlyunpleasant situation had come about and a showdown

was averted by a most astonishing development. On 16 July 1973 the

federal government, which was having trouble of its own with the AIVIA had

appointed aMedical Fees Tribunal to detemine fair and reasonable fees

which could form a basis for medical benefits. To everyone's sur¡lrise, when

the Tribunal handed down its recommendations on 5 October, it had found

for the AI\44 on nearþ every point, even awarding the GPs an increase over

44 AMA Doctors Fees - 1973.
Ad.uertiser,l June 1973, P. 1.
45 1b.,6 June 1973, p. 5.
46 S¡-pp 7Z I 1973-74, Report of Cornmissioner for Prices and. Corcumer Affairc on
Dætoy's Fæs.
47 Tlris was done by a simple gazetted Prælamøtion. That power, of course,-was
jealously guarded as a'st¿te right' - one oJthe rgqgo+s why federal referendums to give
the commonwealth such prerogative had always failed.
48 Aduertisq. 2 August 1973, p. 1.
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the Prices Commissioner's controlled figure. Great was the AIVIAgloatiDS,4e

and indeed the tribunal advice to the government was a major victory for

doctors. It was the last time the AMA ever tasted the cup of success.

In this general climate of hostility and recrimination, and with very

little factual infomation at hand about the proposals, probablybecause

the major battles were being fought in the eastern states, it was difñcult to

be sure of the precise implications of Medibank. The confusion is

understandable. The AIVIA, for all the vehemence of its official objections,

was not a united body as it had been in the struggles of the Chifley era. It

had diminished its credibility to its own members because of its support for

the'most common fee'and differential rebate concepts. Its backing for the

replacement of the honorary system of staffing public hospitals, and the

argument over fees, recounted above, did not assist its public image. More

seriousl¡ internal dissent had continued to result in the formation of groups

of practitioners who sought to conduct their own political battles outside the

association, and the Australian Association of Surgeons,s0 the General

Practitioners Society of Australia, the Private Doctors of Australia and the

Doctors Reform Society, divided and weakened the AlvfiLsl The decline of

that organisation has been accurately detailed by Mackay.s2

e. The Last Post.

An extraordinary general meeting of the AMA SA Branch on27

November 1974 rejected every aspect of Medibank, and a further meeting

on 23 March 1975 rehashed the very stale arguments before re+ndorsing

the rejection. But the AIVIA's case was crumbling: unfavourable legal advice

and the clear determination of federal Labor to persist, brought the

49 1b.,6 October 1973, p. 1.
50 An organisation very active in Canberra, and led with aggression and assertiveness.
51 A pnccess that has continued: by the 1990s the only direct influence that the AMA
had with government was in the determination of ethical issues.
52 Diane Mackay, op. cit., pp. 295-300.
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realisation that confrontation was futile. On 21 March J.M. Fraser

succeeded to the leadership of the federal Liberal ParW, and announced

that he would not interfere with the introduction of Medibanlc On 15 April

Ig75 the AMA sent a circular to all members asking them to refrain from

sabotaging the plan.53 Now the battle was well and trulylost, and the

manner of its ending was doubly mortifying, because as recently as 23

Januarythe federal Liberal spokesman on social securityhad told an

A]rIZAAS congress that his government would dismantle the scheme when

it came to power.

The last rough arguments over Medibank related to the treatment of

public hospital patients, who were now larown as'hospital service'patients.

The govenrment wanted practitioners to bill the hospitals: the AIVIA

insisted on the right of its members to directlybill the patient.sa The

government eventuallywon the fightbecause of its new overall position of

strength in all areas of health care, the lack of support for practitioners

from hospital boards of management, a¡rd the threat by the state

government to import Asian practitioners to operate the scheme.55 This

awoke all the xenophobia, racism and sectarian fears which had

characterised every discussion about migrant doctors, doctor shortages,

and the decades of looking with suspicion at the outcome of anylong term

manpower planning in a closed and tightly controlled professional shop.

As part of the Medibank hospital service patient arrangements,

there was a provision under Section 34 of the HeølthlnsuranceAct for

private hospitals to make available beds for uninsured pensioners. The

Ashford Board, to its credit, provided fifty such beds, but immediately ran

into difficultywith specialists, meinly surgeons, who refused to provide

53 Alvfr\ 15 April 19?5, circular letter from K.B. Jones, federal president.
54 Because of the lneed'to maintain the doctols independence. In reality it would
enable them to continue to charge what they liked.
65 Aduertiser,4 July 1g?5, p. 24.1b.,20 July 1975, p. 3. The late Dr. B.J. Shea, then SA
Director4eneral of Medical Serrrices, was the originator of this proposal.
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treatment for this category of person.56 The West Torrens Council, in

whose local government area the hospital was situated, determined to get

control of the hospital board, and succeeded in doing this bymethods which

did not meet universal approbation.s? Changes of outlook amorg some

specialists, who began to understand thatMedibank was not going to go

away, a¡rd alterations to the hospital constitution which took control of the

board out of the hands of vested medical or local goverrìment interests,

ensured that'S. 34'patients were treated. Unfortunately, Iater changes to

Medibank under the Fraser government included abolition of these beds. By

then attitudes had changed remarkabl¡c all hospitals and most GPs were

most upset, because the provision had greatlybenefited pensioners, as well

as the treating doctors and the hospitals. For some years Ashford, Western

Community, Ilindmarsh, Thebarton and Glenelg Community hospitals

found the loss of these beds brought financial embarrassment.

This had one importantlong term consequence. The differential

rebate medical benefit schedule (and lack of control over actual fees

charged) had brought great prosperity to the burgeoning army of

specialists, and especiallythose whose field involved procedural mediciness

or surgery. Hospital boards, realising that theywould never achieve long

term fina¡rcial security from general practitioner admissions, because that

group were becoming less and less involved in all areas of surgery and

obstetrics, and, indeed, hospital workgenerally, turned to the specialists for

sunrival. Ilinrlmarsh become a centre for orthopaedic and plastic surgeons:

had it not done so, it would have had to close.se Thebarton Community

avoided closure when it was absorbed into Ashford, and became a

56 S. Sa*, A Strife, op. cit., p. 777. Author's personal experience.
57 Tlris story can be followed in (1) West Torrens Council, Agendø ønd Minutes, LæøI
Board of Health, L975: (2) Ian Forbes , History of Ashford Community Hospital.In
preparation: (3) Mortlock Library PEG 345 lrestricted access]. See particularly minutes
of the Ashford Community Hospital executive committee of 3O/411976 and 14151L976,
and of the special board meeting of t91511976.
58 For example, the cardiologists, gastroenterologists and respiratory physicians.
59 Personal intenriew with CEO and several specialist colleagues.
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geriatric/post +perative recovery/rehabilitation branch. Ashford raised and

spent millions becoming one of the largest and most diverse private high-

technolory specialist dominated hospitals in Australia, and has never

looked back.60 A similar picture can be seen every where else in the

metropolitan area. Onlythe small government countryhospitals survive as

a reminder of the pre-1970 daYs.

After the defeat of the Whitlam government on ll November 1975,

the Fraser Liberal administration modified Medibankby adding an'opting

out' provision. People could choose to pay the levy ¿nfl ¡s6nin covered, or

they could drop the levy payments provided they took out private health

insurance. Until it lost office in 1984, that government made a number of

other changes, but with the reælection of Labor in that latter year, the

entire scheme was soon returned to what was virtuallyits original fom.61

In addition the Health Insurance Commission from 1 October 1976 entered

the private health insurance field with Medibønk Priuøte. It would become

Australia's largest health benefits organi sation.

Medibank andMd.inara despite the worst expectations of the

medical profession, brought them substantial financial gains. Davis and

G,eorge have pointed out that health expenditures began to rise steadily

from Ig77/78, and that between l98t/82 and 1984/85 the commonwealth

increased its funding of health costs from 25 percent tÐ 40 percent of all

expenditure. The greatest beneficiary was the private sector, whose share

of costs dropped from 38 per cent tÐ 25 per cent.62 It was reported in 1997

that Australian specialists in 1994/5 earned in excess of $300,000 a year,

a¡rd GPs $125,000, before expenses. Total expenses were 75 percent of

60 In tgg6 Ashford set in motion steps to sever all connection with local government by
effecting constitutional alterations to eliminate council representation. It manage-d to get

rid of ail council representatives, except from West Torrens, where memories are long.
61 S. Sax, AStrife, op. cit., pp.127-132, sets out the the 1976-1980 changes to
Medibank. Labor, on its ræelection in 1984, introduced Md.i'carc.
62 A. Davis and J. George, op. cit., pp. 108-9.
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income, and the average profit margin [sic] was 27.6 perce¿t.63 Universal

health insurance, far from killing offprivate practice as the profession once

feared, has provided the medical profession with an overflowing s¿¡sem of

cash beyond their wildest dreams. There are three main reasons: first,

retention of fe+for+ervice. Second, the two million uninsuredAustralians,

who in lg72wercreduced to lodge benefits or the demearring ritual of public

hospital means testing, also contributed after 1975 to the private doctor's

income.64 Third, as mentioned, pa¡ment for their services has enriched the

visiting specialists, who once gave their time in an honorarSr capacity.

*

Summarry.

In this chapter we have considered the twenty six years 1950-75.

The prelude to that era was the election of the Menzies-Fadden

consen'ative government in December 1949: the conclusion was the advent

of the Whitlam Labor administration's Medíbank, and the dismissal of that

government in 1975 was ¿ d¡'ematic coda whichhardlybrought a

satisfactory conclusion to those dramatic years. Sir Earle Page, Minister of

Health in the Menzies government 1949-1956,0s introducedhospital,

pharmaceutical and medical benefit schemes which were a joy and a delight

to state governments, pharmacists and private medical practitioners, but

left ma¡ycitizens uninsured and unable to pay. Pharmacists were paid for

everyitem on the official pharmaceutical benefits list which they dispensed:

the list grew year by year.60 The doctor was reimbursed byfee for service,

and every attendance, procedure and organ had its price. Neither Medibønk

63 Australian Bureau of Statistics , Priuate MedicøI Pructice Industry 199+5. (The proflrt
margin for lawyers was said to be 32.6 per cent, and for accountants, 20.5 per cent.)
64 Except between 1978 and 1984 when the Fraser government increased the element of
privatisation.
65 He had also been Minister of Health 1937-39'
66 They were also re-imbursed for'wastage' and empty bottles.
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nor Md.bare changed this fundemental Article of the Australian medical

faith.

Australian medical practice after WrtilII diverged completelyfrom

the Britishnationalisedmodel.6? Beginning in the late 1950's general

practice entered a period of decline while specialisation flourished.G8

Australian medical incomes were guaranteed, however, and all practitioners

prospered: the profession ascended to the apef of the social pyramid, and

the AIVIA reached the apogee of power. The unstoppable onslaught of

technological advance descended on and influenced every aspect of medical

practice. All areas of health saw unprecedented increases in costs, not only

because high-tech medicine had to be practised bythe initiated in advanced

hospitals with sophisticated equipment,6s 6n, practitioners could set all

their fees withoutfear or restraint, because the commonwealth lacked

constitutional control over prices and wages.?0 The medical benefits funds

increased their rebates to match fees, and higher costs were simplypassed

on to the consumer. The federal government was then pressured to match

the funds. As in indusby, avarice was the spur to medicine.Tl Justice

Nimmo showed in his 1969 Repor-t,that the benefits funds were themselves

guilty of the most unscrupulous abuses, anfl emassed great wealth and

political influence. Greed prevented the Page scheme from ever working in

the way that had been intended, and gred eventually destroyed it. The

67 Before then, Australian and British medicine had much in common, one observer (Sir
Theodore Fox) noting that the only major difference was that Australian private fees
were higher, and that specialisation in Australia was more the province of the GP. For
the Australian doctor, the pinnacle of post-graduate study was a tIK Membership or
Fellowship of a Royal College. The SA Md.icalRpgLstas 1918-1975 show a trifling
number of post-graduate qualifications - other than those from the Australian
branches of the Royal Colleges - f¡om other than the UK. Even after establishnent of
the Australian Royal Colleges, it was, until well into the 1960s, the custom to add a UK
degree to the Australian qualification.
68 There was a similar picture in the UK and America.
69 See A. Davis and J. George, op- cit-, pp.2O7-2O9 for a scathing but accurate accnunt
of the diffirsion of high technology into Australian medicine, the absence of appraisal of
effectiveness, the disinterest in therapeutic evaluation, and lack of any cnsting analysis.
?0 A" poittted out, the states did have that power.
71The words are from David Hume,.Essays,'Of Civil Liberty'.
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uncontrolled escalation of costs led to the introduction in 1970 of the'most

common fee', differential rebates, and the final formal separation of

specialist and general practitioner. These substantial changes to medical

practice, which saw great divisions arise within the profession, based on

clinical status and income, accelerated the drift from general practice to

specialisation, hastened the decline of the procedural generalist,

particularly the GP obstetrician/anaesthetist,, and brought to an end what

was left of the acceptance of GPs in public hospitals. Understanding and

communication between the different branches of medicine deteriorated as

the de+killing accelerated.

The AIVIA bore the brunt of the opprobrium which the opponents of

all the radical changes saw as being of its own invention and propagation. It

þssame racked by internal dissent, and its unity was fatallybreached: it

began to lose its power and influence. Its struggle with rffhitlam over

universal health insurance, which it lost, saw it further divided and

enfeebled. General Practitioners had formed themselves into a College in

1958: in 1973 they split from the AMA and began to determine their own

future. The RACGP would become a formidable medical bod¡ and by 1979,

its twenty fifth anniversary, it had over 3,000 members. In 1996,

membership stood at 9635.72It inaugurated the Family Medicine Program

in 19?3, and saw academic deparhents in general practice enter the

universities in 1975.

A number of other recurrent medical, political and social topics

distingrrish the years under discussion . As country centres declined and the

population of the state became more centralised, so the number of country

doctors fell away and contributed to an imbalance of distribution of medical

manpower, but, as I have pointed out, this was a problem that had existed

for many decades. This latter question was the subject of recurrent public

72 At that time the AMA had 8980 GP members.
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debate which saw either an impending catastrophic shortage of doctors, or

a serious threatening over-supply. These discussions were hampered by a

total lack of the most basic statistical data on which any proper medical

planning could be based. It appears, too, that no one foresaw the

progressive fall in the birth rate which followed the widespread introduction

of the oral contraceptive pill in the 1960s, and the advent of legal abortion

from 1970.?3 As a result, seriouslydeficient manpower decisions made in

the 1960s and 1970s, laid the foundations for the formidable problems of

doctor over+upply and maldistribution which would torment the 1990s.

From the 1950s there was a change in the fundamental nature and

origin of legislation which bore on the medical profession. Until then the

statutory control and regulation of medical practice sprang from the

individual states. The enfiqy of the commonwealth into every aspect of

medicine, pharmacy and hospitals, tentatively from the late 1940s,

absolutelyfrom 11975, resulted in its assumption of the legislative health

ma¡rtle. The federal government, which collected all the money through its

income taxpower, controlled the disbursement of funds throughAcús of a

length and complexityhitherto undreamed of.

The Whitlâm government irrevocably and dram¿¡iç¡¡ychanged the

entire Australian health environment by introducing universal medical

cover funded by a taxation levy, and free standard ward hospital cover for

any who wanted or required it. Along with this went the establishment of

communityhealth centres whichprovided abroadrange of medical and

para-medical services, an increased commitment to build mental health

facilities, sen¡ices for school children, andthe funds to upgrade public

hospitals. While some ideological dismantling of Medibank occurred after

73In tg60 the South Australian crude birth rate was 23.6; the crude death rate 8.3,
and the excess of births over deaths was 13,162. In 1980 the crude birth rate was 14.0;
tlre crude death ratn 7.4, and the excess of births over deaths was 8919. (Source;
S tati s ti cal Rcg is ter .)
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Whitlam's fall, its basic principles remain intact twentyyears later.Ta

There is some irony in recalling traditional medical resistance to

government intervention in the anangements for the payment of doctors,

and the situation now, where the commonwealth tax revenue is the

principal source of medical incomes. Those incomes remain high and reflect

the growth of Australian medical activity, ffid echo the conclusion of Davis

and George that

When ¿Ln openended source of payment is added to a feæfor-
service medicine, it seems to be a recipe for continual
ex¡lansion in health care costs...Such s¡ætems encourage the
elimination of non<ost items of service and produce a
rationalised medical practice that reflects the priorities in
paym.ent schedules.Ts

No federal government has yet been able to tackle this problem, and

it is difficult to disagree with Gardner's endorsement of the comments of a

senior Health public servant, that health policy since L967,

...had produced a "fre*for-all" environment in which equity,
access a¡rd universalityhave been pursued without regard for
effectiveness, qualit¡r or cost control...The main factors which
worked against radical long-term policywere federalism, the
frequency of elections, political party influence, a medical
profession which operated without regard to the real costs of
health care and conservative forces in the public service.T6

The medical profession in the long run has benefited financiallyfrom

Medinare. For the general practitioner, income is directly related to the

number of patients seen, and this has resulted in much external criticism,

and internal introspection, about the alleged deficiencies of a generous

pa¡m.ent system which rewards the doctor who sees large numbers of

patients in the minimum time which complies with rebate regulations.T?

Ilowever, for the vocationallyregistered GP, a scale of higher benefits is

7a In1978 the Australian Council of Tlade Unions had organised a24 hour general
strike to protest against the dismantling of Medibank.
75 A. Davis and J. George, op. cit., p. 199.
76 H. Gardner, The Politics of Health, op. cit., p. 198.
77 A form of practice referred to, with some disparagement, as 'Six minute medicine'
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provided for consultations which have a more complex content, so the

opportunity is there to take an interest, and give the time and effort to the

more difficult presentation. The wide definition of what constitutes a

legitimate medical service which can validly atttact a commonwealth

benefit, has given the GP considerable scope to successfully provide help in

a number of diverse fields which have not always been considered to have

been within his or her accepted sphere. For insta¡rce, in the areas of

physiotherapy, counselling, the provision of alternative therapies, and work

place relations, the doctor has been able to compete with, and attract

clients away from the traditional providers of those services, because the

medical fees are cheaper. In such fields, it would seem tlnatMed;lar;ore}lras

profited the practitioner, but whether it is good for the public is a matter

which can be debated. General practitioners are not highly trained in

physiotherâpy, counselling, psychology and other fields, but their cheapness

and the current culture of general practitioner education means thatthey

are encouraged and expected to do all these things.

It is harder to determine if patients overall have been winners or

losers, because it is perplexing to separate out the specific advantages and

disadvantages which affect the different social groups, but it would seem

that the genuinelypoor have benefited less than the more advantaged. The

latter, for example, have had more opportunities for taxation benefits in the

area of permissible health e:çenditure deductions. On the other hand,

Md,ico¡e has made medical and hospital care available to all - a

tremendous improvement over all the previous health care delivery

systems. It is possible to agree with the conclusion of Brown that

It is reasonable to assume that with the expansion of health
provision since the 1940s the poor have benefitBd, thgtlSh it is
-also 

said that the better<ff, the better educated and the more
sophisticated have benefited more, and that the- majgr part of
pu¡Uc outlays on health now consists of a complex of-transfers
between different segments of the middle classes. If this is so,

it seem unlikely that we can continue to raise the standards of
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health of poorer_people by simply expanding the present
sYstem further.?8

In the late 1990s the Australian political atmosphere is again

changing, and all major political parties - now barely distinguishable from

each other - share an enthusiasm for privatisation, doctrines of

determinism and economic rationalism.

78 R.G. Btown, 'social Security and Welfare', in Keith Hancock (Ed.) Ætstrotian Sæiety.
CflP 1989, p. 56.

*
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CONCLUSION.

This thesis considers the rise over little more than 100 years of

medical practitioners in South Australia from the barely respectable

empiric, totally un-unifi ed, undirected, somewhat nondescript and disparate

collection of individuals of dubious professional standing and usefulness, to

today's self<onfi dent, well organised and disciplined, science-orientated

practitioners, who enjoy statutory protection for their occupationally closed

profession, characterised by high status, prestige and income. Those latter

practitioners possess total control of enbryinto training, nnfl have the

power to govern and regulate their profession. At the zenith of their power

in the 1950s, they were highly organised and politically influential.

The medical profession achieved its high social position, professional

power and influence, and the absolute control of the practice of medicine by

the orthodox practitioners, through a number of key sources, primary and

secondary.

Fundamentally, the road to the achievement of professional power

was through Statutes, which were the origin of official state medical

registration. But the profession never wore the ornament of a meek and

quiet spirit, and on its statutory footing it quickly constructed an edifice of

power, status and prestige. F*rom the late 1870s, orthodox medicine began

an indissoluble association with science and technology. Between 1840 and

1919 the acquisition of legislation favourable to the dominant medical

interests, is the story of continuous conflict between, on the one hand, an

insecure a¡rd defensive group, slowlyemergingfrom the chrysalis of a

second-rate occupation, artd, on the other, a highly suspicious parliament

which periodically reiterated its reluctance to favour what it saw as a'self

constituted oligarchy', interested only in securing a monopoly over

treatment, and the subjugation of all medical interests to its own.

The foundation of theAdelaide Medical School in 1885, and medicine's
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increasing intimacywith technology, brought about important changes in

parliamentary attitudes. Paradoxically, woven through the complex

legislative tapestry 1844-1946, ate manyincongruous threads which detail

the long battle by the legally qualified to suppress the unqualified, both

before 1919 and after that important date, when the orgarrised profession

was able to use the power of the state to enforce its monopoly. To the

activities of the unregistered, some of selflessl hgh moral character, and

some tainted by the depths of unscrupulousness,l the legally qualified owed

their most important Acæ of 1889 and 1919. C'enerally, the doctor who

made the medical register would achieve personal and social ascendanc¡

power, occupational closure, and professional autonomy. As Freidson

wrote,2 a profession is an occupation that has achieved self regulation, and

his original writings on the development of the concept of professional

dominance are relevant to the SouthAustralian position. Medicine also

clearly reached the Willis landmarks of autonomy authority and

sovereignty.3

The statutory turning-points which delineate the South Australian

route to medical ascendancy occur as four conspicuous beacons. In 1844,

Ordinance 17 I 1844 defined the qualifications of medical practitioners in the

state, a¡rd most of its provisions remained intact until 1919. It initiated the

long march to occupation closure and selfregulation. It was introduced

solelybecause the Legislative Council which then governed South Australia

as a Crown Colony, needed the legallyqualified medical practitioner to

provide proof that any apprehended person was '...a dangerous lunatic, or a

dangerous idiot,...'. But for the first time legal qualificatiorìr¡ were

particularised, and the unqualifred (or unsuitably qualified) could be lawfully

cast into outer darkness. Their complaints and pleas would be heard for

1 That is, they were no different from the registered.
2 E. Freidson, Doctoring Together, op. cit.
3 Evan Willis, Medical Dominarrce, op. cit.
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another 95 years. An amendingOrdinn¡rce of 1846 added certain

apothecary qualifications to the list of the consecrated. The failure of both

Ordinnrrces to provide for the recognition of certain foreign diplomas and

degrees, would be the cause of more than a century of professional

arguments and parliamentary dispute.

There is not much in the South Australian record to support the view

of ICN.S. White,4 that the practice of medicine was legitimised to better

enable government to control the administrative apparatus of state. On the

contrarlr, parliament - certainly to 1946 - always enacted medical

legislationgrudgngly, artd, until1919,Acts had minimal content. In the case

of certificates of death, despite recurrent concern about their correctness,

and the acknowledged fact that inadequate controls over their issue could

enable serious crime to go undetected, for decades legislation actually

impeded the collection of precise statistical data.s In the 1870s parliament

had become concerned about the accuracy of such certificates issued by

the unqualified, but it still would not act to increase the powers and

privileges of the legallyqualifred because of concerns about climate,

distance, and lack of transport infrastructure. The only legislation 36 years

after the 1844 Ordinnnce, was a simpleAcú of 1880 to enable recognition of

the Germ art Støøts. æarnen. The newly hatched BMA had lobbied

extensiveþ at the time to produce a cornucopia of enachents favourable

to the legally qualified, but a suspicious and uns)m.pathetic parliament was

not¡rersuaded.6 The failed Orcyø quarantine prosecution of 18927 is

another illustration of parliamentary lack of interest in rectiffing statutory

anomalies which caused arlm inistrative misadventures. The Acú which

caused the problems was not altered until 1919.8

K.N.S. White: The State and Pnofessional Knowledge'. op. cit.
Chapter II.1.
Chapter II. 2.
Chapter lIl.2- a.
Chapter fV.2.

4
5
6
7
8
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Within ten years a more substantial piece of medical legislation was

enacted - the Medícal Act Amendment Act 1889. This was an attempt to

control the use of the term 'doctof. It belatedlyintroduced a medical

register;tightened requirements for the issue of death certificates; gave the

medical board judicial status, and laid down a four year course of study as a

mandatoryrequirement for registration. The great surprise was that

legislation of such 1¡¡damental importance to the professional aspirations

of the orthodox practitioners resulted from the long years of civil litigation to

achieve registration by the prominent homæopath Cieorge Bollen.s The

attitude of parliament had now begun to change because of the inroads of

science and technology, and South Australian attitudes and expectations

had altered when transport and communication advances opened it up to

thewiderworld.lo The foundation ofthe UniversityofAdelaide in 1874, the

Educatinn Act 7878, establishment of RoseworthyAgricultural College in

1883, and the School of Mines in 1889, bore wihress to the aclarowledgment

of, and homage paid to, learning. In the case of the long disputes over who

should be allowed to issue death certifrcates, parliament onlytightened

requirements in favour of the legallyqualified when more convenient and

regular transport could be provided, after the previously scattered and

isolated railwaylines were linked into a continuous system after the 1880s.

The great distances and sparse population of SA are âmong the reasons for

those differences which distinguish our legislation, and the general path to

professional status, from that of other countries without our geographical

and demographic peculiarities.

The 1889 ActLr was a most significant milestone in the medical

practitioner's road to the achievement of full professional status, and

publication of an official legal annual register gave the LQMP formal

I Chapter II. 4.
10 Chapter II. 3.
11 Chapter IL 9, 10.
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recognition, and the stamp of official competence. rt authoritatively

emphasised occupational closure, and was an important step in giving the

profession control over hospitals, the means to exclude the unorthodox, and

to exercise power and control over other areas of health. The medical

board's acquisition of severe disciplinary authority was a signal point in the

achievement of selËgovernment. The 1889 Acf marks the juncture where

ttre occupation of medicine was brought to probationaq/ professional

status.

Those medical practitioners who had received the statutory

anointing could now control every aspect of their exclusive, closed calling,

from the selection of recruib, b their final acceptance into the medical

priesthood. Parliament even specified the requirement for legal

qualifications for some official gover:rment positions. The social standing of

the profession was rising, and prestige accrued from their open embrace of

scientific principles. At a time when it seemed that their mine of preferment

and privilege was bottomless, and persons sceptical of their therapeutic

gifts were felt to be fit objects of ridicule, the profession in 1896 threw away

its great chance to consolidate all its gains, by embarking on a

confrontation with the government of Charles Cameron Kingston.l2 The

cause of further medical law reform - needed chieflybecause the

indefatigable guile of the unqualified and the unscrupulous enabled them to

circumvent the prohibitions on practice in existing legislation - was put

back more than 20 years.

Finall¡ in 1919, because of the relentless ma¡ch of science and

technology, and perhaps as a reward for their patience and good conduct,

tJne Medicøl Act 1919 gave the profession its most tangible victory in z5

Yeers.l3 T}lLatAet paved the way for a most substantial growth of medical

12 Chapter III. 3.
13 Chapter fV. 2.
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influence and reputation: doctors'privileges were now guarded, like the

apples of the Hesperides, by a fearsome statutory dragon. They would

march up the staircase of eminence to the pinnacle of professional power.

The 1919 Acú, modern in legal structure, finally put to rest the hallowed

L844 Orditnnce. It erected the medical board into an authoritative

controlling body with full judicial power, entitled the legally qualified to sue

for fees, tightened requirements for the issue of death certificates, and

specified further official positions which could onlybe held byLQMPs. It

survived with little change for 64 years to 1983. The 1919 Acú finallyput

t}ae imprímatur on the legally qualified's achievement of professionalism,

and cast the rest out with the Ishmaelites. Thereafter, ttte registered

practitioner had no further need of legislation to enhance his or her

privileges. The e:çonential growth of technolory, and the skill ofthe

orthodox practitioners in marketing it, e specially through specialis ation,

would eventuallyin a materialistic age see their high incomes a¡rd well-

being as the sole benchmark of attainment in life.

During the Second World War central political power grew at the

expense of the States, especiallywhen the commonwealth acquired the

uniform taxation power in].942, and federal legislation beceme the

predomina¡rt influence in Australian health and welfare. The

commonwealth began the long march to a pharmaceutical and medical

benefit scheme in 1944.14 These were finallyintroducedbythe Menzies-

Page government in 1951 and 1953 respectively. Ttre a¡rival of a medical

benefits schedule which would characterise the open ended, feefor-service

basis of private medical practice irrevocably altered Australian medical

practice. Then, when in addition to the appeal of the high status and

prestige of a technology-based profession, with important community

standing and the abilityto earn an independent livelihood, there was added a

14 Chapter lY.4.s.
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guaranteed very high income, Australia became a flourishing medical

Arcadia. All doctors prospered, and their profession ascended to the apex of

the social pyramid. It wouldbe leftto Justice Nimmo in 1969 to show how

professional greed, and unscrupulous abuse by the registered benefit funds,

would destroythe scheme less than 15 years after its introduction. But the

control of medical practice had passed for ever from the states to the

commonwealth, which had to administer laws of a hitherto undreamed of

complexity, and provide funds which annually grew exponentially, because

the federal governmentlacked constitutional control over wages and prices.

The states had these important powers, but litte else, beyond the simple

arlministrative duties ofregistration and discipline.ls As Sax has pointed

out, the striking down by the lligh Court of Section 7A of the Chifley

Pharmaceutical Benefits Act 1947, has had consequences which have gone

far beyond just preventing the commonwealth from enforcing the use of

official prescription stationery. The judgementhas given the medical (and

dental) professions'...4large measure of constitutional protection against

commonwealth government regulation".lo

It canbe debated whether or not all the legislation which did so much

to protect the interests of the legally qualified profession was such a good

thing for patients. Gross has claimed that statutory self regulation by

professionals resulted in problems far worse than those it was designed to

address.lT However it is difficult within the narrow South Australian

context to argue against government control of the practice of medicine,

because, basicall¡ the law has usually tried to ensure that medical

practitioners have the specialised knowledge and skills appropriate to a

15 Ttre oommonwealth, under tùre Crirnæ and, HealthlraultrceActs, had far greater
poweñ¡ of discipline than the states.
16S. Sax, Astrifeof Inlerests,op.cit., p. 55.
17 S.J. Gross, Of Fores and Hen Housæ, op. cit.

*
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learned calling, and the competence to exercise them. It is true, also, that

all legislation has enhanced the income, security a¡rd status of

practitioners, but this has been the inevitable result, and certainlyin this

state, was not the primary intention of parliament. That is an illustration of

the problems which enter into anyrelationship between a learned

profession and the bodies udth which itmust interact. There is also the

belief that anyprofessional licensing statute ir * umbrella to protect

privileged minorities against accountability and competition, and increase

their power. Even after Medibank andMdinora Australian doctors retain

professional and economic autonomy, the footing of health care is still fee-

for+ervice private practice, and the medical profession encourages

voluntary private insurance.ls All Australian licensing Statutes when

taken into consideration with federal health insurance legislation, have

given the legally qualified medical practitioner real privilege, and protection

of that privilege.

The current South Australia¡r MedicølPrattitianers Acú, in force from

1983 and most recently amended in 1994, has surmounted all the old

difficulties of controlling the practice of medicine bythe unregistered, by

requiring that practice can only be by persons "...registpred on the

appropriate register or registers.'l9 The Board alone can detemine what

". . .syllabuses and courses. . .' are necessary for registration. 20 The federal

Health Insuranrce Act 1973 not only guarantees practitioner incomes, but

by the strict exclusion from access to benefits, effectively holds back

competition. The result has been that the profession has gained hegemony

ryithin the health care field, andMedinøre undoubtedlyrepresents the high

point of this. fþs immerute power of orthodox medicine in the 1990s far

18 Mainly to provide cuver for trearment in private hospitals.
L9 MedicøI Practition¿rs Act 7983, S. 30 (1).
20 Ib., S. 13 (a). 5.77 Q) (a) empowers the board to prescribe qualifrcations etc. by
Regulation.
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transcends the domination which began to be enjoyed from the introduction

of the Page scheme.

No federal government has had the courage to interfere with the

basic tenet of the medical faith, fe*for-service private practice, but the

opportunities for challenge are there. First, it is fiftyyea¡s since British

MedicølAssocíntionu. CornmonweøIth,2l and the view of the High Court as

to what constitutes civil conscription in a more modern age could be sought

by the commonwealth. Second, the states possess the constitutional power

to compel doctors to provide medical senrice for a set fee. I have discussed

the attempt by the Dunstan Labor government in South Australia to do

this in 1973, and have shown how exterrral political events resulted in a

fiasco.22 However in Australia there has been a general historic reluctance

of governments to interfere and challenge, a¡rd the profession's history of

getting much of its own way reflects its own very considerable power, and

its influence over governments.When he cpnsidered the conclusions of Davis

and Cieorge,2s and Gardner,2a on the way in which feefor-service operates,

Brown postulated that

It is reasonable to assume that with the expansion of health
p,rovision since the 1940s the poor have benefited, though it is
also said that the better--off, the better educated and the more
sophisticated have benefited more,. . . .25

is a reasonable one. While Labor's universal heatth scheme was designed to

give equity, access and universality it is clear that some sections of society

enjoybenefits which are more equitable, accessible and comprehensive

2r Zg CLR 20Il- The Second, Phørmaceutical Bencfits Cqse.lheHigh Court decision was
3:2 in favour of the BMA.
22 Clr,. V. 3. d. As far as I can ascertain, this is the only occasion in Australia when a
state government has attempted to invoke its constitutional control over medical prices
23 A. Davis and J. George, op. cit., p. 1gg.
24 H. Gardne\9p. ?it-, p.-198, and bearing in mind the extreme complexity of the
êystralian 'political market'. [S. Sax, A Strife of interests, op. cit., p. ÞS2.1 

-

25 R.G. Bmwn, 'social Security and Welfare', in Keith Hancock (Eã.) op. iit., p. SA.
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tha¡r others. In Australian society, such a situation is by no means confined

to the provision of health services.26

After 1919, when medical practitioners became autonomous, and the

dominance of the orthodoxwas established, there was a little more workto

be done before the medical profession could thoroughly cleanse its registered

temple of the profane. Every one of those four key pieces of legislation -
1844,1880, 1889 and 1919 - despite the privileges and monopolies which

theyÉfranted, had one fatal imperfection. No matter how carefullyit had

been drafted, how much time had been spent in consideration of each turn

of phrase, or how perspicuous the attention to detail, each of theActs left an

opening through which the unregistered and totally unqualified could

practice medicine, despite the sincerest intentions of the parliamentary

draftsman, ffid often the most determined efforts of the medical board and

its counsel. The 1844 Ordinnrrce required the board merely to recognise

certain specified qualifications, and it made no provision whatever for

taking action against anyunregistered person. Although the board had

struckHorace Dean offthe register in 1857, theyreallyhad no legal

authorityto do this. Dean did not challenge their action, probablybecause,

as pointed out, he had at least three aliases, and to this day it is not really

known who he was, or if he had medical qualifications.2? The 1880 Acú,

designed solelyto give legallyqualifiedrespectabilityto Dr. Karl Fiege, did

not attempt to grapple with the dilemma of curtailing quackery. hritially,

the government had toyed with the idea of restrictive clauses, but the

orgarrised profession had asked for too much, and ended up with nothing.zs

There were other reasons: the unqualified frequentlyprovided their services

in inhospitable regions where the qualified feared to tread; parliament was

26 It applies also in the areas of housing, nutrition andjustice, for example
27 ch.IIL 2. a.
28 Chapter II. 2.

{<
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not prepared to empower any exclusive group to the disadvantage of

another, and often the qualified were held in no more esteem than the

unqualified, because manytimes there was little therapeutic distinction

between them. While the press was contemptuous of unscrupulous

charlatans, it was ambivalent when the dividing line between other

competing gxoups was less precise.

When the legally qualifi ed embarked on their periodic crusades

against the unregistered, they at first had some conspicuous and

embarrassing failures - George Bollen (1889) and Talbot Brifuewater

(1891). The imbroglio with C.C. Kingston and its chilly aftermath, and

World'War I, saw nothing accomplished for 20 yea.rs, either for the legally

qualified,.or against their competitors. After passage of the 1919 Acú, the

profession determined thatthe dew of inactivitywould not rusttheir new

bright sword of respectability, and there was a series of successful

prosecutions for holding ouf,, although the cases overall dragged on for over

40 years. These disputes illustrate the different kinds of activity which the

legally qualified sought to suppress. Although the registered practitioner

tried to cover all his competitors with the blanket term'quack'', the position

was not that straight forward. First, there were certainlybrazen

charlatans,2e and they deserved all the calumny which was heaped on

them. Second, there were the persons lacking anymedical qualifications,

but who successfully worked as medical practitioners -'held out'- for

yeaft¡, often without grving rise to the slightest suspicion in regard to their

non+xistentcredentials.so Third, there was a very importa¡rt category of

practitioner who held medical qualifications, sometimes of undisputable

stature, but whose efforts to attain the respectability of registration

29 ¡¡nmples have been pncvided in the text by Bemcastle (1869), Klostermann (1885),
Bridgewater and Richard Russell (1890), Drew (1925), Nairn (1926), iltrs. Carl Olsen
(1927), Kugelman (1908, 1931-32) and "professor" Stanley Mayo (1945).
30 Ziehlke (1880 - ?) and Harden (1906-1926) are notable cases in point, and Grace
(1881), Molø (1882), Frost (1882), Doepke (1887), and Florance (1887), and many
others might also be in this catcgory: we simply do not know.
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foundered on the rock of reciprocity.sr Perhaps Mahomet Allum should be

assigned to a separate categor¡n basically he was a herbalist. Even to the

present day, the currentÁcú (1983) does not prevent any person from

practising medicine - the gravamen of an offence against the section of the

Acú dealing with the privileges of the registered practitioner, is 'holding out'-

that is, pretending to be legally qualified, and proving that was the rub for

any prosecuting zealot.

Quacking came to an end slowl¡ over a long period of time.

Homæopathy, which in Australia (contrary to the position in America and

Europe) was always regarded unkindly lost the battle with allopathyfrom

the 1870s, because it did not embrace science - but given the rationale of

its therapeutic basis, it could hardly do that without rejecting its own

fundamental hypothesis, because its basic claim to therapeutic

effectiveness was based on principles of treahent which were antithetical

to the tenets of modern science. For the othero often colourful, categories of

irregular practitioners, the beginning of the end cnme in 1919 with the new

MedicalAct,the heightened efforts of the police to prosecute, and the

increasing sophistication of medicine once itbecame based on the precise

application of technical hrowlefue within abiological view of health and

illness. Other contributing factors were the increasing number of LQMPs in

the workforce and, from 1953, the availability of a government health

scheme which relieved the patient of some of the burden of consultation

fees.

*

The secondary sources of the legally qualified practitioner's power

include their hþh social standing, and this is bound up with their social

bacþround. They enjoyed their standing because they came

31 To this group vre cân assign Gerny (1876-1898), Hocke (1889), Burton (1889),
LeMang (1897), von Roenne (1915-1926), and Becker (1927-1939), but again, there
were many other examples, especially in the case of European refugees before and during
World War II.
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overwhelmingly from the classes that could afford the necessary training.

As well, doctors formed closed professional organisations,'of which the

BMA/AMA was the most important, and theyforged of links with

government. While these aspects can be considered as mainly arising from

the spring of legislation, there were other factors at work too. Doctors

became involved in the communities in which theyworked, and they

enjoyed for manyyears a good press. Judicial judgements have also played

a role in the ascendancy of the profession: Lawrenceu. Dinon in 1887 upheld

the internal ethics of medical practitioners. The series of important

constitutional cases discussed in chapter fV, when the High Court

consolidated itself as the authoritative interpreter of the Australian

Constitution, and the Chifley govemment lost the battle to bring in a

comprehensive national health service, gave the BI\{A agrcatvictory. This

major High Court interpretative exercise ofjudicial review confirmed its

power to detemine the limits of federal prerogative, and gave the organised

medical and dental professions an enduring shield against commonwealth

attempts to effect anykind of health reform. Ilowever, subsequent events

would make the arguments of those hectic times largelyirrelevant, and the

victory of that period would lead to the loss of power by large sections of the

profession, and increased subjugation to central control. It is a

characteristic of all Australian confrontations between government and

profession, ormajor organisedsoup,s2 that while the latter maywin a

battle, they have always lost the wars. Reform can be delayed, but not

prevented.s3

32 In chapter fV. 9, I discussed the Chifley government's cnnstitutional stmggles with
tlre banking, airline and wheat industries, which were pursued pari pass¿ the
pharamaceutical arguments.
33 Tire success which cmwned the federal government's detemination in 1996 to curb
the growth in health custs by reducing nedical benefit rebates for fashionable high
technology procedures, freeze GP incomes, and restrict access to provider numbers, is an
illustration that the Ixlwer of the organised profession has suffered a further significant
ercsion. The Liberal minister of health, Dr. Michael Wooldridge, has become notable for
two characteristics: first, repeatedly reminding the profession that it is fragmented and
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The Australian medical profession, and particularlythe general

practitioners, have experienced since the 1970s an erosion of professional

autonomybecause of the loss of monopoly over medical knowledge, an

example being the trend to remove childbirth from the hospital setting

where practicable, and a reduced authority over patients. The profession

has come to develop with government a relation of s¡anbiotic dependence.

The government enjoys a de farto control of fees, and through the Health

Insurance Commission, remunerates practitioners for their professional

services. There is no indication todaythat the government has the slightæst

interest in the continuous howls of poverty which arise from general

practice. For their part, general practitioners are so tied to and dependent

on goveûrment subsidy, that for them there is no escape. In return they do

all the necessary government statutory paper work - issue accurate death

certificates, examine for driving licences, report notifiable diseases, certify

the insane, and carr¡r out many other duties required by a multitude of

government departments, such as Veterans Affairs, Social Security,

Quarantine, to name some. TVhile it is therefore possible to provide some

qualified support for the notion of deprofessionalisation, theAustralian

health system does not provide any convincing support for academic

concepts of proletariarris ation.

Haug has listed the prerogatives which are lost through that latter

process:34 First, the occupation cannot control entry second, it no longer

directs the scope and content of the curiculum; third, there is loss of

autonomy over conditions of worlq and, finally, the abilityto dictate fee

schedules.ss The Australian medical profession still totallyregulates the

standards for enhryinto, and the whole content of, training, and hence

politically impotent, and secnnd, taking action without grvins the representative
organisations an opportunity to delay change by filibusterism.
11 U.n. Haug,'Towards the Proletarianisation...', op. cit -, pp. 16 1-2.
35 Haug lists three other criteria, but they are not relevant to medical practice: the loss
of objects, means and tools.
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access to the statutory closed medical profession. The basis for this is state

law, and the consequent regulations and rules of sub<rdinate legislation

which prescribe minimal standards for entry and examination. These

requirements are set out at length in the university Calend,ørs, which are

themselves delegated legal documents. The obligatory subjects which

comprise the numerous hurdles to the medical degree were until 1gZ8

influenced bythe decisions ofthe British C'eneral Medical Council.s6

Control of entryinto the high prestige, high income, technology-marketing

medical specialties, of which in South Australia in 1996 there were 108

separate recognised categories,s7 is totally monopolised by the various

colleges, whose independent wealth, status and influence have long

conferred on them the unconditional regulation oftheir separate

specialties.s8

In respect of Haug's third a¡rd fourth postulates, that for

proletarianisation there must also be both loss of autonomy, and control

over fee schedules, the retention offeæfor-sen'ice remuneration for all

private practice, i¡sluding the performance of compulsory statutory

certification,3e has seen the profession as a whole retain its private practice

independence and its earnings.

Willis argues that in Australi ¿,40 proletariani sation has occured only

to the traditional middle class, and not the "...new middle class comprised of

major professional groups."41 IIe notes that the case for proletarianisation

is based on the decline of the doctors'"...role as organic intellectuals to the

dominant class and in medicine as an institution of social control."4z Light

36 The 1889 Act first set outthe requirement in South Australia for a four year course of
qludy. From 1978 the Australian Medical Examining Council determined curricula.
37 South Australian Meücalfuqistæ, 7997, vol. 1, pp. 1g-1a.
38 Accreditation of hospital positions for the purpose-of teaching programmes leading to
specialist College Fellowship is entirely within their hands.
39 For g¡nmpl€, d¡iverrs licences; certificates of eligibitity for social security benefits.
40 Ernan Willis, 'Doctoring in Australia ...', op. ctt., p. tlO.
4L lbid.
42 tt¡¿.
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and Levine believe that in America - they do not consider the Australian

context - while professional dominance has been challenged by changes in

the organisation and management of health care services, what some see

as proletarianisation (as well as deprofessionalisation) is in realitythe

legitimate outcome of the profession's sampâign for autonomy.as I agree

with the views of Navarro and Haug - which rtrillis directly supports - that

more time is needed to evaluate the concept of proletarianisation (and

deprofessionalisation) before an adequate assessment is possible.aa One

view which can be upheld in the Australia¡r medical context is that of

Coburn who, while prepared to argue that in Canada medical dominance

has declined, pointed out that the medical profession there remains too

powerfrrl to be described as proletarianised.as In addition, his argument that

the Canadian profession's lack of internal cohesion works against classic

concepts of professional dsminance, can be echoed in Australia. Here, the

profession has a heterogenous nature and remarkably diverse character,

with great intrinsic differences of status, income and intra-professional

standing. Since 1970, too, it has been plagued byfragmentation, disunity

and internal alienation, although it retains domination within the health

field-

Qualified and registered doctors, once theybecame effectively

organised in 1880 with formation of the BI\44 (SA Branch), became a

forceful political and professional Soup, with the accompanyingtwo

essential qualities of a singl+track mind, and a passionate belief in their

own importance and destiny. From the start the BMA practised paternal

administration, and was able to orgarrise its members into a coherent and

43 Donald Light and Sol Levine, The Changing Character of the Medical Pr¡ofession: a
Theoretical Overwiew'. Milbank Quarterly, Suppl. 2, vol. 66, 1988, pp. 10-32.
44 M.R. Haug, 'A Re--exanination of the Hypothesis of Physician Depmfessionalisation',
op. cit., pp. 48-56.
Vicente Navarro, 'Pmfessional flominance or Proletarianisation?: Neithet', op. cit., pp.
t57-75.
a5 David Coburn,'Canadian Medicine: Dominance or Proletarianism?'. Milbank
Quarterly,Suppl. 2, vol. 66, 1988, pp. 92-116.
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strong group. For more than 60 years its white Angle-Saxon{eltic

Protest¿nt leaders lobbied, planned and controlled the practice of medicine

from behind the scenes, unseen and unheard, exceptfor the foolish

confrontation with C.C. Kingston. only in 1944 when the Chifleyfederal

Labor government began to terrify it with the spectre of nationalisation,

which it deemed to be synon¡m.ous with socialism, did it bring its influence

out from the shadows, and brazenly confrontthe political party which it
regarded as its mortal enemy. From 1949 to 1972 it exercised extraordinary

political power, virtually controlling federal health policy. But the seeds of

its destruction, as the monolithic representative of the medical profession,

had been sown in the 1920s, when the Australian branches of the Royal

Colleges were formed, and had determined to pursue their paths outside the

BMA domain. After 1970, when differential fees and rebates were

introduced, the line between GP and specialist, hitherto thin, indistinct, Ðd

lacking in definiteness and precision, became a great rupture and the AIVÍA

was fatally weakened. The origins of the 1970s catastrophe can be traced

back to those serious arguments in 1938/39 which had raged around the

failure of the federal government to introduce the Nøtinnal HeøIth and

Peræínns InsurarrceAct.4ôInfailing to sabotage the introduction in 1975 of

universal health cover, the AIVIA impotence was publicly demonstrated, and

it would never regain its old political ascendancy.

The high social position of the medical profession can be seen very

early in South Australian history, and its position and standing was quite

different from that in Victoria, as described by Pensabene.aT He argued that

in that state the medical profession was held in quite low esteem. His

conclusions are rooted in thc sociological and historical questions which

relate to the practice of medicine,48 and a detailed analysis ofthe large

46 Chapter tV. 4. b.
4? T.s. Pensabene, op. cit
48 Ib., p. go.
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number of medical practitioners in Victoria, especiallybetween 1870 and

1910.4e However, his case largely ignored the concept of

professionalisation,sO and in dealing with the role of science he falls into the

trap of confusing it with'modern', although later in his work his reasoning

becomes less circular.sl In his accounts of the public judgements of doctors,

and the parliamentaryviciousness,s2 I believe that he has also overlooked

the larger role and position of the press in Victorian society as compared

with South Australia. The outlook of the press in Victoria was radically

altered a.fter 1850 by the gold rush, which turned it into an uninhibited,

robust, vociferous and undisciplined adolescent. The Victorian press

expanded in an extraordinary fashion,ss and there was great competition for

subscribers. The hgus (1850) and the ASe 085a) were from the start

serious rivals, and theywere later joined in competition bythe Herald. At

the height of its influence in the 1860s t}ne,Argus had a circulation as large

as Th,e Times of London, and it was vigorously challenged by Slmes's Age.

So there was an acute awareness of the need to make capital out of every

single jourrralistic opporbunityto increase circulation, and the medical

profession, no doubt, was simply a convenient part of the editorial food

chain. Green has remarked that in Victoria

...keen rivalry made it necessary to strike out new lines and
sharpenedthe point of the journalistic p€&...54

The South Australian press was far more conservative and careful,55 and

while there was rivalr¡r, it was tempered by moderation.so

49 Ib., chapter 4.
5o Ib., chaptcr 6.
5r Ib., pp. 159, L77-
52 Ib., pp. 26, 27, 29-
53 tüiüiam rffestgarth, The Colony ofVictoria. London, 1864.
54 H.M. Green, AHßtory of AustralianLiterature. Angus and Robertson, 1g61, p. 332
55 Chapter L 6.
56 Unless an editor like George Stevenson of the SAG&CR was attacking a personal
enemy.
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I have noted, too, that South Australia lacked the belligerent and

fascinating medical personalities which provided the Victorian press and

parliament with so much deprecatory copy,5? and that the more

conservative South Australian medical majority did not publicly promote

themselves. In Victoria, the surviving publications of the quamelsome

extrovert J.G. Beaney, whose public altercations have been described by

Pensabene, can remind us ofjust how different that medical societywas

from ours.58 Nor was Beaney the first to tout his services in Victoria:5ein

or about 1844, Dr. HenryJeanneret had circulated a broadsheet setting out

his appoinhents and testimonials.60

From the very foundation of South Australia medical practitioners

\ilere accorded viceregal recognition, and theywere referred to in terms

which distinguished them from other groups.61 They consolidated their

status by careful marriage, and their extensive involvement in the new

environment in which they found themselves. As a whole, they enjoyed

collective upward mobilþ through social class as described by Parry and

Parr¡r, and Kuhn. Initially they were actively associated with the literary

and other many diverse cultural activities which characterised the 19th

57 B. Gandevia, 'Medicelegal crimes in nineteenth century Melbourne', Procedings ofthe
MedicoJ4al Sæiúy, 9, (196H3), p. 145.
58 J.G. Beaney, Dr. Bean$s Vindication, with Rcflætiotw on the Irquest HeId, Upon the
Body of Mary l*wis. Melbourne, Ambrer. 1866. [James George Beaney had been charged
with mu¡der by procuring an abortion. At the first trial, the jury disagreed: at the second
he was acquitted. The book is mainly an attack on Crown medical witnesses.l
J.G. Beaney, Lithotomy: Its Sucuesses and. its Dangts.... Melbor¡rne, Beilliere. 1876.
[Beaney had been accused by some medical practitioners of killing a patient during
lithotomy. The coroner discharged the case, and this book is a rather i¡þmperate attack
on the medical profession.l
J.G. Beaney, Dætors Differ. A Lecture d.eliuqed at the Melbourrrc Atherloaurn by Mr. J.B.
Beaney F.B.C.S. Senior Honorary Surgeon to the Melbourne Haspital. Melbourne.
Bailliere. 1876. tAn attack on his op¡ronents, delivered at a public lecture.l
J.G. Beaney, Melbournc Medica.l MoroLs ard, British Crítical Opinion....Published under
the pseudon¡m ABystand.er. Melbourne. Fergusson and Moore. 1877. lThis book is
perhaps the best illustration of the vindictive and outrageous behaviour of a section of
the Melbourne medical profession, although any Beaney publication will astonish.l
59 Beaney amassed a fortune from medical practice, and he left large sums of money to
found scholarships both in London and Melbourne. Even his death in 1891 cuuld not
pmtect him from the sarcasm and derision of the Austraùasian Medical Gazette.
60 Dr. Henry Jeanneret, Dr. Jænnerct possesses, and witt be lwpw to show, certifica,tes of
attend.anreuponth.efollowing institutions... . [n.d.?1844] [n.p.?Melbourne].
61 Chapter III. 2. b.
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century. Later they would involve themselves in the social, sporting and

municipal responsibilities ofthe communities in which theyworked.

Ilowever, the evidence suggests that at no stage did doctors adopt a

deliberate strategy of social advancement: their often intense involvement

with every t¡rye of organised body merely reflected their own diversity of

intellectual activity, and keenness for scholarlyinterests.62 Theybenefited

from the South Australian social structure. Ilere, there was no inherited

money, land or trading wealth to create an instant upper class: their

education and independent capacityto make a living enabled doctors to

easilyfit into that social position.

For well over a centur¡rfrom the foundation of SouthAustralia, the

upward mobility of the medical profession was materially assisted by a

s¡mpathetic press, whose reporting on them at times amounted to abject

sycophancy. In b:me the profession would even believe what it read about

itself. When, after 1972, the press turned hostile, medical practitioners

would be greatly disappointed that the absolute righüress of their cause,

their unimpeachable integrity and selÈabnegation, of which theywere so

certain, were no longer recognised.

The situation after Medibønk andMdicatu was that the profession

found itself in a relationship to the state which was vastly different from

the halcyon days of the MenzierPage era when it had enjoyed

...a privileged place, with direct access to policy-making and
advisory positions within the Commonwealth Deparhent of
Health. tAndl Although the profession continued to regard ttre
federal government with considerable suspicion, policy-
making developed within a closed and secretive informal
network of medically4¡'ained deparhental officers and BIVIA
leaders.6s

62 Perhaps the ability of practitioners to readily marry into money, land, or both, as
mentioned, might be an exception.
63 J¡mes A. Gillespie, op. cit., p. 281.
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With demise of all the Labor health plans in 1949, the profession had won

the battle -but theywould find in due course, like the bankers, airlines and

wheat farmers, that they had well and truly lost the war. The Page scheme,

far from being what it had been painted, a victoryfor free enterprise in the

war against socialisation, was an¡rttring but that, as it required "...a major

ex¡ransion of state intervention in the market for medical services.'64

Administration of the complex taxation-funded fe+for-service medical

benefits scheme, the severely means-tested Pensioner Medical Service,

along with a voluntary health insurance industrywhich would comprise

scores of independent registered medical benefits organisations, added to

which after 1970 there was a subsidised means-tested private insurance

component, all required the creation of a huge central federal health

arlministrative bureaucracy. The advent of the computer from the early

1970s gave that very department hitherto undreemed of powers of

monitoring, surveillance and control. It was because of this new technology

that the medical profession would discover that its complacency towards

over+ervising and costs in general, had to end. The computer profile which

would in time be compiled on every service provider brought, for the first

time, greater responsibility to be accountable for any contribution to health

expenditure, and the inauguration of Mediba¿å under the aegis of the

Deparhent of Social Security, signalled the end ofAlVlApolicy

hegemony.6s From the mid-1970s general practitioners began to receive

computer generated print<uts of their prescribinghabits, and their

individual contribution to the huge commonwealth pharmaceutical benefits

bill. From the late 1980s theywould receive detailed, dissected profiles of

their own practice medicare costs, which showed every significant practice

health statistic andpa¡ment, and which provided comparisons with

64lb., p. 280.
66 Ib., p. 285.
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practices in the same area. Such unprecedented scrutiny of individuals

shocked and frightened practitioners, and was a most conspiduous outward

sign that things had changed.

At the height of the Page scheme in the mid-60s, when the

profession could have its cake and eat it, the doctor, through the BIVIA/AIVIA

enjoyed an almost u¡fettered abilityto set fees: now, fee regulation for

general practitioners and most specialists is established. From being a

strong, united organisation, commanding the loyalty of its members, and

the respectfr¡l attention of government, the AIVIA is hopelessly divided and

fragmented, and its relations with government are entirely adversarial and

destructive. In the senior echelons of the federal heatth sphere, the legally

qualified medical practitioners have long since given way to the economists,

administrators, actuaries and planners, an indication that the complex

business of management of an enormous health care field is too important

to be left to the profession which is still the principal beneficiary of its

governing Statutes. Doctors have lost their ability to make and direct policy

at the highest levels.

Within the profession there is serious division, fragmentation a¡rd ill-
feeling, far wider and deeper than the traditional GP-specialist severance.

The general practitioners are split into those who are associated with the

Royal College, and those who are not, and who claim traditional loyaltyto

the AIVÍA The College in 1997 found itself split into urban and rural

sections, with the latter establishing a separate pathway to a rural

Fellowship. F\rrther fractures have been brought about byvocational

registration and differential fees within general practice itself. Conflagration

within the competing groups has been fuelled by growing evidence that the

entire profession has become a creature of federal policy, especiallywith

what many see as enforced quality assurance, continuing medical

education, imminent enforced practice accreditation, and provider number
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restriction. Within the hospital system, Williams66 has shown that medical

independence has been replaced by superwised autonomy, and I suggest

that the general practitioner has been reduced to a position of s¡mbiotic

dependence. The profession has lost the war.

Fe+for-service, while still a basic tenet of the medical faith, is

slowly being eroded, and the federal government has the upper hand. If it
could harness its taxation power to the states'constitutional sovereignty

over wages and prices, its emasculation of the profession and achievement

of the ability to regulate the entire health system would be unassaitable.

{c

66 J. Gary Williams, 'superwised AutonomSn Medical Specialties and Structured Conflict
in an Australian General Hospital', op. cit.
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